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ISSN (Online): 1746-9678 - ISSN (Print): 1746-966X
http://www.indersciene.com/browse/index.php?journalCODE=jgba
Journal for Global Business Advancement is the official organ of the Academy for Global
Business Advancement and is published two times in a year by the Inderscience Publishing
Company of Switzerland and UK.
The aim of JGBA is the advancement of contemporary research in the field of global business
from the standpoint of both western and emerging countries vigorously participating in the
globalized world. JGBA is an international refereed journal dedicated to the advancement of
the theory and practice of global business with an emphasis on developing countries
attempting to assert themselves on the global stage.
Firms, institutions, governments, organizations, agencies, and individuals are participating in
the globalization of world economy through a variety of forms, shapes, and styles,
necessitating the initiation of an innovative dialogue between them with the goal of resolving
conflicts, promoting world peace and harmonizing relations. JGBA wishes to act as a global
platform for the pursuance of dialogue between different countries at dissimilar stages of
economic development.
JGBA aims to inspire both new and expert researchers to submit their empirical, conceptual
and applied papers and case studies for publication. Preference will be given to papers
examining conflicts between western firms and developing countries’ institutions,
communities and firms, papers examining struggles confronted by new multinational firms
emanating from developing countries and new scholars from emerging countries, as reflected
by the accreditation of business programs across the world by the AACSB–International.
Appropriate topics for manuscripts include challenges being encountered by western firms in
newly emerging countries, firms from developing countries trying to penetrate world markets
and attempting to build their own brands, non-western scholars attempting to examine the
applicability of western models in eastern, socialist and southern hemisphere countries.
Collaborative manuscripts between scholars and entrepreneurs, between western and nonwestern scholars, and between scholars and professionals, are particularly favored.
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JGBA invites and welcomes research papers encompassing all areas of global business
studies, such as marketing, management, organizational behavior, finance, accounting, MIS,
economics, and cultural anthropology. JGBA also welcomes research papers that transcend
single countries, and single discipline. Accordingly, it has a special interest in the publication
of multidisciplinary and multinational research emanating from innovative scholars and
business schools accredited by the AACSB around the world.
You are invited to submit your manuscript to:
Editor-in-Chief
IEL Editorial Office
PO Box 735
Olney, Bucks MK46 5WB
UK
E-mail: jgba@inderscience.com
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Inderscience Publishing Company of Switzerland and UK.
The JIBED addresses the advancement of contemporary research in the field of international
business and international entrepreneurship. JIBED is an internationally-competitive, peerreviewed journal dedicated to the advancement of practice and theory of international
business, international entrepreneurship and international franchising with an emphasis on
developing countries attempting to assert themselves on the global stage.
Firms, institutions, governments, organizations, agencies and individuals are participating in
the globalization of world economy through variety of forms, shapes, and styles,
necessitating the initiation of new dialogue between them with the goal of resolving conflicts,
promoting world peace and harmonizing relations. As a result, JIBED wishes to act as a
global platform for the pursuance of dialogue between different countries at dissimilar stages
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JIBED aims to inspire the full range of scholars to submit their empirical, conceptual and
applied papers and case studies for publication. Preference will be given to papers examining
conflicts between western firms and host countries and between western institutions and host
communities and firms, challenges being confronted by firms emanating from developing
countries and penetrating other developing countries and by new scholars from newly
emerging countries as reflected by the accreditation of business programs across the world by
AACSB–International.
Appropriate topics for manuscripts include challenges being encountered by international
entrepreneurs in newly emerging countries, international entrepreneurs from developing
countries trying to penetrate world markets and attempting to build their own brands, nonwestern scholars attempting to examine the applicability of western models of
entrepreneurship across Asian, African, East European, Middle Eastern, and South American
countries. Collaborative manuscripts between scholars and entrepreneurs, between western
and non-western scholars, and between scholars and professionals are particularly
encouraged.
JIBED invites and welcomes research papers encompassing different areas of international
business studies, such as marketing, management, organizational behavior, finance,
accounting, MIS, economics, and different dimensions of international entrepreneurship, such
as venture capital formation, franchising, small business management, family business
management, and technopreneurship. JIBED particularly welcomes research papers that
transcend single countries and single disciplines. JIBED also has a special interest in research
emanating from business schools accredited by the AACSB across the world.
Submit your manuscript to:
Editor-in-Chief
IEL Editorial Office
PO Box 735
Olney, Bucks MK46 5WB
UK
E-mail: jibed@inderscience.com
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Hadyn Bennett, University of Ulster, UK
Norman S. Wright, Utah Valley University, USA

The Moderating Influences of National Culture on Student Team Member
Participation: An Anglo – Indian Comparison

ABSTRACT
Recent years have seen a marked increase in the number of international students studying in
the United Kingdom. At the same time, the use of student teams for both assessed project
work and as study groups has been increasing, and against this background multi-cultural
learning teams are becoming more common. The benefits of team learning have been much
discussed in the literature, and include the development of interpersonal skills such as
communication, conflict management, negotiation, problem-solving and critical thinking
skills. However, the realisation of these outcomes is dependent on effective team functioning
and full member participation in the team process. This paper reports the findings of a cross
cultural study into student team member participation in a higher education context. Two
groups are compared – UK and Indian nationals. Drawing on research into national cultural
differences, the results indicate Indian students (who in terms of national culture score
significantly higher for collectivism) to be significantly less likely to participate fully in the
team process, and more likely to engage in behaviours which preserve a veneer of team
harmony at the expense of self-expression. The implications of these finding for team
management, the delivery of the benefits of team learning, and individual student learning are
examined.
Keywords: student teamwork; national culture; individualism – collectivism; team learning;
voice and participation.
INTRODUCTION
Various authors have highlighted the recent growth in numbers of international students
studying in UK universities. For example, Valiente (2008) refers to “the rapid
internationalization of the universities in countries like the UK” (p. 73). At the same time, De
Vita (2000) while recognising significant growth in research into quality teaching and
learning practices, has noted a much lower degree of attention to have “been devoted to
exploring issues pertaining to the challenges of the added dimension of cultural diversity that
now, more than ever, characterizes the cohorts of British business schools, which like those
in Australia and the USA, have become increasingly multicultural in their student
populations”, (pp. 168–9, citing Scott, 1998, in support).
Also well established in the literature is the reality that issues of national culture can have a
significant impact on the student’s learning experience. As noted by Valiente (2008), “the
context in which individuals learn, work and live has an important influence on creating and
modifying the individual’s expectations and learning, management strategies and styles” (p.
74).
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Much attention in the education literature has been focussed on differences in learning styles
across cultures, for instance in relation to critical thinking and memory skills. This paper
takes as the focus of its attention one aspect of the higher education learning experience
which has become increasingly common in recent years – the use of group and team centred
learning, and examines differences in team participation across two different cultural regions.
This is an area which has received little attention in the education literature, with Scott-Ladd
and Chan (2008), for example, noting that “giving students practical skills for building team
cohesion and managing team processes has received little attention in the tertiary education
literature” (p. 234). Further, they note that “if we are to better assist our students to diagnose,
evaluate and plan changes to their team processes, we need to better understand how students
monitor and shape their progress and we need to recognize the individual differences and
strengths that contribute to learning outcomes” (p. 234). The present paper addresses some of
these issues. Using student samples from the United Kingdom and India, results are presented
which show that Indian students perceive significantly higher levels of conflict and argument
in team activities, and (possibly in consequence) are significantly more likely to hide their
true opinions and ideas, or change these to preserve team harmony. The implications of these
findings for the use of student teams as a learning instrument are discussed.
Growth Of International Students In The Uk
Vickers and Bekhradnia (2007) note there to have been a steady upward trend in the number
of overseas students studying in the UK during the second half of the last century and the first
part of this. In 1992 there were some 95,900 full time international students in UK higher
education institutions. By 2004 – 05 this had increased steadily to 240,390 or 318,400 when
part-time students are included. Of these, Vickers and Bekhradnia note 100,005 to have been
from other EU countries, while the remaining 218,395 were from outside the EU. Further,
they note the UK as being second only to the USA in terms of global market share for
international students.
Recent years have seen a marked increase in the numbers of Indian students accepting places
at UK higher education institutions. MacLeod (2007) reports that by academic year 2005 – 06
the number of Indian students had increased to 19,000, second only to China as the main
source of international students. By 2006 – 07 the total had risen to 23,835, an increase of 24
percent (Gill, 2008).
The growth in the numbers of international students presents challenges to established
teaching and learning methodologies, which increasingly have to cope with classes consisting
of various nationalities, and students from diverse cultural backgrounds. Simultaneous to this
growth of the multi-cultural classroom has been a steady increase in the use of student teams
as a means of delivering learning outcomes. It is therefore appropriate that research be carried
out into cultural characteristics as moderators of student team performance (including the
delivery of learning outcomes).
Team Work in Higher Education
Billet (2004) notes that tertiary educators have increasingly turned to the use of student teams
and teamwork both to improve the learning experience and deliver learning outcomes, and to
prepare students for professional life. Impetus for this development has come from the
benefits – both in terms of skill development and enhanced learning outcomes – believed to
be associated with teamwork. As long ago as 1994, Cohen noted that “cooperative learning
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has gained increasing acceptance in classrooms here [USA] and abroad as a strategy for
producing learning gains, the development of higher order thinking, pro-social behaviour,
interracial acceptance, and as a way to manage academic heterogeneity in classrooms with a
wide range of achievement in basic skills” (p.1). There is evidence to suggest that such
benefits may hold across student age-groups, subject areas, and in relation to a wide range of
tasks – including the development of both intellectual and problem-solving skills (see, for
example, Bossert, 1988)
In terms of enhanced learning outcomes, the literature is awash with reported benefits
associated with student teamwork, including, for example, the exploration of different
perspectives (drawing on members’ experiences and knowledge) (Mutch, 1998), the
opportunity to learn from other team members (Towns et al, 2000), and the development of
critical thinking and problem solving skills. In addition, students are encouraged or required
to take responsibility for their own learning (Towns et al, 2000), leading, in theory, to the
development of useful life and professional skills. These may include the acquisition of
interpersonal and relationship skills; communication skills; negotiation and conflict
management skills; and collaborative and cooperation skills (for examples, see Yazici, 2005;
Mutch, 1998).
However, against all these advantages are an array of potential problems, which can be
described as barriers to the delivery of the desired learning outcomes and skills development.
While these can be categorised under a number of headings, Towns et al (2000) have
proposed that barriers fall into three categories – team process (how the team functions as a
unit), member expectations and characteristics (including, for example, differences in
perceptions as to assessment requirements, and propensity to engage in activities such as
social loafing, which can in turn lead to conflict and demotivation – see Guerin, 2003), and
practical coordination problems (such as finding suitable times and locations for meetings).
Clearly, there are significant relationships between the first two, and indeed it is impossible to
analyse team processes without due cognisance being given to the characteristics of team
members. When it is assumed that ‘team process’ incorporates and reflects team member
characteristics, it is reasonable to argue team process to be the most significant barrier to
effective performance. Further, it can be argued that an effective team process will contribute
to the resolution of the latter two sets of problems (an effectively functioning team will be
able to overcome issues of perception, and should be able to develop workable solutions to
practical problems such as when and where to meet).
A central issue in team process is team member engagement with that process. Both the
academic benefits and learning outcome delivery benefits associated with teamwork, and the
development of professional, or life, skills, cannot be delivered if the team process is
dysfunctional. As discussed in the following section, effective team functioning depends on
the full participation and active involvement of everyone in the team.
Voice and participation
Drawing on the management literature, team member voice and participation have been
shown to be significant determinants of team process effectiveness. Several studies have
indicated that in teams characterised by a high level of discussion positive team outcomes
were more likely than in those teams in which discussion levels were low (Harper and
Askling, 1980; Bunderson and Sutcliffe, 2002). In these studies, information sharing,
participation by multiple team members, and overall time spent in discussion of a wide range
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of alternatives all related to higher levels of performance. Similar results were also found in
situations in which a team makes multiple, sequential decisions (Cooper and Kagel, 2005) as
teams can discuss previous processes and outcomes and learn from those experiences.
Achieving a diversity of ideas by drawing on the experiences of all group members is
essential if the espoused benefits of teamwork in higher education as defined by Towns et al
(2000) - the opportunity to learn from others, the development of critical thinking and
problem solving skills, and the acquisition of interpersonal and relationship skills,
communication skills, negotiation and conflict management skills, and collaborative and
cooperation skills, as discussed above – are to be realised.
Beyond making better decisions, high team member participation and voice are also
correlated with easier and more effective implementation of team decisions (Vroom and
Yetton, 1973) – in other words, with more effective team processes. Pearce and Ravlin (1987)
found open communication between team members leads to higher goal commitment and
more flexible working practices during idea implementation. Witt et al (2000) and Scott-Ladd
et al (2006) also found higher levels of participation in group decisions to lead to greater
commitment to the team itself – an important outcome in terms of ongoing student learning.
Given the benefits associated with voice and participation in terms of effective team
performance, and against the background of an increasingly heterogeneous classroom, it is
appropriate that attention be paid to cultural differences in voice and participation on the part
of students.
National culture and team-member voice and participation:
individualism versus collectivism
As shown above, it is well established in the literature that team-member voice and
participation has a significant influence on team process and performance. In the context of
the multi-cultural classroom it is important to understand how team members from diverse
cultural backgrounds view participation and voice. This is of central importance to the use of
multi-cultural teams in the classroom. Drawing on management literature, it has been shown
that there are significant variations in management practices and team member participation
across cultures (House et al, 2004). The seminal study in this field (Hofstede, 1980) identifies
one aspect of culture, individualism – collectivism, which has been particularly robust in the
study of individual and team behaviour.
Individualism versus collectivism basically pits concern for self against concern for the wider
group. More specifically, various authors have studied the construct. Ramamoorthy and
Flood (2004) distinguish between individualism – collectivism in the following terms:
“individualism can be conceptualized as an orientation toward the self as an autonomous
individual bounded by one’s own skin. Collectivism, by contrast, can be conceptualized as an
individual embedded in a broader society and hence, a social entity” (p. 349). Further, they
note one of the key defining characteristics of individualism-collectivism as being the
emphasis which individuals place on individual goals versus collective goals. Sosik and Jung
(2002) note collectivism to be associated with attributes such as high value placed on social
community (Durkheim, 1933), shared goals and harmony (Kluckhorn and Strodtbeck, 1961)
and self-concept grounded in the social group (Hofstede, 1991). In collectivist cultures, the
self-concept is defined in terms of group membership, in which common values and norms,
and group-centred relationships are of primary importance.
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In short, then, the self concept in collectivist cultures is defined in terms of group
membership, in which common values and norms and group-centred relationships are of
primary importance. In individualist cultures, the self-concept is derived from autonomy and
freedom, and self-interest is given precedence over group interest (Earley and Gibson, 1998).
In such contexts, individuals prefer personal responsibility and goals and tasks (Earley and
Gibson, 1998).
Wright and Bennett (2008) note that “collectivism is typically manifested in the form of close
and enduring commitment to the ‘member’ group, however defined” (p. 234), and in such
cultures “loyalty to the ‘group’ is the principal concern in any social situation, taking
precedence over most other social rules” (p. 234). In individualist cultures, on the other hand,
“people tend to remain emotionally independent from the group, with self-interest acting as
the dominant motivation” (p. 234).
A consequential outcome of these cross-cultural differences is that collectivists tend to be
more sensitive to team conflict as it is seen as destroying group harmony. In potential conflict
situations, and more generally in situations of uncertainty such as commonly found in student
team assignment projects, collectivists may expend significant effort in trying to help others
save face and to ensure that the team operates in harmony (Doucet and Jehn, 1997). Indeed,
collectivist team members may even go so far as to either not voice their true opinion, or to
change their view in an effort to avoid conflict emerging between team members (Wright and
Bennett, 2008; Wright and Bennett, 2009).
Individualism – collectivism and team performance
Much of the research regarding the influence of individualism - collectivism on team
performance has been carried out in workplace settings. Such literature is nevertheless
directly relevant to teamwork in any context, and can be useful in developing knowledge and
understanding of teamwork in the tertiary education sector.
That individualist and collectivist cultural values influence work-group membership,
processes and outcomes is well-established in the literature (see, for example, Cox et al, 1991;
Earley and Gibson, 1998; Watson et al, 1993). Cox et al (1991) found that collectivists are
more likely to engage in cooperative behaviours than individualists, and to be less accepting
of anti-group behaviours (Wright and Drewery, 2006). Earley (1989) found collectivists to
display a higher preference for teamwork.
Much early research seems to suggest that individuals from collectivist cultures are more
preferring of teamwork, and that teamwork per se is better suited to such individuals. For
example, Ng (2001) suggests that collectivism encompasses recognition of interdependence
among individuals, leading to a high level of concern to fit in with others in a group, and that
as a result those from collectivist cultures may be more willing to listen to each other, seek
each others’ views and work in a group environment. Ng also suggests that a desire on the
part of collectivists to be identified with the group leads to greater willingness to internalise
the group’s goals, and the consequent exertion of extra-role effort for the group, citing Earley
(1993) and O’Reilly and Chatman (1986) in support. Indeed, Wagner (1995) in a factor
analysis of different scales used to measure collectivism, identified five different facets
associated with the term, the third of which is an inclination to work in teams.
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Gundlach et al (2006) note that “a primary challenge that organizations must address when
implementing teams is how to increase the chance that employees who are high in
individualism, defined as those who place personal interests over shared group goals (Wagner,
1995), will be able to work effectively with others in team-based settings. Research shows
that people who are high in individualism, or ‘individualistic’, often face challenges when
placed in team-based structures, thereby making it difficult for organizations to reap the
benefits offered by such structures (e.g. Earley, 1994; Earley and Gibson, 1998; Kirkman and
Shapiro, 1997, 2001; Kirkman et al, 2001; Stone-Romero and Stone, 2002; Wagner, 1995).
This body of research has shown that, even when other team-related variables are taken into
consideration, individualism-collectivism has a significant and unique influence on team
performance, and that individualistic team members negatively influence team performance”
(p. 1604). Further, they note that “numerous empirical studies have examined the relationship
between individualism-collectivism and team performance and have demonstrated the
negative impact of individualistic team members on team performance” (p.1604).
A number of other writers have also reported differences between individualists and
collectivists in team settings. Cox et al (1991) report collectivists to place greater emphasis
on harmony and the avoidance of conflict (see also Takahashi et al, 2002).
Ohbucci et al (1999) also reported collectivists to be more likely to pursue avoidance
strategies, while individualists are more likely to behave in an assertive manner, being
primarily concerned about individual rights. Moorman and Blakely (1995) report collectivists
as being more likely to engage in organisational citizenship (behaviours which promote team
harmony), while Kirkman and Shapiro (2001) reported collectivists as showing higher
commitment to the team and preferring teamwork.
The notion that individuals with collectivist values produce higher performing teams has,
however, been disputed in the literature. Sosik and Jung (2002), for example, in a
comparative study of 83 work groups comparing those with collectivist members and those
with individualistic, found the individualistic teams to outperform the collectivist. Reasons
advanced for this finding include the possibility that individualists may pay more attention to
identifying differences between members in terms of skills and abilities (as opposed to
collectivists who may focus on commonalities - Triandis, 1994). Further, Sosik and Jung
argue that heterogeneity may encourage individualists to learn from each other, to focus on
the task in hand rather than on social and interpersonal relations, and in this way to build the
confidence required for effective performance. In contrast, they argue, collectivism might
encourage members to focus their efforts on building social and interpersonal relations, and
as a consequence the team may require more time to achieve effective performance (an effect
which is heightened by a tendency on the part of collectivists to view group interaction from
a long-term perspective). Finally, Sosik and Jung also note collectivists to be more prone to
groupthink, arising from an overemphasis on maintaining social relations at the expense of
task performance.
HYPOTHESES
As has been shown, participation by all team members in the team process has consistently
been shown to be a crucial factor for team success. Against the back-drop on increasing
participation in western universities by students from India, and the increasing use of
teamwork as a method of learning in those institutions, it is important to understand how both
these groups (Anglos and Indians) view participation and voice within a team setting.
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Hofstede (1980) collected data relating to individualism – collectivism from both the UK and
India. Marked differences in scores can be observed, with the UK scoring high for
individualism, and India low (89 / 100, compared with 48 / 100 – Hofstede, 1980). Higher
scores for collectivism on the part of Indians as compared to Anglos was also confirmed by
the Globe team (House et al, 2004).
Given this difference between the individualist Anglos and the collectivist Indians, what
should a tutor expect with regards to voice and participation within classroom based teams?
Based on the preceding discussions, it can be hypothesised that as collectivists, Indians will
display greater sensitivity to conflict within the team than their more individualistic Anglo
counterparts (Cox et al, 1991; Ohbucci et al, 1999; Sosik and Jung, 2002). Conflict as a
generic concept can manifest itself it many ways, and so it is further proposed that Indians
(with their greater concern for team harmony) will also report higher incidence of arguing
within the team. This leads to the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1a: Indian students will report a higher incidence of conflict in team
settings than Anglo students.
Hypothesis 1b: Indians students will report a higher incidence of arguing in team
settings than Anglos.
These two hypotheses both relate to observed behaviour in the team context. Beyond this, it
is also to be expected that the more collectivist Indians will expend greater effort in ensuring
that team harmony is maintained, even to the extent of hiding or changing their views to
ensure that a veneer of harmony is maintained. This leads to the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2a: Indian students are more likely to change their views to accommodate
the team than are Anglos.
Hypothesis 2b: Indian students are more likely to not voice disagreement with a team
decision than are Anglos.
METHODOLOGY
Convenience samples of two groups of business studies students were collected from the
University of Ulster (UK) and the Institute of Management Technology’s Dubai campus. The
former is a state-run university with the UK’s higher education sector, and the latter a multi
campus Indian postgraduate business school. From surveys distributed in classrooms, an
Anglo sample of 92 was collected, and an Indian sample of 77.
Instrument
Individuals were asked to rate their experiences in culturally homogenous project teams on
each of four dimensions. Teams were engaged in the completion of assignment-based
research projects. Homogenous teams (i.e. members drawn from only one culture) were used
to ensure that findings reflected cultural differences in a ‘pure’ sense – in other words, to
control for cross-cultural effects. In this way, difficulties identified by Devita (2000) as being
associated with research into cross-cultural (heterogeneous) teams – such as language
difficulties and stereotyping - were removed from the study.
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Two questions focused on overt team-member relations within the team as observed by the
participants. The other two questions focused on the internal response of team members to
the team’s process as they sought to either exercise or not exercise voice. In each case the
response options were never, rarely, sometimes and often (scored as 1, 2, 3 or 4 respectively).
The two questions regarding observed inter-member behaviour are as listed below. The first
of these refers to a generic observation of ‘conflict’ between members, however that conflict
might have been expressed. The second reflects a specific focus on team member
participation and voice, and relates to arguing between team members (which may or may not
have been classified as conflict).
Conflict: Did your team experience any conflict between team members?
Arguing: Did any team members argue with each other?
The two questions regarding internal processes were as follows:
Changing views to accommodate the team: How frequently did you have to change
your views to accommodate the team?
Not voicing disagreement: Did you ever disagree with a team decision but not voice
that disagreement?
RESULTS
Difference of Means Results
Table 1 presents the results of difference of means analysis. T-values and significance levels
are presented in parentheses according to standard formats (*0.05 level – indicating less than
five percent chance that observed differences were the result of random factors; **0.01 level
indicating less than one percent chance that findings were due to random factors).
Table 1: Difference of Means Results

Conflict
Argue
Change views
Hide disagreement

Anglo
1.61
1.39
2.15
1.49

Indian
2.34 (5.47)**
2.42 (8.19)**
2.70 (4.74)**
2.14 (4.85)**

(Note: in each case the lowest possible mean score is 1, indicating that the phenomenon was
never observed as occurring; the maximum possible mean is 4, indicating that it occurred
frequently; thus, the higher the mean score, the higher the rate of occurrence).
All four hypotheses were supported by the research findings:
Hypothesis 1a: Indian students will report a higher incidence of conflict in team
settings than Anglos.
This hypothesis was supported. Anglos reported a mean level of 1.61, with Indians reporting
a mean level of 2.34 (5.47). Hypothesis 1a can therefore be accepted – Indian students report
a higher incidence of conflict in student team settings than their Anglo counterparts.
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Hypothesis 1b: Indian students will report a higher incidence of arguing in team
settings than Anglos.
This hypothesis can again be accepted. Indian students reported a mean score of 2.42,
compared with a mean of 1.39 on the part of Anglos (8.19) for the incidence of arguing
within the team.
Hypothesis 2a: Indian students are more likely to change their views to accommodate
the team than are Anglos.
Reported mean scores in this case were 2.70 (Indian students) and 2.15 (Anglos) (4.74). The
hypothesis that Indian students are more likely to change their views in team settings can
therefore be accepted.
Hypothesis 2b: Indian students are more likely to not voice disagreement with a team
decision than are Anglos.
Once again, this hypothesis can be accepted. Indian students reported a mean score of 2.14
compared with 1.49 (4.85) for Anglos.
Overall, support is provided for both the conflict hypotheses (conflict and arguing), and the
internal processing hypotheses (changing views to accommodate the team, and not voicing
disagreements).
DISCUSSION
This study adds to our understanding of the behaviour of tertiary level students from
collectivist and individualist cultures when engaged in student-centred team-learning
activities. In so doing, it helps address a gap in the literature identified by Scott-Ladd and
Chan (2008) relating to student team behaviours and processes. While sample sizes were
relatively small (Anglos, N = 92; Indians, N = 75) they were sufficiently large to generate
statistically meaningful results. The findings that Indian (collectivist) students are more
sensitive to conflict within team settings, and are more likely to hide their voice or change
their views when working in teams have serious implications for the use of student teams as
instruments for the delivery of learning in higher education.
The literature is consistent in arguing that effective team processes rely on full team member
participation. Harper and Askling (1981) and Bunderson and Sutcliffe (2002) both noted that
high levels of discussion lead to more effective team performance. Further, full consideration
of previous experiences and outcomes on the part of team members, and learning from past
experiences are also related to effective team performance (Cooper and Kagel, 2005), while
voice and participation are associated with more successful implementation of decisions and
solutions (Vroom and Yetton, 1973). Open communication has also been shown to have a
direct relationship with commitment to the team itself, the team’s goals, and flexibility in
working towards those goals (Pearce and Ravlin, 1987; Witt et al, 2000; Scott-Ladd et al,
2006) – all essential for effective student team performance.
Towns et al (2000) summarised the benefits of students learning in teams as including:
learning from others; the development of critical thinking and problem solving skills; and the
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acquisition of life skills, including interpersonal and relationship skills, communication and
negotiation skills, conflict management skills, and collaborative and co-operative skills. In
situations where collectivist team members have heightened sensitivity to conflict and
argument, and are as a consequence likely to hide, refuse to express, or change their views
and opinions to avoid perceived conflict – as is the case with students from collectivist
cultures - it is highly unlikely that any of these skills can be developed. Reluctance to express
opinions will minimise learning from past experiences and others, and limit the development
of effective critical thinking and problem solving skills. Further, since all of the life skills
reported as benefits of teamwork are predicated on developing strategies and means for
resolving differences in ideas and opinions and reconciling past experiences, it is extremely
unlikely that team members will be successful in developing these skills in situations where
members suppress or change their views in the interest of protecting team harmony. On the
other hand, of course, individualists also offer a threat to the development of these skills
through their pursuit of self-interest and desire to push their own agendas (Wagner, 1995;
Earley and Gibson, 1998; Stone-Romero and Stone, 2002).
What strategies, then, are available for overcoming these cultural differences? In the first
instance, mechanisms are required to help ensure that all students have – and take – the
opportunity to express their views. Explicit training in teamwork and a clear statement of the
aims and objectives for the team-based activity would help in this regard. Students should be
made aware of the purpose of the team activity, and the learning outcomes which it is
expected to deliver (including subject-relevant ‘knowledge’ outcomes but also including
skills development). Where teachers are working with cross-cultural teams, training and
awareness sessions in cultural differences may be useful before the commencement of the
team project, as might interventions aimed at helping collectivists to be aware of cultural
tendencies which lead to not expressing voice. A more direct intervention in this regard might
be the establishment of participation ground rules which require full participation from all
members – these could, for example, centre around a requirement for a sequenced
presentation of views, thereby requiring that everyone contributes. These rules could be
reinforced through the design of assessment criteria which expressly allocate marks for
participation. Other techniques for encouraging or ensuring participation – and preventing
discussions from being dominated by individual members or sub-groups - include the use of
the ‘nominal group technique’ (Delbecq and Van de Ven, 1971), and the use of virtual
brainstorming through anonymous chat rooms or discussion boards. Both of these techniques
offer the advantages of opportunities for equal participation and anonymity. This latter
advantage may be of particular importance to collectivist team members who are often
characterised by a fear of conflict, or of being seen to be the instigator of conflict.
Another possibility is to ensure team projects are designed in a sequential or phased manner
which facilitates the allocation of different parts of the work to individuals, thus ensuring
fuller participation. A further possibility is the use of a facilitator or mentor (possibly the
tutor), whose role is to ensure that all voices are expressed and heard. A final idea stems from
the literature which suggests that collectivists take a longer term view of teams and groups,
focus attention initially on building social and interpersonal relations, and in consequence
require more time to achieve effective performance Sosik and Jung, 2002). The use of
established teams – where membership remains unchanged over the duration of a programme
of study – might help ensure that collectivists develop the confidence to make a full
contribution to the team’s efforts. In these circumstances, the role of mentor or facilitator
(discussed above) could be rotated between team members as the team moves from one
assignment to the next.
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Further research should focus on a number of areas. The first of these relates to the use of
heterogeneous (cross-cultural) teams, and the extent to which the present findings would be
replicated in such settings. The expectation is that even more marked differences would be
observed, due to an increase in perceived difference on the part of team members – leading
collectivist members to pursue harmony and unity more vigorously, while at the same time
reinforcing individualists’ sense of individualism and self. A second area for further research
relates to the design of interventions, and the design of team assignments, to overcome the
problems highlighted. Finally, longitudinal studies which focus on voice and participation on
the part of collectivists over time (in other words, voice policies at each stage of team
development) will deliver data which may prove useful in the design of interventions.
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ABSTRACT
Because the information disclosure contract can’t be defined clear inevitably both to
companies and to stock holders, the ownership of abnormal revenue in the term between
information born and information disclosed cannot be completely and clearly defined. So，
with advantages in information, corporation management tries to grab the wealth. That is
what is called an internality. In this paper, using case studies of corporate annual reports
publications, we attempt to prove the internalities in security market. by both economic
analysis and by experiential test. The result may be useful to market supervisors.
Keywords: internality; listed company; annual report; information disclosure

INTRODUCTION
In the regulatory economics, internality and externality are two important concepts which
analyze the market failure in connection with government regulations. It is well known that
externality owing to Coase. In economics, an externality is a cost or benefit, not transmitted
through prices, incurred by a party who did not agree to the action causing the cost or benefit.
Whereas Internality is studied by Spulber firstly and is utilized to explain costs or benefits
imposed on one side of bargainers without defining in contract. Just as externality, internality
is divided into positive internality and negative internality. The former refers to the undefined
benefits; The latter, means, undefined costs. And negative internality often gets more
attention.
What this article discusses is, just like many other behaviors, company’s the information
disclosure has the character of internality too. We all know, issuing stock means producing a
deal contract by the listed companies. In such contracts, the companies obtain capital which
comes true at present and the investors get the company’s residual control and residual claim
which come true in the future. Further more, the latter are influenced by the information
disclosed by companies. Because the information related is too much, it is not impossible all
be defined clearly in contracts. In other words, we can’t frame an enough detailed contract;
some valuable information will be ignored inevitably. And the preponderant side in
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information will grab the interest; the inferior side will be exposed to loss inescapably. With
the advantage of the information asymmetry, the managements are interested in the undefined
content but the shareholders need to undertake this impact. This impact may be the added
benefit or the added cost. It is thus clear that the positive internality bring the welfare to
investors, while the negative internality produces the added cost for investors.
At present, there are diverse opinions if negative internality in security market can be avoided
by strengthening the government regulation. The representatives of classical voluntary
disclosure, Grossman & Milgrom (1981), the representatives of classical voluntary disclosure,
consider that the perfect marker mechanism can eliminate the effect of information disclosure
of negative internality. The repeatability of the game between management and public
investors makes the security market have powerful incentive and penalty mechanisms which
both the prompt self-interested parts, the supply and demand to try to research and disclosure
information, so there is no need for meddling from any third part including the government.
In this opinion, as many times as the transactions, information asymmetry will shift to
symmetry and goodwill1 can deal with the problem of negative internality voluntarily.
Another view is embracing the compulsory disclosure system and the representation in this
field is Little John Kofi. According to his view that information is public goods and the
supply of information is not enough in the security market as a whole. At this situation, the
role is limited on providing and distribution the information if only relies on the spur of
market mechanism. Although the government’s control and supervision result in the inhibit
innovation naturally, especially the effort of traders’ self-regulation, the compulsory
information disclosure system is not only spurring the supply but also decreasing the
negativity internality.
It is the consensus at the way of solving the negative internality through government
regulation in product safety and quality. Why is it not applied under the condition of the
asymmetry between managers and public investors? What are the preconditions if the
negative internality can be eliminated just by the market mechanism? This article taking the
information disclosure behavior through the listed company annual reports’ public notice
derives the preconditions of producing the negative internality and the effects of government
regulation since mathematical model and a additional test for the internality degree in the
behavior of announcing the listed companies’ annual reports by the data in Chinese stock
market.
THE MEDOLE’ S HYPOTHESIS AND RESEARCH
This paper model’s design is based on the information disclosure, the announcement of listed
companies’ annual reports. China Security Regulatory Commission (CSRC) lays down that
the time of the listed companies’ annual reports releasing should be prior the April 30 in the
following year, but in general, the annual report data has been created or its conditions have
been generated on the last day of the current financial year. On these occasions, the time at
which the listed companies announce its annual report is selected in the interval from the first
day to the April 30 in the following year. Since 2001, according to the equilibrium disclosure
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principle, Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange carried out the balance
and adjustment to the original system of the appointment disclosure, and open the confirmed
schedule which be determine by the listed companies and stock exchanges. These facts,
whether the optional accounting policies or an appointment disclosure system in security
market , take the obvious features of internality to the event that the listed companies release
the annual reports. Therefore, this article selects this event as example to study the internality
of information disclosure of the listed company.
Firstly, the paper should make assumptions about the above event as follow.
1. Managers in the listed company, homo-economicus, pursue the maximum profit. In
conclusion, management choices the timing of information disclosure in order to
pursuit their maximum profit. The public investors also obtain the maximum revenue,
but they have been the underdog and couldn’t make sure whether their profits are up
to the maximum. So they require the revenue to be positive at least. In addition, it is
assumed that managers and public investors are both the risk-neutral.
2. Except for trying to grab the public revenue, the reason of manipulating the time of
annual report disclosure is including that the listed company according to the market
exception chooses the beneficial disclosing timing in order to obtain the best reaction
form market. The paper couldn’t consider the latter temporarily.
3. To simplify the analysis, the paper assume the selection of timing is the sole reason
that leads to produce the information disclosure of annual report, and ignore other
factors such as on purpose exaggerate or conceal the information in the annual report.
4. The information is assumed asymmetry between the management and the public. The
public are homogenous about information, preference, utility function and so on.
According above assumptions, we simulate internality of the event that the listed company
announces the annual report as follow.
Let   (0,1) , be the shareholding ratio of managers;   (0,1) , be the ratio of institutions;

  (0,1) ,be the ratio of the public;       1 . Further, C is defined the excess profit form
the annual report information.
If the listed company announces the annual report in time, the revenue of managers who are
shareholders, institution investors, the public is  C ,  C ,  C respectively. If announcement
of annual report is delayed on purpose, in this period, through the inside information
(nonpublic annual report) managers grab the excess profit as a part of production of annual
report (the proportion is  ). So the revenue of managers who have shares, institution
investors and the public is  C   (1   )C ,  (1   )C ,  (1   )C respectively. To further
consider , the cost of grabbing the excess profit, the revenue of the share-holding managers
is  (1  )C   (1   )C .
The time at which management of listed companies choose to open the annual report is
depend on: the revenue of delayed disclosure divided by the revenue of timely disclosure.
When  (1   )C   (1   )C   C , company’s managers will choose Timely disclosure,
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otherwise they will delay the disclosure. In other words, there is negative internality in the
annual report announcement. Decomposition of prerequisite gets:      .
For public investors, if the condition must satisfy the real revenue>the expected revenue,
Delay disclosure of annual reports of listed companies in this action is allowed to repeated.
When the information disclosure of listed company is in time, the profit of public investors is
 Ci ; when the managers delay disclosure annual report to grab interest with the ratio  , the
profit of public investors is  (1   )C . Let the public investors know nothing about if the
listed company delays the annual report announcement. This is means that if the subjective
probability is zero, the exception of return of the public in future is E(e | ND ) ; and with
knowing about managers concealing the information, the exception of return is up to
E( e | y ) .Let
E(e | ND )   (1   )C ; E( e | y )   C

If E(e | ND) < E(e | y ) , Public investors have an incentive to find a lawyer to seek judicial
action to obtain compensation. Only if the lawyer’s reward is more than his cost, the lawyer
can accept the proceeding commission of shareholders. Suppose A is the probability that the
court observed whether managers conceal the information, the court will generally use the
audit results for reference to determine; D is the rate of return, the lawyer gets commission
from the amount loss of shareholder litigation; C is the cost of lawyer taking litigation; P is
the ratio of compensation. So the profit function, π, of lawyer is shown that:

  max 0; ADP  E  e | y   E  e | ND    C
For the management of listed company, the cost of concealing the information is raised by the
power of judicial lawsuit. So, management must consider two consequences or effects, when
they make decisions about information disclosure: on the one hand, in order to gain more
profits, he has incentive to delay information disclosure of annual report; on the other hand,
management is willing to reduce the cost of litigation which in turn inhibits the motivation of
hidden information. Let B be the probability of the public investors seeking the lawsuits.
Similarly, the cost of concealing the information is raised by the power of the administrative
supervision. Let G  C is the administrative punish amount of illegal disclosure of listed
companies by the government regulators, where G is punishment coefficient. Further more, H
is assumed the probability that delay disclosure and grabbing excess profit of listed company
is found by administrative supervision.
Here, in considering the competitive factors of the judicial lawsuit, we will observe the return
functions of timely and delayed information disclosure by management respectively:
Timely Disclosure：    C
（1）
Delayed Disclosure：

   (1  )C   (1   )C  HG C  ABP  E (e | y )  E (e | ND) 

（2）

Only if the return of timely disclosure is more than delayed disclosure’s, the listed company
chooses the timely disclosure information, or else there is the risk of administrative or legal
punishment.
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Let (1) > (2), and get the result:       ABP  HG
It can be seen that the consummation of legal regimes and the government intervention could
reduce the internality effect of information disclosure of listed company, but there are some
influence factor as follow:
1. H=the probability that delay disclosure and grabbing excess profit of listed company
is found by administrative supervision which is reflected the execution of
administrative supervision.
2. G=the punishment of illegal information disclosure by the government.
3. B=the probability that the public investors seek the lawsuit, when the listed company
delay the information disclosure. It shows the positive consciousness of seeking
lawsuit in public investor, when it is identified that the information disclosure is
delayed.
4. A=the observation ability and the probability of whether the court could find delayed
disclosure of listed company on purpose. The maximum value is 1.
5. D=the rate of return of lawyer. The positive incentive for lawyer is also one key factor.
6. C= the cost of lawyer taking litigation that reflect the degree of the consummation of
legal regimes in the whole society.
7. P= the ratio of compensation, it shows the punishment of the false and illegal
information disclosure of listed company by judicial departments.
In the above factors, the first and the fourth factors are the most difficult to be met. Because
the generate real time of the annual report is asymmetry distribution between the managers of
listed company and the public investors, and then there is not completed identified if the
annual report disclosure is in time, these factors cause that the public investors are bear the
excess cost in trade. It means that managers grab a part of excess profit with the intentional
delayed disclosure. The problem is the negative internality. The potential solution is judged
and decided according to observing the degree of managers grabbing the excess profit using
the information of annual report. In the next part, let the cumulative excess return between
the theoretic date and the real date of generate annual report be the proxy variable which is
used to test if the internality phenomenon is existence in the event ,that the listed companies
release the annual report in the Chinese stock market, and then what is its factors.
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
Songhua Tang’s (2004) study shows that there is the phenomenon named “first-loose latertight” about information disclosure of the annual report, that most companies choose to
release annual reports together at the deadline, the end of April, and then the timeliness of
accounting information is impacted seriously. In order to address the annual report disclosure
is too concentrated and delayed, the system of appointment disclosure is drafted and
introduced in 1997, and the stock exchanges overall arrange the annual report disclosure of
listed company in according with the principles of balanced. Also, because the time of
appointment is not public and can be changed with the negotiation, there are various versions
of disclosure schedules on the market, and then the order of the capital market is disrupted.
Since 2001, according to the equilibrium disclosure principle, Shanghai Stock Exchange and
Shenzhen Stock Exchange have the balance and adjustment to the original system of the
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appointment disclosure, and open the confirmed schedule which be determine by the listed
companies and stock exchanges. In addition, due to the complexity an uncertainty of
economic activity, no matter how strict information disclosure standards, the enough and
optional accounting policies are chosen by accounting officer. Within the scope of the
information disclosure requirements the actions, that the listed companies manipulate the
accounting earnings and reduce the amount of information, are not subject to the legal and
regulation system. Therefore, it is easier that the companies are out of bundles of legal and
reputation and choose the announcement time of annual report.
Whether the non-company factors from exchange and accounting firm or the company’s own
motives of the intent to manipulate the market, will result in information disclosure delay.
This is bound to make insider, including company executives grabbed excess profit using
private information. At this situation, along with the announcement of annual report, the
market can only respond to the remaining information. Compared with the timely
announcement, the reflection of market tends to dull inevitably. In other words, from the
theoretical derivation, the listed company’s annual report disclosure is very possible existence
of the internality.
Hypothesis and design of model
Let the cumulative excess return between the generate date and the real date of annual report
be the proxy variable which is used to test the degree of internality the annual report
announcement of listed company. If there is the negative internality on the event that the
listed companies delay the annual report announcement, and managers grab the excess profits
using the advantage of information in the delay period, that is, in this period, the cumulative
abnormal returns will be anomaly changes on the market. Also, if the more time of annual
report announcement is delayed by listed company, the cumulative abnormal return is greater,
that the degree of negative internality is greater.
Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis
H1: There is the negative internality on the event that the Chinese listed companies
release their annual reports.
In the paper, the hypothesis is reflected in the model as the correlation between the market
cumulative abnormal return in the lag during and the length of the lag during.
Secondly, the paper also tests whether the types of annual report’s information inflect the
negative internality of annual report disclosure of Chinese listed company. Are managers of
listed company with good information in annual report more inclined to grab excess profit
using the delay announcement, or vice versa?
We propose another hypothesis
H2: The types of private information (good or bad) are influence on the degree of
negative internality.
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The hypothesis is reflected in the model as the correlation between the market cumulative
abnormal retursn in the lag during and profit types in the annual report.
Finally, the paper tests whether this kind of internality is impacted by the quality of
information disclosure of listed company. According to previous theoretical analysis, along
with improving the quality of information disclosure, the possibility that the internality was
found by administrative regulators and judicial lawsuit is also increased, thus the cost is
raised that is obtained by managers using the negative internality and eventually the
probability of negative internality is restricted.
So we propose to test the hypothesis that…
H3: The degree of negative internality is affected by the quality of information disclosure
of listed company.
The hypothesis is reflected in the model as the correlation between the market cumulative
abnormal return in the lag during and the marking quality of company’s information
disclosure.
The multiple linear regression model is listed below:

CAR   0  1GAP   2UEA   3 ZC   4 ZCFZ   5 ZSB   6 NEG 

 7 AUDIT   8 PRE   9TRDSTA  10 IN  11Y  12 ZL
All the variables are defined in table 1.
TABLE 1 The Symbol and Definition of the Model’s Variables (Continued on next page)
Variable Variable
Variable
Type
Symbol
Name
Explaine CAR
Cumulative
d variable
excess
return rate
Test
GAP
Annual
variables
report
announceme
nt time-lag
UEA
Unexpected
earnings
ZL

Control
variables

ZC

Information
disclosure
quality
marking
Size

Variable Definition
Cumulative excess return rate based on the
market model[January1,the pervious trading
day of announcement]2
GAP=n/N
n is the trading days from January 1 through
the earnings announcement; N is total trading
days from January 1 to April 30 in this year.
UEAit  ( Eit  Eit 1 ) / Eit 1
Eit is earnings per share for firm i at year t.
Excellent, good, pass, fail, are assigned to
5,4,3,2.3

The natural logarithm of the company’s natural
logarithm at the end of year
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Variable
Type

Variable
Variable
Symbol
Name
NEG
Equity
structure
PRE
Performanc
e prediction
ZCFZ
Leverage
AUDIT Annual
audit
opinion
TRDST Transaction
A
status
IN

ZSB

Y

Company
industry
type
Information
asymmetry

Year

Variable Definition
Proportion of the outstanding shares of the top
ten holdings.
Dummy variables: having a performance
prediction is 1, no is 0.
Asset-liability ratio
Dummy variables: "unqualified opinion" value
1, otherwise value 0.
1=normal trading，2=ST，3＝*ST，4＝S，5
＝SST，6＝S*ST
1 = finance, 2 = utility, 3 = Real Estate, 4 =
comprehensive, 5 = Industrial, 6 = business
The company book-market ratio, ZSB = end
total assets / market value, market value
=equity market value + net debt market value,
of which: non-tradable equity instead of net
assets in calculating profit gain
2003,Y=1;2004,Y=2;2005,Y=3;2006,Y=4;200
7,Y=5;2008,Y=6.

Sample
The market abnormal influence, the index is chosen from theoretical generation of annual
report of listed company to announcement to observe the internality of information disclosure
on stock market. Since the control variable, unexpected earning is calculated by using the
data of last year, basing on restrictions of the age of some control variables and quality
marking result of information disclosure, and finally, my sample consists of 2641 annual
reports of listed company from 2003 through 2008 on Shenzhen A stock market. The date of
in annual report announcement is from Wind database. Stocks yield, market return and other
control variables are taken from CSMAR database.
(Continued on next page)

TABLE 2 Sample Grouping

Sample 1
Sample 2-1~2-4

Grouping
None
January

Applying OLS、
Fama-MacBeth
Unbalanced
panel data
2641
53
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Applying FamaMacBeth、Panel
Data
Balanced panel
data
1980
None

Applying OLS、

Grouping
February
March
April
UEA>=0

Fama-MacBeth
Unbalanced
panel data
283
917
1388
1474

UEA<0

1167

ZL=”Excellent”
ZL=”Good”
ZL=”Pass”
ZL=”Fail”
CAR>=0

229
1467
836
109
1514

CAR<0

1127

（grouping based on the
time of notice）
Sample 3-1~3-2
（grouping based on the
unexpected earnings）
Sample 4-1~4-4
（grouping based on the
quality marking of
information disclosure）
Sample 5-1~5-2
（grouping based on if
CAR is positive）

Applying FamaMacBeth、Panel
Data
Balanced panel
data

EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS4
TABLE 3 Regression Results Based on OLS(sample 2)
Variable
January
February
March
Intercept
-0.80092
-0.13984
0.50291***
GAP
-0.22162
0.00343
-0.17732**
UEA
0.000111
0.000865
8.18E-05
ZL
0.02094
-0.02450*
-0.00446
Control variables are omission.
Adj R-Sq
-0.1518
0.0191
0.0364

April
0.55107***
-0.21796*
-0.00024
-0.03245***
0.0317

TABLE 4 Regression Results Based on OLS(sample 2 & sample 3)
Variable

UEA>=0

UEA<0

Total Sample

Intercept

0.13264

0.48736***

0.30127***

Gap

-0.02033

-0.04961

-0.02953

UEA

0.00013

-0.00012

9.8E-06

ZL

-0.02540**

-0.01073

-0.02054***

0.0439

0.0299

Control variables are omission.
Adj R-Sq

0.0287
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TABLE 5 Regression Results Based on OLS(sample 4)
Quality marking of information disclosure＝
Variable

Fail

Pass

Good

Excellent

Intercept

-0.92042

0.41389*

0.13022

0.34604

GAP

0.15028

-0.04723

-0.02732

-0.06079

UEA

-0.00028

8.76E-05

-0.00013

0.00156

0.0567

0.019

0.0393

Control variables are omission.
Adj R-Sq

-0.0091

TABLE 6 Regression Results Based on OLS(sample 5)
Variable

CAR>=0

CAR<0

Intercept

0.37255***

-0.24885***

GAP

0.15059***

-0.17846***

UEA

-9.5E-05

7.73E-05

ZL

-0.01304*

-0.00734

0.1433

0.1928

Control variables are omission.
Adj R-Sq

DISCUSSION
For the companies which choose to release the annual report in January and February, there is
no correlativity between the notice delayed and the cumulated abnormal return on the market.
This study result indicates that the reason that these companies delay the annual report
announcement is more because the time is occupied by the aspects of annual report
generation, such as financial and audit, rather than market manipulation or capture excess
profit by management intentionally, that is, no phenomenon of significant negative internal
exists.
The regression result of full sample indicates there is significant negative correlativity
between the cumulated abnormal return on the market and the quality marking of the
company information disclosure. That is, the company which has a higher transparency of
information, its action about the delay of annual report notice included the lower the negative
internality. This is consistent with the derivation of the previous theoretical model. For the
company with the higher transparency of information, the probability is bigger that
administrative supervision and lawsuit find the delayed disclosure of listed company on
purpose, in the meanwhile, the cost is bigger that managers grab excess profit using the
negative internality, thus the generation of negative internal is more suppression.
In each sample grouping, there is no obvious correlation between the cumulative abnormal
return on the market and information of unexpected earnings in the annual report. However,
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the cumulative abnormal returns in the market in accordance with the positive and negative
groups, we found that the correlation of factors when the cumulative abnormal return is
positive is less than negative (comparing the absolute value of correlation coefficient).
Compared with bad news, when the information in annual report is good, the degree of
grabbing of excess profit by managers using negative internality is less, that is, management
is inclined to use negative internality to avoid losses rather than making profits.
Clearing up the analysis above and aiming at the previous three hypotheses, we find…
A part of hypothesis 1 is true: For the Chinese listed companies which choose to release
the annual report in March and April, there is negative internality in annual report
announcement, but the negative internality is not significant in January and February.
Hypothesis 2 is not true: The degree of negative internality is not influenced by the type
of private information earning (good or bad).
Hypothesis 3 is true: The degree of negative internality is influenced by the quality of
company information disclosure. With the higher quality of information disclosure of
company, the degree of negative internality is lower.
Robust test
In the method, except for OLS regression methods, Fama-MacBeth method and Panel Data
method is use to robust test. The results are basically the same.5
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the limited explicitness of the transaction contracts between listed companies
and shareholders, the property of market abnormal returns could not be clearly defined in the
period from information generate to disclosure. This kind of undefined returns would very
likely be taken away by managers form listed companies of dominant information bases. This
is the so called “Internality” of information disclosure of listed company. The paper
corroborates the tem Internality by both deductions from theoretical models and empirical
tests. The theoretical model shows that when the proportion of shareholding of listed
companies’ managers, the degree of attention from public investors, it would be more costly
for the managers to take away the excess profit, so that the degree of negative internality is
lower. Otherwise, the degree of negative internality is higher. The empirical test using the
data in Chinese stock market shows: for the Chinese listed companies which choose to
release the annual report in March and April, there is the obvious negative internality. This
negative internality is not relevant with the financial surplus information but with the overall
good or bad type of information in annual report, and it shows the degree of internality for the
good information of annual report is less than the bad one, which is management is inclined
to use negative internality to avoid losses rather than making profits. Finally, the company
with the higher quality of information disclosure has the lower degree of negative internality.
These study results may have reference value for the disclosure-based regulation selection
and focus for securities regulatory authorities to some degree.
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APPENDIX
1. Regression results based on OLS
TABLE 1 Regression Results Based on OLS(sample 2) (Continued on next page)
Variable
January
February
March
April
Intercept
-0.80092
-0.13984
0.50291***
0.55107***
gap
-0.22162
0.00343
-0.17732**
-0.21796*
uea
0.000111
0.000865
8.18E-05
-0.00024
trdsta
0.02667
0.02938
-0.00664
0.00241
audit
0.12386
0.06236
-0.03145
0.05899**
zsb
-0.00731
-0.02418
0.04741*
0.04970**
zc
0.02526
0.00599
-0.01941***
-0.01693**
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Variable
zcfz
neg
pre
zl
in
y
Adj R-Sq

January
0.0746
-0.00369
-0.01242
0.02094
0.0153
0.01328
-0.1518

February
0.01612
-0.00281**
-0.0029
-0.02450*
0.01027
0.01046
0.0191

March
0.01065
-0.00114
0.01465
-0.00446
0.00105
0.02607***
0.0364

April
0.00108
-0.00254**
-0.00765
-0.03245***
-0.00224
0.03042***
0.0317

TABLE 2 Regression Results Based on OLS(sample 1 & sample 3)
Variable

UEA>=0

UEA<0

Total Sample

Intercept

0.13264

0.48736***

0.30127***

Gap

-0.02033

-0.04961

-0.02953

trdsta

0.00662

-0.00927

0.00164

audit

0.07369***

-0.02022

0.04617**

zsb

0.04130*

0.04849**

0.04395***

uea

0.00013

-0.00012

9.8E-06

zc

-0.00776

-0.02109***

-0.01477***

zcfz

0.0039

-0.00426

0.000954

neg

-0.00134

-0.00271***

-0.00205***

pre

0.03432**

-0.04126***

-0.00013

zl

-0.02540**

-0.01073

-0.02054***

in

-0.00069

0.00302

0.00124

y

0.02256***

0.03117***

0.02629***

Adj R-Sq

0.0287

0.0439

0.0299

TABLE 3 Regression Results Based on OLS (sample 4) (Continued on next page)
Quality marking of information disclosure＝
Variable
Fail
Pass
Good
Excellent
Intercept

-0.92042

0.41389*

0.13022

0.34604

GAP

0.15028

-0.04723

-0.02732

-0.06079

trdsta

0.00679

-0.00535

-0.00107

0.15917

audit

0.02549

0.10447***

0.00813

0.01879

zsb

-0.06572

0.10262***

0.04037*

0.11693

uea

-0.00028

8.76E-05

-0.00013

0.00156
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Quality marking of information disclosure＝
Variable

Fail

Pass

Good

Excellent

zc

0.02132

-0.02913***

-0.00796

-0.02404

zcfz

0.05392

0.05077***

-0.00362

0.01585

neg

-0.00213

-0.00278*

-0.00137*

-0.00315

pre

0.01547

-0.0207

0.01466

-0.0141

in

0.06621*

0.00571

-0.00172

-0.01886

y

0.03638

0.03177***

0.02314***

0.02359

Adj R-Sq

-0.0091

0.0567

0.019

0.0393

TABLE 4 Regression Results Based on OLS(sample 5)
Variable

CAR>=0

CAR<0

Intercept

0.37255***

-0.24885***

GAP

0.15059***

-0.17846***

trdsta

0.02371***

-0.02041***

audit

-0.01704

0.10202***

zsb

-0.01926

0.06946***

uea

-9.5E-05

7.73E-05

zc

-0.01495***

0.00604

zcfz

0.01521*

0.00440**

neg

-0.00111*

-0.00106*

pre

-0.00276

-0.01501*

in

-0.00279

0.00667*

cjjm

-0.01304*

-0.00734

y

0.02735***

-0.00468

Adj R-Sq

0.1433

0.1928

TABLE 5 Regression results based on Fama-MacBeth method (sample 2) (Continued on
next page)
Variable
Intercept
GAP
audit
Zl
in
neg

January
-1.854
-1.989
0
0.024
0.062
-0.002

February
0.289
-0.263
0.04600*
-0.02800*
0.01900*
-0.002

March
0.82200*
-0.21500**
-0.015
0.002
-0.00600*
0
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April
0.653
-0.14800*
-0.029
-0.023
-0.007
-0.003

Variable
pre
trdsta
uea
zc
zcfz
zsb
Adj R-Sq

January
-0.113
0.786
-0.043
0.044
0.169
0.135
-0.163

February
-0.012
0.019
0.001
-0.011
-0.007
0.063
0.088

March
0.008
-0.011
-0.00200*
-0.035
0.04
0.19600**
0.135

April
-0.004
-0.001
-0.00100*
-0.02
0.004
0.16800**
0.202

TABLE 6 Regression results based on Fama-MacBeth method (sample 1 & sample 3)
Variable

UEA>=0
Sample3.1

UEA<0
Sample 3.2

Sample 1

Intercept

0.66800*

0.402

0.537

GAP

-0.074

-0.008

-0.024

audit

-0.032

-0.043

-0.029

ZL

-0.003

-0.02400*

-0.01700*

in

-0.001

-0.008

-0.004

neg

-0.002

-0.001

-0.002

pre

-0.034

0.02600*

-0.002

trdsta

-0.004

0.002

-0.001

uea

0.002

-0.00100*

-0.001

zc

-0.03000*

-0.014

-0.022

zcfz

0.02200**

0.006

0.016

zsb

0.18800**

0.18100**

0.16500*

Intercept

0.66800*

0.402

0.537

GAP

-0.074

-0.008

-0.024

nobs

194.5

245.667

440.167

adjr2

0.216

0.174

0.186

TABLE 7 Regression results based on Fama-MacBeth method (sample 4) (cont’d on next pg.)
Quality marking of information disclosure＝
Variable
Fail
Pass
Good
Excellent
Intercept

-1.129

0.57

0.543

0.544

GAP

0.511

-0.011

-0.038

-0.072

audit

-0.001

-0.009

-0.066

-0.005

in

0.042

0.001

-0.00900*

-0.012
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Quality marking of information disclosure＝
Variable

Fail

Pass

Good

Excellent

neg

-0.003

-0.003

0

-0.00400**

pre

0.057

-0.013

0.006

0.007

trdsta

-0.043

-0.011

0.01

0.017

uea

-0.012

0

0

0.004

zc

0.022

-0.03

-0.024

-0.028

zcfz

0.074

0.022

0.01

0.02

zsb

0.093

0.24

0.19100**

0.266

adjr2

0.053

0.211

0.151

0.186

TABLE 8 Regression results based on Fama-MacBeth method (sample 5)
CAR>=0
CAR<0
Variable
Sample 5-1
Sample 5-2
Intercept

0.384

-0.16700*

GAP

0.13000**

-0.16300***

audit

-0.012

0.05000*

zl

-0.015

-0.009

in

-0.00500*

0.002

neg

0

-0.001

pre

-0.004

-0.005

trdsta

0.01700*

-0.01000*

uea

0

-0.00300*

zc

-0.011

0.002

zcfz

0.007

0.019

zsb

0.014

0.10900***

adjr2

0.116

0.18

Fama-MacBeth method and Panel Data method (Balance Panel Date 1980)
TABLE 9 Regression Results (Balance Panel Date) (cont’d on next pg.)
Variable

Fuller

Parks

DaSilva

Fama-MacBeth

Intercept

0.383653***

1.242355

0.382307***

0.398

GAP

-0.03146

0.145318

-0.02963

-0.037

uea

-0.00035

-0.00097

-0.00034

-0.001

zc

-0.01723***

-0.06925***

-0.01734***

-0.015
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Variable

Fuller

Parks

DaSilva

Fama-MacBeth

zcfz

0.04516**

0.346313**

0.046188**

-0.009

zsb

0.11846***

0.13371***

0.118246***

0.17800**

audit

0.01143

0.01018

0.011278

-0.032

neg

-0.00183***

-0.002702***

-0.00189***

-0.00200**

pre

-0.00932

-0.03512

-0.01006

-0.002

trdsta

0.014756

0.11069

0.014794

0.012

ZL

-0.01514*

-0.036867**

-0.0144*

-0.016

in

-0.00175

0.023943

-0.00175

-0.004

R-Square

0.0426

0.5587

0.0412

0.144

NOTES
1

Goodwill: one definition is “Customers don’t need to constantly search will continue to visit”(Stigler，
1960); another definition is “equilibrium point in the game about property right of buyer and
sellers”(Cheng Qizhi, 2002).
2
According to the event’s date, the assessment method of daily expected return is divided mean
adjustment model, market adjustment model and the market model. Chen Xinyuan and Jiang Feng’s
(2005) study shows that no matter the time of events is similar or superimposed in time study, the market
model is better than the market adjustment model and the market model. Accordingly, this article
chooses the market model to calculate the excess returns.
3
This paper uses the information disclosure quality ratings of the Shenzhen Stock Exchange listed
company by Shenzhen Stock Exchange to measure the information transparency. Since 2001, the marking
work is according to Assessment Methods about Listed Company Information Disclosure, and aim at
strengthening the information disclosure obligations of disclosure obligor, improving awareness of normal
operation, while expressed concern in this year working cooperation conditions and the use of rewards
and punishments between listed company, its Board secretary and exchange. At the four aspect:
timeliness, accuracy, completeness, legality, information disclosure is appraisal and generate the result.
Overall quality rating information disclosure is divided into four kinds, from high to low they are excellent,
good, pass, fail, in this study were assigned to 5,4,3,2,1.
4
There is only the basic conclusion in the body, and the results’ detail is show in the appendix.
5
The results’ detail is show in the appendix.
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Wenting Chen, Dongbei University of Finance and Economics, China

Entrepreneurial Learning in New Ventures: Dimensions Developing and
Structure Testing

ABSTRACT
Entrepreneurial learning has been an emerging study filed between the learning and
entrepreneurship context. The present article seeks to advance the theoretical knowledge of
entrepreneurial learning by reviewing and synthesizing available research into a conceptual
framework. On the basis of literature review, semi-structure interview and survey, this paper
divided five dimensions of entrepreneurial learning, and tested the factors effectiveness and
scale validity. The result is useful to help us understand the concept of entrepreneurial
learning and also can use in the empirical study to push forward entrepreneurship study.
Keywords: entrepreneurial learning; new venture; scale development; Structure Equality
Model
INTRODUCTION
In the knowledge-based economy, the importance of learning and knowledge has gained most
attention of researchers. Although the link between learning and organizational effectiveness
is far from proven, logically and empirically, the interest in organization learning has been
underpinned by a set of beliefs about the importance of learning in organizational adaptation
and flexibility in conditions of change and uncertainty.[1] While learning has gained currency
within the field of management, the application of these concepts of entrepreneurship has
been limited[2]. Similarly, the research of individual learning also include entrepreneur
learning. Many researchers agreed that during the entrepreneurial process, learning is the
most important method of entrepreneurs and enterprises to get the information they need.
Essentially, entrepreneurship is a process of learning [3]. Therefore, this paper reviews the
development of entrepreneurial learning which entwined with entrepreneurship and learning,
summarizing a number of key dimensions of entrepreneurial learning emerging from the
entrepreneurial learning literatures, and we doing an exploratory analysis of these dimensions
of entrepreneurial learning, in order to provide useful suggestions to promote both the
theoretical and empirical study of entrepreneurial learning.
LITERATURE REVIEW OF ENTREPRENEURIAL LEARNING
The study of entrepreneurial learning is dispersing in some strategic research flied in the early
period, such as small middle–sized enterprise study, technology innovation study. Until
recent five years, it has emerging explicated research topic of “entrepreneurial learning”.
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Although entrepreneurial study has been developing to be a newly and emerging study flied,
“Research on learning processes in entrepreneurial ventures is still in an early stage.” [4]
Current research emphasized two levels study of entrepreneurial learning. Early, the study
was focus on individual level, researcher suggests that entrepreneurs who have been involved
in starting up a new venture also seems to be more successful and effective in starting up and
managing their second and third organizations[5]. So many literatures discussed what
expertise and special knowledge do these entrepreneurs gain form doing their first startup,
and how do entrepreneurs develop their personal experiences into such expertise and special
knowledge. Later, researchers start to study the issue upon organizational level. Therefore,
our paper focuses on the organizational level of entrepreneurial learning, to explore what
dimensions can be concluded .Moreover, we discussed how entrepreneurial learning
distinctive in new ventures and how entrepreneurial learning affect new ventures’ capability
of opportunity recognition and their performance.
The development of entrepreneurial learning
Developing knowledge about entrepreneurial learning is becoming a feature of study in
entrepreneurship [6]-[11] .Organizational learning in small firms has also been explored.
During the literature of individual level study of entrepreneurial learning, researchers explain
entrepreneurial learning as “entrepreneurs’ learning”. From this aspect, we can see many
articles describe how entrepreneurs can learn to establish a new venture or how different
learning modes influence opportunity identification and exploitation [12]. For example, Rae
(2000) [9] distinguished learning into three types: cognitive learning, experiential Learning
and implicit learning. These learning styles mean “know how to learn”, “learning form doing”
and “know why to learn”, and all these three styles have significant influence to
entrepreneurs’ behavior. In the process of entrepreneurial learning, personal psychology has a
very important effect [9]. However, when entrepreneurial learning appeared on organizational
level, there is no unified definition. Most researchers suggest understanding this issue
depends on different study purposes. In general, some definitions and descriptions are given
by current studies:







Entrepreneurial learning is a kind of organizational learning occurred under the
background of entrepreneurship and new venture establishing, so entrepreneurial
learning can be understand under the framework of organizational learning[2].
Entrepreneurial learning is a process through which organizations adapt their
strategies to entrepreneurial environment, and there are lots of experimental and
problem-solving activities in this process [3] [13].
Entrepreneurial learning is a process to obtain, share and utilize the information of
new venture start-up [2].
Entrepreneurial learning is learning through entrepreneurial opportunity recognition.
The purpose of entrepreneurial learning is to enhance opportunity identification
capability both for entrepreneurs and enterprises [14] [15].

Just like organizational learning research, different researchers and different perspectives
cause different definitions. However, we can conclude entrepreneurial learning as a learning
style or process under entrepreneurship background, it shows how new ventures explore,
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share, and utilize entrepreneurial information and knowledge to make positive influence on
entrepreneurial opportunity identification and recognition. For research, we must confirm the
research level (individual or organizational), and organizational level research applicable to
both new ventures and mature firms with entrepreneur orientation. What we concern about is
the distinctive characteristics of entrepreneurial learning in new ventures: discover the
dimensions can be empirically tested and also establish operable measurement of
entrepreneurial learning.
Developing the measurement of entrepreneurial
learning in new ventures
For new ventures, there are some distinctive characteristics make them different from other
types of firms. Current studies show that entrepreneurial learning has stayed in theoretical
study and framework establishing step. In 2005, the journal “Entrepreneurship Theory and
Practice” edited a special issue of “entrepreneurial learning”, they selected some articles
concludes with some reflections both on current and future research at the interface between
learning and the entrepreneurial context. In these researches, few were focus on empirical
study. Some scholars use case study method to describe the useful dimensions of
entrepreneurial learning. For example, Thomas Wing (2006)[16] point out some dimensions
generated from a case ,including actively seeking learning opportunities; earning
continuously; learning selectively and purposely; learning in depth into the trade; improving
and reflecting upon experience; and transferring what have been learnt into current practices.
Similarly, Deakins (1998) [7] suggests entrepreneurial learning in SEMs is a process to
establish special abilities, these abilities including: ability to network; ability to assimilate
experience and opportunity; ability to reflect on past strategy and mistakes; ability to access
resources and abilities of sharing in entrepreneurial team. In order to distinguish the details of
this kind of learning, we collect the typical, impactful and wide-cited papers and literatures of
entrepreneurial learning to analysis their content.
Hlsti (1969) pointed out that content analysis was very helpful to deep the understanding of a
undeveloped concept. So we use Nvivio 8.0 to launch the content analysis. We first confirm
the core content of entrepreneurial learning from past literatures, and then determine the
concrete behavior use interview method（Cater and Justis, 2009. According to Strauss and
Corbin (1998), this work contains three key activities.
First, open coding.
We indexed word “entrepreneurial learning” to get all the past literature through
scholar.google.cn, In this step we got 179 papers, took out the cited paper (72)，we has 107
papers studied entrepreneurial learning on individual and organizational level. Since we cared
about how new start firms learn, so we just collected 62 papers from those 107 studies. Then,
considered of the journal influence and citation of the paper, we finally choose 34 core paper
to analysis. We put these paper into NVivo 8.0, and coding them openly. The coding rule was
took a meaningful paragraph as an unit, compare the paragraphs constantly, in order to
concentrate and reduce the concept and code numbers. When category saturated (no
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meaningful unit missed), we got 194 codes in which 124 describe the learning behavior of
new firms.
Next, axial coding.
According to Strauss and Corbin, we adjusted and classified these 124 codes to figure their
hierarchical relationship out. Codes with same or similar meaning were classified together.
For example, diversity networks, multiple learning channels and heterogeneous learning
resources were categorized into “Network heterogeneity”, and then classified into the higher
category of “external networks”.
Finally, selective coding.
We use more comprehensive and conceptual subject to represent these categories and
contents. After selective coding, we got 5 categories in table 1 to explain entrepreneurial
learning, these categories became our conceptual dimensions.
Tab1 word frequency statistic of entrepreneurial learning
Dimensions
keywords
Creativity and opportunity recognition
Creative
Thinking based on innovation
thinking
Opportunity recognition through teamworking
Numbers and strength of external networks
Communication with the knowledge-create
agency
External
information
Supported by professional agency(incubators,
acquisition
universities and government)
Ability to access resources
Knowledge Conversion in cooperate
Organizational Respond to mistakes and failures
experiential
Respond to the critical events
learning
Prior experience transfer
Internal team cooperate
Information
Active learning of working team
sharing
Ability of team members to influence others
Change strategy to obtain opportunities
Strategy
Change strategy to adapt to external
experimentation
environment

frequency
5
7
8
15

ratio
16．
12%

7
10
8
7
6
7
16
9
5
5
4
5

37．
11%

23．
41%
15．
33%
8．11%

Combined with characteristics of new ventures and the current literature, we named these five
dimensions to measure entrepreneurial learning: actively seeking learning opportunities,
external resources acquisition, information sharing, and experiential learning and strategy
experimentation.
Actively seeking learning opportunities
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For new ventures, enterprise and entrepreneurs experience a high degree of uncertainty and
ambiguity [13][17][18].opportunity identification domains entrepreneurship research.
Shane’s (2000) [19] results confirm theoretical speculation [20] [21] [22] that different types
of knowledge will affect the manner in which individual identifies opportunities. The
learning behavior under such uncertain environment appear to more exploratory. The most
important purpose for new ventures to learn is to discover or create new entrepreneurial
opportunities which possibly exited in current market or future operation. Therefore, new
ventures must be more sensitive to these opportunities, and accordingly they will encourage
learning to seeking opportunities actively, also learn to innovate or creative is encouraged in
those firms [12][14][15].
External information acquisition
For new venture firms, they have no adequate resources as big firms to exploit the new
opportunities, so they must or likely to rely on external resource support. Several studies
suggest that new ventures operate under conditions of serious resource constraint and are
constantly struggling to obtain from the environment the complementary assets and resources
(capital, technology, skills, support, etc) required to develop and commercialize their
ideas[23] .Resource constraint in an entrepreneurial setting is not just a matter of money.
Entrepreneurial activity requires frequent decisions about what opportunities are worth
pursuing and which are worth exploring [4]. As Van de Ven and Polly (1992, P.92)[17] wrote,
“a central problem in managing and investing in innovations is determining whether and how
to continue a developmental effort in the absence of concrete performance information”.
Therefore, under a condition of lacking of institutional learning mechanism, external learning
resources of new ventures are very important [18] [24]. And the ability to acquire external
information represents the ability of new venture learning.
Information sharing
For new ventures, a problem in their developing is that they face a high level of ambiguity.
So new venture firms pay more attention to sharing information and data around the whole
firm, because this is helpful to lower down the management cost [25][26][27].Some
researcher has shows how information sharing valued in both new ventures and mature firms.
Sharing means establish a common vision among all the employees, not only entrepreneur
himself. This shared vision causes and guarantees the entrepreneurial opportunity information
can be communicate and transmitted in the whole organization, and finally contribute to
organizational learning.
Organizational experiential learning
Conceptually grounded upon Kolb's (1984) [28] model of experiential learning, the
experiential approach suggests that learning is a process whereby concepts are derived from
and continuously modified by experience. In fact, experience is recognized as the major
source of learning [5] [10], and various types of experience from which an organizational
learns have been identified [29] [30]. Experiential learning of the firm shall match with
learning styles [12]. Moreover, learning from experience is a process of making sense out of
experience [9] [29], and a process of critical reflection on particular incidents [10], so that
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higher-level learning occurs. Therefore, according to this approach, entrepreneurial learning
not only means repeating what have been successfully done in the past and by others and
avoiding what have failed, but also involves an active interpretation of experience by the
learner.
Strategy experimentation
The learning needs of new venture firms are different from mature firms, at start stage of new
ventures; quick, centralized and target-oriented learning is needed. Organizations will choose
effective and problem-solving learning content and styles in the early time to familiar with
market, customs and other agencies. Then they can invest in long-term learning needs [5].
Because there is lack of strict work-dividing in new ventures, they are more sensitive to
“accident”. This is why experiential learning (or critical event learning) is important to them.
The result of this learning causes “trial-and-error” to “improve” become a distinctive
characteristic of entrepreneurial learning[7][8][30].That means, firms will continuously
change their strategy to adapt environment[13][31]. Nicholls-Nixon called this behavior
strategy experimentation. They develop the idea of strategic experimentation as the
conceptual foundation for studying change and strategy in new ventures. Their basic premise
is that in new ventures, changes along dimensions of strategy are reflective of a process of
trial and error learning,
METHODOLOGY
When developing an empirical investigation of entrepreneurial learning, we must use
multiple methods to identify and test the effective content of the five dimensions above. So
during the study, we do two steps studies. First we use interview method to confirm what new
ventures cared about in their learning process, and then combined with literatures and
theoretical results, extracting and confirming the components of entrepreneurial learning.
Finally, we use SEM method to do a confirmatory factor analysis to test these dimension and
items, and establish the empirical measurement structure of entrepreneurial learning.
Study 1: qualitative research and exploratory factor analysis
Semi-structured interviews and pretesting
Since we have extracted five core categories of entrepreneurial learning in new ventures from
past literatures, in this step, we use qualitative research to confirm what is most important in
these five categories, and then we can produce questionnaires and measure these five
dimensions. So on July 2008, we first doing semi-structured interviews with 12 entrepreneurs
in order to gain multiple perspectives on entrepreneurial learning. We conducted interviews
with 12 entrepreneurs who owned their firms within 3 years, each of them is playing very
important role in his entrepreneurship teams. We prepared questionnaires of how their firms
learning in searching opportunities and what activities is important for them to learn. Then
we record their answers and divided them into several categories. Some experts were invited
to discern the importance of those activities or behaviors, and then the most important
behaviors in the five dimension of entrepreneurial learning in new ventures were confirmed.
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We collected 28 items of entrepreneurial learning. There were 4 items of actively seeking
learning opportunities; 9 items of external resources acquisition, 6 items of information
sharing; 5 items of experiential learning and 4 items of strategy experimentation.
When the formal questionnaire was ready, we organized some MBA and EMBA students to
do pretesting. The purpose of pretesting is to find: (1) whether there is semantic different or
reading difficulty. (2) Whether there are redounded or unfitted questions in the questionnaire.
Finally, 3 items were deleted because they were responded to be redounded and unclear.
Then the total questions were 25.
First round data collection and exploratory factor analysis
Sample.
From July to September, we send our questionnaires by the researchers in the Research
Center of Chinese Family Firms (Sun Yat-sen University). The questionnaires were sending
with two versions: electronic version and typewritten version. Our research colony is
entrepreneurs who established their new ventures shorter than 3 years. And for some firms
whose age are bigger than 3 years, we asked how they behavior during the start-up stages
(within 3 years after they established). Because we send the questionnaires to the people our
researchers are familiar with, so we had a higher responded rate. We send 450 questionnaires
in Guangdong, Liaoning and Shandong province, also Beijing, Shanghai city, and a total of
216 completed the questionnaire, the response rate was 48%.140 availability questionnaires
were taken back.
Descriptive statistics.
The sample represented the new ventures firms as we expected. Taken 8 years for new
ventures’ age [32], there are 93 firms in this age section, and 66.4% are on the start-up stage.
In the residual firms, the average percent of new produces and new service in last three years
is 42.5% and 41% frims own there own breakthrough technological patent. So in general, the
sample is suitable for entrepreneurial learning study. Total assets for each firm ranged from
100,000 RMB to over 20,000,000,000 RMB, while fixed assets for each firm ranged from
50,000 RMB to 3,500,000,000 RMB. Most of the firms are middle-sized, while the number
of employees in each firm ranged from 3 to more than 20,000. Nearly half of the interviewees
in the sample were original founders of the firm and other were the top managers of the firms.
DATA ANALYSIS
Item analysis.
We use SPSS 15.0 to test the critical ratio (CR) of all the items. Independent-Samples T Test
was used to test the CR of items. The result shows among the 25 items, 24 were meeting the
teat, but 1 item did not have significance, so we deleted the 1 item (result omission here).
Finally we confirm 24 items of entrepreneurial learning, (table 3) next we doing data
reduction in SPSS 15.0.
Exploratory factor analysis.
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First we extract the factors automatically, significant indexes was reported below: the Kaiser
-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy is 0.806, and the data meet the Bartlett's Test
of Sphericity ( p<0.000). This implies our data fit the conditions to carry on factor analysis.
After multiple iterative Principal Component Analysis, six factors are extracted, and the
Eigen value of six factors are all >1. We found that the item “we change the cooperation
relations to adapt to the competition environment” is not belong to any other factors in
theoretical construct, so we delete this item and redo the factor analysis. Then we get 5
factors which Eigen value >1, so we extract 5 factors for the 24 items. According to Straub
(1989) [33], the item which factor loading is lower than 0.5 or higher than 0.5 on more than
one factors should be unacceptable. Then items “creative thinking and Hands-on operation is
encouraged in our firms”, “we encourage employee to communicate with other enterprises to
get new ideas” and “we always audit unsuccessful purchasing endeavors and communicate
the lesson learned” are have more than one factor loading that >0.5,so we delete them .Also ,
the items “our compensation and decision systems encourage employees to find new ways
used in our firm”, “ there are formal training plans and courses in our firm” and “we
continuously promote the strategic method and mechanism to share learning results” have
factor loading lower than 0.5 on each factors we deleted them. The rest 17 items are reduced
to 5 factors.
From table 2, we know after Varimax orthogonal rotation, the accumulate variance explained
is 73.704%., and the Cronbach’s α of each scale and the whole scale are all higher than 0.7,
which means our research scale is reliable. However, this must be tested in another bigger
and multiple simple, which we will show in study 2.
Table.2 Rotated component matrix of entrepreneurial learning (Continued on next page)
Factor loadings
Items
1
2
3
4
5
Information sharing (Cronbach’s α=0.879)
SV1 all employees are committed to the learning goals of this firm.
SV2 all the groups view learning as a key to improve entrepreneurial
performance.
SV3 employees view themselves as partners in charting the direction of
learning.
SV4 all employees can realize the importance to learning actively and
share with others.
External information acquisition(Cronbach’s α=0.797)
IA1 we are encouraged to obtain or acquire external information from
multi resources.
IA2 we regularly borrow ideas, imitate and learn from big mature firms
or leading firms in the industry.
IA3 we support our employees in each department to communicate
with customs in order to know their needs
IA4 we use varied methods to collect information of competitors and
learn their business strategy.
Strategy experimentation(Cronbach’s α=0.809)
SE1 we change the time used in the top-ranked activity to adapt to the

0.867

0.065

-0.096 0.104

0.112

0.816

0.109

-0.021 0.063

0.242

0.758

0.175

-0.106 0.197

0.135

0.750

0.258

0.014

0.065

0.190

0.095

0.802

0.135

0.028

0.261

0.051

0.779

-0.039 -0.155 0.307

0.331

0.700

-0.025 0.316

-0.048

0.366

0.607

0.132

0.275

0.082

0.073

0.082

0.878

-0.041 -0.080
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Items
competition environment.
SE2 we change the top-ranked strategy to adapt to the competition
environment
SE3 we change our product scope to adapt to the competition
environment.
Actively seeking learning opportunities(Cronbach’s α=0.778)
OR1 we regularly contact and communicate with universities, research
institutions and government department
OR2 we regularly take competition and demonstration to encourage
employees’ innovation.
OR3 we encourage employee to communicate with other enterprises to
get new ideas.
Organizational experiential learning(Cronbach’s α=0.837)
EL1 we have specific mechanisms for sharing lesson learned in the
firm operation.
EL2 we always audit unsuccessful purchasing endeavors and
communicate the lesson learned.
EL3 formal routines exist to uncover faulty assumptions about the firm
operation.

Factor loadings
1
2
3

4

-0.077 0.145

-0.266 -0.027

0.844

-0.183 -0.070 0.782

0.211

5

0.005

0.183

-0.051 -0.133 0.819

0.129

-0.044 0.176

-0.145 0.797

0.313

0.423

0.205

-0.041 0.677

-0.100

0.116

0.265

0.078

0.062

0.848

0.383

0.050

-0.108 0.170

0.749

0.273

0.348

0.144

0.662

0.234

TOTAL Cronbach’s α=0.846
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis; Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser
Normalization.
Study 2: Confirmatory factor analysis and validity testing
After the exploratory factor analysis, we get the five dimensions of entrepreneurial learning
in new ventures. In order to test the rationality, we then launching another research to doing
confirmatory factor analysis. From October 2008 to January 2009, we send our
questionnaires by the researchers in the Research Center of Chinese Family Firms (Sun Yatsen University) again. This time the questionnaires were sending with typewritten version to
the Private Enterprise Chamber of Commerce in Guangdong and also other province. This
time we send 600 questionnaires, and a total of 252 completed the questionnaire, the response
rate was 42%. 155 availability questionnaires were taken back. In the second round sample,
total assets for each firm ranged from 100,000 RMB to over 20,000,000,000 RMB, while
fixed assets for each firm ranged from 50,000 RMB to 3,500,000,000 RMB. Most of the
firms are middle-sized, while the number of employees in each firm ranged from 3 to more
than 20,000.and new ventures takes 61.3%.
Confirmatory factor analysis
Then we used LISREL 8.72 to do the confirmatory factor analysis. The result shows in figure
1, and the important indexes of goodness of fit is reported below:
d. f. =109, χ2=155.72 (P=0.00223), χ2 /d. f.= 1.43. According to Hair et al. (1998)[34], when
1<χ2 /d. f.<3,it can be accepted as very good. So this index in our research fit well.
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Other important indices are: CFI = 0.98, GFI =0.89; IFI=0.98,NFI=0.95, NNFI=0.98,
RFI=0.93 (all these index should >0.9); RMR=0.059,RMSEA = 0.053 (these two should
<0.08); PNFI=0.76,PGFI=0.64 (these two should >0.5). Therefore, generally speaking, our
research assumption has produced a good result, which suggests that the five dimensions in
our research theory can be accepted well.

Figure1Confirmatory factor analysis of entrepreneurial learning
Reliability analysis
When we get the entrepreneurial learning model, the next work is to test it reliability and
validity. In this part, we test the scale and dimension reliability and multiple validity of our
research model. First we test the Cronbach's αand Composite Reliability (CR) [35] of our
model. According to Nunnally (1978)[36] and Fornell and Larcker(1981)[35] ,the Cronbach's
αand CR should higher than 0.5,which can be accepted. From table 3 we can see that the
coefficient α value of all items is more than 0.60, which shows our scale has well internal
consistency reliability.
Table.3 Reliability analysis of entrepreneurial learning scales
variables
items α/CR variables
Opportunity searching
0.76/ External information acquiring
3
(OS)
0.76 (IA)
Shared
0.85/
4
strategy experimentation (SE)
vision (SV)
0.85
experiential
0.68/
3
Total scale
learning (EL)
0.68
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items
4
3
17

α/CR
0.84/
0.84
0.60/
0.60
0.903

Validity analysis
Content validity. According to Kerlinger (1986) [37], content validity refers to the sampling
adequacy of the content of the instrument. In general ,this can be subjectively judged[38].in
this study ,we used multiple method such as content analysis and empirical study ,also
connect with past literatures, then we consult experts in strategy and management field, all
these insured our content validity.
Convergent validity. According to Steenkamp and Trihp, convergent validity can be test by
the standard factor loading and it significance. If standard factor loadings of each dimensions
is significantly higher than 0.5, we can say the model has convergent validity. Figure 1 shows
each factor loading has significantly higher than 0.5.
Discriminate validity. It describes the degree to which the operationalization is not similar to
(diverges from) other operationalizations. According to Fornell and Larcker(1981)[35],if the
average variance extracted of each factor is higher than 0.5 or higher than the correlation
square between every two factors ,then we can say the model has discriminate validity. So,
we test the correlation between these 5 entrepreneurial learning dimensions and the AVE
value. Table 4 shows that four AVE value are higher or nearly 0.5, and higher than the
biggest correlation square (0.642=0.4). The AVE of SE is not satisfied, which implies that
current items cannot cover the total information of SE, we should develop the items of SE
further more. But in general, as an exploratory research, our model can be accepted overall.
Pearson Correlation between the five dimensions are all significantly correlated, however, the
correlation coefficient are <0.65, which implies that these 5 dimensions have mutualcorrelations and at the same time, they have significant discriminate validity.
Therefore, our assumption to distinguish entrepreneurial learning into these five dimensions
is reasonable and operable.
Table. 4 Pearson Correlation between dimensions of entrepreneurial learning
factor
Mean
Std.deviation 1
2
3
4
3．34
0．59
SE
0.33
3．62
0．76
OR
0.49(**)
0.52

5

IA

3．81

0．72

0.31(**)

0.64(**)

0.57

SV

3．55

0．68

0.32(**)

0.63(**)

0.53(**) 0.58

EL

3．51

0．69

0.28(**)

0.62(**)

0.53(**) 0.64(**) 0.42

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Nomological Validity. It is the degree to which a construct behaves as it should within a
system of related constructs. According to Pitt (1995)[39], nomological validity can be test
through significance of correlation or regression between the research variable and other
variables which should have causal and effect relations in theoretical level. The purpose of
entrepreneurial learning is to search entrepreneurial knowledge and opportunities. So we
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choose to test the relationship between entrepreneurial learning and knowledge acquisition.
Entrepreneurial knowledge includes product innovation knowledge, business opportunities
and industry information. Table 5 shows the five dimensions of entrepreneurial learning are
all significantly related to three kinds of entrepreneurial knowledge which shows our
measurement model has a good nomological validity.
Table.5 Pearson correlation between entrepreneurial learning and entrepreneurial knowledge
variable
mean Std.deviation SE
OR
IA
SV
EL
Business opportunity
3.73
0.834
0.23** 0.57** 0.54** 0.47** 0.45**
Industry information
3.78
0.935
0.35** 0.59** 0.69** 0.49** 0.55**
Product innovation
3.77
0.841
0.32** 0.65** 0.66** 0.49** 0.58**
knowledge
CONCLUSIONS
Implications.
The predominant contribution of this article is the new light it sheds upon of the most
elemental, yet unresolved questions in the entrepreneurship and learning literature. In keeping
with current research, we pointed out that entrepreneurial learning can be empirically tested
in five dimensions. They are actively seeking learning opportunities, external resources
acquisition, and information sharing, experiential learning and strategy experimentation.
Through exploratory and certified factorial analysis, we test the reliability and validity of
entrepreneurial learning dimensions we proposed.
Limitations.
As en exploratory study, the limitations could be: (1) Entrepreneurial learning may has
different behaviors in different context. Our research is emphasized on Chinese new ventures
which can not represent different entrepreneurship context. (2) Limited by the sample we
collect, we will continue to collect more samples to test the validity of these dimensions.
(3)for the different kinds of entrepreneur firms, its learning behavior may has distinctive
features , for example ,whether there is difference exist between new venture’s
entrepreneurial learning and mature firms with high entrepreneurial orientation. Finally we
hope this paper would have useful reference to the study of entrepreneurial learning.
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Prosumer: the Transformation of Consumers’ Role and Management
Innovation

ABSTRACT
In the context of network economy and knowledge economy, the role of consumers trend to
transform to “Prosumer”, which is the mixed role of producer and consumer. “Prosumer” is
reshaping the business model, innovation models and organizational forms. In this paper, on
the basis of discussion the drives of the emergence of prosumer and analyzing the literatures
on open innovation, clients internalization, user generated content and crowdsourcing, we
discussed the theoretical meaning of Prosumer, summarized the trend of consumer role
transforming. Finally, we proposed a new management innovation model based on the
prosumer value creation from the perspective of promoting consumers participation in
business and innovation.
Keywords: Prosumer; Open Innovation; Management Innovation
INTRODUCTION
Futurist Toffler predicted that human civilization would march toward “individualized
civilization of reuniting the producers and consumers”. This prediction is to become a reality.
In the era of network economy and knowledge economy, consumers already have the
unprecedented knowledge and skills, therefore the demand, roles and rights of custom is
changing, the boundary of producers and consumers are more and more vague, and the
“prosumer” is creating the individualized product to suit the demand of them. The form of
enterprise external and internal organization also presents the trend of networking, the
enterprises crowd source the work which need spend money to hire others completed to
consumers, makes use of external business network which is formatted by “prosumers” to
achieve higher profit margins through the enterprises lower the cost of research and
development, production and marketing products.
As mentioned above, the role of consumer is changing, and “Prosumer” has appeared. But
there are only few studies about prosumer. So we want to solve followed question: how the
prosumer emerged, what is its driving force, what changes happened in the consumer’s role,
and how to utilize prosumers’ intelligence and give some suggestion to companies.
The Emergence of the Prosumer
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“Prosumer” refers to the activity of consumers, which engages in productive activities, it is
the synthesis of producer and consumer on the character. Toffler, a well-known futurist, in
his book called “Third Wave”, proposed the term of Prosumer for the first time. He applied
the conception to name the person who creates the products, service or experience for their
own use or self-satisfaction, rather than for sale or transaction (Toffler, 1984). In his book
titled “Revolutionary wealth”, Toffler proposed the term of “Prosuming Economy”, he also
forecasted “there would be one big blast of presuming”, and pointed that “prosumer” would
focus on “transform the work to the customer (Toffler, 2006).” This means enterprises may
enjoy “free lunch” which is created by the prosumer, which is a kind of new business model.
For example, permitting many programmers to develop and use its own programs through
opens source Linux owned the second largest market share in the operation system market;
the encyclopedia of Wikipedia and Baidu was compiled by their consumers; Flickr, YouTube,
Youku and other famous website to share videos, photos and others were made by their
consumers. At present, the typical “Prosumer” models have two types: user-generated content
and the consumer taking activities in the creation of value chain.
User generated content
Currently we has entered the web 2.0 era, which compares with web 1.0 era that the web site
is mainly to pass information in one-way pattern, web 2.0 era is more emphasized on
interaction with users, namely to construct a environment for expression, creation,
communication and share. Web 2.0 emphasizes on two-way communication, the
development of web site is more dependent on user’s participation, user’s orientation, and
user’s construction. User is the consumer or viewer of the web content, but also the producer
of web content. “User-generated content” (UGC) is accompanied by the emerging of the
concept of Web 2.0. UGC is a sharing way for the intellectual capital and resources of the
user, and a new way of using the Internet, which is from download to become both download
and upload, and users can publish their views on the website and share their own content
through the Internet platform, and in this process the user could achieve “Prosumering.”
World Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) also defines UGC
model, which should have three characteristics: first, the Internet content is publicly available;
second, the content has a certain degree of innovation; third, non-professionals or authorities
create it. UGC model currently is used in content-based sites, forums and community. For
example, Wikipedia is the outcoming of UGC, which users on Wikipedia's website create,
edit, amend, and add to various entries together to accomplish an encyclopedia. “Everyone is
their own living director”, the slogan from Tudou, the Chinese leading video sharing platform
is the most appropriate description for those users who upload their own video record. Youku
CEO Victor Koo pointed out: for video content creation, uploading, browsing, collection,
review, scoring and other interaction that the user have been involved in the site's platform
architecture and the users who actually have these actions have played a key role for assisting
other users to choose content. These sites provide products or services that is the site's
content, a network of consumer has formed the relevant content of web site, and the user has
become a creator or a provider who generated the content.
Consumer taking activities of the creation of value chain
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The companies who offer traditional products and services are also using conception of
“Prosumer” to innovate their business model. These companies will subcontract one or
several parts of value chain to some consumers who take part in the activities of the creation
of value chain, also known as the DIY model. If they subcontract to a variety of consumer,
this form may also be known as “crowd sourcing”. For example: Threadless.com is an
American T-shirts designed and marketed web site, all consumers can be submitted online Tshirt design, which will receive the public vote. High support rate design will be produced,
and the user can buy these T-shirts online. In 2006, Threadless generated $ 1.7 million in
revenue. Threadless success does not depend on the traditional business model and
advertising activities, or sell through large retailers, but rely on consumers who join the
activities of delivering value, such as design, selecting the lines, determine the production,
promotion and sales (Howe, 2009).
Companies can rely on consumers to participate in a certain part of the value chain. For
instance, in the R & D sector, the world’s leading toy maker Lego allow consumers to
develop and design their own virtual toy products. In the manufacturing sector, many areas
now have developed unique “farm fun” leisure tourism, consumer came to the orchard,
picked by their own and even grown their own fruit trees, experience the joy of harvest.
DRIVERS OF THE EMERGENCE OF THE “PROSUMER”
The rise of “ Prosumer” due to company want to close to the market, reduce costs and
improve competitiveness, but also due to customers’ increasing awareness and knowledge of
consumer sovereignty and capabilities. Network information technology plays a huge role in
boost the rise of “Prosumer”. The following will analyze the reason for the rise of prosumer.
Perspective of enterprise
First, shorten the development cycle of new products, and reduce development costs and risk.
Enterprises which embedded consumers into the organization can tap consumer demand more
accurately, use consumers’ tacit knowledge to develop new products, and reduce the market
risk. It can also make products reviewed by customer before putting it into production, reduce
development time and save the cost of market survey. In the late 1990s an internal
investigation launched by Procter & Gamble found that the company spent $ 1.5 billion in R
& D, creating a large number of patented inventions, but only 10% of results were used in the
company's products, resulting in a huge waste. Recent years about half of the new products
were launched by consumer of Procter & Gamble Company every year.
Second, relieving the pressure of internal resources shortness and saving costs. Internal
human and intellectual capital is limited, while the collective intelligence (Pentland, 2007)
constitute by external consumer is far more than internal resources. Hence “Prosumer”
models can fully exploit the use of just exist in the public's collective intelligence, and can
save a lot of costs.
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The third point is using the relationship network of the consumer and improving marketing
efficiency. Every consumer is not an isolated individual by involving consumer into the
creative activities of some aspect of the business; businesses can take advantage of
consumers' network of relationship. By utilizing consumers’ networks to spread corporate
information to other consumer Enterprises can improve the scope and effectiveness of the
spread of product information and reduce marketing costs. Meanwhile prosumer can also
attract their friends to join in the enterprise value creation activities as well as providing
enterprises with more human and intellectual capital.
Perspective of consumer
The first point is meeting the needs of self-realization. With the improvement of living
standards, a part of the lower level of consumer demand has been met; they want to play in
spare time to utilize their knowledge and talent. Participating in business activities is the
pursuit of self-expression needs. By addressing the problems encountered by enterprises or
create individualized products can made them got a sense of achievement and satisfaction.
Secondly, consumers hope to express their own voice. With the increased awareness of
consumer sovereignty and consumer psychological maturity, consumers are no longer
satisfied with merely a passive acceptance of business information, but requires to got more
symmetrical information, more equal status in order to increase their recognition of the
products they purchased and have more control power. So they expect to participate in
product design, production, marketing and other activities.
Thirdly, consumers are upgrading their knowledge and ability of participating in the
production and management. As knowledge creation and diffusion rate is also increasing
popularization of higher education made the knowledge that once concentrated in R&D
departments widespread increasingly. Consumer have got necessary knowledge and ability
needed in corporate value creation process. High-qualified consumer groups ensure the rise
and sustainable development of prosumer.
Perspective of technology
The network communication technology greatly reduces the cost of communication between
businesses and consumers and inter-consumers. The rapid development of communications
technology including Internet, instant messaging, social networking sites and others
shortened the distance between people. Enterprises have more convenient, more direct
channels to communicate the information with consumers. And completing interactive value
creation activities and the closed interaction between consumers also could be realized. With
the support of network technology the interactive network between company and many
consumers were able to achieve.
The increasing popularity of innovative tools makes consumers to participate in value
creation become possible. The operation of computers and its software become more and
more simple; prices are getting to be more accepted by consumers. Consumers can get
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cheaper and easier operated tools for product innovation in the enterprise, have their own
ideas into products and services of the media.
With the change of company’s environment both inside and outside, consumer and
technology, the concept of market is also changing as following chart shows (Figure 1). The
role of consumer is also transforming to “prosumer” in this process.
-------------------------------See Figure 1
-------------------------------THEORETICAL CONNOTATION OF THE PROSUMER
At present, the direct study about prosumer is still few. But it has been researched in other
related field, such as open innovation, customer internalization, User Generated Content and
crowdsourcing. The study related prosumer can be divided into three categories. The first
kind of study holds the opinion that consumer is not an outside independent factor to the
company; it has great relation with the innovation of company. Enterprises should involve
consumer into their innovation networks and apply the model of open innovation. The second
study suggested that consumers should been internalized and they could not only as a source
of innovation, but also as members in the internal functions of policy-making, manufacturing,
marketing and so on. The third kind of study focuses on how can companies to use the
knowledge and ability of consumers in the era of Web 2.0, which feature include openness,
decentralize, aggregated and highly interactive.
The first kind of study includes the study about user innovation and open innovation research.
Hippel proposed a revolutionary idea. He thought the user of products can be innovators of
the products. User innovation indicates the product and technical innovate made by users,
including new ideas for own use and improvement for the product provides by manufacturers
(Hippel, 1976, 2001a, 2001b). The researches of user innovation advocated the important role
the users preformed and believe users of the product are one of the resources of innovation
for the company. Starting from the 1980s, scholars’ concerns about R&D model switch from
the internal of the organization to the outside of the company. Chesbrough (2003) considered
that the reason why those leading company in the industry failed to benefit from innovation
caused by the “closed innovation” mode of innovation that relies on their own creative ideas,
the internal marketable approaches and strong control to the innovation. The traditional
model of innovation is no longer applicable to the new business environment, a new
innovation paradigm, open innovation replaced it (Chesbrough, 2003). When enterprises
want to develop new technologies, they should combine both valuable wisdom come from
inside and outside, and the consumer is a major source of external intelligence.
The second category study is the theory of customer internalization. Customer internalization
has both generalized definition and narrow definition. The generalized definition is that
enterprises bring customer to internal of the organization by kinds of ways, including the
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integration of Buyout and non-integrated alliance by absorbing customer to be regular
employees or shareholders of this enterprise. Narrow “customer internalization” specifically
refers to letting customer involved in the process of decision making, product development,
product processing and selling by building semi-combinative or semi-integrated relationship
with customer, and achieve the purpose of satisfying diversified and personalized need of
customer timely (Li & Qiu, 2004). “Prosumer” is a specific kind of customer internalization.
Not all of the consumers are able to internalized, but only the consumer who only buy the
products produced by this company, it means those consumers who have a close relationship
with the company and loyalty to this company. Under the perspective of the customer
internalization, the customer is an ambiguous factor with both external environmental nature
and organizational nature. As consumers, they could also be the product designers and
production operator, supervisor of a company.
The third type of studies includes researches about UGC, crowdsourcing, mass collaboration,
open source and other theories and new concepts. No matter it is the community forum, or the
content sharing site, lots of consumers build a resource-sharing platform together, this is not
just a Website business mode, but also can be adopted by other corporations. Howe proposed
crowdsourcing, which represents the act of a company or institution taking a function once
performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined large group of people (Howe,
2006). Crowdsourcing emphasize sharing information resources and configuring physical
resources by breaking the boundaries of resource specificity the company have. It also
stresses to full use of the initiative and creativity of network formed by cyber citizens to
achieve the connation between platform and node (Jiang, 2009). This work can include
developing a new technology or completing a design task, improving an algorithm, or
massive data analysis and so on. In the model of “crowd sourcing”, the large network of
people operate the task once do by employees. Prosumer help companies to design their
dreaming products, solve Problems Company may meet, do product manufactures, and the
product promotion. Tapscott and Williams (2007) studied prosumer in their book of
“Wikinomics”. Their research focused on how the group composed by prosumer to achieve
the combination of prosuming and consuming by the way of mass collaboration. Raymond
(1998), Hipple (2003a, 2003b), Weber (2004) and other many scholars researched open
source software and open source community that have the typical case of Linux.
Currently, research about the prosumer is not frequent, but it has been researched in
previously mentioned three kinds of studies. There are many research findings about users’
innovation and open innovation already, and the researches are relatively mature. Researches
about user generated content, crowdsourcing and mass collaboration is the recent research
focus, but still at the exploratory stage. Researches in these studies have great significance
for the study of prosumer. Taking all of theories and studies we discussed above, we could
find that the role of company and consumer is transforming as the following table1 shows.
-------------------------------See Table 1
--------------------------------
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Taking all of above into consideration, we can come to these conclusions. Firstly, consumers
have transformed from past pure consumers to co-creators, they got dual attributes both
belong to consumers and producers, and become an ambiguous elements with both external
environmental nature and organizational nature. Prosumer is reshaping the business model,
innovative models and organizational forms. Secondly, consumers have transformed from
past passive information receiver to active participator. Now, consumers have more rights in
the market transactions and lie in a more equal position. Once companies have more
information than clients, sellers have more information than consumers. Consumers can only
make their own decision base the information provides by company and society. However,
network economy has broken the unequal economic situation. Anyone can enter the network
and send or receive information at any time. The connection between companies and
consumers becomes more convenient, the communication between company and consumer
become more interactive and timely. The third one is that consumer is also a member of risksharing. In the traditional model, producer bear almost all responsibility and risk of product
innovation, customer is only passively involved in the product innovation process. While in
the prosuming economy, the responsibility of product innovation partly transferred to the
client side, the customer can completely take the initiative according to their needs for
product innovation.
MANAGEMENT INNOVATION BASED ON PROSUMER VALUE CREATION
As we discussed above, when enterprises want to develop new products and service, they
should combine both valuable wisdom come from inside and outside, by all of these,
companies can achieve the goal of “open development”. In the future, the competition is not
between companies, it will be a competition between business networks. Companies should
not only utilize the network composed by their suppliers, competitors and other organizations,
but also utilize the network composed by consumers. As we discussed, the consumer is a
major source of external intelligence, so the network of consumer (Figure 2) is crucial to the
development of companies. As follow chart shows.
-------------------------------See Figure 2
-------------------------------As consumer is playing an increasingly important role in the enterprise's value creation the
role of consumers is changing, while consumer behavior is challenging the company's
traditional value creation model. Under the push from Web 2.0 that features user-orientation,
in particular, under the stress for interaction, speed, character and openness in the network,
Consumer participation has never been so deep on business value creation and the influence
is spreading to the entire enterprise value chain (Prahalad& Ramaswamy, 2005). Thus
companies need to embed the consumer to the enterprise value chain, and implement
management innovation based on the “Prosumer” value creation. How can companies use the
intelligence network composed by prosumers, we proposed 4 models as followed.
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Consumers make research and design
There are two major cooperation models that can be used in this field: First, building a
network of co-operation platform to collect product design and solutions from consumers.
With the development of the Internet, Businesses and consumers can achieve quickly and
easily interaction through the networks. Enterprises can realize the interconnection with the
large number of consumer groups in the case of increasing expansion of coverage of the
Internet. For example of InnoCentive, one kind of Ideagoras (Tapscott & Williams, 2006),
Procter & Gamble, Boeing and DuPont and other famous companies posted the difficult
problems which couldn't be solved in the internal on the InnoCentive website and recruited
the talents around the world to solve them. Second, companies choose some of the leading
users and internal staff to form an interim team to jointly develop products. Companies can
discover leading users who have creative thinking through the company's consumer
community, BBS sites, consumer feedback surveys and other ways. Then these customers are
involved in design and development team to achieve direct dialogue between Consumers and
internal researchers and designers, while their demands are integrated into product
development directly.
To make it easier for consumers to complete product development activities, enterprises
should provide consumers with some auxiliary tools. Consumer innovation tools need to
include a number of modules and components which have been tested, as well as a platform
to repeat the experiment, consumers can conceive preliminary design ideas, computer
simulation and the product model building, but also repeated to improve (Hippel, 2001). The
Lego company call for consumers to design their own virtual toys in preceding part of the
text, they provide consumers with a free download of the software development tools in the
company's Web site so that consumers can compile programs by themselves.

Consumers provide products or services
Self-Service Technologies (SSTs) applied more widely in promoting consumer participation
and in the process of products. It is a technical interface that service personnel don't need
directly involve and allow consumers to produce service by themselves (Meuter Ostrom,
Roundtree & Bitner, 2001). During this process the consumer provide services themselves
which provided by companies formerly. Currently more widely used in ATM machines, selfservice payment machines is the embodiment of self-service technology. In the service
sectors, Tesco supermarket, there is more than a million customers use self-checkout system
in a week, the customers scan their goods and pay for them all by themselves. Since 2003,
McDonald's began using the Kiosk Self-service machines, implements for consumer selfservice meal. Kiosk can also be applied to ticketing system, digital music downloads,
shopping, tax collection and other fields.
In addition to applying self-service technology enterprises can also allow consumers to DIY
through a variety of ways and on the basis of the nature of their products. In some self-service
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restaurants, consumer can cook by themselves after they choose basic food ingredients. In the
“DIY Music Bar” of “Starbucks”, the consumer can DIY to make digital music CD on the
basis of production guide by Starbucks. Japanese firms also developed cars for personal
assembly – the K4.Consumers buy the engine, steering wheel, etc. – in all more than 500
components and a set of installation tools, and the assemble-yourself car meets the needs of
the consumer experience.
Consumers make promotion
The Promotion of products by consumers is to allow consumers to participate in advertising
creative design, publishing and dissemination of product information and design of
promotional events and experiences, originally the commitment should be taken by the
employees within the enterprise internal functions. The key to allow consumers to do
promotion is taking advantage of consumer interpersonal networks and virtual communities,
social networking sites, so that the consumer products actively spread word of mouth spread
and Word of mouse spread.
Consumer’s participation in promotions has two main ways. First, consumers promote
promotional ideas. Companies can allow consumers to provide products or services, business
promotion ideas, including the main ways of collecting the advertising creative from the
consumer, allowing consumers to design advertising posters and other advertising products,
creative activities, consumers submit events, etc.. Call to consumers, such as Coca-Cola
advertising creative video clips, PepsiCo’s Pepsi advertising to consumers, collecting the
original creative script. Second, consumers spread the product promotions information.
Enterprises, through the design of video and other forms of advertising enable consumers to
promote voluntarily for the enterprise and enlarge the effect of promotional activities. Social
networking sites, Instant Messaging tools are a major channel for consumers to disseminate
information quickly. Determining the influential group of individuals and designing the
content of information which is of higher transmissibility and higher value to talk about are
two key to attract consumers to participate in.

Consumers make service
Enterprises can build the company’s website forum, also it can maintenance the public
forums related to it. In the platform, part of the consumers provide the service of product
instructions to other users, providing consulting services and assistance services when
products get problems during the usage and the products upgrades guidance to other
consumer, etc., and this will take a number of business service functions. Companies should
concern about the active consumers and give them some encouragement and training
guidance to promote the C-C interaction.
CONCLUSIONS
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This article has provided an introduction to idea of the prosumer and discussed its theoretical
connotation. We ended by proposing a new management innovation model based on the
prosumer value-creation. With the development of technology and the change of business
environment, companies should reconsider how to cooperate with its stakeholder. As we
discussed, the company inner resource is limited, but the resource outside of the company is
numerous. So companies should combine valuable wisdom both inside and outside. And with
the emergence of prosumer, enterprises may almost enjoy “free lunch” which is created by
the prosumer, and we have proposed 4 methods for companies to utilize the intelligence of
prosumer, “Consumers Make Research and Design”, “Consumers Provide Products or
Services”, “Consumers make promotion” and “Consumers Make Service”. All of these have
good effect for companies to achieve the goal of “open development”.
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APPENDICES

Company:
Creating value

Market：
Value
exchange

Consumer:
The target for
exchanging the
company’s offering

The concept of traditional market

Company:
Co-creator of value
and competitor of
value distilling

Market：
Individual co-create
Special value under
A given situation

Prosumer:
Co-creator of
value and
competitor of
value distilling

The new conception of market

Figure1 the Transformation of Prosumer and Market
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Table 1 The Transformation of Consumers’ Role and Company’s Role
Traditional customers

The role of
consumer

The function of
consumer

The role of
company

Consumer is an outside independent
factor to the company; Consumers are
passive buyers; Consumers are a
target for exchanging the company’s
offerings.
Participate in the marketing research
passively; Feeding back the
information about shortage of the
product or service; The lead customer
interactive with companies and
companies redesign the product and
service based on the opinion of lead
consumer.
Defining and creating value for
consumers.

Value

Value relates with the offerings of
companies.

Interactive
model

Consumers are react passively;
Launching by companies; One to one

The flow of
information

Transformed form unilateral
communication to bilateral
communication

Prosumers
Consumers have been
internalized as a factor within
company; consumers create or
co-create products and services
they want to consume actively.

Consumers are co-creators of
value, and they participate in the
process of value discovery, value
creation and value transfer
actively.

Urging consumers to participate
value creation activities
personally.
Value relates not only with the
offerings of companies, but also
relate with the participation of
consumers.
Prosumers are participate
actively; launching by
prosumers or companies; Oneagainst-rest
Multi-directional
communication; Network
communication
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Barriers and Obstacles to Foreign Direct Investment into China’s Hinterland
Areas - A Case Study of Yunnan Province

ABSTRACT
In view of the fact that the dynamics of world trade, politics, and security fall increasingly
under the influence of border regions the objective of this paper is to reveal barriers that limit
FDI inflow to China’s landlocked border province Yunnan. The investigated timeframe from the initiation of the “Open up the West” strategy (2000) to just before the ChinaASEAN Free Trade Area regulations (2010) become effective - is of tremendous importance
as it reflects Yunnan's struggle to improve its economic situation with policies implemented
by the Central Government to generate new growth poles and to pursue its strategic position
as a “gateway to SE-Asia”. This study uses novel dynamic panel data techniques to advance
the econometric methodology used in studying the link between FDI and the selected
determinants: Transport infrastructure, labour productivity, Gross Regional Product, trade
openness, human capital and agglomeration within the context of Yunnan’s second tier
jurisdictions. This analysis provides a tool for developing appropriate policy
recommendations that maximise the benefits of FDI while reducing its detrimental effects.
The findings here suggest that Yunnan’s initial condition, in particular its historical links, its
mountainous terrain, and its being geographically surrounded by nations belonging to SE
Asian’s backwaters, was extremely weak to absorb FDI during the reform period. Certain
variables such as trade openness and GPP appear to be robust under different specifications.
However, variables such as human capital, agglomeration effects, infrastructure, and labour
productivity are found to be insignificant for FDI attraction – even though different
specifications of these exogenous determinants were estimated.
Keywords: foreign direct investment barriers; regional disparities; Yunnan Province
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to reveal barriers that limit foreign direct investment (FDI)
inflow to China’s south-western landlocked border province Yunnan. The Chinese Central
Government’s intensions to accelerate the development of its south-western frontier are
documented by a programmatic article, written by Pan Qi (1985)vi which lays out what
would become a core argument for China’s increased engagement with neighbouring
countries. Notably, it asserts that an opening towards Myanmar and SE Asia would
economically benefit not only China’s south-western provinces but the whole nation.
First, it is imperative to consider Central Government policies and assistance to make Yunnan
attractive for foreign investors, and second, to look at the “Catalogue for the Guidance of FDI
industries”vii and the “Catalogue of Superior Industries for Foreign Investment in Central
and Western Regions”viii, instituted by the Chinese Government, which reveal both policy
orientations and guidance for foreign-funded enterprises.
Multinational enterprises (MNEs) as well as Central and Local Governments have different
considerations in relation to investment strategies and policies. When their strategies come
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together, it will be easier to attract FDI, as high consistency amongst them means greater
support or encouragement and less cost and risk to MNEs. Local encouragement is often
given to industries with historical advantages, a high resource endowment and a favourable
investment climate, thereby reducing operational costs in many aspects. Most importantly,
such local strategies and national policies demonstrate the attitude and resolve to support key
industries, so that enterprises which invest there will gain a continuous “plus effect” as a
result of these strategies and policies. However, even if MNEs are interested in a particular
region or industry, it will be difficult for them to gain access if their investment plans are
limited by the host country’s policies and strategies for the target region.
Are the amended statutory guidelines (encouraged, restricted, and prohibited) released in
2007 really consistent with the priorities for Yunnan’s economic catch-up?
The Central Government’s Assistance to Accelerate
Yunnan’s Economic Development
The year 1992 constituted a turning point for Yunnan to slowly awake from economic
hibernation as its unique geographical advantage on the crossroads of South, Southeast, and
East Asia conferred the challenge to gradually overcome its economic backwardness.
Yunnan’s border towns Ruili, Wanding (both abut on Muse/Myanmar), and Hekou (abuts on
Lao Cai/Vietnam) were designed “state-level open towns” for border trade and investment. In
addition, Yunnan’s capital Kunming was permitted to implement policies normally allowed
only to open coastal cities. Along with the implementation of these policies, the State Council
cleared the way for three state-level development zonesix in order to enhance the competitive
ability of specific industries by emphasising the development of technological research.
To create a platform for exchange between China and South East Asia, Kunming
International Convention and Exhibition Centre was founded in the same year. Since 1993,
the Kunming Import and Export Commodities Fair has attracted more and more exhibiting
companies from SE Asia, especially ASEANx countries, to participate.
A further significant impetus to combat Yunnan’s inert economic growth had been given in
response to the advocacy by the Asian Development Bank (ADB)xi in 1992, when the six
Mekong riverine nationsxii embarked on a programme of sub-regional economic cooperation. They jointly initiated the “Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) economic cooperation programme” to promote regional collaboration in sectors including infrastructure,
agriculture, human resource development, trade, investment, and tourism promotionxiii.
However, the participating nations of the GMS are characterised by disparities in Gross
Domestic Product per Capita (GDPC) and Foreign Direct Investment per Capita (FDIC) and
their belonging to Asia’s backwaters. Yunnan was closely aligned and better economically
integrated with riparian countries along the Mekong River than with central or coastal
Chinese provinces, but during the Mao era these links were officially cut off. China’s Central
Government imposed severe restrictions on border trade prior to 1978, based on the premise
that its border regions were politically sensitive and militarily insecure. This tight control and
monitoring began to loosen in 1985 by promulgating a policy that encouraged provincial
governments to be more liberal regarding border trade.
Since 1992, border trade has slowly recovered owing to policy measures and has deepened
primarily due to the fact that there are only a few barriers remaining in terms of product
specification and regulations, language constraints, business culture and geographical
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distance. So far, the bottleneck to further development in foreign trade is due to both
transport infrastructure and the purchasing power of Yunnan’s neighbours in the last decade.
The economic development of border areas depends largely on the economic level of their
neighbouring countries. In 2008, Yunnan’s Gross Provincial Product per Capita (GPPC)
outbalanced those of its sovereign neighbours but it reached with 1,845 USD only 55.7
percent of China’s average GDPC. Yunnan’s utilised FDIC is particularly low. This amount
is similar to its politically insecure neighbour Myanmar and only recorded 12.4 percent of
China’s average utilised FDIC.
Table 1: Economic Indicators of Yunnan’s Neighbouring Nationsxiv

However, during the reform
and opening period (19781992) - neither Yunnan’s
GPP nor utilised FDI
display noteworthy
economic improvement, due to Deng Xiaoping’s
policy allowing regions
featured with superior
initial conditions “to get
rich first”.
Table 2: Yunnan’s Gross Provincial Product and Utilised Foreign Direct Investment
Development 1985-2009xv

The investment climate measured by the ratio of FDI to GPP grew from 0.002 (in 1992) to
0.016 (in 1995). In 2000, a further impetus for propelling Yunnan’s economy occurred with
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the implementation of the “West Development Strategy”, when the Chinese Government
opened the whole western region for FDI. In the course of this programme the Central
Government put emphasis on the upgrading and extension of transport infrastructure, the
construction of an ecological environment, and urbanisation to lure foreign investors. Zhu
Rongjixvi pragmatically forecasted that the West Development Strategy would be a “longterm” programme, one with a timeline of 20 to 30 years, and the rate at which projects would
be approved would depend on foreign and domestic financing. After a phase of decline
(1996-2000), this strategy improved the investment climate gradually and reached a ratio of
0.009 in 2008 (for comparison Sichuan 0.017; Guangdong 0.037). Yunnan’s GPP increased
nearly threefold in the period after the implementation of the West Developing Strategy,
however, it was not driven by FDI but by self-raised funds, domestic loans, and State
budgetary appropriations.
Table 3: Yunnan’s Total Investment in Fixed Assets by Various Groups and Selected
Yearsxvii

Yunnan’s total investment in fixed assets has surged from 54.3 billion RMB in 2000 to 271.8
billion RMB in 2008, a fivefold increase in a period of eight years. The figures above indicate
that in 2008 self-raised funds (54 percent), domestic loans (23 percent) and state-budgetary
appropriations (13 percent) were the prevailing sources for fixed-asset investments whereas
foreign investment (0.7 percent) did not play an important role. State budgetary
appropriations, domestic loans, and self-raised funds increased more than sevenfold whereas
foreign investment lagged behind meagrely (2.6 fold) for the recorded period.
Yunnan’s Industrial Structure
Yunnan’s sectored distribution of GPP reflects and proves the ongoing transformation
process from a prevailing agrarian economy to an industrial system. In general, a country or
an area with high proportions of the secondary and tertiary sector usually has an advanced
industrial system and synergy effects among industries. An unbalanced industrial structure
indicates an underdeveloped industrial system, infrastructural problems, and poor synergy
effects. These are negative factors for foreigners making investment decisions. Over the last
twenty-eight years, Yunnan’s sectored contribution to GPP has significantly changed. In the
recorded period, the share of the primary sector to GPP has more than halved from 42.6
percent to 17.9 percent, whereas the share of the service sector more than doubled from 17.1
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percent to 39.1 percent. The secondary sector, however, remained almost constant over this
period, increasing from 40.3 percent in 1980 to only 43 percent in 2008.
Table 4: Yunnan’s Economic Transformation (Three Strata of Industry) in Selected
Yearsxviii

The observed deceleration of the secondary sector’s growth rate can be attributed mainly to
its economic performance. A closer look at the manufacturing sector reveals that the Gross
Output Value of light industry did not develop perceptibly, and the small share of modern
engineering-type industries, such as the Information and Communication Technology
industry, reflects the unbalanced industrial base of Yunnan. In 2008, the ratio of heavy to
light industry was 3 to 1 concerning Gross Output Value (429.1 billion RMB to 144.8 billion
RMB)xix. The secondary sector’s stable contribution to both GPP and to employment in the
period between 1980 and 2008 demonstrates Yunnan’s slow going alteration. While the
secondary and tertiary industries occupied the majority shares of GPP, nearly two-thirds of
the labour force (63.6 percent in 2008) were still engaged in the primary sector. Even in
Yunnan’s core-agglomeration area Kunming, more than half of the labour force (59
percent)xx was employed in the agricultural sector. This implies that Yunnan could supply an
abundant source of a cheap but less qualified labour forcexxi to the industrial sector.
Yunnan’s Pillar Industries and Investment Restrictions for Foreign Investors
Yunnan’s pillar industries can be grouped into traditional and newly developed sectors. The
former refers to agriculture, the tobacco industry and natural resource extraction, the latter to
hydropower, tourism, and biological and pharmaceutical resource-based industries. Most of
these industries are strongly encouraged by the Central and Local Government due to
Yunnan’s opulence in natural resources and comparative advantages - but do the Catalogue
guidelines help to lure foreign investors?
Due to its limited return rate, primary industry has never been a focus of foreign investment
in China. Yunnan’s share of total foreign investment in this sector has hovered around 3% in
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recent yearsxxii (outliners in 2004 and 2008 display single investments in the flower industry
and coffee plantations) and even this share is on a downward trend.
Table 5: Yunnan’s Utilisation of FDI by Sectors 2000-2008xxiii

Agriculture:
Yunnan’s diverse climate and fertile soil allow the intensive cultivation and gathering of a
wide range of tropical, subtropical and temperate cash crops, but due to the rugged terrain
arable land is limited to about 11 percent of its area. Tobacco, tea, coffee, natural rubber
plantations, and plant nurseriesxxiv were the best contributes to the Gross Output Value of
the primary sector in 2008. Yunnan’s agricultural export products are primarily nonprocessed or low value-added semi-processed products and lack brands, with the exception of
Pu’er tea. Prohibited to FDI is the processing of green and special teas, and rubber products
are restricted to FDI.
Yunnan’s access to global markets for its agricultural products and its attractiveness for
foreign investors are increasingly encumbered by new forms of Non-Tariff Trade Barriersxxv,
in particular, Green Trade Barriers. This economic phenomenon, which has emerged due to
the increasing awareness of the effects of climate change on the environment, has led many
developed countries to impose conditions on their trading partners - particularly developing
nations - to more carefully consider the environmental impact of their manufacturing and
packaging processes. Yunnan’s exports of agricultural products are severely limited due to
insufficient information in terms of international agricultural product trends and standards,
and respective timely updates provided by governmental agencies. Besides enjoying
technological advantages, developed countries maintain an edge over developing nations in
testing technologies. Thus the latter, apart from bearing larger production costs, have to pay
large amounts of "soft costs" in the form of testing and certification fees.
Tobacco Industry (production and manufacturing):
Tobacco production and manufacturing, although still a Central Government monopoly, is
highly lucrative and provides the lion’s share of the Provincial Government’s revenue.
Yunnan is one of the world’s largest producers of flue-cured tobacco (12,438,000 tons in
2008)xxvi, accounting for roughly one-third of the world’s supply. The clustering of large
numbers of producers in this industry has created some typical forms of Marshallian external
economies. Distribution centres and enterprises catering to the tobacco sector are all in close
geographical proximity, ranging from input suppliers for tobacco farming and processing (e.g.
seeds, fertilizer, plastic film and coal) to providers of equipment, intermediate inputs, and
specialised services for cigarette production (e.g. paper, filter tips, chemicals, plastics,
printing, warehousing, and transport). The tobacco processing industry is restricted for FDI
concerning the production of cigarettes and filter tips.
Natural Resource Extraction and Processing Industry:
In 2001, the Ministry of Land and Resources of China had granted Yunnan, the first and only
province in the country, the right to approve foreign investors to develop local mineral
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exploration projectsxxvii in China. Natural resource exploiting industries require a suitable
transportation infrastructure and modern technological equipment to meet the environmental
standards for extraction. Environmental regulations require companies to spend large
amounts of money in the feasibility stage as they determine the environmental impact,
consider the use of modern capital-intensive technologies, and calculate the significant cost
of rehabilitating the mine when production ceases. Should the proposed mine pass these
obstacles, the capital to undertake the venture needs to be raised from investors.
In Yunnan, mainly SOEs are involved in exploiting its abundant non-ferrous metals. Most of
the not-yet-exhausted mines are merged with or acquired by conglomerates or they establish
joint ventures with domestic companies. Organic growth, domestic consolidation and
international acquisitions as well as domestic joint ventures break new ground to promote this
industry sector. An example is China Minmetals Corp., the country’s largest metal trading
firm, which consistently gives its resource development and metal smelting sectors high
priority. In 2001, Minmetals established joint ventures with five major domestic copper
smelters: Jiangxi Copper, Yunnan Copper, Tongling Nonferrous, Daye Nonferrous and
Zhongtiaoshan Nonferrous.
Resource shortages cause bottlenecks for all domestic copper smelters while Minmetals Corp.
secured huge amounts of copper concentrate supply with overseas copper mines and SE
Asian countries. Yunnan possesses China’s largest reserves of lead (24.2 percent), zinc (34.9
percent) and phosphorus (21.8 percent). Furthermore, it accounts for China’s second largest
reserves of tin and silver and its third largest copper and nickel depositsxxviii with new
reserves still being discoveredxxix. In 2009, Asia’s largest zinc mine was discovered in
Yunnan’s Nujiang Prefecture with potential reserves of 15 million tons. But it is not the
quantity but rather the quality and rarity of raw materials that is significant in Yunnan.
Yunnan holds a strong position as a supplier of many rare earth elementsxxx, but Central
Government’s imposed restrictions on exports distort both worldwide competitionxxxi for
downstream industries and the level playing field that can be legitimately expected among
WTO members. China, whose trade, taxation, and investment policies are geared to keeping
their rare earths element for their own use, do to some extent violate WTO agreements.
FDI is encouraged in copper, lead and zinc mine openings, although wholly foreign-owned
enterprises are not allowed. FDI for development of mineral resources is welcome with
regards to high-density phosphorus compound fertilizers and phosphoric chemicals. Also
encouraged is the iron and steel industry, with a particular focus on the mining and dressing
of iron ores, as well as the smelting and processing of manganese ores. Additionally,
supported is risk exploration for mineral resources, the manufacture of building materials and
non-metal products, the mining and processing of natural stone, and cement production.
Hydropower:
Under the Western Development Campaign, resource-rich areas of western China are
supposed to fuel the economic engines of eastern and coastal China, which in turn will pull
“backward” western areas forward. With three hundred of Yunnan’s rivers considered
suitable for hydropower generation, the province aims to become a key link in the national
West-East Transmission strategy. Yunnan’s energy production more than doubled in the last
two decades, making the province a net exporter of electricity, mainly to Guangxi,
Guangdong and neighbouring nations. In 2008xxxii, Yunnan’s annual hydroelectric output
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capacity had reached a total of 435.79 TWh and in a national context Yunnan was third only
to Sichuan (18 percent) and Hubei (17.3 percent).
Besides the Mekong and Salween rivers, huge hydro dam projects are under construction on
the upper Yangtze River. In 2012, both the Baihetan dam (12,000 MW/Construction costs 6.3
bn. USD) and Xiluodu dam (12,600 MW/Construction costs 6.7 bn. USD) are expected to be
in operation. In 2015, the Wudongde dam (7000 MW/ Construction costs 3.8 bn. USD) and
in 2020 Xiangjiaba dam (2020/6000 MW/3.7 bn. USD) will follow. Xiangjiaba and Baihetan
will become respectively China’s second and third biggest hydropower stations behind the
Three Gorges damxxxiii.
In addition to hydropower, Yunnan is rich in geothermal resources. As dam constructions in
Yunnan bear high seismic risks and have serious social and environmental impacts,
renewable options such as wind and solar are alternative energy solutions. China Guangdong
Nuclear Power Holdings Corp. is already heading in this direction. It plans to invest 8 billion
RMBxxxiv in setting up wind turbines in several towns of Yunnan’s Yuxi region, with a total
power capacity of 800 MW. The turbines should be in operation by 2013. This
environmentally friendly supplement seems to be but a drop in the ocean to the gigawatts
China’s industry is asking for. China’s deputy head of the National Development and Reform
Commission, Zhang Guobao, who is in charge of approving large projects, announcedxxxv:
“China needs to start building around 120 GW of hydropower projects till 2015”.
Reforms in the electric power industry came in late 2002 when the State Power Corporation
of China was broken up into five power generation corporations, each a publicly traded
SOExxxvi. FDI would be appreciated for construction and operation of hydropower stations,
the construction and operation of thermal power stations with a capacity of more than
300,000 KW, and in solar and wind energy.
Tourism:
With the improvement of infrastructure in Yunnan and the diminished bureaucratic barriers to
foreign and indigenous visitors, the development of Yunnan’s tourism industry has received a
great deal of attention from both the state and local governments aiming to create a further
source of income for the impoverished rural population. In Yunnan, this industry has until
now been dominated by a mix of government entities and business investors coming from
Hong Kong and Taiwan.
In 2005, the provincial government of Yunnan sold 33 tourism regions in the province, with
an average term of 40 years, to domestic and overseas enterprises. The municipal
governments at all levels sold the management rights of 27 tourism regions to enterprises
within the province, while the operating rights of the remaining six others were transferred to
corporations outside the province.
In 2008, the total revenue from tourism in Yunnan already accounted for 12 percent of the
province’s GPP, reaching 66.33 billion RMBxxxvii. In the last decade, total tourism revenue
has increased fivefold, with visitors’ main destinations being Kunming (39 percent), Lijiang
and Diqing (each 17 percent), Baoshan (3 percent), and Pu’er (0.8 percent).
Table 6: Yunnan’s Total Tourism Revenue in Selected Yearsxxxviii
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Year

1998

2000

2008

Total tourism revenue
(in billion RMB)

13.7

43.0

66.4

Almost 90 percent of provincial tourism revenue (59.5 RMB billion) was generated by 102.5
million domestic visitorsxxxix, of which one-third belonged to day-tippers. Tourists from
overseas accounted for 6.85 billion RMB and most of the 4.53 million foreign touristsxl came
from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao followed by Japan, the US, Thailand, South Korea and
Singapore.
With the temperate climate and the increasing popularity of Yunnan’s tourist spots, this
province will attract more visitors in the future if visa regulations improve (e.g. visa should
be issued on arrival at all airports and land entry points) and more direct international flights saving both time and money - are offered.
FDI is acceptable in the tourism resource sector for the development of national and
provincial tourist destinations and scenic spots. This includes the construction of recreational
facilities in vacation zones. The construction and operation of high-ranking hotels, villas,
high-class office building and international exhibition centres are restricted for FDI. The
construction and management of golf courses and involvement in the gambling industry is
prohibited.
Biological and Pharmaceutical Industry:
Whereas the tobacco and flower industries have developed into large-scale industries due to
their comparative advantages, the development of biological and pharmaceutical resources is
in its fledgling stages but is aiming to become a remunerative pillar industry in Yunnan.
The Provincial Government has decided to step up development of its biological and
pharmaceutical industry by combining its rich abundance of natural herbs with modern
technology. Despite Yunnan’s wealth of herbs and local knowledge, the province has until
recently lagged behind Shanghai, Chengdu and Nanjing as a centre of Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM).
Pharmaceutical enterprises in China are generally small ones with minimal investment in
research and development. As a result, they are weak in core competitiveness, with mergers
and acquisitions constantly underway to add production capacity. In order to further enhance
the development of the herbal medicine industry in Yunnan, the Local Government has
injected funding for the construction of a natural herbs laboratory and a bioengineering centre.
Furthermore, they announced in 2006 a three-year plan to develop its medicine industry, to
encourage foreign investment, and to create a better marketing system. Projects are already
bearing fruit as the local pharmaceutical industry - with natural drugs at the core – has
already developed a batch of famous enterprises both at home and abroad, such as the SinoUS joint venture Kunming Dihon Medical Co., Ltd., the Yunnan Nanyao Pharmaceutical
Private Shareholding Company as well as the Yunnan Baiyao Group Co., Ltd.
The determining forces that are influencing pharmaceutical development are not only the
aging population in developed countries, but also the growing markets of developing
countries with their strongly growing national economies. Improvements in both the quality
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and reach of healthcare provisions will drive the sales of branded and generic drugs in
particular.
The climate for foreign investment still requires improvement as the legal system is not very
transparent and regulations are not standardised. Although China strengthened
pharmaceutical patent protection in 2001, there remains a thriving counterfeit industry in the
medical field. Thus, investors are worried about the enforcement of patent laws, especially in
remote areas such as Yunnan.
FDI is welcome in the S&R sector and in the biological resource sector, especially in the
development and application of commercially selected valuable crops i.e., functional
enzymes, functional proteins, pharmaceuticals from medicinal herbs, comprehensive
development of castor and palm products, etc. FDI is prohibited in the processing of TCM
and the processing of rare and endangered plants.
Table 7: Yunnan’s Utilisation of Foreign Direct Investment by Sectors 2005-2008xli

Over the years, the dominant
proportion of FDI has gone to
the secondary and tertiary
sectors. In 2008, the abovedesignated scale of FDI in
electric power, fuel, gas and
water production and supply
(including those from Hong
Kong, Macao and Taiwan) had
an industrial output value of
7.5 percent, whereas that of
manufacturing reached 23.3
percent and real estate 25.3
percent. Due to the restrictions
of the Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries, the mining industry was
not a focus of foreign investment.
In the national context, Yunnan’s share of contracted FDI reached 0.15 percent (in
comparison: Guangdong 25.34 percent) and Yunnan’s amount of utilised FDI to total China
was recorded at 0.84 percent (in comparison: Guangdong 20.74 percent) in 2008.
Analysis on Matching Extent between Yunnan’s Pillar Industries and National Policies on
FDI
In comparison with the Catalogue for Foreign Investment Industries (amended in 2007), the
priority industries of Yunnan are inconsistent with national policies on foreign investment in
the following respects:
 National policies still restrict or prohibit foreign investment in the business of most main
products, key products or final products of major production industries. For instance,
national policies prohibit foreign investment in the construction and operation of power
grids; in the manufacturing of cigarettes and filters; in the production and processing of
green tea and TCM, etc.
 National policies still restrict the shareholding proportion and access method of those key
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industries in Yunnan that are encouraged or not prohibited. For instance, national policies
restrict to various extents the shareholding proportion in the smelting and rolling of
ferrous and non-ferrous metals; as well as restricting the shareholding proportion in the
natural resource (mining) sector, etc.
MNEs tend to set up solely funded enterprises in China, but national policies restrict
shareholding proportions and access methods within these industries, thereby dampening
the enthusiasm of MNEs to invest in Yunnan.
The industries that are both encouraged - rather than restricted - by national policies and
conform with the focus of MNE investment are exactly the industries in Yunnan that lack
attractiveness for MNE investment. The following four equipment manufacturing
industries have enjoyed the highest growth of MNE investment in recent years and are
supported by national policies: communication equipment, computer and other electronic
devices, special equipment, general equipment, and traffic and transportation equipment.
However, the increasing difference in economic development between coastal and
hinterland provinces has resulted in a growing gap of industrial development levels. The
coastal region has a smaller difference, in terms of industrial sophistication, with the
investment countries and is therefore capable of luring more FDI. In addition, MNEs have
located most of their investments in the above mentioned industries in the coastal regions,
and have set up a complete industrial chain. In the short term at least, MNEs will be
reluctant to move on a large scale their manufacturing plants to the western region,
especially to Yunnan.

Both the Chinese Central and Provincial Governments are aware of the need to improve the
business environment for domestic and foreign investors. But how can a province like
Yunnan develop when Chinese leaders shift their focus from global trade and investment
principles to the creation of their own rules by deciding that key sectors of the economy will
remain “state dominated”?
EMPIRICAL STUDY
The purpose of this sub-section is to detected inherent barriers that limited FDI inflow to
Yunnan’s 16 second-tier jurisdictions (STJs). The research is based on selected FDIinterrelated determinants that are normally highlighted in the case of developing regions and
fit for Yunnan province in particular. In so doing the aims were to assess the density of
transport infrastructure, to examine the labour productivity, to look at Gross Regional Product
for measuring the market size, to elicit on the level of trade openness, to test for
agglomeration effects, and to observe human capital to find out their contributions to FDI
inflow. The panel data sample period runs from 2000 - 2008. For this study, data were crossreferenced with all available sources, primarily from China Statistical Yearbooks and Yunnan
Statistical Yearbooks (2001 - 2009).
Given the common linear regression models:
for static models
yit     x'i t  it

(1)

for dynamic models
yit   (yi ,t 1 )  ( xit' )   it

(2)

i = 1,... ,N,

t = 1,... ,T,

yit refers to the dependent variables for unit i and time t,
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xit refer to independent variables for unit i and time t,  it is the random error,  refers to the
intercept, and



to the slope parameters.

A log linear functional form is adopted with the purpose of transforming a likely nonlinear
relationship between the utilised FDI (UFDI) and the explanatory variables into a linear
relationship. Additionally, the logarithm transformation enables to directly obtain FDI
elasticities with respect to independent determinants.
LogUFDI it 

  1Logtransit   2 Loglprod it  3 Loggrpit   4 Logtradeit  5 Logaggloit  6 Loghumancit   it
Specifications:
 trans: (asset seeking), measured by ratio: length of highways (cat I-IV) in a prefecture
(STJ) to the prefecture’s total area (km/sqkm).
 lprod: (efficiency seeking), measured by ratio: Gross industrial output value to average
number of staff and workers (RMB/employed person)
 grp: (market seeking), measured in RMB
 trade: measured by ratio Export/GRP (RMB/RMB)
 agglo: measured by ratio Gross output value of the manufacturing sector to total gross
output value of total industrial sector (RMB/RMB)
 humanc: measured by ratio of the number of automobile drivers to the total population
aged 15-65 years.
Table 8: Panel Estimation

In total, eight models were conducted in order to study the effect of the predictor variables on
the dependent variable, the logarithm of utilised foreign direct (LogUFDI) investment.
Specifically, this consisted of the following eight models: 1) an ordinary least squares
regression (Y_OLS), 2) a fixed effects linear regression model (Y_FE), a fixed effects linear
regression model with dummy variables to control for time (Y_FE_TIME), 4) a linear
regression analysis conducted on the first differences of the dependent and independent
variables, also including dummy variables controlling for time (Y_FD_TIME), 5) a random
effects linear regression model with dummy variables controlling for time (Y_RE_TIME), 6)
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a "difference" generalised method-of-moments (Y_DIFF_GMM) dynamic panel-data model,
7) a "system" generalised method-of-moments (Y_SYS_GMM) dynamic panel-data model,
and 8) a bias corrected LSDV dynamic panel-data model (Y_LSDV_BC). The total sample
size in these eight analyses ranged from 95, in the case of the difference GMM dynamic
panel data model, to 126.
First, the predictor variable relating to transport infrastructure was found to be statistically
significant in two models. Specifically, this consisted of the OLS regression and the
RE_TIME linear regression model with dummy variables controlling for time. The
elasticities for this variable were found to be negative in both of these models. This variable
had an elasticity of -.381 (model 1), and -.522 (model 5).
Next, the effect of Labour-Productivity was found to be statistically significant in only two
out of the eight models conducted. Specifically, this variable was found to be a significant
predictor of UFDI only in the OLS regression and in the DIFF_GMM model. In these two
models, the elasticity for this variable was found to be negative in both cases, but of
substantially different size (-.239 and -1.167).
Next, the effect of Gross Regional Product was found to be a statistically significant predictor
of UFDI in six out of the eight models conducted. Specifically, it was not found to be
significant in the FE_TIME regression as well as the regression conducted on FD_TIME
(models 3 and 4, respectively). In the cases in which GRP was found to be statistically
significant, elasticities ranged from .581 through 2.620, indicating a positive effect in all
models.
Two predictor variables, in total, were utilised to measure “Investment-Environment”. These
two variables consisted of trade openness and agglomeration. First, in regard to trade
openness, this variable was found to have a significant effect upon UFDI in all eight models
conducted, which was suggestive of a very important effect. The elasticities for this variable
were always found to be positive (ranged from .114 through .708). The predictor variable of
agglomeration, while also a component of “Investment-Environment”, was found to be
significant in substantially fewer models as compared with trade openness. Specifically,
agglomeration was found to be statistically significant in only two out of the eight models in
total: this consisted of the OLS regression along with the DIFF_GMM model. The elasticities
for this variable were found to be .320 and 1.368 in these two models, respectively.
Next, the predictor variable relating to human capital was introduced. This variable was
included as it was considered an important predictor for developing regions. But this variable
was only found to be significant in two out of the models in total, the OLS regression as well
as the SYS_GMM model. Elasticities were found to be positive in both cases, and were .537
and .338 (models 1 and 7). The fact that this variable was not meant to be significant in a
greater number of models can be explained through the short time period which was included
in the data, which resulted in only minor changes of the population number and structure.
Although this variable was generally not found to be statistically significant, it was decided to
keep it in all eight models.
Finally, the lagged value for the dependent variable was included as a predictor in the two
GMM models, along with the LSDV_BC model. The effect of this variable was found to be
statistically significant in all three models. This variable was found to have the elasticity
of .288 in relation to the SYS_GMM model, and of .258 to the LSDV_BC model.
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In addition to the elasticities, separate tests were conducted for the significance of the time
dummy variables included in the models which incorporated time effects (model 3 through 8).
In summary, these statistical tests were found to be significant at the .001 level for four out of
the six models. This suggests that the element of time, generally, is a statistically significant
predictor of UFDI.
Next, statistical tests were conducted which serve to examine the hypothesis of no serial
correlation in the error terms, no serial correlation in the residuals, and the AR(2) test, which
also focused on whether there was serial correlation in the residuals. The initial test of serial
correlation in the error terms was conducted on all models with the exception of the
SYS_GMM dynamic panel-data model. This test was found to be statistically significant in
only two out of the seven models in which it was tested. This indicates that there is no
significant serial correlation, generally, in the error terms within these models. Next, the test
of serial correlation in the residuals was conducted on all eight models. This test was found to
be statistically significant at the .01 level in four out of the eight models in total. As this test
was found to be significant only in half of the models, these findings do not definitively state
whether there is significant serial correlation in the residuals. Finally, the AR(2) test was
conducted only on the SYS_GMM model. This test was not found to be significant,
indicating no statistically significant second-order auto-regression in this model.
In addition, two tests were conducted for the two GMM models, the Hansen and the Sargan
test. Both of these tests are over-identification tests, which check whether the residuals are
uncorrelated with the instruments. No significant results were found in either of these tests in
regard to both of these models, using the 0.25 level of significance as the standard. A nonsignificant result for these tests, which was found in all cases, indicates that the null
hypothesis (the error term is uncorrelated with the instruments) should not be rejected.
In conclusion, these results indicate that as there is little serial correlation in the data, the
static models can be preferred over the dynamic models. The results illustrate the fact that it
was mainly the independent variable of trade openness, an indicator for investment climate,
which was found to predict the dependent variable UFDI. The other independent variables, in
general, were not found to be very significant.
CONCLUSION
The south-western landlocked border province Yunnan shows a high concentration of natural
resource and mining industries, which are subject to national restrictions and prohibitions to
FDI access. This has consequently led to an imparity of FDI absorption among industry
sectors.
Yunnan’s economic development is heavily affected by a kind of “China model”, as most of
its pillar industries, like hydropower, non-ferrous metals as well as rare earths extraction, the
tourism industry, and the tobacco industry remain largely or entirely in state hands. China’s
entry into the World Trade Organisation in 2001 was supposed to do away with the bulk of
those barriers, but many were eliminated only on paper. State-owned companies in these
industries are thriving in their protected home market.
The empirical analysis illustrates, that transport infrastructure lacks significant improvements.
During the last decade however express highways - connecting Yunnan with members of the
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ASEAN - were constructed and are operational in large parts by now. But if the Central and
Local governments do not put significant effort in upgrading and expanding major roads and
railroads and continue integrating them into the traffic networks of neighbouring provinces,
Yunnan could potentially develop into a FDI neglected transit region.
Yunnan’s total value of foreign trade showed a significant growth in the last eight years and
has consistently shown a positive foreign trade balance. Its proximity to members of ASEAN
propelled trade relations - however, a closer look at the ratio of export/GPP, an indicator for
investment climate, indicates that Yunnan served first and foremost the domestic market.
Yunnan therefore requires less incentives driven by governmental guidelines – but a
reduction of existing obstacles.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the relationship between customer service, loyalty/rewards programs,
brand/store community, personalization, and customization with different customer retention
levels. The relationship between customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, customization,
personalization and brand/store community with customer retention were examined via an
empirical investigation of 450 loyalty/reward program members of 3 retail stores in Malaysia.
The administration of the survey was personally administered but self-completed. All
variables were able to significantly discriminate between high and low customer retention
levels.
Keywords: customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, brand/store community,
personalization, customization, customer retention.
INTRODUCTION
Research on relationship marketing has proliferated in the last two decades (e.g., Berry, 1995;
Parvatiyar and Sheth, 1996; Yim et al., 2004). However, the majority of those studies only
examined the benefits of adopting the philosophy (Gwinner et al., 1998; Sin et al., 2005) as
opposed to developing a theoretical framework for relationship marketing (Gummesson,
1996; Javalgi et al., 2006). Furthermore, some scholars have contributed to the definitional
nature of relationship marketing conceptually (Matsson, 1997; Harker, 1999). However, very
few studies have established the main applied dimensions of relationship marketing (Blois,
1996). Additionally, little attention has been given to how relationship marketing is initiated,
maintained and terminated (Hart et al., 1999) and also there have been very few studies that
have describe relationship marketing in practice. As such, whilst the literature on relationship
marketing has proliferated in recent times there is still much to do.
Areas of research in relationship marketing that are still lacking, despite some major
contributions, include establishing the relationship marketing dimensions in a retail context
(Ndubisi and Chan, 2005), relationship marketing in a service context (Jain et al., 2003), and
relationship marketing in a business-to-business context (Sin et al., 2005). The limited studies
in these areas only determined the behavioural component of relationship marketing e.g.,
trust, commitment, bonding, competence, attitude, etc. The literature still lacks studies on the
applied dimensions of relationship marketing (i.e. what can be done or practiced by the firms
to manage and enhance customer relationships) and how they impact customer retention
levels. For example, customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, brand/store community,
personalization, and customization. The applied dimensions of relationship marketing still
need to be recognized as customer satisfaction and customer retention levels are largely
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dependent on applied relationship marketing activities (Verhoef, 2003). As such, this study
attempts to overcome some of the void in the literature.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This study examines the applied dimensions of relationship marketing and their impact on
customer retention levels. The key applied dimensions of relationship marketing include
customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, brand/store community, personalization, and
customization (Grace and O’Cass, 2005; Hart et al., 1999; Ball et al., 2006; Claycomb and
Martin, 2002; Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001). What follows is a review of the relevant literature
relating to these key dimensions.
With respect to customer service, programs designed to enhance customer service are
normally of two types, reactive service and proactive service. Reactive service is service
provided upon request from a customer, i.e., when the customer is facing a problem (product
failure, question about the bill, product exchange, return etc.) and contacts the firm to solve
the problem. Most companies provide a good infrastructure for reactive customer services
including a customer service counter, toll-free telephone numbers, e-mail addresses, etc.
Proactive services on the other hand are different. With proactive services the company
doesn’t wait for the customer to contact the firm but establishes a dialogue with the customer
prior to receiving a complaint or other behaviour sparking a reactive solution (Winer, 2001).
Moreover, the literature has identified seven dimensions of customer service ranging from
providing information and solutions, passionate, empathetic, friendly, shopping ease and a
non-specific promise (e.g., Wiles, 2007). “Providing information is when the knowledgeable
retail staff answers, furnishes product information, or explains how to use a product.
Providing solutions is when the staff provides thoughtful, customized information or
recommendations based on the customer’s specific needs. Customer service is passionate
when employees are dedicated to their customers and go the extra mile to serve them.
Customer service is empathetic when the staff understands what the customer is going
through and knows when the customer needs their help. Friendly customer service is being
warm and approachable. Shopping ease is a more convenient shopping experience through a
logical layout, clear signs, wide aisles, and having product in stock. The final type of
customer service is a non-specific promise to take care of customers” (Wiles, 2007, p.23) to
reduce cognitive dissonance.
In addition, “a key factor that influences consumers’ choice of retailers, and other service
providers, is its customer service” (Blodgett et al., 1995), therefore the firm that provides
superior customer service will gain a competitive advantage over other firms ensuring high
customer retention levels. As such, it is hypothesised that:
H1: Greater the customer service provided by firms, the higher the customer retention levels.
Although loyalty/reward programs are seen as a tool to give tangible rewards to loyal
customers it is actually a kind of bond created by firms to prevent customers from visiting
other stores and purchasing other brands (Berry, 1995). By giving a membership card, the
store is actually giving a psychological reward to their customers. Psychological rewards can
be highly motivating (Latham and Locke, 1991), where people possess a strong drive to
behave in whatever manner is necessary to achieve future rewards (Roehm et al., 2002).
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Since reward program structure is normally designed to shape customers’ future behaviour,
reward/loyalty programs can provide barriers to customers from switching to other brands or
stores. For example, if the reward structure depends on the length of the
memberships/relationships, customers are more inclined to stay loyal with particular
store/brands (because of the time lag before the same rewards can be received from other
stores/brands). Switching costs are also an important antecedent of customer loyalty
(Klemperer, 1995).
Furthermore, Lewis (2004) found that a loyalty program is a good tool for increasing
customer’s purchases and for high customer retention levels (Verhoef, 2003). As such, it is
hypothesised.
H2: The better the loyalty/rewards program provided by the firms, the higher the
customer retention levels.
“Customization means manufacturing a product or delivering a service in response to a
particular customer’s needs, and mass customization means doing it in a cost-effective way”
(Pine II, Peppers, and Rogers, 1995, p.105). Mass customization aims at providing goods and
services that suit individual customer needs with near mass production efficiency (Du et al.,
2003). Customizations are also found to be a determinant of customer satisfaction (Fornell et
al., 1996) which will encourage customers to stay loyal with the firm (Ball et al., 2006). As
such, it is hypothesised that:
H3: Greater the customization provided by the firms, the higher the customer
retention levels.
In short, personalization provides a direct linkage between customers and sales personnel and
customers and the store/firm itself. Personalization is defined as the personal interaction
being practiced by the store to enhance customer relationships. It is identified as one of the
most successful relationship-building mechanisms used by the firm (Bettencourt and Gwinner,
1996; Claycomb and Martin, 2002). Therefore, personalization of the relationship between
customers and the firm/store/sales associate is identified as enhancing satisfaction, trust and
loyalty (Ball et al., 2006). As such, it is hypothesised that:
H4: Greater the personalization provided by the firms, the higher the customer retention
levels.
Extending from the past literature on brand/store community, the current study suggests that
existing loyalty/rewards program employed by the firms can be considered as a brand
community on its own. Since brand community integration is a “cumulative connection of
consumers with the product, the brand, other consumers, and the company” (McAlexander et
al., 2003, p.3), the members of loyalty/rewards programs are considered as its own
community since they have a cumulative connection with at least the company/store and its
offering. The firm naturally brings the consumers into its community through memberships in
their loyalty programs. Thus, brand/store community can carry out important functions on
behalf of the brand/store such as sharing information, perpetuating the history and culture of
the brand and providing assistance (Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001). The consumer who becomes
a member of the loyalty/rewards program agrees (or strives to agree) with the community
norms, traditions, rituals and objectives (Bhattacharya, Rao, and Glynn, 1995) and promotes
its well-being.
Thus, brand/store community is theorized as another important applied dimension of
relationship marketing where brand/store community is defined as a cumulative connection
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or relationship that the customer has with the store or product. Thus the working definition of
brand/store community for the current study is customer perception of the extent to which the
store had created a social relationship with the customers. Previous research had put its
efforts into measuring the real effect of brand/store community on customer satisfaction and
loyalty (i.e., McAlexander et al., 2003; Rosenbaum et. al, 2005). As such, it is hypothesized
that:
H5: Brand/store community will have a significant positive effect on customer
retention.
METHODOLOGY
The relationship between customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, customization,
personalization, brand/store community and different customer retention levels were
examined via an empirical investigation of 450 loyalty/reward program members of 3 retail
stores in Malaysia. The administration of the survey was personally administered but selfcompleted. Firstly, the respondents were approached by the researchers to screen whether
they were loyalty card members or not, to illicit their interest and participation and to explain
the purpose of the study. Those loyalty card members who were willing to participate in the
study were given a questionnaire. At that stage the survey was self-completed. The
researchers only spoke to the respondent if any minor clarification was required. The
combined approach proved to be advantageous in increasing the response rate and in
allowing respondents to seek clarification if needed (Creswell, 1994).
The questionnaire was developed from existing measures and pre-tested using a small sample
before the final instrument was self-administered to the sample. All independent variables
were measured via six-point bi-polar scales with scale poles ranging from extremely disagree
(1) to extremely agree (6).
Customer Service - was defined as the proactive and reactive services provided to the
customer in the store. This construct was operationalized based on customer’s perceptions of
the extent to which the store assisted the customer by providing information and solutions,
was compassionate, empathetic, friendly, and made shopping easier (Cronin and Taylor, 1992;
Dabholkar, 1996; Dabholkar et al., 1996).
Loyalty/Rewards Program - was defined as a membership program or scheme that provided
tangible and psychological rewards to customers. This instrument was applied by the store to
better manage customer relationships by giving customers the identification card and offering
them rewards based on purchase frequency. This construct was operationalized based on
customer’s perceptions of the extent to which the store membership program offered them
tangible and psychological rewards for their loyalty (DeWulf et al., 2001; OdekerkenSchroder et al., 2000).
Customization - was defined as the creation of products/services based on customer’s
requests. As a result, this construct was operationalized based on customer’s perceptions of
the extent to which the store provided a product or service based on customer’s requests
(Barnes, 1997; Ball et al., 2006).
Personalization - was defined as personal interaction that is being practiced by the store to
enhance customer relationships. This construct was operationalized based on customer’s
perceptions of the extent to which the store interacts with its regular customers in a warm and
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personal way (Mittal and Lassar, 1996; Barnes, 1997; Sweeney et al., 1999; OdekerkenSchroder et al., 2003; Izquierdo et al., 2005).
Brand/Store Community was defined as a cumulative connection or relationship that the
customer had with the store/product. This construct was operationalized based on customer’s
perceptions of the extent to which the store created a social relationship with its customers
(Maltz and Kohli, 1996; McAlexander et al., 2003; Algesheimer et al., 2005; Rosenbaum et
al., 2005).
Customer Retention was operationalized as the extent to which customers felt they had
demonstrated loyalty and commitment to a particular store measured via their repeat purchase
behaviour (Baumgartner and Steenkemp, 1996; Campo et al., 2000; Ailawadi et al., 2001).
After the pilot test the research instrument was administered to 450 loyalty/reward program
members of 3 retail stores in Malaysia. Four hundred and thirteen (413) completed survey
instruments were returned accounting for an effective response rate of 91.8% which was
considered to be adequate.
DATA ANALYSIS
The data were initially analysed using principal components analysis to assess the
psychometric properties of the instrument. Our primary concern was interpretability of the
factors. The constructs of customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, customization,
personalization, brand/store community and customer retention all loaded appropriately and
no cross loadings above .2 were identified with only factor loadings of above .5 being
accepted. The final reliabilities for all scales were greater than .70. The preliminary results
indicated that the psychometric properties of the scales were acceptable and as such it was
appropriate to examine the relationship between customer service, loyalty/rewards programs,
customization, personalization, brand/store community and different customer retention
levels.
To explore the influence of customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, customization,
personalization, and brand/store community on customer retention, a 2-group discriminant
analysis was used in order to determine which variables best distinguished between high and
low customer retention levels. All variables were entered simultaneously in the discriminant
analysis so as to determine which variables were the best discriminators, after controlling for
all other variables (Jackson, 1983). The antecedent variables of customer service,
loyalty/rewards programs, customization, personalization, and brand/store community were
each measured on composite scales created by summing the items, respectively. In the
discriminant analysis, the two groups were identified by splitting the groups at the median
score for customer retention.
Table 1 Discriminant Analysis  Structure Matrix
Independent Variables
Levels of Customer Retention
Brand/Store Community
.856
Personalization
.677
Customization
.662
Loyalty/Rewards Program
.623
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P<
.001
.001
.001
.001

Customer Service
.561
.001
Pooled within-groups correlations between discriminating variables and standardized
canonical discriminant functions
Variables ordered by absolute size of correlation within function.
All variables used for the discriminant analysis were measured on five-point interval scales
Correctly Classified: 90.6%
Wilks’ Lambda = 0.406, p<0.001
Canonical Correlation = 0.771
In the discriminant analysis, customer retention levels were examined by using a 14-item self
report measure of customer retention. In the discriminant analysis, the discriminant function
was significant (Chi Square = 253.918, df = 5; p = .000). Table 1 gives the correlations
between each discriminating variable and its respective discriminant function. For the
composite measure that was used to assess customer retention levels the strongest predictors
were brand/store community, personalization, customization, loyalty/rewards program and
customer service. As such, all five hypotheses were supported.
Largely, the results indicate that customer retention is influenced by customer service,
loyalty/rewards programs, customization, personalization, and brand / store community.
DISCUSSION
This study was founded on the premise that the applied dimensions of relationship marketing,
namely, customer service, loyalty/rewards programs, customization, personalization, and
brand/store community were worthy of investigation into their relationship with customer
retention levels. As such, a robust empirical inquiry into the effect of these main antecedent
variables on customer retention as identified by the literature was needed. These issues were
considered worthy of investigation and as such the study has provided valuable insights into
the applied dimensions of relationship marketing in a developing country context. The first
hypothesis examined the relationship between customer service and customer retention in
retail firms in Malaysia. The study findings concluded that customer service was able to
significantly discriminate between high and low customer retention levels. The study findings
further suggest that customer service should be provided on an ad hoc basis as a response to
customer problems and/or complaints. The customers always expect a quick response and
solution to their problems and complaints. This quick response and solution from customer
service personnel will directly determine customer retention levels by the firm.
The second hypothesis examined the relationship between loyalty/rewards programs and
customer retention levels. The study findings found that by signing as a loyalty or reward
program member, customers are actually showing their commitment to a relationship with the
merchant. The participant of a loyalty program normally makes a higher number of visits to
the store than do non participants (Gomez et al., 2006) thereby benefiting both the customer
and the store and thereby enhancing customer retention levels.
The third hypothesis examined the relationship between customization and customer
retention levels. The study findings found a significant relationship between customization
and customer retention levels suggesting that the ability of the store to create
products/services based on customer requests had a significant impact on customer retention
levels.
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The fourth hypothesis examined the relationship between personalization and customer
retention levels and identified a significant relationship between personalization and customer
retention levels. The study findings suggest the store should use ‘personal communication’ to
regularly communicate with card members. This personal communication should aim to
update the customer about the current offers available at the store. Regular communication
can also be used to remind the customers about the relationship that they had with the store.
This regular communication between the merchant and the customer should go a long way to
ensuring that high customer retention levels are maintained.
The final hypothesis examined the relationship between brand/store community and customer
retention levels and identified a significant relationship between brand/store community and
customer retention levels. The study’s findings suggest high customer retention levels must
be built by establishing a good social bond with its customers via friendships between
customers, and a store atmosphere that is exciting, warm and friendly and conducive to
interaction between customers and front line staff. Additionally, brand community integration
can be built by stressing the ‘unique qualities’ that the store had compared to others.
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Development of HRM Practices via Entrepreneurial Leadership: A Case
Study of A Malaysian Small and Medium Enterprises

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the small and medium enterprise in Malaysia and presents the results of
a case study on a selected Malaysian SME with the objective of understanding the influence
of the company’s founders who act both as an entrepreneur and a leader. A small agro-based
company was studied and the primary and secondary data explored to draw understanding of
the need for HRM practices among Malaysian SME. This study shares a story of why such
companies can survive and experience growth despite the lack of a formal HR department.
We find that HRM practices are applied in the company, although they are informal. An
entrepreneurial leader develops HRM practices in synchronization with the company’s phase
of development. Deliberate and planned HR strategy did not exist in this SME. Instead, it is
an emergent practice, parsimonious in nature and appears after strategic decisions have been
made by entrepreneurial leaders.
Keywords: small and medium enterprises, human resource practices, agro-product
manufacturing company, growth, entrepreneurial leadership, HRM in small companies, SME
roles in emerging economies, entrepreneurs, HRM strategy.

INTRODUCTION
Despite increased attention on the importance of strategic human resources management,
there is scarcity of in-depth studies to explore such an issue within the scope of small and
medium enterprises. This is in contrast with the fact that human resource management is
imperative to businesses of any size, particularly SME as it is naturally labor intensive in
comparison to its larger counterparts (Miller, 1987; Thassanabanjong, Miller and Marchant,
2009). Unlike large corporations, SME are managed and led by the founders, who extensively
have qualities and skills of entrepreneurs (Rose, Kumar, Yen, 2006). The essence of
leadership is reflected in their process of developing the companies from every aspect of
operation, including HRM.
However, there is dearth of literature that connects human resource management practices
with issues of leadership especially among small and medium enterprises. What adds to this
eclipse, is that most of the existing studies focus on practices of human resource management
among SME in matured economies (example: Wood, 2006; Forth, Bewley and Bryson 2006).
Our paper used a qualitative assessment to fill this gap by providing a larger collage of
understanding of human resource practices among SME in emerging economies, namely
Malaysia.
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Similar to other growing nations, Malaysia relies on SME for economic growth and seed
beds for entrepreneurship. SME contribute positively towards the country’s development.
Hence, improving the quality standards of SME and increasing their competitiveness is
essential to achieve a sustainable economic development of a country. As a matter of fact,
ensuring effective leadership within the companies also contribute to wealth of creation for
both matured and emerging economies. In Malaysia, SME make up more than ninety percent
of the companies and contribute significantly to the country’s gross domestic product [GDP].
Our paper fundamentally centres on a case study of a small enterprise in agro-based
manufacturing sector. We purposely research this company in order to investigate how SME
in Malaysia can practice HRM informally to succeed in a highly competitive environment
through the influence of its entrepreneurial leader.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
For this case study, it is necessary to understand the operation of a typical SME in Malaysia.
In SME, accountability and transparency is less likely to exist when dealing with human
resource problems, which normally were solved in traditional style. There is no formal
human resource department in many SME and issues relating to human resource are dealt by
managers from various departments. Due to the nature of their business and capabilities,
SME have difficulties in recruiting and retaining employees.
Many of the employees exploit SME as platforms to gain experience and on the job training
and often use these SME as stepping stones to secure employment in more-established
companies. This is not unexpected as one may observe a reduced dependence on formal
training, complexity in recruiting due to lack of authority, and additional informal employee
management systems (Cardona & Stevens 2004). Our inquiry also concerns on how the
founders impact growth of human resource practices in the companies. How would they
balance between entrepreneurial pursuit and leading their internal operations of the business.
This case study aimed to address the issues of how a small company can survive and succeed
by practicing HRM informally. It also aimed to understand the reasons for it success.
OBJECTIVES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The case study aimed to identify how and why SME can survive successfully in highly
competitive market without having formal HR department and the influence of
entrepreneurial leaders on HRM practices. It is believed that until now sparse studies were
conducted on human resource practices in small organizations where the tasks and duties of
HRM are done and handled informally without HR department. Much of the decision making
processes are done by the founders.
SME are found to use HRM informally in solving their human resource Issues. Few studies
were conducted on the role of HRM in small companies. This study focused on how HRM is
informally used in small companies to benefit the organization and will be significant as the
number of SME is growing. Applying advanced human resource management techniques to
SME will be common in future as SME are contributing significantly to the economy.
Specifically, this study is significant due to 1) its intention to suggest ways to improve human
resource management in small companies, and 2) increase interest to apply advanced human
resource management techniques to small companies, 3) identify how the founders, as an
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entrepreneurial leaders mold the companies towards practicing strategic human resource
management.
The selected company is a successful independent Malaysian based agro-product
manufacturing company. It was established on 2006. It has products created in conformity
with local and global market needs. The company’s main successful product is considered as
an invention in agrochemical manufacturing industry. This product was developed to enhance
production of latex, cure and prevent bark dryness, increase dry rubber content, promote
health of rubber trees, rejuvenate tree barks, and lengthen tree life. In addition to that, as it
has been shown, bark dryness can be cured and prevented. The company’s clients are large
corporations, government-linked companies, private estates, and small holders.
Currently, the company is considered a small company and has less than twenty employees in
addition to the management team which consists of the company’s owner. The company does
not even have a Human Resource [HR] department. Like most SME the company managers
are practicing HR informally. Their culture is simple and the founder provide the employees
with simple office facilities. Most of the HR practices in the company are based on the
company’s needs, which are basically recruitment, selection, training, and reward system.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Background theory
Researches in the field of human resource management (HRM) has verified that HRM
practices are influenced by many factors, such as business segment (Mowday, 1998; Ram,
1999; Curran et al., 1993), business strategy (Schuler and Jackson, 1987;Lengnick-Hall and
Lengnick-Hall, 1988; Youndt et al., 1996) and company size (De Kok and Uhlaner,2001;
Ram, 1999). Leaders' entrepreneurial ventures play a role in shaping HRM practices
(Verheul et al., 2002). In terms of leadership styles, such entrepreneurs adopt diverse
management styles (Gilligan, 1982; Ely, 1994; Grant, 1988; Helgesen, 1990; Rosener, 1990,
1995; Loden, 1985).
Nonetheless, Most of HRM studies ignored SME, and have the tendencies to focus on big
firms or public organizations (Storey, 1992). Less literature focus on human resource issues
in SME. Hence, this leads to scarcity of knowledge in applying HRM strategic practices to
SME. Most of these researches focused on finance, marketing, and other issues (McEvoy
1984).Consequently, employees in SME were described as “the hidden workers” (Curran,
1986). In fact, only recent, studies on SME focused on issues related to hiring, rewarding,
and staff development (Wilkinson, 1999, Andersen, 2003).
On the other hand, it is evident that entrepreneurial leaders of SME have significant
professional and personal concerns about human resource management issues. They consider
human resource management decisions as very significant to the development of their
enterprises. A new tendency is being developed in human resource management which
addresses the concerns of CEO/founders in SME. Conversely, numbers of writers (cf. Gartner,
1985; Low & MacMillan, 1988) have suggested that firm life cycle move through specific
sequential stages. Founders also serve as leader/ managers during the entire process, and are
engaged continuously in the creation of the firm's culture (Schein, 1983; Smith & Vecchio,
1993).
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Small entrepreneurs varied in their management approaches, as well as in several features of
their businesses (Goss, 1991; Ritchie, 1993). Furthermore, there are some small businesses
which prioritize the management of human resources. Smaller companies barely tend to
formalize their business strategies, until now they do not have much human resource
improvement plans in their strategies (Ritchie, 1993). This is due to resources limitation and
the lack of professional consultation. However, informality might be connected with an
autocratic as well as a harmonious workplace. Strategy is not planned; it is crafted mainly in
managing staff and human resources (Mintzberg & Walters, 1978). Ritchie (1993: 20) noted
that in SME, “a picture of unpredictable management practices and indifference towards
human resource development commonly prevails”.
The chances of creating prosperity and leading their own businesses have encouraged many
to be entrepreneurs. Obviously, most of the studies on small and medium enterprises’ have
focused on the entrepreneurs’ attribute. Such examples demonstrated how the entrepreneurs
led their business successfully to growth-stage. In a nutshell, a plethora of academic literature
on entrepreneurial behavior, attitudes, and tendency can be summarized into five
characteristics or profiles: 1) risk-taking, 2) need for achievement, 3) and need for autonomy,
4) self-efficacy, and 5) locus of control (Begley, 1995; Stewart et al., 1998).
Arguably, these attributes include the ‘‘Big Five’’ personality aspects within the area of
research on entrepreneurs. Beside these five aspects, personal demographics and person–
system fit have also received considerable interest. In addition, there is increasing attention
on cognitive framing and biases which is related to entrepreneurs and small-business
founders. These cognitive attributes and dynamics include overconfidence, hubris, escalation
of commitment, and counterfactual thinking. However, entrepreneurial leader's ability to
inspire and motivate subordinates, especially in light of the risky character that surrounds
small and medium-sized enterprises and resource scarcity, is a vital attribute for a founder.
Research on leader personality and vision has particular relevance to entrepreneurship. The
capability to fascinate employee's interest and to communicate a clear vision has been the
theme of recent work in the field of leadership (Baum, Locke, & Kirkpatrick, 1998;
Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1996).
Consistent with Vecchio (2003), we conclude that; (a) the fundamental profiles of
entrepreneurship are also found within leadership theories; hence entrepreneurship is
inherently leadership within a narrow, specific context In essence, it is more rational and
parsimonious to view entrepreneurship as only a type of leadership that occurs in a specific
situation, a type of leadership that is not beyond the reach or understanding of available
theory in the areas of leadership and interpersonal influence. Despite the connectivity
between leadership and entrepreneurship, there are still gaps in understanding leadership
types, styles and roles when they are employed in an entrepreneurial environment.
METHODOLOGY
The case study intended to investigate SME in Malaysia. An agro-based manufacturing
company was chosen as a sample of SME. A Combination of primary and secondary data
collection methods was used in this study. Interviews with the company’s key members were
used for primary data collection. The secondary data for the study was obtained from
literature review. Most of the small firms do not have formal human resource departments
but seems to reasonably succeed by applying HRM informally to solve problems.
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This case study also explored the reasons behind the fact that most SME are successful even
without a formal human resource department. We investigated whether a formal human
resource department applying HRM in the future is necessary to achieve better growth and
profit, and explore the influence of entrepreneurial leadership. The gathered data from the
interviews was analysed and a comparison between the study findings and previous
researches was drawn. Every research question was analysed independently. The data was
organized in tables to illustrate the key findings. All conclusions were drawn after analysing
the gathered data from the selected company.
The researchers completed a total of four interviews conducted with the key members of the
company. The first interview was conducted with the founder of the company. He is the
chairman and a director of the company. This interview attempted to collect information
regarding management philosophies, number of employees, and general information about
the company. The second interview was conducted with the CEO of the company. The third
interview was conducted with the general marketing manager of the company. The last
interview was conducted with a lady who is the administration executive. Table 1 illustrates
the key success factors that determined the growth and sustainability of the company under
the absence of formal HR department.
Table 1: Success Factors of the Company
Success Factors
Product Quality
Motivation
Customer Satisfaction
Talented People
Business Strategy
Team Work
Employee Relations
Technology
Product Distribution

Founder and
chairman

Employee 1
CEO

√

√

√
√

Employee 2
GM
Marketing

Employee 3
Administrative
Executive

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

The founder and the chairman of the company declared that the product quality, employees’
motivation, and customer satisfaction are the most important success factors of the company.
The CEO of the company, on the other hand, rendered the success of the company to its
talented employees, business strategy, and the product quality. Analytically, this reflects how
the founders as entrepreneurial leaders strategically understand the importance of employees
in attaining quality and market acceptance. The general marketing manager of the company
specified three main factors, “First, it is the cutting edge technology that we have and second
it is how we are able to distribute our products in various markets especially in the foreign
markets. The last one is to keep high levels of customer satisfaction with this product in its
usage and benefits”. On the other hand, the administration executive pointed out that team
work environment and employee relations within the company were the key success factors
of the company.
The interview raw data revealed a variety of key success factors that were important to the
four key members of the company. Half of them were related to human resource practices,
namely, motivation, talented people, team work, and employee relations. The first
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observation that can be made is the consistency of this finding with previous researches that
show that HR-practices are regularly determined by the beliefs and goals of the small firms’
holders (Bacon & others, 1998; Duberley & Walley, 1995; Koch & De Kok, 1999 Wagar,
1998). The key success factors of this Agro-based company, exposed that the founders who
act as entrepreneurial leaders reflect the ‘‘Big Five’’ personality aspects that mentioned in the
area of research on entrepreneurs, which are risk-taking, need for achievement, and need for
autonomy, self-efficacy, and locus of control.
Conversely, “HRM practices do exist and are applied in small firms, although they are
commonly not formal and very diverse, and thus resist generalization” (Julien, 1998: 332).
This case study supports Julien’s findings since it is practicing some of HRM functions
namely: recruitment, selection, reward system, and training, even though these practices are
informal. Meanwhile, these HRM practices are connected to the company’s phase of
development as illustrated in Table 2. These practices should fit the company’s requirements
which vary depending on whether the company is in a start-up, fast-growth, controlledgrowth, or mature stage (Baird & Meshoulam, 1988).
The scenario at this small agro-based company is in line with Baird & Meshoulam findings
(1988), because when the company was founded in 2006, the founders focused on simple HR
issues namely recruitment and dismissal only. Later, when it expanded fast, the need for new
employees increased. Such a requirement exceeded the founder’s ability to manage. The
company solved these problems by hiring, the administration executive to handle HRM
issues. As Baird & Meshoulam findings indicates, at this high growth phase, the main HRM
jobs are recruitment, selection of the right people, training, and rewarding. However, the
assessment of employee, employee relations and other HRM activities are not viewed as
critical to the business at this early phase by the company’s top management. Conversely, the
company’s employees argued that motivation and employee relations are pivotal and are
much needed in this phase.
Baird and Meshoulams’ (1988) found that the volume and growth of the business determine
the formality of human resource practices. It also determines the complexity of the HRM
practices applied. Obviously, the raw data showed consistency with Baird et.al (1988) work.
In addition, the data gathered from the company’s profile and from the interview indicate that
the company does not have a deliberate and planned HR strategy. Instead, it is an emergent
practice that appears in the picture after strategic decision regarding the company has been
made.
To recapitulate, the small agro-based company’s ability to survive and perform well in local
and global markets can be rendered to several factors, the majority of which are related to
HRM practices. Ultimately, the founders which this paper establishes as entrepreneurial
leaders have significance in developing the company’s HRM practices. However, this finding
indicates that HRM practices do exist in the firm although it appears that they are not
formalized or strategized. The selection of these practices was based on the company’s
requirements and the growth of the business.
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Figure 1: Emergent Theoretical Framework (Company’s Phase of Development and HRM
Practices)

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The current research showed that HRM practices did exist and were applied in the company,
although they were commonly informal. Moreover, they were regularly determined by the
beliefs and goals of the company founders. In this case, the company key success factors
were due the founders' reflection of the essences of entrepreneurial leaders; they demonstrate
strong leadership qualities and the ability of getting along with people. This research further
found that HRM practices were connected to the company’s phase of development. Since the
company was in the fast-growth stage, the founders of the company chose HRM practices
that fit the company requirements in this stage. Generally, the company requirements vary
depending on whether the company is in a start-up, fast-growth, or mature stage.
This study further explicates that in the fast growth phase, SME requires strategic practice of
recruitment, selection of the right people, training, remunerations based on performance. In
particular, the entrepreneurial leaders must also be able to motivate employees towards
achieving the performance target and thus, promote positive employee relationships. On the
other hand, the data indicated that deliberate and planned HR strategy did not exist in the
company. Instead, it is an emergent practice that appears after strategic decisions have been
made.
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Organizational Characteristics and Quality Improvement: An Exploratory Investigation
ABSTRACT
A number of research studies have found that the extent of implementation of quality
improvement practices varies from one firm to another, which produces different levels of
quality improvement. Few studies have considered the characteristics of the firm (e.g. size,
scope of operations and ISO registration) when examining overall quality improvement
levels. The aim of this study is to examine the level of overall quality improvement and the
link between the characteristics of firms and overall quality improvement practices. This
study will draw data from the 255 Electrical and Electronics (E&E) firms in Malaysia, using
a survey research method. The findings show that the Malaysian E&E firms generally
adopted only a moderate level of overall quality improvement. In addition, large firms
generally showed higher levels of overall quality improvement than smaller firms. Overall
quality improvement levels in firms that had ISO certification were significantly higher than
in non-ISO firms. Firms with multinational status had a higher level of overall quality
improvement than local firms.
Keywords: Electrical & electronics firms, organizational characteristics, quality
improvement
INTRODUCTION
Quality improvement can be applied at all levels in a firm, often showing that costs can be
reduced and differentiation levels increased (Belohlav, 1993). Higher quality implies lower
costs and increased productivity, which in turn gives the firm a greater market share and
better competitive levels (Deming, 1986; Evans and Lindsay, 2002). Thus, quality
improvement plays an important role in developing the productivity and performance of an
organization.
World-class companies of all nations find that improved quality results in reduced costs and
increased productivity (Schuller and Harris, 1992). Many western companies have adopted
quality improvement practices to challenge their improvement efforts. For example, General
Electric, Texas Instruments, Allied Signal, Boeing, IBM, Citibank, Xerox, US Air Force,
Raytheon, Motorola, Ford, Federal Express, Proctor and Gamble, General Motors, and
others have adopted quality improvement principles and practices that resulted in lower cost
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products and services that respond faster to the needs of customers (Evans and Lindsay,
2002).
Research studies have found that the extent of implementation of quality improvement
practices varies from one firm to another, which produces different levels of quality
improvement (Claver and Tarí, 2003; Yeung et al., 2003). Such different levels may explain
the differences in the results obtained. Several studies have found a positive relationship
between quality improvement practices and organizational performance (Powell, 1995;
Kaynak, 2003; Pinar and Ozgur, 2007; Sila, 2007). However, few studies have considered
the characteristics of the firm (e.g. size, scope of operations and ISO registration) when
investigating quality improvement levels.
Regarding organizational size, while some scholars show that the size of the firm was
significantly linked to the level of adoption of quality improvement practices (Díaz de Cerio,
2003), others find that there are no operational differences in quality improvement
implementation attributable to firm size (Ahire and Golhar, 1996). Similarly, in relation to
scope of operations, while Sila (2007) reports that the fit of quality improvement practices
was similar across companies operating in domestic and international arenas, Diaz de Cerio
(2003) shows that this structural factor is significantly related to the level of adoption of
quality practices. Regarding ISO (International Standard Organization) certification, Gupta
(2000) found that manufacturing firms that are ISO 9000 certified seem to be more
committed to quality improvement activities than non-ISO firms. In contrast with this, Sila
(2007) found that there was no difference in the level of quality improvement between ISOregistered and non-ISO-registered firms.
This brief overview of the literature shows mixed results on these three issues. Studies of
these issues have also been conducted to a lesser extent in transitional economies such as
Malaysia. There have been studies that examine the size of Malaysian organizations and the
influence on quality improvement level. No studies are recorded which attempt to compare
quality improvement practices between multinational and local companies in Malaysia.
Empirical research on quality improvement practices in ISO 9001 certified companies in
Malaysia is scarce and not comprehensive. To fill this gap, the present study is undertaken
to analyze these issues in Electrical and Electronics (E&E) firms in Malaysia.
Best and Rasiah (2003) identified several weaknesses of the electronics sector in Malaysia.
The weaknesses are: (i) the E&E industry is losing its competitive edge in labor intensive
assembly, packaging, and testing operations, (ii) the domestic electronic industry base is
still fairly weak, in terms of market share, dynamism, technological innovativeness, valueadded activities, quality improvements, and industrial diversity, and (iii) the support
infrastructure for innovative and productive industrial development is fairly weak.
Therefore, the Malaysian E&E industry will continue to face growing innovation and
quality improvement deficits in the global market, and this will strongly affects it
performance (Rasiah, 2003). The Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA)
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(2005) reported that although the E&E industry in Malaysia formed the largest local
industry in terms of gross output and export earnings, facing worldwide competition, these
firms have problems with raising the quality of their products and services to the level of
world-class so that they can prosper and compete in the global market. The important
technological issues or problems with which many local E&E firms cannot cope were the
growing requirements for: (i) new packaging designs, (ii) problems of product obsolescence
and (iii) efficient production capabilities (Best and Rasiah, 2003). Faced with these
challenges and rapidly increasing competition in the market, the Malaysian E&E industry
simply has no choice but to improve quality. Therefore, if they do not adopt a policy of
continuous quality improvement of their products and services in their business strategy
they run the risk of falling behind and eventually being driven out of the global marketplace.
The principal aim of the paper is to determine the level of quality improvement in E&E
firms in Malaysia, and compare the managers’ perceptions of quality improvement level
according to the size of the organization, ISO or Non ISO status, and multinational or local
status of the company. The contribution made by the paper consequently lies in the
expansion of the body of knowledge and contributions to the intellectual domain about
quality improvement levels in the sparse literature dedicated to these issues, especially
among E&E firms.
In the next section, we review the literature on quality improvement levels, and the link
between the three firm characteristics (ISO certification, multinational status and firm size)
and quality improvement. This review leads to the development of the hypotheses to be
tested in this study. Then, the paper give details concerning the survey data collected in this
study, including some descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. Finally, the paper ends
with several conclusions, limitations, and suggestions for further research.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES
Quality management levels
The literature offers a number of classifications of levels of quality improvement (Crosby,
1979; Kufidu and Vouzas, 1998; Dale, 1999; Claver and Tarí, 2003; Yeung et al., 2003).
These studies have shown that different aspects of quality improvement practices and firm
performance are enhanced at the different development stages of a quality improvement.
Different quality improvement practices and firm performance are associated with firms’
level of development, and different aspects of quality improvement practices and firm
performance may be improved at different stages of development.
Research studies have also found that firms with a good performance in quality
improvement have stronger implementation of its elements (Ahire et al., 1996; Neergaard,
1999; Rao et al., 1999; Claver and Tarí, 2003; Yeung et al., 2003); in other words, they
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apply the elements of quality improvement in a more intense way than those firms that do
not implement these systems (Ahire and Golhar, 1996; Adebanjo and Kehoe, 1999). This
enables them to improve their processes, their image and employee motivation, and also to
reduce complaints.
In addition, such different levels of development may explain the differences in the positive
influences on the results obtained. This line of argument has been developed in the quality
literature. Although some empirical studies shown that quality improvement systems do not
have positive effects on firm performance or they have little impact (Martínez-Costa and
Martínez-Lorente, 2007), generally, research studies have found that quality improvement
practices have a positive impact on firm performance (Powell, 1995; Samson and
Terziovski, 1999; Kaynak, 2003; Pinar and Ozgur, 2007; Sila, 2007).
ISO Certification and Quality Improvement
ISO 9001 certification is one way to develop quality improvement practices since it
addresses the issue of setting and implementing a management system that produces
consistent products and services at a particular level of quality (Voehl et al., 1994). It is a
set of standards established for the management of quality assurance. Unlike product
standards, these standards are for a quality management system. Each country which has
adopted the standard has its own set of standards technically equivalent to the ISO series.
For example, in Malaysia, SIRIM (Standards and Industrial Research Institute Malaysia) is
responsible for providing certification for both the management systems and products of
Malaysian industries. It also aims to improve the quality of Malaysian industrial products,
thereby contributing to the performance of the organizations.
When one talks about the issue of quality today, ISO 9001 is always part of the discussion.
In this context, although Sila (2007) found that there was no difference in quality
improvement levels between ISO-registered firms and non-ISO-registered firms, in general
terms, research studies find that ISO certified firms develop quality improvement initiatives
at a higher level. For example, Gupta (2000) found that ISO 9001 certified manufacturing
firms are more committed to quality improvement and also that they place more emphasis
on quality training practices. Lee et al. (2009) find that ISO 9001 certified organizations
implement quality principles to a greater extent. Martínez-Costa et al. (2009) show that ISO
certified organizations develop further in at least one quality management dimension than
non-certified companies. Similarly, their results show that ISO 9001/2000 certified
companies apply quality management at a higher level than do ISO 9001/1994 certified
companies. Thus, ISO certified firms should have a more effective quality improvement
system than non-ISO-registered firms.
In the Malaysian context, a survey conducted by Peng Tan and Teck Sia (2001) on a sample
of 100 Malaysian companies which had gained ISO 9000 certification found that most
companies surveyed agreed that gaining certification did improve the quality improvement
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process as well as their product and service quality. The study also found that manufacturers
in the E&E industry were unanimous in claiming positive gains. These studies imply that
there is a link between ISO standards and quality improvement levels. Therefore, we
propose the following hypothesis.
H1: ISO certified firms adopt a higher level of overall quality improvement than
non-ISO firms.
Multinational Corporations and Quality Improvement
Corporations that have a multinational approach normally try to enhance their economic
efficiency by focusing on the revenue side, usually by differentiating their products and
services in response to national differences in customer preferences, industry characteristics,
and government regulations (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1998). The capabilities of multinational
companies are decentralized, self-sufficient, and dispersed among its different national
operations. It is reasonable to assume that plants belonging to a multinational group will
display a more open attitude towards changes and innovative organizational practices. For
example, multinational groups can gain knowledge of positive experiences in the
application of these practices (either within the group or outside it) and transmit this to the
other plants belonging to the group (Diaz de Cerio, 2003).
Some studies have analyzed differences in firms’ behavior with regard to the scope of
operations. Sila (2007) reported that the fit of quality improvement practices was similar
across domestic and international companies. Nevertheless, in general terms, research
studies find the opposite. For example, Wood and Albanese (1995) provided evidence of
wider adoption of innovative practices in human resources in firms forming part of a
multinational group. Diaz de Cerio (2003) found that this structural factor is significantly
related to the level of adoption of quality practices. Similarly, Bayo-Moriones et al. (2010)
conclude that multinational firms are more likely to use quality improvement innovations
such as 5S.
In the Malaysian context, for example, studies conducted by Yu Nah (1998), and Fong Sim
and Nor Othman (1999) found that innovation practices in Japanese companies (which form
part of a multinational group) operating in Malaysia are better than those in the local
companies. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2: Multinational firms adopt higher level of overall quality improvement than local
firms.
Firm Size and Quality Improvement
Firm size is an important and influential variable in organizational studies (Hendricks and
Singhal, 2001). Several scholars have suggested that large firms are usually better off in
terms of the resources needed for innovation and improvement; this includes groups of staff
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at corporate level to support change and provide a framework for it to be implemented.
Large companies also tend to be more complex and diverse, which means that they have a
greater number of areas or aspects in which to introduce innovations (Lawler III et al.,
1998). Larger firms also are more likely to have more layers of management, greater
number of departments, increased specialization of skills and functions, greater
formalization, greater centralization, and greater bureaucracy than smaller firms (Daft,
1995). In addition, size is a factor that usually has an effect on the firm’s power to negotiate
with suppliers (Newman, 1988; Finch, 1986) and customers. All these aspects combine to
make larger firms more likely to take up new practices aggressively, including quality
improvement (Diaz de Cerio, 2003).
In this context, several empirical studies have investigated the influence of size of firm on
quality improvement implementation, and have found mixed results. For example, Sjoblom
(1995) failed to find any connection between the plant size and the adoption of quality
improvement practices. Powell (1995) found a very slight negative correlation, but
statistically non-significant correlation between these two variables. Ahire and Golhar
(1996), who investigated the varying degrees of application of different aspects of the
quality improvement model in 499 plants in the automobile parts sectors in Canada and the
US, found no operational differences in quality improvement implementation attributable to
firm size. Similarly, Taylor and Wright (2003) showed that there was no association
between firm size and quality improvement success, and Sila (2007) found that quality
improvement practices were similar across small and medium-sized companies and across
SMEs and large companies.
Other studies have reported evidence to the contrary. Lawler III et al. (1998) analyzed this
relationship in a study they carried out using data from 1900, and found that organizational
size shows a positive, significant correlation with the application of five quality
improvement practices considered. When they conducted a similar study for 1993, they
found that the application of only one of these practices was correlated with size. However,
in 1996, nine of the 12 practices registered significant correlations with size, leaving no
doubt that these practices are adopted much more in large-sized firms. Martinez-Lorente et
al. (1998) also found a positive correlation between firm size and the application of quality
improvement practices. Sun and Cheng (2002) showed that quality improvement practices
are different between SMEs and large firms and that the contribution of quality
improvement to performance varies. Similarly, other scholarly found that the size of the
firm was significantly linked to the level of adoption of quality improvement practices
(Diaz de Cerio, 2003). Thus, larger firms implement more quality improvement initiatives
than smaller firms (Terziovski et al., 1999; Diaz de Cerio, 2003; Haar and Spell, 2008;
Bayo-Moriones et al., 2010).
In Malaysia, besides efforts for quality improvement by large companies, many SMEs have
also pursued quality improvement, mostly through the ISO 9001 certification route, and few
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of these SMEs have actually implemented a total approach using the quality improvement
philosophy (Eng Eng and Yusof, 2003). For example, the survey research conducted by Eng
Eng and Yusof among the E&E companies in Malaysia revealed that there was a significant
difference between small and large companies in terms of quality improvement practices.
Their study found that smaller firms generally adopt only a low level of quality
improvement effort.
Consequently, although the results achieved by research studies are not conclusive, larger
firms may implement some quality improvement practices to a greater extent. Accordingly,
the following hypothesis is proposed.
H3. Larger firms adopt higher levels of overall quality improvement than smaller
firms.
METHODS
Measurement instrument
The scales were developed to measure quality improvement after reviewing the conceptual
and empirical literature. Regarding quality improvement practices, the items used by Flynn
et al. (1994) were considered. Then, these items were grouped into 11 quality improvement
practices: customer involvement; feedback; interfunctional design; new product quality;
process control; process management; quality improvement reward; quality leadership;
supplier involvement; selection for teamwork; and teamwork.
The measurement instrument was then tested and refined based on feedback from fifteen
managers and quality experts. This pre-test helped to improve the structure and content of
the questionnaire. A ten-point Likert scale continuum was used for these items, where 1
indicated “strongly disagree” and 10 indicated “strongly agree” (see Appendix).
For the purpose of this research, initially only a single, overall level of quality improvement
practice was considered in the analyses (Table 1), and subsequently significant differences
between the 11 practices were examined.
--------------------------------------------See Table 1
--------------------------------------------Sample
The population for this study consists of all 683 E&E firms from West Malaysia. The
sample survey firms were drawn through simple random sampling from the list obtained
from the Federal Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) (FMM-MATRADE, 2003). Therefore,
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the company list in the directory represents the sampling frame for the present study. These
firms are mainly involved in manufacturing electrical and electronic products, and deliver
them either to the local or international market. The survey instrument was administered to
350 firms. One key informant from each firm was identified. These informants included
managing directors and quality directors/managers, since they are directly involved in the
process and have first-hand knowledge of quality improvement implementation activities in
their firms.
A total of 275 managers responded, yielding a response rate of 72.8 percent, although 20 of
the questionnaires received had incomplete responses and were therefore removed from the
analysis. Thus, the research is based on data from 255 respondents. The descriptive analysis
of the respondents’ and organizations’ demographic data are presented in Table 2.
--------------------------------------------See Table 2
--------------------------------------------To test for non-response bias, the data were split into two groups, where the surveys
received late (90) represented the non-respondents and those received early (185)
represented the respondents. Then t-tests were conducted on the two groups’ mean
responses to ten randomly selected questions (Armstrong and Overton, 1977), and the
results showed that the two groups were identical. The two groups were also not
significantly different in terms of demographic variables such as number of employees,
multinational company registration and ISO registration. In addition, a multiple group
analysis was conducted, which showed that the proposed model was equivalent across
respondents and non-respondents.
The statistical program used for the data analysis of questionnaires was SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences) in Windows Version 13.0. The Pearson correlation coefficient
(r) was measured to determine the relationship between the dependent and independent
variables. Based on exploratory data analysis (EDA), the dependent variable was found to
be normally distributed and there was a linear relationship between the two variables.
RESULTS
Overall Quality Improvement Levels
The mean of the respondents’ perception of quality improvement level were computed to
address the first research objective. The E&E organization overall quality improvement
levels were divided into four levels: low, moderate, good and excellent. The overall mean
score category of 1.0 to 3.3 was treated as having achieved a low level of overall quality
improvement, an overall mean score category of 3.4 to 5.5 indicated a moderate level, an
overall mean score category of 5.6 to 7.8 indicated a good level of adoption and an overall
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mean score category of 7.9 to 10.0 indicated an excellent level of overall quality
improvement. The findings are shown in Table 3.
--------------------------------------------See Table 3
--------------------------------------------Based on Table 3, and in accordance with the ratings of overall quality improvement
adoption, the sampled E&E companies appeared to have adopted a fairly satisfactory level
of overall quality improvement. The E&E companies’ overall quality improvement levels
were good (21.6%) and moderate (78.4%). The finding showed that the Malaysian E&E
sampled firms in general adopted only a medium or moderate level of overall quality
improvement in their business operations and none of the sampled firms achieved an
excellent level of overall quality improvement.
Overall Quality Improvement between ISO and non-ISO Status Firms
The first T-test analysis was conducted to make a comparison between the manager’s
perceptions from ISO certified organizations and the manager’s perceptions from the nonISO organizations on the level of overall quality improvement. The results are shown in
Table 4.
--------------------------------------------See Table 4
--------------------------------------------Table 4 shows that the mean overall quality improvement score for ISO firms is slightly
higher than non-ISO firms. The T-test results show that there was a significant difference in
the mean overall quality improvement score between ISO and non-ISO firms. In comparing
the eta-squared value obtained (η2 = 0.0576) to Cohen’s (1988) criteria (0.01 = small effect,
0.06 = moderate effect, and 0.14 = large effect), it is clear that the effect size of 0.057
obtained was moderate. A moderate effect suggests that the mean difference in overall
quality improvement score for ISO and non-ISO firms was moderate or medium.
The T-test results for each quality improvement practice show that there were significant
differences in 8 practices: customer involvement, new product quality, process control,
process management, quality improvement rewards, quality leadership, supplier
involvement and selection for teamwork potential. This result indicated that the level of
overall quality improvement as perceived by the managers in the ISO firms was slightly
higher than the non-ISO firms. Therefore, the Malaysian ISO certified E&E firms have a
higher overall quality improvement level as compared with the non-ISO firms. With quality
certification, these firms have implemented several quality improvement strategies that can
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further improve and increase their performance and also productivity. This result supports
Hypothesis 1.
Overall Quality Improvement between Multinational and Local Status Firms
A second T-test analysis was conducted to make a comparison between the manager’s
perceptions from the local firms and the manager’s perceptions from the multinational
organizations on the level of overall quality improvement. The results are presented in
Table 5.
--------------------------------------------See Table 5
--------------------------------------------The result of the independent-samples T-test in Table 5 shows that there was a significant
difference in the mean overall quality improvement score for local and multinational firms.
The above result indicates that the overall quality improvement for multinational
organizations was higher than that for local organizations. Comparing the eta-squared value
obtained (η2 = 0.0596) to Cohen’s (1988) criteria (0.01 = small effect, 0.06 = moderate
effect, and 0.14 = large effect), it is clear that the effect size of 0.059 obtained was moderate.
A moderate effect suggests that the mean difference in the overall quality improvement
score for local and a multinational firm was moderate or medium.
Significant differences were found in 8 practices: customer involvement, new product
quality, process control, process management, quality improvement rewards, quality
leadership, supplier involvement and selection for teamwork potential. This result shows
that the multinational E&E firms have a higher level of overall quality improvement
compared with that of the local-based firms. This finding supports Hypothesis 2.
Overall Quality Improvement between Small, Medium and Large Size Firms
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to compare the differences in managers’
perceptions of the level of overall quality improvement between small, medium and large
firms within the sample. The ANOVA results are presented in Table 6.
--------------------------------------------See Table 1
--------------------------------------------A one-way, between-groups analysis of variance was performed to investigate size
differences in mean overall quality improvement score obtained by the firms. The overall
mean scores obtained by the three organizational groups are given in Table 6. The ANOVA
test results revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in the mean overall
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quality improvement score between the three groups based on firm size. Based on Cohen’s
(1988) criteria (0.01 = small effect, 0.06 = moderate effect, and 0.14 = large effect) the etasquared obtained was 0.0469, indicating that the mean difference between groups is small.
In addition, the Bonferoni Post Hoc multiple comparisons test shows that there was a
statistically significant difference in the mean overall quality improvement score for the
following pairs: small and large but not for small and medium or medium and large. The
results show that small firms obtained significantly lower mean overall quality
improvement score than large firms. On the other hand, there was no significant difference
noted for small and medium or medium and large firms. Similarly, the ANOVA test shows
significant differences between small and large firms regarding the following quality
improvement practices: customer involvement, new product quality, process control,
process management, quality improvement rewards, quality leadership, supplier
involvement and selection for teamwork potential. Hence, the large sized firms adopted a
higher overall quality improvement level as compared to the smaller firms. These results
partially support Hypothesis 3.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper reports an exploratory investigation of the overall quality improvement level and
the organizational characteristics of Malaysian E&E firms. The study revealed that
Malaysian E&E firms, in general, adopted only a medium level of overall quality
improvement. This indicates that these firms are still far from excellent in their level of
overall quality improvement. Therefore, there is still a plenty of room for quality
improvement in future for these firms. The study also finds the following three results.
First, multinational firms implemented higher levels of overall quality improvement
practices than local firms. This result supports previous research studies which reported that
multinational companies generally have a higher quality improvement level than local
companies (Díaz de Cerio, 2003; Bayo-Moriones et al., 2010), and in a Malaysian context
(Yu Nah, 1998; Fong Sim and Nor Othman, 1999). This may be due to the fact that the
multinational E&E firms had better infrastructure than local firms for implementing various
quality improvement programmes. They may also possess the necessary skills and human
resource strategy for achieving higher productivity and performance.
Second, ISO certified firms adopted a higher level of overall quality improvement than noncertified firms. This result supports previous studies related to quality improvement (Dick,
2000; Gupta, 2000; Lee et al., 2009; Martínez-Costa et al., 2009), studies related to E&E
firms (Simmons and White, 1999; Eng Eng and Yusof, 2003) and studies in Malaysian
firms (Peng Tan and Teck Sia, 2001) which reported that ISO firms practice quality
improvement at a higher level than non-ISO firms.
Third, the level of overall quality improvement in larger firms is comparatively higher than
that in smaller firms. This result supports the findings of Terziovski et al. (1999), Martinez-
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Lorente et al. (1998), Diaz de Cerio (2003), Haar and Spell (2008) and Bayo-Moriones et al.
(2010) in other contexts and Eng Eng and Yusof (2003) in a Malaysian context, which
reported that firm size had a significant impact on the adoption level of quality
improvement in firms. The reason may be that large firms had better infrastructure and
more capital to invest in advanced quality improvement efforts. Although certain quality
improvement practices may appear to fir more readily the characteristics of SMEs, while
others appeared to be size-independent (Ghobadian and Gallear, 1996), large Malaysian
E&E firms clearly implement quality improvement practices across a broader front.
Thus, this study provides some empirical evidence on the effect of organizational
characteristics such as size, ISO certification, and multinational status on the level of overall
quality improvement implementation in Malaysian E&E firms.
Implications for managers
The implications for managers, mainly in small, non-ISO certified and locally based
organizations in transitional economies, are that they need to focus more on quality
improvement programmes in order to achieve higher quality improvement levels and higher
business performance. Managers should review their quality improvement programmes, and
ensure that they are consistent with the needs of employees within the organization. With
such action, employees will be more committed and more likely to be involved in
organizational quality improvement activities.
The significance of this study is that it underlines the importance of quality improvement
for effective organizational performance, especially in Malaysian E&E organizations. In
this sense, managers can prepare their organizations for the consequences of change, to the
benefit of all stakeholders in the organization. This study can also serve as a guide,
especially for small, non-ISO certified and locally based organizations in transitional
economies, as to the necessary steps to improve current management practices, by
concentrating on quality improvement activities which will facilitate and enhance their
overall organizational performance and productivity. Managers at both the top and middle
level, therefore, should devote more attention and give a higher priority to organizational
quality improvement efforts.
The study is also relevant to the current needs of the country, because it generates new
knowledge that can be used by many parties. That knowledge can be used immediately by
organizational managers to improve the quality of products and services in both private and
public sector organizations in order to increase their market share and to remain competitive
in business at both the national and international levels. The findings from this study should
raise awareness of the need to develop a theoretical base for the application of quality
improvement that will contribute to higher productivity and overall organizational
performance.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Some limitations of the present research should be considered, which may indicate possible
lines for future research. First, this study is limited to the E&E industry. Hence, it could be
widened to include other industries in future studies. Also, future studies could include
other disciplines (e.g. human resources, strategic management). Future studies could also
include E&E firms from Sabah and Sarawak (East Malaysia) in order to make the findings
more generally applicable. Second, this study is a cross-sectional study in which the data
were collected at one-point of time, and therefore the analysis cannot confirm the direction
of causality. Consequently, it is necessary to be cautious in conclusions regarding causality.
Therefore it is recommended that future studies could include longitudinal research that
could make a more valuable contribution to theory development and refinement in the field
of quality improvement.
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TABLES
Table 1. Summary of goodness-of-fit statistics for CFA of model construct
Model constructs
χ2
d.f
χ2/d. pCFI RMSE
and their indicators
f
value
A
Quality Improvement

15.3
0

5

3.06

0.0200

0.92

Factor
loadin
g

Cronbach
’s
α
0.93

0.76
0.87
0.89
0.82
0.78
0.81
0.75
0.78
0.75
0.76
0.79

0.89
0.96
0.87
0.91
0.92
0.90
0.85
0.87
0.86
0.95
0.87

0.058

Feedback
Interfunctional design
New product quality
Process control
Process management
Customer Involvement
Quality Improvement
Rewards
Quality Leadership
Supplier Involvement
Selection for Teamwork
Potential
Teamwork
All the factor loadings were significant at p < 0.001.

Table 2. Frequency and percentage distribution of the respondents according to position,
size, ISO status and MNC status (n = 255) (Continued on next page)
Variable
Frequency
Percentage (%)
Position
CEO/Managing Director
133
52.2
General Manager
60
23.5
Manager
47
18.4
Head of Department (HOD)
3
1.2
Engineer
12
4.7
Size
Less than 50 employees
(Small)
51 up to 200 employees
(Medium)
More than 200 employees
(Large)
ISO Status
ISO certified firm
Non-ISO certified firm

80

31.4

86

33.7

89

34.9

128
127

50.2
49.8
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Variable
Frequency
Percentage (%)
MNC Status
MNC Status
124
48.6
Local firm
131
51.4
Note: CEO: Chief Executive Officer ; ISO: International Standard Organization; MNC:
Multinational Company

Table 3. Overall quality improvement level
Mean Score
Level
Percentage (%)
1.0 to 3.3
Low
0.0
3.4 to 5.5
Moderate
78.4
5.6 to 7.8
Good
21.6
7.9 to 10.0
Excellent
0.0
Total
100.0

Frequency
0
200
55
0
255

Table 4. T-test of overall quality improvement between ISO and non-ISO organizations
(Continued on next page)
Variable
n
Mean
SD
t-value
Sig. (2-tailed)
Quality Improvement
ISO organization
128
6.62
1.16
3.93
0 .0001
Non-ISO organization 127
6.19
0.42
T-test for equality of means
Levene’s Test for equality of variance: F = 84.86, p =0 .0001
Note: Levene test indicates that the p-value of equal variances assumed was used; SD:
standard deviation

Table 5. T-test of overall quality improvement between local and MNC organizations
Variable
n
Mean
SD
tvalue
Sig. (2-tailed)
Quality Improvement
Local Organizations
131
6.19
0.42
4.01
0 .0001
MNC Organizations
124
6.63
1.18
T-test for equality of means
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Levene’s Test for equality of variance: F = 91.75, p = 0.0001
Note: Levene test indicates that the p-value of equal variances not- assumed was used.
MNC: multinational organizations

Table 6. Descriptive statistics and ANOVA of overall quality improvement with size of the
organization
Variable
Mean
SD
N
Sum
df
Mean
F
Sig.
of
Square
Squares
Quality Improvement
Small
6.18
0.466 80
Medium
6.37
0.656 86
Large
6.65
1.270 89
Total
6.41
0.899 255
Between groups
9.642
Within groups
195.946
Total
205.588
Note: df: degree of freedom; F: F-statistic

2
252
254

4.821
0.778

6.241

0.0020

APPENDIX omitted because of space constraints – contact the authors if you need a copy
of the Quality Improvement questionnaire they used in the study.
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The Risk and Return of Mezzanine Debt

ABSTRACT
Optimal capital structure derived solely from debt and equity financing surfaces
controversial views in the mainstream finance literature. Mezzanine debt as a hybrid of debt
and equity provides an alternative financing channel to enable firms to optimize the riskreturn tradeoff in their capital structure. The insertion of this additional strip of financing
complicates the risk-return between the secured lenders, mezzanine lenders and equity
investors. Pricing of mezzanine risks is thus of interest to mezzanine investors. This paper
introduces a theoretical framework of pricing the risk premium of mezzanine debt. The
model takes into consideration the loan-to-value ratio, debt coverage ratio, default risk,
holding period returns, cost of secured debt and the return on equity. The determination of
the risk premium would throw more light on the implications for the successful creation of
mezzanine debt as well as the risk-return tradeoff.

Key Words: Risk, Return, Mezzanine Debt, Real Estate.
INTRODUCTION
In determining the viability of an investment, most developers and investors would take the
first step of exploring the viability of an entirely debt, equity or a debt-cum-equity funded
investment. But financing an investment entirely with equity would be inefficient as the
firm foregoes the possible tax benefits of debt, and may risk a firm’s liquidity status.
Likewise, if the investment is to be entirely financed with debt, it would increase the firm’s
probability of bankruptcy. Hence, an appropriate mix of debt and equity (an optimal
financing point) would minimize the overall cost of borrowing and in turn maximize the
returns of having the investment. Various models have been developed to compute the
optimal point of financing e.g. the capital asset pricing model. Regardless of the numerous
arguments that surround these models and theories, real estate developers and investors
have continually used them in order to possibly reach the optimal point of debt-to-equity
ratio. With the limit imposed by lenders that no 100% of loan principal issued, investors and
developers would have to make up for the shortfall in the required loan principal through
secondary financing. Mezzanine debt as an alternative source of secondary financing is not
a new concept. After the financial crisis, real estate capital became scarce and prompted the
need for alternative capital structures.
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Institutional and private investors have found mezzanine loans to be relatively secure
vehicles to invest, because they have the privilege of having a first call or priority position
over the borrower and the equity investor. From an investor’s point of view, the mezzanine
debt lender is often preferred to the equity investor because if the borrower defaults, then
the mezzanine debt lender has the ability to foreclose and pay off the first mortgagee and to
own the real estate asset at a lower cost. This paper therefore examines how other mortgage
lending markets have evolved and how mezzanine debt enables investors and developers to
bridge the gap between primary debt and secondary debt. In countries like the United States
of America (USA) and Canada, mezzanine debt is evolving as a debt and equity hybrid. It is
a combination of debt and equity features, resulting in a risk-return profile that is in between
equity and debt. It is disclosed as equity in a company’s balance sheet (a capital note) or as
debt. Commonly seen in acquisitions and buyouts, investors and developers often use
mezzanine debt to make up or to bridge the shortfall.
In effect, mezzanine debt is an unsecured loan that enables corporate acquisitions and buyout transactions, even when the company’s collateral is insufficient for senior debt
financing or is needed for other purposes. Mezzanine debt complements equity and senior
debt financing when large acquisitions or investments are financed with only debt or equity,
resulting in a capital structure that is not optimal for the owners of the company. However,
it is imperative to note that mezzanine debt does not substitute bank loans but complements
them while the banks still form the primary basis of a loan. Borrowers can leverage, through
mezzanine debt, to redevelop older properties, as a means to increase cash flows. Once the
cash flows and the real estate asset value have increased, mezzanine debt can be replaced by
conventional financing for these borrowers.
Hence, mezzanine debt is a short-term, high risk as well as a high-yield financing structure
with returns that are higher than the traditional bank rates, yet being lower than the
leverage-adjusted returns required by most equity investors. Whether or not it is structured
more as a debt or equity or vice versa would be the choice of a company and its intended
use. The return of mezzanine debt consists of the annual interest repayment and the
elements related to the increase in the value of the equity e.g. warrants. A lender may
request warrants that are convertible into the company’s equity. The warrant typically
represents an amount of between 1% and 10% of a company’s outstanding stock. Being
secondary and subordinated in nature, the mezzanine debt usually requires relatively little
collateral protection, and does not have a first call on defaulting debt in times of foreclosure.
Mezzanine debt therefore commands an interest premium at between 2% points and 8%
points relative to the senior or primary debt.
Real Estate Mezzanine Debt
Ballard and Muldavin (2000) explore the different forms of mezzanine debt financing and
determine how each function over its cycle. They comment that the monitoring of real
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estate mezzanine debt investment is difficult, given the lack of appropriate benchmarks and
the significant differences in risk and return. They suggest constructing a framework on
specific real estate mezzanine debt investment so that it can be evaluated in consistency
with the risks that are taken on, in order to achieve the expected returns. Even Prudential
Financial (2010) examines the real estate capital market structure between borrowers and
traditional lenders. As noted, investors through various vehicles have exploited the resulting
constrained liquidity risk problem, and one such vehicle is mezzanine debt financing. The
problem dynamics as well as the sources of mezzanine debt investment opportunities for
borrowers, lenders and investors are examined. The investment characteristics of mezzanine
debt investments including their potential risk adjusted returns are discussed.
This paper examines the role of Mezzanine debt as an imperative part of the traditional
debt-equity financing structure for investment in a direct real estate asset, within the context
of a discounted cash flow framework. The paper introduces an ex ante and integrated
approach that reflects an investor’s risk-return trade off. The investor risks are
correspondingly structured, simulated and subjected to sensitivity analysis, taking into
consideration the risk free rate of interest, the commercial office mortgage market illiquidity,
default risk as well as the difficulty of debt administration and management. It would thus
be appropriate to pose several questions of inquiry in this paper:





Can mezzanine debt generate more ex ante returns for investors who are interested
in investing through this indirect private debt vehicle, in the context of the Singapore
office sector, for instance?
Can mezzanine debt generate the ex ante risk-adjusted returns for the investor in the
context Singapore office sector?
Can mezzanine debt, as a secondary debt investment, offer the investor a performing
investment relative to the corresponding primary debt investment, in particular, for
the case of an underlying Singapore office real estate asset?

A total investment return methodology is adopted in this paper within the context of a cash
flow competing framework that is deployed, in order to analyze the implications of
mezzanine debt. The use of a discounted cash flow (DCF) method is the primary tool for
analyzing the implications. Primary data from the domestic financing market is obtained
while secondary data is sourced from the US financial market, on the basis that the maturing
Singapore economy closely follows the US economy. The primary data is concerned with
reference to a specific commercial real estate asset - the Great World City office building in
Singapore, as a case-based illustration. It would be supplemented with market data at the
aggregate level involving the Singapore office sector. The competing DCF framework
would then be formulated under a fixed rate mortgage and under a constant payment model.
An Ex ante Integrated Framework
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It is imperative to start an integrated debt framework of analysis by firstly determining the
ex ante returns (i.e. the required returns) for the marginal investors. This is realized through
determining the several costs of capital components for a commercial mortgage yield:
 Real Risk Free Rate - The most basic part of the yield that often represents the
short-term time value of money. More often than not, a government’s Treasury
bond rate would represent it.
 Inflation Yield - The premium that is due to expected inflation rate in the short term.
It reflects the investor’s need to obtain the short-term real return measured in
constant purchasing power.
 Default Risk - This component reflects the risk premium investors require in their
expected total return, due to the default risk. It is one of the components of ex post
return uncertainty that cannot be diversified away.
 Illiquidity Premium -The risk premium necessary to compensate investors for
putting their money in a relatively illiquid asset, that they are unable to sell quickly
at full value.
These above cost of capital components provide the contractual yield that is typically
prevailing in the commercial mortgage market. The contractual yield reflects the value of
the mortgaged asset in the debt market, and it is used to price mortgage loans as well as
mezzanine mortgage debt.
Within the ex-ante integrated debt framework of analysis, the next step is to subject the
competing DCF framework to the “Bootstrap” simulation and sensitivity modeling. The
required parameters, i.e. the standard deviation and the error term, are to be kept at an
acceptable range. Then, the holding period returns and mortgage yield, among other
measures, are modeled to determine the risk and return of mezzanine debt, in the context of
a potential investment in Singapore, for illustration purposes.
Risk-Adjusted Return
Mezzanine debt is envisaged to be equivalent to the US ABB bonds and can be represented
as a speculative grade investment-debt asset of medium risk. The lending investor is willing
to speculate that all interest and principal payments would take place in return for a higher
return on its investment, via the method of building up the mezzanine rate of return, R, from
several components in the following expression:
R = [r + E(t)] +  +
Where:

R= Mezzanine rate of return
r = Risk free rate
E(t) = Expected inflation
 = Risk premium
 = Illiquidity premium
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(1)

The risk free rate component is meant to compensate for the opportunity cost of investment.
Main sources of such a low risk investment are government treasury bonds, backed by
government guarantees. The Monetary Authority of Singapore prudentially regulates
Singapore’s banking sector, and this central bank’s ten-year Treasury bond is deemed to be
a highly secure form of investment asset. Inflation yield is the premium due to the expected
rate of inflation in the short term. It reflects the need of the investor to obtain the short-term
real return measured in constant purchasing power. The current year consumer price index
of Singapore would be used to ascertain the inflation rate for the projected DCF.
Default Risk
The default risk component reflects the risk premium in the expected total return due to the
risk of default. It is also a key component of the ex post return uncertainty that cannot be
diversified away. Studies done by Esaki et. al. (1999) have found that the probability of
default immediately after loan issuance is relatively low but rises rapidly, peaking in the
early to the mid-range years of the loan life and then falling off rapidly after the seventh
year. Esaki et. al. (1999) report that the cumulative default rate on loans with at least ten
years of seasoning is about 18.1%. This roughly amounts to a consistent 1.8% each year
over a ten-year loan. Patrick Corcoran (2000) highlights the use of a 2% compound default
rate (CDR) among investment analysts to evaluate viable debt investment deals, and 3% for
the weaker deals. These findings are obtained from loan patterns spanning1970s and 1980s.
As a result, the default rate in the steady state is envisaged to be between 1% and 2% for a
ten- year mortgage.
Prepayment Risk
Several studies have explored the prepayment pattern of adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs)
and fixed rate mortgages (FRMs) as well as the effects of prepayments on the valuation of
mortgage-backed securities. Richard and Roll (1989), McConell and Singh (1991) evaluate
interest dependent prepayment and their effects on risk. Nonetheless, Thodes and Kish
(1992, 1994) formulate a FRM that uses a prepaid zero coupon Treasury bond for principal
repayment. They show that this mortgage has less prepayment risk than a normal FRM.
Robertson (2002) examines the factors influencing the prepayment risk associated with
investing in various investment alternatives, and suggests how to manage that risk in such a
way, in order to maximize the performance of credit union investment portfolios.
Prepayment risk is found to be interest rate sensitive as well as non-interest rate sensitive.
Historically, the general rule of thumb for the prepayment risk premium has been between
100 to 200 basis points. However, this paper is concerned with a fixed rate mortgage and
the prepayment risk would not be an issue to address.
Illiquidity and Other Premiums
A risk premium is also imperative to compensate investors for placing capital in a relatively
illiquid investment asset that is unable to sell quickly at full value. Other premiums would
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also have to compensate investors for the difficulties of bond administration and
management. Miles (1989) suggests a rate of 1% for the illiquidity premium as a guide as
well as 0.5% for bond administration and management.
From equation (1), the resulting summation of the various components inclusive of the risk
premiums, would produce a mezzanine debt rate of return, I, of about 10.3%. This seems to
be reasonable as the achieved interest rate for mezzanine debt in the US is between 2% and
8% above the risk free rate, and a rate of return between 11% and 20% in Canada,
depending on the size of the debt taken.
Of equal importance are several key risk factors (variables) that would be deployed in the
competing DCF analytical framework that involves “Bootstrap” simulation and sensitivity
modeling subsequently. These risk variables of interest are briefly examined below.
Rental Rate
With recent exogenous events domestically and globally that could trigger greater
uncertainty in investor confidence, office rents may well remain on a downtrend in the case
of Singapore. More office supply streaming into the market is likely to aggravate this
forecast scenario, involving more intensive competition for tenants and the softening of
office rents. Rents are anticipated to fluctuate between S$4 per sq. ft. per month (psf pm)
and S$6 psf pm on net leasable area in the period 2003 to 2006. On the basis of rental
variation in effective rates from Jones Lang Lasalle (as provided in the Appendix), a
simulation is produced in order to obtain an unbiased projection on future rents p.a.
Vacancy Rate
From a market disequilibria perspective, the expected effect of vacancy on the net cash flow
of a direct real estate asset is treated as a collection loss at the potential gross income level.
Office vacancies are observed to fluctuate at around 13% in Singapore’s central business
district (CBD) in 2002. As more new supply is anticipated to enter the CBD office sector
over the next few years, vacancies are inclined to rise for the next two years. Nonetheless,
vacancies in this paper are derived under a structured ‘boot strap’ simulation in order to
obtain an unbiased projection of vacancy rates. Under the simulation, the vacancy rate is
correlated with the rental rate, within the same time period; while rental rates are correlated
between successive periods.
Operating Expenses
Operating expenses refer to the regular expense items required for the sustainable operation
of a direct real estate asset, and are typically paid from the net operating income (NOI).
These regular expenses cover property management and administration, utilities, insurance,
recurrent maintenance, repair and property tax. Depreciation expenses are excluded, as the
DCF is a cash-flow proforma rather than an accrual income statement, and depreciation is
not a cash outflow per se. Income tax is also excluded, as taxes are attributable to the
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investor and not to the real estate asset. From the Jones Lang LaSalle data set, we found that
the operating expenses of prime office buildings in Singapore constitute some 20% to 28%
of the potential gross income.
Capital Expenditure
Capital expenditure for office building improvements denotes the major cyclical
expenditure that provides for long-term improvements to the physical quality of a real estate
asset. These improvements are needed to preserve or enhance the CV of the real estate asset,
although they depend to some extent on the asset manager’s cyclical maintenance policy. In
the steady state, capital expenditure is typically in the range of 1% to 2% of the real estate
asset’s CV in annual terms or 10% to 20% of the annual NOI.

Primary Debt Analysis
Current Yield
As depicted in Fig 1, the primary debt’s yield over a ten-year period is found to lag behind
the mezzanine debt’s yield by 200 to 300 basis points each year (a finding that is also
observed in the next section on mezzanine debt analysis). The primary debt’s yield is
between 13% and 20% in the initial five-year period; between 24% and 41% in the next
three years before rising sharply to between 61% and 162% in the last two years
respectively. The healthy income return is a good sign to investors as the current yield is
what investors would use to form their income objectives. Although the income return for
the primary debt does fall behind the mezzanine debt, it is only reasonable as the mezzanine
investors are exposed to a greater risk than the primary lenders.
--------------------------------------------See Figure 1
--------------------------------------------The current yield reflects the cash flow paid to the primary debt, i.e. the capital asset, in
time period t as a fraction of the value of the asset at the beginning of the period. The sharp
rise in the current yield between year 8 and year 10 is due to the sharp fall in the
outstanding debt balance over the three-year period, while the total rate of repayment (in
principal and interest) remains the same under the income return.
Capital Return
In the same ten-year period, the capital return for the primary debt fares better where it
maintains a 100 to 200 basis points lead on the mezzanine debt, apart from year 1. It posts a
capital return of 8% to15% in the initial five-year period; 19% to 36% in the next three
years, shoots up to 60% in year 9 before dropping to 5.2% in year 10. Capital return
signifies the change in the asset market value at time t with reference to time t-1.
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The anticipated capital returns show a steady capital return trend from year 1 to year 9
before dropping to 5.2%. The drastic drop is due to the discharge of the primary debt when
the primary debt’s market value no longer commands a significant value.
Holding Period Return
The holding period return (HPR) for the primary debt seems to be stable, posting a steady
HPR of 21% to 44% over the six-year period before reaching up to a high of 56% to 77% in
year 7 and year 8.
HPR rises sharply to between 125% and 167% in the last two years. This is due to the
cumulative effect of both the current yield and capital return, with both rising rapidly
towards the end of the loan period; and as the outstanding loan balance falls off sharply in
the last three years.
Mezzanine Debt Analysis
Current Yield
As depicted in Fig 2, the mezzanine debt’s current yield is between 16% and 22% in the
initial five years (relatively higher than the primary debt’s yield of between 13% and 20%);
followed by between 26% and 43% in the next three years; and to end at 66% in year 9 and
162% in year 10. Mezzanine debt is observed to have the potential of strong favorable
double-digit current yield over a ten-year period. These are the expected (ex-ante) returns
that investors would require on a risk-adjusted basis.
Mezzanine debt investors can be compensated with an additional yield of 200 to 300 basis
points for taking on additional risks. Similar to the primary debt, the mezzanine debt’s
current yield also increases drastically towards its last two years as it is subjected to the
falling-off in its market value, due to the payment of the principal sum.
--------------------------------------------See Figure 2
--------------------------------------------Capital Return
The mezzanine debt’s capital return starts off much lower at 2% in year 1, followed by an
equally favorable 8% to 14% from year 2 to year 5; then between 18% and 35% over the
next three years; rising sharply up to 59% in year 9 and falling sharply to 5% in year 10.
The mezzanine debt investor is inclined to fall behind the primary debt investor by a mere
100 to 200 basis points.
Holding Period Return
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Mezzanine debt’s holding period returns (HPRs) are anticipated to be between 18% and
44% for the six-year period from year 1 (i.e. in the same order of magnitude as the primary
debt’s HPR). Subsequently it follows the same pattern as the primary debt with the
mezzanine’s HPRs rising sharply to between 56% and 77% in year 7 and year 8; followed
by a sharp rise to 112% in year 9 and another at 167% in year 10.
From the latest available literature related to mezzanine debt, various debt providers and
financial advisors in the US reiterate that a reasonable rate of return in the holding period
for mezzanine debt, would be in the annual range of 25% to 40%. In comparison with the
above analysis of mezzanine debt, this paper is consistent with the related literature that the
mezzanine debt HPR in the steady state should lie within the achievable range (25% to 40%
p.a.) until year 6, after which the anticipated HPRs may well be excessive.
Bootstrap Simulation Analysis
Net operating income (NOI) for the various years, are found to be highly sensitive to their
prevailing annual market rents. As presented in Table 1 appended, the bootstrap simulation
is structured in terms of two main relationships:
 Inter-period rental rates are correlated with an estimated correlation of about 0.44
 Rental and vacancy rates are correlated within the same period with an estimated
correlation of –0.179.
Fig 3 depicts a sensitivity chart analysis from the ‘boot strap’ simulation in which the NOI
in any one current year would be positively correlated to its market rent in that year. This
correlation is found to between 0.37 and 0.97.
The sensitivity analysis also shows that the NOI in any one-year is to be moderately and
negatively correlated to its operating expenses, with the correlation in the range between
0.01 and 0.25. NOI’s moderate correlation with vacancy in any one year is in the range
between 0.13 and 0.23.
The anticipated NOI appears to be reasonable from the bootstrap simulations in accordance
with the following statistical test measurements:
 The standard deviation lies in the range between 9% and 10% from the anticipated
mean NOI
 The skewness is in the acceptable range between -0.07 and 0.12 and falls within the
95% acceptable range
 The kurtosis is between 2.89 and 3.12 and falls within the 95% acceptable range
 The coefficients of variability are normally distributed and lie in the range between
0.1 and 0.11
 The mean standard errors are minimal staying at 0.2% throughout the entire ten-year
period.
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--------------------------------------------See Figure 3
--------------------------------------------The NOI simulations for only year 1 and year 10 are presented in Fig 4 and Fig 5
respectively for illustration purposes. The bootstrap estimates the NOI distribution through
a non-parametric randomization procedure by Efron (1979), which draws from the observed
distributions of the several cost-of-capital, risk and target-return variables that are deployed
in the competing DCF framework. The procedure samples from the observed DCF data with
replacement.
--------------------------------------------See Figures 4 and 5
--------------------------------------------CONCLUSIONS
The holding period returns for mezzanine debt is shown by the sensitivity and simulation
analyses to generate favorable and relatively high double digit expected returns for investors,
interested in investing through this indirect private debt vehicle. Its initial six- year
anticipated return is consistent with the achievable annual rate of holding period return of
between 25% and 40% for mezzanine debt in the US commercial mortgage market.
Mezzanine debt is thus able to offer expected risk-adjusted returns for the investor as a
potential investment opportunity in the Singapore office sector. The excess return for the
mezzanine debt’s holding period return relative to that of the primary debt may well be at
least 100 basis points, so as to adequately compensate the mezzanine debt investor.
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FIGURES
Fig1. Primary Debt’s Current Yield, Capital Return And Holding Period Return
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Fig 2. Mezzanine Debt’s Current Yield, Capital Return and Holding Period Return
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Table 1. Inter-Period Rental Correlation And Rent-Vacancy Correlation
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Rent
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

7.13
8.23
6.25
3.81
4.26
6.55
7.66
7.66
6.37
5.09
5.29
6.69
5.11

Vacancy
3.7%
4.4%
8.1%
5.7%
2.1%
2.1%
4.7%
7.5%
15.7%
14.8%
3.6%
8.8%
19.3%

Rental Lag
(1yr)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

CorrelationRent and Vac

8.23
6.25
3.81
4.26
6.55
7.66
7.66
6.37
5.09
5.29
6.69
5.11
4.67

(Source: Authors)
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-0.179

CorrelationRent and Rent

0.444

Fig 3. Sensitivity Analysis–NOI & Key Risk Factors (Rents, Operating Expenses &
Vacancies)
Sensitivity Chart
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Fig 4. Simulated Distribution of NOI (S$) In Year 1
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Fig 5. Simulated Distribution of NOI (S$) In Year 10
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Who is using mobile commerce in China? --A general description of mobile
commerce users

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to picture the demographic characteristics of mobile commerce
users in mainland China. Four typical applications (mobile securities management systems,
mobile banking, mobile payment, mobile instant messaging) were investigated and data
were collected by means of online questionnaires. Results show that the main body of
mobile commerce users is well educated young men. Conclusion is provided at the end.
Keywords: Mobile Commerce (MC); users; demographic characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid adoption of web-enabled mobile devices and the ever-improving wireless
communication technologies has enabled mobile commerce experience a worldwide fast
growth. In general, mobile commerce (MC) refers to any transaction “conducted through a
variety of mobile equipment over a wireless telecommunication network” (Yang, 2005).
Broadly speaking, mobile equipment includes mobile phones, personal digital assistant
(PDA), and laptop with wireless access capacity, etc. For the purpose of this study, the
equipment under investigation refers in particular to mobile phones, as mobile phone users
in China reached over 850 million by the end of 2010 according to Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, PRC (MIIT, 2010). Such a large number of subscribers make
researchers home and abroad quite opportunistic at the future of mobile commerce in China,
as mobile phone is an essential part of daily life for most Chinese subscribers. Similar
phenomenon still exists in USA. According to some surveys, “U.S. consumers are more
likely to leave home without their wallets than their mobile phones” (Sekino, Kwon, &
Bong). Meanwhile, individuals are “increasingly comfortable in using their mobile phones
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for applications other than voice” (Sekino, Kwon, & Bong). Therefore, we consider all the
subscribers in China as potential MC adopters.
According to the latest data of iResearch Consulting Group, the revenue size of China
mobile commerce in Q1 of 2011 is up to 1.29 billion. As more and more mobile commerce
applications were launched, the adoption of MC has increasingly attracted the attention
from researchers. A great many of studies were conducted to explore factors enable or
hinder the adoption of various MC applications. Consequently, lots of models based on
classical IS theories (Technology Acceptance Model, Theory of Planned Behavior,
Diffusion of Innovation, etc.) were developed/established to explain the adoption or nonadoption of MC. These studies contribute a lot in helping us understanding MC from
different perspectives. However, the majority of such papers were either to discuss mobile
commerce as a whole and take one specific application (mobile banking) as an example, or
to explore factors affecting the adoption of a certain application (e.g. (Chen, 2008)). It
seems that some information is missing here, i.e., who is using mobile commerce?
Therefore, this paper is to answer this question and describe the general demographic
characteristics of mobile users.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. The next section describes the four MC
applications under investigation. The third section describes the data collection process. The
fourth section presents the results of data analysis. The fifth section discusses research
implications for the study’s key findings and its limitations.
DESCRIPTION OF MOBILE COMMERCE APPLICATIONS
This paper examines four popular MC applications in mainland China, i.e., mobile security
management systems (MSMS), mobile banking (MB), mobile instant messaging (MIM),
and mobile payment (MP).
Mobile Securities is the third non-on-spot trading mode in addition to online and telephone
commissioned transaction, according to VP of China Unicom, the second largest mobile
service carrier in China. Mobile Securities refers to the operations of shareholders on their
equity by virtue of mobile phones (ResearchInChina, 2007).
Mobile Banking is a typical application of mobile commerce. It allows users remotely
transfer funds, pay bills, trade stocks or exchanges, etc. For consumers, it is quite
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convenient and time-saving. On the other hand, it is also a powerful marketing channel for
banks to attract and sustain customers, especially under the present circumstances.
Mobile Instant Messaging (MIM) is one of the most popular MC applications. Simply put,
MIM enables users to engage in instant messaging (IM) from a mobile handset via various
bearer technologies such as GPRS or WAP. Using MIM, individuals can initiate
opportunistic impromptu exchanges with other MIM users as well as stationary internet
based IM users. Mobile QQ and Mobile MSN are the two most popular MIM applications.
Mobile payment (MP) is considered as a “killer application” among all the MC applications.
It allows individuals to pay for goods or services via their mobile phones. MP is an
emerging payment method in addition to cash, cheque, debit/credit cards, online payments,
etc. Meanwhile, MP is considered as the first well-developed business model integrating
Internet of Things and Mobile Internet.
Almost all MC applications face the physical limitation of mobile devices. However, the
shortcomings of mobile phones are impersonal, which would not be reasons hinder all
individuals from adopting MC, as long as MC applications are easy to access and operate
since their biggest strength is allowing users to operate anytime and anywhere.
Using Great Wisdom (a typical MSMS) as an example, its classical versions provide
comprehensive internet based securities trading service. One of its prominent characteristics
is easy access to all financial tools such as real time securities quotes, charts, news,
technological analysis, et al. Although the mobile version of Great Wisdom closely includes
all of the applications which the classical versions provide, it is not possible to include all
the detail applications due to some natural limitations of mobile devices (e.g. small screens,
poor data processing, etc.). To most potential MSMS users, the small screens of mobile
phones are their primary concerns. For example, PC based securities trading software can
show much information in one page (e.g. symbol, time, today’s change, day high/low, etc.)
and users can easily switch to where they want by the menus (main menus, drop-down
menus and right click menu). Whereas, an MSMS can only show a part of the information
(e.g. symbol, quote and change) in one page, and only a few buttons labeled “Back”, “Main
Menu” etc. are available for mobile users to switch from one interface to another.
It is known for sure that not every subscriber is a mobile commerce user, thus to identify
target customers is quite important for MC applications providers and telecom operators.
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Drawing the results of the study, we hope to shed some light on MC applications promotion
in the future.
DATA COLLECTION
This research uses a questionnaire survey method for data collection. To get the feedback
from individuals in mainland China, an e-commerce research company was employed. We
developed four questionnaires to collect data for the four MC applications. Each
questionnaire was developed following the same procedures. First of all, the initial
questionnaire was pre-tested in a small group of MSMS/MB/MIM/MP users for
clarification. Some unclear questions were either removed or re-worded. Then, two or three
MSMS/MB/MIM/MP professionals were invited to evaluate and improve the questionnaire.
At the end, the questionnaires were distributed online with the help of the research company.
Specifically, the questionnaires for mobile securities and mobile banking were distributed
and collected in June 2008; the questionnaire for mobile instant messaging was distributed
in late October 2008; and the data for analyzing mobile payment was collected in June 2009.
Respondents to the online surveys were recruited with the help of the research company.
Member points of the company equivalent to about CYN 3 were provided to encourage
members to finish the questionnaires with their true demographic information (name, ID,
phone number, etc.).
In each questionnaire, before asking the questions, we emphasized that only those who had
used MSMS/MB/MIM/MP at least once were eligible to fill the online questionnaires. Then,
several measures were taken to improve the validity of the survey. First, to avoid invalid
submissions, samples from the same IP were rejected; Second, uncompleted samples were
not allowed to submit; Third, samples from 3% respondents who spent the most time and
another 3% who spent the least time in finishing the questionnaires were excluded. Fourth,
logically related items were designed for screening samples which contain selfcontradictory answers.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In this section, we will describe the characteristics of MC applications users. Primarily, four
dimensions were investigated, i.e., gender, age, education, and experience. SPSS 15.0 was
employed to analyze the valid data collected form respondents. Specifically, respondents
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using mobile securities management systems (MSMS), mobile banking (MB), mobile
instant messaging (MIM), and mobile payments were 440, 438, 837, and 598 respectively.
The gender information of MC users is shown in Table 1. It is obvious that men consisted of
the main body of the four MC applications. More than a half of MC users were male. This is
especially true when it comes to MSMS and MB adoption. According to Table 1, for both
applications, male consumers accounted for more than 70%, and females only accounted for
less than 30%. The respondents using MSMS, MB, and MIM were classified into five
segments based on their age, as shown in Table 2. Those using MP were classified into four
segments. The reason for the difference lies in that the four questionnaires were designed by
the authors and their co-workers separately at different time. However, we believe that the
slight difference in segment classification does not affect our understanding of MC users, as
the information delivered to us is the same.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics by gender
MSMS users
Gender Frequency %
Male

MB users

MIM users

MP users

Frequency %

Frequency %

Frequency %

332

75.5% 316

72.1% 543

64.9% 335

56.0%

Female 108

24.5% 122

27.9% 294

35.1% 263

44.0%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

440

438

837
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598

Respondents aged 30 years or younger using MSMS, MB, MIM, and MP were 70.4% (26.4%+44.3%),
71.2% (26%+45.2), 70.9% (33.5%+37.4%), and 70.1% (1.7%+68.4%) respectively.

As indicated by Table 2, most of the respondents were very young. Approximately 70% of
the respondents were younger than 30 years old.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics by MC users’ age
(Continued on next page)
MSMS users
Age

Frequency

MB users
%

Frequency

MIM users
%

Frequency

MP users
%

Frequency

%

24-

115

26.1%

114

26.0%

380

33.5

10(<20)

1.7%

25-30

195

44.3%

198

45.2%

313

37.4

409(2130)

68.4%

31-35

73

16.6%

71

16.2%

197

23.5
133

22.2%

36-40

30

6.8%

30

6.9%

47

5.61

40 +

27

6.1%

25

5.7%

78

9.31

46

7.7%

Total

440

100%

438

100%

837

100%

598

100%

Table 3 presents the education information of the MC applications users. Based on their
education level, the respondents were classified to four segments. As shown in Table 3, a vast
majority of the respondents were well educated. Among adopters of each application, only a
small minority (less than 10%) of the respondents have secondary education and below. Most
of the users have received a college or university education.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics by MC users’ education level

Education

Secondary and
below
University/college
graduate

MSMS users

MB users

Frequency

Frequency

%

%

MIM users

MP users

Frequency

Frequency

%

%

25

5.7%

28

6.4%

78

9.31%

49

8.2%

389

88.4%

360

82.2%

688

82.2%

469

78.4%

Masters degree

25

5.7%

50

11.4%
71

8.48%

80

13.4%

Doctorate

1

0.2%

0

0%

Total

440

100%

438

100%

837

100%

598

100%

Table 4 displays consumers’ experience of using the MC applications. As indicated, most of
the respondents began to use MSMS/MB/MP in the recent 12 months. When it comes to
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mobile banking adoption, even 42.7% out of 438 respondents experienced MC in the late six
months. However, it should be pointed out that contrary results were received with respect to
respondents’ experience of using MIM. Only 17.7% out of 837 respondents had an
experience less than 1 year. The rest of the respondents had used MIM more than 2 years.
And there were almost a third of the respondents (31.1%) had an experience over three years.
The contrary statistic results between MSMS/MB/MP users and MIM users are not
conflicting. It is because MC as a whole is at its early stage, and the consumers are not
familiar with mobile commerce environment. In addition, applications such as internet base
securities management systems, online banking and online payments are relatively new for
most users. On the contrary, instant messaging has a high penetration in China and most users
are quite familiar with it. Therefore, the transformation from PC to mobile phones is not a
challenging for these users
Table 4. Descriptive statistics of users’ MC experience
MSMS users
Experience

Frequency

MB users
%

6 months -

Frequency

MIM users
%

187

42.7%

171
41

Frequency

MP users
%

27.4%

39.0%

220

36.8%

9.4%

98

16.4%

58

9.7%

58

9.7%

598

100%

326

14

3.2%

0

0%

260

31.1%

Total

440

100%

438

100%

837

100%

25

74.1%

148

17.0%

5.7%

%

164

6-12
months
12-18
months
18-24
months
24-36
months
36 months
+

75

Frequency

277
39

8.9%

0

0%

152

17.7%

33.1%

18.2%

Besides, the other three applications are transactions with money involved, and MIM is
primarily considered as an entertainment application and financial loss is seldom huge.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
According to the data analysis results, the answer to our research question is that most of MC
users are well educated young men (younger than 30 years old). We believe several reasons
can account for this phenomenon. First, many mobile commerce applications are believed to
be of high technological content and the operations may be complicated, therefore, they are
easier for educated people. Second, male users usually show more interest in electronic
products than female users. Third, young people are more likely to try new products. Fourth,
since not all MC applications are totally free, and actually, a great part of good MC
applications are quite expensive, users have to pay for the functions and services of their likes.
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The younger are more likely to pay for such applications. Thus it is reasonable that most MC
users are mainly 30 years old or younger.
Another noticeable phenomenon is that approximate 70% of the individuals used MC
applications (except for MIM) for less than one year. We believe the primary reason is that
these applications have not been well developed and promoted until the last two or three
years.
The purpose of this paper is to picture the demographic characteristics of mobile commerce
users. Drawing the results of the study, we hope to provide some useful dimensions for
telecom operators and MC application providers for market segmentations.
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Consumer Involvement Analysis Using Fuzzy Mathematical Approach (Case
Study: West Java, Indonesia)

ABSTRACT
Company’s competitiveness depends on its product advantage that can be measured from
consumer involvement. The objective of this research is to understand consumer
involvement in electronic product category in Depok City, West Java, Indonesia. Case study
was done to undergraduate students at Depok City. A survey method is adopted in this
research by using questionnaire as instrument. Analysis technique used Fuzzy Mathematical
Approach which is consists of 6 aspects, i. e. product interest, hedonic value, sign value, risk
probability, risk of importance, and purchase decision time. Result shows that consumer
involvement to electronic product in Depok City is categorized as high category, and towards
computer is the highest consumer involvement.
Keyword: Fuzzy, consumer involvement, synthetic index, electronic product.
INTRODUCTION
A main objective of marketing is to create customer value. It should be noted that value must
be examined from the point of view of the customer. Some of customer segments value from
certain product attributes is more than others. As matter of fact, the most expensive product
relative to others in the same category, might represents high value to a particular customer
segment based on the comparison of price and sacrificing. On the other hand, for other
segment consumers perceive the same product as low value.
Marketing process in some ways create value for customer. Marketing usually involves an
exchange between buyers and sellers or between other parties. Firm’s choices have impact
on the company, suppliers, customers, and others.
Company’s competitiveness depends on its growth in sales and market share (Urban and
Hauser, 1993). It is because marketing frequently involves enduring relationships between
buyers, sellers, and other parties. Processes involve creation, communication, delivering, and
exchanging to create consumer satisfaction. It means that is required to focus on small set of
market to build product and services advantage to meet consumer satisfaction, which can be
measured from their behavior including involvement to the offered product.
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Depok is one of student cities in West Java Province, Indonesia. There are many universities,
for example, University of Indonesia, Gunadarma University, Bina Sarana Informatika
College, and so on.
Electronics is the most popular product category for undergraduate students compared with
other product category. Based on the preliminary research, among 48 electronic product
categories there are 10 potential electronic product categories that become market leader in
Depok City, West Java, Indonesia. These products include computers, flash disks, MP4,
printers, calculators, desk lamps, hand phones, TV, MP3, and iron.
The objective of this research is to measure level of consumer involvement of electronic
product categories in Depok City, West Java, Indonesia.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Marketing goal is to influence consumer in order to buy product or services that have been
offered. It is very important to marketing manager to understand “why” and “how” about
consumer behavior. Consumer behavior involves the psychological processes that consumers
go through in recognizing needs, finding ways to solve these needs, making purchase
decisions (e.g., whether or not to purchase a product and, if so, which brand and where),
interpret information, make plans, and implement these plans (e.g., by engaging in
comparison shopping or actually purchasing a product) (Perner, L, 2008).
To understand consumer behavior it is necessary to know about their involvement to the
product. According to Hsu, Wu, and Tien (1998), involvement was conceptualised as a
personal relevance (Engel and Blackwell, 1982; Zaichkowsky, 1985; Greenwald and Leavitt,
1984), amount of arousal, interest, or drive evoked by a particular stimulus (Mittal, 1983), a
person’s activation level (Cohen, 1982), goal-directed arousal (Park and Mittal, 1985), and an
attention to something because it is somehow relevant or important (Ratchford, 1987).
Day, Stafford and Camacho (1995) proposed that involvement consists of two types, namely
the enduring type and the situational type. In the enduring type, Laurent and Kapferer (1985)
claim that involvement has five different facets. They are product interest, hedonic value,
sign value, risk importance, and risk probability.
Product interest is the importance of personal meaning in purchasing a product. Hedonic
value is emotional or sensory pleasure. Sign value is the degree to which a product can
express one’s personality. Risk importance is the importance of negative consequences in
case of poor choice. Risk probability is the probability of making a wrong choice.
In the situational type, Ratchford (1987) suggests that purchase decision time should also be
taken into consideration as one of indicators in the consumer involvement. Purchase decision
time is the thought that requires for making a purchase decision.
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According to Hsu, Wu, and Tien (1998), there is a mathematical definition for consumer
involvement that replaced the traditional semantic definitions so that a single synthetic index
ranged in [0,1] can be manipulated to masure the degree of multi-facet consumer
involvement., which is objective and obvious. Recognizing the difficulty of accurate
quantification of the semantic assessment facets, so can use the fuzzy mathematical method
(Zimmerman, 1991) to quantify the assessment facets by membership functions so that the
result obtained are more accurate than the traditional statistical methods.
Consumer involvement can be constructed as a fuzzy set. It is family of pairs (Ai, Ai (y)),
where for each i in the index set , Ai is a fuzzy set of assessment facet and Ai is a
membership function from Ai to the unit interval [0,1] which describes the behavior of fuzzy
set Ai, Ai (y) is the membership function of the assessment facets that takes value [0,1] for
all y in Ai. i.e. consumer involvement =
Ai, is a fuzzy set of assessment facet}.
A synthetic index of the degree of multi-facet consumer involvement of product is an
improvement of the aggregation of the degrees of measuring facets by  -operator as
originally suggested and empirically tested by Zimmermann and Zysno (1980) to aggregate
the membership degrees, and was extended by Hsu, Wu, and Tien (1998).
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Where
µAi ( y), i = 1 …., n represents the membership function of the fuzzy sets Ai.
λAi = the weight of the fuzzy facet Ai given by respondents and computed by Shin’s
(1993) method.
n = total number of the facets.
 = 0.5 as conventional agreement.
involvement (y) = the synthetic index of the degree of multi-facet consumer
involvement of a product.
The closer the involvement (y) to the value 1, the higher the consumer involvement is. The
membership functions of fuzzy sets consist of the facets of consumer involvement that have
the same character.
Calculation process of weight λAi for fuzzy set facet Ai uses screening and scoring process
that is based on a method developed by the Pugh, Stuart (1980). This concept exploits the
matrices as visual guides for consensus building among team members. Each member
representing a constituency brings unique views that increase the understanding of the
problem and thus facilitate the development of successful, the synthetic index of customer
involvement.
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Screening and scoring process are supported by a decision matrix which are used by the team
to rate, rank, and select the best choice(s). Screening is quick, approximate evaluation aimed
at producing a few viable alternatives. Scoring is more careful analysis of these relatively few
concept in order to choose the single choice most likely to lead to λAi’s weight.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research used non probability sampling, with degree of confidence 95% (= 100% 95%= 5%), error (e) = 10%, so that minimum sample is equal to 100 respondents. Data
collection was performed using survey method by using questionnaire as instrument. Data
processing was done by deploying fuzzy mathematical approach to find synthetic index.
According to Hsu, Wu, and Tien (1998), first membership function of fuzzy sets consist of
product interest (I), hedonic value (H), sign value (S), and risk probability (P).
y2
0
 I , H ,S , P ( y )  
y2
 y  2 13
Where:
y = the average score points of total subjects of a product obtained from the items
related to facets I, H, S, P the questionnaire.
13 = 15-2
15 is maximum point of the facets obtained from 5-point Likert type response format,
and each facet consists of three items.
2 is maximum starting point of involvement of the membership function calculated
from questionnaire.
µI, H, S, P (y) is the membership function of the fuzzy set I, H, S, P.

Second membership function consists of risk importance (R).
0

 0.0001
 R ( y)   y 
11.9999

1


y  0.0001
0.0001 y  12
y  12

where:
y = average value of risk importance of total subjects of a product from the
questionnaire.
11.9999 = 12 – 0.00001.
0.0001 is threshold value of membership function computed from questionnaire using
Shin’s (1993) and Smithson’s (1982) method.
12 is the starting of maximum involvement of risk importance which is computed
from questionnaire using Shin’s (1993) and Smithson’s (1982) method
R (y) is membership function of fuzzy set R.
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The third membership function consists of purchase decision time (T).
0


 T ( y )   y  0 . 0001 0 . 989

1


y  0 . 001
0 . 001  y  0 . 99
y  0 . 99

Where:
y = average value of purchase decision time of total subjects of a product from the
questionnaire.
0.989 = 0.99 – 0.001.
0.001 is threshold value of membership function computed from questionnaire using
Shin’s (1993) and Smithson’s (1982) method.
0.99 is the starting of maximum involvement of purchase decision time computed
from questionnaire using Shin’s (1993) and Smithson’s (1982) method.
T (y) is a membership function of fuzzy set T.
According to Shin’s method, calculation of λAi weight for fuzzy set facet Ai can be described
as follow:
Suppose there are p experts taking part in the evaluation of the weight λAi, of Ai.
Each expert is asked to mark three to five points on interval [0,1] showing the importance of
Ai to the subject related to evaluation.
Each point is marked on the interval [0,1] in separate sheet and without reference to the
previous marked points.
Let aki be the minimum value and bki be the maximum value of the three or five points
marked by expert k, and
1
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n= total number of the facets.
Mi = blind degree.
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To calculate λAi weight for fuzzy set facet Ai we shall use screening and scoring processes
that is based on a method developed by the Pugh (1980). In the screening matrix, team use a
simple code (+ for “better than”, 0 for “same as”, - for “worse than). Having rating all the
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choices, team sums the number of “better than”, “same as”, and “worse than” scores and the
sum for each category in the lower rows of the matrix. Once the summation is completed, the
team assign rank to the choices. Obviously, in general those choices with more pluses and
fewer minuses are ranked higher.
Scoring matrix is used when increasing resolution will differentiate competing choices better.
In this stage, the team weighs the relative importance of the selection criteria and focuses on
more refined comparisons with respect to each criterion. The choice scores are determined by
the weighted sum of the ratings.
(Ulrich and Eppinger, 2001).
Level of involvement is described by using disaggregating process. In this step, high
consumer involvement level determines synthetic index lower than 0.5, and low consumer
involvement synthetic index lower than 0.5 (KOG SAMA?). This agreement is refers to
Zimmermann and Zysno (1980) in disaggregate the membership degrees.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Calculation result on averaging value of (y) to each fuzzy member function of consumer
involvement of 10 product category can be seen at Table 1. Data processing using fuzzy
mathematical approach was done by calculating synthetic index (Table 2) and consumer
involvement level to each product category and proceed to disaggregating between ”high
level” and ”low level”.
--------------------------------------------See Tables 1 & 2
--------------------------------------------Calculation of weight λAi using Shin’s method was done by marking three points on [0,1]
interval to shows the importance of each consumer involvement aspects for fuzzy set facet Ai.

W
This stage was done to evaluate. i and M i calculation for product interest aspect, hedonic
value aspect, sign value aspect, risk probability aspect, risk of importance aspect, and
purchase decision time aspect can be seen at Table 3.
--------------------------------------------See Table 3
--------------------------------------------The synthetic index of the degree of multi-facet consumer involvement of 10 electronic
products can be seen at Table 4. The total value of synthetic index of six fuzzy facet shows
that consumer involvement toward computer product purchasing is the highest value, that is
0.9199. The lowest value is toward iron product, with 0.5506 synthetic index.
---------------------------------------------
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See Table 4
--------------------------------------------We can say that for computer product, the order of risk importance aspect dimension is as
follow. The highest is involvement (1.000), following by product interest (0.9175), purchase
decision time (0.998), hedonic value (0.8938), risk probability (0.755). On the other hand,
sign value is the lowest involvement (0.685). This result implies that marketing management
must be aware to negative consequences of poor choice.
The highest synthetic index of flash disk product is product interest (0.83625), following by
hedonic value (0.8), purchase decision time (0.731951), risk of importance (0.70583), and
risk probability (0.628). Same with computer product, sign value (0.61) is the lowest value.
It shows that decision is based heavily on personal interest rather than its usefulness (Laurent
and Kapferer, 1985). It implies for marketing practitioners in Depok area, it is better to
supply high memory of flash disk, considering Depok mostly populated by students.
MP4 product has highest synthetic index on product interest (0.825), following by purchase
decision time (0.792619), hedonic value (0.79), risk of importance (0.70166), and risk
probability (0.685). Still, we found out that the lowest index is sign value (0.57). It shows
that decision is based heavily on personal interest rather than its usefulness (Laurent and
Kapferer, 1985). It implies for marketing practitioners in Depok area, it is better to supply
high memory of MP4, considering Depok mostly populated by students.
For printer product, the highest index is product interest (0.815), following by hedonic value
(0.8), purchase decision time (0.798686), risk of importance (0.69416), risk probability
(0.683), and sign value (0.57). This result also shows that the importance of personal meaning
in purchasing a product is the priority of marketing.
The highest synthetic index for calculator is risk of importance (0.71416), following by
product interest (0.66875), hedonic value (0.66), purchase decision time (0.634884), risk
probability (0.533), and sign value (0.52). This result implies that marketer must be aware of
negative consequences in case of poor choice by consumer. For desk lamp product, the
highest index is risk of importance (0.725), following by hedonic value (0.59), purchase
decision time (0.578261), product interest (0.55875), risk probability (0.519), and sign value
(0.49). This index also implies that marketer must be aware to negative consequences in case
of consumer’s poor choice.
Hand phone product has highest synthetic index on hedonic value index (0.85), following by
product interest (0.84125), purchase decision time (0.835086), risk probability (0.728), and
sign value (0.72). Different from prior products, the lowest index is risk of importance
(0.70166). This index is related to customer’s emotional or sensory pleasure. It implies that
marketer must be aware to customer’s emotional or sensory pleasure. For TV product, the
highest index is purchase decision time (0.78453), then hedonic value (0.77), product interest
(0.7625), risk of importance (0.70916), risk probability (0.665). The lowest index is sign
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value (0.6), as shown by most of products. This value is related to value perception, so that
marketer must be capable to influence consumer perception.
The highest synthetic index for MP3 product is purchase decision time (0.746107), following
by product interest (0.725), hedonic value (0.72), risk of importance (0.71666), risk
probability (0.641), and sign value (0.54). Implication for this result is marketer needs to
define the best strategy to influence consumer perceive value. For iron product, the highest
synthetic index is risk of importance (0.72666), following by product interest (0.5425),
purchase decision time (0.54186), hedonic value (0.54), risk probability (0.529), and sign
value (0.48). It means that marketer shall be aware to negative consequences in case of poor
choice.
Generally speaking, consumer involvement on product purchasing is the highest toward
computer product. Five out of six of consumer involvement aspects (product interest,
hedonic value, risk probability, risk of importance, and purchase decision time) have the
highest synthetic index of the degree of multi-facet consumer involvement. So it is evidence
that computer is the most potential product sales in Depok City. From the point of view of
price, we can say that computer is relative more expensive than other electronic products.
Further we can say that high involvement tend to be linked to high cost (McNamara, 2008).
Consumer involvement based on synthetic index of sign value aspect is found to be the
highest on hand phones product.
Further analysis is to find out the consumer involvement level. For this purpose, it is
necessary to disaggregate category to each involvement level, that are ”high level” and ”low
level”. Table 5 shows the result of the calculation. We can conclude that all product category
are in high level involvement because of the synthetic index consumer involvement of all
products are above 0.5.
--------------------------------------------See Table 5
--------------------------------------------CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Conclusion
The highest synthetic index on electronic product is computer product (0.9199), so the
product that have highest consumer involvement comparing with other electronic products is
computer.
All of electronic product category in Depok City, West Java, Indonesia is in “high level” of
consumer involvement because of the synthetic index consumer involvement of products is
over 0.5.
Implications
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This research should be continued by interrelated issue as consumer knowledge to results
more comprehensive study about consumer behavior.
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Table 1. The Averaging Values (y) of Six Facets
y Value
Purchase
Product Product Hedonic Sign
Risk
Risk of
Decision
No category Interest Value Value Probability Importance
Time
1
Computer 9.34
13.62
10.91 11.82
8.43
0.89
2
Flash disk 8.69
12.5
9.99
10.17
8.47
0.724
3
MP4
8.6
12.3
9.47
10.9
8.42
0.784
4
Printer
8.52
12.4
9.46
10.88
8.33
0.79
5
Calculator 7.35
10.6
8.72
8.93
8.57
0.628
6
Desk
6.47
9.68
8.42
8.75
8.7
0.572
Lamp
7
Hand
8.73
13.1
11.3
11.46
8.42
0.826
phone
8
TV
8.1
12.1
9.79
10.64
8.51
0.776
9
MP3
7.8
11.3
8.98
10.33
8.6
0.738
10 Iron
6.94
9.05
8.28
8.88
8.72
0.536

Table 2. The Synthetic Index of Consumer Involvement of the Six Fuzzy Facets
Synthetic Index
Purchase
Product Product Hedonic Sign
Risk
Risk of
Decision
No Category Interest
Value Value Probability Importance
Time
1
Computer 0.9175 0.8938
0.685 0.755
1
0.8998
2
Flash disk 0.83625 0.8
0.61
0.628
0.70583
0.731951
3
MP4
0.825
0.79
0.57
0.685
0.70166
0.792619
4
Printer
0.815
0.8
0.57
0.683
0.69416
0.798686
5
Calculator 0.66875 0.66
0.52
0.533
0.71416
0.634884
6
Desk
0.55875 0.59
0.49
0.519
0.725
0.578261
Lamp
7
Hand
0.84125 0.85
0.72
0.728
0.70166
0.835086
phone
8
TV
0.7625 0.77
0.6
0.665
0.70916
0.78453
9
MP3
0.725
0.72
0.54
0.641
0.71666
0.746107
10
Iron
0.5425 0.54
0.48
0.529
0.72666
0.54186
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Table 3. Wi and  Ai Values
Consumer
Involvement
Wi
Mi
(1- M i )
Aspects
Product
0.067 0.933
0.234
Interest
Hedonic
0.05
0.95
0.2167
Value
Sign Value
0.034 0.966
0.2
Risk
Probability
Risk of
Importance
Purchase
Decision
Time
n

 (1  M i )
i 1

0

1

0.134

0.0167 0.9833

0.1167

0.034

0.134

0.966

5.7983

n

W

Wi

 Ai

(0.234X0.933)/5.7983 =
0.03765
(0.2167X0.95)/5.7983 =
0.0355
(0.2X0.966)/5.7983 =
0.03332
(0.134X1)/5.7983 =
0.02311
(0.1167X0.9833)/5.7983
= 0.01979
(0.134X0.966)/5.7983 =
0.02232

0.03765/0.17169
=0.21929
0.0355/0.17169
= 0.20677
0.03332/0.17169
= 0.19407
0.02311/0.17169
= 0.1346
0.01979/0.17169
= 0.11527
0.02232/0.17169
= 0.13

0.17169

i

i 1

Table 4. The Synthetic Index of the Degree of Multi-Facet Consumer Involvement of
Products (Continued on next page)
Product
Consumer
 Ai (y)
 Ai
involvement (y)

No Category
Involvement Aspect
1
Computer Product Interest
0.9175
0.21929 0.5 0.9199
Hedonic Value
0.8938
0.20677
Sign Value
0.685
0.19407
Risk Probability
0.755
0.1346
Risk of Importance
1
0.11527
Purchase Decision
0.8998
0.13
Time
2
Flash disk Product Interest
0.83625 0.21929 0.5 0.7327
Hedonic Value
0.8
0.20677
Sign Value
0.61
0.19407
Risk Probability
0.628
0.1346
Risk of Importance
0.70583 0.11527
Purchase Decision
0.731951 0.13
Time
3
MP4
Product Interest
0.825
0.21929 0.5 0.7348
Hedonic Value
0.79
0.20677
Sign Value
0.57
0.19407
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No

Product
Category

4

Printer

5

Calculator

Consumer
Involvement Aspect
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time
Product Interest
Hedonic Value
Sign Value
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time
Product Interest
Hedonic Value
Sign Value
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time

 Ai (y)

 Ai



involvement (y)

0.685
0.1346
0.70166 0.11527
0.792619 0.13
0.815
0.8
0.57
0.683
0.69416
0.798686

0.21929
0.20677
0.19407
0.1346
0.11527
0.13

0.5

0.7344

0.66875
0.66
0.52
0.533
0.71416
0.634884

0.21929
0.20677
0.19407
0.1346
0.11527
0.13

0.5

0.6216

Table 4. The Synthetic Index of the Degree of Multi-Facet Consumer Involvement of
Products (Continued on next page)
Product
Category
Consumer
 Ai (y)
 Ai
involvement (y)

No
Involvement Aspect
6

Desk
Lamp

7

Hand
phone

8

TV

Product Interest

0.55875

0.21929

0.5

0.5694

Hedonic Value
Sign Value
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time
Product Interest
Hedonic Value
Sign Value
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time
Product Interest

0.59
0.49
0.519
0.725
0.578261

0.20677
0.19407
0.1346
0.11527
0.13

0.84125
0.85
0.72
0.728
0.70166
0.835086

0.21929
0.20677
0.19407
0.1346
0.11527
0.13

0.5

0.7906

0.7625

0.21929

0.5

0.7182
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Product
Category
No

9

MP3

10

Iron

Consumer
Involvement Aspect
Hedonic Value
Sign Value
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time
Product Interest
Hedonic Value
Sign Value
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time
Product Interest
Hedonic Value
Sign Value
Risk Probability
Risk of Importance
Purchase Decision
Time

 Ai (y)

 Ai

0.77
0.6
0.665
0.70916
0.78453

0.20677
0.19407
0.1346
0.11527
0.13

0.725
0.72
0.54
0.641
0.71666
0.746107

0.21929
0.20677
0.19407
0.1346
0.11527
0.13

0.5

0.6800

0.5425
0.54
0.48
0.529
0.72666
0.54186

0.21929
0.20677
0.19407
0.1346
0.11527
0.13

0.5

0.5506



involvement (y)

Table 5. Disaggregation of Consumer Involvement Level
The Synthetic Index
Product
Consumer Involvement Of
No
Category
Products
Consumer Involvement Level
1
Computer
0.9199 > 0.5
High Level
2
Flash disk
0.7327 > 0.5
High Level
3
MP4
0.7348 > 0.5
High Level
4
Printer
0.7344 > 0.5
High Level
5
Calculator
0.6216 > 0.5
High Level
6
Desk Lamp
0.5694 > 0.5
High Level
7
Hand phone
0.7906 > 0.5
High Level
8
TV
0.7182 > 0.5
High Level
9
MP3
0.6800 > 0.5
High Level
10 Iron
0.5506 > 0.5
High Level
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Dwarika Prasad Uniyal
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An Exploratory Approach to Develop a New Scale to Measure the Construct
of “Shopping Involvement”

ABSTRACT
Shopping is an activity which evokes many responses from people and when shoppers were
studied in the act of shopping using disguised observations, it was found that their behaviour
was distinct across shopping formats. The current study is an attempt to define and measure
the construct of shopping involvement in a particular store’s context. It was found that the
current involvement scales did not measure involvement with shopping process. It is
hypothesized that shopping involvement will change from shop format and the benefit
derived from that format and will have a direct correlation with the level of information
search at the store. Initial phase of research was qualitative using depth interviews, followed
by quantitative research with a sample size of 200 shoppers in the Indian city of Ahmedabad.
A new scale to measure Shopping Involvement was conceptualized at the end of the study.
BACKGROUND
Shopping is an activity which evokes many responses from people and they are varied in
nature. For some, it is an act of killing boredom, for some it leads to self-gratification and for
some more, it gives a sense of emotional fulfillment and it also has a socialization effect.
When shoppers were studied in the act of shopping using disguised observations, it was
found that their behaviour was distinct across shopping formats and was assumed that this
can be linked with their level of involvement in the process of shopping.
Shopping Involvement
In the literature, it is found that while orientation towards shopping and involvement towards
products/brands were studied, involvement of shoppers with shopping as whole has not been
given much importance. The current study is an attempt to define and measure the construct
of shopping involvement in a particular store’s context. We are trying to measure the level of
involvement a shopper has with the shopping process which is very distinct than the
involvement with a particular product category or specific brand. It is hypothesized that
shopping involvement will change from shop format and the benefit derived from that format
and will have a direct correlation with the level of information search at the store.
History of involvement research
In earlier years involvement researchers focused on the conceptualization of high and low
involvement media and later on with consumer’s involvement with products and purchases.
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They hypothesized that there are high and low involvement consumers and later it was
extended to high and low involvement purchases. This led to the notion that a consumer’s
level of involvement depends on the degree of personal relevance that the product holds for
the consumer. Hence, it was postulated that high involvement purchases were very important
to the consumer and hence evoked Extensive problem solving (information processing) and
low involvement purchases held little relevance and thus had little perceived risk leading to
very limited information processing.
Involvement as a separate construct itself has been defined as a something which is more than
just importance. This construct is motivating in nature and hence it was found that when
shoppers are involved, they pay attention, perceive importance and behave in a different
manner than when not involved. The construct of involvement had been an important factor
in studying advertising and Krugman (1967) had applied learning theory to TV copy testing.
Howard and Sheth (1969) had used the term product class involvement interchangeably with
‘importance of purchase”. They defined involvement as being product-class specific and
included the criteria by which the buyer orders a range of product classes in terms of his
needs.
Different types of Involvement
Involvement with purchase decisions was conceptualized as a behaviour change in a decision
strategy and resulting choice that occurs only when the consumer sees the purchase or
consumption situation as personally relevant or important. The involvement of consumer with
act of purchase or in other words shopping involvement was linked with perceived risk. It
was found that when purchase was seen as important , the consumer would expend effort to
obtain information and reduce uncertainty through : a) mere willingness to perceive the
information and b) extensive, overt search for relevant information. Michelle et al (2001),
defined involvement with shopping as an enduring. According to Havitz and Howard (1995),
enduring involvement reflected a sustained level of care or concern with an issue, product, or
activity and represented an individual’s ongoing attachment with the attitude object.
Situational involvement on the other hand reflected heightened involvement prompted by a
specific situation. Richins and (1986) in their experiments noted that although both
represent an individual’s state of arousal related to a purchase decision or activity choice, the
fundamental distinction between the forms of involvement lies in the temporal pattern of their
occurrences. Situational involvement was a temporary elevation of interest that fluctuated,
usually within the time frame of a purchase decision. Situational involvement was highest
when a shopper was found to be doing a high risk purchase and was discernible at time of
purchase.
Measurement of the Involvement Construct:
Zaichkowsky’s (1985) Personal Involvement Inventory measured involvement with a
particular product. Laurent and Kapferer (1985) created a Consumer Involvement Profile
having five facets of perceived importance of the product (its personal meaning), symbolic
or Sign value attributed by the consumer to the product, hedonic value of the product, Interest
with the product class and the perceived risk associated with the product purchase.
This in turn had two facets:
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the perceived importance of negative consequences in case of poor choice
the perceived probability of making such a mistake.

These two approaches differ on the issue of dimensionality as Zaichkowsky has
conceptualized involvement to be uni-dimensional, Kapferer and Laurent on the other hand
described involvement as a multidimensional construct and developed profile, accordingly,
Mittal (1989) also argued that the construct of involvement be kept separate from its
antecedents else a very broad construct will emerge out which will make any investigation of
relationships among involvement and other variable imprecise.
Gaps in the Existing Research
A study of research done in last 30 years in the field of involvement and its measures brings
out that the aspect of measurement of involvement of shoppers in the shopping process has
not been focussed. Researchers have focussed more on the involvement as a construct which
is not an end in itself. Understanding involvement in a particular context is of immense use
to marketers and retailers. In Indian context where new formats are emerging its all the more
critical to measure the behaviour of shoppers at the retail outlet and hence author proposes to
study situational involvement with a particular context of shopping. From the above critique
of L&K and Zaichkowsky’s scales, one infers that a new scale is needed to measure shopping
involvement.
Theoretical Reasons for a New Scale
There are several reasons behind the scale development undertaken here. Most of the studies
in the past have been done in the western retail context and hence may not apply to Indian
shopping behaviour context. Retail formats are still at their nascent stages and hence
shopping assumes different meaning at different times to the evolving Indian shoppers. Also,
there has been no attempt to understand shopping involvement as a construct separately.
Involvement has always been measured from the perspective of the purchase of the product,
but we know that shopping as an activity goes beyond the final purchase. The retail store or
the type of shop is a big influencer in the shopping behaviour (Sinha-Uniyal, 2005). So
instead of using or modifying the existing scales which measure product involvement, it was
felt that a fresh approach is needed to define the construct of shopping involvement and
measure it across various different shopping formats/stores in an Indian context.
Validity Issues
A review of various previous scales suggests that a scale which is measuring shopping
involvement should either not include items that target specific product categories or
situations or it should be comprehensive enough to represent a broad range of categories and
situations. The new scale intends to measure shoppers’ overall involvement with shopping
process on a single scale, but it does not suggest that shopping involvement is a unidimensional construct. It involves a number of issues shoppers deal with like extent of
information search, risk of mis-purchase, time and effort spent etc.
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Reliability Issues
It is known that, shorter scales are good because they place less of a burden on respondents
and other hand longer scales, are good because they tend to be more reliable. Therefore, care
was taken to create a small set of items from the qualitative research and after the pilot,
reduce them further.
Specific Research Objective: This research was undertaken in order to understand the
involvement of shoppers with respect to shopping.
RESEARCH DESIGN FOR PHASE-1
Initial research design was exploratory in nature and Qualitative research was conducted
among working women and housewives to explore the following issue: Involvement with the
shopping process. I decided to use an in-depth interview using a structured discussion guide
for data collection.
Research Scope
The main research scope for pilot study was Ahmedabad and subsidiary were Mumbai, Delhi,
Bangalore, Dehra Dun, Hyderabad etc.
Sampling
Sampling methodology for the qualitative research was stratified convenience sampling. For
qualitative research, respondents were working women and housewives aged between 25-35
years and belonging to SEC A+ Households. Total sample size for depth interviews was 30
and 25 samples were finally used for analysis. Five samples were dropped due to incomplete
information and inconsistencies.
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS FROM QUALITATIVE RESEARCH IN PHASE-1
Different types of shopping
Respondents categorised their shopping behavior into Routine Shopping, this shopping was
for daily or weekly purchases of normal day-today items. It was found that they prefer
shopping with someone and usually go shopping to nearby places. Neighborhood stores were
preferred as they are approachable and nearer to the home and also provide home delivery.
Among modern formats, supermarkets were preferred as they provided, variety of brands,
convenience of having all product categories under one roof, there was no need to bargain
and vegetables were clean. During such shopping trips, respondents bought vegetables,
eatables, juices, biscuits and toiletries because they are of immediate needs. Most of them
wanted to minimize the transaction time and convenience was of more importance to them as
against price.
In the case of Monthly Shopping frequency was twice a month and respondents preferred
shopping with family and friends. They usually went shopping to nearby grocery stores and
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departmental stores. They were conscious about the quality, price, services and overall
convenience of the store. Once in a while they do experiment but would surely go back to
own stores if dissatisfied with the experience. Occasion led shopping was need based and
average frequency was once in 2-3 months. Most of them preferred shopping alone when the
products are trivial but went with their spouse/family/friends when they felt that the product
they are buying is special for them. They went to specialty stores and shops which are known
and provided high customer service. There were specific preferences for different product
categories like branded stores for party wear, local markets for accessories like bangles and
family jewelers for jewelry. Preferred categories were clothes, watches, bags, footwear,
jewelry, footwear and gifts since they find it interesting. It was also found that they had
preferred places, shops they liked and bought from there normally. During visits to such
shops if they found something good, they usually picked up merchandise whether or not there
was any occasion. For festival shopping they were more careful and knew what and where to
buy. They did not experiment when the shopping is being made for a special occasion. Even
if they tried a new store, it was tested by people whom they knew and hence referrals became
extremely important in such cases. Shopping for household durable purchases, it was found
that frequency was once a year and respondents preferred shopping with the family.
Surveying the market was done alone but buying was a collective decision. Among formats
they liked to go to large stores. They usually collected a lot of information before visiting the
dealer, and then inquired about the brand from friends and relatives. They were also
conscious about the brand and usually ended up buying a well-known brand as the investment
was high. Most of items were bought after due thinking, planning and surveying.
Shopping and information search
It was found that Brand and price emerge as most important criteria for product purchase.
Brand assured them of the quality and price is something they look for when they are
shopping within the budgets. However they were categorical in saying that they don’t buy
exorbitant items just for the brand value. For them, lower the price the better, provided
quality is not compromised too much. As far as time spent on buying was concerned, it
depended on what is being bought. However, they don’t spend a lot of time on shopping. 1-2
hours per shopping. 2-3 hours a week. They looked for the information about the brands and
prices and usually ask to the store assistant for the information regarding the various available
brands and discount they are offering. Amount of time spent on information search depended
on the product being bought. If its something really expensive and one time buy, they sought
more time getting the information. It was interesting to note that most of them did not spend a
lot of time deliberating alternatives and they seek help from other shoppers.
Shopping and risk of mis-purchase
As far as taking risks in shopping was concerned, some took risks while shopping as they
liked trying new brands while some were sure of what they wanted to buy. The major types
of risks were financial and psychological risks. “Financial risks when I buy something that I
feel will be not useful. Psychological risk is the guilt which I feel if I buy something not
which I need”. Risks were usually taken on low end products that are not expensive and in
such cases they are not very careful about the brand or the place they buy from.
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Product categories where they did not take any risks were clothes, food, water, cosmetics,
electronics, jewelry, durables, and financial instruments. They did careful shopping for
edibles, medicines, clothes, food, electronics, jewelry, durables, and financials. In cases of
mis-purchases some of them felt little upset for a moment but then tended to forget that and
tried to find an alternative use of the product.
Shopping and emotions
Emotional benefits derived out of shopping were, happiness and satisfaction, they felt relaxed.
Most of them liked window shopping as they knew what is available to the customers in the
market currently. They derived the pleasure of spending some time for themselves and told
that shopping gave them an opportunity to look forward to something new and also feel that
quality of life has improved after some good purchases. Shopping also helped them relieve
stress and made them feel good and gave them a sense of achievements. Opinions were
divided on the issue of knowing about a person by observing the way they shop. Some
claimed that they can find out about a person by the way she shops. If the person tended to
buy anything and everything that came in her way even if she doesn’t need and doesn’t care
about the price, they perceive that person to be a spend thrift. On the other hand a person who
first tried to find out about the price tag and then decided to buy the product was a person
who was aware about her budget. Some claimed they cannot find out about a person knowing
how they shop. When it came to themselves, some thought shopping does reflect their
personality, the level of confidence or self concept as well as showed their attitude towards
life. Some related their personality with the products and brands they bought. When asked to
describe themselves as shoppers, some of the descriptions were: Conservative shoppers and
who would not spend money on items that are not really essential for them, educated
shoppers who took rational decisions, shoppers who are brand savvy, some were ardent
shopper, whether they buy or not is different.
Summary of findings from phase-1
It was found that Pre-purchase behaviour impacted the In-store Involvement of the shopper
with the process. Brand and type of Product also affected the type and quantum of in-store
information search. Composite scale which includes both pre and in-store variables might
have confounding results and hence one needs to measure the in-store involvement separately.
SCALE DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
Based on the qualitative research conducted in the first phase, a detailed inventory of
statements was generated which was then pruned to remove common and similar statements.
Author arrived at the following statements to be used as part of the 5-point Likert scale and
was piloted among both working women and homemakers in phase-2
New Scale for Shopping Involvement Based On Qualitative Research in Phase-1
Attitude towards shopping
 I do not think much when it comes to routine purchases.
 I am ready to pay more if I feel that I have earned in terms of time saved.
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 I buy from a specific place when I am buying monthly grocery shopping.
 I am conscious about the quality, price, services and overall convenience of the store.
 I do not experiment when the shopping is being made for a special occasion.
Shopping and Information search
 I look for more information and references in case of high price products
 I seek information on the price, alternatives available and after sales service
 I would seek information depending on how the merchandise is displayed in the store
 If I don’t find something I’m looking for I will ask the sales staff out there.
 I do not seek help from fellow shoppers
Shopping and risk of mis-purchase
 I take risks when the shopping is related to products wherein trial and error is possible.
 I take risks either when it is a low unit value purchase or sometimes to break the
monotony.
 Most of the times when I buy a wrong product I go through financial and
psychological turmoil.
 I would not take risk in any category.
 I feel upset when you take a poor shopping decision
Shopping and emotions
 I derive the pleasure of spending some time for myself.
 I also feel delighted by the fact that I have got something new to look forward to.
 I feel happy and contented after every time I shop.
 Helps relieve stress and makes me feel good sometimes
 It refreshes me and makes me feel good as I am spending my time and money into
something I love to do.
Shopping and personality
 I can find out about a person by the way he/she shops
 I can make out whether the person is price sensitive or not.
 I can also make out whether the person is clear or confused.
 Shopping reflects my your personality
 Shopping reflects my level of confidence and my attitude towards life.
RESEARCH DESIGN PHASE-2
Quantitative research was conducted in Ahmedabad using a large-scale survey using
Structured Questionnaire. The interviews were carried out among male and female
respondents to understand shopping involvement at the retail outlet and impact of retail
communication on their shopping behaviour. This was a pilot research study which was used
to prepare scales for shopping involvement and attitude towards retail communications.
Research Scope
The main research scope for pilot study was city of Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
Sampling
For the quantitative research the sampling methodology was stratified random sampling.
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Sample was selected from Ahmedabad and the respondents were shoppers coming out from
various shops at shopping hours and belonged to SEC A and aged between 25-45 years. Total
sample size was 200, divided equally among male and female respondents.
Scale development
In this phase two of the pilot study, subjects were administered a 20-item questionnaire.
The items were developed as a result of the in-depth interviews conducted in the previous
stage despite a number of involvement scales developed over the years, these were related to
product involvement measuring situational or enduring product involvement (Lastovicka and
Gardner, 1979; Laurent and Kapferer, 1985; Zaichkowsky 1985, 1986). Although Mittal
(1989) developed a scale called purchase decision involvement, this scale (PDI) was similar
to the situational involvement of Houston and Rothschild (1977). Since shopping
involvement is defined as self-relevance of shopping activities to the individual, it is treated
rather as an enduring involvement and as an individual difference variable in the study.
Slama and Taschian (1988) used the same conceptualisation while they were developing their
purchasing involvement (PI) scale.
Proposed Scale to Measure Shopping Involvement
This section of the pilot questionnaire consisted of 20 items. All of these items were
developed by the researcher based on the depth interviews conducted earlier and rechecked
the face validity using another academic colleague. The five point Likert Scale (ranging from
1-Strongly Disagree to 5-Strongly Agree) was used in this study. Respondents were
intercepted outside various retail stores across the city of Ahmedabad (Gujarat, India). Total
random sample was 200 divided equally among male and female respondents; data was also
collected on their demographic profile, access to retail store, products bought etc. The
reliability for the 20-item scale as measured by Cronbach’s alpha was 0.80. Factor analyses
of the data collected from these 20 items showed that not all the items were loaded well on
the first factor. Parallel analysis of the 20 items suggested that four factors to be retained
(table). Varimax Rotation is used as the extraction method and those items with factor
loadings of 0.60 were retained.
Findings and Analysis from Phase-2
Descriptive Statistics
The total sample size was 200 which were equally distributed among men and women.
Description about the sample data on various variables is being described below.
Table 1 - Age Group

Valid

16-24 years
25-35 years
36-50 years
Total

Frequency

Percent

60
107
33
200

30
53.5
16.5
100

Valid
Percent
30
53.5
16.5
100
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Cumulative
Percent
30
83.5
100

Table 2 - Gender

Valid

Male
Female
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent
50
50
100

Cumulative
Percent
50
100

100
100
200

50
50
100

Frequency

Percent
38.5
36
25.5

Valid
Percent
38.5
36
25.5

Cumulative
Percent
38.5
74.5
100

77
72
51
200

100

100

Table3 - Marital Status

Valid

Married
Unmarried
Married with
kids
Total

Figure 4 - Merchandise Bought

Valid

Missing
Total

Dry Grocery
Apparel
Fresh Vegetables etc
IT or Durable
Cosmetics/Fashion
Others
Total
System

Frequency
32
26
11
6
17
77
169
5
174

Percent
18.4
14.9
6.3
3.4
9.8
44.3
97.1
2.9
100

Valid
Percent
18.9
15.4
6.5
3.6
10.1
45.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
18.9
34.3
40.8
44.4
54.4
100.0

Figure 5 - Distance from shop

Valid

Missing
Total

0-1 KM
1-3 KM
3-5 KM
5-10 KM
10-15 KM
ABOVE 15
KM
Total
System

Frequency
41
38
31
27
16

Percent
23.6
21.8
17.8
15.5
9.2

17
170
4
174

9.8
97.7
2.3
100
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Valid
Percent
24.1
22.4
18.2
15.9
9.4

Cumulative
Percent
24.1
46.5
64.7
80.6
90.0

10.0
100.0

100.0

Figure 6 - Monthly Household Income

Valid

Missing
Total

0
Below Rs.
5000
Rs.500010000
Rs.1000020000
20000-30000
30000-50000
above 50000
Total
System

Frequency Percent
3
1.72

Valid
Percent
2.22

Cumulative
Percent
2.22

13

7.47

9.63

11.85

25

14.37

18.52

30.37

21
30
29
14
135
39
174

12.07
17.24
16.67
8.05
77.59
22.41
100

15.56
22.22
21.48
10.37
100.00

45.93
68.15
89.63
100.00

Frequency
33
3
72
44
20
2
174

Percent
18.97
1.72
41.38
25.29
11.49
1.15
100

Valid
Percent
18.97
1.72
41.38
25.29
11.49
1.15
100

Cumulative
Percent
18.97
20.69
62.07
87.36
98.85
100.00

Figure 7 - Access to shop

Walking
Bicycle
Two wheeler
Four Wheeler
Rickshaw
Bus
Total
Shopping Involvement Scale

Based on the initial qualitative studies, 20 statements were developed to measure shopping
involvement. Respondents were intercepted outside the retail stores and were asked to rate
those 20 statements on a 5-point Likert Scale.
Initial scale for Shopping Involvement
1. I do not think much when it comes to routine purchases
2. I am ready to pay more if I feel that I have earned in terms of time saved
3. I buy from a specific place when I am buying monthly grocery shopping
4. I look for more information and references in case of high price products
5. I seek information on the price, alternatives available, after sales service, cost of usage
6. My information search at the store depends on how the things are displayed in the
store
7. If I don’t find something I m looking for I will probably ask the staff out there
8. I do not seek help from fellow shoppers
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9. I take risks when the shopping is related to products wherein trial and error is possible
10. I don’t take chances by just getting my hands on anything of any kind
11. I take risks either when it is a low unit value purchase
12. Most of the times when I buy a wrong product I go through financial and
psychological turmoil
13. I am quite careful and generally brand loyal
14. I would not take risk in any category
15. I feel upset if I take a poor shopping decision
16. I derive the pleasure of spending some time for myself
17. I feel happy and contented after every time I shop
18. Shopping fulfills need, there is no specific emotion attached
19. I can find out about a person by the way he/she shops
20. Shopping reflects my personality

Factor Analysis
Confirmatory Factor analysis was run on the data using SPSS 11.0 in order to convert these
statements into main factors. The technique used was PCA and Rotation was Varimax.. After
analysing the rotated factor matrix, five main factors emerged having Eigen values more than
1 and they explained 50% of the variance. Subsequently some statements which did not show
factor loading of more than 0.5 were removed and factor analysis was run again. Final Five
Factors that emerged were: Emotional Pleasure, Emotional Distress, Risk, Self driven infosearch and Store driven Info-search.
Figure 8 - Factor Analysis of Shopping Involvement (Continued on next page)
Total Variance Explained
Extraction
Sums of
Squared
Loadings

Initial
Eigenvalues
Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Total
2.541
2.322
1.720
1.646
1.376
1.192
1.065
0.996
0.887
0.829

% of
Variance
12.704
11.612
8.600
8.229
6.881
5.960
5.327
4.981
4.435
4.144

Cumulative
%
12.704
24.316
32.916
41.145
48.026
53.986
59.313
64.295
68.729
72.873

Total
2.541
2.322
1.720
1.646
1.376
1.192
1.065
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% of
Variance
12.704
11.612
8.600
8.229
6.881
5.960
5.327

Cumulative
%
12.704
24.316
32.916
41.145
48.026
53.986
59.313

Total Variance Explained
Extraction
Sums of
Squared
Loadings

Initial
Eigenvalues
Component
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Total
0.752
0.731
0.680
0.615
0.543
0.473
0.455
0.435
0.402
0.338

% of
Variance
3.759
3.656
3.402
3.073
2.714
2.367
2.277
2.177
2.011
1.691

Cumulative
%
76.632
80.287
83.689
86.762
89.476
91.843
94.120
96.297
98.309
100.000

% of
Variance

Total

Cumulative
%

Figure 9 - Rotated Component Matrix (Continued on next page)

1
invol1
invol2
invol3
invol4
invol5
invol6
invol7
invol8
invol9
invol10
invol11
invol12
invol13
invol14
invol15
invol16
invol17
invol18

2

3

4

5

6

7
0.622

0.518
0.846
0.832
0.677
0.514
0.714
-0.690
0.622
-0.775
0.714
0.595
0.684
0.737
0.669
-0.530
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invol19
invol20

0.853
0.629

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. Rotation converged in 17 iterations
Figure 10
Final Factors for Shopping Involvement
1

4

5

6

7

9

11

12
15
16
17

I look for more information
and references in case of high
price products
I seek information on the price,
alternatives available, after
sales service, cost of usage
My information search at the
store depends on how the
things are displayed in the store
If I don’t find something I m
looking for I will probably ask
the staff out there
I take risks when the shopping
is related to products wherein
trial and error is possible
I take risks either when it is a
low unit value purchase or
sometimes to break the
monotony
Most of the times when I buy a
wrong product I go through
financial and psychological
turmoil
I feel upset if I take a poor
shopping decision
I derive the pleasure of
spending some time for myself 0.7463
I feel happy and contented after
every time I shop
0.7026

I can find out about a person by
19 the way he/she shops
0.5160
Shopping reflects my
20 personality
0.7644

2

3

4

5

0.849

0.846

0.703

0.736

0.768

0.845

0.835
0.857

was dropped as it’s less than 0.6
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New Scale for Shopping Involvement
Based on the final factor matrix, the following final scale for shopping involvement was
developed.











I look for more information and references
I seek information on various aspects like prices, alternatives available, after sales
service, cost of usage etc.
I search information based on how merchandise is displayed
If I do not find something myself only then I will ask the staff
I take risks only in products where trial and error is possible
I take risks only when it is a low-value purchase
I go through distress when I buy a wrong product
I feel upset if I make a poor shopping decision
I derive the pleasure of spending some time for myself
I feel happy and contended after I shop
LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The current research identifies a gap in the involvement research over last three decades and
attempts to create a new and comprehensive scale to measure involvement with shopping as a
process in different situations. This scale does not take into account the enduring involvement
a person has before coming to do shopping as well as this scale is independent of the context
of shopping/shop formats. This scale is also independent of product class involvement.
The future research will include creating various shopping scenarios and testing this scale
across formats through a controlled experimental design.
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The Effect of Religiosity and GPA on Intention to Be Self-employed Among
Indonesian University Students

ABSTRACT
Entrepreneurship is becoming an important issue in higher education institutions in Indonesia.
The entrepreneurship education program basically aims to push students to be entrepreneurs.
In this case, the intention to be entrepreneur or self-employed become the most relevant
subject in studying entrepreneurship. Therefore, research in intention to be self-employed
become the focus of every higher education institution. Previous research shows that several
factors affect the intention to be self-employed including personal factor. The research in this
topic mainly deals with entrepreneurial characteristics and demographic factors. There is little
research discusses the effect of religiosity and GPA (grade point average) on intention to be
self-employed. This research tried to fill the gap in this area. The sample was drawn from a
major university in Indonesia. Through regression analysis, this study showed that religiosity
as well as GPA affects intention to be self-employed significantly. The finding of this
research could be used as input in designing and developing entrepreneurship education
program.
Keywords: multiple regression analysis, entrepreneurship, religiosity, GPA, intention to be
self-employed.
INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurship is becoming a hot topic in Indonesia for the last five years (Chairy, 2008).
Considering the crucial role of entrepreneurship as an important driver of growth and job
creation, many organizations try to contribute through their own ways to foster
entrepreneurship. For instance, Bank Mandiri, one of the biggest national bank, actively
promotes a program called “Wirausaha Mandiri” that attracts young Indonesian students to be
young entrepreneurs (http://wirausahamandiri.co.id). Another institution is Universitas
Ciputra Entrepreneurship Center (UCEC) led by Dr. Ciputra who fosters entrepreneurship in
Indonesia through the training of the trainers program that has trained more than 1600
lecturers from various higher education institutions in Indonesia (Chairy, 2009;
http://www.ciputra.org/).
Recently, at least four ministries in Indonesia involve in creating new entrepreneurs. Last
year, The Ministry of Cooperatives and Small Medium Enterprises of Indonesia launched a
program called “Penumbuhan 1000 Sarjana Calon Wirausaha Baru (Creating 1000 New
Graduated Entrepreneurs)” (http ://www.depkop.go.id). A program aims at preparing students
to be entrepreneurs after they graduate from their bachelor degree program. Another similar
entrepreneurship program has also been introduced by The Ministry of Youth and Sport
Affair through the Directorate of Youth Empowerment (http://www.kemenpora.go.id) as well
as The Ministry of Manpower and Transmigration which targeted 10,000 participants in 2011.
(http://menteri.depnakertrans.go.id/?show= news&news id=613). The Ministry of National
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Education has also involved in fostering entrepreneurship by funding entrepreneurship
research in higher education institutions.
The government initiatives in fostering entrepreneurship lead to the growing of
entrepreneurship research in higher education. Entrepreneurship research has long
investigated factors affecting intention to be entrepreneurs. Gurol and Atsan (2006) showed
that entrepreneurial characteristics such as innovativeness, need for achievement, locus of
control, risk taking propensity, tolerance for ambiguity, and self-confidence are responsible
for one’s decision to become entrepreneur. Koh (1996) distinguished between those who are
entrepreneurially inclined and those who are not on the basis of these personal or
psychological characteristics. Some studies show the influence of gender on self-employment
likelihood (Fairchild, 2010). Males are more likely to be self-employed than females.
Fairchild (2010) also reported the effect of other demographics factors such as age,
educational attainment, marital status, and ethnic on the likelihood of being self-employed.
Chlosta, Patzelt, Klein, and Dormann (2010) revealed that environmental factors such as
living with family members who are entrepreneurs or having a parent as entrepreneur affect
the propensity to be entrepreneur.
While many factors have been investigated and reported influence the likelihood to be selfemployed, there are still factors that have received limited attention. Religiosity is the
variable that has inadequately been investigated. Research on religiosity in business
environment is limited for its illicit aspect (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007). To this point,
research that examines the relationship between religiosity and entrepreneurial intention is
limited. Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales (2006) investigated the effect of culture on economic
outcomes. They stated that trust affected the probability of becoming an entrepreneur.
Trustworthy people usually are religious people. Some studies showed that religious people
have entrepreneurial characteristics (Murk & Addleman, 1992; Strayhorn, Weidman, &
Larson, 1990)
Another factor that has received limited attention in the context of entrepreneurship is the
student GPA (Grade Point Average). Siregar (2006) investigated the effect of GPA on career
choices in the field of accounting, including the choice to be entrepreneur. This study did not
directly investigate the effect of GPA score on the likelihood to be entrepreneur. A study
conducted by Golshekoh, Farzaneh, Hassan, Gholamreza, Mirsaladin, Parviz, and Alireza
(2010) tried to find a relationship between creativity, GPA, achievement motivation, age, and
entrepreneurial characteristics. This study found GPA is low predictor of entrepreneurial
traits.
The aim of this study is to fill the gap in this area by investigating the role of religiosity and
GPA in generating entrepreneurial intentions.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Intention to be Self-employed
Intention can be defined as a personal mental condition which directs one’s attention,
experience, and action to achieve a particular goal (Bird, 1988). Entrepreneurial intention is
defined as how much a person's intention to engage in the business life. Some literatures use
different terms for entrepreneurial intention such as intention to become an entrepreneur
(Krueger, Reilly, & Carsrud, 2000) and intention to be self-employed (Fairchild, 2010).
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Intention to be self-employed has become one of the most important aspects in the study of
entrepreneurship. This factor is responsible for the number of entrepreneurs in a country. It is
believed that the higher the intention to be entrepreneur, the higher the likelihood to have
more entrepreneurs in that country. Previous studies show that the number of entrepreneurs in
a country reflects a sign of wealthy of that country.
Intention to be self-employed emerges from the perception of a person's eligibility and
willingness to act which is influenced by his/her social and cultural context. Therefore, the
intention to be self-employed is influenced by various social and cultural factors. To date, the
intention to be self-employed is generally examined from three main aspects, personal factors,
demographic factors, and environmental factors. Personal factors such as innovativeness,
need for achievement, locus of control, risk-taking propensity, tolerance for ambiguity, and
self-confidence of an individual (Gurol & Atsan, 2006; Koh, 1996; Wang & Wong, 2004).
Demographic factors such as gender, age, marital status, and ethnicity (Fairchild, 2010).
Environmental factors such as beneficial family surroundings or having parents as an
entrepreneur (Chlosta et al, 2010). Davidsson (1995) investigated the economic and
psychological factors that affect the individual's intention to do business activities. These
factors also have relationships with personal factors (individual) and environmental factors
(economic).
Religiosity
Religion is an important element in the cultural environment. As well as the other cultural
elements, religion has an effect on individual’s behavior, directly through the rules and
taboos, and indirectly through the norm in society (Sood & Nasu, 1995). Accordingly, the
level of individual’s religiosity influences his/her behavior.
Guiso et al (2006) stated that that people who are raised religiously exhibit some common
belief and preferences, even if they reject religion as adults. Furthermore, Guiso et al (2006)
said that a group of people who can be trusted for their religiosity will have a better
acceptance in doing business. Religion affects the level of trust in a society and ultimately
affects entrepreneurial activities.
Longenecker, McKinney, and Moore (1988) investigated the relationship between religion,
entrepreneurship, and business ethics. They found that Protestantism in the United States
generate a conducive climate for entrepreneurial activity in promoting economic growth. The
business people acknowledged as the honorable leader and religious in his/her community.
Majumdar (2008) found there were a relationship between entrepreneurship and religiosity.
His study of Islamic banking in India revealed a positive correlation between the level of
religiosity and the level of entrepreneurship. Furthermore, his study showed that the more
religious an individual is, the more likely he/she is to use the services of Islamic banks.
Hence, we foresee the relationship between religiosity with the possibility of doing business
and being successful in business. However, many researches on entrepreneur’s religiosity
were associated with ethical behavior in business.
Scutte and Hosch (1996) stated that religiosity is a difficult construct to measure because
there are many definitions of religiosity. The simplest approach is presented by Mookherjee
(1993): religiosity can be defined by the frequency of visiting houses of worship and religious
behaviors such as praying, reading scriptures, and other human behaviors. In the context of
Indonesia, there has been very limited research on religiosity and business practices.
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Agristina (2009) tried to develop a measure for religiosity by adapting the Glock and Stark
(1965) work on religiosity.
Based on the description of religiosity and intention to be self-employed above, the first
hypothesis can be stated as follows:
Hypothesis 1. Religiosity affects intention to be self-employed
GPA
Research on student academic achievement revealed that various variables had been
identified as correlates of academic achievement (Thompson and Zamboanga, 2004; Zang,
2004). However, this study generally focuses more on factors that influence the level of
student academic achievement which also known as GPA. This situation is understandable
because the student academic achievement is believed to bring students to a better career and
a better future. Thus, if people can conclude on factors that affect academic achievement,
then students will try to pay more attention to these factors.
Previous study provides evidence that good academic achievement will drive the success of
various activities undertaken by a person, including entrepreneur. To date, there are very
limited researches that linked academic achievement (GPA) with entrepreneurship. However
it is believed that the characteristics of successful entrepreneurs are similar to the
characteristics of individuals who have good academic achievement. For example, both have
an internal locus of control, creative and innovative individuals, and have the desire for high
achievement (need for achievement). Golshekoh et al (2010) investigated the relationship
between creativity, GPA, achievement motivation, age, and entrepreneurship. One of their
results showed that there is a small positive correlation between the GPA and the
entrepreneurial traits.
Based on the discussion above, I propose the second hypothesis as follows:
Hypothesis 2. GPA affects intention to be self-employed.
METHODS
This research investigates the effect of religiosity and GPA on the intention to be selfemployed of Indonesian university students. The sample of this research is 250 Indonesian
students from Tarumanagara University Jakarta Indonesia (148 male and 102 female
students). Research instruments are adapted from previous researches. Intention to be selfemployed scale is adapted from Linan’s (2008) work on measuring University of Seville
students’ entrepreneurial intention (to be entrepreneur or to start a new business). Some
statements of this scale are “I am ready to do anything to be an entrepreneur”; “amongst
various options, I would rather be anything but an entrepreneur”; “my professional goal is to
be entrepreneur”; “starting a firm and keeping it viable would be easy for me”; “I will make
every effort to start and run my own business”; I have a very low intention of ever starting a
business”. Religiosity scale was adapted from Glock and Stark (1965) core dimensions of
religiosity which consist of ideological-, ritualistic-, experiential-, intellectual-, and
consequential dimension. Intention to be self-employed and religiosity were measured using
7 point likert scale. These scales were translated into Indonesian and went through a try out
test with 30 students as the sample. A good reliability test result showed by cronbach alpha
score of 0.72. GPA is average academic score of students which is the real academic
achievement of the students during their study. The GPA is the score stated by students in the
questionnaire (range from 0 to 4).
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To come to the research conclusion, I run a regression analysis with religiosity and GPA as
independent variables and intention to be self-employed as dependent variables, using SPSS
16. Considering previous research that showed a relationship between religiosity and
academic achievement (Oh, 1999), I tried to investigate whether the GPA mediated the
relationship between religiosity and intention to be self-employed. To test this mediation
effect, the Baron and Kenny’s mediation analysis was applied. Following Baron and Kenny
(1986) approach, the independent variable (X) is religiosity, the mediating variable (M) is
GPA, and the dependent variable (Y) is intention to be self-employed.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The GPA score of the students participated in this study is presented in Table 1. The lowest
score is 2.00 and the highest score is 3.9. On average, the GPA score of the students is 3.24.
--------------------------------------------See Table 1
--------------------------------------------The result from regression analysis is presented in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.
--------------------------------------------See Tables 2, 3, and 4
--------------------------------------------The independent variables (religiosity and GPA) explain 0.363 of variance (R squared –
Table 2) in intention to be self-employed which is significant by the F value of 70.251 in
Table 3. This result confirms that religiosity and GPA are the predictors of intention to be
self-employed.
The t-value in Table 4 is used to explain the effect of religiosity and GPA on student
intention to be self-employed. The first hypothesis which stated that religiosity influences the
intention to be self-employed significantly is supported (t value = 6.568; p < 0.05), indicating
that students who perceive themselves as religious will have a high intention to be selfemployed. This finding supports the previous research result which showed that people who
are religious tend to have entrepreneurial characteristics which could facilitate them to be
entrepreneurs. For instance, Murk and Addleman (1992) found that religious students are
likely to score high on a moral reasoning scale. Further, they argue that students with high
level of moral reasoning were also more likely to have an internal locus of control and a high
need for achievement. To date, research in entrepreneurship showed that internal locus of
control and need for achievement have received the most attention. Students with an internal
locus of control believe that they are able to control life’s event, such as chance, luck or fate,
which commonly shown by successful entrepreneurs. Strayhorn et al (1990) has found that
people who have a high need for achievement also have a better skill to determine their own
way to reach their future. This characteristic has long been proposed as a factor influencing
entrepreneurial behavior (Koh, 1996).
In general, the result of this research is also in line with Guiso et al (2006) findings. They
stated that people who are raised religiously exhibit some common belief and preferences.
Being raised religiously raises the level of trust of this community. Trustworthy people will
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have a comparative advantage in becoming entrepreneurs. That’s why, religious people tend
to be more entrepreneurially inclined.
The second hypothesis which stated that GPA affects student intention to be self-employed is
also supported (t value = 5.842; p < 0.05). It means that, students who have a high GPA score
will be more likely to be self-employed. GPA is proved as a predictor of student intention to
be entrepreneur. This result supports the notion that smart and clever students (indicated by
the high GPA score) tend to choose a challenging profession such as entrepreneur. It also
supports previous research finding which stated that there is a significant relationship
between GPA and entrepreneurship. Golshekoh et al (2010) work is one among few studies
that investigated the relationship between GPA and entrepreneurship. They found that
creativity, age, GPA, and achievement motivation were predictors of entrepreneurship.
To know whether GPA mediates the effect of religiosity on intention to be self-employed, I
follow the four steps mediation analysis suggested by Baron and Kenney (1986), as follows:
 The first step: there should be an influence of religiosity on intention to be selfemployed. A simple regression analysis with intention to be self-employed as
criterion variable and religiosity as a predictor shows a significant direct effect (t
value = 9.687; p < 0.05).


The second step: religiosity should be a predictor for GPA. The result shows an
significant effect of religiosity on GPA (t value = 7.961; p < 0.05)



The third step: GPA should be a predictor for intention to be self-employed. The data
supported this hypothesis (t value = 9.122; p < 0.05)



The fourth step: a multiple regression analysis with religiosity and GPA predicting
intention to be self-employed shows a significant results (t value religiosity 
intention to be self-employed = 6.568; p < 0.05, t value GPA  intention to be selfemployed = 5.842; p < 0.05).

The first three steps are significant. When religiosity is regressed to student intention to be
self-employed the result is significant, fulfilling the first step. When religiosity is regressed to
GPA the result is also significant, fulfilling the second step. When GPA is regressed to
student intention to be self-employed the result is significant, fulfilling the third step. When
religiosity and GPA is regressed together on student intention to be self-employed, the results
are significant. Since religiosity is still significant when GPA is controlled, leading to the
conclusion that there is a mediation effect or the finding supports the partial mediation (t
value drops from 9.687 to 6.568). In short, this analysis shows that religiosity affects both
GPA and intention to be self-employed. Since GPA also affects intention to be self-employed,
then the influence of religiosity on intention to be self-employed mediated by the GPA. In
other words, religiosity affect student intention to be self-employed directly as well as
through GPA.
The mediation analysis above also supports few studies that investigated the relationship
between religiosity and GPA. Walker and Dixon (2002) showed a positive correlation
between religiosity and academic success in African-American college students. Peltzer,
Malaka, and Phaswana (2002) found the same result in South African university students,
religiosity has been positively correlated with GPA.
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND FURTHER RESEARCH
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The main goal of this study is to investigate the effect of religiosity and GPA on student
intention to be self-employed. Through regression analysis, I found that religiosity as well as
GPA affects student intention to be self-employed significantly. Further, GPA mediated the
effect of religiosity.
This research has a contribution to entrepreneurship literature. To the best of our knowledge,
this study is the first empirical research that investigated the interrelationship among
religiosity, GPA, and intention to be self-employed. It is clear that entrepreneurial inclination
is also affected by religiosity and GPA. This finding will invigorate previous study in this
area.
In recent years, many universities all over the world offer entrepreneurship education
program. In order to produce more entrepreneurs through universities, the management of
universities should pay more attention to enhance religiosity and as well as improve the
academic achievement of students. They should include, embed, or insert religious aspect in
their entrepreneurship education program.
The relationship between religiosity and entrepreneurial intention as well as the relationship
between GPA and entrepreneurial intention is the area that is still under-research. Future
research should explore this relationship further by replicating this study in other contexts.
The sample in this study was restricted to one university. To enhance the generalizability,
further research should consider exploring other populations from several different
universities as well as from different countries. Considering the vital role of student intention
to be self-employed in fostering the growth of employment opportunity, further research
should also identify other factors that affecting student intention to be self-employed.
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Table 1. Grade Point
Average
N

Valid

250

Missing

0
3.2452
2.00
3.90

Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Table 2. Model Summary
Model R

R Square

Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of the
Estimate

1
.602a
.363
.357
3.00175
a. Predictors: (Constant), Grade Point Average , Religiosity
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Table 3. ANOVA
Sum of
Squares

Df

Mean
Square

F

Regression 1266.003

2

633.002

70.251 .000a

Residual

247

9.011

Model
1

2225.601

Sig.

Total
3491.604
249
a. Predictors: (Constant), Grade Point Average ,
Religiosity
b. Dependent Variable: Intention to be selfemployed
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
1

B

Std.
Error

(Constant)

.331

1.628

Religiosity

.342

.052

Beta

t
.203

.374

Grade Point
3.258 .558
.333
Average
a. Dependent Variable: Intention to be
self-employed
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Sig.
.839

6.568 .000
5.842 .000
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Entrepreneurial Orientation and Resource Acquisition - A Social Capital and
Environmental Dynamism Perspective

ABSTRACT
This study attempts to define the four constructs identified in the title and examine patterns of
interaction among them. It begins by demonstrating that entrepreneurial orientation
influences resource acquisition. It then puts forward a set of parameters to assess the degree
to which two factors identified as social capital and environmental dynamism affect an
entrepreneurial orientation resource acquisition equation. The study finds that there are
relationships between all four of the constructs, but in three propositions developed in the
course of discussion it puts forward issues that may be clarified by future research, which
from various angles could show how entrepreneurially oriented firms react differently from
more established firms in terms of their acquisition of resources and interaction with social
capital and environmental dynamism.
Keywords: entrepreneurial orientation, resource-based view, social capital, environmental
dynamism.
INTRODUCTION
The resource-based view (RBV) of the firm is an approach that sees strategy and performance
as partly determined by the possession of organisational resources (Lin et al., 2009; Chen et
al., 2007)—informational and technological assets capable of enabling a firm to improve its
sustainable competitive advantage. The RBV of the firm has been empirically supported by
such scholars as Barney (1986, 1991), Grant (1991) and Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997),
who argue that in changing circumstances and under pressure a firm needs to form dynamic
capabilities that will be equivalent in practical terms to core competencies (Maria & Marti,
2004). In such a scenario, possession of its own distinctive resources is likely to shift the
balance of success or failure in favour of a firm.
Miller (1983) argued that entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is an innovative mindset
characterised by risk-taking and a proactive approach to marketplace competitiveness. This
was a significant milestone in strategic management thinking, and it has linked in with the
RBV through findings that firms with greater EO tend to be more effective in resource
acquisition (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Chen et al., 2007; Hughes & Morgan, 2007).
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With the concept of social capital, the argument tends to become perhaps less empirically
verifiable but probably more capable to relating to complex business interaction. Social
capital tends to consist in interpersonal relations between various agents in varying contexts
rather than in financial capital and other physical assets (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Bruton et al.,
2007; Chen et al., 2007). The potential influence of business and social networks on global
business is considerable, and Rauch and Casella (1998) suggest that informal information
sharing through social or ethnic networks, even when the information is incomplete, can
improve resource allocation and increase international trade volume. Ethnic ties, colonial ties,
and especially a common language can be key factors in international trade (Rauch &
Trindade, 1999).
Environmental dynamism is a wild card associated with unpredictable factors of customer
demand, competitor capability, market trends and industry innovation (Dess & Beard, 1984).
Where there is abundant opportunity in a dynamic environment, entrepreneurial orientation
can contribute to proactive and pre-emptive action that wins successful markets.
The study explores the extent to which social capital and environmental dynamism affect the
operation of EO on the resource acquisition activities of a firm.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES
Entrepreneurial Orientation
Entrepreneurial orientation (EO) concerns the strategic methodologies and styles adopted by
firms in business activities (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996, 2001; Pearce II et al. 2010). Miller (1983)
sees an entrepreneurial firm as one that engages in product market innovation, is risk-taking
and produces ‘proactive’ innovations ahead of competitors. Following Miller’s definition, EO
has been widely used to describe a consistent pattern of activity and attitudes (Morris & Paul,
1987). Lumpkin and Dess (1996) see five dimensions in an EO, but most researchers find
three core dimensions sufficient to characterise the construct: innovativeness, proactiveness
and risk-taking (Miller, 1983; Hughes & Morgan, 2007; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2005). The
present study defines EO as a firm’s strategic orientation, embracing specific entrepreneurial
aspects of decision-making styles, methods and practices. These three dimensions may be
independently variable (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2005; Rauch et al., 2009), but this study is
content to see EO as essentially comprising innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking in
whatever combination and whatever measure.
Innovativeness is a firm’s ability to conceive and implement new ideas and methods that may
result in new products, services or processes (Li et al., 2008, p118). It implies willingness to
support creativity and experimentation. Proactiveness is an insight into the likelihood of a
future action that leads to anticipation and action. In the marketplace it can generate a firstmover advantage vis-à-vis competitors (Lumpkin & Dess, 2001). Proactive firms look to
what may well be about to happen and are thus able to capitalise on emerging opportunities
(Chow, 2006; Keh et al., 2007).
Resource-based View
The concept of the resource-based view (RBV) can be attributed to Penrose (1959) who first
suggested that sustained growth is based on internal firm characteristics. After Wernerfelt
(1984) proposed the concept of a resource position barrier, the idea that sustainable
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competitive advantage is derived from differentiated firm resources began to take shape. The
RBV has become a key regular presence at the boardroom table in the formation of firm
strategies. The RBV asserts that it is better to focus on sustained building of core resources
rather than continuously adjusting operations in line with changes in the environment,
because competitive advantage may be a more reliable benchmark for growth than a policy of
responding to the external environment. Core resources to be valuable in strategic terms
should possess a certain tacit complexity (Schoemaker, 1990), should be exclusive
(Wernerfelt, 1984), and ought not be able to be accumulated rapidly (Dierickx & Cool, 1989).
To be core source of sustained competitive advantage, a resource must be valuable, rare,
imperfectly imitable and not substitutable. The possession of these characteristics will confer
a level of immunity from ready takeover by other companies.
Entrepreneurial Orientation and Resource Acquisition
EO is a strategic preference that will be realized in the way firms survey the opportunities
before them and organize their affairs in order to take advantage of these opportunities. In a
RBV, organisation can develop the relationship between businesses and their resources
(Barney, 1995). Wiklund and Shepherd (2003) point out that EO enhances the relationship
between knowledge-based resources and skills-based capabilities such as marketing. Chen et
al. (2007) however note that the performance of entrepreneurially oriented firms will be
limited if their stock of utilizable resources is inadequate.
It follows that firms need to examine their allocation of resources in relation to effectively
implementing decided strategies (Lyon et al., 2000). When it becomes clear that value
creation lies in the effective organization of resources, issues of innovation invention as well
as issues of the creation and management of knowledge become prominent. The issues of risk
and proactive business operation deserve attention. In the current global economic situation,
the dangers of risk exposure hardly need to be mentioned. However it is worth noting that
risk-oriented firms tend to seek new resources (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Hughes & Morgan,
2007). The proactive firm aims in the short term to maximize first-mover advantage and in
the long term to influence market directions if it can do so (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996, 2001;
Hughes & Morgan, 2007).
At this point in tracing the link between EO and resource acquisition, it could be asserted that
proactive firms seek specific and valuable resources to enhance their competitive advantage.
Further, we assert that innovative firms, in order to introduce new products and services and
to undermine the position of their competitors, are likely to explore the possibility of unique
resources. The following proposition then emerges:
Proposition 1: Entrepreneurial orientation is positively related to resource acquisition.
Social Capital
The term social capital was first discussed by sociologists in 1916 (Lin, 2001) but came into
mainstream scholarly use only in the 1980s. In the first systematic contemporary analysis of
social capital, Bourdieu (1986) defined the concept as the aggregate of actual or potential
institutionalised relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition. Unquestionably social
capital is a term that admits of a very broad range of meaning. Increasingly it implies the
ability to secure benefits through membership of social networks or other social structures
(Portes, 1998), or through personal and business networks (Baker, 2000). Coleman (1990)
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defines social capital as value created within a social structure that enhances the actions of
individuals within that structure. A highly inclusive term such as social capital will clearly
not be able to be limited to specific definitions. Adler and Kwon (2002) note that the
definitions advanced vary according to whether they focus on the substance, sources of
effects of social capital, and whether their focus in on relations between actors (‘bridging’),
internal ties within a collective body (‘bonding’), or both (Putnam, 2000). Nahapit and
Ghoshall (1998, p.243) define social capital as “the sum of the actual and potential resources
embedded within, available through and derived from the network of relationships possessed
by an individual or social unit” to achieve holistic benefits from combining social capital,
intellectual capital and organisational advantage. They propose three dimensions of social
capital: the relational, cognitive and structural dimensions of social capital.
This study adopts Nahapiet and Ghoshal’s (1998) definition of social capital, also used by
Tsai and Ghoshal (1998) and Anderson and Jack (2002) as embedded resources that may be
accessed and mobilised in order to create reciprocal values and accomplish purposive actions.
The Effect of Social Capital on the Relationship between
Entrepreneurial Orientation and Resource Acquisition
The entrepreneurial value of social networks has been heavily emphasised in scholarly
literature (Aarstad et al., 2010; Liao & Welsch, 2003; Hite, 2005). The value of such
networks as Facebook has also received considerable attention in the media generally.
Following the above discussion, social networks are considered part of social capital. Recent
studies have extended the theory of social capital to the field of research into
entrepreneurship.
Although the term social capital may not always be used as often as network or social
network, the literature on entrepreneurship at the level of the firm has highlighted the
significance of social capital and issues associated with the general concept of social capital
in analysing the creation and management of networks (Florin et al., 2003). Studies have also
shown that personal networks of individual entrepreneurs open access to resources that would
simply be unavailable otherwise (Ostgaard & Birley, 1994). We may add that it not
necessarily an exaggeration to describe resources when they related to information as openended, vast, or virtually unlimited.
It is fair to say that there is general agreement that a high level of social capital built on a
good reputation, solid experience and direct personal contacts often assists entrepreneurs in
gaining access to venture capital, key sources of competitive information and potential
customers (Florin et al., 2003; Chisholm & Nielsen, 2009). Even within a short time after the
genesis of the Internet, it was evident that the availability of entrepreneurial network
resources was a factor that greatly enhanced the potential of new firms for growth and even
survival (Brüderl & Preisendörfer, 1998).
EO may certainly enhance a firm’s capacity to identify innovative and first-mover
opportunities that are financially promising (Wiklund & Sheperd, 2005). Yet it is also true
that firms often fail to achieve in the market because they lack strategic resources (Hitt et al.,
2001). The social capital inherent in entrepreneurial ties is a kind of strategic resource that is
unique to a firm. In terms of competition, this kind of social capital has the advantage of
being invisible to competitors and being difficult to imitate (Galaskiewicz & Zaheer, 1999).
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Membership of a network or group can affect individual attitudes (De Carolis & Saparito,
2006), and individual resources and opinions may well tend to correlate with the resources
and opinions of their close contacts, no doubt partly because people develop relationships
with others like themselves (Burt, 1992). There is a further aspect to social networking:
entrepreneurial firms will have some resources of their own but to carry out activities they
will need information, financial capital, skills and labor inputs in practical business
environments. A solution is to access resources through their contacts (Cooper et al., 1995;
Hansen, 1995). Burt (1992) argues that their social capital will lead to optimal outcomes.
Whether this is always so will be difficult to demonstrate across the full range of business
activities, and there will no doubt cases where physical and monetary resources will need to
be purchased through the possession of financial capital. However the above discussion does
make out a strong case for the following proposition:
Proposition 2: Social capital (structural, relational and cognitive) moderates the
relationship between entrepreneurial orientation (innovativeness, proactiveness and
risk-taking) and resource acquisition. Specifically, the higher the level of social
capital, the stronger the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and resource
acquisition.
Environmental Dynamism
The particular business environment is a highly significant contingency element in a firm’s
operation, and a firm’s activities may prove to be at a different level in different
environments (Gilley & Rasheed, 2000). A resource-based view of the firm sets down the
external environment as a critical condition for success in the strategic management of
resources (Wernerfelt, 1984 ; Amit & Schoemaker, 1993).
The discussion here now goes to whether the dynamism in the external dynamism of the firm
influences the relationship between the level of outsourced activities and firm performance.
Change in the external business environment requires firms to strive constantly to adapt
(Baron & Tang, 2011). The business environment has generally been classified under three
dimensions: munificence, complexity and dynamism (Fuentes-Fuentes et al., 2004).
Environmental munificence is the ability of the environment to provide sufficient resources
for the firms which compete within it (Fuentes-Fuentes et al., 2004). Environmental
complexity relates to the level of understanding of the environment (Fuentes-Fuentes et al.,
2004). However this study concentrates on environmental dynamism, which Dess and Beard
(1984) explain as the rate of change in the environment and unpredictable nature of the
change, or as Carpano et al. (1994) sees it, the rate of change and the novelty in the changes
or their speed. Other ways of looking at dynamic environments are what Duncan (1972) and
Hough & White (2004) saw as factors in a continual state of change. In a perspective of
information uncertainty, increasing environmental levels will lead to greater environmental
uncertainty—and thus environmental dynamism may be said to relate to the degree of
predictability in environmental changes and the effects of change on the organization (Zhang,
2007; Hmieleski & Baron, 2009).
Environmental Dynamism and the Link between
Entrepreneurial Orientation and Resource Acquisition
When a firm is highly entrepreneurially oriented it will probably make optimal use of its
internal resources to achieve good performance, but inadequate internal resources will limit
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its ability to perform. When it comes to new ventures, there is then a relationship between EO
and organizational resources. Now the processes in managing resources are affected by the
environmental context (Lichtenstein & Brush, 2001). High levels of environmental
uncertainty and varying degrees of environmental munificence will mean that competitive
advantages are not likely to continue to be sustainable and firms may well develop a series of
temporary competitive advantages (Morrow et al., 2007).
Contingency theory offers a framework for understanding the RBV in relation to the business
environment. The focus of research along such lines has focused on the value of resources
(Priem & Butler, 2001). Miller and Shamsie (1996) find that property-based resources are
more valuable in stable environments, while knowledge-based resources are more valuable
when environments are less certain. Brush and Artz (1999) find variation in the value of
capabilities with respect to a firm’s services and the amount of asymmetry in information in
the environment. Aragon-Correa and Sharma (2003) see a firm’s competitive context as
affecting the value of its resources as it comes to proactive natural environment strategies,
and scarcity of resources may prolong the effects of bad choices in resource management.
Thus, as Keats & Hitt (1988) argue, environmental dynamism is likely to affect the scope and
nature of resource acquisition. Out of this discussion the following proposition emerges:
Proposition 3: Environmental dynamism affects the relationship between
entrepreneurial orientation and resource acquisition. A high level of environmental
dynamism tends to place pressure on firms to acquire critical resources.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This study has investigated effects of social capital and environmental dynamism on the link
between EO and resource acquisition. The study suggests that EO is positively related to
resource acquisition, and that social capital and environmental dynamism are interrelated
with EO and resource acquisition capability. Three propositions have been developed out of
the discussion in the paper indicate areas where further research may provide more specific
information on correlations between the four constructs EO, resource acquisition, social
capital and environmental dynamism.
This study finds that there are relationships between all four of the constructs, but in the three
propositions developed in the course of discussion issues put forward could be clarified by
future research, which from various angles could show how entrepreneurially oriented firms
react differently from more established firms in terms of their acquisition of resources and
interaction with social capital and environmental dynamism.
As well as clarifying cause and effect relationships among the four constructs, future research
may evaluate effects on small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). For example, Research
on the influence of EO on firm performance has usually focused on large enterprises (Zahra,
1996). Despite the importance of SMEs for most of the world’s economies, a very limited
number of studies have investigated the influence of EO on SMEs performance (Wiklund &
Shepherd, 2005) and the underlying causes of this relationship in SMEs have gone largely
unexplored.
Further, resource acquisition tends to be much more challenging for SMEs than for larger
companies (Milé, 2010; Chiao et al., 2006; Zhao & Hsu, 2007). A resource-based view of
the firm implies that the differential endowment of organisational resources is a critical area
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in deciding strategy and performance (Lin et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2007). Social capital
derived resource acquisition benefits are important for SMEs because they can assist firms
across market information thresholds and efficiently develop new capabilities. Social
networks are a source of business intelligence for SMEs, and they may help firms overcome
deficiencies in their organisational capabilities (Gulati & Gargiulo, 1999). Finally, with a
dynamic environment, EO may help SMEs cope with uncertainty by increasing their
proactiveness and risk taking activities and by promoting product, process and service
innovation.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address the issue of globalizing language in the hospitality/tourism industry,
as one of the key ingredients of sustainable development. English is and has been considered
as the lingua franca of business is acceptable worldwide, and thus, it needs to be promoted as
the medium of communication especially in the tourism/hospitality industry.
Travellers/tourists often prefer to visit a country where communication is not a problem.
Unfortunately, language barrier is still one among the priority concerns of the hospitality /
tourism industry particularly in some Asian non-English speaking countries. A home / hotel /
restaurant / tourist spot / school / office / village / nation that is friendly, communication wise
has always that charm of enticing visitors / guests to come back. Guests that keep on coming
back implies repeat business, which ultimately would add figures into the bottom-line.
Globalizing language may help eliminate the issue of language barriers, thus, helps promote
the hospitality/tourism industry.
Key Words: Global Language, English Language Program, sustainable development, global
competitiveness, tourism industry
INTRODUCTION
Globalizing language in the hospitality/tourism industry may help gain a differentiation
advantage and/or competitive edge, which would lead towards sustainable hospitality/tourism
development. It can be considered as one of the key factors to business success and any
endeavour. Consequently, these are also several ways by which competitive advantage can be
won. In this paper, the role of the fluidity of communication (no language barriers)
particularly the use of an internationally accepted and used language such as English was
explored to gain such differentiation/competitive advantage.
Fluid communication between and among stakeholders create an environment that is very
comfortable to be in. The language and behaviour of people need to be reoriented to fit the
culture in order to attract more clients or customers. What you say and how you say it are
matters that need to be paid attention. Reality check would disclose that English is one of the
few internationally understood and spoken languages (Rogerson-Revell, 2007; Evans, 2010).
However, there are still many places on earth where English is not so much spoken and
understood. Here, language barrier becomes an issue. It is a given, though it may sound
biased, but travellers or tourists would sometimes prefer to visit a country where
communication is not a problem.
Thus, the role of schools, colleges, and universities is crucial because these institutions of
learning are active players in the training of the forerunners of the hospitality/tourism
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industry. The case of some hotels in the Philippines that implement “Speak English Program”
as one of the important key drivers of the hospitality/tourism competitive advantage will be
presented.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Global language
One of the techniques to boost tourism is to use a language that is commonly understood by
many if not all (Wallraff, 2000). There are several languages in the world that are used
besides English like Spanish, French, Chinese, Japanese, etc. That is the main reason why
universities offer foreign language as one of the basic courses in a certain program. Their
graduates must be able to communicate in a global manner when they go out of their country
to work. Outsourcing such kind of competent human resources in the tourism industry is very
much needed to boost GDP especially when FDI cannot be relied upon to increase GDP
(Bhatt, 2010).
A global language, which is a tool of knowledge and/or education, is a must in the
hospitality/tourism industry to increase its markets. With the advancement of the
communication systems, the development of education, and short product life cycles, firms
can and are able to increase their knowledge of a particular market in a more rapid manner
(Ramayah, Mohamad, Jaafar, Abdul Aziz, & Wong, 2010).
The English Language Program
English is well on its way to becoming the dominant global language (Melitz, 2011). It has
been accepted as a second language to most citizens of the world. In other words, it is
internationally accepted as the lingua franca of most countries. It is the language of business.
Business correspondence, contracts and other legal papers are mostly done in English. Kaur
(2010) stated that “given the rapid growth in international contacts worldwide, English is
increasingly becoming the chosen medium to facilitate communication among people of
diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds.” Moreover, the English of today is no longer the
exclusive property of English-speaking people. It is now a common property of different
peoples around the world (Harumi, 2011).
Some universities in the world are now into the teaching through the English language and
also providing opportunities to study in a foreign language (Floyd, 2011). For those who
wish to understand business operations in other countries, such move is an extremely useful
development. These initiatives are increasingly being developed as new and exciting
opportunities arise from the opening up of trade.
In similar manner, Evans (2010), explored the impact of Hong Kong's transition from British
colony to Chinese Special Administrative Region on patterns of language use in the domain
of professional employment. In particular, the findings of his study indicate that English
remains the default medium of written professional communication in both the public and
private sectors, while Cantonese is the unmarked medium of intra-ethnic spoken
communication. Despite Hong Kong's political and economic reintegration with the mainland,
written Chinese and Putonghua currently play only a limited role in business and professional
communication.
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This is repeated in another study of Evans (2010) on the use of English in the professional
world of Hong Kong. His article “examines the role of written and spoken English vis-a-vis
written Chinese, Cantonese and Putonghua in the four key service industries that have driven
Hong Kong's economy in the past decade. The study forms part of a long-standing and
continuing investigation into the impact of Hong Kong's transition from British colony to
Chinese Special Administrative Region on patterns of language choice and use in the
professional workplace. This article presents findings from the most recent phase of the
investigation, which involved a questionnaire survey of over 2000 professionals working at
different levels and in a range of disciplines in the services sector. The results indicate that
English continues to function as the unmarked medium of written professional
communication, whereas Cantonese remains the usual language of oral communication.
Despite the gradual diminution in the institutional role of English since the signing of the
Joint Declaration in 1984, and the perception that English use has declined since 1997, the
findings indicate that the importance of written and spoken English has increased during this
period. The results also suggest that the frequency with which Hong Kong professionals need
to communicate in English increases with rank and experience.
English is also the language of international business
In a European case study conducted by Rogerson-Revell (2007), English was found to be the
medium of communication in international business meetings. He stated, “With the
continuing globalisation of markets and internationalisation of trade, professionals from a
wide range of organisations, from large multinational corporations to small to medium size
enterprises, are increasingly coming together to do business in the international workplace,
particularly in meetings. Such international events usually bring together people from
different linguistic and socio-cultural backgrounds with the result that a common language of
communication is frequently adopted. More often than not this lingua franca is English.
While English for International Business (EIB) has an essential function as a lingua franca in
multilingual settings, it can also present challenges both linguistically and culturally,
particularly as more and more interactions are between speakers whose first language is not
English.”
Even in digital media, the use of English is the most widely known and acceptable medium of
communication. Chiluwa (2010) studied Nigerian English in informal email messages. His
analyses reveal that the rise of new media technologies and digital communication has
provided a resource for the use and dissemination of Nigerian English alongside Nigerian
cultures. The study also showed that Nigerian English in informal emails comprises the
construction of local thoughts through a range of characteristic properties. In non-standard
Nigerian English features like misuse of words, grammatical inconsistencies and a mixture of
local pidgin also exist. The study of Nigerian English in informal emails reveals that email
samples provide resourceful data for the study of English regional varieties in computermediated communication. It also shows that a variety of English is a cultural medium for
expressing language habits and sociocultural practices.
This is also the focus of the study of Aivaz, Mirea, Juganaru, & Juganaru (2008) on “The
Dominance of English on the Internet and How Other Languages Interact in the
Communication.” They contended, “The dominance of English on the Internet in the
medium's early years caused great consternation about a possible threat to local languages
and cultures. Though the hegemony of English online has since weakened, there is still
concern about how English and other languages interact online.”
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Sustainable development and the Tourism Industry
The Hospitality/Tourism industry in Asia, undoubtedly, is one of the winners when it comes
to revenue generation. However, there is a need to improve its competitive advantage if it
has to be globally sustained. In order to understand competitiveness better, let us look into
the concept of competitive advantage.
Porter (1998) described competitive advantage as one that “offers a way to go beyond broad
or uni-dimensional characterizations of competitive advantage. Much early work in the field
ascribed advantage to overall size or market share. This was clearly too simple for several
reasons. First, size and share are far more important to cost or differentiation in some parts of
the business than others. Moreover, small and medium sized firms outperform larger firms in
many industries. Finally, even when size and share are associated with superior performance,
they are often outcomes of other competitive advantages not the causes. Competitive
advantage grows fundamentally out of value a firm is able to create for its buyers that
exceeds the firm’s cost of creating it.”
Furthermore, Porter said, “competitive strategy must grow out of a sophisticated
understanding of the rules of competition that determine an industry’s attractiveness. The
ultimate aim of competitive strategy is to cope with and, ideally, to change those rules in the
firm’s favour. In any industry, whether it is domestic or international or produces a product or
a service, the rules of competition are embodied in five competitive forces: the entry of new
competitors, the threat of substitutes, the bargaining power of buyers, the bargaining power of
suppliers, and the rivalry among existing competitors.” He also identified two basic types of
competitive advantage: 1) cost advantage and 2) differentiation advantage.
Porter explained there is competitive advantage “when the firm is able to deliver the same
benefits as competitors but at a lower cost (cost advantage), or deliver benefits that exceed
those of competing products (differentiation advantage). Thus, a competitive advantage
enables the firm to create superior value for its customers and superior profits for itself.
On the other hand, McCrimmon (2008) has this to say about competitive advantage. Any
business with a competitive advantage is able to attract more customers than its competitors
by having some special factor that no one else possesses. The key to capturing competitive
advantage is knowing what your customers want and finding a way to give it to them.
QuickMBA (2010) describes competitive advantage in the following manner: “When a firm
sustains profits that exceed the average for its industry, the firm is said to possess a
competitive advantage over its rivals. The goal of much of business strategy is to achieve a
sustainable competitive advantage.”
In as much as the global market is so filled with many different firms coming from various
countries or economies, there has to be something very different that a country has to offer in
order to be in front of other countries or economies. Some examples of competitive
advantage may be of value. Each country has to offer the global market something that the
other countries do not have. Porter may have mentioned two competitive advantages, but
there may be other more edges. A country or an economy must be good in all areas of
competitive advantage. It has to keep all the qualifying and winning factors in order to win
on the market and stay on it.
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Global Competitiveness
What is global competitiveness? The World Economic Forum (WEF) “has based its
competitiveness analysis on the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), a highly
comprehensive index for measuring national competitiveness, which captures the
microeconomic and macroeconomic foundations of national competitiveness.” Moreover, it
defines competitiveness as “the set of institutions, policies, and factors that determine the
level of productivity of a country. The level of productivity, in turn, sets the sustainable level
of prosperity that can be earned by an economy. In other words, more competitive-economies
tend to be able to produce higher levels of income for their citizens. The productivity level
also determines the rates of return obtained by investments (physical, human, and
technological) in an economy. Because the rates of return are the fundamental drivers of the
growth rates of the economy, a more competitive economy is one that is likely to grow faster
in the medium to long run.
WEF as cited by Wikipedia describes global competitiveness as "assesses the ability of
countries to provide high levels of prosperity to their citizens. This in turn depends on how
productively a country uses available resources. Therefore, the Global Competitiveness Index
measures the set of institutions, policies, and factors that set the sustainable current and
medium-term levels of economic prosperity.”
In other words, global competitiveness would refer to how a country utilizes its resources
maximally in order to be able to provide the basic services needed by its people for them to
enjoy a decent and comfortable life.
A global strategy provides two avenues to gain competitive advantage: 1) Locating activities
among nations in ways that lower costs or helps achieve greater product differentiation, and 2)
Coordinating dispersed activities in ways domestic-only competitor cannot.
The issue of globalizing language as an effective tool of gaining competitive advantage is
also given emphasis in this paper.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The study aimed to determine the respondents’ awareness on the Speak English Program as
implemented by hotels in the Philippines; their impressions on the program; and the impact of
Speak English Program as an effective strategy of gaining sustainable/competitive advantage
in the hospitality/tourism industry.
The study used a combined qualitative and quantitative approach. A survey was done to
check on the respondents’ awareness of the Speak English Program of the hotels to help
improve the competitive advantage of the Hospitality/Tourism Industry. A total of 300
respondents, composed of Bachelor of Science in Hospitality/Tourism Management (BSHTM)
students taking up their on-the-job-training (OJT) in these hotels, chosen at random, were the
sources of data, to determine their awareness of and impressions on the implementation of the
Speak English Program by hotels in the Philippines, and perceptions as to the impact of these
programs to the Tourism Industry. Ocular inspections/observations were also done to validate
the observations made by the respondents.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
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The research questions addressed by the study were the following: 1) What is the Speak
English Program? 1.2 How did this program start? 2) What is the level of the respondents’
awareness on the Speak English Program of hotels in the Philippines? 3) What are the
respondents’ impressions on the Speak English program of hotels in the Philippines? 4) As
perceived by the respondents, what is the impact of the Speak English Program on the
Tourism Industry?
The Speak English Program
The Speak English Program was meant to improve the English communication competence
and skills of the students as well as the faculty. While it is a fact that English is the medium
of instruction in schools, colleges and universities, the quality of spoken and written English
of Filipino students had declined due to several factors as the dominant use of Tagalog and
Taglish (combined Tagalog and English), and other native dialects. As an intervention, the
use of English in all transactions was required. Specific strategic activities included:
 Announcements, memoranda, circulars, and printed programs were all done in
English.


Posters, bulletin board displays, signage and slogans on the Speak English campaign
were scattered in strategic places within the campus



Conversations have to be all done in English



English is the medium of instruction except for Filipino courses



Students were encouraged to recite in English



English was used in convocations, conferences, business meetings, and programs



Faculty and students have to greet visitors in English except when the visitors
couldn’t speak the language.

These tactics were adopted by the hotels under study.
Accomplishments of the Program included the following:
 Students on OJT easily passed their interviews as a requirement before they can be
accepted in the Students Internship Abroad Program (SIAP)


The Performance Appraisal form accomplished by the hotel and restaurant partners
who accommodated them contained positive feedbacks about their skills and
competencies including communication skills as they carried with them such skills
and competencies in the workplace.

The Speak English Program as Implemented by Hotels in the Philippines.
Level of awareness on the Speak English Program
as Implemented by Hotels in the Philippines
The following table presents the level of awareness of the respondents on the Speak English
Program as implemented by hotels in the Philippines. In terms of the Speak English Program,
the respondents were aware (mean of 3.28) of the various behavioural guidelines relative to
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the said program. This is not surprising inasmuch as English is the medium of instruction in
the pre-school, grade school, high school and college levels. The staff can speak English and
can communicate with guests especially foreign guests who don’t speak the Philippine
language.
---------------------------------See Table 1
---------------------------------Respondents’ Impressions on the Speak English Program of Hotels in the Philippines. The
impressions of the respondents on the Speak English program of hotels in the Philippines are
presented in Figure 1 below. 34 or 11% comprised those who were not impressed at all, 56
or 19% were a little impressed, 142 or 47% were impressed, and 68 or 23% were very much
impressed.
---------------------------------See Figure 1
---------------------------------Majority of the respondents were impressed on the Speak English Program of the hotels
(70%-impressed and very much impressed), while 30% comprised those who were either a
little impressed or not impressed at all. English is observed by the staff especially when they
deal with foreigners.
Impact of the Speak English Program on the Tourism Industry as Perceived by the
Respondents. The figure below shows the perceptions of the respondents as to the impact of
the Speak English Program on the Tourism industry. Majority, 229 (76%) perceived a high
impact of the program while 71 (24%) perceived moderate impact of the program on the
Tourism Industry (Figure 2). This means that the use of English as a medium of
communication in dealing with hotel guests is very important.
---------------------------------See Figure 2
---------------------------------The qualitative responses of the respondents were the following:
 With the use of English, I feel more confident in dealing with the locals and other
visitors


As a foreign visitor, I feel more comfortable when the host country is an English zone



I want to return to a country where I can communicate to the locals in English



I feel the warmth and hospitality of the people if they can speak English



I feel like dumb if I were not understood by the other person



I love shopping and I want to buy only from English speaking vendors.
CONCLUSIONS
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In conclusion, globalizing by staff learning the English language can create a sustainable
advantage in the hospitality/tourism industry. In the attainment of this goal, however, the
role of the educational sector cannot be disregarded. The training that the academe provides
to its clients is brought within the business organizations through these clients. There is a
vital interlink between these two segments of society.
Thus, the issue of communication especially language barriers cannot be disregarded. Fluid
communication between and among stakeholders create an environment that is very
comfortable to live in. The language and behaviour of people need to be reoriented to fit the
culture in order to attract more clients or customers. What you say and how you say it are
matters that need to be paid attention. It can be concluded that English is indeed one of the
few internationally understood and spoken languages. English should be encouraged to be
used in places where English is not so much spoken and understood. This would entice
travellers or tourists to visit a country where communication is not a problem.
Needless to say, the Speak English program is a strategy that can help build a sustainable
advantage most especially when the issue at stake is language barriers. Indeed, the role of
schools, colleges, and universities is crucial because it helps in the training of the forerunners
of the hospitality/tourism industry.
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Table 1 - Level of awareness on the Speak English Program as Implemented by Hotels in the
Philippines
MEAN SD
Qualitative
Interpretation
(QI)
The medium of greeting foreign guests is English
3.22
0.66
A
Staff are encouraged to speak in English
3.2
0.65
A
Means of formal communication (oral and written) are in 3.28
0.69
A
English
Announcements, circulars, memos are made in English
3.34
0.65
A
Administrative and financial reports are written in
3.39
0.66
A
English
Supervisors and staff are encouraged to conduct casual
3.21
0.69
A
conversations in English
Staff are encouraged to entertain guests/visitors in
3.33
0.68
A
English
Slogans and reminders on the Speak English program are 3.28
0.72
A
evident in the premises
Overall
3.28
0.07
A
Note: 0.5-1.49 = not aware (NA); 1.5-2.49 = a little aware (LA); 2.5-3.49 = aware (A); 3.54.00 = very much aware (VMA);
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Figure 1 - Respondents’ Impressions on the Speak English Program of Hotels in the
Philippines
Not impressed
at all
A little
impressed
Impressed
Very much
impressed

Figure 2 - Impact of the Speak English Program to the Tourism Industry as Perceived by the
Respondents

no impact
little impact
moderate impact
high impact
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Eco-Tourism in the Philippines: Educational and Recreational Value of the
Alayan Cave Systems

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we calculate the related costs of transport, food, accommodation, and time
involved as well as the rate of visits as compared to the costs, and the benefits from the
Alayan Cave System, by using the Individual Travel Cost Method (ITCM) to determine the
educational and recreational values of the site. Data shall come from the linear recreational
demand for the site at the Department of Tourism – RO2 statistical records. We also
determine the expenditures of the guests on off-site and on-site tourism related activities and
establishments to provide a more solid base for tourism policymakers, planners and decision
makers in the Region, toward a better tourism tax system for the sustainability of the Alayan
Cave System. Study outcomes shall provide insights on how the locals or indigenous people
living nearby can take advantage of the benefits/opportunities derived from the site.
Keywords: Eco-tourism, values of eco-tourism, values of cave system, linear probability,
econometrics, cost-benefit analysis, tourism planning

INTRODUCTION
Eco-tourism has been a part of the Philippines Ten-Year Agenda. However, the fact still
remains that many eco-tourist spots in the country stay undeveloped, underdeveloped,
inaccessible and not known to many. If ever these tourist destinations reach the knowledge of
the media, public, and even the legislators, such destinations remain unexplored. Why is this
so? The issues of cost, benefits, accessibility, eco-tourist spot beta factors like terrain, peace
and order situation, and availability/unavailability of facilities in the area like
accommodation/lodging facilities, clean rest rooms, restaurants and shops are to be
considered.
Little or no research has been done on the Alayan Cave System in the Philippies. This is a
relatively new area of study in the country. If ever a study is undertaken, this needs funding
and support. As in the case study conducted by Benitez (2001) of the Galapagos National
Park in Ecuador, two most significant means of support have been the revenue generated
through non-extractive use of the protected area. The increase in user fees in the park has not
affected the number of visitors, which supports the idea that at unique sites higher fees can be
associated with little or no effect on visitation levels.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Eco-tourism
Aside from man-made parks and other man-made tourist destinations, natural tourist spots
abound in the Philippines. From Batanes to Jolo, we can find wonders like cave systems,
waterfalls, hot springs, cold springs, splendid white beaches, underground rivers, and many
others. In order to maintain and sustain these natural beauties, man should take good care of
them, taking extra pains to preserve them for the next generations. When expectations
between individuals and communities conflict, however, there seems to be a complicated
relationship between man and nature. Normally and ideally, man should act as a steward of
the resource and the resource will take care of his needs (Navarro, Paca, & Rimas, 2011).
Reality check would dictate otherwise. Obviously, with the current condition of the
environment, we observe that man cannot seem to rely on the expected functions of the
resource to take care of his needs, nor regard himself as a steward of the resource, but instead
as a beneficiary entitled to the last marginal profit that the resource can bring him for as long
as the resource is free (Navarro et al., 2011).
The destruction of natural resources could be attributable to its being on its own, thus nobody
really owns it and takes good care of it. In managing such natural wonders, glaring issues
such as open access and property rights need to be given attention. Property ownership vested
to individuals would be the culprit in the destruction of these natural resources. In particular,
property ownership in natural resource based economies is strongly influenced by communal
relationship and cultural homogeneity among indigenous people (IP). The cultural
relationship of the indigenous people with the natural resource makes them a de-facto
communal owner of the natural resource. The IP’s regard of the natural resource as a mirror
of a Supreme Being insures the harmonious relationship between man and the natural
resource. Such is an ideal state.
Times, however, have changed and along with the changes, advances in science and
technology set in. Money economy brought new meaning to economic needs. Gradually, the
cultural meaning of these natural resources waned and got taken over by just merely being an
economic commodity. This toppled the balance between private ownership and communal
ownership. Private ownership got heavier.
At this point, we ask ourselves, when and where do we start analyzing economic behavior to
help us understand an ideal state for man and natural resource? How do we measure value,
particularly educational and recreational values, so that we know their right quantity? Who
are the beneficiaries? What is the ideal? Policy makers should have more options to choose
from in attaining the ideal state and accepting what is in order to avoid making poor choices
that might sacrifice both human and ecological balance. We have to explore other options.
Hence, this study hopes to give insights to tourism planners, policy makers and decision
makers for them to choose informed and deliberated options and develop programs for the
preservation, development, and sustainability of natural resources. This paper brings to the
fore the significance of economic valuation as a basis for tourism planning, policy making
and decision making. It determines the relevant policy variables and parameters, which
tourism policy makers can control to influence the behavior of the communal society as a
whole.
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To address the rationale of the paper, we intend to estimate the value of the educational and
recreational benefits of the Alayan Cave System of Kasibu, Nueva Vizcaya, Region 02,
Philippines. The valuation uses the individual travel cost method (ITCM) which estimates the
value of a non-market good like education and recreation, with a specific goal of estimating
the quantity demanded for education and recreation from alternative natural resource use.
Other output of this research is to provide an estimate of the spillover benefits of recreation.
The estimated value can be used to assess the economic impact of further development of the
resource. The final result of this paper is to assist tourism planners and policy-makers become
more aware and acquainted with social customs and individuality of indigenous communities.
Values of eco-tourism
Eco-tourism valuation can be done through the use of the Travel Cost Method (TCM). In this
study, the TCM (Hotelling, 1947) has been applied in the context of developing countries.
We shall attempt to create a theoretical and empirical design as a basis for the valuation of
ACS in terms of its educational and recreational values. Here, the Individual Travel Cost
Method (ITCM) shall be adopted. It assumes that various factors would affect visitors’ travel
costs (including direct costs and the opportunity costs of visitors’ time), the length, and
frequency of visitation.
In order to value ACS properly therefore, the residents have to forego outputs that they have
been usually receiving, which may be important to their livelihood (Gong, 2003). With
increasing awareness of educational and recreational values of natural resources, it is
therefore needed to properly place a value of these natural resources for us to give basis
whether certain development project is sustainable in the long run or not (Navarro, et al,
2011).
The study by Navrud and Mungatana (1994) as cited by Navarro, et al. (2011) shows that the
Travel Cost (TC) and the Contingent Valuation (CV) methods can be applied to value natural
resources in developing countries. These two methods were used to estimate the recreational
value of wildlife viewing, which is a valid estimate of the total economic value of the wildlife
species. The annual recreational value of wildlife viewing in Lake Nakuru National Park in
Kenya was found to be $7.5-$15 million. The flamingos accounted for more than one third of
the value. Viewing is becoming an important part of the global trend of increasing ecotourism
shows that sustainable management of wildlife resources could provide a very significant and
much needed revenue source for developing countries in the future. The challenge for the
developing countries is to find ways to realize this economic potential to secure the
preservation of wildlife.
Abala (1987) examined the factors that influence willingness to pay for park services. He
pointed the factors that may help explain people's willingness to pay for the park services: the
socio-economic characteristics of park users and the physical attributes of the park itself. His
study further reveals that the animals in the park per se were not significant in determining
the users' willingness to pay for park services. Increasing the current gate charges reflecting
the users' willingness to pay for park services does not affect the visitation rates to the park.
Econometric methods are applied to data from 333 Nairobi National Park users.
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Values of cave system
Cave explorations can be both tiring and de-stressing at the same time. The value that can be
attributed to it may not only be recreational but also educational, hence, some schools bring
their students to these places for purposes of learning about geology and sometimes some
Tourism classes will also go to these sites just to assess the recreational value these places
offer. It depends upon the kind of course one would like to relate with it.
The Alayan Cave System of Capisaan, Kasibu, Nueva Vizcaya is one of the least explored
cave systems. It is the “fifth longest cave system in the country and ranked among of the best,
considered a geologist’s paradise due to its varying rare calcite formations and unique
stalagmite and stalactite formations. Within its four kilometer length is a subterranean river
that doubles as a passageway to the best part of this multi-chambered cave. Parts of the cave
network are the Lion and Alayan Caves, measuring 4.2 kilometers and relatively new
hotspots, located in Brgy. Capisaan, Malabing Valley,” Kasibu town. The Heaven Cave,
which is found in Brgy. Capisaan, Kasibu, features two big chambers of various calcite
formations and a mezzanine of pure white limestones that has to be explored barefoot. Brgy.
Capisaan is about four hours by jeep from Solano, on feeder-and-clay-soil road curved out of
mountain sides. Other caves in the area are Alayan, Lion, and Sabrina.
On the other hand, the Lion-Alayan Cave is a large horizontal cave system with an array of
stalactites, stalagmites, and columns with draperies, where water flows towards an
underground river. An underground river runs the length of the 4.6 kilometers from the Lion's
Entrance (named because the rock face outside the entrance shows the image of a lion's face)
on the northern side of the cave system. The rule of spelunking which is take nothing but
pictures, leave nothing but footprints, kill nothing but time should be strictly followed. Thus,
the beautiful and wonderful experience one gets from the exploration of the cave is
something that has to be given valuation.
Linear probability and Econometrics
The basic functional form for the ITCM to be used in the study is the linear form. We shall
use the linear functional form because it approximates the best fit of the data. The estimated
consumer surplus for an individual making r visits (number of days intended to stay in
2
Capisaan, Kasibu) to the site in a linear form is given by CS  r / 2 (Garrod & Willis,
1999). The linear functional form of the recreational demand implies finite park visitation at
zero cost and has a critical cost above which the model predicts negative park visitation.
The basic model for recreational demand for Alayan Cave Systems (ACS) depicts the number
of days intended to visit the site as a function of factors such as the travel cost per day, time
spent in traveling, monthly income, educational attainment, age, gender, occupation,
nationality, and the individuals perception as to: (1) WTP to preserve ACS; (2) presence of
solid waste management (SWM) in ACS (sanitation and pollution control); (3) reliable and
courteous tourist guide and porters; (4) guidelines and procedures on the use of ACS is
strictly implemented; and (5) orientation is conducted by the ACS staff for visitors to insure
that safety and security measures are strictly adhered to.
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Cost-benefit analysis,
Benefit-cost analysis is a method used to calculate and compare monetary gains and losses.
One way to estimate benefit and cost is to use the consumer’s surplus or economic surplus.
The consumer surplus is the difference between the consumer’s maximum willingness to pay
and the market price. The consumer surplus is a monetary measure of the net benefit that the
consumer gained from the transaction.
Tourism planning
It is always best to make planning a part of Tourism management. This way, the natural
resources will be taken advantage of to the optimum in terms of revenues generated and taxes
paid by the eco-tourism entrepreneurs. We are inspired by what the man behind Genting
Highlands (Lim, 2004) did to develop Gunung Ulu Kali to make it as a world class resort.
The success of Genting Highlands was mostly due to the foresight and planning skills of the
owners.
RESEARCH PROBLEM
The Alayan Cave System as a tourist destination is beset with development and ancestral
claims posing a threat for loss of important flora, fauna and degradation of the cave
environment. The lack of concrete justification to protect natural resources are often a result
of lost cause, because of the inability of development and social planners to present a
measurable value of the economic resource in question. The lack of a market for the
recreational and aesthetic values of natural resources, such as the Alayan Cave System results
to poor policy options.
The research aims to determine the educational and recreational value of ACS. Specifically,
we would like to focus on the following:





The expenditures of tourists going to ACS and their willingness-to-pay (WTP);
The estimation of a demand function for the educational and recreational value of
ACS
The estimation of the economic value of ACS; and
The spillover effects of the recreation demand of ACS.
THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The travel cost method is used to estimate the value of recreational benefits generated by
ecosystems. It assumes that the value of the site or its recreational services is reflected in how
much people are willing to pay to get there. It is referred to as a “revealed preference”
method, because it uses actual behavior and choices to infer values. Thus, peoples’
preferences are revealed by their choices. TCM methods were revealed in a number of
environmental valuation studies with economic approach to calculate welfare measurement.
Grandstaff and Dixon (1986) and Kaosa-ard, Patmasiriwat, Panayotou, and Deshazo (1995)
studies combined TCM with contingent valuation method (CVM). Both studies revealed
direct benefit and translated in consumer surplus.
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According to Loomis, et.al, (1999) if recreation is the primary gain from ecosystems services,
then the changes or variation in visitors’ travel costs to the resource can be used to trace out
the demand curve for recreation. From this demand curve, the consumer surplus of the
recreation can be estimated.
The number of visits from the point of origin to reach ACS, with the selection of the
individual’s trekking site, and the travel costs (off-site and on-site), are used to derive an
aggregate demand curve for visits to the site, and thus for the recreational or scenic services
of the site. This demand curve shows how many visits people would make at various travel
cost prices, and is used to estimate the willingness to pay for people who visit the site
(whether they are charged an admission fee or not). Other factors may also affect the number
of visits to a site. People with higher incomes will usually make more trips. Part of the
analysis considers personal characteristics, such age, gender, educational attainment. A more
thorough application will take these and other factors into account in the statistical model.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The Questionnaire
To collect data, we shall administer a questionnaire to at least 1,000 visitors during the
months of March, April, and May. We chose these months due to the high influx of visitors
during these months.
The questionnaire contains the following: socio-economic profile of the respondents; point
of origin; how much is spent for fare, accommodation, food and other miscellaneous
expenditures; and a section of their opinion of protecting caves as source of recreation and
geo-tourism.
Statistical Analysis
The demand function is derived using micro-economic simulation models and estimated
using ordinary least squared (OLS) method. The null hypothesis is accepted at a significant
level of 0.05.
We are inspired by the reviewed literatures that have certain similarity to the present study,
like those studies conducted by Bann (1997), Bien (2001), and Sinoeun (2001). The
economic benefits and operational practices in the mangrove area in Koh Kong province
might be employed in economically optimal management strategy (Bann, 1997). It has
integrated certain forest management and how it will affect the demand for mangrove forest.
On the other hand, Bien (2001) selected variables of socio-economics, environmental, and
institutions to determine the value under certain regimes. Sinoeun (2001) supported that cost
and benefits analysis on the use of Sihanouk (Ream) National Park in Cambodia is viewed by
different stakeholders. Sinoeun used CV surveys of tourist park visitors.
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APPENDIX

In the framework of cost-benefit analysis, opportunity cost measures the value of what
society must forego to use the input (Gong, 2003). The monetary cost of a trip to the site has
two components, the entrance fee and the monetary cost of travel. Therefore, the monetary
cost of the trip is the price paid per visit (pr). Where pr is the full price of a visit, which is the
sum of entry fee (f), pd is the per origin (in hours) cost of travel and d is the point of origin,
as shown in Appendix 1.

pr  c  pw (t1  t 2 )

(1)

Finally, the full cost of the trip (c) is assumed to take the following form:

c  f  pd * d

(2)

Therefore, the full price of a visit to ACS takes the following functional form:

pr  c  p w (t1  t 2 )
pr  f  p d * d  p w (t1  t 2 )

(3)

In the study, the individual’s utility takes the form of a Cobb-Douglas utility function, as
follows (subject to the twin constraints):

U  X r

(4)

The solution to constrained utility maximization requires setting a new function with the
Lagrange multiplier. This new function is called the Lagrangian function.

L  X  r    (W  p w t *  X  p r r )

(5)

We linearize the utility function via the natural logarithm to allow for the calculation of the
demand function (r).

L  LnX   ln r   (W  pwt *  X  pr r )

(6)

With further manipulation from the equation, the recreational demand for ACS is
represented by:

r






W  pw t *


 f  p d * d  p w (t1  t 2 ) 

(7)
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Nuarrual Hilal Md. Dahlan, Universiti Utara Malaysia,

Are There Adequate Protections for the Purchasers in Abandoned Housing
Projects of the Insolvent Housing Developer Companies in Peninsular
Malaysia?

ABSTRACT
Abandoned housing projects are one of the housing problems in Peninsular Malaysia. The
real victims are the purchasers themselves. Virtually, there is no specific common way to face
the problems of abandoned housing projects. Usually when a housing developer company is
insolvent in Peninsular Malaysia, the affairs and businesses of the company is taken over
either by liquidator, provisional liquidator or the appointed receiver and manager and the like.
These parties may rehabilitate the abandoned projects left by the defaulting housing
developer companies, if the projects are viable for rehabilitation and there is adequate fund.
This paper will discuss the law and practice in the rehabilitation of abandoned housing
projects in Peninsular Malaysia of the insolvent housing developer companies. From the
paper, suggestions will be forwarded in the ending part of the paper for facing the problems
of abandoned housing projects and their rehabilitation.
INTRODUCTION
Abandoned housing projects are a negative fact plaguing the housing industry in Peninsular
Malaysia. Although the housing industry in Peninsular Malaysia plays an important role in
the development of the nation, supported by dynamic policies and legal means for ensuring
its success, the occurrences of abandoned housing project have, hitherto, marred its role
towards national development and safeguarding the interests of its citizen purchasers. As a
result, many purchasers have become victims of abandoned housing projects. There are
various reasons causing the abandonment and the consequential problems they have caused
are also grave. One of the reasons is that there are insufficient legal provisions and
protections for avoiding abandonment and in the protection of the interests of purchasers. In
the event rehabilitation can be carried out, the ensuing problems caused--pecuniary and nonpecuniary losses, still hitherto become unsettled issues to most of the purchasers and the
stakeholders, without any sufficient remedies and measures to address them.
Currently, a housing project in Peninsular Malaysia can be deemed to have been abandoned
when:
 It is not completed within or beyond the period prescribed under the sale and purhase
agreement (S&P) and on the site of the housing development project there is
consecutively no construction activities for more than six (6) months; or, Winding up
petition has been filed in the High Court under section 218 of the Companies Act
1965 (‘CA’); or,
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The housing developer company is put under the control of the Receiver and Manager;
and,
it must be endorsed by the Minister of Housing and Local Government as an
abandoned housing project pursuant to section 11(1)(a) of the Housing Development
(Control and Licensing) Act 1966 (Act 118) (J.I Abdul Aziz, personal communication,
July 14, 2010).
WINDING UP OF COMPANIES

In Malaysia there are two (2) types of winding up of companies. These two types of winding
up are as follows:
 Winding up by the court; and
 Voluntary winding up (section 211(a)(b) of the Companies Act 1965 (Act
125)(‘CA’)).
For the purpose of this paper, the author will only highlight the winding up of companies by
the court. The reason is that this mode of winding up is the most common type in the winding
up of the housing developer companies of abandoned housing projects in Peninsular Malaysia.
Winding Up By the Court
Section 217 (1) (a-h) of the CA provides that the following persons may petition for the
winding up of a company:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

…
a creditor;
….;
the liquidator of the company;
…;
…;
…;
…

However, in the observation of the author, normally in the abandoned housing projects in
Peninsular Malaysia, the petitioners who have applied to the court for winding up the
defaulting housing developer companies consist of the creditors (secured and unsecured
creditors) and the aggrieved purchasers of the developer companies. This can be illustrated in:
a) Taman Harmoni, Balakong, Mukim of Cheras, District of Hulu Langat, Selangor, the
developer (K&T Development Sdn. Bhd) was wound up by the sewage contractor
(being an unsecured creditor) on the failure of the developer to settle the debt owed
for the sewage works done (Ministry of Housing and Local Government. (n.d). File
No: KPKT/08/824/6037).
b) Taman Lingkaran Nur, Kajang, Mukim of Cheras, District of Hulu Langat, Selangor
Darul Ehsan, the developer (Saktimuna Sdn. Bhd) was wound up by the Inland
Revenue Board (IRB), as unsecured creditor, on the failure of the developer to settle
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the outstanding tax (Ministry of Housing and Local Government. (n.d). File No:
KPKT/08/824/4275/E);
c) Pangsapuri Seri Pertama, Mukim of Sungai Petani, District of Kuala Muda, Taman
Seri Marina, Mukim of Kuala Kedah, District of Kota Setar and Taman Seri Simpang,
Mukim of Kangkung, District of Alor Setar, Kedah Darul Aman, whose the developer
(JB Kulim Development Sdn. Bhd) was wound up by the construction supplier (as an
unsecured creditor) on the failure of the developer to settle the debts owed despite the
delivery the construction materials (Ministry of Housing and Local Government. (n.d).
Files No. KPKT/08/824/6741-1, KPKT/08/824/6741-2 and KPKT/08/824/6741-3);
and,
CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH COMPANIES
MAY BE WOUND UP BY THE COURT
Pursuant to section 218 of the CA, among the circumstances under which companies may be
wound up by the court on the application of the petitioners, are as follows:
a) The company is unable to pay its debts; and,
b) The court is of opinion that it is just and equitable that the company be wound up.
The above reasons are the most common grounds in which housing developer companies are
wound up on the application to the Court. Pursuant to section 218(2) of the CA, the definition
of inability to pay debts is as follows:
a) the company is indebted a sum exceeding RM 500.00 to a creditor and the creditor
has served on the company by leaving at the registered office a demand requiring the
company to pay the sum so due and that the company has for three weeks thereafter
neglected to pay the sum or to secure or compound for it to the reasonable satisfaction
of the creditor;
b) the company has failed to satisfied in whole or in part the execution or other process
issued on a judgment, decree or order of any court in favour of a creditor; or,
c) The Court is satisfied that the company is unable to pay its debt including the
contingent and prospective liabilities of the company.
Compulsory liquidation is made by the order of the court. There are certain persons who are
entitled to apply to the court to liquidate a company. These persons are prescribed under
section 217 of the Companies Act 1965 (‘CA’). These persons are:
a) the company;
b) the creditor; and,
c) the contributory.
PROVISIONS IN THE COMPANIES ACT 1965
WHEN THE COMPANIES ARE WOUND UP
When a company is subject to a winding up order, the affairs and businesses of the company
shall be vested in the hands of the liquidator. On a winding up order being made by the court,
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if an approved liquidator other than the Official Receiver (OR) is not appointed to be the
liquidator of the company, the OR shall become the provisional liquidator until he or another
person becomes liquidator (section 227(1) CA). If there is no liquidator appointed, the OR
shall summon separate meetings of the creditors and contributories of the wound up company
for the purpose of determining whether or not an application is to be made to the court for
appointing a liquidator in the place of the OR (section 228(2) CA). If a liquidator is not
appointed, on the date when the winding up order is made by the court, the OR shall be the
liquidator of the company (section 228(5) CA).
In respect of provisional liquidator, he may be appointed by the court either he is being the
OR or an approved liquidator. Provisional liquidator may be appointed at any time after the
presentation of a winding up petition and before the making of a winding up order. The
provisional liquidator may exercise all the functions and powers of the liquidator subject to
the limitations of the Companies (winding-up) Rules 1972 or as the court may specify in
order appointing him as the provisional liquidator (section 231 CA). The function of the
appointment of provisional liquidator is to maintain the status quo of the assets and liabilities
of the company from being abused, thus protecting the rights and interests of the creditors
and other stakeholders pending the winding up order issued by the court (Woon, 1988).
PURPOSE OF LIQUIDATION
The purpose of liquidation is to accumulate all assets and liabilities of the company by the
liquidator to settle all the debts of the creditors (secured and unsecured), to return the
remaining proceeds surpluses, if any, to the members of the company and finally to cease the
existence of the company. To achieve this objective, the liquidator will take over the
management and affairs of the company. The directors are no more having power to run the
company. This is the primary power of the liquidator. The detailed powers of the liquidator
are fully prescribed under section 236(1) and (2) of the CA. The difference between section
236(1) and section 236(2) of the CA is that under section 236(1) the liquidator needs to get
authority either from the Court or of the Committee of Inspection in order for him to execute
the prescribed powers and duties.
Among the powers under section 236(1) of the CA are:
1) to carry on the business of the company so far as is necessary for the beneficial
winding up thereof;
2) to make any compromise or arrangement with creditors or persons claiming to be
creditors; and,
3) to appoint an advocate to assist him in his duties.
While among the powers under section 236(2) of the CA are:
1) to compromise any debt due to the company other than a debt where the amount
claimed by the company to be due to it exceeds one thousand five hundred ringgit
(RM 500.00);
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2) sell the immovable and movable property and things in action of the company by
public auction, public tender or private contract with power to transfer the whole
thereof to any person or company or to sell the same in parcels;
3) to do all acts and execute in the name and on behalf of the company all deeds receipts
and other than documents and for that purpose use when necessary the company’s
seal;
4) to appoint an agent to do any business which the liquidator is unable to do himself;
and,
5) do all such other things as are necessary for winding up the affairs of the company
and distributing its assets.
Despite the fact that the powers under section 236(2) need not require any authority from the
Court or the Committee of Inspection, yet pursuant to section 236(3) the exercise of these
powers shall be subject to the control of the Court and any creditor or contributory may apply
to the Court to check and control the liquidator’s powers. This is further reinforced by section
277(2) of the CA. This caveat also is applicable for the powers under section 236(1) of the
CA. It should be noted that in case, if the liquidator is in a dilemma or is uncertain for
carrying out certain duties in the liquidation process, for instance where there is objection by
the creditors or the Committee of Inspection for him to carry out the rehabilitation to protect
the interests of the purchasers, he may apply the court for direction pursuant to section 237(3)
of the CA. Nonetheless there is no provision in the CA which provides any persons, who
might have been aggrieved by the conduct of the liquidator (for example the purchasers in
abandoned housing projects), with a right to apply to the court for a more favourable decision
such as that applicable in the United Kingdom Insolvency Act 1986 pursuant to section 168(5)
of the UK Insolvency Act 1986.
Apart from section 236(3), pursuant to section 237(1) of the CA, in the administration of the
assets of the company and in the distribution thereof among its creditors, the liquidator shall
have regard to any directions given by resolution of the creditors or contributories at any
general meeting or by the committee of inspection. In case there is a conflict between the
direction of the committee of inspection and the directions of the creditors and contributories,
the directions of the latter (the creditors and contributories) shall prevail (section 237(1) of
the CA).
Issues
A question can be raised viz whether the liquidator is under a responsibility to revive the
abandoned housing projects of the wound up companies?
Based on the above provision (section 236(1) and 2 of the CA), it seems, and it is opined that
the liquidator is liable to carry out rehabilitation. Nonetheless this is subject to the
sanction/authority of the creditors, contributories, committee of inspection and the Court, as
the case may be (section 236(1)(3), section 237(1) and section 277(2) of the CA). If these
parties (the creditors, contributories, committee of inspection and the Court) do not allow the
liquidator to carry out the intended rehabilitation, the liquidator shall not carry on the same.
Yet, in the opinion of the author, even these parties (creditors, contributories and committee
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of inspection) are not agreeable to such a request, the aggrieved purchasers of the abandoned
housing projects may invoke Order 92 rule 4 of the High Court’s Rules 1980 (inherent power
of the Court) and section 23(1) of the Courts of Judicature Act 1964 to request the Court to
rely on its inherent power acceding the aggrieved purchasers’ request to have the abandoned
housing projects be rehabilitated by the liquidator on the ground of public interest.
The refusal to allow rehabilitation may be because there are not enough funds to finance the
rehabilitation costs and other grounds which may cause the intended rehabilitation is not
feasible. Thus in this circumstance, the aggrieved purchasers have no redress to have their
abandoned housing projects be revived or at least to get appropriate compensation and
damage from the wound up housing developer companies.
Nonetheless, if the liquidator is of the opinion that it is viable for implementing rehabilitation
of abandoned housing projects yet this is still rejected by the creditors or contributories or the
committee of inspection, as the case may be, the liquidator may apply to the Court for
directions to obtain the required authority and sanction to proceed with the intention to
rehabilitate the abandoned housing projects pursuant to section 237(3) of the CA.
On the other hand, insofar as the situation in Peninsular Malaysia is concerned, if the
liquidator of the company is the Official Receiver (OR), he may not carry out the
rehabilitation. The reasons are as follows:
1) the official assignee has insufficient knowledge and expertise to warrant them to carry
out the rehabilitation; and,
2) the official assignee has insufficient staff and manpower to enable them to resume the
construction or to rehabilitate the projects (W.M.F, Wan Abdullah, personal
communication, May 24, 2010, D.S.N, Awang Mustapha, personal communication,
June, 28 2010 and July 1, 2010, and S.M, Ahmad Walat, personal communication,
June 15, 2010).
This position can be illustrated in Taman Harmoni, Balakong, Mukim of Cheras, District of
Hulu Langat, Selangor, Taman Lingkaran Nur, Kajang, Mukim of Cheras, District of Hulu
Langat, Selangor, Taman Seri Simpang Jaya, Mukim of Kangkung, District of Kota Setar,
Kedah, Taman Seri Marina, Mukim of Kuala Kedah District of Alor Setar, Kedah and Taman
Junjong Jaya, District of Kulim, Kedah (Ministry of Housing Local Government File nos:
KPKT/08/824/6037-1, KPKT/08/824/4275), Malaysian Department of Insolvency, Alor Setar,
File no: PPT(KED)346/2004(211), No. Estet: JPH/KED/73502/12/2004, Ministry of Housing
and Local Government File No: KPKT/08/824/6741-3, Malaysian Department of Insolvency
File no. PPT(KED)346/2004(197), Ministry of Housing and Local Government File no:
KPKT/08/824/6741-2, Malaysian Department of Insolvency, Alor Setar’s File no. PPT(KED)
1834/2007 and Ministry of Housing and Local Government File no: KPKT/08/824/4705-02).
The most that the OR or, sometimes, the private liquidator, may do is to find eligible third
party buyer to buy up the project together with the liabilities of the wound up housing
developer companies. The proceeds of the sale are to be used to pay off the debts of the
creditors of the companies in accordance with section 292 of the CA (Priorities of Payment).
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This was done in Taman Lingkaran Nur, Kajang, Mukim of Cheras, District of Hulu Langat,
Selangor, Taman Cemerlang, Lot No. 3254, Mukim 13, Thean Teik Highway, Bandar Air
Itam, Pulau Pinang, Taman Sri Angsana Hilir Ampang, Mukim of Ampang, District of Hulu
Langat, Selangor, Taman Kenanga Phases 2A, 3A, 3B, 4A, 5A, 4B, 5B and 5C, Bandar Baru
Salak Tinggi, Mukim of Dengkil, District of Sepang, Selangor and Desa Beruntung, Mukim
of Ulu Yam, District of Hulu Selangor (Ministry of Housing Local Government File Nos.
KPKT/08/824/4275, KPKT/08/824/7347-1, KPKT/08/824/4375, KPKT/08/824/7357-2,3, 4
and 5 and KPKT/08/824/6217-1).
However, if the private liquidator is appointed, in most cases, there is a possibility that he
will rehabilitate the abandoned housing projects. This can be seen in Taman Villa Fettes, Lot
Nos 141 and 3622, Mukim 18, North East District, Pulau Pinang, and Taman Junjong Jaya,
Mukim of Junjong, District of Kulim Kedah. Nonetheless, the private liquidator may not so
proceed with the rehabilitation if there is insufficient fund to revive the projects or the project
is too difficult for rehabilitation. This situation happens in Taman Junjong Jaya, Mukim of
Junjong, District of Kulim, Kedah. The appointed liquidator Mr. Jambulingam s/o
Sethuraman Raki of Messrs Rimbun Corporate Advisory Sdn. Bhd was unable to proceed
with the rehabilitation of the project as there is a shortage of funds to run the purported
rehabilitation (Ministry of Housing Local Government File No: KPKT/08/824/63 97-1 and
Department of Insolvency, Alor Setar’s File No. PPT(KED) 1834/2007 No. Estet
JPH/KED/73502/20/2007 Cayman Development (SP) Sdn. Bhd).
Several questions can be posed following the above discussion:
1) If they (the liquidators) have defaulted in the carrying out the rehabilitation, whether
they can be considered as having breached the statutory or legal duty?
2) Whether they (the liquidators) are under a duty of care and legal duty to protect the
interest of the purchasers and other stakeholders in the rehabilitation of abandoned
housing projects? Just inasmuch as the company is liable, under the provisions of Act
118?
3) What is meant by the word “Vendor” which includes its successors in title and
permitted assigns’ as enshrined under clauses 31 and 35 of the respective statutory
standard sale and purchase agreement (Schedules G, H, I and J)? Is also liquidator
(OR or the private liquidator) covered by this provision? If in the affirmative, then the
liquidator shall have to act on behalf of the vendor developer (if the vendor is wound
up) for completing the construction of the project and likewise be subject to the
provisions under Act 118 inasmuch as the vendor would be subject to and are also
liable to protect the interests and rights of the purchasers, as required under the
Housing Development (Control and Licensing) Act 1966 and its regulations (Act 118).
Logically, the liquidators are liable to carry out rehabilitation and be subject to the provisions
of Act 118, insofar as this is reasonable and within their power and capability. Nevertheless,
insofar as the author’s scrutiny none in the case law and in practice, the liquidator are subject
to Act 118 and under any duty (legal and statutory) to rehabilitate the abandoned housing
projects. The reasons are provided above, i.e no sufficient funds, no expertise and shortage of
manpower. On the other hand, it is argued, to impose statutory and legal duty for carrying out
rehabilitation and be subject to the provisions of Act 118 is unfair and inequitable to the
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liquidators. This is being so as the primary duty of the liquidator, insofar as the insolvency
law in Malaysia is concerned, is to carry out the business and affairs of the wound up
companies to settle the debts of the petitioning creditors and other secured and unsecured
creditors. In other words, once a housing developer companies are wound up under the CA,
the housing development business carried out are also defunct. The liability to carry on the
development by the liquidators, in favour of the aggrieved purchasers, (even though they (the
liquidators) can be considered the permitted assigns or successors in title to the wound up
companies), cannot be imposed or presumed on part of the liquidators. One of the reasons is
that there is nothing in the CA which provides expressly a duty on the liquidators to protect
the rights of the purchasers/customers of the wound-up-company, unless, it is expedient and
necessary in the opinion of the creditors, the contributories, the committee of inspection and
the Court in the course of managing the winding up process and the insolvency
administration.
Following the above contention, in abandoned housing projects in Peninsular Malaysia whose
housing developer companies have been wound up, there is a strong possibility that the
liquidator (OR or the private liquidator) may not rehabilitate the project in the protection of
the purchasers’ interests. This also means that, unless the project is taken over by a white
knight and new funds are injected into the rehabilitating parties to finance the intended
rehabilitation, the projects will be stalled forever without any relief and the interests and
rights of the purchases will be detrimental. It should be noted, provided that there is enough
funds to run rehabilitation and the liquidator is willing to undertake rehabilitation of
abandoned housing projects, in carrying out the business and affair of the wound up company,
and that the creditors, creditors, committee of inspection or the Court having consented, the
liquidator (OR and private liquidator) may appoint special manager to help them in executing
the duties and to smooth out the rehabilitation works. This is provided in section 246(1) and
(2) of the CA. This special manager, it is opined, may consist of project manager or architect
or engineer or building contractor to assist the liquidator to rehabilitate the abandoned
housing projects.
Priority of Debts Payment
Once the liquidator has completed carrying out the liquidation process and realized all assets
and liabilities of the company under liquidation, the proceeds from the process must be
distributed to certain debts in the order of preference. These debts shall be paid in priority to
all other unsecured debts. The order priority of debts, pursuant to section 292(1) of the CA,
are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

the costs and expenses of winding up;
all wages or salary under any contract of employment or award or agreement;
all amounts due in respect of worker’s compensation fund;
all remuneration payable to any employee in respect of vacation leave etc;
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5) all amounts due in respect of contributions relating to employees superannuation or
provident funds or retirement benefit which is an approved scheme under the federal
law relating to income tax; and,
6) the amount of all federal tax assessed.
Only if all the above debts having fully been settled, would then be the unsecured debts due
of the wound up company distributed in pari passu. Nonetheless pursuant to section 292(5)
CA any insurance coverage for the benefit of the third party covering the liability of the
insolvent company shall take precedence over the above prescribed priority of payments.
This means, if the insolvent housing developer company has housing development insurance
to cover any liability arising from the abandonment of housing project, this insurance shall
not be subject to the above priority of payment. This insurance coverage can be used to
finance the rehabilitation of abandoned housing projects or at least to pay compensation to
the aggrieved purchasers for any losses and damage they suffered as the consequence of the
abandonment. The unfortunate point is that there is no requirement in Peninsular Malaysia,
under Act 118, for the applicant developers to possess housing development insurance before
housing developer’s license can be issued by the Housing Controller (Ministry of Housing
and Local Government).
Issue
A question can be raised: whether the liquidator can use the proceeds from the liquidation
process to fund the rehabilitation of abandoned housing projects? It is opined, yes, the
liquidator can do so, provided there is enough balance proceeds after deducting against the
above priority of debts and that of the unsecured creditors. This also may mean that, if there
is not enough balance funds, the liquidator may not be able to run the rehabilitation.
Alternatively, the liquidator may utilize the moneys held under the Housing Development
Account (HDA) which is protected by section 7a (6)(a)(b) of Act 118 as this money shall not
be subject to the priority of payment under the winding up and receivership, pursuant to
section 191(1) and section 292 of the CA. Thus, under this circumstance, it is possible for the
liquidator to revive the project so abandoned, provided, the moneys (the money in the HDA
and the liquidation balance proceeds) are sufficient to meet all the rehabilitation expenditure.
THE SUPERIORITY OF THE CREDITORS AND CONTRIBUTORIES
Clearly under the CA, the creditors and the contributories of the company enjoy special
position in the control of the powers of the liquidator in the course of undertaking the
liquidation process. It is opined, unless the aggrieved purchasers in abandoned housing
projects have obtained Court’s judgment for all the damage they suffered and/or that they
have filed proof of debts pursuant to section 291(1) of the CA read together with rule 78 of
the Companies (Winding-Up) Rules 1972 to warrant them to become secured creditors, their
rights may not be protected, not even for getting compensation and damages. What more to
have their project be revived. It should be borne in mind that none in the above priority of
payment providing a special provision, under the Malaysian insolvency law, for the
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stakeholder in abandoned housing projects, particularly the aggrieved purchasers, to have
their abandoned houses be rehabilitated or at least they (the purchasers) be given
compensation and damage for their losses and sufferings due to the abandonment. Be that as
it may, it should be noted that pursuant to section 292(5) of the CA, any insurance coverage
covering any liability of the insolvent company prior to the winding up against any claim by
the third party, the insurance coverage will not be subject to the priority payment. Thus, if an
insolvent housing developer company has a housing development insurance to cover its
liability towards the aggrieved purchasers whose housing units have been abandoned, this
insurance can be exclusively used for the purpose of financing the rehabilitation costs or at
least for paying the compensations and damages of the purchasers and shall not be subject to
the priority of payment above.
SECURED CREDITORS
Once winding up proceedings commences (i.e. after the presentation of a winding up petition
on the judgment debtor), no disposition of the company property, attachment, sequestration,
distress or execution against the estate of the company either by the mortgagees or purchasers
are allowed except with the order of the Court (sections 222, 223, 224 and 225 of the CA).
Thus, it follows that any act of the company to sell the immovable property after the petition
of the winding up is served, will be null and void, unless the Court so orders otherwise. The
purpose of the above law is to prevent the property and assets of the to-be-wound up
company from being dissipated to the detriment of the interests of the creditors and
contributories. Thus, all the assets and property of the company must be intact and unaffected
pending the outcome of the winding up proceedings. Nonetheless, if the disposal of the assets
and property is made and proven for the benefit of the company or there is a guarantee the
proceeds from the disposal can be distributed fairly to the unsecured creditors and on the
approval of the Court, the Court may allow such a disposal to take place.
Issues
Notwithstanding the above explanation, if a chargee (secured creditor) of the judgment debtor
wishes to enforce the charge and to obtain the Court’s order for sale pursuant to the
provisions under the National Land Code 1965, he is not to be barred from initiating the
application for sale unless, on application, by any interested parties to the Court, the Court
disallows him to proceed.
Secured creditors holding valid securities over the property of a company is usually allowed
leave to commence action against the company to realize the security unless some special
grounds are shown, such as the secured creditor is offered immediately all that he is entitled
to without need for an action or proceedings: Re David Lloyd & Co [1877] 6 Ch D 339, per
Jessen MR at 343. This is because the subject matter of the security is not available to claims
by the general body of unsecured creditors. Here, the liquidator cannot ask the secured
creditor to surrender his security unless the secured creditor votes in respect of the whole of
his debt and not the balance due from the company after having assessed the value of the
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security (Rules 126 and 127 of the Companies (Winding-up) Rules 1972). If the amount
realized from sale of the security is insufficient to cover the whole of the secured debt, the
secured creditor joins the general body of unsecured creditors in proving the balance (Cheang,
2002 and Rachagan, Pascoe & Joshi, 2004).
In an abandoned housing project known as Phase 2, Taman Lingkaran Nur, KM 21, Jalan
Cheras-Kajang, P.T 6443, H.S.(D) 16848, Mukim of Cheras, District of Hulu Langat
Selangor, the housing developer company (Saktimuna Sdn. Bhd) secured a loan from a
CIMB Bank Berhad (the bridging lender). The housing developer charged the project site
land as a security to the loan of CIMB Bank Berhad (the bridging lender bank). Later, the
housing developer defaulted on the loan. As the consequence, the lender bank attempted to
apply an order for sale at the Land Office (as the title to the security land was a land office
title). Saktimuna also was wound up by the court on the application of the judgment creditor
(Inland Revenue Board). An attempt initiated by the said lender bank to sell the said security
land by way of public auction in the land office was abortive due to no bidders. Later this
lender bank vested all their liabilities and interests in the said security land to one Sinesinga
Sdn. Bhd.(‘Sinesinga’) through a Court’s vesting order. This was made in consideration of
Sinesinga purchasing the non-performance loan (NPL) relating to the debts of Saktimuna. As
the new chargee, Sinesinga also attempted to sell the land security by way of statutory order
for sale. Likewise the attempts were also failed. Later a third party by name of Idaman Wajib
Sdn. Bhd (IWSB) interested to purchase the said security land. However, the price offered
was below market value of the land (Kuala Lumpur Insolvency Department File no: JIM (WP)
141/2005/A).
It is opined that, if Sinesinga were to proceed to sell the said security land to IWSB, applying
this below-market-value-price, this would be detrimental to the interest of the chargor
(Saktimuna), the judgment creditor/petitioning creditor (Inland Revenue Board) and the
aggrieved purchasers (in term of the possibility of getting reimbursement of the deposit,
damages and compensation or possibility of getting additional fund to generate rehabilitation
of their abandoned housing project, left by Saktimuna). Thus, if the liquidator has no power
to intervene in this circumstance i.e. in the attempted sale by Sinesinga to IWSB of the said
security land at the price lower than the market price, as this is the absolute and exclusive
right of the chargee (Sinesinga), this would be unfair and inequitable as against Saktimuna,
the judgment creditor (Inland Revenue Board) and the aggrieved purchasers. It is opined, the
liquidator should have the power to intervene and should have intervened in the arrangement
to make sure that the chargee (Sinesinga) to apply the market value of the security land. This
is to protect the entitlement interests of the chargor (Saktimuna), the judgment
creditor/petitioning creditor (Inland Revenue Board) and the aggrieved waiting purchasers to
the balance of the proceeds from the sale of the said security land after deducting against the
required redemption sum of Sinesinga (the chargee).
PROVISIONAL LIQUIDATOR
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The Court may on application of the creditors or the contributories or the company appoint
the Official Receiver (OR) or the approved liquidator as provisional liquidator, after the
commencement of the winding up proceedings to preserve the status quo of the company’s
assets and property and facilitating the eventual beneficial winding up of the company,
pending the disposal of the winding up petition. Like liquidator, the power of the provisional
liquidator is similar to the former subject to the provisions prescribed under the Companies
(Winding-Up) Order 1972 and the order of the Court appointing him (section 231 of the CA).
It is opined, bearing on the above law, it is possible in abandoned housing projects, a
provisional liquidator may be appointed by the creditors, contributories or the company for
carrying out rehabilitation of the projects provided the funds for running rehabilitation are
available and sufficient.
Issues
A question can be raised: whether the aggrieved purchasers in abandoned housing projects
can apply to the Court for the Court to appoint provisional liquidator to carry out the intended
rehabilitation? It is opined that it depends whether these aggrieved purchasers can be
considered a creditor or otherwise. It is opined, the aggrieved purchasers should first obtain a
Court’s judgment debts against the company for damages, compensation or other equitable
relief and file proof of debts before they can be considered as the creditors to the company
(judgment creditors). Nonetheless, can they (the aggrieved purchasers) too apply to the court
for the same if they (the aggrieved purchasers) have yet obtained or failed to obtain the
Court’s judgment debts or proof of debts? In the opinion of the author, still they can. They
may be entitled to get appropriate remedies from the Court on the ground of equity. They
may invoke Order 92 rule 4 of the Rules of the High Court 1980 and section 23(1) of the
Courts of Judicature Act 1964 to request the Court to appoint provisional liquidator to
implement rehabilitation on the ground of public equity and interest.
FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS
The following are the findings and suggestions in dealing with the rehabilitation of
abandoned housing projects of the wound-up-housing-developer companies in Peninsular
Malaysia and to improve the insolvency law applicable in abandoned housing projects, thus
protecting the rights of the aggrieved purchasers, viz:
In Peninsular Malaysia, there is no clear provision in the CA which expressly imposes a duty
on the liquidator, either the OR or the private liquidator, to rehabilitate abandoned housing
projects and to protect the interests of the aggrieved purchasers;
In practice in Peninsular Malaysia, the liquidator is under no duty to rehabilitate and to
protect the interests of the aggrieved purchasers in abandoned housing projects due to
shortage of manpower, knowledge, time and expertise;
The duties of the liquidators are to realize the assets and run the affairs of the wound up
company for the purposes of settling the debts of the creditors secured or unsecured creditors
and other stakeholders (including, it is opined, the aggrieved purchasers in abandoned
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housing projects) insofar as the creditors, contributories, committee of inspection and the
court allow;
Based on the case law, in the event the housing developer companies are wound up and the
affairs are controlled by the liquidator, the policy of the court to allow rehabilitation be
carried out is not decisive. In other words, sometimes the court allows rehabilitation but in
other circumstances the court does not allow. Thus, the rights and interests of the aggrieved
purchasers in abandoned housing projects to have their projects be rehabilitated may be
detrimental and not guaranteed;
There is a legal and statutory gap in the CA (especially when companies are wound up) when
housing projects carried out by the wound-up-housing-developer-companies are abandoned
for enabling effective rehabilitation be carried out in the protection of the purchasers’
interests;
Insofar as the legal situation in Peninsular Malaysia is concerned, Act 118 needs to be
amended by introducing new legal provisions to cater for the problems of abandoned housing
projects especially for governing their rehabilitation and to protect the interests of the
customers (purchasers) of the wound up housing developer companies;
It is incumbent that all applicant developers in Peninsular Malaysia who are subject to Act
118 and the MHLG should possess housing development insurance to cover any shortfall in
funds to run rehabilitation, if the available moneys are not enough; and,
It is high time for the Malaysian government to introduce a special legal regime governing
rehabilitation of abandoned housing projects, for instance a provision for appointment of a
caretaker to manage rehabilitation of the abandoned housing developer companies for the
benefit of the aggrieved purchasers/customers/stakeholders of the wound-up-housingdeveloper-companies and thus can eliminate the problem as to who should carry out
rehabilitation of abandoned housing projects if the housing developer companies are wound
up.
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The Role of Workplace Spirituality as a Moderator on the Relationship
between Soft TQM and Job Satisfaction

ABSTRACT
Total quality management (TQM) denotes an integrated organization strategy for improving
product and service quality. To be fully successful and self-sustaining TQM requires an
extensive refashioning of “softer” practices whose elements consist of essential dimensions
of human resource management. Most studies on the relationship between elements of TQM
with business performance revealed that only the soft elements of TQM contribute to
organizational performance. Furthermore the soft issues of TQM seem to be more vital than
do hard issues in positively influencing customer perceived service. Hence, the success of
TQM implementation programs relies heavily on the motivation, skills, commitment and
extra-role behavior of the people involved within an institution. This study looked at the
relationship between Soft TQM and Job Satisfaction being moderated by workplace
spirituality. The samples of the study were employees of banks located in Central Java,
Indonesia. The tool of analysis used in this study was hierarchical regression analysis. The
finding of the study showed that each soft TQM dimensions except empowerment have
positive and significant influence on job satisfaction. Moreover religiosity appears to
moderate the relationship between leadership and top management commitment and job
satisfaction.
Keywords: Soft TQM, Religiosity, Job Satisfaction, Islamic banking
INTRODUCTION
The last two decades have witnessed a remarkable growth in the managerial awareness and
application of Total Quality Management (TQM) (Soltani et al., 2004). Hendricks and
Singhal (1996), for example, provide a thorough synthesis of TQM issues and argue that
many organizations are becoming proactive in supporting TQM by giving quality awards to
firms that have done an outstanding job in its implementation. Despite the widespread
popularity of TQM, there is considerable skepticism about its value-creation potential
(Adebanjo and Kehoe, 1999; Fuchsberg, 1993; Lewis, 1992; Sinclair and Zairi, 1995; Singh,
1985), among others, have featured articles on the most important issues influencing the
favorable outcome of the process of TQM implementation. Although the lack of consistency
between TQM practices and other management subsystems is reported in the academic
literature, researchers rarely provide thorough theoretical guidelines or objective empirical
evidence to support their claims. In particular, any evidence that is provided gives little or no
consideration to how much the degree of such (in) consistency affects the successful
implementation of TQM programs (Soltani, et al., 2004).
In addition, when the people-based aspects of quality management, also known as soft TQM,
are misunderstood and their implications misapplied, then TQM can easily be seen as
dysfunctional in that it detracts from people and their job satisfaction. While empirical
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research is not yet available to substantiate an explicit connection between each TQM
dimension and work related outcomes, TQM embodies a number of well established
management precepts which suggest that TQM should have a desirable impact on job
satisfaction, communication, and perceptions of the work environment (Morrow, 1997).
What surprising is that not much research addresses the effect TQM has on people
(Guimaraes, 1996). Moreover, literature examining the relationship between the
institutionalization of TQM and work-related outcomes has been mainly anecdotal (Morrow,
1997).
As a consequence, some past inquiries have suggested the importance of integrating
workplace spirituality in order to initiate institutional transformation and reinstate social
stability (Marcic, 1997; Vaill, 1998; Lewin and Regine, 2001). TQM as a management
approach is intended at shortening the effect of negative human elements that go against
employees’ efficiency and effectiveness (Ehigie and Akpan, 2006). TQM adoption requires
shift in workers job attitudes which later lead to positive business results. Nonetheless,
individual show different responses to change (Mullins, 1996). Hence, Burnes (1992)
propose that successful change management should be rooted on an apparent perceptive of
human actions at the workplace because institutional change would foster sense of identity
uncertainty, participation, path and love (Tessler, 1989).
LITERATURE REVIEW
TQM successful stories abundant but a few have shown disappointment which may occur as
a result of missing variables on the research framework. In addition, Kivimaki et al (1997)
suggests that future inquiries on the role of moderator on TQM and staff members’ attitudes
relationship should be performed systematically. The likely issue would be “Does the
integration of spirituality at the workplace (SW) moderate the success of TQM in altering
work related outcome (WRO)? The determinant of TQM successfulness in altering workers
behaviors lie in the soul (read spirituality) of each manager (Holoviak, 1995). Therefore,
there is strong possibility that added aspect may moderate the linkage between TQM
dimensions and work related outcomes (WRO) (Morrow, 1997).
Majority of publication on SW have shown strong support on the association among job,
institution and spirituality. A number of researchers suggest the need to terminate the
Cartesian split (Overton, 1998) as a reflection of secular thought, which make counterfeit
difference between soul and physical body, the certainty and uncertainty, the tangible and
intangible (Rego and Pina e Cunha, 2007). As stated by Waddock (1999), brains, feeling,
spirit and physical body into union, personally and communally will allow institutions to
recognize the significance of society as a starting point to make achievement, and even
survival. A number of scholars emphasize that spirituality developed leaders are extra
effective (Cacioppe, 2000; Strack et al., 2002 and Fry et al., 2005).
Some scholars urge that spiritual revolution is significant in and of itself, since the time when
career is progressively more vital to workers’ private development after the diminishing
meaning of worship, neighborhoods and extended families (Conger, 1994; Burroughs and
Eby, 1998; Jurkiewicz et al, 1998). Others stress that SW is a kind of heal for the “diseases of
contemporary management” (Brown, 2003) also a means to recall the conviction between
managers and staff, supposedly vanished with the isolation created by the uncivilized actions
along with substantial effects of business downscaling, workers violence and other practices
that violated psychosomatic bond (Jurkiewicz et al, 1998). Some yet contend that spirituality
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adds to business results (Milliman et al., 1999; Benefiel, 2003b; Giacalone and Jurkiewicz,
2003; Jurkiewicz et al, 1998).
Lloyd (1990) contends that institutions with high workplace spirituality surpass those without
it by 86.00%, grow more rapidly, higher competence, and produce greater profits. Among
benefits of a spiritual culture at individuals level are increased of employees physical and
mental health (Matthews et al., 1994; Quick et al., 1997; Mackenzie et al., 2000), higher
individual escalation resulted from giving contribution to somewhat bigger than self-worth
(Hawley, 1993), and an increased sense of self-esteem (DiPadova, 1998). Accordingly
quality oriented institutions have to collaborate SW with TQM, because adopting TQM alone
as business revolutionized approach shall not give utmost effect to WRO. By implementing
SW, an institution exhibits appraisal, reciprocated respects, and exhibit concern and
apprehension for workers’ necessity. Workers spend substantial moments at work which
make them rely on their workplaces for main relationships to community (Jurkiewicz et al,
1998) in addition to their social status (Cartwright and Cooper, 1997).
Consequently, employment is getting progressively more vital to workers’ individual
development (Dehler and Welsh, 1994; Jaffe, 1995). Additionally, some Researches reveal
that appreciation for workers’ foster their job satisfaction and results, leading to higher
attendance, lower desire to unionize, and rising the period of occupancy with the organization
(Feldman and Arnold, 1983). Successful TQM adoption relies on workers’ attitudes/
behavior at work, institutions must focus on how to supply workers with pleasant and
meaningful work that encourage work dedication, job satisfaction, and self-worth (Milliman
et al., 2003). Some past inquiries has also recommended a connection between spiritual
organization with higher employees’ passion, efforts, teamwork, creativeness, and
performance (McKnight, 1984; Bracey et al., 1990). On the contrary, insolence and personal
estrangement would result in lower job satisfaction and dedication (Efraty, et al., 1997). Thus,
the following hypotheses are proposed:
H1: SW moderates the relationship between soft TQM and job satisfaction (JS)
Corollary hypotheses:
H1(a) : SW moderates LTMC - JS relationship
H1(b) : SW moderates CF and JS relationship
H1(c) : SW moderates ET and JS relationship
H1(d) : SW moderates EM and JS relationship
H1(e) : SW moderates RR and JS relationship
Note: LTMC  leadership and top management commitment
CF  customer focus
ET  education and training
EM  empowerment
RR  rewards and recognition
SW  spirituality at the workplace
JS  job satisfaction
RESEARCH METHODS
The respondent of the study were employees of Islamic banks located in Central Java
Indonesia. The survey by using the questionnaire was conducted between January- March
2010. The variables measured in this study consist of five dimension of Soft TQM as the
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independent variables, namely: Leadership and Top Management Commitment (X1);
Customer Focus (X2); Education and Training (X3); Empowerment (X4); and Reward and
Recognition (X5). The observed variable in this study is Job Satisfaction while the
moderator is workplace spirituality. Hierarchical regression analysis was applied to
scrutinize the impact of workplace spirituality as the moderator on the relationship between
soft TQM and job satisfaction in Islamic banks context.
FINDINGS
Table 1 shows detail of responses from each Islamic bank’s categories. The respondents are
62.50% (Islamic Commercial Banks), 24.30% (Islamic Rural Banks), and 13.20% (Islamic
Banking Unit).
Table 1. Distribution of sample and responses for each category
No Categories

No of
sample

1
2
3

531
112
207
850

Islamic Commercial Banks
Islamic Banking unit
Islamic Rural banks
Total

%age

No of
usable
responses
62.5% 255
13.2% 69
24.3% 173
100% 497

%age of
response
48%
62%
84%

Table 2 shows the respondent category based on four demographic factors, namely
respondents’ age, gender, education level and work experiences. Majority of the respondents
were at the age of 25-40 years old (67.80%) with 96.20% had work experience between 1 to
10 years. The first Islamic bank was established in the 1992 and therefore it is reasonable
that most banks’ employees had work experience less than ten years. The male dominant is
slightly higher that female in term of banks employees (56.30% male and 43.70% female).
Meanwhile, respondents education level were divided into three main categories namely
bachelor degrees and above (76.40%), senior high school graduates (13.50%), and Diploma
(10.10%).
Table 2. Sample and Respondent Responses based on Demographic factors
Overall
Early
Late
Response
Response
Frequenc
(Frequency (Frequency
Demographic
Categories
y
%age
)
)
Age
< 25 years
143
28.8
62
81
25-40 years
337
67.8
162
175
41-56 years
17
3.4
8
9
Sex
Male
280
56.3
121
159
Female
217
43.7
111
106
Work
< 10 years
478
96.2
231
247
Experience
years
17
3.4
17
>20 years
2
0.4
1
1
Education
Senior High
Diploma
67
13.5
19
48
Bachelor &
50
10.1
10
40
above
380
76.5
203
177
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Hypothesis Testing
The hierarchical regression analysis was used to find out the role of workplace spirituality on
the relationship between implementation of Soft TQM and job satisfaction (JS). Initially the
moderating effect of workplace spiritual value (WSV) was tested for the relationship between
the predictor variables and employees’ job satisfaction. The result of its direct and
moderating effects on Job satisfaction are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Moderating effects of Workplace Spiritual Value (WSV) on the relationship between
Soft TQM and Job satisfaction
Std Beta
Std. Beta
Std. Beta
(Model 1)
(Model 2)
(Model 3)
Predictor Variables:
Top Management Commitment
0.174**
0.160***
0.992***
(TMC)
0.362***
0.316***
0.269
Reward and Recognition (RR)
0.034
-0.004
0.037
Education and Training (ET)
-0.034
-0.065
-0.264
Empowerment (EM)
0.205***
0.187***
-0.650
Customer Focus (CF)
Moderating Variables
Workplace Spiritual Values (WSV)
0.193***
0.035
Interaction terms
TMC*WSV
-1.355**
RR*WSV
0.070
ET*WSV
-0.079
EM*WSV
0.353
CF*WSV
1.329*
R2
0.393
0.415
0.424
Adjusted R2
0.387
0.408
0.410
R2 Change
0.393
0.022
0.009
F Change
60.702***
17.523**
1.414
Note: * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; ***p<0.01
The result of the hierarchical regression analyses summarized in Table 3 indicates that the
regression model was significant (F = 126.627 or sig value of 0.000 which is less than alpha
or p< 0.05). F ratio is greater than the table value (2.237), then, the hypothesis of Soft TQM
has significant effect on Job Satisfaction (JS) is accepted. Soft TQM explained only 61.70%
of the variation in Islamic banks’ employees’ job satisfaction, which constitute quite large
percentage as compared to other unobserved variables’ influence. Out of five predictor
variables, only ET did not have significant influence on employees’ job satisfaction with pvalue > 0.05.
The result showed that the main hypothesis was supported; however, an analysis on the
partial correlation found that the dimensions of Soft TQM affected JS differently depending
on the indicator used. Two out of five indicators used had no significant influence on JS,
others showed significant relationship. The most influential variable in this model is RR with
standardized beta coefficient of 0.362.
The WS was entered into the equation for the purpose of assessing the impact of workplace
spirituality on job satisfaction. The R2 increased from 39.30% to 41.50% indicating an
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increase of 2.20% which was significant at p < 0.001. The five interaction terms were
entered accordingly into the model. The additional variance by the interaction terms 0.90%
was not significant.
However, only two interaction terms (top management commitment (TMC)*workplace
spiritual values (WSV) and customer focus*workplace spiritual value) were significant at
0.05 and 0.10 level simultaneously. Although the result of TMC*WSV indicated significant
influence on job satisfaction, it had produced a negative coefficient beta weight (β) = -1.355.
This relationship can be better explained by portraying the interaction between top
management commitment and workplace spiritual value by plotting the graph.
Figure 1 shows positive relationship indicating a moderating role of workplace spirituality on
the relationship between top management commitment and job satisfaction. Employees’ job
satisfaction with high workplace spiritual value is slightly higher than the low one. Thus, this
finding indicates that workplace spiritual value can act as better moderator to the relationship
between top management commitment and job satisfaction among those employees with high
workplace spiritual values
Meanwhile the result of interaction between customer focus and workplace spiritual values
indicated significant with a positive coefficient beta weight (β) = 1.329. To obtain better
explanation on the interaction effect of customer focus and workplace spiritual values a graph
was drawn.
.5

Job satisfaction

0.0

-.5

-1.0

-1.5

workplce spirtuality
-2.0
low
-2.5
low

high
high

Top Management Commitment
Figure 1 Moderating effect of workplace spiritual value on the relationship between top
management commitment and job satisfaction
Figure 2 (next page) indicates positive relationship which emphasizes the role of workplace
spirituality as a moderator on the relationship between customers’ focus and job satisfaction.
Implicatively, job satisfaction of Islamic bank employees tends to increase higher whenever
their level of workplace spirituality is high. Stronger relationship between customer focus
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with job satisfaction were better achieved when the level of workplace spiritual value was
also high. Although TQM is customer driven quality, it still requires good level of WSV for
employees to feel satisfied at work.
It is clear that, the graph was in line with the hypothesis that the relationship between
customers’ focus and job satisfaction will be stronger when workplace spiritual value is high.
This showed that workplace spiritual value can be considered as quasi moderator on the
relationship because the direct effect of the moderator was found to be statistically significant
at p < 0.10. Thus hypothesis H9e was supported.
Figure 2 Moderating effect of workplace spiritual value on the relationship between
customers’ focus and job satisfaction
1.0

Job satisfaction

.5

0.0

-.5

-1.0

workplce spirtuality
-1.5
low
-2.0
low

high
high

Customer Focus

To confirm the role of WSV as moderating variable in the relationship between soft TQM
and job satisfaction, the residual test was performed. The test was used to test the influence of
a model deviation. The focus of this test will be on lack of fit resulted by deviation of linear
relationship among Top Management Commitment (TMC), Reward and Recognition (RR),
Education and Training (ET), Empowerment (EM) and Customer Focus (CF), and Workplace
Spiritual Values (as the second moderator). Lack of fit is indicated by a variable’s residual
values in a regression model. If the relationship is fit between independent variables, the
residual value should be smaller or equal to zero). WSV is considered as moderator because
the beta coefficient of job satisfaction is significant (sig = 0.000) and negative (β=322) which
indicates that lack of fit among soft TQM and workplace spiritual value will result in a
decrease in employees’ job satisfaction
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DISCUSSION
Job satisfaction is a positive emotional state occurring as a result of employees’ assessment of
their job situation or task. The positive effect of STQM on employees’ job satisfaction is
explainable by the fact that 75.29% of employees felt satisfied with their job and only
24.71% felt disappointed with their jobs. In addition, 79.90% of employees are satisfied with
their current works, 77.30% felt satisfied working with their co workers and 77.10% were
satisfied with their accomplishment they received from the job. This finding counteracted
some previous studies which showed negative relationship between TQM and job satisfaction
(Govindan and Ahmad, 2003; Kivimaki et al., 1997; Lam, 1995).
However, the finding of this study support previous research by Jun et al. (2006) claimed that
HRM focused TQM practices increase employees’ satisfaction, loyalty, and improvements in
organizational performance. In addition, TQM facilitates superior organizational
performances through training and rewarding procedures was perceived as a dominant TQM
practice and it also had strong association with employees’ job satisfaction.
Although those previous research works were performed in different countries, the results
were heading into the same direction. The fact that some of the targeted industries were
located in developed or even developing countries, the results of the study were still the same.
It is hope that the findings of this study would enrich the literature on the relationship
between STQM and job satisfaction particularly regarding the Islamic banks in Indonesia.
Islamic bank has special characteristics, being a service and a religious based institution, as
compared to the previous study subjects which were mainly manufacturing.
The results of this study suggested that the management of Islamic banks in Indonesia
particularly must practice soft TQM consistently and continuously in order to satisfy their
employees needs and requirement which finally enhance their work productivity.
The finding of the studies showed that the higher soft TQM and workplace spiritual values
the better employees’ attitudes at work. In other words, workplace spiritual values moderate
the relationship between soft TQM and work related outcomes. This finding is explainable
by the fact that religiosity alone is not sufficient without support from its environment. In
addition, Cornwall et al (1986) suggested two modes of religious involvement namely;
personal mode that encompasses of religious beliefs, feelings, behaviors and institutional
mode consist of individuals’ alignment and individualized religion. Therefore, an individual
is considers to be good and viable organization if the organization influences and acceptance
of the behavioral norms of the organization (Cornwall et al 1986).
Separating employees from their spiritual dimension at the workplace is a very unwise
decision. As stated by Sauber (2003) that:
“when ‘spirit’ is let outside of the workplace, it seems reasonable to think that the
very essence of who we are is not present at work”.
To obtain favorable employees attitudes at work, an institution must integrate spirituality into
daily activity and protect individual faith from the attack by spiritual disease. To domesticate
work behaviors, an organization need to set up religious environment where employees feel
convenient at work. Happy employees will give their best contribution towards achievement
of organizational goals as suggested by SWAsembada Magazine (2007) showed that
spirituality of personnel is very important for their company growth.
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By fulfilling employees spiritual needs, the banks would enjoy benefits such as improvement
in individual’s behavior in the form of strong co-worker connection, consistency between
one’s score beliefs and organizational values which overall would bring positive impact to
society. While spiritual organization are not explicitly religious as the previous findings (see
for example Ashmos and Duchon, 2000; Giacalone and Jurkiewicz, 2003; Rego and Pina e
Cunha, 2007; Roundy, 2009) suggested that a contextual factor such as organizational
spirituality may influence an outcome such as organizational commitment, yet this claimed is
evident.
Spiritual based institution Islamic banks in Indonesia introduce religious programs as
essential efforts to keep employees’ spirituality persistently high. Similarly to physical body,
spiritual also has sources of power and several diseases. The spiritual power is based on
some elements that will make a believer, if they are well-understood and fostered, to have
strong belief and a high spiritual defense (Pramuka, 1998). The importance of workplace
spiritual values is apparent because it can act as armor to protect employees’ spirituality
against diseases (Mawdudi, 1993). In addition, to keep employees’ spirituality continuously
alight, the workplace spiritual values must be regularly nourished through routine religious
programs.
The finding of this study support some previous study such as by Giacalone and Jurkiewicz
(2003) suggested that spiritual organizations have been shown to positively affect
individual’s disposition towards their work. Rego and Pina e Cunha (2007) alleged that a
critical dimension of workplace spirituality involves promoting meaningful relationship to
fellow workers, which have been articulated as a sense of community. Thus, it is becoming
obvious that organizational spirituality may reinforce individuals’ ties to their work
community and coworkers (Roundy, 2009).
However, the findings of this study also go against the work of Chusmir and Koberg (1988)
which suggest negative relationship between religious and spiritual belief with work related
attitudes. Overall, most studies have indicated that workplace spirituality have certainly
created positive attitudes and behaviors among employees and their fellow workers. It’s
suggested that all Islamic banks (as well commercial banks) should constantly foster spiritual
environment to ensure that the organizations are continuously competitive in the open market.
CONCLUSIONS
The role of spirituality at work has been proven to moderate the relationship between soft
TQM and job satisfaction. This finding can be used as philosophy and basic concept to foster
favorable attitudes of Islamic banks employees. The concept of workplace spirituality should
be well understood hence it will be applied at individual, groups and organizational level.
The findings of the research showed that soft TQM emphasized by Islamic banks in Central
Java influence employees work behaviors. The research also found that some dimensions of
workplace spirituality moderated the relationship between soft TQM and work related
outcomes.
Thus it can be concluded that the Islamic banks’ managements may choose to focus on
different dimension of soft TQM depending on the desired work related outcomes. For
example, top management commitment was found to have negative and significant
relationship with intention to leave; reward and recognition had positive and significant
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relationship with job satisfaction; empowerment had positive and significant relationship with
OCB and employees’ commitment towards organization.
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ABSTRACT
Image promotion has been a primary focus of destination marketing. This study focuses on a
Chinese tourism destination, Qingdao, and explores the relationship between the images
projected by Qingdao government agencies and those perceived by residents, in an attempt to
provide information on the extent to which projected images influence perceived ones. Two
sources of information were used in this research: promotional materials issued by Qingdao
government agencies and survey questionnaires. The data were collected in April and May
2009. Both qualitative evaluation and correlation analysis were employed to explore the
projected and perceived image relationship.
Our qualitative evaluation suggested that the images projected by Qingdao government
agencies and those perceived by residents were consistent concerning the emphasis of certain
image attributes of Qingdao; however, the degree of importance ascribed to these attributes
by marketers and residents differed. Spearman’s correlation tests indicated that projected
images did not significantly relate to residents’ cognitive images in terms of the attributes’
values of quality and importance.
Keywords: destination image, projected image, perceived image
INTRODUCTION
Since tourism is considered an efficient vehicle for urban revival and development, urban
tourism destinations have proliferated throughout the world in the past three decades,
resulting in intensified competition among cities for visitors (Page & Connell, 2006). To
enhance the competitiveness of their cities, destination marketers have devoted great effort to
promote their destinations. One strategy adopted by them is to use an appealing destination
image (projected image) to inform the images of potential consumers (perceived images)
about the destination. In this regard, marketers are eager to learn the extent to which their
projected images has been transmitted to potential consumers to construct their images of the
destination. This involves the understanding of the relationship between projected and
perceived images regarding a destination (Stabler, 1988).
Existing destination image studies have focused on either the projected or perceived images
about a destination, while few studies have touched on the relationship between these two
types of images. This lack of research does not fit the magnitude of the issues of tourism
destination marketing (e.g. how well a destination image promotion has reached its purpose).
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Additionally, previous studies largely ignore the images held by local residents on the
destination where they reside. This disregard impedes a comprehensive understanding of
perceived images because residents are equally potential consumers of the destination as long
as they are involved in tourism activities and use recreational facilities within their home
communities (Spurr, Cowley, Robins, & Woodside, 2003). Furthermore, image literature is
dominated by studies undertaken in North America and Europe, while countries such as
China and its cities have been less researched as a tourism destination. As image studies are
more case-specific, the current uneven geographical distribution of research endeavours is a
weakness in image studies and the development of destination images.
The purpose of this research is to explore the relationship between the images projected by
Qingdao government agencies and those perceived by residents. Specifically, this study will
address three research questions: (1) What are the most frequently used themes in the images
projected by the Qingdao Municipal Government and the Qingdao Tourism Administration
between 2006 and 2009, as shown in promotional materials? (2) What are the cognitive,
affective, and overall images of Qingdao perceived by residents? (3) What is the relationship
between the most frequently used themes in the images projected by the Qingdao Municipal
Government and the Qingdao Tourism Administration between 2006 and 2009, as shown in
promotional materials, and their counterparts in the cognitive, affective, and overall images
perceived by residents?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Research on destination image has been undertaken from two main perspectives: supply-side
projected images and demand-side perceived images. Projected images refer to those ideas
and impressions created about a destination and available for people’s consideration
(Bramwell & Rawding, 1996; Kokosalakis, Bagnall, Selby, & Burns, 2006). This type of
study emphasizes two aspects: (1) the role of certain information sources such as brochures,
travel guides, postcards or websites in the marketing or publicizing of a destination (Choi,
Lehto, & Morrison, 2007; Echtner, 2002; Echtner & Prasad, 2003; Getz & Sailor, 1993;
Govers & Go, 2005; Molina & Esteban, 2006; Scarles, 2004; Schellhorn & Perkins, 2004;
Wicks & Schuett, 1993), and (2) the ideology underlying the images projected by host
government agencies (e.g., Bramwell & Rawding, 1996; Britton, 1979; Pitchford, 1995). One
major purpose of these studies is to determine the effect of the projected image on tourists’
image formation and travel choices. Content analysis is typically used to analyze the
projected image.
Perceived images refer to individuals’ perceptions of a destination formed through projected
images that are then combined with their internal socio-demographic characteristics and
external stimuli, such as information sources and previous experiences with a destination.
During the past four decades, a number of definitions and theoretical frameworks have been
proposed illustrating various components, dimensions and the formation process of the
perceived image. In general, the cognitive, affective, and overall dimensions are the most
commonly adopted conceptual frameworks - completely or partly - by researchers to measure
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the image construct empirically. Surveys, interviews and focus groups typically are used to
collect data and a variety of statistical tests, such as t-test and analysis of variance, are
adopted in the data analysis.
Despite the merits of the abovementioned demand- and supply-side image studies, some
researchers (Andreu, Bigne, & Cooper, 2000; Ashworth & Goodall, 1988) claim that it is not
enough to understand destination image emphasizing either side alone and that both sides
should be taken into consideration concurrently. However, due to the methodological
difficulties of comparing projected and perceived images, which usually are measured by
qualitative and quantitative approaches, respectively, the number of such studies has been
limited. Existing studies focus on testing whether a projected image is coherent with the
perceived image, and identifying the gaps that exist between these two types of images
(Andreu et al., 2000; Govers and Go, 2004, 2005; Grosspietsch, 2006; Mackay, 1995; Stabler,
1988; Young, 1999, Zou, 2007). These studies suggest the degree to which the promoted
image is transformed into consumers’ images. Marketers can use this information (i.e., What
is the image gap? What are the reasons for this gap?) to modify their strategies and to make
the projected image more acceptable to the target audience.
Stabler (1988) examined the relationship between projected and perceived images,
contrasting the services and facilities promoted by suppliers (in tourist brochures and guides)
and those used by visitors. The researcher found that the image projected emphasized the
diverse facilities and downplayed the traditional resort activities by assigning similar weight
to multiple image themes in relation to these facilities. Conversely, visitors placed particular
stress on traditional resort activities.
Young (1999) proposed and empirically tested a model of the tourism system of place
construction when he studied the relationship between the place meaning that was promoted
by the tourism industry and that which was consumed by visitors concerning the Daintree and
Cape Tribulation area, Far North Queensland, Australia. Two subsystems exist in the model:
the tourism industry’s construction of place - place production, and the tourists’ construction
of place - place consumption. From the industry side, place producers create and convey
place meanings through different information sources as well as interpretation and marketing
strategies. On the tourist side, place meanings are consumed through the mediation of
consumer knowledge, preferences, motivations and previous experience. Where the two place
constructions overlap is a “zone of consensus.” As shown in the results of this study, this
“zone of consensus” includes scientific, aesthetic, remote/pristine and cultural meanings.
Additionally, the “zone of producer surplus” indicates that the meanings promoted by the
industry are not consumed by visitors, while the “zone of consumer surplus” describes those
meanings that are consumed by visitors but not included in the industry’s image. The author
suggested that place management should strive for maximizing the “zone of consensus.”
Govers and Go (2004) developed a model to show the relationship between cultural identity,
projected image, commercialization, perceived image and tourism experience. According to
the researchers, the projected image is produced based on the destination’s commercialized
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tourism products that are built on the true place identity. Through marketing efforts, this
projected image is transmitted to the demand side and forms the basis for constructing the
visitor’s perceived image, which is mediated by an individual’s identity, temporary
environmental and situational influences - autonomous agents, and word-of-mouth.
A recent study by Grosspietsch (2006) examined the image of Rwanda perceived by visitors
and projected by tour operators. Two separate questionnaires, which are mostly identical,
were used to collect data. Both attribute-based and open-ended questions were included in the
questionnaire and the data were analyzed through application of Excel 2002 using descriptive
statistics (i.e., means and percentage). The researcher discovered that visitors rated on
attributes such as safety, diversity of the country’s nature and the destination’s cultural
attractiveness more positively than tour operators. He pointed out that the image differences
between the projected and perceived images were partly a result of the lack of knowledge of
tour operators. Therefore, certain marketing strategies should be undertaken to catch up with
the demands.
A study with a similar purpose by Andreu et al. (2000) investigated the projected and
perceived images of Spain in the British market and their relationship. The data for the
projected image were derived from the promotional materials of advertising campaigns and
were analyzed through document review. The results were shown in a table that listed the
main features and the slogan of each selected campaign. The information for the perceived
image was collected through questionnaire surveys and analyzed through cluster analysis and
correspondence analysis. The authors claimed that certain differences existed between the
projected and perceived images based on a qualitative evaluation of the relationship between
these two types of images. The research further pointed out that the information sources used
for constructing visitors’ image cannot be controlled by the destination; marketers must pay
more attention to consumer behaviour to understand the factors influencing destination
choice rather than being concerned only with projected images.
METHODS
Two types of sources were used in this research. Promotional materials issued by the
Qingdao Municipal Government and the Qingdao Tourism Administration from 2006 to 2009
were used to explore the images projected by Qingdao government agencies. These materials,
including five tourist brochures and one travel guide, were gathered through contact with the
abovementioned two agencies. Qualitative content analysis was used to elicit image
descriptors from texts and pictures of the promotional materials. Frequencies of occurrence of
elicited image themes were then calculated for all promotional materials. The themes that
appeared most frequently (appearing at least 10 times in the promotional materials) were
retrieved and used for subsequent analysis.
Questionnaire surveys were used to investigate the images of Qingdao perceived by residents.
The questionnaire has three sections: (1) questions exploring the respondents’ overall images
of Qingdao; (2) questions examining the respondents’ cognitive and affective images of
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Qingdao; (3) questions concerning respondents’ demographic information. A two-stage
sampling procedure was adopted. First, three survey sites (i.e., Zhanqiao Pier, Laoshan
Mountain, and Qingdao Beer Museum) in Qingdao were selected based on their type and
popularity. Second, residents over the age of 18 who visited one of these three sites between
June 10 and July 10, 2009 were selected for interview using a random sampling technique. A
total of 361 questionnaires were collected and 337 were used for the analyses. Descriptive
statistics were used to investigate the cognitive and affective images of residents. Content
analysis was performed to elicit overall image themes (mentioned by at least 10% of
participants) and calculate their frequencies of occurrence.
Based on the results of the content analysis of promotional materials and descriptive statistics
of the questionnaires, further analysis was conducted to identify the relationship between the
images projected by Qingdao government agencies and those perceived by residents.
Qualitative evaluation and Spearman correlation coefficient analysis were used to explore
these relationships.
RESULTS
Images Projected by Qingdao
The results from the content analysis of promotional materials are presented in Table 1. This
table shows the projected image themes which appeared at least 10 times in the promotional
materials and their frequencies. It can be seen that Qingdao government agencies emphasized
multiple image themes (18) in their images projected between 2006 and 2009. These themes
focused on three aspects of Qingdao: tourism resources and products, well-established
infrastructure and facilities, and high level of development. Marketers clearly aimed to
portray Qingdao as a multi-functional place suitable for visiting, living, and investment.
------------------------See Table 1
------------------------Images Perceived by Residents
Residents’ overall images of Qingdao were mostly positive, emphasizing the city’s tourismrelated aspects, the cultural and social aspects, and its peaceful and friendly atmosphere.
Some of their images reflected their position as hosts. These host-oriented images were
primarily positive evaluations. The one exception was the complaint about tourism-related
noise in Qingdao.
-----------------------See Tables 2 and 3.
-----------------------Regarding their affective images, residents had positive images with respect to all four
attributes (table 4). Most residents felt aroused, excited, pleasant, and relaxed in Qingdao.
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With respect to their cognitive images of Qingdao, most residents had positive images
concerning the quality of 25 of 26 predetermined attributes, while their evaluations of the
importance of these attributes in constructing their images of Qingdao differed greatly (table
5).
---------------------------See Tables 4 and 5
---------------------------Projected and Perceived Image Relationship
Of the 18 identified projected image themes, seven had both cognitive and overall image
counterparts: natural scenery/mountain/forest/flora, European style architecture, European
feature attractions, beaches, seafood, historical and cultural attractions, and weather/pleasant
weather. They represent the image congruence between the images projected by Qingdao
government agencies and those perceived by residents. Another six projected image
descriptors (i.e., special events/holding special events, city landscape/skyscrapers/modern
buildings, squares, place for vacations and holidays, golf, and shopping) that only had overall
image counterparts were also where Qingdao’s projected images and residents’ perceived
images agree.
Five projected image descriptors did not have cognitive or overall image counterparts:
facilities, transportation system/air routes to more than 20 countries/highway and railway
networks, place for sightseeing, place for water sports, and high technology. These
descriptors represent the gaps between the images projected by Qingdao government
agencies and those perceived by residents.
----------------See Table 6.
----------------The relationship between the images projected by Qingdao and those perceived by residents
was also investigated through examining the correlations between the 11 projected image
themes (frequency) and two groups of values regarding residents’ perceived images: (1) the
mean values of the 11 perceived image attributes, and (2) the percentage of residents who
deemed these attributes important. The results showed that the emphasis of the projected
images of Qingdao does not relate closely to what residents consider to be of quality and of
importance.
-----------------------See Tables 7 and 8
-----------------------IMPLICATIONS
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The findings of this research have several theoretical implications. For example, Information
concerning the images of Qingdao as perceived by residents was obtained through interviews,
requiring the rating of predetermined cognitive and affective attributes as well as content
analysis of responses to open-ended questions regarding overall image. It was found that
certain attributes used in the scale questions, e.g., local people, were evaluated differently
when mentioned in the responses to the open-ended questions (i.e.,
hospitable/friendly/nice/helpful or welcoming). Also, certain descriptors mentioned in the
free responses (e.g., cozy, vital) did not appear in the scaled items. Furthermore, a
considerable number of participants did not answer the open-ended questions. This may
suggest that some participants, if not most, had a weak image of Qingdao. These findings
support Echtner and Ritchie’s (1991) assertion that the chosen measurement methods
influence the ability to capture different elements of an image construct. In this sense, various
methods (both structured and unstructured) should be employed to measure destination image.
Specifically, rating scales can be used to measure cognitive and affective images to provide a
standardized understanding of Qingdao’s image regarding the city’s strengths and
weaknesses, while the free responses can be used to identify the attributes that are
particularly salient to respondents.
This study also has practical implications for Qingdao’s tourism marketing and for
destinations in general. For example, the correlation tests suggested that the emphasis of
Qingdao’s projected images did not correlate significantly to what residents considered to be
of quality and importance. These findings provide more detailed information on the projected
and perceived image relationship when compared to those from qualitative evaluations; i.e.,
Qingdao’s current image projection may not be appropriate with regard to the weight
assigned to the various image themes. This point is also supported by the finding that
residents had the highest preference for Qingdao’s coastal characteristics (beaches and
seafood) with regard to both quality and importance. These two attributes did not receive the
same level of attention in the projected images of the city, with rankings of 8 and 11 based on
the number of times they appeared in the brochures. Marketers in Qingdao may deliberately
devalue these attributes in their projected image design because these characteristics may not
help to positioning to Qingdao to gain a competitive advantage over other coastal destinations.
As one possible solution, marketers can combine the coastal characteristics with other
tourism products to create a new feature of the city.
CONCLUSIONS
As this research specifically targets Qingdao, the results can only be generalized to the
sample population. However, the findings can inform the during-visit image studies in other
settings and can be used as sources for image comparison with other destinations. Also, the
methods used to compare the projected and perceived images can be a point of departure by
other researchers.
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APPENDIX I: TABLES
Table 1. Most Frequently Appearing Projected Image Themes in the Promotional Materials
Image Themes
Frequency
Natural scenery/mountain/forest/flora
93
Special events/holding sailing events
55
City landscape/skyscrapers/modern buildings
41
European style architecture
38
Facilities
31
European feature attractions
23
Squares
21
Beaches
20
Place for vacations and holidays
20
Transportation system/air routes to more than 20 countries/highway
19
and railway networks
Seafood
16
Place for sightseeing
14
Golf
14
Historical and cultural attractions
14
Shopping
13
Place for water sports
12
Weather/pleasant weather
11
High technology
11

Table 2. Residents’ Responses to Open-ended Question One* (n=161) (Continued on next
page)
Image themes
Number
Percentage
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Image themes
Number
Percentage
Scenery/beautiful
47
30.9
Local people/hospitable/friendly/nice/helpful 41
27.0
Time-honored Taoist culture
39
25.7
Seafood/variety of seafood/good seafood
37
24.3
Beaches/charming/beautiful
28
18.4
Unique ethnic attractions
28
18.4
Cleanliness/clean streets
28
18.4
Good tourism destination
28
18.4
Pleasant weather
27
17.8
Good summer resort
23
15.1
Cultural attractions
20
13.2
Architecture/European style/charming/unique 20
13.2
Beer/good beer
18
11.8
Excellent service
17
11.2
Notes: * Question one: What images or characteristics come to mind when you think of
Qingdao as a tourism destination?

Table 3. Residents’ Responses to Open-ended Question Two* (n=139)
Image themes
Number
Percentage
Peaceful/tranquil
50
36
Friendly
48
34.5
Hospitable/welcoming
46
33.1
Cozy
38
27.3
Vital
32
23
Modern
30
21.6
Pleasant
27
19.4
Happy
27
19.4
Harmonious
23
16.5
Relaxing/relaxed
21
15.1
Noisy
17
12.2
Notes: *Question two: How would you describe the atmosphere or mood of Qingdao?

Table 4. Affective Images of Qingdao Perceived by Residents
No. of respondents
Mean
SD
*Affective image
Exciting-gloomy
337
4.48
Relaxing-distressing
337
4.38
Pleasant-unpleasant
337
4.42
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.67
.68
.65

Arousing-sleepy
337
4.43
.71
Notes: *1=extremely sleepy, 2=very sleepy, 3=neutral, 4=very arousing, 5=extremely
arousing.

Table 5. Cognitive Images of Qingdao Perceived by Residents
# of Mean Mean SD % of residents who Rank
residents
rank
deemed them important
*Cognitive image
Beaches
337 4.64 1
.59
49
Seafood
337 4.62 2
.58
45.1
Scenery
332 4.52 3
.82
38.6
Local people
333 4.38 4
.84
36.2
Weather
337 4.37 5
.70
39.5
Green space
337 4.37 5
.72
33.8
Hygiene and cleanliness 337 4.34 6
.71
38.3
Architecture
337 4.31 7
.74
25.8
Squares
337 4.30 8
.72
17.8
Special events
323 4.30 8
.75
28.8
Ethnic attractions
332 4.25 9
.87
31.5
Resorts
332 4.19 10 .79
11.6
Highway system
337 4.18 11 .89
18.1
Relaxing atmosphere
337 4.07 12 .83
33.8
Golf course
280 4.02 13 .87
11.0
Public transport
332 3.98 14 .92
19
Accommodation
337 3.95 15 .73
13.9
Airline schedules
314 3.95 15 .80
17.6
Shopping
337 3.82 16 .98
16.6
Fashion shows
309 3.80 17 .77
6.2
Football games
314 3.76 18 .81
12.2
Transportation cost
332 3.76 18 .96
24
Cultural attractions
337 3.75 19 1.17
25.2
Value for money
337 3.72 20 .88
19.6
Night life
316 3.69 21 .97
10.7
Traffic congestion
314 2.89 22 1.02
17.5
Notes: *1=very poor, 2=poor, 3=neutral, 4=good, 5=very good.
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1
2
4
6
3
7
5
11
17
10
9
23
16
7
24
15
21
18
20
26
22
13
12
14
25
19

Table 6. Images Projected by Qingdao and Images Perceived by Residents
Projected image
Perceived image
Cognitive image
Overall image
Themes

# of times
appeared
/ranking

Attributes

% of
residents
who
deemed it
important
/ ranking

Themes

% of
residents
who
mentioned
it

Natural scenery /mountain
/forest/flora
Special events /holding
sailing events
City landscape
/skyscrapers /modern
buildings
European style
architecture

93/1

Scenery

38.6/4

Scenery
/beautiful

30.9

55/2

Special
events

28.8/6

Facilities
European feature
attractions
Squares
Beaches

31/5
23/6

Place for vacations and
holidays

20/8

41/3

38/4

21/7
20/8

Transportation system /air
routes to more than 20
countries /highway and
railway networks
Seafood

19/10

Place for sightseeing
Golf
Historical and cultural
attractions
Shopping
Place for water sports
Weather/pleasant weather
High technology

14/12
14/12
14/12

16/11

13/15
12/16
11/17
11/17

Modern

21.6

Architecture

25.8/7

Architecture
/European style
/charming/unique

13.2

Ethnic
attractions
Squares
Beaches

31.5/5

Unique ethnic
attractions

18.4

Beaches/charming
/beautiful
Good tourism
destination
Good summer resort

18.4

Seafood /variety of
seafood/good
seafood

24.3

Cultural attractions

13.2

Pleasant weather

17.8

17.8/9
49/1

Seafood

45.1/2

Golf course
Cultural
attractions
Shopping

11.0/11
25.2/8

Weather

39.5/3

18.4
15.1

16.6/10
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Table 7. Projected Image Themes and Their Corresponding Cognitive Attributes in Residents’
Images
Projected image
Cognitive image
Themes
# of times Attributes
Mean % of residents
appeared/r
who deemed it
anking
important/
ranking
Natural scenery/mountain
93/1
Scenery
4.52
38.6/4
/forest/flora
Special events/holding
55/2
Special
4.30
28.8/6
sailing events
events
European style architecture
38/3
Architecture 4.31
25.8/7
European feature attractions 23/4
Ethnic
4.25
31.5/5
attractions
Squares
21/5
Squares
4.30
17.8/9
Beaches
20/6
Beaches
4.46
49/1
Seafood
16/7
Seafood
4.62
45.1/2
Golf
14/8
Golf
4.02
11/11
Historical and cultural
14/9
Cultural
3.75
25.2/8
attractions
attractions
Shopping
13/10
Shopping
3.82
16.6/10
Weather/pleasant weather
11/11
Weather
4.37
39.5/3

Table 8. Relationship between Images Projected by Qingdao and Images Perceived by
Residents
Cognitive
Cognitive image (% of
attributes
visitors who deemed it
(mean scores) important)
Projected image themes
.342
.187
(No. of times appeared)
(.303)
(.582)
Note: Correlations reported above with probability below in parentheses.
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Junqian Xu, Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China

The Impact on Trade Flows of Transportation and Other Costs: An Empirical
Study in East Asia

ABSTRACT
Krugman (1995) argues that the growth of world trade is due to technology-led declines in
transportation costs, suggesting that transportation costs are still playing an important role in
impeding trade between countries. In this paper a panel data study on the impact of relative
trade barriers on bilateral exports within East Asia is examined using a gravity model. In the
first step the impact of technology factor along with geographical factors and institutional
factors on bilateral transportation costs is investigated. In the second step, GMM and an
instrumental variable approach is used to tackle the econometric problem of endogeneity. We
confirm that cultural and technology factors as well as institutional factors have significant
effects on transportation costs across East Asia nine countries, the improvements in
infrastructure and technology will stimulate bilateral trades in East Asia.
Keywords: Technology, transportation costs, bilateral trade, East Asia.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the extensive trade liberalization that has occurred in the half-century since the
Second World War, modern economies remain relatively unintegrated and barriers are
pervasive, (Anderson and van Wincoop, 2004). Since transport and other costs of doing
business internationally impede trade and have a powerful effect on economic performance,
Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) argue that all the major puzzles of international macroeconomics
hang on trade costs.
Trade costs have recently attracted wide attention in the literature and have even been cited as
an important determinant of the volume of trade. Barriers to international trade are large.
However, there is still no accurate description about trade costs. Many commentators have
indicated that the success of trade liberalisation will always be suboptimal if transport costs
are not controlled. Krugman (1995) argues that the growth of world trade is due to
technology-led declines in transportation costs, suggesting that transportation costs are still
playing an important role in impeding trade between countries. The aim of this chapter is to
investigate the impact of transportation cost, along with other costs, on the trade flows
between East Asia nine countries in the period 1991-2003. The finding in this study is
consistent with Krugman’s idea (Krugman, 1995) that technology plays an important role in
reducing the transport costs, the results also show the reduction in transport costs and
improvement in infrastructure and other factors boost bilateral trade between East Asia
countries.
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Generally speaking, transportation costs as a proportion of the total value of trade of
developed countries have become less than in those of developing countries over the last two
decades. A comparison of the proportion of transportation costs in trade between developed
countries and developing countries is made in Table 1. Developing Asia, one of the biggest
and crowded developing areas in the world, is also included to make comparison with the G7
countries. Table 3.1 shows that the proportion of transport costs in trade is decreasing as a
whole in both developed countries, including G7, and developing countries, including
developing Asia. In terms of total trade, the proportion of transport costs in trade in
developed countries was 6.5% less than that in developing countries in 1980, and the
difference increased to 22.89% by 2004. The proportion of transport costs in total trade in the
G7 countries was 16.58% less than in developing Asia in 1980, and the difference increased
to 35.62% less than in developing Asia by 2004. Export transport costs in the G7 countries in
1980 were 27.32% greater than in developing Asia, but fell to 25% less than in developing
Asia in 2004. Import transport costs in 1980 in the G7 countries were 34.44% less than in
developing Asia, and 42.42 % less than in developing Asia in 2004. The differences of the
proportion of transport costs in trade between developed countries and developing countries
generally became larger over the last two decades.
Nevertheless, the decrease in the proportion of transportation costs in trade can be observed
in both developed countries and developing countries. The share of transportation costs in
trade in G7 is relatively lower in overall developed countries but the proportion in trade in
developing Asia is greater than in other developing countries. The difference of
transportation costs in trade between G7 and developing Asia is increasing. Since Krugman
(1995) argues that the growth of world trade is due to technology-led declines in
transportation costs, we will use a proxy of technology in this chapter to examine whether the
technology has caused a reduction in transportation costs in East Asia and whether the
transportation costs have decreased the bilateral trade between these countries.
Table 1 The Proportion of Transport Costs in Trades in Different Area (Continued on next
page)
Developin
Developed
g
Year Countries
countries
(1)
(2)
Total Trade (%)
1980 39.23
41.96
1990 29.63
34.63
2000 28.12
31.62
2004 25.26
32.76
Exports (%)
1980 31.98
32.85

(2)  (1)
(1)

G7
Countries
(3)

Developin
g Asia (4)

(4)  (3)
(3)

6.5
14.46
11.07
22.89

35.79
24.17
23.43
23.07

42.90
36.24
31.77
35.83

16.58
33.31
26.26
35.62

2.64

34.29

26.93

-27.32
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Developin
Developed
g
Year Countries
countries
(1)
(2)
Total Trade (%)
1990 26.30
24.67
2000 26.07
24.06
2004 24.00
27.05
Imports (%)
1980 41.88
50.22
1990 32.04
44.35
2000 28.67
38.60
2004 26.52
38.38

(2)  (1)
(1)

G7
Countries
(3)

Developin
g Asia (4)

(4)  (3)
(3)

-6.60
-8.38
11.27

22.83
21.71
21.00

19.68
19.53
28.00

-16.00
-11.17
25.00

16.62
27.75
25.74
30.90

37.29
25.50
25.14
25.14

56.88
52.79
43.25
43.67

34.44
51.69
41.87
42.42

Notes:
(2)  (1)
(1)

represents the percentage change of transportation costs in proportion of trade in
developed countries compared with in developing countries each year;
(4)  (3)
(3)

represents the percentage change of transportation costs in proportion of trade in G7
countries compared with in developing countries in Asia each year.
Source: UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) Statistics (2006).

Since there is still no accurate measurement and specification on trade barriers, based on the
traditional gravity model in section 3.1, trade costs factors, which are divided into several
groups, are explained in detail in section 3.2. Regarding the trade cost factors, besides
transportation costs, the five general factors are included are geographical, historical, cultural,
institutional, and technology factors. Similar groups of trade barriers have been considered by
Novy (2007). Examining the impact of technology on transportation costs and trade flows is a
new idea in the literature. In addition, migration is regarded as the cultural factor which will
increase the communication and trade between countries. The model specification will be
given in section 4.1.
The general panel specification to a recent gravity model specification derived by Feenstra
(2004), a barrier-to-trade function similar to Melitz (2007) with five groups of relative trade
barriers, instead of traditional distance variables and common border dummy, are used in this
working paper. Since conventional cross-section formulation, without the inclusion of
country specific effects or omitting countries’ heterogeneity, is misspecified, and bias is
introduced in the assessment of the effects of transportation costs on bilateral trade (Carrere,
2006). By contrast, the panel data method enables us to identify the country-pair specific
effects by introducing three specific effects: exporter, importer and time effects (e.g. Soloaga
and Winters, 2001; Carrere, 2006).
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EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION, METHODOLOGY, DATA AND RESULTS
Panel Specification
The Gravity model theory in this study is not new; its basic outline follows Anderson and van
Wincoop (2003), whose theory only applies to cross section data, but this study extends it to
allow for panel data. Since the data in this chapter consist of a panel with a time dimension, t
subscripts will serve below to signify variables that move over time. Omitting countries’
heterogeneity, or the effects specific to country-pairs in bilateral trade relations may
introduce a bias, a panel data method enables us to identify the country-pair specific effects
and to isolate them. Country dummy variables in cross-country estimates capture everything
specific to the importing or exporting countries not captured by the variables included in the
equation that influence the level of trade.
When time effects, nation dummies and specific-country fixed-effects enter, the estimated
reduced-form of the gravity model (by taking logs) can be expressed as
ln X ijt   0   t   1 ln( Yit Y jt )   1 ( cif / fob ) ijt
  2 ln dist ij   3 common border ij
  4 common language

ij

  5 Excol

ij

  6 RTA ijt   c Z c   ijt .

X ijt

(4.1)

is bilateral aggregated exports from country i to j ;

 0 is a constant;
t is a time dummy;
 1 is the coefficients of income of country i and j ;
 c zc introduces the specific-country fixed-effects.  c represents these effects themselves
while zc is a vector of indicator variables (one per country), where zc  1 if c  i or j and is 0
otherwisexlii;



The term ijt is error term, assumed to be independent of the explanatory variables and
normally distributed.
The  k terms, k  1 ... 6 ,  k  (1   ) k , represent product terms relating to the overall
elasticities of trade in the case of the continuous variables (such as distance) and the overall
semi-elasticities in the case of the rest, which are either dummies or percentage terms. Of
these  k coefficients, the only ones that are associated with variables whose meanings are not
Excolij
immediately apparent is
, which refers to a relation between an ex-colonizer and an excolony. There are time subscripts for the dummy variables for RTA.
The fixed effects  c zc are related to a set of country characteristics: namely, output,
remoteness, landlocked, infrastructure, the level of technology development and migrant rate.
Countries with larger output trade more with everybody, including foreigners. Remoteness
increases multilateral trade resistance. Cultural factors and technology are considered in this
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model. A country with a high migrant rate will increase trade flows since the level of
communication goes up and the costs of communication declines. According to Baier and
Bergstrand (2001), technology leads to a decline in transport costs and increase in trade.
Data
Bilateral trade covers the period of 1991-2003. East Asia nine countries include Japan, Hong
Kong SAR, Rep. of Korea, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and China.
As one of the most crowded places in the world, East Asia nine countries are composed of
both advanced economies and developing countries and all have part of the Chinese cultural
sphere and their languages are often derived from Classical Chinese, trade between these
countries can date back to thousand years ago.
TEST RESULTS
Bilateral transportation costs
Krugman (1995) argues that growth of world trade is due to technology-led declines in
transportation costs. Both GERD (% of GDP) and patent grant are used to proxy technology
separately. In terms of GERD, we can observe that a 10% increase in technology will reduce
transport costs by 0.8% in East Asia. In terms of patent grant, the coefficient is -0.015 in East
Asia, indicating that a 10% increase in patent grant will reduce the transport costs by 0.15%
in East Asia. Though the impact by using GERD (% of GDP) is larger than when using patent
grant to proxy technology, we can confirm that the increase in inputs on research and
development will reduce transportation costs in East Asia.
The improvement of infrastructure for either the exporting country or the importing country
will reduce transport costs within the Asia countries. The coefficients of infrastructure in
importing countries are significant across specifications. Theoretically, according to Limao
and Venables (2001), C.I.F. /F.O.B. provides the measure of transport costs on trade between
each pair of countries. The C.I.F. and F.O.B. are border prices, and thus it would seem that
own and trading partner infrastructures should not affect these rates. However, the
infrastructure indicator (such as road or rail density) is likely to be highly correlated with port
infrastructure; the insurance component reflects the total time in transit, from door to door,
rather than border to border. According to UN experts on customs data, the F.O.B. and C.I.F.
figures rarely measure actual border prices, instead they measure the prices at the initial point
of departure and final destination, respectively.
It seems that the infrastructure of importing countries plays a more important role in reducing
the costs than that of exporting countries. The results are robust when employing an
alternative technology variable. While using GERD as the proxy of technology, we find that
improvement in infrastructure in the importing country will lead to reduction in transport
costs in East Asia by more than 0.6%; when using patent grant as proxy of technology, the
results show that a 10% improvement in infrastructure in the importing country will lead to
reduction in transport costs in East Asia by more than 0.8%. The finding shows that
improvements of infrastructure in these countries will play a positive role in reducing
transportation costs in East Asia areas.
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Table 2 Regression Results for the Bilateral Transport Cost Factor, 1991-2003
Regressant:
Constant
Geographical factors
Ln(bilateral distance)
Common border
Institutional factors
Ln(infrastructure_i)
Ln(infrastructure_j)
Technology factor
GERD (% of GDP)
Ln(patent grant)
Number of
observations
Number of countries
Country fixed effects
Year fixed effects
2
Wald x

cif

ijt

fob

ijt

-0.168*** (14.07)

-0.097*** (11.48)

0.148*** (7.59)
-0.588*** (4.28)

0.180*** (2.78)
-0.569*** (4.65)

-0.039** (2.33)
-0.067*** (8.98)

-0.035** (3.48)
-0.088*** (7.96)

-0.080*** (5.25)
-0.015*** (3.19)
653

653

9
Yes
Yes
36.87

9
Yes
Yes
52.76

Diagnostic test
Heteroskedasticity test 796.70 (0.00)
Autocorrelation test
91.967 (0.00)

2505.60 (0.00)
102.775 (0.00)

Note:
(1)Dependent variable is bilateral transport costs on bilateral trade flows,
TC

ijt



cif
fob

ijt
ijt



c .i . f . valued imports of country
f . o .b . valued exp orts of country

j at time t
i at time t

(2) Regressions employ FGLS regression and diagnostic test.
z-statistics (for FGLS estimator) and p-value (for diagnostic test) are given in parenthesis.
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test is employed for heteroskedasticity ( H0: Constant variance).
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data is employed ( H0: no first-order autocorrelation).
(3) Infrastructure_i and infrastructure_j are represented by rail or road density of country i and j .
GDRD (% of GDP)is represented by the share of gross domestic expenditure on research and development in
GDP
Ln (Patent grant) is represented by ln (patent grand in research and development)
(4) *** Significant at 1% level. ** Significant at 5% level. * Significant at 10% level.

Bilateral exports
The bilateral transportation cost C.I.F./F.O.B. has a significant negative effect on bilateral
exports in all models. The signs of coefficients are consistent though the magnitudes of the
effect are slightly different when we use different estimators. In the full sample estimation in
Table 4.4.3 GMM estimator column (2), the marginal effect of C.I.F./F.O.B. is -0.506,
indicating that 10% reduction in transport costs will increase bilateral exports from country i
to j by 5.06%. This impact is approximately two folds that of the FGLS estimator in Table 3
column (2) without the control for endogeneity.
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With regard to geographical factors, we find negative coefficients on distance and positive
coefficients on the common border dummy. For distance, it is statistically significant with all
estimators. The magnitudes of the common border effect is 0.760 in East Asia when using
GMM estimator in Table 4, indicating that if the countries are neighbours, bilateral trade
between these countries may increase by 76%.
Regarding the institutional factors, we find the infrastructure in country i and j have
significant positive effects on bilateral trade in East Asian nine countries. The effects on
bilateral trade are similar to the effects on bilateral transport costs shown in Table 2. The
magnitude of the infrastructure effect on trade flows in the importing country is consistently
significant and higher than in the exporting country, indicating that the improvements in
infrastructure in a country will play more positive role on the imports of this country. The
impact on trade flows in East Asia indicates that the improvement in infrastructure in East
Asia will increase the bilateral trade definitely. We also find the improvement in
infrastructure will reduce transport costs in Table 2. Therefore, improvement in infrastructure
has strategic implications in the East Asia countries.
As far as the historical and cultural factors are concerned, we find positive coefficients on
official language, ex-colonial relationship and the migrant rate (% of population). With
respect to official language, it is statistically significant. The marginal effects of language
without controlling for endogeneity are consistently larger when using FGLS estimators. It is
much easier for countries sharing the same official languages to communicate and trade with
each other. The impact of an ex-colonial relationship on trade is similar across specifications.
The marginal effect of the ex-colonial relationship in the full sample for the GMM estimator
in column (2) is 0.213 in East Asia, indicating that the colonial relationship in the past have
positive impact on bilateral trade, especially in East Asia. With regard to migrants, we
observe that the coefficients are positive and statistically significant when using all kinds of
estimators. Since the migrant rate used in this study is migrant stock (% of population) rather
than bilateral migrant rate between country i and j , the positive and significant coefficients
mean that the country with more migrant stock will trade more with others because
communications between countries will stimulate trade. The marginal effect of the migrant
rate is 0.451 in East Asia when using the GMM estimator, indicating that a 10% increase in
the share of migrants in population will increase trade by 4.51%, with migrants play a
positive role in trade. In history, East Asian countries have very close links in language,
culture with the Chinese, trading between countries can be traced back hundreds of years ago,
and migrants play a positive significant role in trading between East Asian countries. The
results are consistent with Eichengreen and Irwin’s (1996) finding that bilateral trade flows
are very persistent and history dependent.
Regarding the technology factor, our proxy of technology in this section is GERD (% of
GDP). The coefficient on GERD is positive and significant when using GMM two-stage.
When using GMM estimators, the marginal effect of GERD is 0.219 in East Asia, indicating
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that a 10% increase in inputs of gross domestic expenditure on research and development will
increase exports by 2.19% in East Asia. The results also reveal that inputs in technology have
a positive effect on bilateral trade flows especially in East Asia. We can confirm that
technology will boost trade flows in East Asia areas.

ln YiY j
Turning to other control variables, as expected, average income
yields a positive
ln(EX ijt )
significant relationship with bilateral exports
, indicating that countries with larger
output trade more with others. Remoteness was found to carry the expected positive signs,
and we find significant results across all estimations.
The first-stage GMM estimator in Table 4 shows that bilateral transportation costs are only
significantly affected by a few variables. Instruments have a negative sign in different groups,
but we fail to find significant results across all specifications. The increase in computer and
communication services and container port traffic will reduce the costs of transportation.
Distance between countries will raise the transportation costs, and if the country i is
landlocked, C.I.F./F.O.B. will increase. The results are consistent with the results in Table
3.4.4.1, indicating that geographical factors are an important determinant in transportation
costs. The technology factor GERD (% of GDP) shows a negative sign across different
groups and is significant using GMM estimation, but only significant when using IV-within
estimator in East Asia. The magnitude of GERD (% of GDP) is -0.266 when using IV-within
estimator in East Asia, indicating that when the share of the inputs in research and
development in GDP increases, technological development will lead to a decline of
transportation costs as expected by Krugman (1995). The sign of coefficients of remoteness
are consistently negative but not always significant on bilateral transportation costs across
specifications in different groups, indicating that the greater the remoteness from country i to
country m , the relatively closer the country i to j , the less the transportation costs between i
to j . Historical factors have no effect on transportation costs at all in both GMM and IV firststage estimators, there are no significant results, indicating that historical factors such
language and ex-colonial relationship have not have much impact on transportation costs.
However, each specification in the first stage is significant (at the p=0.000 level) indicating
that our estimations have significant explanatory power.
Table 3. FGLS Estimations for Bilateral Exports (Continued on next two pages)
Regressant
Country Group
C.I.F./F.O.B.
ln( Yi Y j )

ln( X ijt )

Without fixed
effect
-0.352*** ( 9.62)
0.417***(1.93)

Geographical factors
Ln(bilateral
-0.250***(2.59)

With fixed effect
-0.324***(13.32)
0.348 (8.15)
-0.241***( 6.34)
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distance)
Common border
0.146***(4.73)
Institutional factors
Ln(infrastructure_i) 0.196 (1.27)
Ln(infrastructure_j) 0.596***(8.28)
Historical and cultural factors
Lang_official
0.222***( 2.61)
Ex-colonial
0.318***(2.79)
relationship
Migrant rate
0.441***(2.32)
Technology factor
GERD (% of GDP) 0.178***( 3.54)
Other factors
Remoteness_ i
0.028***( 2.78)
Remoteness_ j
0.017***( 3.02)
Constant
.638***( 3.23)
Number of
388
observations
Country dummy
No
Year dummy
Yes
2
279.40
Wald x
Diagnostic test
Heteroskedasticity
9.69***(0.00)
test
Autocorrelation
19.68(0.00)
test

0.038 (4.20)
0.275 ( 1.44)
0.543***(10.13)
0.232**( 2.34)
0.213***(4.25)
0.375***( 8.25)
0.216***(7.59)
0.030***( 2.37)
0.039***( 3.05)
15.258( 0.83)
388
Yes
Yes
390.95

16.05(0.00)
21.69(0.00)

Note:
(1) Dependent variable is bilateral export from country i to country j , ln(X ijt ).
Regressions (1) - (8) employ FGLS regression with diagnostic tests.
Regression (1),(3),(5) and (7) exclude country-fixed dummy variables;
Regression (2), (4), (6) and (8) include time and country dummy variables.
Z-statistics (for FGLS) and p-value (for diagnostic test) are given in parenthesis.
(2) Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test is employed for heteroskedasticity ( H0: Constant variance).
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data is employed ( H0: no first-order autocorrelation).
(3) Infrastructure_i and infrastructure_j are represented by rail or road density in country i and j .
GERD (% of GDP) is represented by the share of gross domestic expenditure on research and
development in GDP
(4) *** Significant at 1% level. ** Significant at 5% level. * Significant at 10% level.
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Table 4. GMM Estimations for Bilateral Exports
Regressants
(1)
Variables
Country Group
C.I.F./F.O.B.
IV:communication
services
IV:container port traffic
ln( Yi Y j )

C.I.F./F.O.B

(2)
Ln (EX)

-0.506***(3.38)
-3.98***(2.59)
-0.122(1.55)
-0.119***(2.77) 0.306***(4.59)

Geographical factors
Ln(bilateral distance)
0.252***(2.65)
Common border
-0.450***(2.64)
Institutional factors
Ln(infrastructure_i)
-0.015(0.07)
Ln(infrastructure_j)
-0.016(0.42)
Historical and cultural factors
Lang_official
0.043(0.88)
Ex-colonial relationship
0.318(0.79)
Migrant rate
-0.100 (0.22)
Technology factor
GERD (% of GDP)
-0.129**( 2.06)
Other factors
Remoteness_ i
0.028***( 0.76)
Remoteness_ j
-0.021( 2.30)
Constant
3.735***( 3.73)
Number of observations
388
Country dummy
Yes
Year dummy
Yes
Model significance
.0000
Diagnostic test
Sargan test
(Hansen J statistics)
Test of endogeneity
Heteroskedasticity test

-0.379***(2.27)
0.760***(4.75 )
0.505*(1.81)
0.515***(9.93)
0.064**( 2.34)
0.213***(4.25)
0.451**(2.21)
0.219**(2.13)
0.019***( 2.37)
0.039***( 3.05)
10.258*( 1.83)
388
Yes
Yes

P=0.45
36.11 (0.00)
100.39 (0.00)

ln( Xijt )
Note: (1) Dependent variable at second-stage of GMM is bilateral export from country i to country j ,
.
Dependent variable at first-stage of GMM is cif/fob
Regressions (1) - (8) employ 2S GMM regression with diagnostic tests.
Regression (1)- (8) include time and country-fixed dummy variables;
Z-statistics (for GMM) and t-statistics (for GMM first stage regression) are given in parenthesis.

(2) Sargan test (or Hansen J test) represents the test of overidentification test of all instruments ( H0: instruments are
valid)
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Durbin-Wu-Hausman chi-sq test is employed as a test of endogeneity of cif/fob ( H0:cif/fob is exogenous)
IV heteroskedasticity test(s) using levels of all IVs (Pagan-Hall general test statistic) is employed ( H0: Disturbance
is homoskedastic).
(3) Infrastructure_i and infrastructure_j are represented by rail or road density in country i and j .
GERD (% of GDP) is represented by the share of gross domestic expenditure on research and development in
GDP
(4) *** Significant at 1% level. ** Significant at 5% level. * Significant at 10% level.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper examines the impact of trading costs on bilateral trade flows within East Asian
nine countries based on a traditional gravity model of trade. The Gravity model theory in this
study follows Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), whose theory only applies to cross section
data, but this study extends it to allow for panel data. Since the gravity model itself does not
say anything about specifications of bilateral trade barriers, bilateral trade barriers in this
study following Melitz (2007) takes a simple log-linear form with a set of controls for all
possible aids and impediments to bilateral trade.
Compared with other studies, which regard transport costs as an exogenous variables, we
have initially addressed the endogeneity issue of bilateral transportation costs and apply the
GMM and the instrumental variable approach in the model and find that the measure of
bilateral transportation costs C.I.F./F.O.B. is endogenous. After controlling for endogeneity,
ln X ijt
C.I.F./F.O.B.is found to have a significant and negative effect on
in all specifications.
Our empirical results find that geographical factors are important determinants of
transportation costs and trade between countries.
We find that the improvements in institutional factors and technology factors in East Asia
have reduced bilateral transportation costs. The improvement of infrastructure for either the
exporting country or the importing country will reduce transport costs and the increase in
inputs on research and development will reduce transportation costs.
We find negative coefficients on distance and positive coefficients on the common border
dummy. Historical and cultural factors, institutional factors and technology factors are also
found to play an important role in increasing trade between countries.
Regarding the institutional factors, we find the infrastructure in country i and j have
significant positive effects on bilateral trade in all models. The impact on trade flows in East
Asia when using the GMM two-stage estimator in Table 4.4.3 became larger.
GERD (% of GDP) as a proxy of technology plays a more positive role in reducing
transportation costs and increasing bilateral trade flows. The coefficients of GERD are
consistently larger in East Asia, indicating that inputs on research and development and East
Asian countries have more positive impact on bilateral trade than other areas.
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As far as the historical and cultural factors are concerned, we find positive coefficients on
official language, ex-colonial relationship and the migrant rate (% of population). It is much
easier for countries sharing the same official languages to communicate and trade with each
other. Migrants have positive impact on bilateral trade, especially in East Asia. The results
are consistent with Eichengreen and Irwin’s (1996) finding that bilateral trade flows are very
persistent and history dependent.
Our results show that the impact of migrants on trade in East Asia is large and the increase in
trade due to technology-led-decline in transport costs is obvious in East Asia. In general,
improvements in infrastructure and developing technology as well as increasing migrant
stocks have strategic implications in trade between countries, especially the East Asia
countries.
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xlii

The same measure of specific country-fixed effects has been used by Melitz (2007).
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Perceptions of Halal Products in Malaysia
ABSTRACT
As Muslims can only consume products that meet strict religious requirements, called Halal,
there is an enormous and rapidly growing global market for Halal products. However, many
Muslims are concerned that the products that they consume are not really Halal. This paper
assesses how Muslims in Malaysia perceive the Halal status of products available in Malaysia
and tries to determine both some determinants of these perceptions and potential solutions.
The study found that Muslims were very concerned with the status of Halal of many products
available in the market, especially certain categories and those proceeding from Western
countries and want their government to certify the Halal status of products.
Keywords: Halal, diet, pork, alcohol, Halal product.
INTRODUCTION
There are tremendous opportunities for business organisations to cater the needs of Muslim
population for Halal products and services as Muslims now represent 1.9 billion out of 6
billion world population. The global Halal market is worth a trillion dollars and is still
growing at a fast pace (Standards Malaysia, 2009). As a result, all kinds of products and
services branded “Halal” are being put into the global market. The big question for a Muslim
is how to differentiate real from fake Halal products? This problem is especially acute in
Malaysia as it has an open economy - it not only has to face the issue of Halal for its own
products, mostly produced by non-Muslims, but for imported ones as well. The purpose of
this paper is to measure Muslims’ perceptions of Halal products sold in Malaysia markets.
Concept of Halal
Halal refers to actions or the use of things that fulfil the human needs that are designed for
health, safety and conformity with Shariah requirements. In the Quran, the word Halal has
been used in the context of muamalat, family matters and marriage, food, earning a living and
so on. However, Halal is used most often in the context of food and earning a living.
Diet in Islam
Diet is very important for Muslims, as Allah Taala says:
O mankind, eat from whatever is on earth [that is] lawful and good and do not
follow the footsteps of Satan. Indeed, he is to you a clear enemy (2:168);
This day [all] good foods have been made lawful, and the food of those who
were given the Scripture is lawful for you and your food is lawful for them….
(5:5);
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… Lawful for you are the animals of grazing livestock except for that which is
recited to you [in this Qur'an]… (5:1);
They ask you, [O Muhammad], what has been made lawful for them. Say,
"Lawful for you are [all] good foods and [game caught by] what you have
trained of hunting animals which you train as Allah has taught you. So eat of
what they catch for you, and mention the name of Allah upon it, and fear
Allah." Indeed, Allah is swift in account (5:4);
Lawful to you is game from the sea and its food as provision for you and the
travellers… (5:96).
To maintain healthy physical body is important because it will aid healthy soul and spirit that
in turn will lead to the fulfilment of material and spiritual well-being. Islam forbids Muslims
from indulging food that will damage their health as evidence from the following verse in the
Quran:
O you who have believed, indeed, intoxicants, gambling, [sacrificing on] stone alters
[to other than Allah], and divining arrows are but defilement from the work of Satan,
so avoid it that you may be successful (5:90).
The Quran has specifically stated the types of food that are prohibited from a Muslim’s diet:
Prohibited to you are dead animals, blood, the flesh of swine, and that which has been
dedicated to other than Allah , and [those animals] killed by strangling or by a violent
blow or by a head-long fall or by the goring of horns, and those from which a wild
animal has eaten, except what you [are able to] slaughter [before its death], and those
which are sacrificed on stone altars, and [prohibited is] that you seek decision through
divining arrows. That is grave disobedience. This day those who disbelieve have
despaired of [defeating] your religion; so fear them not, but fear Me. This day I have
perfected for you your religion and completed My favor upon you and have approved
for you Islam as religion. But whoever is forced by severe hunger with no inclination
to sin - then indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful (5:3).
He has only forbidden to you dead animals, blood, the flesh of swine, and that which has
been dedicated to other than Allah. But whoever is forced [by necessity], neither desiring [it]
nor transgressing [its limit] - then indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful (16:115).
Studies have shown that pork is harmful to human health. According to Wong (undated), a
group of Edinburgh University medical students did a research on the effects of diet on
stomach and intestinal diseases such as trichinosis on the diets of the various ethnic
communities in the region by dissecting corpses. They found that the ethnic community with
the highest percentage of cases with the trichinella spiralis worm belonged to a race that had
pork as its main staple diet. However, they found that Muslims and Jews had a low
percentage of trichinella spiralis worm in their bodies. This is supported by Dr Glen
Shepherd who wrote in Washington Post on 31 May 1952:
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One in six people in USA and Canada have germs in their muscles - trichinosis 8 from eating
pork infected with trichina worms. Many people who are infected show no symptoms. Most
of those, who do have, recover slowly. Some die; some are reduced to permanent invalids.
All were careless pork caters… No one is immune from the disease and there is no cure.
Neither antibiotics nor drugs or vaccines affect these tiny deadly worms. Preventing infection
is the real answer (quoted by Shamsi, 1999).
Dr Karim has described the diseases that are carried by pork as follows:
The pig is a scavenger. It is an omnivorous animal. It eats everything. There
are many diseases carried from swine to man, particularly parasite infestations.
Lately extensive research has been focused on senility-old age is characterized
by hardening of inner lining of the blood vessels of the heart, brain etc. a
process called atherosclerosis. When a clot forms, it results in coronary
thrombosis or a heart attack, cerebral thrombosis or stroke.
Different dietary factors are responsible for atherosclerosis. Gross atheroma
may be produced in rabbit by feeding it with cholesterol, but when you add
lard (derived from hog fat) to the cholesterol, the incidence of atheroma is
increased and thus you would produce coronary thrombosis, and myocardial
infraction.
Besides, lard contains 2800 units of vitamin D per 100 grams and no vitamin
A at all. Lately vitamin D has been held responsible for atheroma, by causing
increased absorption of calcium in the blood vessels. In human beings, serum
cholesterol is not dependent on the intake of cholesterol in the diet, but
depends upon the proportion of animal fats in the diet, which elevates the betalipo protein level in the blood. Animal fats contain saturated fatty acids and
these saturated fatty acids have been found to be as one of the causes of
atheroma in man. Medium fat bacon contains 25% proteins and 55% fat
(quoted by Shamsi, 1999).
Halal cosmetics
Muslim women are encouraged to beautify themselves for their husbands as evidence from
the following verse:
And tell the believing women to reduce [some] of their vision and guard their
private parts and not expose their adornment except that which [necessarily]
appears thereof and to wrap [a portion of] their headcovers over their chests
and not expose their adornment except to their husbands, their fathers, their
husbands' fathers, their sons, their husbands' sons, their brothers, their
brothers' sons, their sisters' sons, their women, that which their right hands
possess, or those male attendants having no physical desire, or children who
are not yet aware of the private aspects of women. And let them not stamp
their feet to make known what they conceal of their adornment. And turn to
Allah in repentance, all of you, O believers, that you might succeed (24:31).
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A Muslim woman should appear more beautiful and attractive to make her husband love her
more. According to Idealmuslimah.com (2011), while devoting her time to worshipping
Allah and reading the Quran, Aa’ishah, the wife of Messenger of Allah, would wear fine
clothes and jewellery at home, as well as when she was travelling. Bakrah binti ‘Uqbah asked
Aa’ishah about her henna, and she said,
A Muslim woman's beauty should be primarily for her husbands and not just for her friends
and peers. Those women who are failing to make themselves beautiful for their husbands
may even be considered sinners, because they are falling short in one of the greatest duties of
marriage. Their negligence may be the cause of their husbands staying away from them and
looking at other women (quoted from Idealmuslimah.com, 2011).
A woman is forbidden to dress in mourning for more than three days. In the case of her
husband’s death, she could mourn for four months and ten days. According to
Idealmuslimah.com (2011), in the hadith narrated by al-Bukhaari from Zaynab the daughter
of Umm Salamah, who said:
I am not wearing perfume because I need to, but because I heard the
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) saying from the minbar, “It is not
permitted for a woman who believes in Allah (Subhaanahu Wa Ta’aalaa) and
the Last Day to grieve for more than three days, except for her husband, (for
whom she may grieve) four months and ten days (quoted from
Idealmuslimah.com. 2011).
As more Muslim women adopt their Islamic lifestyle, they like to preserve Halal as part of
their daily lifestyles. As a result, Halal cosmetics are gaining popularity amongst Muslim
consumers. The term “Halal cosmetics” covers all aspect of production that include raw
material ingredients, manufacturing processes, storing, packaging and delivering that
conform to Shariah requirements.
As the cosmetic industry becomes very competitive, manufacturers are more inclined to use
cheaper ingredients in their products. Thus, they are more inclined to use ingredients from
waste and by-products of the livestock industry with little or no regard to Halal compliance.
In the United States, there are 12.5 million tonnes of dead animals, bones, fat and meat waste,
and used cooking fats and oils are heat-treated and melted down, and the output from this
rendering process is used in the cosmetics industry every year (Kamaruzaman, 2011).
Although Islamic scholars have conflicting opinions on the rendering process, it is clear that
the use of swine placenta is haram.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The base for the survey instrument was developed in the UAE using an iterative, qualitative
methodology (Ireland, 2011). However, based on local input, new product categories that
concerned Malaysians were added. These were Indian and Chinese restaurants and other
carbonated drinks. We surveyed on a convenience sample of Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
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Muslim students and other Muslims in the Klang Valley. 130 completed questionnaires were
usable giving a response rate of about 43%. SPSS software was used to analyse the data.
FINDINGS
Biography
Table 1 shows the age distribution of respondents according to gender and age. There were
65.6% female and 34.4% male respondents. About 78% of the respondents were in the 18-25
years old age group, and most of them were female. Only 7% of the respondents were in the
51-65 years old age group, and about 45% of them were male respondents.
Table 1
Age of respondents according to gender
Gender
Age group (years)
18-25
26-35
36-50
Male
31
5
4
Female
69
7
3
Total
100
12
7
* 2 respondents did not state their age.

51-65
4
5
9

Total
44
84
128*

Table 2 shows the respondents’ nationality. Malaysian Muslims (91%) formed the bulk of
the respondents. This is followed by Indonesian (3%) and Bangladeshi (2%). About 4% of
the respondents did not state their nationality.
Table 2
Nationality of the respondents
Nationality
Total
Malaysian
118
Bangladeshi
3
Indonesian
4
Undisclosed
5
Total
130
Table 3 shows the distribution of the Islamic faith of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents subscribed to Sunni Islamic faith. About 90% of the Sunni and all of the Shiite
were Malaysians.
Table 3
Islamic faith of the respondents according to nationality
Islamic
Nationality
faith
Malaysian Bangladeshi Indonesian Undisclosed Total
Sunni
114
3
4
5
126
Shiite
3
3
Total
117
3
4
5
129*
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* One subject did not respond to the question
Table 4 shows the individual who is responsible for household grocery shopping. Mother
(28%), parents (27%) and respondents themselves (20%) were mostly responsible to do
grocery shopping. Respondents who were married mostly did their shopping with their
spouses.
Table 4
Household grocery shopping responsibility
Individual
Total
Respondent
25
Mother
36
Father
11
Spouse
1
Respondent and spouse 18
Parents
35
Other
1
Total
127*
* Three subjects did not respond to the question
Halal Certification
Table 5 shows the perceptions on the Halal certification of the food products. About 95% of
the respondents trusted the Halal certification on the food products. Only a small minority
(5%) and all of them were Malaysians did not trust the Halal certification.
Table 5
Perceptions of Halal certification on food products
Nationality
Trust
Malaysian Bangladeshi Indonesian Undisclosed Total
Yes
112
3
4
5
124
No
6
0
0
0
6
Total
118
3
4
5
130

When respondents were asked on the agency which should be responsible to certify the Halal
status of the imported food products, they ranked the governmental agencies in the country of
origin, professional certifying laboratory and non-profit Islamic association in that order, as
shown in Table 6. They did not trust food manufacturer and retailer to certify the Halal status
on the imported food products.
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Table 6
The responsibility of certifying imported food products
Agency
Governmental food agencies in the country of origin
Non-profit Islamic Association
Professional certifying laboratory
Food manufacturer
Retailer

%
73
30
41
22
11

Again on the imported food products, 74% to 79% of the respondents perceived that food
products from France, US, UK, Vietnam, Philippine and China were not Halal as shown in
Table 7. However, they trusted food products from Indonesia and India as Halal as only less
than 46% respondents perceived them not Halal.
Table 7
The perceptions that food from various countries not Halal
Country of origin
%
China
74
Indonesia
27
India
46
Australia
65
New Zealand
67
Philippine
74
France
79
US
78
UK
78
Thailand
65
Vietnam
78
The most popular meat found in the market is chicken, as all people from various ethnic
backgrounds love it. Table 8 shows the Halal guarantee that respondents like to see on the
package of chicken. More than 81% of the respondents prefer the word Halal or a variation of
“slaughtered according to Islamic rites” on the package of chicken. What the respondents do
not want to see is a package of chicken that does not bear the word Halal.
Table 8
Desired Halal guarantee for chicken
Type of guarantee
Halal
Slaughtered according to Islamic rites
Slaughtered according to Islamic rites and fed only with vegetables
Slaughtered according to Islamic rites and no hormones or additives
Slaughtered according to Islamic rites and fed only with organic food
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%
89
93
87
81
84

Type of guarantee
No mention of Halal
Only fed with vegetables
Only fed with organic food
Products with reasons for concerns

%
11
37
40

The respondents indicated that they were very concerned with 78% of the products surveyed
as shown in Table 9. The products they were confident Halal were milk, butter, fish,
crab/lobster, other carbonated drinks, juice and eggs.
Table 9
Products with degree of concern
Degree of concern
No concern
Concern
%
%
11
89
25
75
27
73
15
85
15
85
17
83
31
69
45
55
48
52
46
54
64
36
51
49
44
56
76
24
73
27
48
52
38
62
38
62
46
54
51
49
66
34
73
27
40
60
20
80
26
74
12
88
14
86
10
90

Item
Turkey
Mortadella
Chicken
Hamburgers
Hot dogs
Sausage
Beef
Cheese
Yogurt
Ice cream
Milk
Butter
Cake
Fish
Crab/Lobster
Potato Chips
Other salty snacks
Pasta
Pepsi
Other carbonated drinks
Juice
Eggs
Jelly beans
Perfume
Chocolate
Chinese food
Chinese restaurants
Indian restaurants
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Degree of concern
No concern
Concern
%
%
12
88
15
85
18
82
27
73

Item
Non-alcoholic beer
Make-up
Cosmetics
Toothpaste

Table 10 shows the reasons for their concerns. Reasons for concerns in the products are: (i)
the ingredients are derived from pork, (ii) the animals are badly slaughtered, (iii) the presence
of impurities, (iv) the use of alcohol, (v) the products are badly prepared, (vi) the use of
foreign substance and animal gelatin, and (vii) other reasons not stated.
The respondents indicated that they do not trust Chinese restaurants, Chinese food and Indian
restaurants because of pork, and the foods are perceived as unhygienically prepared.
Malaysian Muslims are suspicious of turkeys which are imported from non-Muslim countries
particularly the US.
Malaysians like chicken. The per capita consumption rate for chicken is one of the highest in
the world (ThePoultrysite.com, 2006). Tey (2009) projected the per capita consumption at 38
- 42 kg for 2011. As the demand for the chicken meats are very high, there is a question of
whether the chickens are properly slaughtered. 41% of respondents indicated that they were
not confident that the chickens are being slaughtered properly.
For 2011 per capita beef consumption, Tey (2009) forecasted at 6 – 7 kg. Most of the beef
consumed are imported ones as they are cheaper. The concern for the imported beef is
whether the cows are being properly slaughtered. Turning to the meat processed products
which are hamburger, hotdog and sausage, the respondents are concerned with impurities,
additives and etc. that are added to the products. In addition, they are worried that these
products can include pork as one of the ingredients.
Non-alcoholic beer drink is very popular in the middle-eastern countries. As hundreds of
thousands middle-eastern people come to Malaysia either to further their education or for
leisure, the non-alcoholic beer drink has been promoted in Malaysia. 49% of the respondents
are very concerned that the drink contains impurities, additives etc. that are harmful to the
human health. Rasheed (2009) is highly critical that Muslims are imitating non-Muslim in
inventing beer that they claimed to have no alcohol. During the 6th Malaysia International
Halal Showcase, several bottled and canned drink products that resembled beer and other
similar alcoholic products were promoted at that year’s event. Rasheed raised the issue that
Muslims do not need to emulate something that is forbidden by Allah.
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Table 10
Products with reasons for concerns
Reasons for concerns

Item

Pork
%

Badly
slaughtered
%

Impure,
additives,
hormones,
etc.
%

Turkey

6

44

11

3

14

16

5

1

100

Mortadella
Chicken
Hamburger
Hotdog

15
6
24
21

20
41
15
21

15
22
18
24

6
1
2
2

13
6
22
14

19
15
8
6

12
8
11
12

0
1
0
0

100
100
100
100

Sausage
Beef
Cheese
Yogurt

19
10
7
6

15
43
14
11

22
16
21
27

2
2
5
11

19
13
14
14

7
8
15
9

16
8
24
22

0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100

Ice cream
Milk
Butter
Cake

8
6
4
10

9
11
11
9

29
32
30
25

12
5
5
22

7
18
14
11

6
6
12
4

28
22
24
20

1
0
0
0

100
100
100
100

Fish
Crab/Lobster
Potato Chips
Other salty
snacks
Pasta
Pepsi
Other
carbonated
drinks
Juice
Eggs
Jelly beans
Perfume
Chocolate
Chinese
food
Chinese
restaurant
Indian
restaurant
Nonalcoholic
beer
Make-up
Cosmetics

10
10
7

10
20
8

36
35
34

5
4
2

21
15
12

18
9
9

0
7
28

0
0
0

100
100
100

3
7
6

11
9
8

36
26
30

8
11
21

9
12
11

11
17
13

22
19
11

0
0
0

100
100
100

5
6
17
15
11
10

8
13
12
6
3
8

32
38
30
20
13
17

26
15
7
9
57
14

14
13
12
6
6
9

12
9
12
8
3
11

3
6
10
36
7
31

0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100

30

14

8

13

15

6

14

0

100

32

13

8

14

16

4

13

0

100

30

14

8

13

15

6

14

0

100

3
8
7

9
8
8

49
14
17

6
26
28

9
5
6

12
8
6

11
30
28

1
1
0

100
100
100

Toothpaste

7

5

22

16

9

10

31

0

100

Alcohol
%

Badly
prepared
(Dirty)
%
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Foreign
%

Gelatin,
glycerin
from
pork
%

Other
%

Total
%

As Muslims now are more particular of what they put on their face and body, they are now
looking at the critical production aspects of the products that they use. With regard to
perfume, 49% of the respondents are very concerned about the alcohol in their perfume.
Similarly they are concerned with the make-up and other cosmetic products; their worry is
with the alcohol and the pork and other animal derivatives contained in the cosmetic products.
CONCLUSION
To Muslims, Halal products and services particularly food products are viewed as a sensitive
and serious matter, and they are very concerned. Muslims trust the Halal label found on a
package of food product and they expect that the Government is committed to making sure
that the food products are genuinely Halal. Muslims in this country do not want fake Halal
food products to be freely available in the markets (see for example, Consumers Association
of Penang, 2008; Utusan Malaysia, 2010). As there is a lack of information on the Halal
status of many products, Muslims want the required information on the package of products.
In addition, Muslims want the Government to introduce Halal law that compels producers
and providers of products and services to apply for the Halal certification if they want to sell
their products and services to Muslims. It is hoped that the proposed Halal Act to be
introduced and implemented in 2011 will give full authority to Malaysian Islamic
Development Department to enforce the Act.
On the imported food product issue, the lack of trust from the Muslim consumers as reflected
in this survey is because there is no recognised global Halal standard that the Muslim
consumers can refer to. It was reported that there is no consensus on a Halal standard, as each
country has its own policy which in turn leads to disagreement on key Halal issues (Wan
Hassan, 2007). One way to solve this Halal issue is to establish a minimum core standard
with zero tolerance on a few basic issues such as pork and alcohol for example, with
addendums applicable to each individual country. However, as each country has its own
Halal guidelines and interpretations of the Quran and Hadith, there are bound to have thorny
and controversial issues pertaining to one global Halal standard. For example some countries
permit the use of electrical stunning of animals while others such as the Halal Monitoring
Committee and the Muslim Council of Britain totally rejected the practice (Wan Hassan,
2007).
Until the global Halal certification issue is resolved, the confidence of Muslim consumers on
imported food products will remain as what the study had found. In addition, Malaysia could
not exploit the huge global Halal market, which has a lot to offer. Malaysia could not afford
to miss this opportunity as its aspiration is to become the Halal hub in this region and to spur
the growth of small and medium enterprises which dominated the Halal food industry. Halal
food is not only for Muslims as Halal requires quality, safety and hygiene that will attract
non-Muslim consumers as well.
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Individual Characteristics and Attitudes toward Computer Use Ethics:
Evidence from Malaysia

ABSTRACT
The research investigates the extent to which individual characteristics is related to their
attitudes toward computer use ethics. The research used a cross-sectional survey approach. A
total of 550 responses were collected from academic staffs and students in an institution of
higher learning in Malaysia. Our findings indicate that individual characteristics consisting of
individuals’ value for Islamic work ethics and level in organizational hierarchy are linked to
attitudes toward ethical computer use. However, there was no support to suggest that attitudes
toward ethical computer use are related to gender. This research should contribute
significantly in the area of business ethics and Management Information Systems courses for
both undergraduate and postgraduate business programs. The fact that individual
characteristics contribute significantly in the ethical use of computers may lead to better
insights into computer misuse and allow better preventive measures that can be taken by
organizations through ethics and Management Information Systems curriculum in business
education.
Keywords Ethics, Islamic work ethics, computer ethics, individual behavior
INTRODUCTION
Information technology has benefited individuals, organizations and businesses in various
ways. However, with the diffusion of the Internet, the use of computers is prone to abuse in
both institutions of higher learning and in profit-making organizations. Incidents of computer
abuse manifest themselves in many forms including surfing the Internet for non-work related
purposes and engaging in various aberrant activities such as fraudulence, plagiarism and
falsification. Computer abuse continues to proliferate in organizations as computers become
pervasive and inevitable to users in knowledge-based societies (Peterson, 2002; Conger,
1995). The consequence to this emerging phenomenon can be highly costly to organizations
as evident in a recent report that “a typical company of 1000 employees could lose up to
£2.5m a year through non-business use of the Internet”.xliii Further, a recent survey
published by an employment law firm in Peninsula Ireland revealed that Irish employees
spent an average of 90 minutes per day on social networking sites which worked out to be 43
working days per year (reported in O’Donnell, 2008).
The issues of ethical and unethical use of computers have drawn immense attention. They
could be categorized into privacy, property, crime and abuse, power and responsibility,
professional practice, accountability and liability (Heron et al. 2007). Accordingly there are
various streams of researches that have presented perspectives on computer abuse (Lee and
Lee, 2002; Lee et al. 2004; Wiant, 2005), discussed information from the ethical perspective
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(Desai and von der Embse, 2008; Brey, 2008), suggested adherence to religious teachings
(Al-A’ali, 2008), discussed issues of ethical guidelines in organizations (Peterson, 2002;
Foltz et al., 2005; 2008), provided insights into ethical decision making (Loch and Conger,
1996; Gattiker and Kelley, 1999; Leonard and Cronan, 2005; Haines and Leonard, 2007 and
Heron et al. 2007).
Given the importance of ethics, business education in colleges have incorporated ethics
course at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels while a typical Management
Information Systems course now contains a module of computer ethics in its syllabus.
Likewise, in organizations, human resource policies and trainings are developed to create
awareness on ethical and appropriate use of the computers.2
Yet, despite the existence of guidelines at workplace and formal training in ethics through
academic curriculum, employees are often exposed to ethical dilemmas regarding the
appropriate use of company’s assets at workplace. Often time, guidelines and rules are
breached and people still engage in unethical behavior. Accordingly, the decision to act
unethically can be attributed to their attitudes and perceptions toward such behaviors (Ajzen
and Fishebein, 1980). People may have positive attitudes toward ethics which may lead them
to comply with the value, while others, may have little value or negative attitudes toward
ethical behavior. These are perhaps those who can be identified through certain
characteristics which are tied to their individual attributes. This is in line with Bommer et al.
(1987), Ford and Richardson (1994), Paradice (1990), Loch and Conger (1996) and Pierce
and Henry (2000) – who identified personal characteristics as an influence on individuals’
ethical decision making to engage in such behaviors positively or negatively.
The notion of prediction of behavior from attitude or attitudinal value to such behavior has
been well established through the work of Ajzen and Fishbein (1980). Therefore, in modeling
behavior that arises from ethical value, the use of Theory of Reason Action (TRA) and
Planned Behavior (TPB) by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) are considered appropriate in
understanding ethical behavior in computer use. In addition, such attitude can be attributed to
various aspects of individual characteristics such as demographic, personal goals, motivation,
values, and organizational position (Bommer et. al, 1987).
In developing our conceptual framework for the study of computer ethics, the work of
Bommer et al. (1987) and Ford and Richardson (1994) are found relevant in our attempt to
associate between individual characteristics and attitudes toward computer ethics. Bommer et
al. (1987) identified environmental as well as individual characteristics as factors affecting
ethical decision making of individuals.
On the other hand, Ford and Richardson (1994) identified individual decision-maker’s
characteristics including, gender and employment as influential factors of ethical beliefs and
decision making. Our research framework involving computer ethics and the influence of
individuals’ characteristics was, therefore, developed based on these reviews. The research
question is set out: Do individual characteristics relate to attitudes toward computer use ethics?
There are altogether five sections in the paper. This section has introduced the research.
Section two discusses the literature review and hypotheses. The research methodology is
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presented in section three. Consequently, we discuss the findings in section four. Section five
concludes the paper.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES
Attitudes toward computer use ethics
Moor (1985) identifies that a typical problem in computer ethics arises out of a “policy
vacuum” about how computer technology should be used. Computer ethics would consider
personal and social policies essentially to help individuals determine what they would do
when faced with a dilemma. Floridi and Sanders (2002) stressed that computer ethics
stemmed from practical concerns arising in connection with the impact of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) on contemporary society.
Bommer et al. (1987) proposed a conceptual model of ethical and unethical decision making.
The model identified a decision-maker’s social environment, government/legal environment,
work environment, professional environment, personal environment and individual
characteristics as factors that would affect ethical and unethical decision-making. Based on a
review of empirical literature, Ford and Richardson (1994) suggested individual decisionmaker’s characteristics and situational factors influenced ethical beliefs and decision making.
Accordingly, individual characteristics of the decision maker received the most attention
among the research community. A subsequent experimental study that compared
Management Information Systems (MIS) subjects and non-MIS, found significant differences
in ethical attitudes between the two (Paradice, 1990). In a survey of Association of
Information Technology professionals, Pierce and Henry (2000) found significant differences
in judgments for individual self, co-workers and organization on computer use ethics. We
build on these prior researches to understand individual characteristics and attitudes toward
computer use ethics.
Individual characteristics and attitudes toward computer use ethics
There are a considerable number of researches that explore individual characteristics and
computer ethics (Wong, 1985; Banerjee et al. 1996; Loch and Conger, 1996; Pearson et al.,
1997; Dawson, 1997; Chow and Choi, 2003; Leonard et al., 2004; Haines and Leonard, 2007).
Findings from these studies indicate a mixed result on the influence of some individual
characteristic’ variables such as gender, age group and occupational level, on computer use
ethics. In this research, we focus on gender, individual’s level in organizational hierarchy and
individual’s value for work ethics using Islamic work ethics.
Gender
The study on gender and ethics continues to receive immense attention although there are
mixed findings for the relationship between gender and ethics. Wong (1985) reported that
male perpetrators outnumbered female culprits by the ratio 4:1. Accordingly, he noted that
male criminals were bolder than their female counterparts and made off with richer pickings.
In another study, Banerjee et al. (1996) found that gender was significantly associated with
ethical behavior of information systems personnel. The study made by Loch and Conger
(1996) revealed that while men tended to rely on their attitudes, women depended on social
norms in guiding them toward ethical decisions in computer use. In the business environment,
Dawson (1997) found that ethical differences between men and women were confined to
relational context; a term used in the sales profession. Kreie and Cronan (1998) surveyed 307
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students at a Midwestern university and found that “men and women were distinctly different
in their assessment of what is ethical and unethical behavior”. Several recent studies indicate
that gender is related to ethics (Kim, 2003; Leonard et al., 2004; McCarthy et al., 2005;
Leonard and Cronan, 2005; Dorantes et al., 2006; Haines and Leonard, 2007; Akbulut et al.
2008). However, in a study of 500 information systems personnel, Pearson et al. (1997)
found that the evaluation of ethical behavior was not related to gender. In a study of
managers of an IT club in Hong Kong, Chow and Choi (2003) did not find the relationship
between gender and attitudes toward ethical issues. Further, Moores and Chang (2006) found
limited support for the relationship between gender and software piracy. Hence, we
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1. Gender is significantly related to attitudes toward computer use ethics.
Individual’s level in organizational hierarchy
Prior researchers attempted to relate ethics to individuals’ occupational level in
organizational hierarchy. Dawson (1997) found the evidence to suggest that ethical standards
became higher with years of experience for both men and women. In a comparison of
students and professionals, Cappel and Windsor (1998) concluded that professionals
demonstrated the use of principled moral reasoning in making ethical decisions considerably
more often than students. In Hong Kong, Chow and Choi (2003) found that individuals’
position in organizations were related to attitudes toward ethical issues. This is consistent
with the findings made on Korean IT professionals (Kim, 2003) for specific ethical scenario.
Other studies like Banerjee et al. (1996) showed that individual’s duration of work experience
and occupational position did not relate to ethical behavior in organizations. Therefore, we
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2. Individuals’ level in organizational hierarchy is significantly related to
attitudes toward computer use ethics.
Individual’s value for work ethics
Individual’s value for work ethics is a complex concept. It may be viewed from occupational
perspective (Hill and Petty, 1995). In an organization, individual’s value for work ethics is a
particular essential criterion in building, developing, shaping and sustaining the organization.
It has also been said that in the United States, work ethics attributed to the nation’s greatness
(Pierson and Holmes, 2005). Further, employers valued job candidates’ strong work ethics
(Hill and Petty 1995).
On the other hand, individual’s value for work ethics may be viewed from a religious and
moral perspective. Clark and Dawson (1996) highlighted the importance of religiousness on
ethical judgments. In a survey of students and information systems professionals, Cappel and
Windsor (1998) found that those with religious affiliation differ significantly in attitudes
toward computer use in selected cases. Kreie and Cronan (1998) concluded that personal
values were influential in making judgments about ethical behavior. Pierce and Henry (2000)
suggested that individual’s uncertainty or misunderstanding of appropriate behavior could
result in unethical acts which would perhaps be attributable to a lack of proper guidance in
decision-making. It could be argued that in such situations, individuals might turn to personal
values and work ethics as a guiding principle. Leonard et al. (2004) summed up that a
person’s moral judgment could help in ethical decision-making. Dorantes et al. (2006) found
that religiosity had influenced individual moral intensity in the US research setting. This is
consistent with the finding on Korean IT professionals (Kim, 2003) for specific ethical
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scenario. However, Chow and Choi (2003) did not find the relationship between individual
religious values and attitudes toward ethical issues for IT managers in Hong Kong.
The issue of Islamic work ethics has drawn scholars’ attention in the last two decades as
evident in Ali (1988), Yousef (2000; 2001), Ab. Rahman et al. (2006), Ali and Al-Owaihan
(2008), Ali and Al-Kazemi (2007), Rokhman and Omar (2008), Al-Ghamdi (2010) and
Shakil (2011). In the United Arab Emirates, Yousef (2000) found employees’ Islamic work
ethic directly and positively influenced their attitudes toward organizational change and
organizational commitment. In another study, Yousef (2001) concluded Islamic work ethic
moderate the link between organizational commitment and job satisfaction. More recently,
Ab. Rahman et al. (2006) found Islamic work ethic related to organizational commitment in a
Malaysian local bank case study. In Kuwait, Ali and Al-Kazemi (2007) found Islamic work
ethic related significantly and strongly to loyalty. Rokhman and Omar (2008) and Rokhman
(2010) investigated employees in Central Java and concluded that Islamic work ethic
influenced job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Ali and Al-Owaihan (2008)
suggested that Islamic work ethic contributed to higher performance, widespread prosperity
and societal welfare while Al-Ghamdi (2010) found evidence for Islamic work ethic linking
to employees’ attitudes towards organizational change in Saudi Arabia. Shakil (2011)
proposed Islamic work ethics impact on organizational commitment, job satisfaction and
rewards. We hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 3. Islamic work ethics is significantly and negatively related to attitudes
toward computer use ethics.
Figure 1 shows the research model.
Figure 1. Research model
INDIVIDUAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Gender

Level in
organizational
hierarchy

Attitudes toward
computer use ethics

Islamic work ethics

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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The research used a self-administered survey research method. Questionnaires were
distributed to undergraduates, postgraduates and academic staff from various academic
disciplines at a leading Malaysian university. One of the strategies of this research is to adapt
previously validated instruments.
There were three sections in the questionnaire. Section one contained questions to probe
respondents’ values for work ethics. As most participants were Muslims, we adopted and
adapted the Islamic work ethic instrument to operationalize the concept of individual values
for work ethics. This is consistent with Al-A’ali (2008). Eight statements were adopted from
Ali (1988) as measures for individual value for work ethics. Respondents were required to
evaluate agreement to statements about work ethics that used a seven-point Likert scale. A
seven-point represented strongly agree while a one-point represented strongly disagree to
statements provided. Section two provided nine computer-related behavior scenarios that
were used to elicit respondents’ attitudes toward responsible use, responsibility,
acknowledgment, software piracy, unauthorized use of software, handling a disruptive
behavior, use of company’s asset for personal and non-profit purpose, access to information
for personal gain or profit, access to others’ information for employer’s or company’s profit.
This approach has been used in other and previous computer ethics studies. Measures were
adopted from Paradice (1990) and Pierce and Henry (2000). Respondents were requested to
first read each scenario and judged whether they agreed with what the action that the person
in the scenario adopted (see Appendix 1). Each response was to be evaluated on a seven-point
Likert scale. A seven-point represented strongly agree (ethical) while a one-point represented
strongly disagree (unethical) with the action taken. Section three contained questions to elicit
individual characteristics about the respondents: gender, age, formal academic qualification,
prior formal training in ethics, ethnicity and length of work experience.
Data were analyzed using a two-step approach. The first step entails using descriptive
analysis to gain insights into the respondents. The second step uses inferential analysis in
answering the research question.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Profile of Respondents
A total of 550 usable questionnaires were collected. Table 1 shows the profile of respondents.
Table 1. Profile of respondents (Continued on next page)
Individual Characteristics
Gender
Male
Female
Missing
Age

Items

Less than 20
20 – 29
30 – 39
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Frequency Percentage
237
43.1
305
55.5
8
1.4
4
417
58

.7
75.8
10.5

Individual Characteristics

Items
40 – 49
More than 49
Missing

Frequency
52
12
7

Percentage
9.5
2.2
1.3

Academic staff or
student?

Academic staff
Student

143
407

26.0
74.0

Educational background

High school
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Doctorate
Others
Missing

179
247
39
73
1
11

32.5
44.9
7.1
13.3
.2
2

Had prior formal training
in ethics?

Yes
No
Missing

398
131
21

72.4
23.8
3.8

Ethnicity

Malaysian
Others
Missing

452
75
23

82.2
13.6
4.2

The majority of the respondents were female. Those in the age group of 20 – 29 and students
made up a large proportion of the respondents. Most of them indicated that they had had prior
formal training in ethics. The predominant ethnicity was Malaysian. The average work
experience is three years.
Measures for values for work ethics and attitudes toward computer use ethics
The use of exploratory factor analysis on the values for work ethics and attitudes toward
computer use ethics has resulted in one and two component matrix respectively shown in
Table 2 and Table 3 below. With 0.3 threshold for 550 sample size (Hair et al. 1998), no
measure was omitted from the conceptualized factors. A reliability test was conducted and
the Cronbach’s alpha was .837 for Islamic work ethics measures and .836 for computer ethics
measures suggesting all measures were reliable. An analysis of each response was then
performed on individual values for work ethics measure.
Table 2. Profile of individuals’ values for work ethics measures (Continued on next page)
Individual’s value for
work ethics measures
1 Dedication in work is
a virtue

Mean Min Max
n
6.08 1.00 7.00 548
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Std. Factor
Dev. loading
1.21 .759

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

Individual’s value for
work ethics measures
Money earned through
manipulation at
workplace is harmful
Devotion to quality
work is a virtue
Exploitation in work is
not praiseworthy
Cheating in work is a
vice
One should carry out
work to the best of his
ability
Work is a source of
self-respect
One should take
community affairs into
consideration in
his/her work
Overall

Mean Min Max
n
5.59 1.00 7.00 548

Std. Factor
Dev. loading
1.67 .683

5.80

1.00 7.00 549

1.37

.743

5.52

1.00 7.00 542

1.68

.661

5.10

1.00 7.00 541

2.15

.566

6.24

1.00 7.00 548

1.23

.785

5.90

1.00 7.00 550

1.25

.756

5.78

1.00 7.00 550

1.29

.690

5.76

A higher mean indicates an individual’s strong value for work ethics. As shown in the table,
individuals reported strong value for work ethics. Further, they indicated the strongest value
comes from carrying out work to the best of ability. A lower mean indicates an individual’s
weaker value for work ethics. Of the eight measures, the weakest measure is evident through
cheating in work is a vice.
Table 3. Profile of attitudes toward computer use ethics
Attitudes toward
computer use measures
1 Responsible use
2 Responsibility
3 Acknowledgment
4 Obtain software
5 Unauthorised
software
6 Disruptive behavior
7 Personal non-profit
8 Personal profit
9 Company profit
Overall

Mean

Min

Max

n

3.41
3.31
3.24
3.69
3.21

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

4.41
3.80
3.69
3.90
3.64

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
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545
543
544
545
545

Std.
Dev.
1.80
1.68
1.74
1.76
1.81

Factor
loading
.727
.822
.768
.530
.618

540
544
545
543

1.72
1.62
1.67
1.86

.347
.648
.746
.831

The lower the mean value, the more strongly the measure represents “unethical” direction in
terms of the seven-point scale. The results indicated that the majority of respondents
perceived the behavior in all scenarios were “unethical” except for disruptive behavior. The
lowest mean value was found for the scenario of unauthorized use software.
Based on the analysis, all measures for individual’s value for work ethics and attitudes
toward computer use ethics were respectively summated into one scale. This entails
combining several variables that measure the same concept into a single variable toward
increasing the reliability of the measurement (Hair et al. 1998). We checked for normality of
the distribution of data for attitudes toward computer use scale and based on the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic .196 we conclude that normality is assumed.
Relationship between individual characteristics
and attitudes toward computer use ethics
Hypothesis 1 suggests that gender is significantly related to attitudes toward computer
use ethics. We performed independent samples t-test to investigate whether there is a
significant difference between male and female in attitudes toward computer use
ethics. Using t-test, there is no significant difference between male and female in
attitudes toward computer use (df=528, p=.295).
Hypothesis 2 suggests that individuals’ level in organizations is significantly related
to attitudes toward computer use ethics. Using a binary variable to code staff and
student to denote the different level between the two in an institution of higher
learning, we performed independent samples t-test. There is a significant difference
between students and staffs in attitudes toward computer use (df=535, p=.000). The
mean scores for staff (mean=3.28, SD=1.22, N=135,) were lower than that for
students (mean=3.76, SD=1.10, N=402).
Hypothesis 3 suggests that with stronger value for Islamic work ethics, an individual
would demonstrate unfavorable attitudes toward unethical use of the computers. We
conducted a correlation analysis to investigate this relationship. We found that the
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is -.139 and that the measures were
negatively and significantly correlated to one another, p<.01.
We used hierarchical multiple regression to assess the ability of two control measures (gender
and level in organizational hierarchy) to influence attitudes toward computer use ethics
(Table 4a, 4b, 4c).
Table 4a. Model Summary
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Table 4b. ANOVA results

Table 4c. Coefficients

Islamic work ethics were entered into Step1 (Table 4a) explaining 1.9% variance in attitudes
toward computer use ethics. The entry of two control variables (gender and level in
organizational hierarchy) in Step 2 (Table 4a) resulted in 4.5% of total variance for the model
as a whole, F(3, 546)=8.606, p<0.001 (Table 4b). The two control measures (gender and level
in organizational hierarchy) explained an additional 2.6% of the variance in attitudes toward
computer use ethics after controlling for Islamic work ethics. In the final model, only Islamic
work ethics and level in organizational hierarchy (Table 4c) were statistically significant with
level in organizational hierarchy recording a higher beta value (beta = -0.163, p<0.001) than
the Islamic work ethics (beta = -0.103, p<.001).
Hypothesis 1 suggests that gender is significantly related to attitudes toward computer use
ethics. In the final analysis, we conclude that Hypothesis 1 is not supported. The finding
supports that made by Pearson et al. (1997) Chow and Choi (2003) and Moores and Chang
(2006) but is inconsistent with Banerjee et al. (1996), Leonard et al. (2004) and McCarthy et
al. (2005). The evidence affirms that gender continues to provide mixed results for attitudes
toward ethical decision-making.
Hypothesis 2 suggests that individuals’ level in organizational hierarchy is significantly
related to attitudes toward computer use ethics. The final analysis suggests that staff
perceived the behaviors in the scenarios as more “unethical” that did the students. Therefore,
we conclude that Hypothesis 2 is supported. This is consistent with Chow and Choi (2003)
but inconsistent with Banerjee et al. (1996).
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Hypothesis 3 suggests that Islamic work ethics is significantly and negatively related to
attitudes toward computer use ethics. Results suggest that individuals who value work ethics
highly would perceive the behavior provided in the scenarios as “unethical”. Therefore, we
conclude that Hypothesis 3 supported. The finding supports Clark and Dawson (1996) and
Cappel and Windsor (1998), Dorantes et al. (2006) but is inconsistent with Chow and Choi
(2003). The result of the study affirms that ethical level increases with individual’s stronger
value for work ethics. Table 5 summarizes the results of hypotheses.
Table 5. Summary of hypothesis results (Continued on next page)
Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1. There is a significant relationship between gender
and attitudes toward computer use ethics.
Hypothesis 2. There is a significant relationship between
individuals’ level in organizational hierarchy and attitudes toward
computer use ethics.
Hypothesis 3. There is a negative and significant relationship
between Islamic work ethics and attitudes toward computer use
ethics.

Results
Not supported
Supported

Supported

CONCLUSIONS
Issues of ethics and computers in organizations continue to dominate the literature as the use
of computers become widespread. In the past, although models of attitudes toward computer
use ethics were proposed, relatively few had analyzed the characteristics of individuals. The
research explores whether attitudes toward computer use relate to individuals’ characteristics.
Through reliability and validity statistical analysis, this research has contributed to new
knowledge that the instrument is stable over time in another country and has good
measurement in a different cultural context.
Further, the study has contributed to new knowledge with the identification and analysis of
specific individuals’ characteristics. There are evidences to suggest that individuals’ attitudes
toward computer use ethics relate to individuals’ level in organizational hierarchy and value
for Islamic work ethics. The evidence provided herein affirms that future research employing
students as surrogates for managers in ethics research should be interpreted with caution
given the significant difference in ethics evaluations between staff and students. However, we
did not find support that could relate attitudes toward computer use to gender. The
relationships reported in this study extend previous empirical researches.
The research has rendered two practical implications to college educators and employers.
Curriculums need to continue emphasizing on the importance of ethics education and
development of appropriate individual work values in the use of computers in business
education in preparing graduates for employment. While this research has only captured
specific issues like responsible use, responsibility etc., students should be exposed to various
other computer use issues. Employers might consider specific continuous training,
communication and development programs on their expectations of individuals’ work ethics
and appropriate use of the computers. Inexperienced employees especially entry level
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graduates and those at lower formal education level might have to be exposed to more rigor
than those who were otherwise.
It is important to note that this study is exploratory in nature and thus subject to limitations
which could be addressed in future research. The sample was selected from a particular
university in Malaysia and thus limits generalization. Secondly, the study was based on a
survey. It only captures a specific point of time. Future research could explore qualitative
interviews to understand group differences or a longitudinal approach.
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APPENDIX 1
Responsible use: The company pays for computer time on a large computer. Action: An
employee plays games on the system.
Responsibility: A program is written to manage each employee’s pension fund allocations.
The code was erroneously written so that the stock fund allocations for each person
were credited to the bond fund and vice versa. Action: The programmer refused to
take monetary responsibility for the mistake.
Acknowledgement: An employee designed a computer application which was the key to a
discovery made by the Engineering Division of the company. Action: The
Engineering Division was given various awards and recognition with no mention of
the program or the programmer.
Obtain software: An employee is given a PC at work but not all of the software needed to do
his/her job. Action: The employee copies licensed software from a friend outside of
the company to use at work.
Unauthorized use: An employee discovered a way to access all accounts on the company
computer system. This flaw in the system security was reported to the appropriate
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authorities in the company. Action: Until the problem was corrected, the employee
continued to “browse” the system.
Disruptive behavior: Many workers who use the computer system in the company do not take
the time to log out properly. Action: A systems programmer decided to teach the
workers a lesson by locking out those who had violated the log out procedure for 24
hours with a message indicating why they were locked out of their accounts.
Personal non-profit: An employee is considering applying for a new job with another
company. Action: The employee returns to the office after work and uses a computer
with a word-processing package to type a resume.
Personal profit: An employee with access to personnel records is going to ask for a raise.
Action: Before meeting with the boss, the employee accesses salary information of
others in similar jobs to document his/her case for the raise.
Company profit: While attending a professional conference, an IT professional overheard a
private conversation about the development of a top secret user interface being
developed by a competing company. Action: The employee used the information in
his/her company to gain a competitive advantage.
Acknowledgment: This research is supported by the International Islamic University
Malaysia Endowment Research Grant /504/RES/G/14/3/07/EDW 07-44 and the International
Business School Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.
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Entrepreneurial Clusters

ABSTRACT
To gain insights for the formation of entrepreneurial networks and regional economic
development. This paper applies graph theory and social network analysis to study the China
regional entrepreneurial clusters. What are underlying logics which separate survival and
primitive entrepreneurial clusters from high-growth innovative entrepreneurial clusters? In
specific, how do these geographically and socially linked need based entrepreneurs in rural
area of China evolved into innovative industrial clusters? What are internal and external
incentive mechanism driving these clusters’ growth and in turn changing the world around
them? How did these grass root survival entrepreneurs and their respective informal and
formal institutions interactively develop, adapt, and finally produced a sustainable economic
development? By study these entrepreneurial clusters in Zhejiang province, China, the paper
concludes that the evolution path and structural mapping of a network, as well as these
functions and attributes of a network’s entities codetermine a network internal process and
ultimately influence its performance and outcomes. The findings have important implications
for entrepreneurship studies and economic development especially for emerging markets.
Keywords: entrepreneurship, network, innovation, China
INTRODUCTION
What is unique about China regional entrepreneurial clusters? In the developed world, there
have been many formal and semi-formal flexible “networks”, such as industrial networks,
regional networks, and government-sponsored networks for innovation, innovators network
(Freeman, 1991) and so on. Many of these networks are formed in the established urban
settings and business environment, within or across industries, and consist of modern
institutions like corporations and firms. In the developing world, many business networks are
created, relatively more so, around traditional social/cultural networks, are straddle between
urban and rural areas, and are made of small and medium businesses (SMEs) because the
emerging stage of market mechanism and business environment. Due to the early stage of the
market development, many of these SMEs are family owned and more closely tied to social
networks.
In the case of China, the situation is more unique for it is a combination of transitioning
economy from planning to free market and from an agricultural based economy to an
industrial economy. The Chinese rapid industrialization is stemming from the bottom and
built up by millions of need-based entrepreneurs in the rural area. During the past three
decades or so many of these grass-root entrepreneurial businesses have grown into modern
businesses in turn they transform these villages into towns and cities. This produced China
economic development miracle. It is these widely dispersed and rapidly developed village
and town business clusters led to a fast urbanization occurred right at rural level. This is very
different from “the dual economies”(Boeke,1953) commonly observed in other developing
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economies during their industrialization transformation. While not all these SME business
clusters are successful, innovative, and fast growing, in the worse scenarios many are trapped
at the survival stage. What are underlying logics which separate survival and primitive
entrepreneurial clusters from high-growth innovative entrepreneurial clusters? We try to
search an answer for this question through this research.
Survival or need based entrepreneurship and high-growth innovative or opportunity based
entrepreneurship are different concepts one keeps entrepreneurs at survival stage while the
other push entrepreneurs out of poverty; one keeps old system in place while another initiates
creative destruction. High-growth innovative entrepreneurship is the one that discovers
previously unexplored opportunities with new ideas, new processes, new technologies… and
shift entire production frontier outwards and created higher output in economic and social
terms. Logically the survival entrepreneurship can be a step stone for a high-growth
innovative entrepreneurship, yet there is no grantee or direct path between these two. As
noted in the literature, not all spatial agglomerations of small rural businesses in the same or
related sectors necessarily evolve into innovative networks (Chi, 2007; Zhou, 2008) 。
The success of China SME regional entrepreneurial clusters in promoting technological
collaboration, innovation, and their superb performance in transforming regional economy
and development have attracted many scholars to study the phenomenon, and motivated
government’s attempt to duplicate this success and to promote regional economic
development in other part of China. To this end, Zhejiang SMEs innovation has closely
watched and emulated by other regional economies in China. Despite its success and widely
modeled by businesses and governments inside China, the essence of this innovation model,
in contrast with developed economies have been largely ignored in the field of innovation
networks studies (Chi, 2010).
Therefore, we try to provide some answers to these questions. How did these entrepreneurial
clusters structure evolve? What are the patterns of these clusters process? How network
process and relations are shaped by these network memberships? What kinds of resources
such as entrepreneurial ideas, technologies, capitals, or labors are travelling through network
linkages?
CHINA REGIONAL ENTREPRENEURIAL CLUSTERS
Broadly, SME is originated in rural area, called township and village enterprises (TVEs),
since China reform and open up, configured around the following characteristics: funded by
the rural collective institutions or individual farmers with the intention to support agricultural
productions (Li and Ye, 2000) . The operations of TVEs are flexible and they can respond
much quicker to the changes of market conditions than their state-owned counterparts（Chi
and Chou, 2003）, the surplus agricultural labor provided locally available and inexpensive
work force to the TVEs. Therefore, SMEs in town and village have got rapid growth since
China open up and reform, led to a cluster of small- and medium-sized firms with spatially
concentrated networks, often using flexible production technology and characterized by
extensive local inter-firm and organization linkages.
For example, Zhejiang textile industrial cluster is the most developed among other clusters in
China. In many places, such as Shaoxing, Wenzhou, Yiwu of Zhejiang province, enterprises
and related organizations have clustered into a regional platform as economic scenario.
Therefore, many researches on the TVEs phenomena carried out by scholars in China has
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focused small and medium enterprise clusters in the scenario. In early 1980s, it became the
breeding ground for the largest numbers of private SMEs clusters for producing clothing,
neck tie, children’s wear, textile, weaving, hosiery, painting and dying, synthetic fibers, shoes,
leather products, as well as textile related research institutions. Many of these SMEs were
evolved from family owned businesses mainly in rural villages and towns . The founders
were peasants usually with primary school educations and ventured into these businesses as
aside income source driven by much higher value added profits than that of traditional rice
farming.
Since the beginning of China’s economic reform and opening in 1979, Township & Village
enterprises (TVEs) have emerged and grew very rapidly within these People’s Communes in
rural area under China’s command economy. These TVEs were collectively owned by the
People’s Communes and operated by local peasants or villagers on a sideline from their
major farming activities. These TVEs were more flexible and could respond much more
quickly to market changes than SOEs (Chi Renyong and N. Chou, 2003). In the late 1980s,
TVEs were largely disappeared and replaced with private owned SMEs due to the political
and policy changes to legalize the private ownership in China (He, 2009). No one should
ignore the historical role of TVEs played in the China economic miracle since they provided
seeds for these privately owned SMEs with managerial now-how, business skills, technology,
start-up capital, and most importantly implanted the entrepreneurial virus that is “everyone
can make it happened”.
Four Stage Model for the Creation of
China Regional Entrepreneurial &Industrial Clusters
In the past 30+ years, the dynamic changes in government economic policy, market
conditions, and local entrepreneurial traditions all contributed to the formation of cluster
economy in Zhejiang province. Since late 1970s, a profound economic system reform started
in the rural area of China. This has released tremendous energy and turbulence. This shaped
an environment that is particularly conducive to entrepreneurial activities, and encourages
peasants to start their own business. The introduction of free market mechanism of demand
and supply led to a vast emergence of entrepreneurship and high birth of these more flexible
and self-financed micro family owned businesses in Zhejiang. The local governments initially
were acted as a barriers or even killers for the birth of these family workshops. Yet as the
spread of economic decentralization process down from top central government level to the
town and village levels, the local governments were allowed to keep part of these newly
found revenues. This led to the changing roles of local governments from killers of
entrepreneurs, to supporters, and to participants; and from regulators to institutional
entrepreneurs themselves.
Broadly, SME is originated in rural area, called township and village enterprises (TVEs),
since China reform and open up, configured around the following characteristics: funded by
the rural collective institutions or individual farmers with the intention to support agricultural
productions (Li and Ye, 2000) . The operations of TVEs are flexible and they can respond
much quicker to the changes of market conditions than their state-owned counterparts（Chi
and Chou, 2003）, the surplus agricultural labor provided locally available and inexpensive
work force to the TVEs. Therefore , SMEs in town and village have got rapid growth since
China open up and reform, led to a cluster of small- and medium-sized firms with spatially
concentrated networks, often using flexible production technology and characterized by
extensive local inter-firm and organization linkages.
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As noted in the literature, not all spatial agglomerations of small firms in the same or related
sectors necessarily comprise innovative network (Chi Renyong, 2007; Zhou Bijian, 2008) 。
An essential phenomenon for innovative network is an effective functioning network between
firms and related organizations in a locale (Liu Lanjian and Si Chunlin, 2009) . Precursor
location factors and production tradition at least partially explain why industrial cluster
developed (Scott, 1989). Thank to long traditional home spinning & weaving in Shaoxing
county of Zhejiang Province，there were preexisting many state owned textile enterprises in
the area before China reform and open up in late 1970s, which were the sees of textile cluster.
Since the late 1970s, profound economic system reform started in rural area has released
tremendous energy and turbulence, resulting in an environment that is particularly conducive
to entrepreneurial activities, and encourages farmers to start their own business in their more
familiar textile industries. The peripheral changes have led to vast emergence of
entrepreneurship and high birth and growth of more flexible, self-financed, technology-based
firms in Zhejiang Textile industry.
During the past thirty years, the development of Zhejiang Textile SMEs underwent four
major stages: (1) SMEs’s gestation from the late 1970s to the middle 1980s, when township
and village enterprises (TVEs) were especially encouraged under the campaign of “ Entering
Factories without Moving into the City”, to absorb the excess farm workers. (2)
Specialization and inter-firm linkages from middle 1980s to early 1990s, when a physical
market, “light & textile industrial city” was established , as linking place for SMEs to market
products. (3) Fast growth from early to late 1990s, when number of SMEs have expanded
very fast and they crowded and clustered to the market. And (4) organizational innovation
from late 1990s to early 21st century, when many R&D organizations, such as Jinchan digital
design, technological promotion center, etc., generated and clustered to serve SMEs’s
innovation (Figure 1)

Figure 1 Four stage model of the Zhejiang entrepreneurial industrial cluster
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
Researchers have recognized the transaction cost reduction arising from geographically
assembling of related organizations (McCann and Arita, 2004). Generally speaking a network
can provide four functions. Firstly, relations in a network are potential conduits for resources
sharing help by its members (Gnyawali and Madhavan 2001; Nohria, 1992). Also physical
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proximity allows SMEs for reducing production, information and marketing cost in resource
sharing. Secondly, external economies of scale allow related entities to gather together
frequently. This serves as a platform for knowledge sharing and facilitating technological
innovation, learning, project cooperation, etc. Thirdly, overlapping nodes and edges allow
players in these clusters to bridge across clusters labor movement and generate and spark off
new ideas to foster rich learning by multilevel diversity and complexity of imitation and
comparison; to bridge rural and urban development; to generate developmental paradigm
shift and industrial development; to bridge private and government sectors for resources, and
ultimately network innovation. Fourthly, the network process will help players or members to
obtain cooperative and competitive capabilities and to increase intra-cluster efficiency and to
attract more members for further growth of a network.
The competitiveness of entrepreneurs and their companies are depending on the structure of
local innovative networks (Victoria Hanna & Kathryn Walsh, 2002) which consists of formal
& informal network relationships among their actors (Maria Chiarvesio et al., 2004)。Firms
may find it is more expensive to interact with market and research organizations, although
physical proximity exists and internet is readily available for information. It is very important
for SMEs to share and obtain innovative resources through their relationships with the local
innovative networks. The properties of key entities (center nodes) and structures of a local
innovative network are important to facilitate SMEs innovation. Whether or not the above
four functions of network can evolve towards positive direction will depends on the
formation history of a network, the structure of a network, the actors within a network, and
the process of a network interacting internally and externally with its environment. Therefore
we formulate our conceptual framework based on four sets, the network formation path, the
structure, the entity determined content, process, and outcome. Since the economic
development is path dependent, the history of network formation is the starting element in
our conceptual network. The structure and process are mediate variables which determine a
network’s outcomes as whether or not it is innovative.
EMPIRICAL STUDY–CASE OF ZHEJIANG
TEXTILE ENTREPRENEURIAL NETWORK
We randomly selected 76 entities from textile industrial entrepreneurial cluster in Zhejiang
province. Among these 76 entities, two are pubic owned firms, two SOEs, 39 private-owned
firms, textile trade expos and market centers, universities, and technology centers, listed in
the following Table 1.
Table 1 The list of some survey entities
Value added
activities
Children’s wear
Printing and dyeing
Synthetic fibers
Neck Tie
Hosiery
Clothing
Weaving

Name of Entities
Wahaha, COCTREE, BeibeiYiyi, Kissbaby, Beaver, Huanao, Vbaby,
Dahe, Yongtong, Huayu Tex, Hangmin, Fuqiang, Jiangnan, Huadong
Nanfang, Zhehualian, Yuandong, Hengyi, Cifu, Yatai, Xinghong, DUPONT,
group ofsynthetic fiber producing SMEs
Jintian, Hongkai, Babei, Haoyunlai, Maidilang, Ouya, SME troop in neck tie
Nai’er, ZJWY, Xiaolongren, Bailong, Zhenghan, Jinlilan, Baonasi, Fenli,
Langsha, Mengna, Group of Hosiery production SMEs
Shanshan, Younger, Judger, Fapai, Matsuoka, Baoxiniao, Hemboug, Busen,
group of clothing manufacturing SMEs
Furun, Tianlong, Tiansheng, Bafang, Qingsheng, Gabriel, Jinggong, group of
weaving SMEs
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Product
specifictrade expos
and market centers
University and
scientific
intermediacy

Children wear Market, Chinese Textile Dye Market City, Chinese Textile
Market City, Qianqing Raw Material Market City, Neck Tie Market City,
Hosiery Market City, Decorative Products Market City, ALIBABA
Donghua University, Zhejiang Science& Technology University (ZJSTU),
Zhejiang University, Soochow University, Zhejiang Silk Institute, China
Textile Academy, Shanghai Textile Science Research Institute (STSRI),
Scientific & Technological Service Center in Chinese Textile City
（STSCCTC）, Hosiery Scientific& Technological Innovation Service
Center （SSTISC）

Based on their business relationships of technology alliance, project coordination, equity
holding, information sharing, etc., we created a 76x76 relationship matrix.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Applying graph theory and social network analysis techniques with assistance of the
computer program UCINET, nodes’ and the network’s centrality, closeness centrality, and
betweenness centrality are calculated respectively by this software. The entities (nodes) with
high loadings and the nodes being reached from them are key notes or entities shown in
Figure 2 (at the end of this article) and the results are shown in the table 2 (next page).
The results in the above table 2 are two sets of numbers – the measurements for key nodes
(network central nodes) and the measurements for the entire network in the bottom line of the
table. The network central nodes are identified with their relative higher loadings in degree
centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality. These central nodes are ranked
according to each of three measurements listed in three columns of the table. The structural
measurements for the overall network are 42.93% in degree centrality, 50.84% in closeness
centrality and 40.40% in betweenness centrality are listed in the bottom row of this table. The
results demonstrate the star shape or hub spoke structure of this network. The findings
indicate there is an inequality in this regional textile cluster (network), i.e. some of
enterprises or entities in this network are located at the centers while others are peripheral.
The nodes with the higher degree centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality
are nucleus of this network. Their locations and functions within the network are identified.
They are specialized market centers (called cities for marketing& exhibition or for trade &
expo), scientific& technological support centers, and universities. These market centers are
Chinese Textile (Trade & Expo) City, Chinese Textile Dye City, China’ Decorative Products
Market City, Qianqing Raw Material City, Neck Tie City, Children’ wear Market and
Hosiery City. These seven specialized physical marketing cities are all located in nucleus
positions of network, and played important conduit roles for product and information
sharing& exchange, for firms’ to get ideas and to formulate strategies of cooperation or
competition, and to initiate imitation based innovations or novelty innovations in these
product-specific market centers. Likewise, scientific & technological support centers and
local universities, e.g., Scientific & Technological Support Center in Chinese Textile City,
Zhejiang Science& Technology University, Donghua University, Zhejiang University, etc.are
ranked next to market centers by three centrality measures. They severed important roles as a
power houses for innovations as they provide human capital & technology directly to where it
needs when they interact timely with market demand for new solutions and supply of
technical problems directly from these SMEs. They are motivated by intellectual curiosities,
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Table 2 Centrality Statistics of Entities in Zhejiang Textile Entrepreneurial Network
Degree Centrality
Closeness Centrality
Betweenness Centrality
Entity(node)Degree
%
Entity (node)
%
Entity (node)
%
Centrality
Closeness Centrality
Betweenness
Centrality
Chinese Textile City
47.3 Chinese Textile City 64.9 Chinese Textile City 42
.0
Chinese Pretty
35.1 Chinese Pretty
56.5 Children’ wear
21
Commodities City
Commodities City
Market
.1
Qianqing Raw Material
33.8 Neck Tie City
54.4 Neck Tie City
20
City
.1
Hosiery City
23.0 Qianqing Raw
54.4 Decorative Products 20
Material City
Market City
.0
Neck Tie City
23.0 Hosiery City
53.2 Qianqing Raw
18
Material City
.6
Children’ wear Market
18.9 Children’ wear
52.9 Hosiery City
12
Market
.3
Chinese Textile Dye City
18.9 Chinese Textile Dye 49.3 STSCCTC
11
City
.5
STSCCTC
13.5 Furun
46.8 Chinese Textile Dye 3.
City
9
ZJSTU
8.1 Jinggong
44.3 DUPONT
2.
9
DUPONT
8.1 STSCCTC
44.0 Donghua University 1.
4
Jinggong
8.1 ZJSTU
44.0 Jinggong
1.
3
Donghua University
8.1 Huadong
43.5 ZJSTU
1.
3
Huadong
6.8 Yatai
43.3 SSTISC
1.
1
SSTISC
6.8 DUPONT
42.8 Dahe
1.
0
Dahe
5.4 Judger
42.5 Huadong
0.
7
Furun
5.4 SME cluster in
42.5 Furun
0.
clothing
2
Yatai
4.1 Busen
42.5 Zhejiang University 0.
1
Network degree centrality
42.9 Network closeness
50.8 Networkbetweennes 40
3
centrality
4
s centrality
.4
reputation and brand building, and profits making opportunities. These R&D related entities
are timely and consistently engaged with all these innovation processes of Zhejiang regional
textile SMEs. Additionally, some firms are also located in centers, such as DUPONT,
Jinggong, Huadong, Furun, Yatai, Gabriel, etc. are leading firms who service as innovation
leaders in the network by reaching out to their suppliers, buyers, and competitors. Behind
these connections, the local governments are supporting the infrastructure to build these
market centers, to invest in textile R&D technology entities and universities, to design the
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rule of games by setting up industrial standards to avoid pricing wars and “reach to the
bottom” type of competition. There is a local saying “Government sets up the stage and
SMEs are actors”.
The averages of degree centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality are
reported as 5.514，40.002 and 2.129respectively and their related statistics in Table 3. These
numbers indicate among 76 entities in the network, by averagely, every entity ties to 5.514
entities; every entity acts as intermediates 2.219 times, and every entity pass more than two
“steps” to reach out other entities in the network. Here one step is defined as a unit of
distance between a node(edge) and its neighboring node (edge).These results suggested the
textile network is integrative, cohesive, and closely connected but these high variances across
three measurements in Table 3 revealed there are structural imbalanced within the network.
Table 3 Statistics of Three Average Centrality Degrees of the network
Standard
Average Figure
Variance
3 Scale-up &Variance
Wealth Generation
Minimum
Impact
Maximum
Source: Zhejiang Statistical Yearbook various issues 1982-2010, Zhejiang TVEs
Yearbook 1984-2006

Degree
Centrality
Closeness
Centrality
Betweenness
Centrality

5.514

8.230

67.726

1.351

47.297

40.002

6.256

39.138

30.705

64.912

2.219

6.666

44.431

0

41.992

These findings support hypotheses regarding the major business attributes of key players in
the network (key nodes) and overall structure mapping of a network. Three groups have
higher loading in terms of centrality, closeness centrality, and betweeness centrality. They are
trade & expo centers (locally called cities); R&D entities and universities; and leading firms
in the industry. Their functions and activities suggest the marketing information from the
trade and expo centers, production information from leading firms, and technology related
information from R&D entities might have through them travelling over the network linkages
and in turn affect the evolution direction of a network, most importantly to support a process
towards industrial upgrading. The overall network structure is also measured by these three
centralities. This explains the overall “road” system a network has to foster delivery
efficiency and facilitate network collective learning for potential higher level transformation.
Findings for hypotheses I & II have three implications that helped to explain who are key
players? What are their roles and contents reach out from them? And what are the supporting
structural linkages behind this potential innovation process?
Figures 3 & 4 (next 2 pages), show that with the increase of rural enterprise output, the
numbers of rural enterprises and rural industrial employment changes. The numbers of SMEs
rise at the scale-up factor is 2.6 time during 1985-1995 the fastest growing period. During the
same period, the industrial employment for these rural enterprises was also doubled with
scale up factor of two. During 1980 to 2007 the employment for these rural areas originated
SMEs increased about 6 times from 2.3 million to 13.5million. This created a large labor
migration from rural agriculture sector to industrial sector and led to a massive urbanization.
The network economy led to an industrial and social innovation.
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CONCLUSIONS AND
LIMITATION OF THE
RESEARCH
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SMEs Output
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1600
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1980
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1984
1986
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2000
2002
2004
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Employment (10,000)

Output (¥100 million)

Rural SMEs
This study offers some practical
40000
employment
insights as how entrepreneurial
1200
clusters can be created in the
35000
setting of emerging markets.
1000
30000
Zhejiang regional SMEs
entrepreneurial clusters mostly
25000
800
originated from rural areas of
20000
villages and towns. As a
600
research sample, we choose to
15000
select the textile entrepreneurial
400
cluster since it is the most
10000
developed and has been a family
200
5000
trade in the region as well as
with a history that dated back to
0
0
thousands years of Chinese silk
production. As the major nucleus
of networks, these entrepreneurs
are locally born and reach out to other enterprises mostly through their personal and social
connections i.e., parental connection, relative connection, regional connection, industrial &
trade connection, educational connection, and pre-employment connections, namely “same”
relationships --the same clan, the same village, the same surname name, the same school
alumni, the same veterans group previously served in the army force, working in the same
trade, etc. These locally emerged business relations are embedded in the rich local culture and
traditions of trade and commerce. These industrial and entrepreneurial clusters are created
based on these natural endowments and location based comparative advantages such as
cheaper surplus labor pool in rural area, traditional craftsmen skill sets such as weaving,
spinning, silk production and retailing, and so on. Once these clusters emerged, they acted as
seeds and branched out to others. Along with China transition, these clusters were nurtured
through policy adjustment so as to allow “snow balls” effects to take place further across the
entire region.

There are advantages and disadvantages of hub-spoke connected network. The structure
investigation and attributes of key nodes reveal this network illustrates higher centralities of
seven specialized markets, a large scale collection of product trade and expo market. They
played an essential role of the information exchange hub during the “golden age” of the early
1990s. It helped these entrepreneurs to emulate in tangible and intangible ways with
entrepreneurial ideas, resources, actual product concepts, R&D, and most importantly foster
an entrepreneurial era that lays the foundation for regional industrial take off. Consequently,
the upgrading of regional SMEs’ network innovation lies on the process of these specialized
trade & expo market cities. How to foster information exchange, spread best practices,
cooperation, and competition with intended consequences are challenge tasks for local
government policy makers. With arrive of e-commerce which parts of these functions can be
put online and which part can be enhance through face to face interactions? In addition what
functions should be added to foster further development such as to transform these trade
center into business centers, products distributing center, information distributing center, peer
consulting centers for legal, accounting, and financing services?
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The disadvantages of
hub-spoke connected
Rural SMEs Output
45000
network are its
100
imbalance. The
40000
Number of rural SMEs
concentration of
35000
linkages in the centers
80
and sprinkled
30000
connections in the
peripheral areas are
25000
60
rooms to grow and to
20000
create fresh new
linkages. Technology
40
15000
entities, such as tech.
service centers, R&D
10000
20
institutes &
5000
laboratories,
universities, and
0
0
leading firms (which
1988199019921994199619982000200220042006
have next higher
centralities indicated
Figure 4 Employment and Wealth Generation Impacts
by some of three measures)in
Source: Zhejiang Statistical Yearbook various issues 1984-2010
this study need to be closely
examined because of their
technology leadership and innovative power in the network. This study shows these regional
entrepreneurial and industrial clusters are originated in traditional labor intensive industries
and are more accessible to local entrepreneurs in the rural area, but the upgrading of existing
innovation capacity can be more challenging than knowledge intensive networks of Silicon
Valley. Whether or not a network has the potential to innovative depending not only on its
structure but also who are nucleus players in the network. Hence location specific policies
and incentives are needed to link these SMEs value chain to regional R&D entities, to reach
out to multinationals in the region, and to grow new links by setting firm’s R&D centers or
overseas parks abroad to attract foreign direct investment and know-hows (He, 2011).
120

No.of Rural SMEs in 10,000

RuralSMEs Output in ¥100million

50000
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Best Practices of Corporate Governance and their Influence on
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ABSTRACT
This study was embarked in the wake of the Asian Financial Crisis to investigate the
influence of three characteristics of best practices of corporate governance (CG) on
organizational performance (OP), as disclosed in the annual reports of public-listed
companies in Malaysia. A stratified random sampling method was used to investigate,
determine and select 184 companies from among 10 sectors listed on the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange (KLSE). Multiple regression and descriptive-correlation statistical analyses
were used to determine the influence of the corporate governance characteristics on
organizational performance. The findings showed that the influence was significant albeit
low. In view of the perennial agency problems encountered in previous studies, the
stakeholder theory portrayed a better governance predictor. The bailouts, buyouts, mergers
& acquisitions during the crisis were mainly government interventions utilizing tax- payers’
funds. This firmly demonstrated that every citizen was a stakeholder and therefore
companies were obliged to be accountable. The implications and recommendations for
future research include an on-going transformation in organization development (OD) and
change to alter future business strategy. In a nutshell, the findings in this study concur with
that of Gill and Allen (2005) that high levels of best practices may not be strongly related to
organizational performance in rising markets.
Keywords: best practices, corporate governance, organizational performance, Malaysia
INTRODUCTION
The business environment these days is indeed as unpredictable as the weather. Every now
and then different business trends and phenomena occur. As such, it continuously shapes and
reshapes the situations and conditions in the business arena.
One of the most devastating occurrences with far-reaching consequences in the Asian
economic arena was the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-2000 (Radelet and Sachs, 1998). The
financial crisis in Asia in 1997 and 1998 largely affected the ‘emerging’ markets that are
open to capital flows (Johnson, Boone, Breach and Friedman, 2000). During the period of
crisis, the countries of Asia experienced a financial meltdown. Between 1997 up to the mid1999, the crisis had successfully destroyed businesses, banks and reputations with such
enormous efficiency.
It is also purported that the emergence of the financial crisis in Asia is due to weak corporate
governance. As a consequence of this crisis, issues of corporate governance now hog the
attention of the international corporations, financial institution and governments. Greenspan
(1998), chairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve, in his thesis asserted that the cause of the
crisis lay in the weak and faulty structures apparent in the Asian business culture.
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Grimes (1998) vows that the impact of the Asian financial crisis is not only evident on Asian
countries that are directly affected but also to the trading partners of these countries. One
example would be New Zealand, which is the second largest export market of Japan after
Australia. Furthermore, New Zealand is also the fifth to seventh largest export market of
countries like South Korea, Hong Kong and China. Lastly, New Zealand is also the ninth to
twelfth largest export market of Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia.
At the local front poor governance standards received the finger of blame (Sycip, 1998),
which saw the contraction of the Malaysian Economy (Rasiah, 1999) and resulted in the
exchange rate instability, falling share prices and caused retrenchment, downsizing and
inevitable closure of some firms. These incidents have alarmed the country’s economists
who have sat up to come up with counter measures to arrest the problem.
The Malaysian business scenario has during the post-financial crisis witnessed companies
collapsing, incidents of mismanagement, widespread unethical practice and general
dissatisfaction among the shareholders and stakeholders of the organizations. The unearthing
of financial scams has all indeed damaged the image of the Malaysian economy. Noordin
(1999) commented that a lack of corporate governance standards and a lack of transparency
in the financial system resulted in the decline of investor confidence in Malaysia. Ashbaugh,
Collins and LaFond (2004) concluded in their research that weak corporate governance was
the major cause for the rampant high-profile cases of malpractice. To overcome scams and
shrewd business dealings, the giving and accepting of sweeteners and under the counter
deals, the matter should be nipped in the bud. The legal system and business regulations
would help to set up governance standards to preserve investor confidence through best
practices (Van den Berghe, 2002). Investors and stakeholders will have more confidence in
countries with an efficient legal and law enforcement systems.
In a study conducted in Malaysia, institutional groups and public listed companies assert that
the improvement of corporate governance best practices in the country would increasingly
influence organizational performance and increase the confidence of both local and foreign
investors. If the image of the prevailing corporate governance regime is systematically
advanced and instituted, then investors would certainly be encouraged to invest in Malaysia
(Pricewaterhouse Coopers, 2006).
Iskander and Chamlou (2000), claim that corporate governance is highly recognized as an
attribute of economic performance. It entails the realization of a company’s obligations and
maximizing profitability. In the process, the company should be characterized as a nurturing
organization while ensuring accountability and best practices of corporate governance.
Furthermore, it would result in lower cost of products and services to serve the needs of
customers (Evans and Lindsay, 2002), in the globalized world.
La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes and Shleifer (1999) gave priority to the fact that law and legal
enforcement was essential to the sound development of a country’s economic growth. The
incorporation and enforcement of the Malaysian Code of Corporate Governance (MCCG) by
the Malaysian Institute of Corporate Governance (MICG, 2001) is a regulatory measure in
the right direction. The significance of the Code on Corporate Governance for Malaysia was
essentially “…to set out principles and best practices on structures and processes that
companies may use in their operations towards achieving optimal governance framework”
(p.1, 1:1.3). The recommended structures and processes that exist at the micro-level include
issues such as the composition of the board of directors, procedures for the recruitment of
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new directors, their remuneration, the formation and use of board committees, their
mandates and their activities.
The importance and adherence of best practices of corporate governance has been
recognized in recent years as the impetus for a company’s competitiveness, profitability,
improved relationship with stakeholders (Abdul Hadi, Fazillah and Md Ishak, 2002) and
eventual overall organizational performance.
The best practices of corporate governance characteristics as disclosed in annual reports
would be the litmus test to ascertain whether they will increase transparency in reporting and
yield organizational performance in the form of a highly sustained continued period of
profitability. Selecting the best company or companies from a specific sector would advance
future research in benchmarking best practices for other companies or countries to emulate.
This paper aims to meet the following objectives:
 To describe the distribution of the corporate governance characteristics and
organizational performance by sectors;


To determine the influence between three corporate governance characteristic and
organizational performance.

The current credit crisis and the collapse of several large financial entities and the financial
bailout plan of seven hundred billion dollars by the United States government could be a
signal for Asian countries to prepare to ride the tide. Malaysia in particular, with a stable
government and a strong sense of corporate governance principles should enable the country
to overcome future financial crises in the region or global sphere.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
The most validated definition of corporate governance comes from the Cadbury Report or
the seminal report on the Committee of the Financial Assets of Corporate Governance that
was led by Sir Adrian Cadbury. Specifically, the report defines the phrase ‘corporate
governance’ as the system by which companies are directed and controlled (Garrett, 2004).
Generally, it pertains to the process and structure for overseeing the direction and
management of a business entity so that it carries out its mandate and objectives effectively
[Report on the Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) 2005; Bozec and Dia, 2007].
Corporate governance can also be described as the promotion of corporate fairness,
transparency and accountability (Financial Times, 1997, cited in EncyCoGov, 2006).
Metrick and Ishii (2002) define corporate governance from the investor point of view with a
double-edged sword as receiving a fair return on capital invested and the firm’s commitment
to function efficiently with the given capital. Although there has been a wide and varying
definition of corporate governance, it all points out to the objectives of a corporation - whose
interests should the corporation take care of and how (Chen, 2004).
As what O’Sullivan (2000) declares, it is through the proper governance of corporations that
one can enhance and influence economic and organizational performance. Accordingly,
corporate governance plays crucial role in the allocation of resources and returns.
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Cornelius (2005) lends more credibility when his findings claim that legal institutions play
an important role for corporate governance while other factors like politics, cultural and
historical roots have a part too. He adds that corporate governance practices in emerging
markets tend to be weaker than in developed capital markets. He concludes by reiterating
that the existing gap will continue to narrow as best practices may partly offset weak
framework.
The Pricewaterhouse Coopers Global Best Practice Team (2006) advocates that best
practices are avenues through which top companies have achieved excellent performance.
Moreover their track records serve as goals for other companies striving to achieve the same
status. In the same vein, best practices are certainly not deemed to provide the definite
answer or a prescription to problems but serve as a source of creative insight for business
process improvement to spell profitability for the companies.
With the emergence of the twenty-first century business setting, the best practices of
corporate governance have even become more important. Institutional investors across the
globe are pressing on the best practices of corporate governance. As such, they call for the
four fundamental concerns in corporate governance. These are the alignment of executive
pay with company performance, board of director independence, reliability of corporate
reporting, and financial performance (Lion, 2006). Thus, the reorientation of the concept of
corporate governance is indispensable at the dawn of the new society. Investors are now
looking at the corporate governance ratings of companies before investing in a particular
company. Thus this practice has created pressure for compliance (Albert-Roulhac and Breen,
2005).
The above perspectives provide inclination towards corporate governance that clearly
emphasizes the need to implement the principles and best practices of corporate governance
to ensure a firm’s success or failure. With world economic recovery looming on the horizon,
it is imperative for organizations to learn from the recent past experience and prevent a
recurrence of the financial crisis. Will the best practices of corporate governance
characteristics disclosed in annual reports of public-listed companies in Malaysia be a
panacea to assure and influence organizational performance?
Bradley (2004) suggests that there is a correlation between returns and governance. Previous
empirical studies have indeed provided the nexus between corporate governance and
organizational performance (Yermack (1996); Klapper and Love, 2002; Black, Jang and
Kim, 2003; and Sanda, Mukaila and Garba, 2003, with findings that are inconclusive.
Bebchuk and Cohen (2002), however, have demonstrated that well-governed firms
contribute to organizational performance. The characteristics in these studies include board
size, board composition and duality of CEO.
Claessens, Djankov and Lang (2002) hypothesize that firms with better corporate framework
will secure greater access to financing, lower cost of capital, better performance and
generate favourable benefits to stakeholders. They also put forward the argument that weak
corporate governance will result in poor organizational performance, risky financing patterns
and will eventually be conducive for macroeconomic crises like the Asian Financial Crisis.
Corporate governance development after the AFC (1999 to 2005)
As weaknesses in corporate governance were identified as one of the major causes of the
AFC, Malaysia unveiled a wide-ranging agenda for corporate governance reforms. The
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major breakthrough in corporate governance development was the setting up of the Finance
Committee on Corporate Governance (FCCG) by the Ministry of Finance in 1998. The
establishment of the MCCG (2000) was inspired from this Committee. The main sources of
the corporate governance reforms agenda were adopted from the Capital Market Master Plan
(CMP) by Securities Commission, Financial Sector Master Plan (FSMP) by Bank Negara
Malaysia and MCCG (2000). The Code provides guidelines on the principles and best
practices in corporate governance and the direction for their implementation.
The issuance of the Code was regarded as a remarkable corporate governance achievement
in the Malaysian corporate sector. Most aspects of the corporate governance regulatory
framework that were released from 1999 until 2005 involved measures to strengthen best
practices. The efforts to strengthen good governance practices, transparencies and
accountabilities in the corporate sectors were at their peak during this period. There is
evidence for some success, for example, the results of the Bursa Malaysia PwC Survey in
2002 found that governance reforms in Malaysia are heading on the right track. The survey
showed that 93% of investors felt that Malaysia’s standard of corporate governance has
improved since the introduction of MCCG. Hence, the inception of MCCG provides not
only guidelines on best practices but also fresh incentive for good governance in Malaysian
PLCs.
Theoretical Framework
The researchers concur with Aguilera and Jackson (2003) that interrelated gaps appear that
do not help to reduce agency problems. First, the theoretical assumption is that the agency
theory does not take into consideration the diverse identities of the component parties
(stakeholders), within the agent-principal association. Maurice, Sellier and Silvestre (1986)
urge researchers to address that social construction of interests.
Second, the agency theory appears to neglect crucial interdependencies among other
stakeholders in the company (Freeman, 1984) because of the exclusive bilateral contract
between the agent and the principal relationship (Emirbayer and Goodwin, 1994).
Third, the agency theory does not support the ‘institutional environment influencing
corporate governance’ explain Lubatkin, Lane, Collin and Very (2001) and Roe (2000) adds
that researchers define institutions narrowly.
The Stakeholder Theory and Corporate Governance
The researcher in this study opts for the stakeholder theory to support corporate governance
in its true dimension. The stakeholders are the interested parties who are affected by the
organizational performance of a company when its management processes and behaviours
affect the achievement of its overall goals (Jones, 1995; Margolis & Walsh, 2003).
The researchers proactively initiate the stakeholders’ theory in the Malaysian context as
disclosures in the annual reports draw the interest not only between the principal and agent
hemisphere but a 360 degree turn involving a multitude of parties. This is apparent in a crisis.
In this study, corporate governance and the company itself is defined as a collection of
resources embedded in a network of relationships among the various interested groups
namely, the stakeholders.
Hypothesis Development
Board Composition: Non-executive directors
This CG characteristic pertains to the number of non-executive (outside) directors to the
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total number of directors. Evidence of the relationship between the proportion of nonexecutive directors on the board and disclosure of the best practices of corporate governance
in annual reports have been expounded in studies by Chen and Jaggi (2000), and Haniffa and
Cooke (2002).
Gani and Jermias (2006) claim that the composition of the board might also affect corporate
payouts and company value. Yermack (1996) puts forward the argument that bigger boards
are less effective and are more susceptible to the influence of the CEO. According to Vaefas,
(2000), a smaller board of directors is likely to show more responsibility for monitoring a
company’s operations than would a larger board.
Empirical research findings also verify the relevance of non-executive directors as a
governance mechanism that increases the board’s capacity to dispel conflict between the
management and shareholders pertaining to best practice disclosures in annual reports as
cited in Barako, Hancock and Izan, (2006).
Hermalin and Weisbach (2003) empirically provided literature on the effectiveness of the
corporate board. The role of an independent non-executive director is to provide an unbiased
contribution and oversight to the board of directors (Yatim, Kent and Clarkson, 2006).
The members of the boards of directors are primarily elected by the shareholders to act on
behalf of the stakeholders. Besides their core business like hiring, setting compensation and
monitoring top managers, they also extend strategic advice and related resources (Carpenter
and Westphal, 2001, Hillman and Daziel, 2003). Pukthuanthong, Talmor and Wallace (2004)
contend that the shareholders’ interests are of prime concern of independent directors to
increase the latter’s reputation as competent and responsible board members.
Besides that, other studies (Murphy, 1999, Chen and Jaggi, 2000, Cullen and Christopher,
2002, Eng and Mark, 2003) have stated that the proportion of non-executive directors has
influenced the independence of board, the transparency of annual reporting and the
effectiveness of corporate governance. Independent directors, with their wide experience and
expertise are expected to fulfill their fiduciary duties as better professional referees resolving
probable conflicts of interest among the executive directors (Fama, 1980). Peasnell, Pope
and Young (2002), in their findings, confirm that independent board members contribute and
influence organizational integrity and performance.
Keenan (2004) reports that in UK the independent directors only serve on one board at one
time. They have more time to devote to the company in ensuring the best practices of
corporate governance are fully realized for optimum organizational performance. Thus the
hypothesis:
Hl: There is a positive linear relationship between the number of non-executive
directors and the level of organizational performance.
Board Composition: Family Members
Family based or owner-managed is quite a normal business entity in Malaysia. About 67.2%
of the listed-companies are managed by family members while about 85% by owner
managers as stated in the study by Claessens, Djanko and Lang (2000). Some members are
in the capacity of both as executive and non-executive directors. They may disclose less
information relating to organizational performance because of access to internal information.
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To monitor their investments, these owners need not depend on public disclosures in annual
reports (Adhikari and Tondkar, 1992).
Habbershon and Williams (1999) and Sirmon and Hitt (2003) in their respective research
have focused on how family managed companies accumulate and utilize their resources. The
question is whether the family controlled firms possess competitive advantage relative to
other organizational companies? Carney and Gedajlovic (2003) posit that organizational
value-creating characteristics are embedded in the firms’ system of corporate governance.
Scholars also recognize that family controlled companies are ubiquitous and numerically
dominant in many economies and have been so for many centuries (Colli, Fernandez-Perez
and Rose, 2003). Moreover, family controlled companies indexed in Standard & Poor’s 500
have been found to outperform their managerially controlled peers (Anderson and Reeb,
2003). Generally, people are more prudent with their own as opposed to other people’s
money. Thus Durand and Vargas (2003) indicate a tendency for family-controlled
companies to be careful resource conservative and allocation relative to other company
modes.
H2: There is positive linear relationship between the number of family members on
the board and the level of organizational performance.
Board Activity
It is quite logical to opine that as more meetings of the board of directors are held, the more
enhanced, enlightened and effective would the monitoring of the management be.
Accountability and transparency would ensue and the stakeholders’ interest would be
heightened. Therefore the number of meetings held in a financial year is crucial. Adams and
Ferreira (2004) conclude that a company’s value is increased when boards meet more often.
Thus the hypothesis:
H3: There is positive linear relationship between board activity and the level of
organizational performance.
METHODOLOGY
This research, will systematically investigate the three best practices of corporate
governance by analyzing the disclosure level in annual reports of 184 companies in Malaysia
and establishing how the corporate governance characteristics influence organizational
performance. The population in this study is made up of companies in Malaysia as listed on
the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE) whose annual reports are published during the
year-end 2008.The companies are listed on the Main Board of the KLSE. They comprise
companies from a range of industry-type: finance, industrial products, construction,
plantation, consumer products, trading/services, infrastructure, properties, technology and
hotels.
A securities commission recommendation in line with this study is the requirement of
companies ‘to state in their annual reports’, the extent to which they have complied with the
best practice set out in Part 2 and explain any circumstances justifying departure from such
best practices (MICG, 2001). Listed companies are selected for the study because of their
duty to provide their reports publicly and at the same time follow local corporate governance
disclosure requirements. Based on the best practices of corporate governance characteristics
will they be gauged by the organizational performance a decade after the Asian Financial
Crisis.
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The main criteria used for sampling the firms were: 1) annual reports must be available from
the KLSE website; 2) the companies must have been listed for the period of study; 3) the
inclusion of the corporate governance statement, and 4) the best practices of corporate
governance characteristics
Only those companies with the relevant corporate governance characteristics disclosed in
their annual reports will be retained for the purpose of this study. The list of selected
companies is available and downloadable from the website of the KLSE. The data therefore
are secondary sources and
the companies selected
based on a random
stratified sampling. The
data collected for this
study would comprise
two categories: dependent
and independent variables.
Therefore, the current
study uses the corporate
governance
characteristics, control
variables and factors that
influence companies to
disclose information in
the annual reports. The
secondary data was
obtained through content
analysis by scouring 210
annual reports of a total
of 638 public-listed
companies in Malaysia.
The table below displays the sector representation of the public-listed companies in the study.
The tools of analyses adopted in this study include statistical tests of significant difference,
correlation analysis and multiple regression analysis, both simple and multiple. The three
corporate governance best practices engaged in this study were with interval values The
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Test was used to test for normality or nonnormality of distribution for variable values that are interval in form. The summary statistics
of the test are presented in Table 2.
Independent Variables

Dependent Variable

Non-executive directors
Family Members

Organizational Performance

Non-executive Chairperson

Figure1. Conceptual research framework

DATA ANALYSIS
Table 2. Results of Normality Tests on Original Observation Values of the Best Practices of
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Corporate Governance Characteristics
CG Characteristics
NED Board composition
FM Board composition
Number of board meetings

KolmogorovSmirnov Z
statistics
1.363
5.255
3.725

p-value

Skewness

0.049
0.000
0.000

-0.457
0.953
2.776

KolmogorovSmirnov Z statistics
1.007
3.349

CG Characteristics
FM Board composition
Number of board meetings

p-value
0.263
0.0005

Table 3. Results of Normality Tests on Log-Transformed Observ’n Values

It can be seen that, except for NED Board Composition, all the Z-values (test statistics) are
significant at least at 0.01 level (p<0.01).It is concluded, therefore, that the observation
values of FM board composition, number of board meetings, are not normally distributed.
With respect to NED board composition, the p-value of 0.049 implies that there is some
level of doubt on the normality and non-normality of the observation values. Therefore, for
the purpose of regression analysis later, there is no particular need to transform the
observation values of NED Board Composition into its logarithmic equivalents.
Apart from looking at the results of the One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Test to
conclude about the normality or non-normality of the observation values, the study also
examines the skewness of the distribution of the observation values, the statistics of which
are included in the last column of Table 2 for comparison.
A skewness statistic of between -1 and +1 indicates a normal distribution. Thus, the various
skewness statistics presented generally confirm the conclusions from the K-S Test. One may
argue that the skewness statistic of FM Board Composition qualifies it to be normally
distributed. However, the value of 0.953 is very close to the borderline, and for the purpose
of subsequent analysis, this study adopts the conclusion afforded by the K-S Test.
A normality test was carried out again after the observation values of FM board
composition, , number of board meetings, had been converted to its logarithmic equivalents,
and the summary statistics of the test are presented in Table 3 below.
It can be seen that the log-transformed observation values of FM board composition has K-S
Z values which are not significant at 0.05 level (p>0.05), thereby concluding that its logtransformed values are now normally distributed. On the other hand, the log-transformed
values number of meetings continue to be still not normally distributed (p<0.01). As such,
the variable will go into the regression equations in its original form.
RESULTS
The main aim of this research was to investigate the influence of the three corporate
governance characteristics (the independent variables), the best practices of corporate
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governance as disclosed in the annual reports of 184 public-listed companies, on
organizational performance (the dependent variable).
The three hypotheses that were developed based on the best practices of corporate
governance characteristics as disclosed in annual reports and evolved from the literature
reviewed of past researches declare that they have a positive relationship on organizational
performance. The statistical findings are to test the extent of their relationships and influence.
The results of the data analysis are to accomplish the specific objectives of the study. These
are:
 To describe the distribution of the corporate governance characteristics and
organizational performance by sectors.
 To determine the influence between each corporate governance characteristic and
organizational performance.
OBJECTIVE 1: To describe the distribution of the corporate governance characteristics
and organizational performance by sectors.
Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of Corporate Governance Characteristics by sectors.
Cg
BP
BP
1
BP
2
BP
3

Sector
Cons
Mean 62.7
S.D. 15.77
Mean 19.5
S.D. 20.41
Mean 5.8
S.D. 2.80

Plant
73.0
15.98
17.3
17.85
5.2
1.70

Fin
71.8
23.25
9.7
17.66
11.2
5.80

Indus
62.6
18.30
15.6
21.69
5.1
1.82

Const
56.3
17.41
22.8
21.29
5.2
1.71

Tech
60.2
16.12
7.9
12.42
4.3
0.52

T&S
65.8
20.92
2.4
9.24
8.1
4.78

Prop
64.5
14.18
19.4
22.79
5.0
1.63

Infra
65.9
10.28
0.0
0.0
4.7
0.58

Hotels
60.9
26.31
20.9
22.32
6.7
2.89

The discussion on the salient 3 best practices (BP) of corporate governance characteristics
(BP 1-3) disclosed by sectors below is supported by information presented in the above table.
BP1-NED Board Composition
The mean ratio of non-executive directors to total board members is more than half for all
the sectors, ranging from 56.3 per cent (construction sector) to 73.0 per cent (plantation
sector). Evidently, there is no wide variation among the 10 sectors.
BP2-FM Board Composition
The mean ratio of family members to total board members is low for all the sectors, ranging
from none (infrastructure sector) to 22.8 per cent (construction sector). There is a wide
variation between sectors.
BP-3 Number of Board Meetings
The mean number of board meetings does not vary much between sectors, ranging from 4.33
(technology sector) to 11.2 (financial sector). That the mean figure does not vary much
between sectors is not difficult to appreciate because the number of meetings one company
can hold in a year is quite limited. Even having board meeting every month may be too
many for most companies, and we have seen that the maximum mean number of meetings is
indeed less than twelve. That the financial sector has the highest mean figure is also not
difficult to comprehend because of the nature of its business.
OBJECTIVE 2: To determine the influence between each corporate governance
characteristic and organizational performance.
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The table below presents the descriptive statistics of the three characteristics of corporate
governance in the study, where the variable values are interval in form.
Table 5. Descriptive Statistics of the Best Practices of Corporate Governance Characteristics
CG BP Characteristics
NED Board composition (%)
FM Board composition (%)
Number of Board meetings
(nos)

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Median

S.D

7.7
0.0
2

100.0
66.7
27

64.0
14.9
6.2

66.7
0.0
5.0

18.3603
19.5739
3.5100

BP1. Non-Executive Board (NED) Composition
This characteristic refers to the composition of non-executive directors as a percentage of the
total board members. The composition of non-executive directors ranges from 7.7 per cent to
100.0 percent, with a mean of 64.0, a median of 66.7, and a standard deviation of 18.3603
(C.V=28.7%). The size of the standard deviation or its coefficient of variation (C.V)
indicates that the majority of the 184 companies have their board compositions made up of
about 64.0 per cent non-executive directors.
BP2. Family Members (FM) Board Composition
This characteristic refers to the composition of family members (probably family members
of substantial shareholders or owners) as a percentage of total board members. It ranges
from 0.0 per cent to 66.7 per cent, with a mean of 14.9, a median of 0.0, and a standard
deviation of 19.5739 (C.V=131.4%). The standard deviation or coefficient of variation
indicates that Board Composition (FM) varies widely between companies such that the mean
figure of 14.9 per cent does not represent the majority of the companies. In fact, a closer
look at the raw data indicates that out of the 184 companies, only 69 of them have family
members at all in their boards of directors.
Table 6: Spearman’s Rho Correlation Coefficient for the Best Practices of Corporate
Governance Characteristics and Organizational Performance

CG Characteristics

Net Income to Total Owners’ Equity
Coefficient of
p-value
Correlation ( rs )( p)

NED Board composition
FM Board composition
Number of board meetings

0.180
-0.218
0.195

0.014
0.003
0.008

BP3. Number of Board Meetings
This variable value ranges from 2 to 27, with a mean of 6.2, a median of 5, and a standard
deviation of 3.51 (C.V=56.5%). The standard deviation or coefficient of variation indicates
that the number of board meetings does not vary too widely between companies, while the
mean and median are not that different. Therefore, the mean figure of 6.2 is quite
representative of the majority of the companies.
Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation, which is non-parametric, is used in the analysis.
Correlation analysis is used because the emphasis of investigation here is purely on the
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direction of the relationship, and not on quantifiable impact. The summary statistics of the
correlation analysis is presented in the subsequent table.

The results are presented and discussed as follows.
BP 1.NED Board Composition and Organizational Performance
The ratio of non-executive directors to total board members and organizational performance
are positively correlated (r = 0.180; p = 0.014<0.05). Therefore, support the hypothesis that
there is a positive relationship between the ratio of non-executive directors to total board
members and the level of organizational performance. Those who rank high in the
composition of non-executive directors generally have high rank in net income to total
owners’ equity and vice versa. However, this relationship is weak as the coefficient of
correlation is only 0.180.
BP 2. FM Board Composition and Organizational Performance
The ratio of family members to total board members and organizational performance are
negatively correlated (r = -0.218; p = 0.003<0.01). Therefore reject the hypothesis that there
is a positive relationship between the ratio of family members to total board members and
the level of organizational performance, and accept the alternative hypotheses that the two
are negatively correlated.
That is, an increase in the composition of family members in the board of directors is
associated with a decrease in net income to total owners’ equity and vice versa. However,
this relationship is quite weak as the absolute coefficient of correlation is only -0.218.
BP 3. Number of Board Meetings and Organizational Performance
The number of board meetings and organizational performance are positively correlated (r =
0.195; p = 0.008<0.01). Therefore, accept the hypothesis that there is a positive relationship
between board activity (number of meetings) and level of organizational performance. That
is, an increase in the number of board meetings is associated with an increase in net income
to total owners’ equity and vice versa. However, this relationship is weak as the coefficient
of correlation is only 0.195.
Regression Equation for the three best practices
The estimated regression equation (Table 7) is not statistically significant at 0.05 level (Fvalue = 0.921; p>0.05). That is, the variables as a whole do not explain the variation in net
income to owners’ equity at all. In other words, the three corporate governance
characteristics as a whole do not have any influence on corporate performance.
Table 7. Estimated Regression Equation for Board Characteristics
Board Characteristics
Coefficient/Statistic
NED Board Composition
0.114
FM Board Composition
0.005
Number of board meetings
0.092
R2
0.056
F-value
0.926

p-value
0.359
0.970
0.253
0.455

The ratio of family board members in the board composition is found to be positively
correlated with organizational performance and the hypothesis of positive relationship has
been accepted. Though not statistically significant, the coefficient of this characteristic in
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the regression equation carries a positive sign. This may also be due to the multi-collinearity
problem.
The summary statistics of correlation between the best practice of corporate governance
characteristics (Table 7 does indicate that NED Board Composition and FM Board
Composition are indeed correlated significantly (p<0.01). Nevertheless, it is concluded that
the corporate governance characteristics as a whole does not have any impact on corporate
performance. This completely removes the group of characteristics from candidacy for a
great influence on organizational performance.
SUMMARY
BP1: NED Board Composition and Organizational Performance
The ratio of non-executive directors to total board members and organizational performance
were positively, but weakly correlated. That is, to a small extent, an increase in the
composition of non-executive directors was associated with an increase in net income to
total owners’ equity. Gani & Jermias (2006) had claimed that the size of the board might
also affect corporate payout and company value.
Yermack (1996) put forward the argument that bigger boards were less effective and were
more susceptible to the influence of the CEO. According to Vaefas, (2000), a smaller board
of directors was likely to show more responsibility for monitoring a company’s operations
than would a larger board.
The results in this best practice hold water because of the thin, wavering and weak
correlation between the characteristics of best practices of corporate governance and
organizational performance.
Implications and Limitations
The current study is based on the disclosed best practices corporate governance
characteristics for one year. Perry and Shivdasani (2005) explained that firms with a
majority of independent directors were more likely to observe restructuring following lower
performance. Thus the study should be based on the annual reports of more than a year for
real performance related results.
Keenan (2004) reported that in UK the independent directors only served on one board at
one time. They had more time to devote to the company in ensuring the best practices of
corporate governance were fully realized for optimum organizational performance. However,
in the Malaysia context, independent directors tend to serve on more than one board like in
the U.S.
BP2: FM Board Composition and Organizational Performance
The ratio of family members to total board members and organizational performance was
negatively, but weakly correlated. That is, to a small extent, an increase in the composition
of family members in the board was associated with a decrease in net income to total owners’
equity Family controlled companies are ubiquitous and numerically dominant in many
economies and have been so for many centuries (Colli, Fernandez-Perez and Rose, 2003).
Moreover, family controlled companies indexed in Standard & Poor’s 500 have been found
to outperform their managerially controlled peers (Anderson and Reeb, 2003).
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Generally, people are more prudent with their own as opposed to other people’s money.
Thus Durand and Vargas (2003) had indicated that there was a tendency for familycontrolled companies to be careful at resource conservation and allocation relative to other
company modes. Demsetz and Villalonga (2001) provided evidence that there was no
significant influence of ownership structure on organizational performance. Therefore, the
negative, weak correlation was justified in view of the supporting literature.
Implications and Limitations
The agency theory would be more at work in such legions and it would be a better study if
family controlled companies were not included in the study. Then the stakeholder theory
would have given more clout for a wider group of interested parties to voice their concerns
when organizational performance decline.
BP3: Number of Board Meetings and Organizational Performance
The number of board meetings and organizational performance are positively, but weakly
correlated. That is, to a small extent, an increase in the number of board meetings is
associated with an increase in net income to total owners’ equity. Adams and Ferreira (2004)
had concluded that a company’s value increased when boards met more often.
Implications and Limitations
It is logical to conclude that boards that meet often meant that the company was active and
had much business affairs that needed discussions and consensus between the members of
the board. Again, the current study was controlled in the sense that the population was
confined to listed companies only. A broader selection that includes non-listed companies
would probably convey a different correlation in relation to organizational performance.
CONCLUSIONS
While corporate governance itself was already an established structure in many
organizations, the debate on the issue resurfaced at the Corporate Governance Summit (2006)
in Los Angeles and revitalized after the series of scandals that created massive impacts in the
global economy. Investors today have become more vigilant and more demanding on the
way the companies that they invested into are being run. Research has proven that
transparency through disclosures in annual reports of the best practices of corporate
governance has provided investors information and confidence in a company.
The implications and recommendations for future research include an on-going
transformation in organization development (OD) and change to alter future business
strategy, mission, vision, values, systems and procedures. The bailouts, buyouts, mergers &
acquisitions during the crisis were mainly government interventions utilizing tax- payers’
funds. This firmly demonstrated that every citizen was a stakeholder and companies were
obliged to be accountable. Therefore, Malaysia needs to be constantly engaged in research as
academics, an important stakeholder, make major contributions in terms of theory to the
practice.
During and after the Asian Financial Crisis the IMF had constantly blamed the Asian
economies of lax corporate governance best practices. Today when the US economy is
facing a financial crisis the other countries in the world also suffer but strangely the Asian
countries are not hard hit. Could this be the result of the fact that corporate governance
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structures and systems are regulated and well entrenched? If it is, then it is probable that the
outcome of the results in this research as gleaned from the characteristics of the best
practices of corporate governance in the annual reports of the 184 public listed companies on
the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange concur with the findings in the study by Gill and Allen
(2005) that high levels of best practices may not be strongly related to organizational
performance in rising markets. It’s only in a crisis that best practices of corporate
governance prove the difference.
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Training Needs Analysis (TNA) As an Instrument of Competency
Acquisition with a Particular Emphasis on Gulf University for Science and
Technology, Kuwait

ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken to carry out a Training Needs Analysis (TNA) on all academic
staffs (Professors, Associate Professors, Lecturers/Assistant Lecturers, Language Instructors
and Tutors) at Gulf University for Science and Technology, Kuwait. A competency profile
was then established and validated by focus groups which comprised of faculty members
with various disciplines from three departments namely Management and Marketing,
Modern Language and Finance and Economics. Questionnaire was later developed based on
these profiles such as Teaching, Research, Consultation, Publication, and Community
Services. Other competencies deemed important such as ICT, Language and General Skills
(such as managing stress, managing project. self management etc.) were also included. It
was distributed to 133 academic staffs. Only 89(66.9%) duly completed questionnaires were
returned for analyses. The findings of this study discovered the existence of gaps in the
above mentioned competencies among various academicians as well as identifying specific
training needed by certain levels. This paper attempts to discuss how a systematic TNA can
be conducted within an academic environment for the purpose of enhancing employees’
skills, abilities and other characteristics that will lead to high performance.

INTRODUCTION
Gulf University for Science and Technology (GUST) in an attempt to become a World Class
University (WCU), the School of Business Administration endeavors to upgrade its
academic staff competency by offering them training. Anecdotal evidence, however,
suggests that at GUST, there has never been any training programs, nor systematic Training
Needs Analysis,(TNA). In this context, TNA must be conducted since it governs the
potential effectiveness of a training programme. TNA is also a mechanism that can be
applied to measure effectiveness. The better the TNA is, the easier it is to evaluate (Brian et
al, 2001). This paper thus introduces a practical systematic approach to identifying the
training needs of each academic staff based on performance-deficiency needs. It will also
discuss the findings at task level emanating from TNA.
Significance of Study
One of the fundamental significance of this study is in the area of accruing benefits to GUST
in general and the School of Business Administration in particular. Thorough and systematic
training programmes will be developed for academic staff especially at the task level.
Certain part of the report will also be used to establish the career path of each academician.
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The methodology and instruments used will serve as a benchmark for other academic
environment in GUST or other universities in Gulf region to follow.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Needs Assessment refers to the process used to determine if training is necessary (Nec,
2000). As shown in figure 1.0, it is the first phase of a training process. If it is poorly
conducted, despite the training method or learning environment, training will not achieve the
outcomes or financial benefits expected by any organisation. Usually known as ‘Front-end
Analysis’ or ‘Training Needs Analysis’ (TNA), it is therefore the building block of a training
program. The basis for who must be trained, what must be trained, when training will occur
and where the training will take place are accomplished in this phase.

According to Swist (2002), a TNA is conducted due to the following reasons:
•
To determine what training is relevant to your employees’ job,
•
To determine what training will improve performance,
•
To determine if training will make a difference
•
To distinguish training needs from organisational problems, and
•
To link improved job performance with the organizations goal and bottom line.
The assessment begins with a “need” which is not a want or desire, but is generally
described as a “gap” between what is currently in place and what is needed in the future.
Gaps can include discrepancies/differences between what the organization expects to
achieve and what is achieved on current and desired job performance and existing and
desired competencies and skills (Miller and Osinski, 2002). In this context, therefore TNA is
also known as ‘Gap-Analysis’.
Brinkerhoff, (1986) discusses some of these ways as follows:
(i) Performance or Potential Deficiency - Gap between current and effective performance
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(ii) Democratic - Employee preferences for training programs or topics
(iii) Diagnostic - Factors and conditions that create and ensure effective performance, and
(iv) Analytic — New and better ways to perform task
Needs addressed from an analytic and diagnostic perspective is considered proactive as it
focuses on preventing problems and increasing performance and productivity. Nevertheless,
an organisation can better be served if training efforts consider all the four types of needs
discussed earlier.
Needs assessment typically involves three levels, namely organisational, task and individual
analyses. Organisational analysis looks at the organisation as a whole and its primary
purpose is to determine in which parts of the organisation training activities should/could be
conducted. The task analysis helps to identify job performance standards and the
competencies needed for employees to perform their task adequately. The individual
analysis answers the question: who needs training and what kind? (Stone, 2000)
Generally, there are five methods that can be used to gather needs assessment information:
(a) Interviews are an integral part of the TNA process. It can provide focus and valuable
feedback on training needs when designed properly and conducted. Research has shown that
individual interviews (which involves direct questioning between HR analyst and the
employees targeted for training) are the most effective means for gathering feedback with
robust data (Bloom, 1988); (b) Surveys or questionnaires are also frequently used which
includes developing a list of competencies required to perform particular jobs effectively and
requesting employees to check those competencies in which they believe they need training.
Most organisations usually bring in an outside party or consultants to conduct and analyse
employee attitude surveys or customer surveys which can also be used to reveal training
needs ; (c) Observation for training needs requires individuals trained in observing employee
behaviour and translating observed behaviour into specific training needs. Those trained in
performing job analyses should be particularly expert at observing to identify training needs
of an organization.
Focus groups usually comprises of employees from various departments and various levels
within the organisations. Focus groups session should be conducted by specialists in human
resource department or an outside expert and should address issues such as competencies
needed by employees to stay competitive in future or the problems that can be solved
through training. However, focus groups are rarely used as stand-alone approaches but used
in conjunction with other types of data gathering methods such as questionnaires or
individual interviews. (e) Document examination involves examining records on
absenteeism, turnover, accident rates or performance appraisal information to determine if
problems exist and how they can be solved by training (Byars and Rue, 2000 ; MeClelland,
S.B. (1994a, 1994b, 1994c)
Above all, regardless of the method, needs assessment should be taken up systematically and
accurately before the commencement of any training.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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This study was conducted at School of Business Administration, Gulf University for Science
and Technology, Kuwait on all 3 departments (Management and Marketing, Finance and
Economics and Information and communication Technology and Modern Language. All
academic staffs (Professors, Associate Professors, Lecturers, Assistant Professors, Language
Instructors and Tutors) of the Faculty were involved. The core competencies focused on
several aspects of academic excellence such as Teaching, Research, Consultation,
Publication, and Community services. Other competencies regarded significant were
Languages, ICT and Genera skills.
Two methods were used namely focus groups and competency based questionnaires. The
focus groups comprised of faculty members with various disciplines from three departments
under discussions. Based on various data sources (such as Job Descriptions and
Specifications, Strategic Planning’ blueprints, Literature Review) and numerous meetings
and workshops among focus groups and senior academicians in the School, the competency
charts (figure 2.0) were then developed as questionnaires. Employing the ‘gap’ analysis
concept, the following formulae were then constructed to assist in the analysis of the
findings:

Expected competency (A)
Current competency (B)
Gap (C) = (A-B)
Importance = D
Priority=(E) = (Cx.D)
After further discussion, it was decided that all the core competencies identified were
equally important which resulted in the analysis to only consider the gap which is ‘C’
instead of ‘E’. Questionnaires were pre-tested and several items in the questionnaires were
then modified and deleted. A five — point Likert Scale (where 1= no basic skill and
extremely needs training and 5 = have sufficient skills and no training required) was
provided for respondents to indicate their current competency in Section B of the
questionnaire. The questionnaires were then distributed to 133 academicians. Only 89(66.9%)
duly completed questionnaires were returned for analysis. Analyses were then conducted
employing SPSS Window using mean. The scales were also divided as follows to assist in
analysing the gap:
High priority — 4,5
Medium priority —3
Low/No priority — 1,2
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Profile of Respondents
Respondents consisted of 10(11.2%) Associate Professors, 70 (78.7%) Lecturers/Assistant
Lecturers, 4(4.5%) Tutors and 5 (5.6%) Language Teacher (refer to 3.0). Majority of the
Associate Professors are from Management and Marketing Department and
Lecturers/Assistant Lecturers are from Modem Language Department. The distribution can
be seen in figure 3.1. The average number of years respondents served as academicians are
as follows: Associate Professor (18.4 years), Lecturers/Assistant Lecturers (10.2 years),
Language Teacher (6.8 years) and Tutor (2.1 years)
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Analysis at Task Level
Kruskal-Wallis (Chi-Square) statistics indicated that there is a marginal significant difference
(p~’0.O8l) of overall competency levels by post. In relation to this, as shown in figure 4.0,
priority to Training should be given to Language Teacher, followed by Tutor,
Lecturers/Assistant Lecturers and then Associate Professors.
Overall, analysis indicated existence of gaps in terms of Teaching, Research, Consultation,
Publication, Community Services, Language, ICT and General skills among various levels of
academicians such as Associate Professor, Lecturer/Assistant Lecturers, Tutor and Language
Teacher. In order of priority, training in specific competencies are needed by the following
academicians as follows (see figure 4.1):
(a) Teaching: Tutor and Language Teacher
(b) Research: Tutor, Language Teacher and Lecturer/Asst lecturer
(c) Consultation: Language Teacher, Tutor and Lecturer/Asst. lecturer
(d) Publication: Tutor, Language Teacher and Lecturer/Asst. lecturer
(e) Community Services: Language Teacher
(e) ICT skills: Language Teacher, Lecturer/Asst. lecturer, Assoc. Professor
(f) General skills: Language Teacher
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(a)
Associate Professor: ICT skills, Consultation, Publication, Research, and Community
Service
(b)
Lecturer/Asst Lecturer: Consultation, Research/Publication, ICT skills, Community
Services and
General skills/Teaching
(c)
Tutor: Consultation, Research, Publication, Teaching, Community Service/General
skills
(d)
Language Teacher : Consultation, Research, ICT skills, Publication, Teaching,
General
skills/Community Services, and Language skills.
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Following on the discussions above, to set training objectives answering two very basic
questions are necessary: First, who, if any, needs training and if training is required, what
kind is needed? The findings will also allow the departments under investigation to pnoritise
training based on the urgency of the need. For example, how many employees need to be
trained and what are the resources available. In order to accomplish training, a training plan
would then be designed and should consist of one or more training interventions to meet
competency gaps among various academicians. Furthermore, supplemental individual
training interventions should also be arranged to meet additional needs of each specific
academicians. At this juncture, it is important to note that sometimes, training is not the
solution. Some competency or performance gaps can be reduced or eliminated through other
means such as communicating expectations or providing supportive work environment.
This paper has thus shed light on how systematic TNA can be conducted within an academic
setting. The instruments can be modified to suit the organizational objectives. However, a
good understanding of the organization’s goal and strategy will provide a starting point in
developing an accurate competency chart. In addition, this paper recommends the
employment of Delphi technique since the approach could provide an effective method of
obtaining widely acceptable opinions from experts concerning core competencies and its
importance.
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Testing the Impact of Entrepreneurship Education on Business, Engineering
and Arts & Science Students Using the Theory of Planned Behaviour: A
Comparative Study
ABSTRACT
Using the theory of planned behaviour, the study tested the impact of entrepreneurship
education on business, engineering and arts and science students. The study adopted a pretestpost-test (time1, t1 and time2, t2) to measure the change of attitudes and intentions over a
period of six months. The participants who took entrepreneurship as a compulsory or elective
course within their curriculum are totally 450. To measure attitude , the subjective norm, and
perceived bahavioural control, the study adopted a measure proposed by Kolvereid (1996a).
For the intention to become self-employed, the study adopted a 3-item measure of career
intention, proposed by Kolvereid (1996a), which captures the intention of an individual to
start a business. The results showed that the post-programme mean values of subjective norm,
attitude towards self-employment, perceived behavioural control and intention towards selfemployment increased in relation to the pre-programme ones. But the mean difference value
in all four variables is higher for business students when compared to the other two students
groups.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship education, entrepreneurial attitudes and intentions, subjective
norms, perceived bahavioural control and theory of planned bahaviour.
INTRODUCTION
Policy makers in Europe and the United States believe that more entrepreneurship is required
to reach higher levels of economic growth and innovation (Oosterbeek,et al.,2009). Empirical
research supports positive links between entrepreneurial activity and economic outcomes such
as economic growth and innovation (Van Praag and Versloot, 2007). The basic premise is that
entrepreneurship is not only an economic reality, an experience, a career choice and a
research field, but that it can also be exposed through teaching. And, as with every teaching
subject, the question of evaluating the impact of the course is an important issue (Degeorge
and Fayolle, 2008). Entrepreneurship education may be an important element in a venture
support system of a society (Hansemark, 1998). According to Autio’s analyses (2005), young
entrepreneurs have a high income and are university or college graduates.Policy makers
believe that increased levels of entrepreneurship can be reached through education (European
Commission, 2006) and especially entrepreneurship education. A key assumption underlying
these programs is that entrepreneurship skills can be taught and are not fixed personal
characteristics. Indeed, it has been shown that (i) the effect of general education as measured
in years of schooling on entrepreneur performance is positive (Van der Sluis et al., 2006; Van
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der Sluis and Van Praag, 2007). The dominant entrepreneurship education program in
colleges in the US and Europe is the Junior Achievement Young Enterprise student minicompany (SMC) program. In Europe, it is effective in 40 countries and more than 2 million
students have participated in the year 2005/2006. The objective of the program is to teach
students to put theory into practice and to understand what entrepreneurship is about. In this
way students are assumed to gain self-confidence and motivation, become proactive, creative
and learn how to work in a team (Junior Achievement Young Enterprise annual report, 2006).
In a study of high-technology based-companies Utterback and Reitberger (1982) point out
lack of motivation and confidence in a society as a negative factor for entrepreneurial change,
and suggest that entrepreneurial skills and motivation could be created through education
(Hansemark, 1998). Laszlo Szerb(2006) examined the effect of entrepreneurship education
more specifically that of entrepreneurship courses on the entrepreneurial attitude of university
students. Some other studies indicated that that the prestige of entrepreneurship and the
intention to start up an own business had increased among students who had completed
entrepreneurship courses ( Kuratko 2003, and Peterman and Kennedy 2003). Souitaris et
al.,(2007), drawing on the theory of planned behavior, tested the effect of entrepreneurship
programmes on the entrepreneurial attitudes and intentions of science and engineering
students and showed that entrepreneurship programme raised some attitudes and the overall
entrepreneurial intention. While examining the university students, the positive significant,
however, moderately strong effect of entrepreneurship education to entrepreneurial carrier
choice is provided by Laszlo Szerb(2006).Another study conducted by Hansemark (1998),
examined the change in need for achievement and locus of control of individuals in a 9 month
entrepreneurship program on a sample consisting of participants who had finished high school
or an equivalent level of education. Kolvereid et al.,(1997) in their research compared the
behavior of business graduates with a major in entrepreneurship and graduates with other
majors when investigating the effect of entrepreneurship education. They indicated that
graduates with an entrepreneurship major are more likely to start new businesses and have
stronger entrepreneurial intentions than other graduates. In another research ( Degeorge and
Fayolle 2008) that focused on new business start-up intentions by students who have attended
an entrepreneurship awareness course, the researchers, by using Ajzen’s intention model
noted that the intention level is very high after a course in entrepreneurship and this high level
is permanent over a long period of time. Krueger et al.(2000) compared the Ajzen’s 1991
Theory of Planned Behavior and Shapero’s 1982 model of the ‘Entrepreneurial Event and
examined the efficacy of these models as they try to predict the intentions that a sample of
soon-to-graduate undergraduate business students hold towards starting a new business. The
extant literature which includes all these previous studies on effect of entrepreneurship
education have empirically shown that there is an impact made by the programme and the
samples included in these were either university/college students or science and engineering
students or business graduates with a major in entrepreneurship and graduates with other
majors or undergraduate business students. It seems that no comparative study on the
evaluation of programmes among students with different majors has been conducted yet. The
current study starts to fill this gap by evaluating the impact of entrepreneurship course among
business students, engineering students and arts and science students by making a
comparative study on the impact of entrepreneurship course among students with majors cited.
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Using the theory of planned behavior, this study tests and compares the effect of
entrepreneurship programme on the entrepreneurial attitudes and intentions among students of
business, engineering and arts & science.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Numerous works in the field of entrepreneurship have tried to explain the entrepreneurial
event. Shapero and Sokol (1982a) concentrated on the notions of desirability and feasibility,
which combine with a displacement factor to trigger the entrepreneurial event. Following this
first approach, research focused on the intention concept, leading to several theoretical models.
This intention concept assumed that new venture creation is a planned and intentional
behaviour (Krueger and Carsrud, 1993). Recognizing that starting a business is an intentional
act holds substantial implications for research. If stimulus-response models cannot model
intentional behaviors fully, then we need testable, theory-driven process models of
entrepreneurial cognitions that focus on intentions and their perceptual bases (Bird 1988; Katz
and Gartner 1988; Shaver and Scott 1992). .When behavior is rare or difficult to observe
(Ajzen 1991), intentions offer critical insights into underlying processes such as opportunity
recognition. Empirically, behavior is often only weakly predicted by attitudes alone or by
exogenous factors that are either situational (for example, employment status or informational
cues) or individual (for example, demographic characteristics or personality traits). That is, as
a result, predicting entrepreneurial activities by modeling only exogenous factors often results
in disappointingly small explanatory power. But, exogenous influences usually affect
intentions and behavior only indirectly, through attitude changes (Ajzen 1991). Thus,
intentions models offer an opportunity to increase our ability to explain— and predict—
entrepreneurial activity. The predictive power of intentions is even stronger for more molar
behavior chains, capturing long-run tendencies by canceling variations in situations over time.
Intentions are also an unbiased predictor of action (Bagozzi et al. 1989), even where time lags
exist. Understanding intentions thus proves particularly valuable where the focal phenomenon
is rare, obscure, or involves unpredictable time lags—a focal phenomenon such as
entrepreneurship (MacMillan and Katz 1992). Thus, a strong intention to start a business
should result in an eventual attempt, even if immediate circumstances such as marriage, child
bearing, finishing school, a lucrative or rewarding job, or earthquakes may dictate a long
delay. Meta-analyses (Kim and Hunter 1993) empirically show that intentions successfully
predict behavior, and attitudes successfully predict intentions. Across a wide range of studies
relating to a wide variety of types of behaviors and the intentions to engage in those behaviors,
attitudes explain over 50% of the variance in intentions. Intentions explain 30% or more of
the variance in behavior. Explaining 30% of the variance in behavior compares favorably to
the 10% typically explained directly by trait measures or attitudes (Ajzen 1987). More distal
phenomena such as career choices will likely result in a smaller effect size. Still, intention
remains a significant, unbiased predictor of career choice (Lent et al. 1994). Entrepreneurship
models have typically been based on less robust, less predictive approaches using personality
traits, demographics, or attitudinal approaches (Krueger and Carsrud 1993; Carsrud et al.
1993). In the psychological literature, intentions have proven the best predictor of planned
behavior, particularly when that behavior is rare, hard to observe, or involves unpredictable
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time lags. New businesses emerge over time and involve considerable planning. Thus,
entrepreneurship is exactly the type of planned behavior (Bird 1988; Katz and Gartner 1988)
for which intention models are ideally suited. If intention models prove useful in
understanding business venture formation intentions, they offer a coherent, parsimonious,
highly-generalizable, and robust theoretical framework for understanding and prediction
(Krueger et al. 2000). Thanks to the contribution of the theory of planned behaviour, initially
suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), extensive research using an intention model in the
field of entrepreneurship has been conducted in recent years(Degeorge and Fayolle, 2008).
The theoretical framework of the theory of planned behaviour and its most recent
developments, and in particular a key insight from the main research works that have been
applied to the field of entrepreneurship is presented as follows.
Ajzen’s theory of planned behavior (TPB)
Social psychologists and marketing researchers have found great success using intentionbased models in practical applications and basic research. Such consistently robust and
replicable paradigms have been widely applied in practical situations as career preferences,
weight loss, and seatbelt and coupon use (Ajzen 1987; Kim and Hunter 1993). There have
been a number of developmental intention models and constant advances in modeling
intention antecedents have resulted in the current state of the art—Ajzen’s Theory of Planned
Behavior (TPB). Figure 1 presents TPB in its most robust and valid form. TPB identifies three
attitudinal antecedents of intention. Two reflect the perceived desirability of performing the
behavior: personal attitude toward outcomes of the behavior and perceived social norms. The
third, perceived behavioral control, reflects perceptions that the behavior is personally
controllable. Perceived behavioral control reflects the perceived feasibility of performing the
behavior and is thus related to perceptions of situational competence (self-efficacy) of these
attitudes.
Figure 1
Attitude
towards
behaiour
Social norms

Intention

Behaviour

Insert figure 1 about here
Source: Ajzen (1991)
Perceived
In the case of entrepreneurship,
the three constructs of the theory of planned behaviour are
behavioural
defined as follows: control
1. Attitude towards self-employment
This construct (akin to expectancy) taps perceptions of the personal desirability of
performing the behavior. As a check on construct validity, this attitude depends on
expectations and beliefs about personal impacts of outcomes resulting from the
behavior (Krueger et al., 2000). It is the difference between perceptions of personal
desirability in becoming self-employed and organisationally employed. Therefore,
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‘high’ attitude towards self-employment actually indicates that the respondent is more
in favour of self-employment than organizational employment (Kolvereid, 1996a).
2. Subjective norms
The second major construct from the TPB taps perceptions of what important people
in respondents’ lives think about performing a particular behavior. Included would be
the individual’s family expectations about the desirability of becoming a lawyer,
doctor, or entrepreneur refers to perceptions of what important people in respondents'
lives think about them becoming self-employed, weighted by the strength of the
motivation to comply with them (Krueger et al., 2000).
Perceived behavioural control
A major advancement over more widely disseminated intention models is the additionof the
third predictive component, perceived behavioral control. Perceived behavioral control
overlaps Bandura’s (1986) view of perceived self-efficacy, the perceived ability to execute a
target behavior (Ajzen 1987). As an attribution of personal control in a given situation, selfefficacy connects conceptually and empirically to attribution theory, already successfully
applied to new venture initiation (Meyer et al. 1993). The highly self-efficacious attribute
setbacks as “learning experiences,” not personal “failure” (Bandura 1986). Bandura (1986)
notes that the mechanisms for influencing efficacy judgments include ‘enactive mastery’
(hands-on experience), vicarious learning, and physiological/ emotional arousal. It, ‘perceived
behavioural control’ reflects the perceived ability to become self-employed (Kolvereid,
1996a). This concept was introduced into the theory of planned behaviour to accommodate
the nonvolitional elements inherent, at least potentially, in all behaviours (Ajzen, 2002).
Krueger and Dickson (1994) show us that an increase in perceived behavioural control
increases the perception of opportunity. The above three are attitudinal constructs and are
often referred to collectively as ‘attitudes’ (in the literature and in this paper).
Framing of Hypothesis
The overall tenet of the psychological theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) is that
planned behaviours (such as starting a business) are intentional and thus are predicted by
intention towards that behaviour. Intention is best predicted by attitudes (attitude towards the
behaviour, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control). In turn, exogenous
influences (such as traits, demographics, skills and social, cultural and financial support)
affect attitudes and indirectly intentions and behaviour (Shapero and Sokol, 1982).
Entrepreneurship researchers empirically tested specific parts of the theory of planned
behaviour using self-employment as the target behaviour3 (Kolvereid, 1996a; Krueger et al.,
2000; Luthje and Franke, 2003). In turn, ‘intention’ is defined as a state of mind directing a
person's attention and action towards self-employment as opposed to organisational
employment (based on Bird, 1988). The empirical results in entrepreneurship broadly
confirmed the theory's predictions regarding the relationship between attitudes (attitude
towards self-employment, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control) and intention
towards self-employment (Kolvereid, 1996a; Krueger et al., 2000; Luthje and Franke, 2003).
Whereas the concept of intention is as follows. Intention is a cognitive representation of the
individual. For Kolvereid (1996), intention is an indicator of the individual predisposition to
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act. Bird (1988) is one of the first researchers in the field of entrepreneurship who explicitly
used this concept of intention. For her, entrepreneurship is a process where intentionality
plays a key role. “Entrepreneurial intentions are conceived as a link between the entrepreneur
as an individual and the context within which a venture is created” (Bird and Jelinek, 1988).
Bird and Jelinek also define the intentionality concept as: “A state of mind, directing attention,
experience, and action toward a specific object (goal) or pathway to its achievement”. Also,
“Entrepreneurs’ intentions tend to be directed toward goals, which are desired end-states,
rather than toward means of conduct, although both ends and means can be intentional” (Bird,
1988). The entrepreneurial intention is a moment of reflection which directs the acts of the
person towards the development or the improvement of a new concept. Other researchers,
thereafter, supplemented the Bird model, adding new psychological concepts. The empirical
results in entrepreneurship broadly confirmed the theory's predictions regarding the
relationship between attitudes (attitude towards self-employment, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control) and intention towards self-employment (Kolvereid, 1996a;
Krueger et al., 2000; Luthje and Franke, 2003). Since the main objective of this research is to
present a comparison of business, engineering, and arts and science students’ intention to
become self-employed through the intention model of Ajzen’s theory of planned of behavior,
it is suggested that
H1: High attitude towards self-employment, subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control resulting in high students’ intention to become self-employed
among the business students, engineering students and arts and science students is the
same.
METHODOLOGY
The study adopted a pretest-post-test (time1, t1 and time2, t2) to measure the change of
attitudes and intentions over a period of six months- one semester. A convenient sample
technique has been used. The participants who took entrepreneurship as a compulsory or
elective course within their curriculum are totally 450. (100 from business, 100 from
engineering and 250 from art & science respectively). The total 250 arts & science students
were selected from four reputed art & science colleges in India where entrepreneurship course
is offered either as compulsory or elective course and due share of 60 was given to each
college where the total no of students in the final year was 1000 to 1500 in each college. The
100 engineering students were selected in one reputed engineering college where the total no
of final year students was 750. Finally 100 business students were selected in two reputed
business schools where the no of final year students were 600. All the students from arts &
science and engineering were soon-to-graduate undergraduates and business students were
soon-to-graduate postgraduates. It was clearly explained to the surveyed students that the
questionnaires were for research purposes only, participation was voluntary, and their views
would not affect their grades. Both time 1 (t1) and time 2 (t2) questionnaires were reviewed
by 3 academics and 5 non-participating students to ensure clarity of wording and face validity
of the constructs. Time 1(t1) questionnaire measured the attitudes, subjective norm, perceived
behavioural control and intention towards self-employment at the time of entering the
programme. Time 2 (t2) questionnaires measured the attitudes, subjective norm, perceived
behavioural control, intention, start-up activities and nascency at the end of the programme.
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The researcher received matched questionnaires (at both t1 and t2) and t-tests indicated no
significant differences between respondents and ‘incomplete’ non-respondents (students who
filled the t1-questionnaire but failed to respond at t2), in terms of time 1 attitudes (t=0.70,
p=0.250), subjective norm (t=0.32, p=0.400), perceived behavioural control (t=1.07, p=0.150),
or intentions (t=1.32, p=0.120). Therefore, non-response bias was not evident.
Measurement of Attitude, Subjective norm and Perceived control
To measure attitude the study adopted a measure proposed by Kolvereid (1996a), which
includes five reasons in favour of organisational employment and six reasons in favour of
self-employment, complemented with indexes for each of the 11 employment choices (a total
of 33 items shown on table 1). The data confirmed the reliability of the scales (Cronbach's
α>0.72, for business students, Cronbach’s α>0.68 for engineering students and Cronbach’s
α>0.72 for arts and science students(table 1). Principal component analysis (at t1 and t2) was
conducted to verify the number of factors and to check the independence of scales. Ten
factors with eigenvalues >1 emerged for business students and eleven factors emerged both
for engineering and arts & science, which all confirmed the a priori dimensions. Following
Kolvereid's instruction, an indicator of employment status choice attitude was calculated as
the numerical difference between the average of the 6 index scores for self-employment
attitude and the average of the 5 index scores for employment attitude. A high score indicated
a favourable attitude towards becoming self-employed. With regard to measure of subjective
norm, the study adopted a 3-item indicator by Kolvereid (1996a). The respondents had to
answer three questions of the following type: I believe that my closest family thinks that I
should not (1_2_3_4_5_6_7) pursue a career as self-employed. The two other items
concerned the respondents' belief of ‘my closest friends’ and ‘people who are important to
me’. Motivation to comply was measured by three items referring to each of the belief
questions. The first question was “To what extent do you care about what your closest family
think when you are to decide whether or not to pursue a career as self- employed?” The
responses were given on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (I do not care at all) to 7 (I care very
much). The belief items were re-coded into a bipolar scale (1=−3 to7=+3) then multiplied
with the respective motivation to comply item and finally the scores added in order to obtain
an overall measure of subjective norm (Cronbach's α=0.74 for t1 and 0.75 for t2). The study
adopted Kolvereid's (1996a) 6-item measure for perceived bahavioural control (table 2). Our
data confirmed the reliability of the scale (α=0.70 at t1 and 0.69 at t2). Also, the 6 items were
loaded on a single factor.
Table 1
I. Reasons for becoming entrepreneurial employed

Reasons
1 Security(2

Items
Job Stability

Business
Students

Engineering
Students

Cronbach
Cronbach
value
value
t1
t2
t1
t2
0.8 0.8 0.78 0.79
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Arts
&Science
Students
Cronbach
value
t1
t2
0.77 0.78

I. Reasons for becoming entrepreneurial employed

Reasons
items)
2.Workload
(5items)

3. Social
enviornment
(2 items)
4. Avoid
Responsibility
(3 items)

Items
Job Security
Not having to work long hours
To have leisure
To have fixed working hours
Not to have a stressful job,
have a simple job, not complicated
job
Participate in a social environment
To be a member of social milieu

Avoid responsibility
Not taking too much of
responsibility
Avoid commitment
5. Career(2 items) Have opportunity for career
progress
Promotion
II. Reasons for becoming self-employed
Reasons
Items
1.Econmic
Economic opportunity
opportunity(3
To receive compensation based on
items)
merit
To keep large proportion of the
result
2.Challenge(4
To have a challenging job
items)
To have an exciting job
To have an interesting job
To have a motivating job
3.Autonomy(4
Freedom
items)
Independence
To be your own boss
Be able to choose your own work
tasks
4.Authority(2
Have power to make decisions
items)
Have authority
5.self-realisation
Self-realisation
(4 items)
Realise one’s dream

Business
Students

Engineering
Students

Cronbach
value
t1
t2
1
1

Cronbach
value
t1
t2

Arts
&Science
Students
Cronbach
value
t1
t2

0.7
4

0.7
3

0.72

0.74

0.73

0.72

0.7
1

0.7
0

0.71

0.73

0.72

0.70

0.7
5

0.7
6

0.77

0.78

0.77

0.78

0.7
6

0.7
9

0.77

0.79

0.78

0.80

0.7
0

0.7
1

0.72

0.73

0.72

0.70

0.8
0

0.8
1

0.82

0.80

0.80

0.81

0.7
6

0.7
8

0.77

0.78

0.76

0.76

0.7
9
0.7
7

0.7
8
0.7
6

0.80

0.73

0.77

0.76

0.74

0.75

0.76

0.77
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I. Reasons for becoming entrepreneurial employed

Reasons

6.Participation in
the
whole process
(2items)

Items
To create something
To take advantage of creative
needs
To participate in the whole process
To follow work-task from a to z

Business
Students

Engineering
Students

Cronbach
value
t1
t2

Cronbach
value
t1
t2

0.7
6

0.7
5

0.77

0.78

Arts
&Science
Students
Cronbach
value
t1
t2

0.74

0.73

Intention to become self-employed
For the intention to become self-employed, the study adopted a 3-item measure of career
intention, proposed by Kolvereid (1996a), which captures the intention of an individual to
start a business as opposed to pursuing a career employed by organisations (table 3). The data
confirmed the reliability of the scale (Cronbach's α=0.69 at t1 and 0.71 at t2). The differences
between attitudes and intentions before and after the programme were calculated by
subtracting the t1 from the t2 scores for each variable.
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Table 2
Perceived behavioural control (6 items adopted from Kolvereid, 1996/7-point scale)
(1)
(2)

For me, being self-employed would be (very easy–very difficult)
If I wanted to, I could easily pursue a career as self-employed (strongly agree–strongly
disagree)
(3) As self-employed, how much control would I have over the situation? (absolutely no
control–complete control)
(4) The number of events outside my control which could prevent me from being selfemployed
Are (very few–numerous)
(5) If I become self-employed the chances of success would be (very low–very high)
(6) If I pursue a career as self-employed, the chances of failure would be (very low–very high)
Responses to items 1,2,4,6, were reverse-coded (1=7, 2=6, etc.) and the scores on the six items
were averaged to obtain an overall measure of perceived behavioural control.
Table 3
Occupational status choice intention (3 items from Kolvereid, 1996/7-point scale)
“If you were to choose between running your own business and being employed by
someone, what would you prefer?” (1=Would prefer to be employed by someone to
7=Would prefer to be self-employed);
“How likely is it that you will pursue a career as self-employed?” (1=unlikely to
7=likely)
(3) “How likely is it that you will pursue a career as employed in an organisation?”
(1=unlikely to 7=likely) (Item 3 was reversed)
An index of intention to become self-employed was created by averaging the three itemscores.

RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The overall response rate was 55.3%. The mean and standard deviation of variables, 1.attitude
towards self-employment, 2.subjective norm, 3.perceived behavioural control, and 4.intentin
towards self-employment for the samples of business students, engineering students and arts
and science students is presented in table 4.To test the hypothesis, the present study employed
the following tests: (a) Correlation (tables 5,6,&7) and regression (table 8) to test the
relationship between attitudes and intention at t1 and t2. (b) To test the effect of the
programme on the change of attitudes and intentions, the current study used one way
ANOVA on the difference scores (for sample of business, engineering and arts & science)
with the group membership (programme) as the independent variable (table 12). The
‘difference scores’ method is preferable to split-plot repeated measures ANOVA for pretest–
post-test designs, because it gives equivalent results in a simpler and less confusing way
(Girden, 1992). No significant violations of the assumptions for t-test, repeated measured
ANOVA, and regression were identified. Specifically, the common problem of
multicollinearity was not evident for all the three majors of students, as the correlations
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between independent variables were moderate and the tolerance values were all higher than
0.70 for business group, 0.72 for engineering group and 0.73for arts & science group.
Table 4 - Mean and s.d. for all the three majors of students
Business Students
Engineering Students
Arts & Science Students
Variable
t1
t2
t1
t2
t1
t2
M
SD M
SD M
SD M
SD M
SD M
SD
1.Attitude towards
self- employment
2.Subjective Norms
3.Perceived
behavioural
control
4.Intention towards
Self- employment

10.24

4.87

11.20

4.76

9.26

4.02

9.99

4.04

9.36

4.00

10.25

4.78

8.17

18.01

9.01

17.00

7.47

14.50

8.00

17.10

8.00

17.00

8.78

16.50

4.66

1.02

5.24

1.07

4.20

0.68

4.54

0.98

4.52

1.01

5.01

1.04

4.00

1.10

4.85

1.18

3.00

0.90

3.30

1.03

3.40

1.00

4.15

1.03
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Table 8 - Regression models of attitudes upon intention at time 1 and 2

Predictor variable

Attitude to selfEmployment
Subjective norms
Perceived behavior
control
Adjusted R2

Business students
Standardized
coefficients
Intention
Intention
model t1
model t2
0.28**
0.31**

Engineering students
Standardized
coefficients
Intention
Intention
model t1
model t2
0.23**
0.24**

Arts & Science students
Standardized
coefficients
Intention
Intention
model t1
model t2
0.26**
0.29**

0.30**

0.30**

0.26**

0.25**

0.28**

0.28**

0.26**

0.22**

0.16**

0.11**

0.21**

0.17**

0.39**

0.38**

0.33**

0.31**

0.36**

0.35**

*p <0.05,** p<0.001.
HYPOTHESIS
Correlation between intention to become self-employment and attitude towards selfemployment, subjective norms, perceived behavioural control both at time 1 and time 2 for
students with all three types of group of majors was positive and significant. For business
students, correlation between intention to become self-employment and attitude towards selfemployment (t1: r = 0.45, p<0.001and; t2: r = 0.41, p<0.001), subjective norms ( t1: r =
0.50,p<0.001; t2: r = 0.47,p<0.001), perceived behavioural control ( t1: r = 0.40,p<0.01; t2: r
= 0.27p<0.01) is positive and significant. For engineering students also, the correlation
between intention to self-employment and the other three variables, attitude towards selfemployment, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control is positive and significant.
The correlation values between intention to become self-employment and attitude towards
self-employment at t1 r is 0.45(p<0.001) and at t2, r is 0.41, p<0.001), for the c subjective
norms at t1 r is 0.50, (p<0.001) and at t2 r is 0.47,( p<0.001), and for the perceived
behavioural control at t1 r is 0.40(p<0.01) and at t2 r is 0.27(p<0.01). For arts and science
students, the correlation between the variables is positive and significant. The correlation
values are r = 0.42,(p<0.01)at t1 and r = 0.39, (p<0.01)at t2 between intention to selfemployment and attitudes towards self-employment. The values between intention to selfemployment and subjective norms are at t1 r = 0.45,p<0.01, at t2 r = 0.42,p<0.01 and the
values between intention to self-employment and perceived behavioural control are at t1 r =
0.38,p<0.01 and at t2 r = 0.28,p<0.01 respectively. The regression models (table 9)showed
significant adjusted regression coefficients ( t1 : R2 = 0.34, p<0.01 and t2 : R2 = 0.31, p<0.01
for business students ; t1 : R2 = 0.29, p<0.01; t2 : 0.25, p<0.01, for engineering students and ;
(t1 : R2 = 0.29, p<0.01; t2 : 0.25, p<0.01) for arts and science students . The significant
standardized coefficients for all three predictors for three types of groups in the order of
business, engineering and art and science are t1 : 0.23, 0.36,0.23, p<0.01 ; t2 :
0.28,0.34,0.17,p<0.01; t1: 0.20,0.33,0.20,p<0.01 ; t2: 0.25,0.30,0.14,p<0.01; t1:
0.21,0.34,0.21,p<0.01 ; t2 : 0.27,0.32,0.15,p<0.01. Therefore hypothesis 1 was accepted.
Table 9
Regression models of attitudes upon intentions at time 1 and time 2
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Predictor variables

Business
Intention
model t1
Standardised
coefficients
0.23**

Attitude to self
employment
Subjective norms
0.36**
Perceived
0.23**
behavioural
control
Adjusted R2
0.34**
*p<0.05, **p<0.001.

Intention
model t2
Standardised
coefficients
0.28**

Engineering
Intention
model t1
Standardised
coefficients
0.20**

Intention
model t2
Standardised
coefficients
0.25**

Art&science
Intention
model t1
Standardised
coefficients
0.21**

Intention
model t2
Standardised
coefficients
0.27**

0.34**
0.17**

0.33**
0.20**

0.30**
0.14**

0.34**
0.21**

0.32**
0.15**

0.31**

0.29**

0.25**

0.30**

0.27**

DISCUSSION
The results showed that the post-programme mean values of attitude towards selfemployment, subjective norm, perceived behavioural control and intention towards selfemployment were increased in relation to the pre-programme ones for the students with all
three types of majors. It clearly indicates that effect of the programme is there for all the
students with three majors and that entrepreneurship programme raises some attitudes and the
overall entrepreneurial intention. The results showed that the post-programme mean values of
subjective norm, attitude towards self-employment, perceived behavioural control and
intention towards self-employment increased in relation to the pre-programme ones. But the
mean difference values in all four variables(table 10) is higher for business students when
compared to the other two students groups. With regard to mean difference values, the arts
and science students and engineering students take the second and third levels respectively.
Could this be attributed to overeducation (Laszlo Szerb,2007; Selmeczy,2005) in fields like
Humanities, Law and Economics, rather than in fields requiring graduates in Technology and
therefore not to expect too many technology students to set up own business.
Table 10
The Mean difference values
Variables

Business students
0.96

Engineering
students
0.73

Art&Science
students
0.89

Attitude towards selfemployment
Subjective norms
Perceived behavioural control
Intention to self-employment

0.84
0.58
0.85

0.53
0.34
0.30

0.78
0.49
0.75

A possible interpretation of the significant raise of subjective norm after the programme is the
following: The small increase in the ‘expectations of significant others’ could reflect the
creation of a new circle of entrepreneurial-minded friends from the programme. The larger
increase in the ‘motivation to comply’ could be due to a realisation that their family and
friends were right about this career possibility, or to a feeling that they had to comply with the
significant others’ expectations after investing time and effort during an entrepreneurship
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programme. The significant effect of the programme on perceived behavioural control
confirms results by Peterman and Kennedy (2003) who found a positive effect of
entrepreneurship programmes on ‘perceived feasibility’ of high-school students. The study
contributes to the theory of planned behaviour by confirming the attitude– intention link and
by testing the effect of an ‘exogenous influence’ (education) on attitudes and intentions
towards the behaviour (self-employment). The study mainly contributes to research on
entrepreneurship education by revealing its effect by making a comparative study on students
from three groups of majors.
THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
On a theoretical level, a contribution is proposed to better understand the beginning of the
entrepreneurial process. As numerous researchers have pointed out, the entrepreneurial
process begins with the appearance of the intention. Brockhaus (1987) even said that “people
decide to start a business before they decide what type of business”. The core theoretical
contributions are to the research streams of planned behaviour and entrepreneurship education,
as planned at the outset. The study contributes to the theory of planned behaviour by
confirming the attitude– intention link and by testing the effect of an ‘exogenous influence’
(education) on attitudes and intentions towards the behaviour (self-employment). The study
also contributes to research on entrepreneurship education by revealing its effect on students
with three types of majors.
Intentions consistently and robustly predict planned behaviors. As entrepreneurship is a
planned behavior, intentions model should be found quite useful. The rewards from using
intentions model include a better understanding of how exogenous factors influence the
emergence of new ventures. Intentions-based models yield useful practical applications
whenever behavior is intentional. Consultants, advisors, and the entrepreneurs themselves will
benefit from a better understanding of how intentions are formed and how founders’ beliefs,
perceptions, and motives coalesce into the intent to start a business. This intention-based
model can be used on corporate ventures or for other strategic decisions such as the decision
to exit or to grow a firm. The entrepreneurs themselves can gain considerable value from a
better understanding of their own motives. The lens provided by intentions affords them the
opportunity to understand why they made certain choices in their vision of the new venture.
Intentions model offers great utility and considerable potential for entrepreneurship
researchers in advancing theory. Using formal intentions model offers the researcher a welldeveloped theory base used in multiple disciplines and also offers clear, testable hypotheses.
It increases the rigor of research without losing any relevance. This approach and the
significant findings add strong evidence for person X situation variables, as opposed to the
more usual person variables or situational variables.
Educators can invoke this theory of planned behaviour model to better understand our
students’ motivations and intentions, and thus provide better training. The entrepreneurship
curriculum can be so designed in such a way that the students’ intentions are revealed to them.
The intention model gives us the diagnosis. This diagnostic strength allows educators a
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different way of looking at most case studies. Consider the case of Dorsey Trailers, a
fascinating entrepreneurial buyout of a truck trailer manufacturer (Lane 1995). Equally
important is the significant conceptual overlap between intentions and opportunity
identification. Intentions represent a useful vehicle for gaining new insights into the processes
by which we identify opportunities and threats and how we formulate and implement
resulting action. This extends the impact of intentions models beyond independent new
ventures to any arena where opportunity identification is important.
Implications for future research
By failing to identify the reasons why that the scores of attitude towards self-employment,
subjective norms, perceived behavioural control and intention towards self-employment is
high for business students, followed by arts and science students and lastly engineering
students, the results of the study invite longitudinal survey analysis. Souitaris et al.(2007)
indicated that the technical students’ behaviour is inheritably interesting, as their technical
training gives them the potential to start high-growth technology ventures, and the
entrepreneurial attitudes and intentions of technical students are unlikely to have been
‘contaminated’ by prior business courses that touch upon entrepreneurship. If it is so, the
scores for the variables for engineering students should have been high. On the contrary it is
low when compared to other two types of majors. Therefore it would be more appropriate to
look into causes for such differences. Empirical support for intentions models argues that
promoting entrepreneurial intentions requires promoting perceptions of both feasibility and
desirability. Educators can invoke this model to better understand our students’ motivations
and intentions, and thus provide better training. This diagnostic strength allows educators a
different way of looking at most case studies. Consider the case of Dorsey Trailers, a
fascinating entrepreneurial buyout of a truck trailer manufacturer (Lane 1995).
Limitations of the study
The study aimed to address the attitudes and intentions among business, engineering
students, and art & science students, but not actual behavior, and therefore the study echoes
the suggestion that longitudinal studies following the subjects for years after graduation is the
only way to prove with accuracy the intention-behaviour link (Kolvereid,1996a). The study
has made a comparative study on the effect of entrepreneurship education through the Azjen’
theory of planned behaviour on the scores of variable a) attitudes towards self-employment, b)
subjective norms, c) perceived behavioural control,and d) intention towards self-employment
and has not made any attempt to find out the causes for such scores.
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Knowledge Attributes and Knowledge Transfer in Multinational Company

ABSTRACT
There are numerous researches in new product development and innovation performance in
earlier studies. However, there is the lack of research on using various knowledge from
subsidiaries of Multinational Companies on product innovation, especially from the
perspective of obtaining and transfer knowledge effectively. Thus, this study attempts to build
an effective mechanism that can be used for MNCs in a more efficient and effective way to
transfer overseas knowledge to their global new products. The study is carried out in the
context of MNCs in Asia area. Questionnaires were distributed to top management in
marketing, R&D, manufacturing of MNCs and 146 usable responses were received.
Hierarchical regression analysis was used to analyze the data. The results show that
knowledge transfer mechanism do enhance knowledge transfer inside MNCs. Knowledge
attributes have positive effects on knowledge transfer. The positive effects can be moderated
by knowledge transfer mechanism (defined in terms of network governance, ICTs, and trust
culture).
Keywords: product innovation, multinational corporation/subsidiary relationship, knowledge
attributes, knowledge transfer, network governance, trust, information and communication
technology
INTRODUCTION
A significant challenge for multinational companies (MNCs) today is to develop the
capability that is able to create innovative products, thereby effectively competing in the
global market. Developing innovative global products - or, new products designed for
multiple counties, is one of such critical capabilities. Global products that are neither fully
standardized nor developed uniquely for each country have been described as “modified”
global products in which they have a “core” standardized platform along with unique
“modifications” that vary from country to country (Ishikura, 1985; Takeuchi & Porter, 1986).
Global products provide multinational companies with substantial advantages in terms of cost,
speed, and innovation (Subramaniam, 2006). Developing global products enables firms to
standardize many features and components across country markets and eliminates the
duplication of efforts involved in developing new products on a country-by-country basis,
therefore cutting costs. Firms also enable to launch new products simultaneously and hence
enhance their speed of entry in overseas markets. The first mover advantages prevent rivals
from making market entries. As Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) stated, the design and
development for global products, distinct from domestic products, require simultaneously
addressing factors related to efficiency as well as responsiveness to multiple country markets.
Consequently, global product innovation is a market-oriented innovation process that creates
a superior customer value and is greater than global competitive offerings (Day 1994;
Strivastava et al., 2001).
Creating new knowledge is central to global products (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Tacheuchi,
1995). More specifically, overseas subsidiary participation in providing differences among
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countries is critical for developing global new products. Subsidiaries contribute worldwide
knowledge and consequently increase capabilities of global product innovation. The literature
on the strategy of the multinational corporation (MNC) has asserted that subsidiary companies
are contributors to the development of firm-specific advantages (Birkinshaw, Hood, &
Jonsson, 1998; Birkinshaw, 1995; Taggart, 1998). For example, it is reported that subsidiaries
can act as contributors to or leaders of innovative projects (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1986), and
they can gain mandates for developing and producing certain product lines on a global basis
(Roth & Morrison, 1992). The question is how multinational companies can facilitate
overseas knowledge transfer from headquarters to subsidiaries into the global product
innovation. Some researches have divided knowledge into two distinct types: explicit and
tacit knowledge. Particularly, tacit as opposed to explicit knowledge cannot easily
communicated or transmitted in formal, systematic, or codified form (Nonaka, 1994; Polanyi,
1967). Tacit knowledge is embedded and also described as “sticky” (von Hipple, 1994) so
transferring tacit knowledge from overseas subsidiaries is known to be more difficult than
explicit knowledge (Kogut & Zander, 1993; Teece, 1977). Tacit knowledge is especially true
in the context of innovation works, where much of the task-related knowledge is tacit in
nature and tacit knowledge transfer between headquarter and subsidiaries is crucial for global
product development. Additional, Nonaka in 1998 proposed the knowledge creation process
model to spiral tacit and explicit knowledge among individual, group, and organization. How
can MNCs effectively transfer explicit and tacit knowledge between headquarter and overseas
subsidiaries and then become a true “knowledge-creating company”? Thus, the purpose of
this study attempts to build an effective mechanism that can be used for MNCs in a more
efficient and effective way to transfer overseas knowledge to their global new products.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
This study proposes a research model that comprised antecedents (e.g., knowledge attributes
defined in terms of explicit and tacit knowledge), knowledge transfer mechanism as a
moderator, and consequences of knowledge transfer on global product innovativeness as
shown in Figure 1.
Knowledge Transfer Mechanism:
 Network Governance
 Trust
 ICTs

Knowledge Attributes:
Explicit Knowledge
Tacit Knowledge

Knowledge
Transfer

Figure 1: Conceptual Model
Knowledge Attributes and Knowledge Transfer in MNCs
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Global Product
Innovation

Polanyi in 1962 introduced a wildly accepted classification of knowledge as explicit
knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge could be codified and communicated in
human scientific or linguistic symbols, while tacit knowledge is very difficult to articulate but
may be communicated through direct human interactions. As tacit knowledge is gained
through experience, it may be extremely hard to codify and transfer from one individual or
organization to another. According to Nonaka (1994, p.16), tacit knowledge is “deeply rooted
in action, commitment, and involvement in a specific context.” Reed and DeFillippi (1990)
suggest that tacit knowledge is developed through learning by doing which supports Polanyi's
(1966, p.4) argument that “We can know more than we can tell.” However, given how
difficult it is to capture tacit knowledge, the databases have been used to collect more generic
or explicit information and knowledge and to seek help from others who may be experts in a
particular area. However, personnel may hoard, rather than share, his/her tacit knowledge
because it is valuable. Therefore, knowledge transfer in MNCs relies on many factors such as
people, organizational structure, culture, process and strategy, and information
communication technology (ICT) (Ives, Torrey, and Gordon, 2003; Spender and Grant, 1996).
H1: Knowledge attributes are positively and significantly related to knowledge transfer
within the firm.
Knowledge Transfer Mechanism
Leamer and Storper (2001) indicate the knowledge of products of highly scaled, standardized,
routinized manufacturing processes can be codified and transmitted by ICT vehicles over
considerable geographical distance; however the transfer of knowledge and information
regarding specialized, customized, and innovative products can be largely tacit and
impracticable.
While explicit knowledge transfer can be facilitated by information technology, tacit
knowledge transfer is subject to social interaction (Maser and Miles, 2002; Nonaka, 1994). In
other words, tacit knowledge transfer among organization members is socially driven. Choi
and Lee (2003) suggest that individual acquire tacit knowledge and personal experience only
in a tacit-oriented manner that emphasizes social interaction. Thus, tacit knowledge transfer
can be only facilitated by intrinsic motivation, such as greater levels of trust and network
government between MNC headquarters and subsidiaries.
Network Governance
Networks provide firms with access to knowledge, resources, or markets. Through
membership in a network and the resulting repeated and enduring exchange relationships, the
potential for knowledge transfer by the network members is occurred. There is evidence
suggesting that knowledge transfer is facilitated by intensive social interactions of
organizational actors (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998; Yli-Renko, Autio, & Sapienza, 2000; Zahra,
Ireland, & Hitt, 2000).
We define network governance as the extent of connection ties between MNC headquarters
and subsidiaries, and among subsidiaries, which facilitates information sharing and
knowledge access within the network (Burt, 1987). MNC headquarters connection to
subsidiaries and subsidiaries connection to other subsidiaries constitute valuable operant
resources because such a cohesive connection provides shared understanding and
interpretations of market knowledge worldwide in the same MNC network (Inkpen and Tsang,
2005; Kogut, 2000). A greater network governance implies that even though subsidiaries are
located in a different host county, they remain closed related, thus fostering cooperation and
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learning (Tsai, 2001). In other words, despite culture and language differences, a network
government encourages frequent and open communications among subsidiaries. The network
structure governs for knowledge transfer and, thus leading to more successful new product
development (Rindfleisch and Moorman, 2001). Thus, our hypothesis is:
H2(a): Network governance is positively and significantly related to knowledge transfer,
and (b) higher level of network government enhances the positive relationship between
knowledge attributes and knowledge transfer.
Information Communication Technology (ICT) Competency
Tippins and Sohi (2003) conceptualize IT competency as the extent to which a firm is
knowledgeable about and effectively utilizes IT to manage information within the firm.
Included in this conceptualization is the assumption that firms also possess IT objects (e.g.,
computer-based software, hardware, and support personnel). Therefore, we define the three
components of ICT competency: ICT knowledge, ICT operations, and ICT objects. ICT
objects act as “enablers” and are largely responsible for the current increases in information
production and dissemination. ICT knowledge is conceptualized as the extent to which MNCs
possess a body of technical knowledge about objects. ICT operations are conceptualized as
the extent to which MNCs utilize ICT to manage market and customer information.
Information and communication technology (ICT) is broadly viewed as technology used to
convey, manipulate, and store data by electronic means. Open communication and
information exchange appears to be a key component of knowledge management, and ICT
plays a key role in enabling this exchange and enhancing the management practices of any
organization (Reich, 2007; Yeh et al., 2006). Alavi and Leidner (2001), and Sargeant (2009),
concluded that ICT not only improves organizational performance, but also accelerates
knowledge transfer by enabling rapid access to search and retrieve information, as well as
supporting collaboration and communication between organizational members. Many
researchers and practitioners suggest that one of the organizational factors as an important
mechanism in knowledge transfer is ICT systems (Sher and Lee, 2004; Bharadwaj, 2000;
Sargeant, 2009). Therefore, we propose:
H3(a): ICT competency is positively and significantly related to knowledge transfer, and
(b) higher levels of ICT competency enhance the positive relationship between
knowledge attributes and knowledge transfer.
Trust
Trust represents a belief that headquarters and subsidiaries will honor their obligations and
have confidence in the words and actions of other people. Trust is highly important for
knowledge transfer, and particularly tacit overseas (cross-border) knowledge, since the market
exchange of knowledge gives rise to a high level of risk and uncertainty. These risks and
uncertainties are reduced by the presence of a high level of trust. Trust plays a key role in the
willingness of network members (actors) to share knowledge. A lack of trust may lead to
competitive confusion about whether a network firm is an ally (Powell, Koput, and SmithDoerr, 1996). Conversely, an atmosphere of trust should contribute to the free exchange of
knowledge between headquarters and subsidiaries because they don’t have to protect
themselves from others’ opportunistic behavior (Jarillo, 1988). As trust develops, knowledge
transfer between network members should increase (Inkpen and Tsang, 2005). Thus, we
propose,
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H4(a): Trust is positively and significantly related to knowledge transfer, and (b) higher
level of trust enhance the positive relationship between knowledge attributes and
knowledge transfer.
Consequences of Knowledge Transfer on Global Product Innovativeness
Knowledge has been suggested to be a complex resource that has a high propensity to
contribute to sustainable competitive advantage (Morgan and Hunt, 1997), and vital for new
product development and success (Van der Bij, Song, and Weggeman, 2003).
MNCs reported several product differences among country markets. However, at a more
general level the key differences they described could be classified as either tacit, or explicit.
Explicit differences were objective, concrete, and had precious descriptions, generally in the
form of technical specification. For cordless telephones, unique switching frequencies
requirement in different countries were important explicit differences. These explicit
differences were based on a widely accepted objective set of criteria, and did not vary with
interpretations of people reporting these differences. On the other hand, differences in cultures,
tastes, and buying habits were tacit. Such differences were often difficult to describe in
precise technical specification. For example, Japanese customers expect the soap to be clean
and refreshing. Malaysians want the soap to be wet and soft to the skin. The Japanese want
the oil to be removed while Chinese don’t.
We define knowledge transfer as the extent to which market (tacit) knowledge flows from the
headquarters and subsidiaries or among subsidiaries (Martin and Salomon, 2003; Mowery,
Oxley, and Silverman, 1996). We argue that overseas subsidiaries are sources of market (tacit)
knowledge about their own host countries and that their headquarters’ new product
development depends largely on the intensity of the knowledge transferred between them
(Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1990).
Overseas subsidiaries not only hold knowledge about their host countries but also provide the
opportunities for their headquarters to coordinate with and learn from them (Gupta and
Govindarajan, 2000; Kogut and Zander, 1993). Thus, tacit knowledge transfer enables the
headquarters to promote understanding of the similarities and differences across countries,
which results in new products that more effectively meet global challenges (Almeida and
Phene, 2004; Kogut and Zander, 1993; Martin and Salomon, 2003). Hence:
H4: Knowledge transfer between headquarters and subsidiaries positively and
significantly enhances global product innovation.
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RESEARCH METHOD
Hierarchical regression analysis was used to test the hypotheses and analyze the data. Both
the main effects and moderating effects were examined.
Sample and Data Collection
Using a snowball sampling technique, we distributed the survey questionnaires through
friends, relatives, and colleagues to hospitals that met the criteria of being working in MNCs.
Likewise, this group in turn distributed the questionnaires in the same manner to other
hospitals, thus “snowballing” to obtain sufficient participants. Although snowball sampling
hardly leads to representativeness, there are times when it may be the best method available.
The questionnaires, along with a cover letter describing the study’s purpose as well as our
intended use and management of their data, were distributed to top management in marketing,
R&D, manufacturing area of MNCs and 146 responses were obtained. To enhance the
response rate, respondents were offered a copy of the results for completing the survey. A gift
was offered to our participants as a token of our gratitude. The period of data collection for
our study is from May to June of 2011.
Measures of Constructs
The survey questions used to measure the research constructs were derived from existing
literature. Knowledge transfer items were adapted from Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), Alavi
and Leidner (2001), and Dixon (2000), using seven questions. Four questions are chosen to
identify the codified knowledge transfer and the other three questions are related to
individualized knowledge transfer. Explicit knowledge was measured via five questions
adapted from Szulanski and Jensen (2004), along with Li and Hsieh (2009). Tacit knowledge
was measured via twelve questions adapted from Simonin (1999). ICT competencies were
adapted from Tippins and Sohi (2003), measuring ICT competencies by possessing ICT
knowledge, ICT operations, and ICT objects. Network governance was adapted from Chen
(2008). Trust was adapted from McAllister (1995). Global product innovation was measured
via Subramaniam (2006). We use a seven point Likert scale: 1 = “strongly disagree”; 2 =
“mostly disagree”; 3 = “disagree”; 4 = “average”; 5 = “agree”; 6 = “mostly agree”; 7 =
“strongly agree”.
Reliability and Validity
Construct reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha. In Table 2, alpha values ranged
from 0.787 (knowledge transfer) to 0.920 (ICT). Nunnally (1978) recommended Cronbach’s
alpha above 0.7 as the appropriate reliability level. All our constructs possess adequate
reliability of 0.7 or above. To assess convergent validity, Fornell and Larcker (1981) proposed
examining (1) the item reliability of each construct, (2) the composite reliability of each
construct, (3) the average variance extract (AVE) of each construct. Item reliability was
assessed through a principal component analysis recommended by Straub (1989). Table 1
shows the results of the principle component analysis with varimax rotation for the constructs.
Hair et al., (1995) suggest the factor loadings of all individual items exceed 0.5. Fornell and
Larcker (1981) suggest CR value be over 0.6 and AVE value be greater than 0.5 in each
dimension. The constructs in the survey demonstrate adequate convergent validity in Table 2.
With reference to Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) work, we tested the discriminant validity of
the constructs by examining if the square root of the AVE of each construct was greater than
the highest correlation between the latent variable involving the focal constructs (shown
above the diagonal in Table 3). Results indicate adequate discriminant validity.
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ANALYSES AND RESULTS
We used hierarchical regression analysis to test hypotheses and analyze the data. To examine
the incremental effects between the direct effect and moderating effect on knowledge transfer,
we constructed regression models in a hierarchical order as follows:
 Model 1: KT = b0 + b1 Knowledge Attributes
 Add Network Governance, ICT, and Affect-based Trust respectively into model 1 to
construct Model 2:
 Model 2: KT= b0 + b1 Knowledge Attributes + b2 Network Governance (or ICT or
Affect-based Trust)
 Add moderating effects into model 2 to construct Model 3:
 Model 3: KT= b0 + b1 Knowledge Attributes + b2 Network Governance + b3
Knowledge Attributes x Network Governance (or Knowledge Attributes x ICT or
Knowledge Attributes x Affect-based Trust)
Direct Effect and Moderating Effect of Knowledge Transfer Mechanism
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ABSTRACT
Service recovery is a very important aspect in the organization towards retaining the customer
and one of the key competitive advantages for sustainability and adding value to the
organization in the future. Service recovery refers to the actions a supplier takes in order to
seek out dissatisfaction and as a response to poor service quality. The understanding of nature
and determinants of service recovery performance in service industries is necessary in
developing and implementing service recovery programs especially in the service industry
which require a lot of human interaction.There are three main factors namely organizational,
personal and human resource factors that affect the service recovery performance This study
will be an added knowledge regarding the factors that affect service recovery performance in
general and in particular in service industries in Malaysia context.
Keywords: Human resource, personal factors, organizational factors, and service recovery
performance
INTRODUCTION
As service industries such as banking, insurance, hotel and airlines become more competitive,
consumers tend to become more and more demanding. In the Malaysian economy where
foreign companies becoming increasingly important it is difficult to protect inefficiency by
regulatory means for local companies. Service firms which are unable to effectively cater to
the needs and wants of customers risk not only losing dissatisfied customers to the
competition but also ultimate failure.
Service quality has been shown to be a key determinant of customer satisfaction, This is the
key to future success and survival for an organization Service recovery is a very important
aspect in the organization toward retaining the customer and had been agreed as one of the
key competitive advantages for sustainability and value add to the organization in the future.
Service recovery refers to the actions a supplier takes in order to seek out dissatisfaction and
as a response to poor service quality, i.e. service failure (Andressan, 2000). The objective of
service recovery efforts is to move a customer from a state of dissatisfaction to a state of
satisfaction, the outcome of service recovery is often defined in terms of returning a
dissatisfied customer to a state of satisfaction (Boshoff & Allen 2000), According to the
service quality literature, the outcomes of service recovery are improved customer satisfaction
and improved service quality perceptions leading to positive behavior intentions such as
repeat purchases and loyalty (Matos, Enrique & Rossi,2007) Further more it is widely
accepted that gaining new customers is more costly than keeping existing ones and if service
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recovery is practiced in an organization, it will help customer retention ( Lewis &.
Spyrakopoulos.2001)
Service recovery is highly influenced by the effectiveness of frontline employees who receive
complaints of the service. As in many service industries, it is also the frontline staffs that are
at the forefront of recovering much of the service in customer contact settings, ,therefore, the
importance of frontline staff and the service recovery they perform is a critical component of
firm service quality and firm's reputation.
One of the area to retain the experience employee and continue to tap the market for service
industries in Malaysia better is by looking into service recovery performance. Service
recovery performance from the staff point of view especially front line staffs will be
paramount to improve bottom line of company and continue to attract new market and new
customer. Literature from banking industry in New Zealand (Boshoff & Allen, 2000), public
health care industry in New Zealand (Ashill, Carruthers & Krisjanous, 2005) and banking in
Turkey (Yavas, Karatepe, Avci & Tekinkus, 2003) provided service recovery in place by an
organization. Employee had more empowerment, better management commitment, reduce
role ambiguity and made fast decision to improve organizational performance .
The purpose of this paper is therefore to investigate and find the gap for future studies in
service recovery performance in Malaysia. Service industries are such as hotel, hospital,
airlines, banking and insurance are based on analysis of research article that were published
in various journal This will help better understanding the nature and determinants of service
recovery performance which is a necessary and critical starting point in developing and
implementing service recovery programs in the service industry which requires a lot of human
interaction.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Organizational factors
The organizational factors are importance because the management of organization shape the
entire way that a firm operates Three factors that are directly affected and believed to
influence the service recovery performance of a service firm are top management
commitment, customer service orientation and organizational commitment
Customer orientation
Customer orientation is defined as the set of beliefs that put the customer’s interest first, while
not excluding those of other stakeholders such as owners, managers and employees, in order
to develop a long-term profitable organizations (Saura, Contrı, Taulet and Vela´zque,
2005) .Customer service orientation is a culture in the organization stemming from policies
and procedures that support behaviors of employees geared towards delivering service
excellence (Rod & Ashill, 2010). The employees in firms with a fair customer oriented
service culture perceive a personal responsibility for distributing perfect service quality
(Yayas et al, 2003). A service oriented firm culture is required not only to enhance service
quality but also to respond to new, unforeseen and even strange conditions (Yayas, 2003) The
employees who offer the service should be constantly supported by the management of the
service organizations that they are bound to in order to achieve customer satisfaction and be
ensure that the customers enjoy the service they get (Boshoff &Allen 2000).
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A studied done by Ardahan (2006) to 203 frontline employees working in hotel found that
customer service orientation significant to service recovery performance. According to
Ardahan (2006) employees ability to get across with customers, pay necessary attention to the
customers' problems and achieve customer satisfaction and repurchase intention by finding
solutions for these problems are important towards success service recovery efforts.
Customer service orientation was one of the joint factors in management commitment to
service quality that affects service recovery performance in study done on frontline
employees in public and private hospitals in New Zealand (Rod & Ashill, 2010). Customer
orientation dimensions significantly and positively affect the service orientation (service
system practices, service leadership practices and human resources management practices)
based on findings from 72 employees service provision to financial entities(Saura et al., 2005)
In another research done by Bellou, (2007) in public healthcare industries in Greek, the
researcher also found customer service orientation significantly impact on the extent to which
front-line employees put customers interest first. According to Bellou (2007), , front-line
employees, regardless of job position, recognize that being competitive, making quick
decisions and tying objectives with rewards enhance the organization’s orientation towards
serving customers. However, other studies also found that customer service orientation not
influencing service recovery performance(Ashill et al.,2005; Yavas et al., 2003; Boshoff &
Allen, 2000) and this is the area that can be further studied to determine in service industries
in Malaysia.
The use of optional behavior will have a strong impact on the service encounter and the
customer satisfaction associated with it (Boshoff and Allen, 2000). The culture of a firm will
influence how employees behave under unusual circumstances when some optional behavior
is called for. In other words, the prevailing organizational culture will determine how
customer service staff will behave in a service recovery situation. Irrespective of the strength
of formal policies and standards within a firm which may claim that the customer is always
right and that employees should do their best to satisfy them, if the informal culture of the
firm does not reflect this commitment, recovery efforts are destined to fail. It is accordingly
proposed that:
P1. The perceived customer service orientation of the firm will exert a positive
influence on the service recovery performance of frontline employees.
Top Management commitment
There are three indicators of management commitment to service
Quality (Melissa & To 2010)
i) Management service vision for true commitment to service
ii) Management personal involvement to provide personal input in the service delivery
processiii) Managers provide empowerment to encourage customer-contact employees to
speak up and get the job done.
The lack of top management commitment is the main reason why many quality improvement
programs fail (Boshoff & Allen, 2000) Employees take their lead from top management and,
if they believe that managers are not fully committed to the goal of service excellence, they
will not commit themselves to providing it. In a studied done by Millissa and To (2010) on
frontline employees in local and international banks of Macao it was found that effective
employee involvement fully mediates the positive effects of management commitment to
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service quality on customer perceptions of service performance. They suggested that
management commitment to service quality alone does not produce positive organizational
outcomes, unless linked with effective employee involvement. In another studied done by
Ashill, Carruthers, Krisjanous, (2006) in New Zealand, public hospital found that
management commitment to service quality affect frontline hospital employees service
recovery performance. Boshoff and Allen (2000) found no relationship between top
management and service recovery performance in research on frontline employee in New
Zealand banking industry. Based on literature, the researcher discovered that there were very
limited studies on relationship between top management commitment and service recovery
performance and these will further explore.
As managerial actions are the single most influential factor in shaping employee behavior
(Boshoff& Allen, 2000), management must lead from the front and exhibit the behavior they
expect of their employees. Although members of top management are often far removed from
the customer service staff they must exhibit strong commitment to service excellence if
employees are to provide it. The same applies to service recovery. Therefore all service
breakdowns require the service provider to ``jump through a few hoops'' and, unless
management is fully committed to service excellence, this will not occur (Boshoff & Allen,
2000). It is accordingly proposed that:
P2. The perceived commitment of top management to customer service excellence
will exert a positive influence on the service recovery performance of frontline
employees.
Organizational commitment.
Organizational commitment has been defined as the degree to which employees feel a sense
of connection, obligation, and reward in working for the organization (Rod & Ashill, 2010)
Organizational commitment deals with the attitudes of the people towards their organizational
(Malhotra & Mukherjee, 2004). This definition is consistent with concept of affective
organizational commitment, which refers to the strength of an employee's emotional
attachment to an organization (Malhotra & Mukherjee, 2004). Organizational commitment is
a variable that has been causally linked to employee performance with various levels of
success. Two causes have been determined for these inconsistencies. First, the results have
been inconsistent because different types of commitment have been measured (Boshoff &
Allen, 2000). When affective commitment has been measured, the link with performance is
mainly positive. When continuance commitment is measured the relationship is, however, less
consistent. Malhotra and Mukherjee (2004) study on call centre employees found no
relationship between continuance commitment and service quality. A second possible reason
for the inconsistency is that effort may be a mediator in the relationship and the failure to
consider this may have contributed to research findings rejecting the existence of a
relationship (Boshoff & Allen, 2000).
Affectively committed employees perform at higher level and generally believed to dedicate
more time, more effort, more harder and more of their talents to the firm for which they work
than those who are not committed (Yavas et al., 2003) In order to enhance the service
recovery performance of frontline staff , there is a need to make sure that they identify with
the firm's goals vision and values and what the firm stands for organizational commitment
This was supported by findings of Boshoff and Allen ,2000 in financial service sectors that
organizational commitment exerts a positive influence on the internal and external service
quality. Malhotra and Mukherjee .(2004) study on 342 employees four telephone call
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centers of a major retail bank found that affective commitment has a significant relationship
with service quality Organizational commitment exert positive influence to service recovery
performance to frontlines employee in public healthcare setting(Ashill et al., 2005; 2006) . In
another study in public and private hospital frontline employees in New Zealand also found
positive relationship between organizational commitment and service recovery performance.
Yavas et al., (2003).and Ardahan, (2006) found there is no relationship between
organizational commitment and service recovery performance and suggested future studies
should explore the relationship.
Hence, the organizational commitment of frontline employees has an important role to play in
determining the level of service recovery delivered to customers. In light of the above
discussion it is proposed that;
P3. A high level of affective commitment from the frontlines employee towards the
service firm will exert a positive influence on the service recovery performance of
frontline employees.
Human resource factors
The human resource factors that practice by organization towards there are employee’s
improvement and well being in the job can effect service recovery performance. The factors
that can affect the service recovery performance include rewards, training teamwork and
empowerment
.
Rewards
Rewards mechanisms characterize inducements employees receive from their organization,
including compensation, esteem, status and social identity (Yavas et al., 2003). Rewards are
not only crucial in encouraging staffs to deliver high quality services, but they are also
significant in motivating them when treating with customer complaints (Yavas et al., 2003). A
study done on 262 frontline employees of a major national retail bank in New Zealand found
that rewarding frontline staff for service excellence exert a positive influence on service
recovery (Boshoff & Allen, 2000) .In another studied done by Ashill et al., 2005) to 152
hospital frontline staff ((administrate and nursing) in a New Zealand inner city hospital also
found rewarding exert positive influence to service recovery performance. If frontline being
rewarded the frontline feel emotional joy and will have significant impact on employees
perceived service quality (Slatten, 2010)
Effective recovery efforts are often ignored when employee rewards are considered. Dealing
with angry customers and manage customer problems and/or complaints is a thankless task
and employees who perform the task well should be recognized and rewarded. Therefore
service industries should implement the most proper awarding methods for their frontline role
employees. If recovery efforts go unrewarded, they will not be performed effectively and
customer satisfaction and retention will suffer as a result. The following proposition is thus
considered:
P4. Rewarding employees both for delivering quality service and for effectively
handling customer complaints will exert a positive influence on the service recovery
performance of frontline employees
Training
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Technology changes rapidly and the most evident effects of this change are observed in
business life. Service industries which produce services should follow innovations, adapt to
new conditions and follow recent developments. Otherwise they will have to submit to harsh
rules of competition. Therefore service industries should give more weightage to staff training
Staff training is another factor which may influence service recovery performance of frontline
employees in insurance industries Training of staffs both in job related ability as well as in
behavioral skills to develop their capability to overcome varying customer needs,
personalities, and circumstances is important to deliver perfect service quality (Yavas et al,
2003). It is not only important to have the right employees for the right jobs but also
necessary to train these employees to deal with problems and situations that arise (Boshoff &
Allen, 2000) A study done by Ardahan, (2006) to 203 frontline employees working in five
star accommodation establishments and first class holiday villages in Turkey found that staff
training factors on service recovery performance were to be significant. The high education
level of the employees in the sector, who are graduated from vocational high schools and 70%
of whom are university graduates prove that staff training factor is influential on service
recovery performance. Even though other studies have proposed that customer service
training have positive impact on service recovery performance but in there are finding was not
significant (Rod & Ashill, 2010; Ashill et al., 2006; 2005: Yavas et al, 2003; Boshoff & Allen,
2000). Therefore this study will also explore the relationship further.
Training should ensure that staffs do not increase the potential for conflict in these situations.
When an unsatisfied customer complains, the reaction of the customer service employee has
an enormous impact on whether or not the recovery effort is effective. Employees should be
trained in both technical and functional skills, trained to listen to customers' problems, to
defuse customer anger and to provide tailored responses. If not, service recovery will fail and
it is thus propositioning that:
P5. Training employees both to deliver quality service and to handle customer
complaints effectively will exert a positive influence on the service recovery
performance of frontline employees.

Teamwork
Teamwork refers to the extent to which the organization practices to increase employees'
control in their work and allow them to work together Service recovery practices will be
successful when team members learn new things from each other and the ideas created by
team members are value the efforts of each member of team in the achievement of
fundamental goals (Boshoff & Allen, 2000). Teamwork has positive effects on organizational
performance due to it can help to identify problems of the organization more accurately and
find proper solutions to problems, effective ways of to include employees in the management,
share information and communication in the organization and it also generate energy and
synergy in the organization and arise of innovation and creativity(Ardahan, 2006)
Everyone in the firm has customer whom they must serve, whether it is the end customer or a
single employee in the customer service. When everyone has a customer to whom they are
accountable, their work becomes more significant. A productive team environment ties the
group together and motivates the members to accomplish for the good of the team and their
common goal. It should be supportive, to hearten members to learn from each other and value
the efforts of each individual in the attainment of fundamental goals (Boshoff &Allen, 2006).
Teamwork among sub-departments of a main department (restaurant and kitchen sub-
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departments of food and beverage department) and among all main departments (front office
and floor services and food and beverages departments) in an accommodation establishment
have appeared to be influential on service recovery performances (Ardahan, 2006). In another
study done on 104 of frontline hospital staffs (administrate and nursing) in public health
industry sector in New Zealand found that teamwork exert positive relationship with service
recovery performance. Even though waiting time is not fault of frontline staff yet there are
those required to deal with the situation and teamwork have successful reduce excess waiting
time for the patients (Ashill et al., 2005).
Based on considerable evidence in both the management and services marketing literature that
teamwork enhances performance and particularly service quality it is proposition that:
P6. Teamwork will exert a positive influence on the service recovery performance of
frontline employees.
Empowerment
Empowerment or job enrichment emerged in late 1980s with its present meaning. In this
period when the shift towards organizations which are flexible, innovative and react quickly
flexible specialization and simple production became important and these developments were
gathered together as "post-faradism" in some sources. Shift of project-based teams towards
information oriented organizations due to developments, such as; reducing number of ranks
and bureaucracy in organization structure and ending hierarchy and central administration are
considered as touchstones which shaped the present meaning of empowerment (Ardahan,
2000)
Empowerment represents the enhancing a staffs aptitude and motivation to develop and make
the most constitutional use of their talents and experience (Rod & Ashill, 2010)). Another
definition of empowerment is the freedom and ability to make decisions and commitments
(Slatten, 2010). A study on 1076 frontline employees in service organizations in Norway
found that emotional empowerment significant link to employees feeling joy and link to better
employees perceived service quality (Slatten, 2010). In the banking industry Yavas et al.
(2003) have point out a strong relationship between empowerment of customer service bank
employees and service recovery performance. More empowerment such as the authority to
make independent decisions and adequate freedom to assist customer would not only lead to
better service recovery performance but also free management for other strategic issues
(Yays,2003) The studied done by Ashill et.al. (2005) in public health industry in New
Zealand also found there is significant relationship between empowerment of frontline
hospital employees and service recovery performance. The flatted structure and decentralized
management have facilitated the empowerment of the frontline as unit managers themselves
have become empowered and less restrictions layers of hierarchy (Yayas et al., 2003).
Boshoff, and Allen, (2000) found that empowerment exert positive influence on service
recovery performance to frontline employees of a major national retail bank in New Zealand
They suggested that putting the right people in the jobs and empowering them is important for
a consistently high level of service. If service management want to enhance service recovery
performance the management need to ensure to empowers employees which can provide
quick, appropriate remedies to not satisfied customers (Boshoff & Allen, 2000)
Empowerment applications for boundary spanning accommodation services will increase
customer satisfaction (Ardahan,2006)
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Essentially, empowerment is giving the employee the power to act in the interest of serving
customers better and thus to influence organizational performance (Slaaten, 2010). Because of
the nature of services, it is the customer service staff who are most affected by the
introduction of empowerment. They are the closest to the customer and they are in the best
position to determine what action is required, as they know what expectations customers have
of their service and what customers want when things go wrong. They are also in the best
position to provide it. Unfortunately, customer contact staffs are often not given the authority
they need to provide the required level of service particularly in the event of a service failure
Instead, management often builds barriers to service excellence by developing policies and
procedures which require even the most basic decisions to be made only by management staff.
Empowerment allows the employee to provide efficient, personal and more responsive service
and recovery efforts (Boshoff &Allen, 2000) and it is therefore that
P5. Empowerment of customer service staff will exert a positive influence on the
service recovery performance of frontline employees.
Personal factors
The personal factors in which employees work has huge effects on the way they act. Factors
that are perceived to influence the service recovery performance of a firm include role
ambiguity, role conflict, role overload and emotional exhaustion

Role ambiguity
Role ambiguity one of personal factor which potentially important to explained service
recovery performance. Role ambiguity defined as lack of clarity and predictability of the
outcomes of one’s behavior(slatten,2008) Frontline service employees can experience
ambiguity with respect to superiors, company; ethical issues, customers, co-workers, family
and. other managers. There are four dimensions to role ambiguity namely process ambiguity,
priority ambiguity, expectation ambiguity and behavior ambiguity (Slatten, 2008).
The greater the vagueness and unpredictability with regard to these matters, the greater the
ambiguity felt by customer service employees. Role ambiguity is a common affair among
staffs with boundary spanning roles (Boshoff & Allen, 2000). Role ambiguity effects service
recovery performances of boundary spanning role employees of accommodation
establishments and lowers the quality of the services offered to customers and reduces
customer satisfaction (Ardahan, 2006). The levels of authority of accommodation
establishments' boundary spanning role employees should be determined clearly and thus the
ambiguities regarding the authorities of employees can be eliminated. Role ambiguity also
exerts strong negative influences among frontlines employees on service recovery
performance in healthcare setting ( Ashill et.al, 2005) Role ambiguity happen when
employees do not perceive that they have the needed information to perform their jobs
adequately and when they are unclear about what is expected of them.
Although the nature of the relationship between role ambiguity and performance remains
unclear, Boshoff and Allen (2000) point out that determining and illuminating role of service
staff are essential for effective performance. Yavas et al. (2003]) found evidence in the study
done on 180 employees working in private and public bank in Turkey environment that role
ambiguity influenced customer service employees’ service recovery performance
deleteriously. They suggested that a manager must clearly communication expectation to
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frontlines, clarify their roles and inform them of their responsibilities and level of authority
will provides greater confident on implementation service recovery.
If frontline employee are not sure what their roles are all about they are unlikely to deliver
satisfactory recovery to customers In light of the aforementioned findings, the following
proposition is proposed:
P8: frontline employees’ role ambiguity will have a significant negative influence on
their perceptions of service recovery performance
Role conflict
Role conflict is defined as the simultaneous occurrence of two or more sets of pressure that
compliance with one would make more difficult compliance with the other (Slatten, 2008).
Role conflict characterizes the difference an employee perceives between job expectations
conveyed by multiple sources describes an inappropriately onerous magnitude of role
requirements (Ashill, Rod, Thirkell, Carruthers, 2009). Therefore, when a frontline employee
receives directions from multiple sources, he or she may perceive an inability to meet the
expectations of these potentially conflicting demands (Ashill et al., 2009). This conflict is
likely to adversely affect the interactions with customers (Boshoff & Allen, 2000). There are
many potential sources of role conflict for customer service personnel. Role conflict in
service delivery is caused by an organization or a customer exerting pressure to change the
behavior of a frontline service employee. The stronger the pressures, the greater the conflict
created for the service employee (Slaaten, 2008)).
Customer service employees are the link between the firm and the customer and must satisfy
the needs of both which makes them particularly prone to role conflict. When the expectations
of these parties are incongruent, employees are likely to experience role conflict. This conflict
is particularly severe in firms in which selling is given priority over providing service
(Boshoff & Allen, 2000). Researchers have been investigating the effects of role conflict on
employee performance for many years. Even from the literature search there are very limited
research done on relationship between role conflict and service recovery performance As with
role ambiguity, however, the empirical findings have been, in part, inconsistent and many
questions remain unanswered (Boshoff & Allen, 2008). In study done by Boshoff and
Allen(2000) in banking industry in New Zealand found there is no significant effect of role
conflict on service recovery performance. While Slatten (2008) found that role conflict had a
negative effect on the emotional satisfaction of employees which will affect the employee
service quality of Norwegian post office employees. Ashill et al., 2009) found that role
conflict one of role stressors that flows through emotional exhaustion and depersonalization to
affect service recovery performance.
While not all effects of role conflict are necessarily negative, excessive amounts are
``deleterious'' (Boshoff & Allen, 2000). There are strong theoretical reasons to believe that
high levels of role conflict would have a negative effect on employee performance: if a person
is uncomfortable performing a task, they are unlikely to perform it well. This is particularly so
in service firms in which customer service employees have a significant impact on the
customer's perception of the service received. If the customer service employees are
experiencing role conflict, they are likely to feel stressed and uncomfortable which will be
reflected in their mood and their interactions with the customer. As a consequence, frontline
employee’s service recovery performance may be compromised, hence the proposition that:
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P9. Role conflict will exert a negative influence on the service recovery performance
of frontline employees.
Role overload
Role overload describes an inappropriately onerous magnitude of role requirements (Ashill et
al., 2009). Role overload occurs if: an employer demands more of an employee than this
person can reasonably accomplish in a given time; and the employee perceives the demands
of work as excessive. (Slatten, 2008)
There are two dimensions to role overload:
(1) Quantitative overload. Referring to excessive work whereby the employee is
capable of meeting the role demand, but there are too many (perhaps conflicting) role
demands.
(2) Qualitative overload. Referring to an employee’s inadequate skills and abilities,
and even if more time and resources were made available, these would not help
because more training and education would be required before the employee could
meet role demands.
Based on data analyze from 149 Frontlines employees of ten Norwegian post offices found
that role overload have a direct effect on the emotional satisfaction of employees and an
indirect effect on employee-perceived service quality (Slatten, 2008) This finding suggest that
if company policy focus only on cost reduction and efficiency; it can encourage role overload,
thus reducing employee-perceived service quality. In another studied done by (Ashill et al.,
2009) on 170 call centre employees of a large retail bank in New Zealand found that role
overload that flows through emotional exhaustion and depersonalization and impact upon the
effectiveness of frontline employees in service recovery performance
Role overload particularly relevant in frontline service positions where frontline employees
are confronted with a number of potential problems that can stem from inadequate training
and development opportunities, low pay, excessive workloads, and unsocial work hours
(Ashill et al., 2009). Thus, they are often susceptible, role overload when frontline employees
have demands placed on them that exceed their abilities/resources (role overload), they are
less able to complete tasks effectively, frontlines employees experiencing role overload the
recovery efforts are likely to be compromised hence the proposition that:
P10. Role overload will exert a negative influence on the service recovery
performance of frontline employees.
Emotional Exhaustion
Emotional exhaustion refers to mental and emotional fatigue and a feeling of being lack of
energy (Sawyer, Shanthi, Wang.2009) Emotions define as mental states that arise from
cognitive appraisals of events or one’s thoughts (Slatten,2008)The positive or negative
emotions arise either from the cognitive appraisals of service events or from thoughts about
those
Emotional exhaustion is the first and most obvious manifestation of burnout occurs in highstress work environments, such as the ones where employees work in boundary-spanning
positions and has significant implications for the quality of work life in organizations
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(Ashill,et al 2009) Since having to engage too intensively and too often with others is the
source of emotional exhaustion, mechanisms to reduce this involvement are likely responses
(Ashill et al., 2009) Emotional exhaustion leads to detrimental outcomes such as being used
up, frustration, and general loss of feeling and concern (Slatten,2008). Once employees’
emotional resources are depleted, employees may not be able to perform job-related tasks
successfully. Empirical studies demonstrated that emotional exhaustion had a detrimental
impact on employee performance. Ashill et al 2009 found that emotional exhaustion has a
significant direct effect on service recovery performance of call centre employees in banking
industries in New Zealand Emotional exhaustion as mediating role of burnout have impact on
employee service performance of call centre In the insurance and telecommunications
industries (Sawyerr et al., 2009) They suggested that emotionally stable individuals appear
to perform service performance well in a call center environment because they are able to
cope with then high levels of emotional exhaustion Emotional satisfaction has significant
related to employee-perceived service quality in study done by Slatten (2008), The author
suggested that emotions as an important element in service-quality management The
employees feelings of joy and frustration as a result of cognitive appraisals of the practices of
their managers are related to employee-perceived service quality in service organizations
(Slatten,2010). According to Slatten, (2010) employees’ feelings of joy have a significantly
positive effect and employees’ feelings of frustration a significantly negative effect on
employee-perceived service quality In healthcare setting in United States In another studied
the finding suggested that emotional exhaustion negatively related to job performance of
subordinates and supervisor (Cropanzano, Rupp, Byrne,2003).
Research has suggested that, the emotional feelings of employees do influence the way they
interact with customers Service recovery is part of service quality that employees’ personal
perceptions of the service recovery performance they provide or achieve. When frontline
employees experience a depletion of emotional resources and thus feel emotionally drained by
their work and lack the energy will influences the employee service recovery performance.
Based on above discussion therefore it is proposed that;
P11: frontline employees’ emotional exhaustion will have a significant negative effect
on their perceptions of service recovery performance.
Conceptual Framework
Based on the literature reviewed, the proposed conceptual framework is as follows (on the
next page):
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a) Organizational Factor
-Customer service orientation
- Top management commitment
-Organizational commitment
b) Human resource factors
-Rewards
-Training
-Teamwork
-Empowerment

Service
Recovery
Performance

c) Personal factor
- role ambiguity
- Role conflict.
- Role overload
- Emotional exhaustion

Figure 1: A Conceptual Framework for Factors Effecting Service Recovery Performance

CONCLUSION
Service recovery has existed in a number of industries However, very little attention has been
given to understanding the factors of service recovery performance in a service industries
setting in Malaysia. This paper will examine the factors that affect service recovery
performance in service industries in western countries .Based on the above findings there are
three main factors (organizational, personal and human resource factors) that affect the
service recovery performance
Even though there are various studies being carried out on service recovery performance in
service industries in western countries but there are not comprehensive enough and have not
included all factors mentioned above .Therefore this studies will contribute added knowledge
regarding the factors that affect service recovery performance in general and precisely in
service industries in the Malaysia context.
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Abstract
The rapid growth of Islamic Banking and Financial (IBF) institutions across the world forty
years ago has indicated its viability as good alternative to current global financial crisis if
only they operate under the demands of shariah. However, critical analysis of IBF institutions’
phenomenal growth indicates much demand by stakeholders about the level of shariah
compliance in all its practices. Most studies on shariah compliance duel on the concept of
interest-free (riba-free). Our argument is based on conceptual analysis of the most common
components of banking practice across the world that always generate interest (riba) in the
practice of Commercial banking including Islamic banks. Therefore, this conceptual analysis
argues that fractional reserve banking, fiat currency and interest-based debt transactions not
only violates the doctrine of Islamic law but also prevents the attainment of maqasid alshariah. The paper concludes that Islamic Banks operating under the current monetary
framework, cannot achieve the objectives of Islamic law and therefore are not Islamic, since
neither fractional reserve banking nor fiat currency can be legalize in Islam.
Keywords: Fractional Reserve banking, Fiat Currency, Interest (Riba), and Maqasid alshariah
INTRODUCTION
The recent unprecedented growth in Islamic banking and finance (IBF) vindicates the
aspirations of both the founding fathers of Islamic economics and Muslims all over the world.
However, a critical analysis of IBF institutions’ phenomenal growth indicates a contradictory
development; as Islamic finance currently, does not seem to share the foundational claims of
Islamic economics (Mehmet, 2007).Islamic Banking is a doctrine that operates under Islamic
law (shariah). Its main tenets are the profit and loss paradigm, interest-free transactions, and
equitable distribution of wealth, social welfare and just dealings in all transactions. The aims
of this model are not only profit making but also to meet the objectives of Islamic law
(maqasid al-shariah). Islamic banking in theory deems to be a good alternative to the
conventional banking system due to its robustness.It also has the potentials to provide
financial stability in the long run (Khan and Mirakhor 1986, and Siddiqui, 2001).The
literature shows there are strong tendencies of emphasising theoretical superiority ofIslamic
banking based on its principle of Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) over conventional banking.
Notwithstanding, the practices of Islamic banks are found to diverge in important ways from
the intellectual doctrines underpinning their role in the economy (Asyraf and Abuzaid, 2007).
It is equity-based system as opposed to its conventional counterpart, which is debt-based
system (Asyraf and Nurdianawati, 2006). However, there are reasons to believe that the ideal
structure of Islamic banks based on Profit-Loss Sharing (PLS) principles may indeed prove to
be a mirage(Asyraf and Nurdianawati, 2006). This is because only a miniature portion –
generally well under 5 percent of the assets of Islamic banks consist of loans based on
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genuine profit and loss sharing (Kuran 2004). By far the most common financing method is
debt-based instruments like Murābahah, which some may argue it as a cumbersome form of
interest or simply a backdoor to riba (Kuran 2004) and are not viable for meeting the demands
of maqasid al-shariah (Asimet al, 2010). This deviation occurs due the discrepancies found
between theory and practice. On one hand, the early Muslim writers in the 1970s about
Islamic finance concentrated on developing sound Islamic finance system; eliminates interest
(riba) but also but craved for replacement of all contract instruments with risk-sharing
contracts in order to meet the demands of shariah (Mirakhor, 2011). On the other hand the
author continued, the Islamic banking practitioners, mostly metamorphose from the
conventional banking operations, focused on developing ways and means of finance that are
accepted by market players in the conventional finance with simple semantic translation of
shariah compliance contracts(Mirakhor, 2011).This shows, as the scholars are looking for a
sound Islamic finance system, the practitioners are very much close to satisfying the
conventional markets.
Most studies (Earnst and Young, 2008) in Islamic Finance on one hand, concentrate on the
idea of removing interest (riba) from all transactions and on the other hand studies (Abdul
Majid and Said, 2003) compare the efficiency of Islamic and conventional banks, but till
today little attention is paid to causes of the existence of interest itself in most Islamic banks
transactions. The central point of discussion in this paper is the conceptual analysis of current
practices of Islamic banking in the light of maqasid al-shariah. The paper also asks; are the
current practices of Islamic banks are Islamic in the light of maqasid al-shariah? The paper
aims to analyze briefly the basic Islamic banking practices; the fractional reserve banking, fiat
currency and interest-based debt transactions using the Quran, Sunnah and opinions of the
Scholars.
The paper consists of six sections with introduction as the first section. The second section
examines the doctrine of maqasid al-shariahand its relevance in Islamic banking transactions.
The third, fourth and fifth sections give the conceptual analysis of Fractional Reserve banking,
Fiat Currency and Interest-based debt transactions respectively. Finally, the sixth section
concludes the paper with some suggestions on the way forward for Islamic banks.
The Doctrine of Maqasid al-shariah
Literally maqasid al-shariah means the objectives of Islamic law while technically; it is to
accomplish the development of both the spiritual and socio-economical well-being of society.
As Kamali (2007) explains that, the purpose of the Shariah is to benefit and protect humanity.
In the Quran Allah tells us that he has not sent the Prophet (saw) with shariah except to be “a
mercy to the worlds” (Quran, 21:107). Therefore, it is important to meet the objectives of
shariah because it is both Divine, promotes, and protects the socio-economic well-being of the
society. Furthermore, Siddiqi (2004), as quoted in Al-Fasi (1963),that, “The goal of shariah is
the good of human being as viceregent in the society he lives in, accountable to Allah who
made him in charge for establishing justice and fairness, ensuring intellectual and social
wellbeing and psychological contentment for every member of the society.” In general,
Shariah advocates equality for all. In the eyes of Allah a rich man and poor man are equal and
the only thing that distinguishes them is piety (Asimet al, 2010). Indeed, Maqasid al-Shariah
reflects the holistic view of Islam which has to be looked at as a whole not in parts as Islam is
a complete and integrated code of life and its goal encompasses the whole life, individual and
society; in this world and the Hereafter (Asyraf and Abuzaid, 2007). In the whole, the aims of
Islamic law are achieve welfare for the society and enable the society to excel in all spheres of
life. Thus, the Islamic Banks must strive to achieve these noble and vital objectives in all their
transactions.
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Fractional Reserve Banking (FRB)
Fractional Reserve Banking (FRB) is a banking system in which only a fraction of customers’
deposits the banks back as the actual cash-on-hand and available for withdrawal. This done
expands the economy by freeing up capital that the bank loan out to other parties. Most
countries operate under this type of system (www.investopedia.com 2011). This practice is
the trend in most countries through the commercial banks including Islamic banks, many
banking practitioners, academics, politicians and Scholars have condemned the system. For
instance, Meera and Larbani, (2009) argue that fractional reserve banking system is not
permissible in Islam and Islamic banks should not be practice under the FRB framework if
they are to achieve the objectives of Islamic law (MaS). In his argument on the dangerous
nature of the system, Nuri, (2002) termed it as economic parasitism and uses history,
scientific and mathematical approach to prove his point. Furthermore, Chris (2007) made an
insight about the system in the New York Times of 16th November 2007, stated that; FRB
causes welfare and economic instability as well as cycles of economic recessions and inflation.
While comparing Islamic banks and conventional banks in terms of operation, Beng and Liu
(2009) conclude that the practices of Islamic banks today are very similar to conventional
banking (operating under FRB). Obrien (2010) in his unreserved condemnation of the system
in the United States stated that; we do not like it, we know it is dishonest. We know it is
ultimately unstable, but we are stuck into it; our nation’s fractional reserve banking system,
mandated and supported by national government… In their remarks also, Ron and Bernie,
current senators in the United States of America argue that, FRB of USA serves the wealthy
not the middle class and not the unemployed (Fortune, February, 2010). Rozeff (2010) in an
independent review called the system as dishonest y and fraud against the public and
concludes that the system constitutes fraud rules and it is against the basic ideas of liberty and
free market. It is illegal and fraudulent he added. Selgin (2000) argued that FRB is destruction
to businesses, fraudulent, fragile and vulnerable to collapse. Fredrick (2010) argued that the
US treasury, which leans on FRB, is the cause of the present monetary disturbance due to
currency hoarding, debt based system and use of fiat money. Kathy (2010) argued the
presence of FRB in the Islamic banks of Pakistan. The argument concludes that, the
Pakistan’s monetary system is the same standard of almost every single country of the world;
the system is a disaster. Darius (2010) writing about the counterfeiter in the United Kingdom
shows that, FRB affect the redistribution of income mechanism from poor to the rich causing
instability, cheating and full of usury. Meera and Larbani (2006) expose the dangers of the
system especially in attaining objectives of Islamic law (MaS) by Islamic banks. The authors
conclude that, the socio-economic implication of the fiat monetary system implies that the
objectives of Islamic law (MaS) are not achievable. Finally, Meera (2010) argued that FRB
system has some distributive effects on ownership of assets leading to poverty while
conceptualizing the money creation process through FRB.
The implication of this analysis is that, the practice of Fractional Reserve Banking by all
commercial banks across the globe including Islamic banks is a common phenomenon and
compulsory by law. The arguments further conclude that, FRB violates Islamic law.
Consequently, can Islamic banks operating under this frame be Islamic? Certainly the answer
is no because, FRB violates the rules and regulations of the Quran and Sunnah.
Fiat Currency
Fiat money is money that has value only because of government regulation or law. The term
derives from the Latin fiat, meaning, "let it be done"; as such money is established by
government decree. Where fiat money stands as currency, the term fiat currency is used. It
also connotes Money that has no any intrinsic value or money that has no backing by any
valuable material such as gold or silver. Today, most national currencies are fiat currencies,
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including the United States (US) dollar, the euro, and all other reserve currencies, and have
been since the Nixon Shock of 1971(Mankiw, 2008). Historically, the most acceptable
metallic monies were gold, silver and then copper because of their intrinsic value (Davies,
2002 and Kagan, 1982). Since early days of fiat money introduction, many resist and criticize
it; for example, Friedman (1980) said, the ensuing system of currency arrangement has
produced an environment for international trade and currency exchange that brings risk of
external disturbance to national currencies. Khan, (1999) lamented that, modern money (fiat
Money) is a result of a pure economic and legal deception based not on what we commonly
perceive as value, but rather on its exact opposite.
From Islamic perspective, fiat money has posed serious challenges to Muslim scholars since
later part of the twentieth century due to lack of intrinsic value of the fiat money (Shapee and
Zahid, 2010). The introduction of fiat money was in fact a fraud and a scam that was made
legal by governments or a sovereign’s decree that allows no other choice for market but to
accept it (Shapee and Zahid, 2010). Marks, (1999) has pointed out that, fiat money involves
fraud, exploitation and injustice, which at the same time creates uncertainty and involves
gharar, which are all prohibited in Islam. Furthermore, Shapee and Zahid (2010), concluded
that, fiat currencies are inherently interest-base (ribawi), their use involve uncertainty (gharar)
and their roles in international markets have promoted other practices of interest (riba) and
gambling (maysir), all of which bring about economic oppressions and injustices. Finally,
Shaefer (2003) concluded that, the U.S.-led fait money system has become the weapon of
economic imperialism. Therefore, the flaws that are inherent in the fiat currencies have made
the quest for its alternative.
Having seen what experts have said about fiat currencies in both Islamic and conventional
views, one will not hesitate to say the use of fiat currencies by our Islamic bank is not only
contradictory to the objectives of Islamic law (MaS) but also prohibited in Islam. Therefore,
any Islamic commercial bank that accepts uses and issues such a currency is operating against
Islamic laws and cannot attain the objectives of Islamic law that form the basis for the
existence of Islamic banks.
Interest-based debt transactions
In theory, the Islamic Banking operates on equity-based, interest free system not on Interestbased debt system. However, the current practices of Islamic banks have massively shifted to
conventional practices. For example, Beng and Liu (2009) while comparing Islamic banks
and conventional banks in terms of operation s and practices conclude that the practices of
Islamic banks today are very similar to conventional banking especially the use of interestbased debts products. Furthermore, the practice of Islamic banks today all over the world
proposes that bulks of financing operations are not equity-based on equity but rather takes the
structure of debt-based financing (Aggarwal and Yousef 2000;Mehmet 2007). In this
argument Mehmet (2007), confirms that most Islamic banking practices and the operations of
most Islamic financial institutions focus on more profitable Islamic financing such as debtfinancing (murabahah) instead of equity-finance (musharakah) modes of financing. Mehmet
(2007), also argues further that evidently, it seems that the major modes of Islamic financing
are in the form of bay bi thaman al-ajilwhich accounts for 47.4 per cent and ijarahthumma albayaccounts for only 27.9 percent both in 2003. Muhammad, (2006) describes this as debtfinancing syndrome since the Islamic Banking and Financial Institutions use debt-based
financing (murabaha) excessively as the major transaction product. The over concentration of
Islamic banking practices on debt-based transactions contaminate its purity as shariah
compliant, thereby violating the objectives of Islamic law. Asimet al, (2010) state that the
products offered by Islamic banks are not promoting justice or in other words it is not yet
fulfilling the objective of shariah. Islamic banks just focus on the form rather than substance
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itself as an attempt to meet shariah compliant. Almost all Islamic banks across the globe today
resort to the second line fixed return techniques or debt-based instruments (Asim,et al, 2010).
These arguments proved the complete departure of Islamic banking practices from equitybased to debt-based losing its main feature of profit and loss sharing. Eventually this violates
the doctrine of Islamic law and these practices are usurious and not acceptable in Islam.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper deliberated on the conceptual analysis of the current practices of Islamic banks.
These practices differ in degree and substance among the various Islamic banks but certainly
involve every commercial bank. This analysis deliberated on the position of fractional reserve
banking, fiat currency and debt-based financing in the light of Islamic provisions and their
roles in the attainment of maqasid al-shariah(objectives of Islamic law).This paper believes
that all Islamic banks are practicing under fractional reserve banking framework, fiat currency
and interest-based debt systems. The argument also concludes that these systems are not in
line with provisions of shariah because fractional reserve banking is a fraud, dishonesty,
illegal and considers no societal welfare and justice. Fiat currency on the other hand is not
acceptable in Islam because it has neither intrinsic value nor backing by any valuable or
precious metals. It is also a currency imposed on the society without their consent through the
legal tender rules. Hence, neither fractional reserve banking no fiat currency is shariah
compliant, our final argument is that Islamic banking practice today is not Islamic and cannot
achieve the maqasid al-shariah. Therefore, all Islamic bank practitioners, accountants,
lawyers, educators, politicians and other government officials shall put all hands on deck to
improve on the current state of affairs in the Islamic Banking and finance industry.
The in-depth analyses and discussions made in this paper clearly support that the current
practices of Islamic banking in the global monetary system is not only violate Islamic law but
also cannot achieve the objectives of Islamic law.
The practice of fractional reserve banking by all commercial banks across the world compels
the Islamic banks to join without any hesitation since they accept to be members of
commercial banking business. It is clear that this system is dishonest, fraud, unjust and unfair.
The system only benefits a few at the detriment of the entire society. For this reasons, it not in
line with Islamic law and Islamic banks must do away with it. This paper therefore, proposes
Full reserve system where the 100 per cent reserve takes care of the customers deposit and
takes away the power of money creation from commercial banks.
The use of fiat currency, with no intrinsic values and no backing by any valuable asset, is not
acceptable in Islam. It not acceptable because money not backed with asset or valuable are
usurious and Islam prohibits usury or interest in many places within its Devine laws. Islam
further rejects the concept of fiat currency because of its legal tender rules; where the system
imposes one currency that has no intrinsic value on the society to accept. This violates the
concept of money in Islam as clearly explained in the Sunnah. The best alternative here is
commodity money and complementary currency. Islamic banks should encourage the use of
these options and avoid the usurious paper or fiat currency. They should also distinguish
between money and currency as Islam has explained each of them extensively. Conclusively
therefore, this argument has answered the question that current practices of Islamic banks
under the FRB, fiat money system and over indulgence on interest based debt transactions,
violates Islamic law. This violation contaminated their purity as Islamic banks, thus, far from
being Islamic until they pass the test of shariahcompliance.In future, this is a conceptual
analysis, intends to go further and provide some possible concrete solutions to remedy the
limitations of this conceptual analysis.
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The Relationship between Internal Satisfaction and External Satisfaction
amongst Hotel Customers across Malaysia

ABSTRACT
This paper is focused on hotel customers' internal and external satisfaction. Some previous
studies had only focused on the customers' external satisfaction and only a few studies had
managed to link between the two variables. The study also looked into factors which may act
as internal variables such as the employer-employee relationship, employee relationship as
well as employee- customer relationship. As for the external variables, these may involve
looking into other aspects of satisfaction, such as customer satisfaction towards the service
and facilities provided by the hotel. The main focus of the study was to view the relationship
between the customers' intrinsic satisfaction with the customers' external satisfaction and the
factors which may influence the customers. The data had been randomly gathered from
120 samples by questionnaire distribution among hotel guests and employees in Kuala
Lumpur, Port Dickson, Penang, Trengganu and Kota Kinabalu. Overall, this study had
managed to uncover the factors which influenced customers' internal and external satisfaction
and also discovered possible relationship between the two types of satisfaction.

Keywords: employee satisfaction, customer satisfaction, service quality, service, hotel
industry, internal factors, external factors.

INTRODUCTION
The hotel industry in Malaysia has shown a tremendous growth due to the increasing
number of tourists visiting the country each year. The service provided by the hotels should
fulfill certain criteria and provide facilities which enable tourists to get the best experience for
their money. As such, there is a need for the organisation to increase their service quality,
especially in terms of the staff performance. This is because the factors which motivate the
customers to spend do not only centre on the product quality but also on the service quality
and staff performance as these will influence the customers' motivation to use the particular
service. This study is trying to look into the relationship between internal and external
variables in order to determine whether the relationship is linear or non-linear.
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Internal satisfaction
Job satisfaction refers to an individual's attitude towards his career. According to William
and Hazer (1986), job satisfaction refers to an employee's emotional condition and it is also
defined as an effective reponse towards a specific employee aspect (Terry Lam, Tom Baum &
Ray Pine, 2001). Greenberg and Baron (2003) explained job satisfaction as an
individual's positive or negative attitude towards his line of work.
External satisfaction
The word 'satisfaction' is derived from the Latin words 'satis’ which means good or enough
and 'facio' which means the act of doing something. Satisfaction can be defined as the ability
to fulfill something or to do something in order to fulfill a requirement . According to the 4th
Edition of Kamus Dewan (2005 ), satisfaction can be defined as the situation of feeling
satisfied, contented, blissful and comfortable. Generally, satisfaction can be understood as a
good or happy feeling which emerges when we are able to get something that we need.
Nevertheless, when it is mentioned in the management context, the meaning could become
quite varied or complex.
Relationship between customer satisfaction or internal satisfaction and customer
satisfaction or external satisfaction
Internal customer satisfaction is an important factor which may, in a negative or positive
way, influence external customer satisfaction. According to Gibson (2000) in his study, job
satisfaction is an attitude shared by employees about their career. An individual with a high
level of job satisfaction would show a positive attitude towards his work. On the other hand, a
person who is unsatisfied with his work will show a negative attitude towards his career.
In the eyes of the customer, service perfection is achieved when the customer is satisfied with
the service given and not according to a strict or rigid service standard. If the service is
unsatisfactory, the hotel may be liable to bear certain costs like losing their
customers, decrease in staff morale, negative and unproductive talk and also having to pay
certain costs due to the mistakes which may have occurred in the unsatisfactory service.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Many organisations these days, especially service-based organisations, would try their best to
fulfill employee satisfaction. According to Greenberg and Baron (2003), job satisfaction may
refer to an individual's positive or negative attitude towards his career. Gibson (2000) stated
job satisfaction as the employee’s attitude towards their line of work. Satisfied employees
would give full commitment to their organization and they also have a high esprit de corps
(Kohli & Jaworski, 1990). Schlesinger and Heskett (1991) believed that an increase in staff
incentive, training and front-line choice in a particular organization may help in increasing the
staff's level of satisfaction. Shore and Tetrick (1991) in their study suggested that there exists
a positive relationship towards job satisfaction if there is encouragement from the
management. Oshagbemi's findings (2000) showed that there is a positive and significant
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relationship between period of work experience and job satisfaction. However, if a person has
remained in a particular job for too long, he might feel bored and his job satisfaction would
understandably become low (Shah Jalal Sarker, Alf Crossman, Parkpoom Chinmeteepituck,
2003). Ronen (1978) stated that a high level of job satisfaction is influenced by a high status
or high position at the workplace (Titus Oshagbemi, 2003). Miles et al., (1996), discovered
that a high position in the workplace is significant in influencing job satisfaction among
employees.
According to Day (1994); Day and Wesley (1988); Drucker (1954); Hooley et al., (1990);
Kotler (1977), the main objective of a market-based organisation is to create and fulfill the
needs of customers. As stated by Peter and Jan (1994), customers have made the decision to
believe that the total of services acquired have been evaluated by the customers themselves.
Many of the studies conducted would usually focus on the relationship between customer
satisfaction and other variables like quality and loyalty (Athanassopoulos, 2000; Colgate &
Stewart, 1998; Lee et al., 2000).The concept of loyalty which is comprised of behaviour and
attitude can be further divided into two dimensions (Julander et al., 1997). Previous studies
have shown that an increase of 5% of loyal customers would enable a particular organisation
to enjoy an increase of about 25% to 85% in profit (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990). Besides that,
quality also plays an important role in fulfilling customer satisfaction. According to Oliver
(1996), the relationship between quality and customer satisfaction is important as both help to
emphasize the comparison between customer expectation and customer perception.
Wilson and Frimpong (2004) via the findings of Isen (Isen & Levin 1972; Isen et al., 1978)
mainly focused on the relationship between employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction.
Employees who are in a positive mood would be more focused on helping each other, which
in turn would give an impact on service quality and customer satisfaction. Morris and
Feldman's study (1996) using Hochschild's findings (1983) found the same findings as the
study carried out by Ulrich (1992) and Ulrich et al., (1991) regarding satisfied employees
who would give their commitment and follow the ethics of service. This in turn would
contribute to an understanding of customer expectations and a determination for the
employees to fulfill customer needs. According to Band (1988) and George (1990), employee
satisfaction is a strategic weapon for achieving service quality and high customer satisfaction.
This is because as stated by Ulrich (1992) and Ulrich et al., (1991), a satisfied employee
would be committed towards his career. Eisenberger et al., (1986) in their study found that
employees would apply their perception of being appreciated and being taken care of by the
organization to become more productive at work. Furthermore, past studies have shown that
satisfied employees would demonstrate a more helpful attitude towards the customers (Locke
& Lathem, 1990; Weatherly & Tansik, 1993). Schneider (1980) in his study found
evidence regarding job satisfaction as a major cause for employees to provide quality service.
Bitner et al., (1990); Estelami, (2000); Estelami and DeMaeyer, (2002); Keaveney, (1995)
stated that employee attitude played an important role in customer satisfaction.
Research questions
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The Malaysian tourism industry has grown tremendously since 10 years ago. This
development has resulted in the construction of many hotels in Malaysian towns. This study
attempts to focus on the relationship between internal satisfaction which is hotel employees
with external satisfaction which is attributed with hotel customers in the Malaysian tourism
industry. To succeed in this industry, hotels need to provide service according to customers'
demanding needs. Satisfied customers would undoubtedly return and inform other potential
customers and this would open up business opportunities for the hotel. As such, employees
actually play a very important role. A satisfied employee would give full commitment to his
job. This high commitment would result in the employee giving quality service to the hotel
customers.
This study had been conducted with a specific focus on the factors which contributed towards
customer satisfaction. The researcher had looked into a few of these factors, such as facilities
and service. The researcher also reviewed the factors which contributed towards employee
satisfaction, like employee relations, salary, holidays and allowances. This study can be
considered as the first step in viewing possible relationships between employees and
customers and the effect on the organization’s performance.
Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework for the discussion of the issue is presented below

External Factors

Internal Customer
Satisfaction
Internal Factors

Diagram 1: Model of relationship between internal factors and external factors in
determining internal customer satisfaction.
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Facilities
External Customer
Satisfaction
Services

Diagram 2 : Model of relationship between facilities and service in determining external
customer satisfaction

Hypotheses
Based on the literature reviewed,the following hypotheses for this study were developed:
H1 : there is a positive significant relationship between internal factors and job
satisfaction.
H2 : there is a positive significant relationship between external factors and job
satisfaction.
H3 : there is a positive significant relationship between service and job satisfaction
H4 : there is a positive significant relationship between facilties and job satisfaction.
Methodology
This study had examined the relationship between internal customer satisfaction and external
customer satisfaction of a few hotels selected at random. To achieve the study objectives, data
had been collected using questionnaires which were randomly distributed to employees
and customers of hotels in major cities i.e. Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Port Dickson, Kuala
Trengganu dan Kota Kinabalu .
Instrument
The data had been collected using the questionnaire method. According to Aaker et al., (1988)
and Ruys & Wei (1998), the questionnaire method is extremely suitable due to its advantages.
Two sets of questionnaires had been constructed and one focused on internal customer
satisfaction while another focused on external customer satisfaction. The questionnaires
which investigated into customer satisfaction was divided into 3 personality sections:
employee -employer personality, employee personality and employee customer personality. As for the questionnaire which looked into external customer
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satisfaction, this was divided into two sections: customer satisfaction about the hotel facilities
and the hotel service. The questionnaire which was adapted from Wiersma (1995) utilised the
standard Likert scale, from 1 ( very unsatisfied ), 2 ( Unsatisfied ), 3 (Moderately satisfied ), 4
( Satisfied ) and 5 ( Very satisfied ). The Likert scale used for this type of study was attitudebased (Wiersma, 1995 ). The respondents were asked to ascertain whether they agreed or
disagreed with the statements given.
Sample
In this study, internal customers would refer to the hotel employees in Malaysia, while
external employees are the hotel customers in Malaysia. Using a systematic random sampling
method, 120 respondents were involved, including 60 respondents for the employee
satisfaction study (A) and another 60 respondents for the customer satisfaction study (B).The
questionnaire had been distributed to hotels guests and hotels customers in Kuala Lumpur,
Penang, Port Dickson, Kuala Trengganu and Kota Kinabalu. Out of the 120 respondents, only
90 (75%) of them returned the forms . About 53 forms (88.33%) had been returned from
respondents in the A category. As for the respondents in the B category, only 45 ( 75%) of
them returned the forms. Out of the 53 forms which had been returned in category A, only 47
(88.68%) of them could be used for the study. As for the respondents in category B, only 43
(95.56%) of the forms could be used.
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Out of the 120 respondents, only 98 (81.67%) of them returned the questionnaire forms. 53
respondents (54.08%) took part in the customer satisfaction survey and only 47 (88.67%) of
the questionnaires could be used for the study. As for the external customer satisfaction
survey, 45 (45.92%) respondents had returned the questionnaire but only 43 (95.56%) of the
questionnaires were utilised.
For the external customer satisfaction survey, the 43 respondents comprised of 28 males
(65.1%) and 15 females (34.9%). 21 (48.8%) of the respondents were in the 20 – 30 age
group while another 14 (32.6%) of the respondents were in the 31 – 40 age group. Eight
respondents (18.6%) were from the 41 years old and above age group. Seven respondents
(16.3%) were civil servants, 16 respondents (37.2%) were private sector workers, 15
respondents were students and the remaining five respondents (11.6%) were from other
professional groups. Out of the 43 respondents, two of them (4.7%) had stayed at one-star
hotels, Six of them (14%) had stayed at two-star hotels, 17 of them (39.5%) had stayed at
three-star hotels, 15 of them ( 34.9%) had stayed at four-star hotels and the rest ( 3
respondents or 7%) had stayed at five-star hotels.
As for the 47 respondents in the internal customer satisfaction survey, the sample comprised
of 20 (42.6%) male respondents and 27 (57.4%) female respondents. 29 respondents (61.7%)
were from the 20-30 age group while another 15 (31.9%) were from the 31-40 age group. The
remaining 3 respondents (6.4%) were in the age group of 41 years and above. 44 respondents
(93.6%) were permanent workers while 3 workers (6.4%) were contract workers. 25 of the
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respondents (53.2%) had 1-5 years of job experience while 15 respondents (31.9%) had 6-10
years of job experience. Another 6 respondents (12.8%) had 11-15 years of job experience
while only 1 respondent (2.1%) had spent approximately 16-20 years of work experience.
The data from the questionnaires had been analyzed using the SPSS for Windows Version
16.0 software. The reliability for the scale and sub-scales internal validity had been tested
using Cronbach’s Alpha co-efficient. The Cronbach’s Alpha co-efficient used for measuring
customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction is shown below in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1: Reliability of Customer Satisfaction Scale
n = 43
Item
Customer Satisfaction
Facilities
Service

Cronbach's Alpha
0.926
0.883
0.773

Table 2: Reliability for Employee Satisfaction Scale
Item
Employee satisfaction
Internal factor
External factor
N = 47

Cronbach’s Alpha
0.596
0.710
0.708

The test findings and relationship between internal factors and external factors with employee
satisfaction (shown in Table 3)
Table 3: Test results showing relationship between internal factors and external factors with
employee satisfaction
n=47
Pearson Correlation
Internal factors
External factors
Significant
0.197
0.325*
Employee satisfaction
0.185
0.026
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Test findings and relationship between facilities and service with customer satisfaction
(shown in the Table 4 below)
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Table 4 : Inference from test findings - relationship between facilities service with customer
satisfaction
n=43
Pearson Correlation
Facilities (F)
Customer Satisfaction
0.847**
Significant
0.000
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Service (S)
0.552**
0.000

Table 5 : Regression Analysis for Employee Satisfaction

R

R
Square

.382(a) .146

Std. Error
Adjusted of the
R Square Estimate
.107

.37629

Change Statistics
R
Square F
Change Change
.146
3.757

df1
2

df2
44

Sig. F
Change
.031

a Pr
edict
ors:
(Co
nsta
nt),

External, Internal
b Dependent Variable: Employee satisfaction

Table 6 : Regression Analysis for Customer satisfaction
Adjusted Std. Error Change Statistics
R
R
of the
R
R
Square Square
Estimate Square F
Change Change
.863(a) .745
.732
.31148
.745
58.469
a Predictors: (Constant), service, facilities
b Dependent Variable: customer satisfaction

df1
2

df2
40

Sig. F
Change
.000

Based on Table 5, the regression analysis result showed that the R regression co-efficient =
0.382 with R square = 0.146 or only 14.6% contributed towards the internal and external
factors for employee satisfaction. This means that in the analysis, the P value = 0.031 <
0.05 which is significant.
Meanwhile in Table 6, the results of the regression analysis showed that the R regression coefficient = 0.863 with R square = 0.745 or only 74.5% contributed towards the facilities and
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service for customer satisfaction. This means that in the analysis, the P value =0.000<0.01
which is significant.
Generally, the regression equation could be shown as below:
Y = a + (b1. x1) + ( b2. x2) + ( b3. x3) + ( b4. x4) + e
a = constant
b = coefficients
x1-x2 =indépendant variables
Employee satisfaction = 0.566 + 0.365 (Internal) + 0.514 (External) + 1.172
Based on the formula above, we can conclude that both factors, either internal or external play
an important part in creating employee satisfaction. If we compare between the two factors,
the external factor does seem to play a bigger role in creating employee satisfaction. Y would
refer to the satisfaction level achieved by the hotel employees. The constant for this formula
was ''a'' at a permanent value of 0.566 and this would not change although the coefficient for
employee satisfaction factors may change. As for the coefficient for internal factor (D),
valued at 0.365, this was positive as there was a significant relationship between internal
factors with employee satisfaction. As for the external factor coefficient (L), it showed a
positive value of 0.514. This would show a significant relationship between internal factor
and employee satisfaction. As for the constant 'e', the value of 1.172 would indicate that there
might be a constant standard error for the formula.
Customer satisfaction = 0.957 + 1.085 (Facilities) – 0.317 (Service) + 0.381
From the formula above, we can assume that the customer would appreciate the facilities at
the hotel more than the service provided. Y would refer to the satisfaction achieved based on
the facilities and services provided at the hotels. The constant for the formula was « a » at
0.957 and would not change even though other coefficient might change. As for the
coefficient for facilities (F), its value at 1.085 or positive indicated there was a significant
relationship between facilities and customer satisfaction. The service value coefficient (S)
which was negative, pointed towards a non-significant relationship between service and
customer satisfaction. This would mean that the customers did not value service in their
satisfaction. As for « e », the value of 0.381 would indicate a constant standard error for the
formula.
.
DISCUSSION
This discussion is divided into 3 sections based on the data analysis and the findings. Firstly,
we will touch on the relationship between internal factors and external factors with internal
satisfaction (employee) in the Malaysian hotel industry. The independent variables identified
were the internal and external factors. The dependent variable was the internal customer
satisfaction (employee). The first objective in the study was to identify whether there existed
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a relationship between internal factors with employee satisfaction. The second objective was
to identify whether there was any relationship between external satisfaction and customer
satisfaction. The Pearson correlation analysis was used to ascertain whether there was any
relationship between independent variable and dependent variable.

It was found that the relationship between internal factors and employee satisfaction was not
significant based on the data analysis acquired which was r = 0.185, p <0.05. These findings
were not consistent with the hypothesis predicted by the researcher, which was H1 =
significant positive relationship between internal factors and employee satisfaction. On the
other hand, it was found that the relationship between external factors with employee
satisfaction was significant based on the data analysis acquired which was r = 0.026, p < 0.05.
These findings were consistent with the hypothesis predicted by the researcher which was H2
= no significant positive relationship between external factors and employee satisfaction.

As for the third objective, the researcher wanted to ascertain whether there was a relationship
between service and external customer satisfaction. The independent variable identified was
service. It was found that the relationship between service and customer satisfaction was
significant based on the data analysis acquired, which was r = 0.000, p < 0.01. These findings
were consistent with the hypothesis predicted by the researcher, which was H3 = significant
positive relationship between service and customer satisfaction.
As for the fourth objective, the researcher wanted to find out if there was a relationship
between facilities with external customer satisfaction. The independent variable identified was
the facilities. It was found that the relationship between facilities and customer satisfaction
was significant based on the data analysis acquired which was r = 0.000, p < 0.01. These
findings were consistent with the hypothesis predicted by the researcher, which was H4 =
significant positive relationship between facilities and customer satisfaction.
Based on the study objective, the main objective was to determine the relationship between
internal customer satisfaction and external customers in the Malaysian hotel industry. The
data analysis showed that, we could conclude that no such relationship exists between internal
customer satisfaction and external customers of the hotel industry in Malaysia. Using the R
square analysis, the study findings showed that only 14.6% of the internal customers were
satisfied compared to 74.5% of external customers who were satisfied. This may point
towards a non-existent relationship between internal customer satisfaction and external
customer satisfaction in the Malaysian hotel industry. Nevertheless, this study does indeed
show that there exists a low internal customer satisfaction which could contribute towards
external customer satisfaction, but for reasons yet to be identified.
While conducting the research, there were quite a few limitations faced by the researcher. One
limitation was that the questionnaire did not contain enough validity. Another limitation
would be that the answers given by some respondents were out of the researcher's control.
Financial constraint was another hindrance. As such, the researcher only managed to gather
the required sample in one particular area which was Port Dickson. Therefore, there might be
a possibility that the findings did not quite fulfill the main objectives of the study.
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For future studies, perhaps other researchers could use other independent variables towards
the employees so that the study findings could bring together the relationship between internal
customer satisfaction with external customer satisfaction.

From the findings, perhaps we can conclude that internal customer satisfaction, which refers
to the employees, is not directly related to external customer satisfaction, which refers to hotel
customers. Based on the multiple regression analysis (R square), the study has shown that
only 14.6% of the internal customers were satisfied, as compared to 74.5% of external
customers who were satisfied. This does indeed showed that an extreme contrast and this
could also indicate that internal customer satisfaction does not affect external customer
satisfaction.
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Risk or Uncertainty? – An empirical validation of the conceptual distinction
between concepts

ABSTRACT
The impact of Perceived Environmental Uncertainty (PEU) on international entry mode
choice has been subject to much empirical investigation. In preparation for studying this
domain, conceptual and measurement models have been developed and refined for PEU.
However, the concept of uncertainty contains an inherent ambiguity flowing through research
from very early conceptualisations. The purpose of this paper is to explore and clarify
whether a distinction between uncertainty and risk can be validated both conceptually and
empirically. Our findings are based on a review of extant literature and quantitative analysis
of 73 firms engaging in international operations, and demonstrate that despite the initial
ambiguity regarding the concepts, a meaningful delineation between the definition of
uncertainty and risk can be made, and that this conceptualisation of risk is statistically
different from PEU. This provides a context from which further studies in the future can more
accurately capture organisation’s response to environmental uncertainty and risk.
Keywords: risk, uncertainty, strategic decision making, entry mode choice
INTRODUCTION
Globalisation has increasingly driven the expansion of organisations outside their traditional
markets looking for new opportunities (Brouthers and Hennart, 2007; Hill, Hwang and Kim,
1990). This has particularly been the case of organisations from developed markets who have
sought to continue further growth through tapping into emerging markets, thereby securing
the future success of their organisation (Inkster, 2008; Yip, Biscarri and Monti, 2000). Inkster
(2008: 162) has aptly described this process as a “sea change in the global economy”, with
organisations shifting business operations from developed economies to emerging markets. It
is well recognised, however, that this process of ‘going global’ is fraught with environmental
uncertainty, not characteristic of operations in one’s own domestic market (Brouthers,
Brouthers, & Werner, 2000; Ghoshal, 1987; Miller, 1992b). These uncertainties create risk to
the achievement of corporate objectives, and should therefore be evaluated and integrated into
an organisation’s strategic responses so as to allow the potential optimisation of returns from
any allocation of resources (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 2000; Hoskisson, Hitt and
Ireland, 1991; Miller, 1992b).
This is particularly pertinent in the case of international entry mode choice, which forms a
critical decision for organisations seeking to ‘go global’, as it can involve a significant
contribution of time and money to establish and may be difficult or costly to correct once
implemented (Andersen and Coughlan, 1987; Brouthers and Hennart, 2007; Erramilli and
Rao, 1993; Sarkar and Cavusgil, 1996). The importance of integrating uncertainties into entry
mode choice and strategy analysis is emphasised by Erramilli & D’Souza (1995: 47) who
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suggest that uncertainty “occupies a position of pre-eminence” in the analysis of entry mode
strategy. A range of studies have sought to examine the relationship between risk and
uncertainty on the strategic decisions of organisations operating internationally, and
particularly from this perspective of entry mode choice (for a comprehensive review, see
Canabal and White, 2008).
But, what exactly is risk and uncertainty within the context of entry mode choice? We argue
that the terms risk and uncertainty have been utilised interchangeably (see for example,
Ahmed et al., 2002; Brouthers, Brouthers and Werner, 2002; Chen, 2008; Lopez-Duarte and
Vidal-Suarez, 2010), with varying categories and classifications across the literature in
international business, management and marketing convoluting the relationship that exists
between these two distinct concepts. This may be due to the dependence of these two
concepts in what Figueira-de-Lemos, Johanson, Vahlne (2011: 3) ascribe to as being “two
faces of the same coin”. Indeed, this interaction has been linked back to the seminal work of
Knight (1921), who draws the line between risk and uncertainty based on the type of
knowledge associated with each concept – whether explicit with risk, or implicit with
uncertainty. Uncertainty becomes risk when it becomes measurable. These concepts remain
inherently linked, whilst being distinctly different.
This study first seeks to explore the conceptual differences between these two concepts,
delineating through extant literature what uncertainty and risk are in the context of entry mode
choice It concludes with a discussion and recommendations detailing the importance of
incorporating risk further into the research on environmental uncertainties and entry mode
choice.
THEORY AND RESEARCH PROBLEM
Risk has been at the forefront of extant literature examining strategic decisions of firms,
including entry mode choice. This is due to, as Pablo, Sitkin and Jamison (1996: 724) contend,
risk being “an inherent characteristic of all strategic decisions in that there is some degree of
uncertainty associated with decision outcomes, and some outcomes are more desirable than
others”. Likewise, environmental uncertainty remains a steadfast variable to be considered,
particularly within international entry mode literature, due to the assumption that “managers
operating in the international business context confront a variety of uncertain environmental
factors” (Miller, 1993: 693). The recent global financial crisis and regulatory responses have
further highlighted organisational risk taking behaviour within uncertain business
environments, bringing this to the perceptual forefront of a “risk-conscious society”
(Harwood, Ward, and Chapman, 2009: 563). This association between risk and uncertainty
has been well established. Yet, we contend that this has not been consistently translated into
distinct conceptual and theoretical development, thereby inhibiting the examination of how
risk and uncertainty interact in strategic decisions, such as entry mode choice. In fact, we
argue that these terms have been utilised interchangeably, in a substitutable way, further
inhibiting research into these two important variables. This study seeks to extend from this
point, first clarifying on the terminology for what is uncertainty and risk, before proceeding
onto how we intend to measure both these concepts.
Risk and Uncertainty – Two Sides of the Same Coin?
Uncertainty defined
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Information, and its access, plays a crucial role in the concept of environmental uncertainty.
The systemic nature and scope of the broader business environment compounds the
complexity associated with integrating it into decision making (Lewis and Harvey, 2001), as
executives may lack access to appropriate information or find it difficult to compute it
effectively into their decisions. Information asymmetries may also develop due to the distance
between the flow of information and the actors associated with decision making process, thus
affording the “opportunity for the better informed partner to engage in opportunistic behavior,
self interest seeking behavior with guile” (Ryu and Eyuboglu, 2007: 458). The role of
information within the concept of environmental uncertainty is therefore best described as a
stimulant for its creation. The complexity, scope, and distance in the flow of information
within the broader business environment create situations where uncertainty is generated for
decision makers, as the range of possible alternatives to a choice within this environment
become obfuscated (March and Shapira, 1986).
Figueira-de-Lemos, Johanson and Vahlne (2011) present a conceptual link between
uncertainty, information and knowledge in accordance with international management,
international business and strategic management literature. Erramilli and D’Souza (1995)
attribute environmental uncertainty to a lack of knowledge or volatility within the internal and
external environments, which inhibit its predictability. Gilroy and Lukas (2006: 451) extend
this association of uncertainty to outcomes, suggesting that uncertainty includes the potential
changes that may occur in a company’s profit flow. In his seminal work developing the
perceived environmental uncertainty measures, Miller (1993: 694) also describes the link
between uncertainty, unpredictability and outcomes, defining uncertainty as “the
unpredictability of environmental or organisational variables that have an impact on corporate
performance”.
The key elements of environmental uncertainty can therefore be argued to include the lack or
volatility of information, which inhibits predictability, and is associated with a potential
impact on corporate performance (Erramilli and D’Souza, 1995; Figueira-de-Lemos,
Johanson, Vahlne, 2011; Lewis and Harvey, 2001; March and Shapira, 1986; Miller, 1993;
Ryu and Eyuboglu, 2007). Environmental uncertainty is in essence then the basis from which
decisions become impaired through lack of information, reducing the predictability of
alternatives being selected.
Risk defined
This is the point of departure in the two concepts. While environmental uncertainty relates to
alternatives becoming unpredictable, March and Shapira (1987: 1404) contend that “risk is
embedded ... in the larger idea of choice as affected by the expected return of an alternative”.
This extends beyond the concept of environmental uncertainty as it suggests risk is associated
with the idea of making a choice that will impact directly on some type of outcome, rather
than simply affecting the predictability of this outcome. Similarly, Anderson, Ghysels, and
Juergens (2009: 234) define risk as an event in which “its outcome is unknown but the
distribution of its outcomes is known” while uncertainty is an event that’s “outcome is
unknown and the distribution of its outcomes is also unknown...” The key point this definition
delineates between risk and uncertainty is on the distribution of outcomes. It assumes that risk
is associated with a certain range of outcomes, while uncertainty is not.
Figueira-de-Lemos, Johanson, Vahlne (2011: 8) further delineate between risk and
uncertainty by looking at their interdependent relations, suggesting that “risk [is] a
consequence of an ‘‘uncertainty set,’’ and not as a substitute for uncertainty”. This delineation
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separates the two concepts and removes their substitutability by positioning uncertainty as an
antecedent of risk. Sitkin and Pablo (1992: 11) also establish this link, suggesting risk is
determined in part by “the extent to which uncertainty characterises potential outcomes”. This
variance in possible outcome can be across “the probability distribution of possible gains and
losses associated with a particular alternative” (March and Shapira, 1987: 1404). Risk can
therefore be defined as the impact of environmental uncertainty on corporate outcomes. In
this paper, we build from this delineation between environmental uncertainty and risk, and
offer an extension to existing studies evaluating the impact of uncertainty and risk on entry
mode selection.
Identification of the research problem
Specifically, we extend the theoretical discussion beyond the implicit connection that has
resonated within the literature, typified by the seminal work of Miller (1992b; 1993),
recognising that manager’s perception of environmental uncertainty does not necessarily
translate equally into impact upon organisational outcomes, and thus, risk. Miller (1992b: 312)
defined environmental uncertainty in the context of “environmental or organisation variables
reduces the predictability of corporate performance, that is, increase risk.” This we contend is
more akin to a mid-way point between the two concepts as articulated by March and Shapira
(1987). The association between uncertainty and the predictability in corporate performance
was not, however, reflected in the measures Miller (1993) developed, which remained clearly
delineated. Respondents were asked to judge the predicability of “the environment in which
[their] company operates” (710), as opposed to the impact this has on their organisational
performance.
We do not contest the value of the overall model, but rather suggest that a more careful
delineation is made in how this is interpreted, reflecting Miller’s (1992b) original desire to
capture the differences between uncertainty and risk. The PEU measure further developed and
tested by Miller (1993), Werner, Brouthers and Brouthers (1996), Brouthers, Brouthers and
Werner (2000; 2002) has confirmed and validated the broadly utility of this measure as an
integrated and comprehensive basis from which to measure perceived environmental
uncertainty. Extending beyond this, this study develops the concept of risk to reflect the
delineation offered by Figueira-de-Lemos, Johanson, Vahlne (2011), March and Shapira
(1987) and Sitkin and Pablo (1992) who contends that risk occurs as a result of uncertainty,
and directly relates to outcomes sort by the organisation.
Further to this conceptual distinction, we seek to empirically demonstrate, that risk and
perceived environmental uncertainty are indeed separate concepts. This can be achieved after
confirming the validity and reliability of the scales, by using factor analysis to show that the
measures of risk and perceived environmental uncertainty load onto different factors.
METHOD
Sample
A mail survey was distributed amongst 392 Australian firms, who have been involved with
international operations. After several rounds of invitations and reminders, 73 usable
responses were acquired, providing an 18.4% response rate. Only 12 respondents indicated
that their foreign operations were not conducted in the South East Asian region. Regions
mentioned included the Middle East, Europe and North America. Within the South East Asian
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region, 20 respondents had operations in Greater China (including Hong Kong), 20
respondents in Malaysia and Singapore, and the remainder of the respondents identified
various other countries in the geographical region (including Thailand and Vietnam).
Measure development
The measures implemented in this project were partially adopted from previous empirical
studies, and partially developed for the purpose of this investigation. The questionnaire –
whose items corresponding to the Risk and PEU constructs – has been subject to expert
evaluation by representatives of industry and academia to ensure face validity of the measures.
Perceived Environmental Uncertainty measures
The Perceived Environmental Uncertainty (PEU) construct (see Table 1) is measured based
on the conceptual foundations laid down by Miller (1993), empirically tested by Werner,
Brouthers & Brouthers (1996) and used in empirical investigation by Brouthers, Brouthers &
Werner (2002). The questionnaire items were subjected to a seven point Likert-type response
format, which is consistent with prior implementation of the measures.
Table 1: Perceived Environmental Uncertainty Scale Refinement
Miller (1993)
Dimensions
(number of items)
Government and
policies (10)
Economy (4)
Resources and
services used by your
company (7)
Product market and
demand (4)
Competition (6)
Technology in your
industry (4)

Reliability
(Cronbach’s
alpha)

Brouthers,
Brouthers &
Werner (2002)
Reliability
(Cronbach’s
alpha)

0.89

0.86

0.85

0.88

0.82

0.87

0.83

0.70

0.77

0.81

0.74

-

Werner, Brouthers & Brouthers (1996)
Factors
(number of items)
Government/political policies
(10)
Macroeconomic factors (4)
Materials / infrastructure (4)
Product, market, and demand
(4)
Competition (6)
Dimension dropped due to low
inter-rater reliability (Miller
1993)

Risk measure
The measures of the risk construct have been developed based on the theoretical
conceptualisation offered above. Developing from the understanding that risk is the impact of
environmental uncertainty on corporate outcomes (Anderson, Ghysels, and Juergens, 2009;
Figueira-de-Lemos, Johanson, Vahlne, 2011; March and Shapira, 1987; Miller, 1992a; 1992b;
Sitkin and Pablo, 1992), and combining this with the need for the multidimensional treatment
of risk, a five item measure for risk (uncertainty impact on corporate outcomes) has been
developed. The items of the risk measure correspond to the categorisation of Miller (1992a,
1992b) using general environmental, industry and firm specific variables (see Table 2).
Further to the conceptual alignment of questionnaire items, validity was also ensured by
placing the risk measures directly following the PEU measures in the survey. This way the
previously discussed uncertainty dimensions (Government / Political policies;
Macroeconomic factors; Materials / infrastructure; Product, market and demand; and
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Competition) could be directly addressed by the respondents in terms of their impact on their
organisational outcomes.
This approach to measuring risk builds from extant literature. Further to aligning the Risk
measurement items to the PEU categories, respondents were provided a specific response
addressing the impact of risk factors on organisational outcomes. A seven point response
format was implemented addressing the impact on organisational outcomes ranging from very
negative, through neutral, to very positive. This response format ensured a consistent response
range with the PEU measures.
Table 2: Risk Scale Development

Industry-specific
variables

General
environment

Dimensions of uncertainty
(Miller 1992a)
Political
Government
policy
Macroeconomic
Social
Natural
Input market

Risk measurement items
(as implemented in
current study)

Government / political
policies

1. Government policy
risk

Macroeconomic factors
Not included
Not included
Materials / infrastructure

Product market
Competitive
Operating

Firm-specific
variables

PEU dimensions
(Brouthers, Brouthers &
Werner 2002)

Liability
R&D
Credit
Behavioural

Product, market, and
demand
Competition

2. Macroeconomic
stability risk
Not included
Not included
3. Materials /
infrastructure related
risks
4. Product market and
demand related risks
5. Competitive
environment risk

Materials / infrastructure
Product, market, and
(As per items above.)
demand
Not included
Not included
Technology in your industry
Dimension dropped (Miller 1993)
Not included
Not included
Not included
Not included

Measure confirmation
Before addressing the question whether a distinction can be made between PEU and Risk on a
statistical basis, the internal structures of both constructs and their measurement model needs
to be confirmed to ensure validity and reliability of the measures.
Perceived Environmental Uncertainty measure
The conceptually established and empirically refined PEU scale contains 28 items aligned to
5 dimensions. Cronbach alpha scores for the responses in this all exceed 0.7 falling into an
acceptable reliability range. Table 3 provides a summary of the scale items and the reliability
of their measures.
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Only the Materials / Infrastructure construct measures had missing data, well below the 10%
threshold, which allows for mean based substitution to be implemented (Hair et al. 2006). For
the purposes of further analysis, the imputed dataset is used, in order to capitalise on the
highest possible number of responses.

Competition
(CE)

MacroProduct,
Materials / infra- economic Government / political policies
market and
structure (MI) factors
(GP)
demand (PD)
(MS)

Table 3: PEU Scale Items and Reliability
Factors
Items
Political environment in host country
Conflicts, riots and street violence in host country
Stability of tax policies
Stability of monetary policy
Stability of government controlled prices
Stability of laws affecting international business
Stability of business sector regulations
Stability of tariffs
Enforcement of existing laws
Ongoing provision of public services
Host country inflation rate
Exchange rate against A$
Stability of host country interest rates
Results of host country economic restructuring
Quality of inputs, raw materials and components in
host country
Availability of inputs, raw materials, components in
host country
Transportation system within the host country
Transportation system to foreign countries
Host country client/customer preferences
Stability of demand for our product
Availability of substitute products
Availability of complementary products
Changes in competitors' prices
Changes in the markets served by competitors
Changes in competitors' strategies
Entry of new firms into the market
Domestic competitors
Foreign competitors
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Item
identifiers
BE_GP_Pol
BE_GP_CR
V
BE_GP_TP
BE_GP_MP
BE_GP_Pr
BE_GP_LIB
BE_GP_LBS
BE_GP_TIE
BE_GP_EL
BE_GP_PPS
BE_MS_I
BE_MS_E
BE_MS_R
BE_MS_ER
BE_MI_Qual
BE_MI_Av
BE_MI_TI
BE_MI_TE

Reliabilit
y
0.936
(N=73)

BE_PD_Pref
BE_PD_SD
BE_PD_SP
BE_PD_Com
p
BE_CE_PC
BE_CE_MC
BE_CE_CC
BE_CE_ME
BE_CE_DC
BE_CE_FC

0.800
(N=73)

0.752
(N=73)

0.857
(N=70)

0.776
(N=73)

Factor analysis was conducted in SPSS using
Varimax rotation and maximum likelihood
extraction method to identify the underlying
factor structure of the data. Based on the
eigenvalue criterion, seven factors can be
identified, but after looking at the scree plot,
the six factor solution looks plausible.
The six factor structure is similar to the
findings of Werner, Brouthers & Brouthers
(1996) in the sense, that it splits the
Competition factor into two elements.
However, for the sake of conceptual
consistency, the original five factor structure
was kept. The five-factor solution is further
supported by the uni-dimensionality of every
single factor, when tested separately and the
sufficient level of reliability of measures at
the factor level. The only exception again is
the Competition factor, which is on the
border of consisting of one or two
dimensions. The unidimensionality can be
accepted for this factor, because the single
dimension factor solution is significant
(p>0.01).
The five factor solution extracts 57.94% of
total variance, and displays a satisfactory
KMO (0.748) and significant Bartlett’s test
of sphericity (p=0.000). Table 4 shows the
factor loadings onto five factor structure.
Loadings below 0.3 were suppressed, as they
need not be considered substantial as crossloadings (Hair et al. 2006). Even though the
sample size is relatively small, factor
loadings over approximately 0.65 are
considered significant (Hair et al. 2006, p.
128.), the factor loading pattern indicated in
Table 4 supports the conceptual background
of perceived environmental uncertainty. Thus, the factor structure of the PEU construct
converges towards the conceptually supported factor structure based on our sample. The
factor and construct level scores are calculated as average scores for the items associated with
the particular measure and used in further analysis.
Risk measure
As previously discussed, Table 2 connects the conceptualised and operationalised dimensions
of perceived environmental uncertainty into areas of risk that have impacted on the
operational outcomes of organisations in five broad categories. The reliability of the created
scale is satisfactory, indicated by the Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.758 (N=73).
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In order to explore, whether the responses given to the created items statistically reflect the
conceptual distinction between PEU and Risk, factor analysis was performed on the indicators
of the construct. The five items have proven to be uni-dimensional (factor analysis using
Varimax rotation, maximum likelihood extraction method, KMO = 0.711, Bartlett’s test of
Sphericity p=0.000), with one factor explaining 41.50% of the total variance of the indicators.
It needs to be noted, that ideally the total variance explained should be above 50% in a factor
(Hair et al. 2006) however in this particular case, all loadings were over the level considered
significant (0.3) and the Chi-square test was also proven to be significant (p>0.03) for the unidimensional measurement model. The statistical difference between this factor and the
dimensions of PEU was further explored using factor analysis.
Risk and PEU distinction
In order to empirically demonstrate the validity of treating Risk and PEU as separate
constructs, factor analysis was conducted. Having discussed and demonstrated the validity
and reliability of the scales of both constructs, it needs to be shown, that these two are
separate dimensions.
Factor analysis was conducted (Varimax rotation, maximum likelihood extraction) on the
factor scores of PEU and the indicators of Risk to demonstrate the support for empirical
distinction. Table 4 demonstrates that risk and uncertainty are two distinct dimensions,
although some weak loadings and cross-loadings can be seen across the dimensions. The
items of the Risk scale and the unweighted average construct level scores of the PEU
dimensions were used in the factor analysis. The eigenvalue criterion could support a factor
structure of both two and three factors, as the third eigenvalue is close to 1. As the purpose of
the analysis is to demonstrate that Risk and PEU separate as two different dimensions, a
factor structure of two factors was investigated.
The cumulative variance extracted score is below 50%, but as the purpose of the factor
analysis is to demonstrate how these factors statistically differ, this does not require the factor
solution to be discarded. The factor solution is also supported by a satisfactory KMO (0.689)
and significant Bartlett’s test of sphericity (P=0.000) further demonstrating the strength of the
factor distinction (Hair et al. 2006).
Table 5: Dimensions of Risk and Uncertainty
Rotated Factor Matrix
Government policy risk
Macroeconomic stability risk
Materials / infrastructure related
risks
Competitive environment risk
Product market and demand related
risks
Government / political policies
Materials / infrastructure
Macro-economic factors
Product, market, and demand
Competition

Factor
Risk
Uncertainty
BEI_GP .928
BEI_MS .761
BEI_MI .538
BEI_CE .504
BEI_PD .263
BE_GP .303
BE_MI
BE_MS
BE_PD
BE_CE
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.672
.649
.604
.592
.414

Eigenvalues
Cumulative variance extracted
Cronbach’s alpha

3.100 2.074
22.10% 40.93%
0.758 0.728

(Cross-loadings below 0.3 suppressed.)
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
It can be concluded, that environmental uncertainty and risk are two distinctly different
concepts, as empirically demonstrated through the PEU and Risk constructs. This shows that
the two concepts are not merely ‘two sides of the same coin’. This finding suggests that
uncertainty and risk both need to be observed when considering the impact of the
environment on corporate decisions, such as the international entry mode choice. In fact, this
distinction provides an opportunity for an extended analysis within entry mode research for
investigating the impact of uncertainty and risk.
While environmental uncertainty has played an important role in characterising the entry
mode decisions undertaken by organisations going global (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner,
2000; Erramilli & D’Souza, 1995; Ghoshal, 1987; Miller, 1992), these findings suggest that
the inclusion of risk – the impact of these uncertainties on organisational outcomes – may
enhance our understanding of this impact. This offers an important area of future research
direction, which is yet to be explored.
Based on the conceptual background and the interpretation of risk, it can be suggested, that
the risk perceived by managers / decision makers of organisations could be a moderating
factor on the impact of environmental uncertainty on entry mode choice decisions. Further
investigation of this effect needs to be undertaken by comparing model variations explaining
international entry mode choice by including risk as well as the interaction effect of risk and
environmental uncertainty, to see whether a more refined explanation of international entry
mode choices can be gained this way.
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ABSTRACT
Entry mode choice has increasingly become a central focus of strategy analysis for organisations
seeking to ‘go global’, and enter international markets. Yet, this process is fraught with uncertainty
and risk for organisation, heightening the difficulty of selecting an appropriate method of entry. This
study seeks to investigate the relationship between environmental uncertainty, risk and entry mode
choice for Australian organisations expanding into international markets. In doing so, it demonstrates
that by understanding both environmental uncertainty and risk, we can better determine the mode of
entry selected by organisations.

Keywords: risk, uncertainty, entry mode choice

INTRODUCTION
Entry mode choice has increasingly become a central focus of strategy analysis for organisations
seeking to ‘go global’, and enter international markets (Sanchez-Peinado & Pla-Barber, 2006). But,
this process is thought to be fraught with environmental uncertainty, not characteristic of operations in
one’s own domestic market (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 2000; Ghoshal, 1987; Miller, 1992).
These uncertainties create risk to the achievement of corporate objectives, and should therefore be
evaluated and integrated into an organisation’s strategic responses so as to allow the potential
optimization of returns from any investment (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 2000; Hoskisson, Hitt
and Ireland, 1991; Miller, 1992a). The importance of integrating uncertainties into entry mode choice
and strategy analysis is emphasized by Erramilli & D’Souza (1995: 47) who suggest that uncertainty
now “occupies a position of pre-eminence” in the analysis of entry mode strategy.
This study directly engages in this field of research, investigating the role of risk and uncertainty in
entry mode selection for Australian organisations seeking to expand their operations internationally.
The following section of this research will first examine the theoretical background, and then develop
a set of hypotheses to test. It will subsequently test these utilising empirical data collected on
Australian organisation, applying descriminant analysis. The study will conclude with discussion on
the results and concluding comments.
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES
Environmental Uncertainty and Entry Mode Choice
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The analysis of environmental uncertainty within entry mode research has gathered pace in the last
decade. As noted above, environmental uncertainty plays an important role in characterizing the entry
mode decisions undertaken by organizations going global (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 2000;
Erramilli & D’Souza, 1995; Ghoshal, 1987; Miller, 1992a). Yet, despite the academic focus that has
been orientated onto the examination of uncertainty within the entry mode decision, a consistent
answer has not emerged as to the relationship between environmental uncertainty and entry mode
strategy. In the transaction cost literature, for example, uncertainty is problematic for an organisation
only when coupled with asset specificity or frequency of transactions (Brouthers and Hennart, 2007;
Williamson, 1985). Uncertainty is conceptualised as either occurring internally or externally. External
uncertainty relates to the difficultly of specifying every possible contingency into contracts, and has
been modelled and measured within this context through a variety of different methods, including as
country risk or cultural distance (Brouthers and Hennart, 2007; Zhao, Luo & Suh, 2004). Internal
uncertainty, on the other hand, is related to the performance of contracting parties and has been often
correlated (and indirectly measured) with the level of international experience an organisation has
(Gatignon & Anderson, 1988; Luo, 2001).
Institutional theory, on the other hand, has sought to capture uncertainty through examining the host
country environment including risk originating from macroeconomic issues, governmental policies
and industry structures (Brouthers and Hennart, 2007; Brouthers, Brouthers and Werner, 2002; Chen
and Hennart, 2002). Uncertainty has also been conceptualised through a variety of other disciplines
outside of the international business discipline, which in turn have also brought alternative methods
for measuring and modelling (Sanchez-Peinado & Pla-Barber, 2006). And although the process of
integrating and modelling the multiple perspectives of uncertainty is still in under development
(Sanchez-Peinado & Pla-Barber, 2006), scholarly efforts to reconcile the multidimensionality of this
have begun to progress (Werner, Brouthers and Brouthers, 1996).
In particular, the integrated risk management approach within both the international business and
strategic management literature epitomised by the work of Miller (1992a), has made strident moves
towards consolidation of uncertainty research. Miller (1992a) argues that uncertainty is derived from
“the unpredictability of environmental or organizational variables that impact corporate performance”.
And whilst this is consistent with the internal-external dichotomy (Erramilli & D’Souza, 1995) of the
broader literature on environmental uncertainty, Miller’s (1992a) conceptualisation extends upon this
literature offering a more comprehensive categorisation of the uncertainties organisations face when
operating internationally. He suggests that managers perceive uncertainties through three key variable
– 1) general environmental, 2) industry, and 3) firm specific (Miller, 1992a).
The utilisation of this approach directly addresses concerns within the literature regarding the
shortcomings associated with ‘particularist’ approaches to the analysis of international risk and
environmental uncertainty (Ahmed, et al. 2002; Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 2002; Miller, 1992a;
Sanchez-Peinado & Pla-Barber, 2006; Slangen and van Tulder, 2009; Werner, Brouthers and
Brouthers, 1996). That is, the over emphasis on one or a limited number of types of risk (Miller, 1992a;
Brouthers, Brouthers and Werner, 2000; Slangen and van Tulder, 2009). A particularist approach may
mask other important relationships between environmental uncertainties and organisational responses
such as entry mode choice (Ahmed et al. 2002; Brouthers, Brouthers & Werner, 2002). Within an
organisational perspective, this approach may also result in responding one way to a particular
environmental uncertainty, at the expense of accentuating or heightening the organisational risk with
another (Werner, Brouthers and Brouthers, 1996).
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Empirical Studies of Environmental Uncertainty and Entry Mode Choice
Studies examining the multidimensional measure of the environmental uncertainty construct have
been increasingly published since 2000 (see for example Ahmed et al, 2002; Brouthers, Brouthers, &
Werner, 2002; Chen, 2008; Demirbag, McGinness and Altay, 2010; Tseng and Lee, 2010; Slangen
and van Tulder, 2009). These studies are further demonstrating the shift away from a particularist
approach to international risk measurement. Building beyond Miller’s (1992a) integrated risk
management approach Ahmed et al. (2002) examined the mode of entry for firms from an emerging
market, Malaysia. Results from his study reaffirmed the relationship between environmental
uncertainty and risk perceptions (across a range of 11 risk sources) and the entry mode choice of
Malaysian organisations. More specifically, Ahmed et al. (2002) found when organisations perceived
high levels of uncertainty and risk they were more likely to select non-equity or export modes of entry.
Moderate levels of uncertainty and risk were found to be more correlated towards utilising a joint
venture method of entry, while low levels were associated with wholly owned subsidiaries.
Sanchez-Peinado and Pla-Barber (2006) utilised a multidimensional environmental uncertainty
measure, conceptualising along three main sub-constructs – uncertainty of host country (county risk,
cultural distance), uncertainty of demand (changes in needs and technological changes) and
uncertainty of behaviour (marketing intensity and tacit know-how). Their study was illustrative in
demonstrating the differences that exist in how knowledge intensive service (KIS) verses capital
intensive service (CIS) firms respond to environmental uncertainty. More specifically, they found KIS
firms more likely to utilise higher control entry modes than CIS firms when confronted with host
country uncertainty and demand uncertainty. Whilst when faced with behavioural uncertainty CIS
firms were more likely to utilise an entry mode with more control (Sanchez-Peinado & Pla-Barber,
2006).
A more recent study by Tseng and Lee (2010) focused on the impact of market linking capability on
entry mode choices under conditions of environmental uncertainty. Tseng and Lee (2010) posit the
contradictory findings about the role of environmental uncertainty in entry mode research, from both
the transaction cost and incremental learning perspectives, as the rational behind their study. They
found that levels of market environment uncertainty had no effect on the choice of entry mode
between a joint venture and WOS. Higher levels of regulatory uncertainty were shown to have a
positive impact on selecting partial ownership modes of entry. And finally, high levels of cultural
distance were shown to be positively related with the choice of JV over WOS.
So while there appears to be some contradictory results about the relationship between environmental
uncertainty and entry mode choice, it is possible to hypothesise the following:
Hypothesis 1: Levels of perceived environmental uncertainty significantly influence entry
mode choice preferences of the firm, in terms of its choice of an equity based mode of entry.
Risk, Uncertainty and Entry Mode Choice
There are a range of different moderators that have been examined in the study of environmental
uncertainty and entry mode choice. For example, Tseng and Lee (2010) investigate the moderating
force of market linking capabilities on the impact of environmental uncertainty on entry mode choice.
Erramilli and D’Souza (1995), on the other hand, examine the moderating force of capital intensity,
firm size and inseparability between production and consumption, in the context of service firm entry
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mode selection. More still, such as Brouthers, Brouthers and Werner (2002) have studied the role of
industry in differentiating organisational responses to environmental uncertainty. Risk has also
appeared extensively within the extant literature examining environmental uncertainty and entry mode
choice.
This may be due to, as Pablo, Sitkin and Jamison (1996: 724) contend, risk being “an inherent
characteristic of all strategic decisions in that there is some degree of uncertainty associated with
decision outcomes, and some outcomes are more desirable than others”. Risk by its very nature is
assumed to be inherently within the ‘managerial belief system’, as managers are driven to select from
a range of alternate decisions in achieving organisational performance targets (March and Shapira,
1987: 1414) with risk “to a lesser or greater degree, evident in every action or decision taken”
(Harwood, Ward, and Chapman, 2009: 564). The risk element comes into the equation with the
possibility of a negative performance outcome as a result of these decisions (Hoskisson, Hitt and Hill,
1991). This is particularly so when organisations are considering how to enter a new market
internationally, Hoskisson, Hitt and Hill argue, as the threat of a very poor outcome (and likewise, the
possibility of superior performance) is most pronounced when an organisation seeks to “adopt an
innovation in product, process, strategy, or structure that requires a fundamental change in the way in
which the firm operates” (1991: 298).
Yet, while the association between risk, uncertainty and entry mode choice has been well documented
within extant literature, we contend that this has not been done so with consistent and clear theoretical
development. This, we argue, is due to the conceptual ambiguity between risk and uncertainty, thereby
inhibiting the examination of how risk and uncertainty interact in strategic decisions, such as entry
mode choice. We argue that the terms risk and uncertainty have been utilised interchangeably (see for
example, Ahmed et al, 2002; Brouthers, Brouthers and Werner, 2002; Chen, 2008; Lopez-Duarte and
Vidal-Suarez, 2010), with varying categories and classifications across the literature in international
business, management and marketing convoluting the relationship that exists between these two
distinct concepts. This may be due to the dependence of these two concepts in what Figueira-deLemos, Johanson, Vahlne (2011: 3) ascribe to as “two faces of the same coin”.
The interchangeably of the terms risk and uncertainty within entry mode research is perhaps best
typified in the study conducted by Brouthers, Brouthers, and Werner (2002). They draw on the work
of Miller suggesting that his study was around “uncertainty/risk perceptions” (1993: 495), when in fact,
this work was specifically addressing environmental uncertainty – not risk. Indeed, they refer to
Miller’s (1993) and Werner, Brouthers and Brouthers work on the multidimensional perceived
environmental uncertainty measure as including “five risk factors” (1996: 496). Other studies such as
by Ahmed et al. (2002: 805) measured perceived risk through “assessing similarities or differences
between what the management is used to dealing with, and the situation in the target country... as the
differences between countries increase on the items being measured, the perception of risk increases,
too” (810). Ahmed et al. (2002) convolute the difference between environmental uncertainty and risk
by continually utilising these two concepts in a substitutable manner, for instance “a higher level of
predictability implies a low level of uncertainty (lower risk), while a lower level of predictability
implies a high level of uncertainty (higher risk)” (810). Other examples include the work of LopezDuarte and Vidal-Suarez (2010: 576) who directly associate risk with uncertainty suggesting that
“country risk refers to the volatility of the political, economic, and social factors of the target country”.
They offer no delineation between the differences in the predictability of changes in the environment
(uncertainty) with the impact of this on organisational outcomes (risk).
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Surprisingly, a clearly conceptualised study of risk associated with environmental uncertainty and
entry mode choice has not been conducted – to our knowledge. Our examination of extant literature
suggests that when risk has been empirically tested it has largely been from the perspective of risk
sources, which are the origins of the risk rather than the direct impact of this on organisational
outcomes. For the context of this study, we conceptualise risk as the impact of uncertainty on
organisational outcomes. This study builds on these two distinct elements – an association with
environmental uncertainty, and an impact on organisational outcomes – in delineating between risk
and uncertainty, while retaining their distinct interdependence.
The association of risk within uncertainty has been well-established within the extant literature
examining strategic decision making by organisations. For example, Figueira-de-Lemos, Johanson,
Vahlne (2011: 8) suggest that risk is “a consequence of an ‘‘uncertainty set’’. Sitkin and Pablo (1992:
11) have similarly established this link, suggesting risk is determined in part by “the extent to which
uncertainty characterises potential outcomes”. Many existing studies have also purported to the link
between risk and variance in outcomes. March and Shapira (1987: 1404) contend that risk is
entrenched “in the larger idea of choice as affected by the expected return of an alternative”. Similarly,
Anderson, Ghysels, and Juergens (2009: 234) argue risk as an event in which “its outcome is unknown
but the distribution of its outcomes is known”. This variance in possible outcomes can be across “the
probability distribution of possible gains and losses associated with a particular alternative” (March
and Shapira, 1987: 1404).
Extending the beyond the concept of environmental uncertainty, this clarifies the association between
risk and the idea of making a choice that will impact directly on some type of outcome. The key point
of delineation between risk and uncertainty is the distribution of outcomes, with risk associated with a
certain range of outcomes, while uncertainty is not. This follows a similar argument of Ahmed et al
(2002: 805) who suggest risk is “(1) the uncertainty associated with exposure to a loss caused by some
unpredictable events and (2) variability in the possible outcomes of an event based on chance”.
Empirical Studies of Risk, Environmental Uncertainty and Entry Mode Choice
A range of studies have touched on the relationship between risk and entry mode choice, either
theoretically or empirically. In their seminal work of risk behaviour of organisations, March and
Shapira (1987: 1410) suggest that managers have a range of responses that they can draw on when
responding to risk associated with uncertain environments, such as “by negotiating uncertaintyabsorbing contracts, by avoiding making decisions, or by using skills to control the dangers”. This
implies the higher level the risk associated with uncertain environments, the more likely an
organisation is to commit higher level entry modes, such as investment, and is more likely to either
avoid or utilise mixed methods.
Figueira-de-Lemos, Johanson, Vahlne (2011) examine the interactive and interdependent relationship
between risk, uncertainty and commitment levels in the Uppsala model of firm internationalisation.
And although they focus on a negative outcome basis for determining risk, their argument is insightful
in clearly separating and conceptualising the concepts of risk and uncertainty (Figueira-de-Lemos,
Johanson, Vahlne, 2011). They suggest that risk is derived from the interaction between uncertainty
and commitment, and that – in general – if the uncertainty and risk increases the level of commitment
will decrease.
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A further study that has engaged in an examination of the role of risk, uncertainty and entry mode
choice was conducted by Chen (2008), who examined entry mode choices undertaken by international
contractors. Chen (2008: 308) offers an intuitive explanation to how organisations respond to higher
levels of risk in countries, suggesting that with high levels of risk “a firm may be better off not
entering; but if it does, it may favour the use of non-investment options”.
Thus, this study develops the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: Risk has a significant influence on the impact of perceived environmental
uncertainty on entry mode choice preference.
METHOD
The empirical investigation was conducted on a sample of Australian firms, using discriminant
analysis in SPSS.
Sample
A mail survey was distributed amongst 392 Australian firms, who have been involved with
international operations. After several rounds of invitations and reminders, 73 usable responses were
acquired, providing an 18.4% response rate. Only 12 respondents indicated that their foreign
operations were not conducted in the South East Asian region. Regions mentioned included the
Middle East, Europe and North America. Within the South East Asian region, 20 respondents had
operations in China (including Hong Kong), 20 respondents in Malaysia and Singapore, and the
remainder of the respondents identified various other countries in the geographical region.
Measures
The measures implemented in this project were partially adopted from previous empirical studies, and
partially developed for the purpose of this investigation.
Perceived Environmental Uncertainty measures
The Perceived Environmental Uncertainty (PEU) construct is measured based on the conceptual
foundations laid down by Miller (1993), empirically tested by Werner, Brouthers & Brouthers (1996)
and used in empirical investigation by Brouthers, Brouthers & Werner (2002). The conceptually
established and empirically refined PEU scale contains 28 items aligned to 5 dimensions. Cronbach’s
alpha scores for the responses in this fall within the acceptable range in comparison to previous
implementation of the scale thus the reliability of the scale can be confirmed. The factor structure of
the PEU construct converges towards the conceptually supported factor structure as well approving of
the validity of the scale.
Risk measure
The measures of the Risk construct have been constructed based on the conceptualisation of Miller
(1992b). Using the interpretation of risk provided by Miller (1992b, p. 312.) that “’risk’ … refer[s]
exclusively to unpredictability in corporate variables” and combining this with the need for the
multidimensional treatment of risk, a five item measure for risk (uncertainty impact) has been
developed. The items of the risk measure correspond to the categorisation of Miller (1992a) using
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general environmental, industry and firm specific variables, and address the impact of the uncertainty
factors on organisational outcomes. The validity of the measure is supported by factor analysis. The
Risk construct can be deemed uni-dimensional demonstrating the validity of the scale. Reliability of
the scale is also confirmed by a satisfactory (0.758) Cronbach’s alpha score.
Entry Mode Choice measure
Researchers have distinguished between as many as 16 different entry modes (Brouthers & Hennart
2007) in empirical investigations. Root (1994) extensively defines and discusses different entry mode
options, following a categorisation between investment, contractual and export related entry modes.
Respondents were provided a comprehensive list of entry mode options to indicate their chosen mode
of foreign entry. In order to explore current entry mode preferences, respondents were asked to reflect
on their initial entry mode choices. For the purpose of analysis, the different entry mode choice
options were classified into three categories: equity related, non-equity related and mixed method
entry modes. This allows for controlling for the impact of respondents indicating that they have
implemented multiple different methods of entry simultaneously. The entry mode choices were than
re-coded into current entry mode preferences based on the comments given by the respondents,
resulting in 30 equity, 23 non-equity and 18 mixed method entry mode preferences.
Analysis
Discriminant analysis is used to investigate the connection between Perceived Environmental
Uncertainty (PEU), Risk and Entry Mode Choice preference (EMC). This statistical method is an
appropriate choice for investigation of determinants of entry mode choice, as the prediction of a
categorical variable by continuous scales can be done by discriminant analysis (Hair et al. 2006).
Discriminant analysis is conducted using the aggregate PEU, the Risk score and EMC as dependent
variable. The relationship between EMC, PEU and Risk is investigated using the conceptual
framework displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Conceptual framework of the impact of Perceived Environmental Uncertainty on
Entry Mode Choice moderated by Risk

Perceived Environmental Uncertainty
(PEU):
 Government / political policies (GP)
 Macro-economic factors (MS)
 Materials / infrastructure (MI)
 Product, market and demand (PD)
 Competition (CE)

Risk:
GP, MS, MI, PD, CE
Entry Mode Choice
(EMC):
 Equity
 Non-equity
 Mixed method

In order to demonstrate the importance of including Risk in predicting Entry Mode Choice, and to
explore the mechanism – potential moderation effect of Risk on the impact of PEU on EMC – of
impact, two model-variations are compared. Model variant one is the unmoderated model, including
Risk only as a generic factor explaining EMC. The moderated model – following the instructions of
Baron & Kenny (1986) to test the moderation effect by including the interaction term of the
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moderating and moderated variables – is tested and compared to the unmoderated model to identify
improvement of the model performance.
Unmoderated predictive model
The covariance matrices of the independent variables for the categories are equal (Box’s M test is not
significant at p>0.05) and multicollinearity is not substantial within the independent variables, as
illustrated by correlation matrix.
The discriminant model predicting EMC provided a significant support for differentiating between
entry mode choice categories. According to Table 1, the classification improves prediction by 12.1%
over chance. This result is in support of Hypothesis 1. The model provides particularly accurate
prediction of non-investment and mixed entry mode methods, while performs poorly on predicting
investment entry mode choice preference.
Moderated predictive model
The moderating effect of PEU on EMC is investigated based on the statistical method description of
Baron and Kenny (1986). In order to test whether Risk is a moderator of the effect of PEU on EMC;
PEU, Risk and their interaction term are included in the model as independent variables.
The covariance matrix of the independent variables for the categories are equal (Box’s M test is not
significant at p>0.05) and multicollinearity is not substantial within the independent variables. Table 2
displays the results of discriminant analysis including the interaction terms of the PEU categories and
the corresponding items of the Risk measure. (The interaction terms were calculated as the product of
the PEU factor average scores and the corresponding item in the Risk scale.) The discriminant model
is significant (p<0.05) and displays several improvements compared with the unmoderated model
variant. It can be determined, that the predictive accuracy of the moderated model increased by 10.8%
which is a substantial improvement in the model. This result is in support of Hypothesis 2.
RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
It has been demonstrated, that Entry Mode Choice can be predicted using discriminant analysis. The
significant discriminant model allowed entry mode choice to be predicted with a 12.1% improved
probability using the newly introduced Risk construct (supporting Hypothesis 1). However, in order to
clarify the role of Risk in predicting Entry Mode Choice, a further model variant was tested, where
Risk was included as a moderating variable.
Risk in this study was measured as the impact of environmental factors on organisational outcomes.
The interaction terms between the factors of PEU and the specific Risk indicators were included into
the discriminant model. In order to align the dimensions of PEU with the specific dimensions in which
risk was measured as the impact of environmental factors on organisational outcomes, the interaction
term of Risk and the PEU dimensions was calculated as the product of the PEU factor and the
corresponding Risk indicator score. A substantial improvement of predictive accuracy of the model
was achieved this way, mounting to 54.9%. The new, significant discriminant model results indicate
that risk is in fact a moderating factor of the impact of PEU on Entry Mode Choice (supporting
Hypothesis 2).
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As for the interpretation of the thus generated discriminant models, it needs to be noted that the
inclusion of the moderating effect has delivered some interesting results. In the unmoderated model,
the two discriminant functions aligned with areas of risk originating from specific actors of the host
country environment and generic competitive conditions. Government / political policies (GP) and
Materials / Infrastructure loading onto the second discriminant function suggests that organisations
perceive the impact of specific host-country actors’ responsibilities influencing entry mode
preferences differently from other elements of the competitive environment such as Macro-economic
factors (MS); Product, market and demand (PD); and Competition (CE). The first discriminant
function – competitive environment – had a medium level association to dependent variable of the
model (entry mode choice preference) indicated by the canonical correlation score of 0.518, while the
second discriminant function – host country generic environment – only displayed a low level
association (canonical correlation score of 0.259). The newly introduced factor – Risk – has aligned
with the first discriminant function comprising of elements of the competitive environment, but it’s
substantial and similar loading to the other discriminant function suggests that the model requires
improvement.
The risk moderated model supports a similar interpretation of the discriminant functions. The first
discriminant function is a combination of Risk, Competition and Macro-economic environment. The
total loading of Competition and its interaction term with risk is strong, predominantly defining the
meaning of this discriminant function. On the other hand, the total loading of the Macro-economic
uncertainty factor and its interaction term with Risk diminishes in this model variant. Product, market
and demand as an element of PEU loads strongly onto the first discriminant function, but its
interaction term with Risk loads onto the second discriminant function instead. However this loading
is negated by the cross-loading of the uncertainty factor onto the second discriminant function. The
second discriminant function is of the moderated model aligns with host country specific factors such
as Government / political policies and Materials / Infrastructure as well as their interaction terms. The
first discriminant function is strongly linked to the dependent variable (canonical correlation 0.613)
while the canonical correlation of the second discriminant function to the entry mode choice
preference is of medium strength (0.326).
It can be thus concluded, that non-equity based entry modes are favoured by organisations perceiving
their competitive environment to contain a high level of uncertainty, while mixed method entry modes
are preferred by organisations not perceiving strong uncertainties in their competitive environments.
Equity based entry mode choice preferences on the other hand are based on the host country risk
factors. Organisations perceiving high levels of uncertainty, and a strong impact of these on their
outcomes in the Government / political policies or Materials / infrastructure areas tend to prefer equity
based entry modes.
As for the moderation effect of the Risk impact, it can be clearly identified, that in most of the PEU
areas, the perceived levels of uncertainty are augmented by their potential impact. This is highlighted
by the joint loadings of the uncertainty factors and their interaction terms with risk on both
discriminant functions.
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Table 2: Moderated discriminant model analysis
(1) Structure matrix
(A) Pooled within-group correlations between discriminating variable and canonical
discriminant functions (variables ordered by size of correlation within functions)
Variable
Function 1
Function 2
Risk
0.226
-0.301
PEU – GP
0.157
0.493
PEU x Risk (GP)
-0.064
0.346
PEU – MS
0.060
0.168
PEU x Risk (MS)
0.054
-0.073
PEU – MI
0.028
0.201
PEU x Risk (MI)
-0.015
0.256
PEU – PD
-0.177
0.461
PEU x Risk (PD)
0.179
0.130
PEU – CE
0.359
0.553
PEU x Risk (CE)
0.092
0.207
Canonical correlations
0.613
0.326
% of variance
83.5%
16.5%
(B) Canonical discriminant functions evaluated at group means (group centroids)
Group
Function 1
Function 2
Equity
-0.248
0.379
Non-equity
1.030
-0.167
Mixed method
-0.903
-0.417
(2) Classification results
Predicted group membership
Actual group
No. of cases
1.
2.
3.
1. Equity
30
10
8
12
Percentage hit (miss) rate
33.3%
(26.7%)
(40%)
2. Non-equity
23
3
19
1
Percentage hit (miss) rate
(13.0%)
82.6%
(4.3%)
3. Mixed method
18
7
1
10
Percentage hit (miss) rate
(38.9%)
(5.6%)
55.6%
Total cases in analysis
Percentage of cases correctly classified
Cross-validated accuracy
Percentage of improvement over chance
Significance test of model (Wilk’s Lambda significance level)

71
54.9%
39.4%
21.9%
0.025
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Managing Risk and Turbulence In Internationalization Of Foreign
Companies to The Republic Of South Africa: Lessons From Seven Finnish
Business-To-Business Firms

ABSTRACT
This paper studies how seven Finnish business-to-business firms have managed risk and
turbulence in their internationalization process to the Republic of South Africa. Thirty
interviews with managers and other relevant informants were made. The study finds that the
levels of perceived risk and turbulence were high in the market and the firms have used
networks, alliances, gradual involvement and a combination of entry modes to deal with the
situation. The study contributes to the literature on business in Africa by providing
implications for why and how firms develop their involvement in African markets and how
they deal with challenges and opportunities.
Keywords: internationalization; international market entry modes; foreign direct investment;
risk; market turbulence; South Africa; Africa; emerging markets.
INTRODUCTION
The variety of modes of internationalization used by firms vary from low commitment modes
like exporting; medium commitment modes like licensing, franchising, and project marketing;
to full commitment modes like foreign direct investment (FDI) (Owusu, Sandhu and Kock,
2007; Yigang and Tse, 2000; Andersen, 1997). The amount of FDI a country receives is said
to depend on its policies and on the national and international business environment (Bartels,
Alladina and Lederer, 2009; Asiedu, 2005). Since the end of apartheid in the early 1990s,
foreign companies have returned to South Africa (S.A.) representing a whole range of
international business modes: exporters; project marketers; licensors; franchisors; and foreign
direct investors. Yet, the negative trade and current account deficits experienced by S.A. since
2000 show that a large number of foreign companies use less committed modes in their
business in the country (The Presidency of South Africa, 2009). Overall, FDI has increased
from the negative rates of the apartheid era (The Presidency of South Africa, 2009). Yet, S.A.
like the rest of Africa, performs poorly compared to other developing and emerging markets
as FDI in Africa is still only about 3% of the world total (World Bank, 2009). According to
The Presidency of South Africa (2008: 7), FDI to S.A. was mainly short term and “the real
growth of fixed investment from 1994 to 2004 was low by the standards of successful
developing countries”. A World Bank (2005) report confirmed and lauded the improving
business climate in S.A., but mentioned several sources of risks and market turbulence within
the national and international business environment. The sources of risk and turbulence
included some of the important socio-economic policies and events since the mid-1990s (see
also Visagie, 1999). In the light of the recent developments in S.A and the continuing efforts
to attract committed foreign companies, it is interesting to examine to what extent the ongoing changes are influencing the internationalization decisions of foreign firms, the nature of
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the risks and market turbulence perceived by them and how they are dealing with risks and
turbulence.
The internationalization process (I.P) model asserts that firms will avoid markets that they
consider risky, turbulent, and not adequately profitable (Johanson and Vahlne, 1990).
However, their behaviour is dynamic and they will gradually move into such markets as the
risks reduce and as their profit expectations improve (Johanson and Vahlne, 2006; Chetty and
Campbell-Hunt, 2004). On its part, the network model insists that if firms want to enter a
market they will deal with risk and turbulence speedily by various strategies, e.g. alliances
and networks (Chetty and Blakenburg Holm, 2000).
According to Burgess and Steenkamp (2006), Nwankwo (2000); and Hoskisson et al., (2000),
contextual international business studies have concentrated on studies of developed markets,
and the extant theories are not necessarily applicable to emerging and developing markets.
Research interest in developing and emerging markets has recently been expanding but very
little of the contextual research deals with the internationalization of foreign companies in
Africa. Thus, Burgess and Steenkamp (2006), and Nwankwo (2000) call for more studies of
business in Africa. The existing studies of foreign firms in Africa are mainly cross-sectional
surveys or FDI studies based on macro-economic data (see e.g. Bartels, Alladina, and Lederer,
2009; Malgwiet. Al., 2006; Asiedu, 2005). Studies concentrating on firm-level perceptions
and decisions, and using international business strategy and behavioural models are very few.
To our knowledge, no longitudinal, internationalization process studies that would analyse the
path of internationalization and the way international companies deal with risk and turbulence
in Africa have previously been made.
The aim of this paper is to examine the internationalization behaviour of seven Finnish
business-to-business firms in South Africa as a result of their perception of risk and market
turbulence, and the way they have dealt with risk and turbulence in the South African
business environment. We also investigate how the changes that occurred in the country after
the mid-1990s have impacted the risk and turbulence perceptions of the companies.
The South African period that we study in this paper is significant because it represents a
period of dynamic national and international events and policies that have directly impacted
the country’s business environment as well as the whole of Africa. This is similar to the
current situation in many African countries that wish to attract more foreign companies. Thus,
the results of this study will allow researchers and foreign companies to better understand the
South African market in particular and the markets of other African countries as well as other
emerging markets in general. They provide a better understanding of what internationalization
strategies firms use to deal with risk and turbulence in African and emerging markets. They
contribute to a better understanding of the impacts of policies and socio-economic events on
the risk and turbulence perceptions of foreign firms. Theoretically, our findings contribute to
behavioural and I.P models regarding the internationalization process in the very dynamic
political, social and economic contexts of developing and emerging markets.
A literature review and conceptual framework which highlight the effects of risk and
turbulence in the process of internationalization and the way firms manage them are presented
next. In the empirical part, we first present the methodology, followed by a summary of the
internationalization process of the seven companies, analyses and implications of the study.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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Studies of Internationalization to sub-Saharan Africa
Bartels et al (2009) found that the motivating factors for FDI in sub-Saharan Africa were local
policy; economic, market, and legal factors; and external trade agreements. In his study of
Danish firms entering Ghana, Kuada (2002) found out that they succeeded by establishing
networks and collaboration with Ghanaian partners who provided local knowledge and local
expertise. Owusu (2002) found that collaboration and networks with African firms and
parastatals were invaluable for the success of foreign business-to-business and project
consulting firms that sell their expertise to build infrastructural projects. Boateng and Glaister
(2002) found that the success of joint ventures (JVs) between foreign investors and local
companies in West Africa was constrained partly by the turbulent national policy
environments, which did not provide stability for the JV partners. In their study Banai and
Akande (2005), found that South African managers expected U.S. firms to have problems
with the turbulent local situation due, among others, to the “volatility of government
regulations”. Yet the South African managers believed that the market was attractive enough
and the U.S. firms would enter the market through JVs with them in order to “gain
preferential access to the country’s market and distribution sources” (p. 23).
In spite of these and other studies, Burgess and Steenkamp (2006), Hoskisson et al., (2000),
and Nwankwo (2000), among others, state that the academic literature on business in Africa is
limited and they call for more studies. We have not found any longitudinal,
internationalization process studies similar to our study.
Policy, events and the business environment
LeClair (2000) reminds marketers not to forget the role of governmental policy because it
provides the license to do business in a country and determines the contours in which
marketing is done. Törnroos&Hedaa (1997: 6) defined an event as “an outcome of acts or
changes caused either by human beings, political systems or by nature within or outside the
business environment”. Events could be caused by or exacerbated by actors and institutions in
the local or international arena. From the business point of view, the nature and outcome of
events may help managers to assess whether to enter a market, increase their business
activities, reduce them, or even withdraw.
Risk, Turbulence and Gradual Commitment in Internationalization
Internationalization is defined as a process of increasing international involvement by a firm.
The firm moves its business abroad using one or more of the modes of international business
(Johanson and Vahlne, 1990; Calof and Beamish, 1995). The internationalization process (I.P.)
model proposes that firms will start their international operations with modes like exports and
licensing that require less resource commitment and are less risky, and later gradually commit
more by establishing subsidiaries and production facilities in the foreign market as their risk
perceptions reduce (Johanson and Vahlne, 1990). Recent formulations of the IP model accept
some of the criticisms levelled against the original model and propose that recent global
business developments have made the process more complex, more dynamic, and less
deterministic than earlier proposed (Johanson and Vahlne, 2006; Chetty and Campbell-Hunt,
2004). Risks are defined as factors that create the possibility of failure during
internationalization (Johansson and Vahlne, 1990), or as “unpredictability in corporate
outcome variables” as a result of internationalization (Miller, 1992: 312). We are concerned in
this study with two of the levels of risks defined by Miller (1992), i.e. general environmental
and industry levels. General environmental risks affect all industries and industry risks affect
specific industries. Both of these risks emanate from policies and events in the business
environment and industry. In his study of political risks, Simon (1984) argued that they have
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many sources including the host government, other local political actors, and external sources
like sanctions and measures taken by the government of the investors’ country against the
host government.Turbulence refers to current instabilities in the market as a result of political,
economic, legal, or social policies or events. These instabilities make the business
environment that the internationalizing firm is going to work in unpredictable, fast changing,
and insecure (Hadjikhani and Johanson, 1996). According to Burgess and Steenkamp (2006)
turbulence is a characteristic of emerging markets, including the developing countries of
Africa. Turbulence and risks are strongly intertwined.
Alliances and Networks in Internationalization Strategy
Business networks and alliances are here defined broadly as cooperative relationships in
which firms collaborate to achieve joint and individual aims, including networks, strategic
alliances, and joint ventures. According to the network theory, companies can internationalize
by using their network relationships (Chetty and Blakenburg Holm, 2000). If a firm is
entering a new market that is risky and turbulent but has good expectations, and for which the
firm lacks knowledge, relationships or other resources, it may enter business networks
(Johansson and Matsson, 1995); acquire local or international firms that can provide such
knowledge, relationships or other resources (Sheth and Parvatiyar, 1999); or may enter a joint
venture with local and international firms (Boateng and Glaister, 2002). The network theory
has recently put the spotlight on the importance of the social, economic and political
embeddedness of business activities, i.e. the ways in which business is impacted by and, on its
part, impacts the social, economic, and political situation in the host market and
internationally (Welch and Wilkinson, 2004).
Strategic Management of Risk and Turbulence
Hadjikhani and Ghauri (2001) studied the impact of the turbulent European Union (EU)
political and business environment as a result of the development of the European market and
the strategies of several case firms to navigate the situation. They suggest that international
companies need to establish a coherent view of the marketing environment and understand
legislation governing marketing activities. Huzagh, Huzagh and Hanks (1992) stated that
marketing management should respond to macroeconomic events with the whole range of
marketing tools. The authors suggest that studies of management responses to dynamic
macroeconomic conditions in a market “like South Africa will highlight how enterprises adapt
to changing macroeconomic conditions in dual economic and cultural settings” (p. 15). Miller
(1992) presented several strategic responses to risk and uncertainty in internationalization.
Avoidance is the strategy of not entering the market at all, or divesting if the firm has already
been present. Control strategies involve trying to influence the course of events through
political activities, gaining market power, and horizontal alliances. Cooperation strategies
involve collaboration with other actors instead of attempts to control them, for example
through alliances and joint ventures. Imitation involves following the behaviour of other firms,
e.g. follow-the-leader behaviours. Flexibility involves various dynamic decisions to deal with
the unpredictable situation. These strategies involve both competitive and cooperative moves.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Based on the foregoing literature streams, we derive a conceptual framework to connect the
literature and to guide data analysis. The framework is described by Table 1 and Figure 1. In
this framework, we are interested in the whole process of internationalization of the foreign
firms to the South African market as well as the effects of their perception of risk and
turbulence on their market development.
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--------------------------------------------See Table 1
--------------------------------------------Table 1 classifies the internationalization modes on the basis of the extent of commitment to
the foreign market they require. The least committed mode is exports, where the firm sends
products abroad with very little financial commitment in the foreign markets. Moderate
commitment modes require some level of presence or limited investment in the foreign
operations. They include “contractual” modes in which business is limited to specific
contracts and time periods, as in licensing, franchising, and project marketing. High
commitment modes imply part ownership of operations in the country. In this case, the firm
invests abroad but shares the cost of investment with another firm, as in joint ventures,
strategic alliances, and networks. Full commitment means that the firm establishes a fullyowned subsidiary located in the focal market by acquiring an existing firm or starting a new
one.
Figure 1 shows that the international business environment and host country policies and
events are interlinked. All of them impact on the perception of risk and turbulence by
international companies. Perceptions of risk and turbulence in turn impact on the strategic
responses and decisions of firms.
---------------------------See Figure 1.
----------------------------

In this framework, a perception of high level of risk and turbulence is seen as leading to low
internationalization. Firms doing business in that market will tend to use lower involvement
modes. However, changes in the market environment in terms of reduced risk and turbulence
will lead to reactions by international firms who will commit more to the market. Risk and
turbulence encapsulate the problems that the firm faces when it considers and enters the South
African and African market. Strategies available to the international firm to deal with risk and
turbulence include avoidance of the market, gradual or fast internationalization, and various
types of cooperation and competition strategies.
RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODS
The research process contains elements of both deductive theory testing and inductive theory
building (Mason, 1996). Thus, the research deductively develops a conceptual framework
based on existing theories, while the empirical results are inductively used to make
contributions to existing theories. According to Eisenhardt (1989) and Miles and Huberman
(1994), qualitative research enhances theory and improves understanding of business
processes and structures through contextual analyses that connect processes and strategies to
developments in the business environment. Historical, longitudinal studies like this one have
the advantage of getting managers to provide information that they will not be able to provide
in real-time (Easton, 1995). They provide a narration and clarification of past events, which
inform present and future policies and strategies. The researcher can follow the progress of
events and their impacts on management, including the unique causes and effects of each case.
Longitudinal, qualitative research is commonly used in I.P., network and other international
marketing studies (Meyer and Gelbuda, 2006).
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The empirical data have been collected through qualitative research undertaken with the seven
studied companies and one Finnish international trade consultant in Finland and S. A. Based
on an initial interview with the Finnish international trade consultant, FINPRO, we identified
fifteen Finnish companies with considerable business in S. A. since 1990. After contacting
them by phone and e-mail, seven companies agreed to participate in this study. A total of
thirty interviews of about 2 hours each were conducted with relevant managers and officials
in S. A and Finland during 2002-2006. We received internal documents in the form of market
surveys and sales information from the companies and we collected secondary data from
promotional material, annual reports, and internet home pages. We studied the events of the
period from various reports and studies which gave us a good understanding of the political,
social and economic events and policies between 1990-2006. We were thus able to triangulate
data.
While we knew the objective events and policies of the period, each firm described its
perception of risk and turbulence. Thus, in this study, risk and turbulence are not defined
arbitrarily by the researcher. This means that each firm’s perception of risk and turbulence is
based on its interpretation of the policies and events. We believe that this is a more relevant
measure of risk and turbulence as it is the firm´s perception that incites its strategy and
responses.
Our interview guide included a battery of questions to find out what South African and
international events impacted on their risk and turbulence perceptions; how much risk and
turbulence they perceived; what decisions they took in reaction to those events, and what their
internationalization processes were. All interviews were conducted in English, which is the
business language of all our interviewees. Interviews were tape recorded and were transcribed
later.
We used content analysis, coding and retrieving, which consisted of interpreting the responses,
noticing relevant phenomena, collecting examples of those phenomena, and analysing them in
order to find common categories, themes, and differences. The process continued with
scrutinizing the data and categories, testing provisional relationships among and within the
data, and searching for antecedents and outcomes. Information and categories found within
each case were compared across cases to find patterns and reduce categories to common
themes and concepts. (seeHolsti, 1969; Miles and Huberman, 1994). Thus, the process
comprised a systematic interpretation and analysis of data and a gradual construction of the
story that described and explained the internationalization of each firm into S.A.

RESULTS
The case companies
All the companies are in the business-to-business field. Metso Minerals, Outokumpu and
Tamrock-Sandvik deal in crushing equipment and other products for the mining industry.
Larox deals in pressure filters and solid-liquid separation technology which are used in the
mining and other industries. Metso Automation deals in systems for the pulp and paper and
other process industries. UPM-Raflatac is specialized in making labels for varied industries.
JaakkoPöyry is a consultant and project marketer in the pulp and paper, forestry and related
industries.
The business environment, policies, events, and perceptions of risk and turbulence
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Among the most significant events in the history of S. A. and the whole of Africa in the 20th
century were the release of Nelson Mandela from prison in 1990 and the final end of the racist
apartheid policies after the elections of 1994. In reaction to these developments the United
Nations lifted sanctions on the country in 1993 and most countries followed afterwards.
Political instability as a result of the civil war in KwaZuluNathal and threats of secession by
pro-apartheid forces were major irritants in the early period. Economic growth has fluctuated
but averaged about 2.9% between 1994 and 1999 and 4.5% p.a since 2000. The mining and
industrial sectors have continued to expand. The population of the country has grown,
including a high rate of immigration from other African countries. The rate of unemployment
has remained high, at about 25% since the mid-1990s. (The Presidency of South Africa, 2008).
One of the major new policies is called the “Black Economic Empowerment Strategy” (BEE)
aimed at encouraging firms to do business with companies owned by the non-white majority
and an affirmative action employment strategy to force companies to employ non-whites in
expert and management positions (Wik and Custy, 2004; Visagie, 1999). All the interviewees
considered this a cause of turbulence as they believe that there is currently an inadequate
number of skilled non-whites to fill BEE positions. The BEE policies are applied only directly
to S.A.-based companies with a staff of above 50, so that smaller companies and those that
export to the country are not directly affected. However, to implement the law, the giant
customers like Anglo-Platinum require their suppliers manufacturing in the country to show
and to produce plans of how they are using companies owned by members of the non-white
majority. According to our interviewees, this becomes problematic for high tech companies
like theirs and they would feel compelled to use “inappropriate partners”. Thus, they believe
that quality may suffer. Other sources of risk and turbulence according to our interviewees are:
a) the unpredictability of the institutional changes due to the deep social tensions and strength
of some groups like the Trade Unions; b) the limited number of new customers due partly to
the slow growth in the rest of Africa; c) the exchange rate fluctuations and the inflation rate
that tend to make imported inputs expensive; d) the reserve bank requirements which may
make it sometimes difficult to transfer money out of the country to other foreign suppliers; e)
latent political, social and economic challenges in connection with newly-heightened
expectations; f) high rates of unemployment; g) high crime rates in some areas; and h) the
HIV epidemic. On the general political level, the interviewees considered it very important
that the ruling party and the president are trustworthy. The political developments have been
generally positive, but there have been ups and downs. According to the interviewees, there is
a great deal of investment opportunities and there is a wide range, especially if one were to
find partners from the non-white majority within the country. Also the consumer market is
growing because of the general improvement of the conditions of the non-white population
economically and socially. The guarantees given by the government of S.A. to foreign
investors were cited as a very important positive factor making for increased commitment to
the market, while ambiguities in the interpretation of some legislation were negative factors.
The strengthening of the currency against the weakening U.S. dollar in 2004 put most of their
projects on hold. During 2006, economic prospects had improved and the economy was more
stable but the regulatory, political, and social environments still had turbulent characteristics.
Table 2 summarizes, among others, the risk and turbulence perceptions of the companies in
the studied period. They are summarized for the period during apartheid; during the early
post-apartheid period (1994-2004); and the period of (2004-2006), on a three point scale of
low-medium-high. All the companies rated the level of perceived risk and turbulence as high
in the apartheid period, medium-high in the early period, and as medium in the current period.
Thus, their risk and turbulence perceptions were high but falling. This was impacted by the
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general feeling of long-term trust in the economy as expressed by the Senior Vice-President
of Metso Minerals, one of the three companies that have committed the most to the South
African market:
“South Africa as a market place is one of the best markets we are serving. There is a high
level of knowledge of metallurgy and all linkage skills and services are available - the steel
foundry, bronze foundry, etc. Therefore we have a parts supplier factory, so anything that our
equipment need are made andserved in the country” (Osmo-MäkiUuro, Senior Vice President,
Metso Minerals, Finland).
Internationalization paths and strategies
Table 2 also summarizes the major environmental changes since the end of apartheid, the
strategic responses, and the internationalization paths of our case companies to S.A.
------------------------------See Table 2
-----------------------------It should be mentioned at this stage that all the companies stated that S.A. was immediately a
target in itself but in the medium-to-long-term was seen also as a base to reach the wider
African market. Four of the seven companies sell mining-related products and all of them
have later developed their African businesses from the South African base. They stated that
S.A. offered both the business infrastructure as well as networking for business in Africa, as
South African mining and other companies are major investors in the rest of Africa.
Several of the companies were established in the country before U.N. sanctions were first
officially imposed in the late 1980s and then withdrawn after the sanctions. All of them
exported in some way to the country before sanctions were imposed. During sanctions, they
believed that S. A. was a potentially good market if stability was returned when U.N.
sanctions ended and a democratic state was established. For example, Metso Minerals had
sold its subsidiary, Nordberg, to the South African staff with a buy-back clause that they
could use to take it back after sanctions had been lifted.
As Table 2 shows, all the companies moved quite fast to expand their commitment to the
market after the end of apartheid. However, they moved at different speeds, and they had
different strategies. After the initial stage of exports, several of them moved to use moderate,
high and full commitment modes with different partners and in different business deals.
Metso Minerals, Outokumpu and Tamrock-Sandvik followed almost similar paths. They
moved from exporting through agents; to investing relatively fast in alliances or fully-owned
subsidiaries for sales, servicing, and production operations in the South African market. As a
result, these three companies have currently the biggest Finnish presence in S. A., including
considerable local service and production activities. Larox, Metso Automation, and UPMRaflatac establishedtheir own subsidiaries dealing with marketing and service operations, but
not production in S. A. For Larox and Metso, the core products are still made in Finland and
marketed by their subsidiaries in S. A. In 2000 UPM-Raflatac established a small R&D
laboratory in S. A. but has continued to supply the market from its production units in Asia,
which the company considers advantageous in both distance and cost benefits compared with
Finland. As a consultant and project marketer, JaakkoPöyry’s business is mostly knowledge,
expertise and project-based rather than fixed investments. It maintained a resident
representative in-between projects, an expanded office during projects, and later trained local
collaborators.
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All the companies stated that their desire to commit further to the South African market was
negatively impacted by the fear of growing “too big”. The fear derived from: a) a continued
perception of risks and turbulence, even though the situation was perceived as improving; b) a
desire to avoid being legally bound by the BEE policies; c) a wait-and-see attitude about the
rest of the African market. In other words, even though all the firms expressed a principled
desire to expand their involvement in the South African and African markets, there were still
obstacles summarized in perceptions of risk and turbulence that kept them from being as fully
committed as possible. As the BEE policies are not applicable to companies with a staff of
below 50, there was a clear satisfaction among the smaller companies -- Larox, Metso
Automation, Raflatac and JääkkoPöyry - that their own subsidiaries in the country had fewer
than 50 staff. Two ways of achieving their business goals in S. A. without having
“unnecessarily big” offices in this regard were through supplying their South African
customers with products imported from their foreign production and through using local
networks, alliances, and outsourcing.
Thus, networks, alliances and other cooperative strategies like outsourcing were used to deal
with the turbulence and risks perceived in the market. Through these strategies Larox, Metso
Automation, Raflatac and JääkkoPöyry could serve their customers without doing everything
locally and by themselves. From the mid-1990s when they sensed an improvement in the
market environment, all of them sent representatives to strengthen existing relationships as
well as recruited new agents. Metso Minerals bought back Nordberg S.A., acquisitions a
foundry, and entered strategic alliances with Svedala, a Swedish corporation, in order to
expand its presence and capabilities. Outokumpu consolidated its relationships with subcontractors, as well as cooperation with some competitors like Metso Minerals and TamrockSandvik. After the initial representative office, JaakkoPöyry expanded its marketing mainly
based on training some local staff and a network of local independent consultants and subcontractors. MetsoAutomation maintained strong relationships with its previous agents and
continued to use their services as sub-contractors. Larox’s South African operation had only
nine employees but depended on a network of twelve independent sub-contractors with which
partnering agreements had been made. Four of the companies told us that an important part of
their local networking strategies were the S.A. staff. They preferred to employ and train South
African staff rather than bring Finnish expatriates because the South African staff could more
easily network and develop relationships locally as they already had relationships from
previous social and business contacts. All the companies told us that they had a long-term
relationship development approach through networks and other cooperative strategies. Several
managers stated that the South African business environment is clubby, meaning that there is
a strongly-knit business class that you have to relate to. Several managers told us that their
strategy was to “get into the customer’s problem, understand them, and provide a good quality
relationship”. Metso Minerals calls its strategy “future care”, i.e. a long term perspective to
business relationships. Larox invested in a long period of relationship-building, as it took four
years to get the first major customer. The company has recently agreed to work with its
customers on a “rand per ton basis”, with the possibility of sharing profits and losses with
them. The aim is to strengthen joint interests for the success of the supplier-customer
relationship.
According to the companies, competition is strong. There is competition between themselves;
with other foreign companies; and with South African companies. They describe South
African industrial companies as having a strong base and continuing to develop very fast after
the end of apartheid. All the Finnish firms believe they have very good products as well as
excellent service. Several managers stated that their products were not cheap and were big
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investments as they were complex, and they had to perform because customers want to be
sure that they get dependable and durable products. Their aims were not to sell cheap products
but to compete on price-quality, service, dependability, and brand image. MetsoMiinerals told
us that they found themselves in a price war several times with even Larox and Outokumpu.
They all provided all round service partly using their networks of partners and sub-contractors
to go to the customers and fix their problems.
In developing their businesses, they had to adapt their strategies and tactics to deal with a
whole range of institutional, social, economic, and political challenges. In their home market
in the Finland and the European Union, they actively lobbied policy but in S.A. they decided
to simply adapt to the political, social, and economic dynamics. In the product area, the
evolution of platinum as a very important metal and South Africa’s dominance of its
production led, particularly, Outokumpu and Larox had to radically adapt their product
strategies and technologies to succeed in this new, highly lucrative South African mineral
industry.
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Our study examined the internationalization behaviour of seven Finnish business-to-business
firms in South Africa as a result of their perception of risk and market turbulence, and the way
they have dealt with risk and turbulence in the South African business environment since the
end of apartheid in the mid-1990s.
Even though the companies are all in the business-to-business field and had broadly similar
perceptions of risk and turbulence, they internationalized to S. A. at different speeds and used
different combinations of modes a) in a step-by-step, risk-avoiding fashion; and b) in reaction
to developments in the national and international environment.
Clearly, they all wanted to be in control of their operations in S.A and develop experiential
learning. However, the nature of required control varied between them. Several of them did
some local production as a way of being in control, while others had a policy of being in
control of their technology and product quality by producing at only a limited number of
facilities in Finland or other countries and sending the finished products to their subsidiaries
in S.A.
The differences in speed and modes are, thus, strongly explained by differences in their
internal strategies and perceptions of the market for their products. We find that internal firm
strategy and perception of the market for their products are more important factors than we
posited in our original framework. Therefore, we propose two new constructs that explain
differences in an internationalizing firm’s strategic responses to perceptions of risk and
turbulence in a destination market: the firm’s strategic orientation and its products. In other
words, two factors intermediate the impact of perceptions of risk and turbulence in the host
market on strategic responses to risk and turbulence. Strategic orientation is the firm’s internal
strategies and decisions about how to internationalize and deal with perceptions of risk and
turbulence, among other internationalization challenges. The firm’s products are the goods
and services it markets internationally. The dynamics of different product markets vary and
that might lead to different internationalization reactions to the same perceptions of risk and
turbulence. In combination, the two factors contribute to the risk-expectation calculation of
the firm which has previously been proposed in the I.P. model as the overarching explanation
of internationalization (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977).
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Our study shows the complex sources and nature of risk and turbulence. The changes that
occurred in the South African business environment after 1994 emanated from both local and
international sources including Governments; multilateral institutions; non-Governmental
organizations like Trade Unions and political parties; ideologies and socio-economic
programmes. Companies doing business in emerging and developing markets should
understand the complexity of risk and turbulence in these markets, against the background of
opportunities. In the case of S.A., the situation is still relatively risky and turbulent, but has
been developing positively.
Our studied companies used competitive and cooperative strategies simultaneously, as
proposed by Miller (1992). However, cooperative strategies were very dominant for the
internationalization path, i.e. for achieving increasing internationalization commitment, while
competitive strategies were equally used in internal market development.
Unlike the companies studied by Hadjikhani, and Ghauri (2001), our case companies
succeeded while explicitly avoiding activities to influence the political and economic policy
or social movements The lesson from them is that, in emerging markets with less mature
political systems where lobbying and political influence by foreign firms may be taken
negatively by some powerful groups, the foreign firm can succeed by adapting to the explicit
and implicit rules of the host country (LeClair, 2000).
Our results imply that internationalization process (I.P) theories have some explanatory power
regarding the process of internationalization, i.e. speed, modes, and risk perceptions vis-à-vis
expectations (Johansson and Vahlne, 1990). However, the explanatory power of the original
I.P model regarding the role of “psychic distance”, is somewhat diminished in this case. One
reason was that the firms were internationalized already, including having some relationships
in the South African market. Their internationalization capabilities and the improving South
African and international environment assured them of their ability to manage the situation.
Therefore, we agree with Johanson and Vahlne (2006), and Chetty and Campbell-Hunt (2004)
that the contemporary internationalization process is more complex than Johanson and Vahlne
(1977) found. Clearly, the original model did not envisage the fast globalization, complexity
of environment and events, the role of relationships and networks, and the speedy breakdown
of psychic distances.
Thus, network and cooperative approaches provide better understanding of our cases through
their treatment of different scenarios based on the extent of internationalization of the
company vis-à-vis the market (see Chetty and Blankenburg Holm, 2000; Johanson and
Mattsson, 1995). Another important implication is the use of multiple modes simultaneously
in the same market. A few previous studies have discussed the simultaneous use of multiple
modes (Luostarinen and Welch, 1990) but they tend to look at a company’s multiple modes
globally. This study shows the usefulness of simultaneous multiple modes in the same market,
underpinned by both competitive and cooperative strategies.
Our study shows that companies internationalizing to Africa will respond positively to
changes that reduce the level of risk perception. The studied companies see great potential in
South Africa’s market, but at the same time problems that are due to the policies, events and
characteristics of the economy. They will continue to react positively but are, on the other
hand, apprehensive and are monitoring developments especially regarding the regulatory
environment and characteristics of the economy. Therefore, continued improvement of the
economy and clarification of the regulatory environment particularly regarding affirmative
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action policies are important. Regarding internationalization to the rest of Africa, we agree
with Shretha, McKinley-Floyd and Mtigwe (2008) as well as Asiedu (2004) that, due to
accumulated negative images, the African business environment would have to continuously
improve to create a momentum of reduced perceptions of risk and turbulence in order to raise
the interest of foreign companies to invest beyond fast-profit extractive industries.
LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
As all our case companies are business-to-business companies and we cannot make claims
about how to develop consumer marketing positions in African countries. Besides, our
qualitative study cannot be generalized statistically, but in context (Maxwell, 1996: 97). Our
study provides knowledge, insights and lessons that teach firms about how to deal with
similar situations and contexts, in addition to theoretical insights and propositions.
The present study should be replicated for business-to-consumer industries in S.A. in order to
analyse any differences and similarities. These studies could also be replicated for other
African countries. The findings of this study can also be used as bases for testing hypotheses
in quantitative studies of the internationalization of foreign companies in Africa. The
constructs of strategic orientation and product that we have proposed should be developed
further through both qualitative and quantitative studies.
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Table 1: Internationalization Modes
Level of
Low
commitment
commitment
Internationalization
Mode
and strategies

Export

Moderate
commitment
Contractual Modes
Licensing,
Franchising,
Management
Contracts,
Project Marketing
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High
Commitment

Full
commitment

Joint venture
(JV), Strategic
Alliance and
Networks

Fully-owned
subsidiary

Table 2: Internationalization of seven Finnish companies to South Africa (S.A.), 1990-2005 Source: Interviews with senior managers
and relevant informants.
Company
(Business area)

Metso Minerals
(Mining-related
etc)

Outokumpu
(Mining-related
etc)

Tamrock–
Sandvik
(Miningrelatedetc)
Exports through
agents before
1990

Metso
Automation
(Process
industries)
Exports through
agents before
1990

Larox
(Mining-related
etc)

Raflatac
JaakkoPöyry
(Label industry) (Pulp and paper,
forestry)

Exports through
Exports
Exports through Exports through Project exports:
Type of operation
an agent. Old
through agents
agents before
agents before
installation and
before 1990
subsidiary
before 1990
1990
1990
servicing of paper
Nordberg, remills between
purchased just
1970 until 1990.
before end of
apartheid.
Environmental
End of apartheid; End of UN-sanctions; new government provides guarantees for foreign investments, liberalization of the market;
change influencing expanding demand; expanding foreign investments
their operations
Increased competition from local and foreign firms; political and social upheavals, demand for “Black Economic Empowerment”;
demand for equal employment policies; brain drain out of S.A; initial political instability
Decided to
Decided to
Decided to
Decided to
Decided to
Decided to
Decided to
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
commitment in commitment in
commitment in commitment in commitment in commitment in commitment in
Internationalization S.A
S.A
S.A
S.A
S.A
S.A
S.A
strategy and modes SA seen as base SA seen as base
SA seen as base SA seen as base SA seen as base SA seen as base SA seen as base to
to expand to the to expand to the
to expand to the to expand to the to expand to the to expand to the expand to the rest
rest of Africa
rest of Africa
rest of Africa
rest of Africa
rest of Africa
rest of Africa
of Africa
The S.A.
Moved from
Wholly owned
Wholly-owned Wholly owned Sales,
Building up local
operation was
exporting from
subsidiary and
subsidiary and
subsidiary, with distribution and capabilities to
bought back.
Finland to
72 stock
spare parts
workshops;
some
reduce the
Rauma acquired assembly,
branches in
workshops;
marketing,
manufacturing; involvement of
Svedala in 2001. marketing;
Africa; organic assembling and sales
acquired a
expensive
Assembly,
distribution and
growth,
manufacturing; distribution and small local
expatriates;
marketing
manufacturing in assembling and Project
servicing;
manufacturing
education and
distribution;
S.A. Agreement
manufacturing; marketing,
project
plant and
training programs;
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Perceived risk and
turbulence during
apartheid.
Perceived risk and
turbulence
immediately after
apartheid.
Current perceived
risk and turbulence

servicing; local
production;
acquisition of
one foundry to
control
ownership and
minimize risks;
investment in
R&D in S.A.

with
subcontractors;
cooperative
arrangements
with some
competitors;
established a
wholly owned
subsidiary after
1990

project
marketing;
investment in
R&D,
investment with
50-50 equity
loan
participation;
customer driven
strategies.

customer
relationship and
service based
strategy;
intense
partnership
with customers

marketing; joint
ventures on
some projects
with local
firms; branch
office to start
doing tests and
product
demonstrations
to build trust

restructured it;
established own
subsidiary in
1999;
greenfield
investment;
customer driven
strategies

High

High

High

High

High

High

increased network
of offices in the
region; used S.A.
sub contractors;
established its
own S.A.
company in 1990;
decided to serve
customers in other
African countries
as well.
High

Medium-high

Medium-high

Medium-high

Medium-high

Medium-high

Medium-high

Medium-high

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium
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Figure 1: A framework of the relationship between international business and the home
country environment, international firms’ perceived business risks and market turbulence and
their strategic responses.
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A Conceptual Framework for Implementing Quality Assurance in Distance
Education and Training Across Cultures

ABSTRACT
There is a growing tide of interest focusing on Quality Assurance in distance education and
training. While explicit barriers to educational services available internationally have been
considerably reduced under the influence of globalization of the world economy in recent
years, Quality Assurance-related practices of distance education institutions continue to be
unstandardised due to different cultural influences. This trend has important implications for
the question of how far Quality Assurance implementation will go in terms of standardisation.
If the depth and width of distance education is limited by the reach of cultural boundaries,
does it not logically follow that national cultures impose constraints on Quality Assurance
implementation in distance education? Can a Quality Assurance framework for distance
education become universal while culture remains national or local? Or, to ask a different but
related question, what would Quality Assurance implementation look like in a world
characterized by international growth of distance education on the one hand and the
existense of different cultural contexts on the other? This paper addresses this question and
seeks to provide a conceptual framework of Quality Assurance implementation in distance
education across cultures.
Keywords: Quality assurance; distance education;training; national culture
INTRODUCTION
In view of the emergence of distance education and training in various parts of the world,
researchers have argued that Quality Assurance (QA) dimensions can be used universally
for improving quality of education (Pearce, 1995). However, some research studies in recent
years (Schwartz, 2004; Licht, 2007) seem to make a different argument. According to this
school of thought, each institution is influenced by its national cultural environment and QA's
successful implementation, therefore, cannot be automatically guaranteed universally. This is
particularly so in distance-education institutions where knowledge transfer exercises may
interact with cultural differences. National cultural differences can be identified on the basis
of how people perceive the world (Stewart and Bennett, 1991 ), how knowledge is processed
and transferred (Hall and Hall, 1990 ), how people associate themselves with each other, and
the dynamics of human preferences ( Trompenaars, 1994 ). The cultural variations
documented in the literature ( Glenn and Glenn, 1981; Kluckhorn and Strodbeck, 1961;
Triandis and Albert, 1987; Hofstede, 1980, 1991; Bhagat et al 2002; Chui et al 2010) and
their implications for QA implementation are, of course, interesting.
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The main objective of this paper is to initiate a discussion in the literature by developing a
conceptual framework for QA implementation across cultures. A basic framework of this
kind, we believe, would help facilitate the process of QA implementation in distance
education and training in several parts of the world. The paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we explain culture and explore its relationship with QA in distance education and
training. Although, many constructs of culture are available in contemporary literature, we
shall use the Hofstede model for the purpose of this paper because of its sharper focus on (a)
task content and (b) formal procedures of doing things that can easily be associated with QA.
In fact, these procedures are quite relevant for addressing the question of implementing QA
programs in distance education and training. In section 3, we present a conceptual framework
for QA implementation in distance education and training based on the characteristics of
national culture. The final section presents the main conclusions of this study and discusses
the limitations of the framework.
National Culture: Some Reflections
Recent years have witnessed proliferation of an impressive array of research studies focusing
on the definition and variations in national cultures (Glenn and Glenn, 1981; Kluckchorn
and Strodbeck, 1961; Triandis and Albert, 1987; Hofstede, 1980, 1991;House et al, 2004 ).A
literature review suggests that culture may be defined in view of its intended use as a
determining criteria . Functionalists measure culture as something the organization " has ".
They are thus prone to examine organizational culture. Anthropologists, sociologists and
social psychologists, however, consider culture as being the basis of the organization's
existence. It is, therefore, something the organization " is " ( Moenaert et al, 1994 ). The
distinction between national and organizational culture is important as the two are composed
of different elements (Hofstede 1980, 1991). Organizational culture is the shared perception
of daily practices, while national culture represents the shared values of people within a
certain national environment. Values are learned from the socialization process in which the
individual participates as a member of society, while organizational cultural practices are
acquired from socialization in the workplace.
National culture for the purpose of this study is defined as " the collective programming of
mind which distinguishes one national group or category of people from another, ( thus ) the
interactive aggregate of common characteristics that influences a human group's response to
its environmnet " (Hofstede, 1980 ). Culture is not directly observable, but is inferrable from
observed behaviors and statements.It is reflected in basic values including feelings of right
and wrong, good and evil, beautiful and ugly, and rational and irrational.
National culture implies that shared values distinguish the behavioral patterns of one group
from another. Interestingly, national culture is bound to influence the culture of any
institution offering non-traditional distance education services, thus having implications for
organizational outcomes. The Hofstede model is useful for identifying the common values in
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a particular culture for analytical purpose.National cultures as defined and articulated by
Hofstede (ibid) affect organizations through the role they play in determining corporate
structures and cultures ( Egan, 1994 ).
It is, therefore, necessary to understand the connection between QA and the institution
offering distance education/training in order to analyze how it is affected by national culture.
A QA-driven institution offering distance education can be described as the one that places
great emphasis on reducing variations and getting processes to be in control (Spencer, 1994).
It can lead to a conclusion that QA is a repackaging of Taylorism and the mechanistic
organization (Dean and Bowen, 1994). This kind of explanation in the literature may be
attributed to an inherent duality in the goals of QA. Curiously enough, more control is
needed to reduce variations and achieve conformance, but arguably, at the same time,
people's empowerment and dynamic learning are needed to pursue customer satisfaction
(Sitkin et al 1994) . Tamuz (1987) suggested that the incompatibility between the pursuit of
dynamic learning and the pursuit of control calls for the achievement of a critical balance that
matches the situation and priority of the QA-driven organization.
A review of literature suggests that national cultural charateristics can of course have
implications for knowledge transfer modes and mechanisms. Traditional cultural values tend
to associate similarity with attractiveness and trustworthiness, whereas departures from
traditions can easily lead to negative perceptions (Hogg and Terry, 2000). It is therefore
possible that traditional values realted to national culture might influence decision making in
non-traditional distance-education institutions. The intervention of QA in such situations
requires a fine understanding of the cultural dynamics. The invaluable role of QA in shaping
the culture of the organization and transforming the processes and personnel to attain the
desired objectives has been emphasised in the literature ( Corbett and Rostrick, 2000 ). We
now turn to the question of designing a conceptual framework for implementing QA in
distance education across cultures.
Quality Assurance Implementation
The QA concept and approach are well-understood and widely practiced in educational
institutions in Europe, North America and Asia. In distance education also, institutions of
higher learning are increasingly trying to use QA to improve the quality of services. Indeed,
QA is a building block of any system in education and training. It may be defined as a
composite of planned and systematic actions for ensuring that a service will satisfy the
customers’ needs, wants and demand (Wadlake 1993 ).This dimension of QA focuses on
planning for quality through ducumented systems. A comprehensive QA system (a) defines
the level of quality at a point in time, (b) prepares a feasibility study to reach the level of
quality desired, and (c) constructs the building blocks throughout the institution for
translating quality plans into reality.
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In a dynamic sense, QA includes within its orbit all aspects of process control aimed at
continuous improvement. In fact, it goes beyond the traditional boundaries of quality
management in distance education. Any institution complying with the dynamic concept of
QA has actually attained commanding heights of quality management. It becomes a way of
life for such an institution. It must be understood that QA is a single integrated approach to
the functional areas of the institution. Thus QA must be seen in an institution as a mechanism
seeking to attain consistency and harmony which are vital for the effectiveness of distance
education strategy and its impact on the external market. The decision makers must adopt a
holistic approach to the concept of QA to be able to attain their mission and tasks
successfully ( see Juran, 1989 for a pioneering exposition of a holistic approach to quality
management ).The tools of QA are not restricted to systems and statistical tools but include
the establishment of a quality vision and the infusion of a quality culture based on
cooperation, commitment to quality, and learning.
Some organizations have experienced difficulties in implementing QA successfully
( Krygier, 1993). These difficulties may not be due to the QA concept itself; rather, there
might have been problems stemming from the cultural factors. We now present a conceptual
framework for implementing QA in distance education across cultures. The frameowrk is
based on four QA components such as quality control, total customer satisfaction, quality of
curriculum disgn, and quality of output. In the context of distance education, however,
quality control, quality of curriculum design and quality of output represent the control
dimension while total customer satisfaction represents the learning dimension.Although
Hofstede’s dimensions of culture have been widely critised with reference to their universal
validity (Harzing, 2003), we have prefered to use his original dimensions in the conceptual
framework due to their relevance in the context of distance education/training. The
framework is presented in Figure 1 as follows.
Figure 1.A Concptual Framwork for Implementing QA in Distance Education/Training
Across Cultures
Uncertainty Avoidance

TCS

Power Distance

QC

Q
QC

Individualism
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QC= Quality Control, TCS= Total Customer Satisfaction,
QCD= Quality of Curriculum Design, QG= Quality of Graduates
Quality Control
This component deals with supervision, inspection and control in distance education. It can
therefore be implemented effectively in countries with high power distance such as
Singapore, Hong Kong , the Philippines, Mexico and Venezuela.The countries such as Hong
Kong, Mexico and China had more inspection driven quality management (Hofstede, 1980,
1991) .The emerging economies of Eastern and Central Europe with a tradition of high power
distance stand to exercise quality control smoothly. Interestingly, some countries such as
New Zealand have demonstrated high levels of quality control with low power distance
(Hofstede,1991).
Total Customer Satisfaction
This component requires teamwork and the empowerment of the internal customers to
enable them to be responsive to external customers in any part of the world. This requires a
culture of high uncertainty avoidance, low power distance, and collectivism. Distance
education institutions with a combination of these three dimensions are more suited for the
implementation of this component. The absence of one or two of these dimensions could
hinder the success of total customer satisfaction. The low power distance and uncertainty
avoidance coupled with the lack of collectivism in the American culture could be the reason
behind the success of American institutions in total customer satisfaction and their relative
failure in teamwork (Lawler, 1994).
Quality of Curriculum Design
QA is achieved through the development of an internationally competitive curriculum design
system, while flexibility is achieved through academic programs addressed to the needs of
learners in any part of the world.In countries characterised by individualism, distance
education is likely to flourish. The asynchronous mode of curriculum delivery surely meets
the educational needs of individuls throughout the world. Logically, we can suggest that
countries with high individualism such as western countires are well-placed to implement
quality assurance in distance education.
Quality of Graduates
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An effective QA program in any distance education institution seeks to control the quality of
graduates. It requires a culture of commitment to quality and learning. This in turn represents
an aggressive approach and a low level of power distance. Countries such as USA, UK,
Sweden and Denmark are quite suited for the implementation of this component.
A culture of aggressive planning and implementation in some Gulf countries including the
UAE is quite suitable for implemneting QA in distance education. For instance, the
innovative Life-long Learning Model designed and implemnted by Hamdan Bin Mohammed
e-University is a manifestation of a national culture of masculinity. The model includes open
access to short courses, executive development programs, certificate and diploma courses and
accredited undergraduate, graduate and doctoral degree programs.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
A total success of QA implementation is only possible when all its components are
implemented effectively. However, no single national culture is conducive for such a success.
Distance education spanning national and international boundaries, and including all the
complementary cultural ingredients in a world in which markets for educational services are
getting integrated through the use of technology may be the best avenue for a QA success. A
basic conceptual framework suggested in this paper provides guidelines for QA
implementation in various parts of the world, that are witnessing emergence of distance
education. However, it may not be used as the ultimate prescription without considering
other pertinent factors. Such factors include the resources and technology available for it
(Moreno-Lozon and Peris 1998). Knowledge of QA is another important factor that helps in
the implementation process. Lewis (1992) found no difference between the American and
Spanish quality managers and he attributed this to their common lack of knowledge about QA.
Furthermore, institutional cultures and structures, through which national culture affects QA
implementation, are also dependent on other factors such as the commitment of leadership,
risk-taking capacity of the institution and the education strategy of the nation. Nevertheless,
we believe that our basic framework can of course help practitioners interested in effectively
implementing a QA program anywhere in the world.
Admittedly, our paper lacks empirical support. It is just a conceptual paper seeking to pave
the way for further more examination of historical and cultural circumstances surrounding
QA implemntation in distance education and training.
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ABSTRACT
The corporate strategy is critical to achieving the goals of the firm and must be set out clearly
and according to their needs. M & As have become a trend for the growth of Mexican
companies, despite having diverse motivations through the description of their
implementations in the three largest Mexican firms and the results we achieved demonstrate
the effectiveness of this type strategic alliances and other useful items detected less
consolidated companies.
Keywords: Business strategy, mergers and acquisitions, leading Mexican companies.
JEL: L19, M10.
INTRODUCTION
Companies must give direction to the resources they have to change their environment and
absorb uncertainty in order to maximize their profits. There are different perspectives and
strategy firms use one that most suits them. The strategies of Mexican companies tend to
focus on the use of resources and capabilities to generate profit. But the results obtained by
some of the strongest Mexican companies worldwide are the result of market development
and practice of mergers and acquisitions (M & A), which are mostly related to areas of its
core business.
There is no universal strategy that works across organizations and generates the most money
will also be assessed favorable and unfavorable conditions for implementation and most
importantly, act on that strategy which is most appropriate and effective company in the
search to achieve their goals. There are a number of multinational companies originating
from emerging economies, but worldwide there are few that generate a level of utility
comparable to large multinationals in the developed economies.
We must understand the nature of the signatures; leaving conceive as seeing them as
productive functions and structures of governance, in which economic goals are internal
structures (Williamson, 2000). Looking to create value firms have turned to new business
models that have changed schemes and developed new options, strategic alliances are
increasingly common, and the problem for decision makers is to establish the appropriate
changes to their specific structures.
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The key is that organizations seeking returns must have a good understanding of the
resources they acquire to maximize its usefulness. In recent years, emerging economies have
reached a considerable level of development, foreign investment has greatly facilitated the
growth of these economies through the strategies and policies have been established (Wright,
2005), not only as host economies capital but also through numerous international investment.
Strategic alliances are an alternative to the growth of organizations whether we speak of
contractual partnerships or alliances with exchange of capital. According to the degree of
integration desired, have the resources and reach goals they had set the strategy will depend
on the selection. With special emphasis on understanding the rules of the game on the market
in which you want to venture and an analysis of the alliance (Peng, 2006).
The goal of all business decisions is the highest possible value creation, and hence to
establish if a strategic decision, as it can be an alliance based in the capital, has the right
motivation. The rationale for M & A is that they must create the new company in the case of
mergers or the signing buyer in the case of acquisitions, has a value greater than the sum of
values were independent firms prior to integration (Herrera Avendaño, 2001).
Some companies in Latin America (LA) have achieved little by little making its global
market space, including several Mexican companies also achieved success at national level,
also found in international markets through growth opportunities F & A, both public and
parastatal companies in different countries.
There are several reasons to consider before establishing such a strategy. Among the main
reasons we can mention the interest of getting the increased revenue, reduced costs, obtain
market power, integration with specialized companies in areas where the other is weak,
eliminating a competitor, achieve an increase in certain types of resources, improving yields
through new management, achieve tax benefits or simply a combination of resources to
increase productivity (Mascarenhas, 2006).
In late 2009 and early 2010 the major Mexican companies dedicated to strengthening and
integrating their organization the various F & A made the global economic crisis affected the
growth of companies, but most dealt with the situation and moved forward to consolidate its
resources. The strategy not only carried out in their own lines of business but also the
incursion into areas outside their main economic activities.
Problematization
According to the ranking of the magazine América Economía, of the 500 most important
companies in AL, in 2009 Brazil was the country's 226 companies with more companies in
the ranking, while only 119 signatures were from Mexico. Note that in 2002 Mexico had
peaked in the 20-year history of this ranking, with 241 companies (América Economía, 2010).
Some of the major companies that lead this list have made F & A of other companies and this
could be a cause of increased participation in international markets and their stay in the charts.
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In that sense, M & A has become a trend for the growth of Mexican companies, although this
was not the only alternative strategy carried out by firms and sometimes the companies
selected were not the most appropriate in most cases we can see increases for firms that make
us assume the effectiveness of F & A.
OBJECTIVE
Based on the foregoing, it is established to analyze the execution of mergers and acquisitions
as a strategy for Mexican companies best positioned within the major world rankings to
achieve growth. Of which raised the hypothesis of whether the major Mexican companies in
their strategies have made M & A, if these have been within its sector and if they got support
their growth.
The methodology developed will be in the selection of Mexican companies which made the
descriptive analysis of the implementation of F & A from determining what is your current
place in the world rankings?, This analysis pointed out the main aspects and a brief
description of the strategy developed for each selected company responding to the questions
of what strategies are being implemented for growth? And what are the benefits of M & A?
Then general conclusions will be presented and finally identify items to choose M & A in the
value creation and growth of their firms.
MEXICAN LEADER (EML)
Selection of Companies
Different rankings worldwide to recognize the largest companies in the world by their level
of income, profit margins, production capacities and other factors significantly outweigh the
other organizations worldwide is a kind of selecting process.
From 2009 to date has remained constant the number of Mexican companies (18) in the 2000
world leading companies (Forbes Staff, 2011), while ranking in the magazine America
Economia in a period of only seven years, from 2002 to 2009, the number of Mexican
companies within the first 500 in TO 50% down (América Economía, 2010). From this we
can conclude that a small number of Mexican organizations have consolidated their presence
in international markets while other smaller companies have lost its position in international
markets and their productivity has decreased significantly.
Moreover, when analyzing the situation of Brazilian companies we find that these companies
generally have a better development. From the figure of 19 companies that appeared on the
Forbes list in 2006, has grown to 37 companies in 2011 within the first 2000 worldwide
(Forbes Staff, 2011) While in the region, by 2009 already had 226 companies in the ranking
of the magazine America Economia (América Economía, 2010).
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Mexico is a country recognized in international markets, has the largest amount of
international trade agreements, products and quality of its workforce have accepted
worldwide and is a geographically favored nation. For this and other issues is that it is
difficult to understand why more companies do not have positioned elsewhere in the world,
this concern arises to analyze and understand the strategy of these leaders and Mexican
companies to make their activities serve as an example in the development of other large and
medium enterprises.
Mexican companies included in Forbes' list of 2011 are shown in Table 1, among which are
America Movil (# 88), Femsa (# 406) and Grupo Mexico (# 485) as the first three Mexican
companies and they are the only Mexican in the top 500 worldwide in this ranking. Therefore
be at these three firms in which to base the study
analyze their F & A as the main cause of their achievements, and what subsequent to refer to
them as we do with the term leading Mexican companies (EML).
Business Analysis
Below is a description of the situation of EML and a narrative of the main strategies of F & A
who have developed, starting with the corporate Grupo Mexico ranks third, followed by
analysis of FEMSA to conclude this section with the company America Movil.
1) GRUPO MEXICO
Utilities 2010: 1.800 million dollars (MDD).
National companies that comprise: Minera Mexico, Southern Copper Corporation, Ferromex,
Ferrosur, Intermodal, PEMSA, Mexico and Consutec Construction Company.
International companies: Americas Mining Corporation and ASARCO.
Grupo Mexico is the number one Mexican mining company and has the second largest
copper reserves in the world, has operations in Mexico, Chile and Peru. It currently has 13
operating mines and 10 projects in operation.
Mexico Construction Company was the first of this group, created in 1942 soon becoming
one of the main building up the country. For the year 1965, acquired 49% of ASARCO is a
mining company based in Arizona and created ASARCO Mexicana, which in 1974 became
Industrial Minera Mexico (IMMSA). To be listed on the Mexican stock exchange was created
in 1978 Grupo Industrial Minera Mexico (GIMMEX) substituted by Grupo Mexico in 1994.
In 1997 buys 24% share of Union Miniere Acec the Cananea mine, and that same year,
Grupo Mexico (74%) with ICA (13%) and Union-Pacific (13%) take on the granting of
various lines of rail, thus creating subsidiary Ferrocarril Mexicano buys S. A. C. V.
(Ferromex).
Grupo Mexico acquired Asarco Incorporated in 1999, which controlled 54% of Souther Peru
Copper Corporation and with this acquisition becomes the second company with the largest
reserves of copper in the world. Later the company went through a phase of investment in
improvement and even a merger between Southern Peru Copper Corporation and Minera
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Mexico, Southern Copper Corporation transformed and expanded its ownership to 75.1%
(Grupo Mexico, 2011).
During the period from 2006 to 2010 the company went through a process of restructuring
and reorganization of its business units and assets, channeling their income primarily in the
modernization process, both in the extraction of minerals such as administrative control.
2) FEMSA
Utilities 2010: 3.300 MDD.
Companies that integrate national: Coca-Cola FEMSA and OXXO.
International companies: Heineken (20%).
FEMSA is a leading company engaged in the beverage industry, through Coca-Cola FEMSA,
the largest independent bottler of Coca-Cola products in the world with presence in 9
countries of LA, operates OXXO (8.621 stores) and participates the sale of beer, the second
largest shareholder of Heineken beer leader with presence in over 70 countries (Femsa, 2011).
Each business unit has this interesting aspects of corporate analysis, but in this article we only
focus on the strategies undertaken in their processes of growth through M & A.
3) OXXO
The company opened an average of 3 stores a day in Mexico in 2010, the same year began
operations in Colombia and now has eight stores, all of its growth strategy has been made
based on the resources of the firm and not operating as a franchise and has not made F & A to
boost growth.
4) COCA-COLA FEMSA
Bottling born in Mexico of the acquisition of the franchise in the year 1979, distributing its
products in much of the country, in 1994 acquired 51% of the shares of Coca-Cola in Buenos
Aires, Argentina and in 2002 announced PANAMCO acquisition, the largest bottler of AL at
the time, from this point the company's growth was substantial and that the acquisition was
another part of the territory of Mexico, the countries of Costa Rica, Colombia, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, Panama and Venezuela, and some regions of Brazil, becoming the leader of albottling company.
The company decided to follow the line of drinks and in 2007 was surprised with the
acquisition of Jugos del Valle in Mexico and Brazil REMIL in 2008, which increased its
stake in the Brazilian market, together with Mexico are the most attractive markets in LA.
Not all acquisitions must be of large international companies, bought the company in 2008
Agua de los Angeles, the Valley of Mexico, and the acquisition was achieved double the
share of that market in the city.
In 2010 he returned to surprise us with the purchase of the Dairy Industry Group Panamanian
Company, which will enter the milk products is one of the most dynamic markets and value
in the beverage industry. Firms do not only F & A strategies, but also establish contractual
alliances.
5) BREWERY
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Founded in 1890 with the name of Cervecería Cuauhtémoc Mexico, in 1985 merges with
Cervecería Moctezuma, the event serves to show that the strategy of M & A has been several
years a good option for growing firms, with the merger of company not only expanded its
product offering to the domestic market but also increase thus achieved their participation. In
1994, partners with the Canadian brewer John Labatt Ltd., which buys 30% stake.
Later in 2004 the share repurchase was sold to begin its expansion strategy internationally.
That same year established a trade agreement with Heineken taking responsibility for the
distribution, promotion and sale in the United States signed an agreement with Coors
Brewing Company for the exclusive marketing of Coors Light beer in Mexico.
During 2005 continued the strategy of Sleeman Breweries contractual alliances in Canada
and Molson Coors in the UK, establishing them as strategic suppliers to market their products
in these territories. It was in 2006 when the firm acquired the Brazilian brewer Kaiser,
acquiring 68% of the shares and therefore begins to operate in the two Latin American
markets more attractive. For this was a considerable increase in revenue and a commercial
boost with greater market share, through which has been pushing their products through the
extensive distribution network operates.
The consolidation of Cervecería Cuauhtémoc Moctezuma led the company Heineken, who
already owned the U.S. distribution, acquired in 2010 for signature by the exchange of 100%
of its operations by 20% of the shares of Heineken and participate in the council
Administrative Heineken.
6) AMERICA MOVIL
Utilities 2010: 7.300 MDD.
National companies that comprise: Telcel and Telmex.
International companies: Telmex Internacional, Claro (15 countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic and Uruguay), Comcel ( Colombia), Embratel (Brazil), Net
(Brazil) and Tracfone (USA).
America Movil is not only a leader in the mobile telecommunications sector operating in 18
countries AL, but is the fourth largest in the world in terms of proportionate subscribers and
number one Mexican company by market value and income-rich. Through the acquisition of
several public companies and parastatals telephony has been consolidating its presence in
Latin America. Your participation in the cellular market in Mexico is 71%, 33% in Central
America, Caribbean 43% and in 9 South American countries it operates has a stake greater
than 30% except for Chile (22%) (America Movil 2010).
The purchase of Carso Global Telecom by America Movil, valued at 33 billion dollars, was
the largest merger in Latin America in 2010, "(Agree, 2011). America Movil was born in
2001 when it separated from fixed telephony company TELMEX, and nine years of his
division is now the purchaser of the company that was born, the telcos Carlos Slim have
examples of successful mergers and acquisitions from 20 years ago in which through its
consortium of Southwestern Bell Telecom acquired the state-owned Telmex, while in turn the
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company America Movil took on various telephone companies in Latin America and joined
the firm course.
The acquisition by America Movil from Telmex and Carso Global Telecom International,
will report that in 2010 represented 211.3 million wireless subscribers, 27.4 million fixed
lines, 12 million fixed broadband connections and 8.6 million TV subscribers. He has also
reported an outstanding financial performance with net profits rising contrary to those of his
rival Telefónica who reported a decrease in earnings (Datamonitor, 2010).
America Movil continues its strategy of M & A in Latin American countries, where growth
continues to consolidate, the purchase of telecommunications companies has been confirmed,
the proof is to buy in Central operations in Honduras and El Salvador the company Digicel
Group Limited in early 2011, the company has 11.5 million customers in 32 markets in the
Caribbean and the Pacific by buying the users of these countries will become part of the user
network Claro (Digicel, 2011). It is expected to enter these companies trade in Jamaica and is
likely to continue establishing alliances.
The current government in Mexico has not allowed America Movil to sell packages of
telephony, television and the Internet, which have proved very attractive for the income from
them and from which only the big national broadcasters are benefiting. But America Movil
continues to grow despite the hardships and will strengthen this marketing strategy in
Colombia, where it already does and Brazil, where the fusion medium-term business that has
begun. Therefore no surprise that eventually will achieve its mission to perform in Mexico.
EFFECTIVENESS OF MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
The purchase of Asarco in 1956 makes clear that the use of M & A as a means for the
development of the company is not a strategy that just being started, and is an example of the
vision they have had the EML for several years .
M & As have become steadily more present and in the last 15 years has increased the
tendency of local firms to make such alliances. Even in areas other than the main economic
activity of the company, either in activities that have a relationship, as in the case of Grupo
Mexico, which through Ferromex rail networks can transport material from mines
(Mascarene , 2006), or in activities that are not related to its activity as for the purchase of
Slim a percentage of the New York Times commented in the introduction to this article.
In the latest merger by Grupo Mexico to Southern Peru Copper Corporation, clearly
identified as their main motivation access to more resources and greater expertise that
contributed to the growth of the firm and its consolidation, giving reason to the reasons cited
for an F & A . In the case of Grupo Mexico is clear that, thanks to M & A can gain access to
resources that became the second company with the largest copper reserve on the planet, a
situation which could hardly have been achieved through other means, but we cannot
downplay made to other strategies, mainly in the restructuring processes, as though in recent
years has not made any acquisition revenues and profits have increased significantly.
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At Coca-Cola FEMSA's strategic alliances have been crucial since its inception through the
acquisition of the concession for the distribution of Coca-Cola. Its main thrust of
internationalization has been achieved through acquisitions, Coca-Cola first in Buenos Aires
in 1994, in 2002 and finally in 2008 PANAMCO REMIL. It is clear that M & A are effective
strategies to support access to international markets (Femsa, 2011).
Even in small markets an acquisition may represent a source of consolidation as the example
of Los Angeles Water, or can also serve to diversify and increase the product line as was the
case with the purchase of Del Valle and Dairy Industries Group .
The area brewery is not very different from Coca-Cola FEMSA and in this area we also find
that growth has been sustained in practice M & A throughout its history, from the merger of
Cervecería Cuauhtémoc and Cerveceria Moctezuma to reduce production costs and gain
greater power in the domestic market, to then develop a series of agreements to distribute its
products with different breweries worldwide in order to internationalize their brand, then
bought the company I represent growth Kaiser in LA.
Increased participation in AL, their rapid growth and income levels were reported in 2010
decisive for the Dutch brewer Heineken, who already was familiar with their products, was
willing to hand over 20% of its shares for the total brewery operations (Buchanan, 2010).
The case of FEMSA shows that even within the same firm strategies in its business units are
not the same and although M & A have been an important factor for the growth of its
operations in two business units to OXXO have not been the growth medium, although this
does not mean that if done would not succeed, perhaps for future growth would be predicted
to get OXXO in the event that made M & A.
Although revenues declined FEMSA in the last year, as expected mainly by revenues from
brewery failed to receive after the sale the profits and assets which increased due to continued
growth, a result of their internationalization in its other two business units (Forbes Staff,
2011).
The company America Movil was from the beginning a successful business and began
growing by leaps and bounds through the voracious acquisition of a large number of
telephone companies in different markets of LA, which gradually consolidated their position
as the company the continent's leading mobile growth projections and a substantial number of
customers. But the factor determinant of growth in recent years did so by buying the
company Carso Global Telecom, which despite being the same owner does not mean you
should not have the resources to acquire and thus establish its position well above their
competitors (Agree, 2011).
With this acquisition the company managed to improve performance through new
management and increased productivity through shared resources. In the case of the Brazilian
market we find that M & A conducted achieved integration of telephone and television
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companies, achieving also prevent the entry barriers to foreign companies on television. A
through M & A company America Movil has gained access to markets, competitors and has
been removed has increased its presence in Latin by the large number of mobile phone users.
America Movil has income greater than twice those of FEMSA and Grupo Mexico together
and last year were 50% higher than those achieved in the previous year (Forbes Staff, 2011).
It has a considerably higher amount of assets to the rest of the EML and the resources to
continue to give the talk of the coming years, and probably will be so for your next marketing
packages that include television services in Mexico which is not far from become a reality
now and thanks to a cooperative alliance with Dish satellite television company, has partially
offset the inability to provide the services themselves. So surely soon find their way into and
possibly move to Televisa in the medium term.
CONCLUSIONS
The EML has consolidated its place in the main rankings because of its strategic vision and
outstanding performance compared to other firms, and their efforts are recognized worldwide,
as mentioned in the beginning of this article is not unique strategies to achieve growth
companies and many alternative firms, who are trying to find the most appropriate.
The F & A is a common strategy in organizations despite being of sectors and business
activities very different, it is clear the importance that has occurred in recent years this type
of strategic alliance as all EML have used in some stage, as a means to grow and achieve
their goals. Because of the variety among firms' motivations are varied, although the above if
it can be concluded that the implementation of the strategy has a tendency among the EML to
be used to facilitate the internationalization of the firm.
Growing companies need to analyze M & A as an attractive option for growth, regardless of
the sector where they are and whatever economic activity they perform, trying to combine
this strategy with others to maximize the performance of the firm. Using this type of
partnership should be done by companies with an average degree of maturity and sufficient
resources to operate efficiently to the party who performed the alliance, because otherwise
result in detriment to the benefit of the parties involved.
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5. TABLE 1.
Ranking Mexican
PLACE RANKING
companies in 2011
COMPANY
1
América Móvil 88
2
Femsa
406
3
Grupo México
485
4
Grupo Modelo
719
5
GFNorte
785
6
Cemex
810
7
Grupo Inbursa
864
8
Grupo Televisa 880
9
Grupo Bimbo
974
10
ALFA
1010
11
Industrias
1077
Peñoles
12
Minera Frisco
1097
13
Fresnillo
1151
14
Grupo Carso
1256
15
El Puerto de
1344
Liverpool
16
Soriana
1493
17
Grupo Elektra
1548
18
Kimberly-Clark 1926
de México
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The Role of Chain Stores in Improving the Supply and Demand System

After the industrial revolution which paved the way for massive production, innovative
industrial procedures, and efficient transportation of goods, there emerged a basis for
competitive market. In such an atmosphere chain markets burgeoned late nineteenth century
in western societies where customers gained opportunities for a variety of choices, brands and
guarantees. However, the study at hand, focuses on the position of chain stores in Iran,
highlights their roles and discusses how they function differently in comparison with Western
societies. In Iran, chain stores emerged in 1970's neither in a capitalist society nor in a
competitive market. They were mostly either established or supported by the government.
The governments – both before and after the Islamic revolution – expanded them to control
the prices of products, especially the strategic ones, extinct brokerage, block the distribution
of non-standard goods, stop smuggling and help the citizens with low socio-economic status.
Unlike Western countries, most Iranian chain stores are established and owned by
governmental institutions and are run in "ta'avonee" style in which the personnel of an
institution or a specific community, who are the regular customers of a chain store, are
actually its stakeholders.

Behrooz Shahmoradi
Mostafa Baghbanyan
Both from Islamic Azad University, Sanandaj branch

The Main Determinants of Foreign Direct Investment:
The Case of Developing Countries

ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to explore, by estimating a panel data econometric model, the
determining factors of foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows in developing countries over
the period of 1990-2007. The study is based on a sample of panel data on 23 developing
countries. In the model, dependent variable is FDI inflows. Independent variables are FDI
outflows, GDP, BOP, population, openness of the economy, mobile, internet, technology,
ODA and labor. According to the econometric results, in the main model, openness of the
economy, market size, availability of labour force, ODA, mobile, technology and internet
have positive effects on FDI inflows in developing countries.
Keywords: Developing Countries, FDI Inflows, Panel data Analysis and Determinants of
FDI
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Could Sovereigns Be Really Rated?

ABSTRACT
Sovereigns are supreme. Credit rating could change that. The rating of a sovereign with
regards to its credit worthiness or its ability to settle debt-triggered liabilities could go a long
way towards undermining the economic and political supremacy of that sovereign. Recent
histories of sovereigns made humble by unfulfilled debt obligations are neither vague nor
distant. The events of Greece may seem “blurred” in our minds of today but Ireland is very
much in focus. And Portugal and Spain are not far off the finishing line. Even the mighty
United States has suffered. United Stated credit rating was nudged down by no less than a
Chinese key credit rating agency and the USA had to suffer the humility of relinquishing the
first place to the likes of China and Japan. This is anything but a small feat as a reduction in
sovereign rating could spell out higher debt Interest rates and tighter capital access conditions.
What is sovereign credit rating, who does it and how is it done? What is wrong with the
current practice and is there a room for improvement. This will be the focus of this article.
The point of start is a definition of the concept. This is followed by a brief review of the
different methods adopted by today’s largely US based agencies and their pitfalls. The article
concludes with a view of possible process adjustment and alternative process performers.
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The Role of Higher Education in Stimulating
Economic Growth in Developing Countries
ABSTRACT
In this working paper the authors will explore the positive relationship between the
advancement of a country, post-secondary education and technology. Technology is the key
to progress for a developing country. The existing post-secondary institutions are the logical
delivery systems. These institutions are commonly mired in tradition and non-research based
educational practices. Utilization of precious economic resources is imperative.
The current culture in higher education and a side-by-side comparison of proposed changes
for a positive future will be explored. Twenty-first century perspectives, actions, results of
current research on various aspects of this process, administrative styles and the measuring
the change process will be explored.

INTRODUCTION
Higher education can and should play a positive role for sustaining economic growth in
developing countries. To accomplish that goal higher education's traditional and historical
methods must be transformed in ways that maintain cultural values while also preparing
students for making future contributions in a rapidly changing world. Transforming higher
education's way of doing things is not an easy task, but it can occur - over time - by
systematically changing certain characteristics associated with an academic culture.
Before exploring elements needed to transform higher education, it must be said there are
many colleges and universities in the U.S. have already began most if not all of the processes
described in this article. That is particularly true among two year post-secondary institutions
designed to directly support specific societal needs, business imperatives, and other portions
of a culture needing young leaders who are entrepreneurial, technically proficient, and
focused on delivering quality goods and services to an ever-changing market place. With that
acknowledgment in place, we can suggest that it is the hide-bound and traditional
perspectives associated with higher education that needs modification, and this article offers
ideas as to how to begin the process.
Side-by-side Comparisons of traditional verses 21 st Century perspectives and Actions
In order to explain distinctions between the current culture in higher education and what it
might become in the future, a side-by-side comparison of key features might be helpful. In
the following tables (Categories Needing Improvement and Categories to Be Recognized and
Used), side-by-side descriptors readily show the contrasts.
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CATEGORIES
TRADITIONAL FEATURES OF
NEEDING
HIGHER EDUCATION
IMPROVEMENT
Highly qualified professors are frequently not
prepared to conduct classroom activities that
are stimulating and engaging. They are
typically skilled researchers who view
PROFESSORIAL teaching as a means through which they can
PERSPECTIVES support their own research activities. They
ON TEACHING often teach as they were taught, which means
AND
lecture, note-taking, occasional classroom
LEARNING
tests, and office hours. They typically do not
accept student learning as something for
which they are responsible, but instead make
knowledge available to students motivated
enough to absorb it.
CATEGORIES
NEEDING
IMPROVEMENT

PROPOSED FEATURES INCORPORATED
INTO HIGHER EDUCATION
In Scholarship Reconsidered: Priorities of the Professoriate
(1990), Ernest Boyer, Late President of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, strongly
suggests that professors redefine scholarship by engaging in
activities that directly influence the retention and success of
students. Under this concept, professors are encouraged to find
links between faculty involvement in scholarship and student
engagement or success. Once they accept that notion, and the
faculty recognition processes used by their institutions of
higher education actually promote it, they will be encouraged
to modify their instructional methods. They will more
completely involve students and motivate them in concrete and
practical ways to find applications for their learning.

TRADITIONAL FEATURES OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

Traditionally, higher education has limited
curriculum development through the creation of
CURRICULUM
degree plans in which certain courses are
DEVELOPMENT,
required or designated as possible electives. The
IMPLEMENTATION, structure and content of the courses themselves
MAINTENANCE
are products of vague course descriptions of
AND
what is to be covered and the number of credit
MONITORING
hours available. It is then accepted that
professors may teach whatever they wish so long
as it can be linked to the course description.

PROPOSED FEATURES INCORPORATED
INTO HIGHER EDUCATION
Curriculum development, implementation and
maintenance is a matter of very careful wording in
terms of precisely what students should know or do,
and all elements of both degree plans and course
syllabi are aligned carefully in a design-down fashion.
Scope and sequence is taken into account in terms of
prerequisites at the degree plan level, and in terms of
the instructional units in the syllabi. Both formative
and summative assessments are carefully aligned with
curricular intentions, and professors interact frequently
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TRADITIONAL FEATURES OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

PROPOSED FEATURES INCORPORATED
INTO HIGHER EDUCATION

Vague descriptions of coverage and academic
freedom are cherished to the point courses can
easily be redundant and intellectually anemic.

to ensure that their instructional activities are mutually
supportive and promote spiraling in terms of intended
student responses to instruction.

TRADITIONAL FEATURES OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

Media traditionally used in higher
education to convey knowledge to
students have been oral presentation
activities supplemented by hard
INFORMATION
copy resources found in libraries.
AND
Students traditionally prepare
COMMUNICATION written documents read by
TECHNOLOGIES
professors in hard copy form. In an
(ITC)
IT world, professors use a
hardware, software, information
systems, social networks as well as
lectures, discussions, textbooks,
books and libraries.

PROPOSED FEATURES INCORPORATED
INTO HIGHER EDUCATION
ITC pertains to the management of technology for the purpose of
disseminating information, dynamically interacting with students,
and creating avenues for research and scholarly activity that are more
effective than library searches alone. It includes many media, to
include hardware, software, information systems, and even social
networks. Higher education as well as public schools are using ITC
to connect with students through class work, research activities, and
other ways to promote learning. Professors who know how to use
ITC effectively are capable of using instructional design techniques
that include elements discussed in the Curriculum Development,
Implementation, Maintenance and Monitoring Section above. Good
instructional design that includes clearly articulated course purposes
and well aligned student activities and assessments are imperative.
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PROPOSED FEATURES INCORPORATED
INTO HIGHER EDUCATION

ISTE has developed Standards for Global Learning in the Digital Age. Such
standards are designed to promote professional growth and to improve teaching
effectiveness. The term, technological literacy, is advocated by ISTE and is
Professors typically see
inherent to the society's standards: 1. Creativity and Innovation: Students
their roles as "covering" demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and develop innovative
material, not ensuring
products and processes using technology. 2. Communication and Collaboration:
that students have in
Students use digital media and environments to communicate and work
some fashion mastered
collaboratively, including at a distance, to support individual learning and
the material being taught. contribute to the learning of others. 3. Research and Information Fluency:
INTERNATIONAL
Virtually all modern
Students apply digital tools to gather, evaluate, and use information. 4. Critical
SOCIETY FOR
standards are phrased
Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making: Students use critical thinking
TECHNOLOGY
that way that what
skills to plan and conduct research, manage projects, solve problems, and make
EDUCATION
students learn is a more
informed decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources. 5. Digital
(ISTE)
critical first step in
Citizenship: Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to
planning instruction than
technology and practice legal and ethical behavior. 6. Technology Operations and
AND
a professor deciding
Concepts: Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts,
what should be covered
systems, and operations. Notice that the structure of ISTE Standards ensure that
21ST CENTURY
in a course. In a
the focus is on what the students know and do, not on what the professor
SKILLS
technological world,
"covers." This student-focused approach is critical, and should dictate everything
subject matter in any
the professor does in the classroom.
discipline will be
21st Century Skills are closely related to ISTE Standards above, but are less
influenced by the
specific. Nevertheless, they serve as important points of emphasis. Here are the
technology that
categories of 21st Century Skills: Life and Career Skills, Learning and Innovation
surrounds it.
Skills, Information, Media and Technology Skills, Core Subjects and 21st
Century Themes, Standards and Assessments, Curriculum and Instruction,
Professional Development, Learning Environments
COMPUTERProfessors sometimes look at computers
CAI is the hallmark of modern education. It overlaps with the
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PROPOSED FEATURES INCORPORATED
INTO HIGHER EDUCATION

as being up-to-date machines that function
more efficiently than typewriters, instead
of multi-purpose instruments capable of
performing many tasks that can enhance
the teaching and learning experience.
However, the only way computers can
achieve that goal is if the professor is
capable of organizing and delivering
instruction in a manner compatible with
the computer's capabilities. That
convergence of human and artificial
intelligence can give students a much
more stimulating academic experience
than can be attained otherwise.
At one point in their professional lives,
probably in the dissertation aspect of their
advanced education, professors needed to
be very innovative in their way of
thinking and acting in order to identify a
problem suitable for conducting research.
They often had to use creative processes
for studying that problem, and for
completing a research protocol that would
lead to accurate findings. That mindset
probably continued into their academic
career in higher education, but not always
in terms of their instructional functions.

previous two features, but in this case we are suggesting a
professor's ability to design instruction that fits the technology.
Computers are more than just media; they are superb tools for
organizing an instructional program with only a minimum use of
paper. There are online services such as Blackboard that attempt
to facilitate the planning and delivery of instruction, but they
have limitations if the professor is unable to create a logical
sequence of assignments, methods, activities, discussions, and
formative and summative assessments. The professor must also
identify basic resources, and supplement those resources as
needed through the duration of the course. We suggest the use of
an instructional planning resource (IPR) as a guide to
implementing the basic objectives and processes found in a
course syllabus.
CBAM describes how individuals’ concerns evolve as they
undergo the process of change and how these concerns may be
addressed over time. The Concern’s Based Adoption Model is a
set of three tools to measure the effect on the implementation of
an educational innovation: (1) Stages of Concern [describes the
feelings and concerns with regard to the proposed innovation],
(2) Levels of Use [involves an individual's behaviors as the
change process is being experienced], and (3) Innovation
Configurations [reveals what parts of the innovation is being
utilized]. Professors can use all of these instruments over time to
diagnose and prescribe needed improvements. To do so,
professors and other educational practitioners in higher
education are alert to more than just the ability to solve problems
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PROPOSED FEATURES INCORPORATED
INTO HIGHER EDUCATION

While personal research is possibly very
innovative, the link between their own
academic creativity and the impact it
could have on students is somehow lost.

associated with their educational programs. They must also be
continuously ready and capable of identifying problems that
need to be solved. For example, it is easy for professors to
believe their course content and instructional strategy are
sufficient over time, but the reality is that changes are always
necessary in this era of rapid change. Innovation must be a way
of completing tasks; sensitivity to the impact that innovation is
critical and breaking down the components of an innovation to
determine what is working and not working is essential.
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The Ideal 21 st Century University
In brief, an effective 21st Century university or other post-secondary institution, possibly
located in a developing country, will stimulate economic growth because it has professors
who completely involve students and motivate them in concrete and practical ways to find
applications for their learning. Those institutions also give considerable attention to
curriculum development, implementation, and maintenance via careful wording that
articulates precisely what students should know or do, and ensure that all elements of degree
plans and course syllabi are aligned carefully in a design-down fashion. Professors are not
intimidated by technology, and use information and communication technologies to deliver
well-designed instructional programs that make use of all available electronic tools. They are
well acquainted with standards issued by ISTE and the 21st Century Learning Program and
incorporate them into their thinking, planning, and execution of instruction. Professors accept
computing technologies as being valuable tools; to the extent they can effectively use online
services and master the elements of instructional design they require. Finally, professors are
always in tune with societal changes going on around them, capable of identifying problems
that need programmatic and instructional solutions, and respond appropriately to solving such
problems through modifications in curriculum and instruction.
Resource Allocations
All nations have limited resources, so must use funds they have for judicious allocation to
worthwhile projects. It is suggested in this article that resources going to higher education
should be linked to the goals shown above. Institutions unable or unwilling to modify
professorial attitudes, the design of curriculum and instruction, the knowledge and use of
technology and its applications, and the place of innovative thinking and acting, should not be
considered as qualified candidates for funding.
Administrative Style and the Change Progress
Administrative styles that best fit the implementation of an innovation needs to be understood.
In C-BAM, three styles are denoted. These include the responder, manager and the initiator.
The least successful style is the responder. This type is laize-faire and only acts when
required. The manager is second most successful style. He/she manages day-to-day
operations, but does not push or pursue positive use or involvement the innovation. The
initiator is actively involved and informed about the innovation; prompting and seeking way
to aid and support the implementation. At times, the initiator will bend the rules to aid in
effective programs implementation. C-BAM has instruments to measure the effectiveness of
the administrators.
Macedonia’s Experience
In a paper entitled, Technology, Teachers, and Training: Combining Theory with
Macedonia’s Experience, Laura Hosmana and Maya Cvestanoska chronicled their journey in
the implementation of Macedonia’s government project: One Computer Per Child (OCPC),
introduced in 2007 with the aim of providing all students with computers in primary and
secondary schools in the country. The USAID program involved teacher training. CBAM was
used to measure the implementation of this innovation. Their results were meaningful.
Important lessons can be learned from Macedonia’s introduction of technology into their
educational system. Hosman and Cvetvanoska assert that the developing world of ICT-ineducation projects will continue to not reach their intended result until they are
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reconceptualized and redesigned. Three concepts must be included in technology introduction:
1. teachers must play a key role, 2. change is a yearlong process, not a one-time event and 3.
teachers must have ongoing support and be treated like stakeholders in the innovationadoption process. Lessons learned from Macedonia can serve as roadmap to understand what
has gone wrong.
The One Computer per Child project is a classic example of well-meaning and intentioned
governments and educators attempt to move a country’s economy forward. Developing
countries has a distinct advantage over developed countries. They do not have to dismantle,
pay off dated technology or retrain users. Starting afresh to implement technology is usually
met with positive enthusiasm.
CONCLUSION
The authors propose conducting research at a Chinese university utilizing the professional
prospective on teaching and learning. Curriculum development, implementation, maintenance
and monitoring are an integral part of this process. Information and communication
technologies, The International Society for Technology Education standards, 21st Century
Skills, Computer-Aided Instruction and the Concerns-Based Adoption Model contribute
models, concepts and standards to aid in the process of the post-secondary institutions to
serve as the conduit for the progress of a nation.
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Entrepreneurial Leadership and Enterprise Development in Emerging
Markets (Traditional Societies)

ABSTRACT
This paper argues that in order for emerging markets to achieve economic development the
establishment of a robust business sector is necessary. In the quest to establish such a sector
the focus has to be the development of viable and successful small to medium size business
enterprises (SMEs). It further argues that entrepreneurial leadership will be the main
determinant for success of such enterprises. The challenge for emerging markets then is to
identify and nurture entrepreneurial leadership in the hope that such leadership will facilitate
and spearhead the establishment of viable small business enterprises. Once these enterprises
are successful they will not only provide employment to the people but can also act as role
models or benchmarks for other prospective business entrepreneurs.
In the quest to identify entrepreneurial leadership, some form of training and mentoring may
be necessary. This is based on the view that entrepreneurship is not natural, which means
people learn to be entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. In other words, there is no such thing
as ‘born’ entrepreneurs.
The paper also explores the role of entrepreneurial leadership in the development of
Indigenous business enterprises in Tanzania and South Australia. The study focuses on ten
Indigenous business enterprises in South Australia and in Tanzania that are small in
orientation and are considered successful businesses, promoting individual and family
holistic development in the process. The research explores the processes, issues and
challenges Indigenous entrepreneurs face in developing business enterprises. In addition to
entrepreneurial leadership, it also examines other factors that influence practice and success
in Indigenous entrepreneurship and enterprise development.
Key words: Emerging markets, Entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial leadership, enterprise
development, economic development, Tanzania, South Australia.
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Analysis on factors leading to pragmatic failure in cross-culture
communication

ABSTRACT
With the rapid development of global economy, communication and cooperation activities
between different cultures have become prosperous. These activities involve fields of politics,
society, economy, education and so on. This provides good opportunity for every field to
develop rapidly, enhance the configuration of global resources and optimize the structure of
global development. Since Chinese carried out reform and opening up policy, with more and
more international companies launching in China, it drives the regional economy to take off,
provides quite a lot of working opportunities, and at the same time, it makes a lot of people
come from different culture to work together. International companies and globalization of
education intensify the understanding of different cultures, and also it brings a lot of
misunderstanding by following different culture usually results in failure. This paper
analyzed factors and tried to find some strategies to enhance the efficiency in cross cultural
communication.
Key Words: cross cultural communication, pragmatic failure, strategies
INTRODUCTION
According to English Anthropologist Edward B Taylor, culture is that complex whole which
includes knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and habits
acquired by man as a member of society.
Pragmatic failure means the unsuccessful example of achievement the expected target in
communicative activities (He Ziran, 1988). Thomas (1983: 91) gives definition to it that it is
the failure to be understood as what is spoken. We can see it happen more frequently in the
interactive activities among native speakers and nonnative people. Jenny Thomas (1983) also
argues that pragmatic failure is the phenomenon of affection in the communicative activities.
It means the mistakes occurred because of the social cultural or conventional difference from
their background, not the linguistic misusage due to the wrong use of the language itself.
Factors leading to pragmatic failure in cross cultural communication
Geographical factor
Predecessors lived on the eastern part of Asia-European continent, where is featuring with
plain prairie and woods. The weather and temperature is also very gentle. That is why our
predecessors didn’t find it hard to make a living in the primitive society as there are sufficient
and animals and plants in the east of Asia-European continent. In addition, the animals didn’t
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require great efforts to hunt and gain. At that time, they take things specifically and the
concrete and intelligent thinking is their cultural characteristic. They are so independent to
the nature, as there are still flooding and other natural disasters appeared, in addition to the
sufficient food provided by the nature. Those natural disasters stopped the connection
between the human being and the outside world. In this case, they adapted themselves to the
environment and the nature that they are living in. this made human being believe that they
are in a harmony with each other in the oneness system. The principle of the human being
and that of the nature are in great harmony, and they are complete and attainable. Even in
present days, this theme is still gained great attention in the whole society and in heated
discussion.
On the other hand, take American culture as another example, can be dated back to Greek, the
place where is the origin of western civilization. The living environment is far worse than
what our ancestors had. They had to make great efforts to make a living as the wild land is
not easy to farm, the fishing and hunting source is not rich and easy to obtain. Thus the
relationship between man and nature are in a quite opposite position against each other. This
also became the hotbed of abstract or critical thinking is originated from. The rough
surrounding changed their living styles and ways. For example, they conducted business with
countries or places on the other side of the sea and they risked the long trip navigation outside
beyond where they live. This definitely requests the form of abstract thinking. Through this
kind of process, western countries intend to be very independent of the surrounding nature,
indicating that they are interfering with each other. They pay more attention to logic,
engineering, and scientific knowledge. It forces human being to defeat and control the natural
sources to meet their own needs.
Due to the different geography situation in eastern and western nations, implications of words
have various meanings. Let have a look at these examples:
Wind is always used in literature figuratively. Due to the geographic aspects, the wind is
blowing from either inland or from the ocean to the inner continent. They bring in either cold
and bitter air or the opposite. Thus depending on the living places, the wind are taken as
different symbols, which are also expressed in the language. In china, we take the east wind
as the good sign of spring and warmer temperature. There are quite many poets are about the
east wind, for example, “Dong feng sui chun gui, fa wo zhi shang hua”（Tang Dynasty,
Libai）
，meaning that the east wind brings back the spring and it makes the tree bloom in my
yards. We also have “Dong feng cai you youxifeng, qun mu shan zhong ye ye kong”（Early
Prunus Mume by Li gongming）, meaning that the west wind make the leaves of the trees
fall down. To its opposite, England is located in the Atlantic Ocean. inevitably, it is affected
by the west wind which is gentle and brings rich humidity. This is why, for them, the west
wind represents of spring and vitality. There are also lots of examples of how westerns’
favorite in west wind and the dislike of the east wind.
The most famous example is the famous poem Ode to the West Wind by Percy B. Shelly.
Other examples:
Biting east winds (Samuel Butler)
West winds with musky wings (John Milton)
It’s warm wind, the west wind, full of birds cries. (John Masefield)
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In those villages, sailing and fishing function importantly in the people’s daily life, especially
on some islands. Thus we have lots of expressions are connected with fish in English, for
example, a big fish in a little pond, don’t teach fish to swim, a queer fish, other fish to fry,
miss the boat, fish or cut bait, cold fish, kettle of fish, fish in the air, fish for information/
compliments, drink like a fish, which, though share the similar meaning with some Chinese
idioms, put in different form or ways in expression. Chinese agriculture in the mainland has
played an important role in its history. The less contact with fishing make a great difference
in terms of the vocabulary used in English.
Historical factor
History is an important factor in the study of culture. As the English writer Burke’s asserts
“History is a pact between the dead, the living, and the yet unborn”. (Samovar et al 2000:111)
Here, history is regarded as one of the root levels of culture, and refers far more than historic
happenings or some critical dates. History and geography are sometimes underwork together
to provide members of some certain culture with values, world views, identity, and etc. it
penetrates culture of every country.
The Chinese history has been longer than five thousand years, which dated back to late New
Stone Age and Kampong society in 2704 B. C. Societies of slave and feudal, lasted for longer
than four thousand years. During this time, there are no prominent and obvious
discontinuities. This resulted in the phenomenon that Asians such as Chinese, Japanese and
Korean value highly the hierarchy and kinship. It is the history that shape the Chinese image
as the long history of China is kept as a treasure and it also supervise the Chinese culture. The
social value and the world value is affected by it as well. As a big agricultural nation, farmers
make their living on the farming land, whose population is about 80% of the total. They are
fairly dependent on the land that they are living and working on from generation to
generation. They went through war or starving from once a while. Their life style forms their
desire of living a stable and comfortable life by careful saving and collection in their daily
life.
Some western countries don’t have long history as they are young and they don’t have their
own national history as they are either colonies or immigration nation. For example,
American is not an independent country of its own until the late of 18 century. The
immigrates have a strong desire to start different and refreshing lives as they are eager to
walk away from the control of certain religious concept or they are laid off workers from
England. They were quite excited to experience the respect and liberty instead of the control
and limitation from their past experience. Meanwhile, they also take some of their own
cultural values and systems to the new place. When there came more and more immigrants
from different places American became ‘a melting pot’. These immigrates believe
individuality, less of form and efficiency in time using. In the Declaration of Independence,
the sentence “We hold these truths as self-evident, that all men are created equal.” exposed
the core of its culture.
Historical tales and narratives affected the language as well. As a subsequence, the idioms
from various cultural situations, convey different messages.
Speaking of the devil, and he will appear.
Speaking of Caocao, Caocao will come.
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The mentioned example shows the similarity in figurative meaning, but the literal meaning
and the reference are culturally different. In Chinese, the idiom merely indicates the
coincidence with the appearance of the figure mentioned. But in English, it also implies the
figure is disagreeable.
Religious factor
It is highly believed by most scholars that various religious belief forms human being of their
concepts of life. Serena Nanda gives definition to religion. Religion is defined to study and
research on theme as to live and die, the establishment of the universe, the origin of society
and groups within a society, the relationship of individuals and groups to one or another, and
the relationship between man and nature (Samovar et al 2000:90). Smith discusses that an
ethical concept is frequently included in religion (Smith, 1994: 210). Religion is of great
importance in terms of understanding value system. The religion and ethic value systems
have resulted in or will result in certain, if not major, differences in cross cultural
communicative activities.
Dr. Yao (2000) holds that Confucianism is the abstract or elite of a human religious belief,
and Christianity is a classic example of a theist religion. As William Theodore said if we
attempt to feature the Chinese ways and styles for the last several thousands of years, the
word has to be “Confucian”.
Confucianism has been an important guidance in China for several thousands of years.
Confucianism focus on Ren, Yi, Li, Zhi, Xin, which means the concept of kindheartedness,
justice, politeness, intelligence, modest and honor. Ren and Li, the main concepts of
Confucianism, supplement with the rest in nature. Basically, Ren refers to nice feelings
between human being. To express it in various ways, men should be nice and kindhearted to
others or show love to them and respect themselves. An individual member has to involve
himself within the community or society. As the cardinal principle of Confucianism, Ren
requires big focus on community and relationship. If Ren is the aim of life, Li is one of the
important ways for individuals to gain ideal manhood or nice relationship. It decides almost
all of the norms or rules for the proper conduction and activities for every individual member
in society in accordance with his social status.
In Chinese book The Three Character Classic (San Zi Jing), the beginning words are: Ren
zhichu, xingbenshan. Xing xiangjin, xi xiang yuan. The meaning is that by nature, human
being is good. The nature is almost the same upon the birth, yet they developed totally
different habits. This book was the one what was used for Confucian education long time ago
in China. It included the ethic status of Confucianism is that all man are born good.
Surrounding background attributes greatly to form man’s personality. Everyone is part of the
whole group and they adapt themselves to the surroundings.
Strategies to avoid pragmatic failure
Cultural Awareness is regarded as the fundamental factor of cross-cultural communication. It
means that people should be able to step backward from themselves to have a look at their
own values, concepts and believes in cultures. Why things are done in this way? How is the
world like in their eyes? How come certain measures are taken to reach the particular aims?
The cultural varieties and differences require great sensitiveness of cultural awareness. Two
ways are suggested to help build culture awareness:
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Avoiding Stereotype
Stereotyping is a complicated form of category by organizing the experiences and giving
guidance to the activities to a certain community of members. Lippman, who put forward this
idea in 1922, argue that stereotypes were a means of how the images are structured in order to
be fixed and organized into easy kinds which were used to represent the whole group of
members. Individual members from a group are expected to have the same the concept and
believe the same convention. In addition, they are supposed to behave similarly according to
the image of the whole group. (Lippman, 1922).
English language learning in China has developed greatly. The English courses have started
from primary schools, or even before that in the kindergarten. Sometimes people with the
awareness of cultural varieties might still have difficult to have proper communication due to
the harsh judgment instead of respect and acceptance while in communication with the target
language or culture.
We all know the old saying, “when in Rome, do as the Romans do.” But when it happens in
China at the moment we talk to westerners, we still ask from the instinct with the following
questions like:
What is your salary here in China?
Where did you buy this skirt?
How much is your bag?
Are you married?
How many children do you have?
What are your brothers or sisters doing?
The misunderstanding was not the result of their failure to be aware of the cultural difference,
but their judgment of the target culture. Those questions are asked because they believe that
they are friends or close friends.
Stereotyping can be found in almost all the cross cultural environment. From the
psychological factor of human being, we are anxious and in great desire to categorize and
classify things. Since the whole world is a complicated system and is an enormous project for
the individual to learn all the details. Thus, we want to generalize and make conclusions.
Because of the convenience and efficiency of the stereotypes, we use them to facilitate the
categorization. We can’t deny that stereotypes help us with the cross cultural communication
to a great extent. Meanwhile, it is risky to use stereotypes as it sometimes also leads to
pragmatic failure.
Stereotypes keep us to be effective communicators because of its oversimplification, over
generalization and exaggeration. It is a good means to start thinking which does not recognize
the different kinds within the group and totally not aware of the irregularity with the general
regulations and concepts with the community. Because of this, stereotypes didn’t describe the
individual features in a group. They pay more attention to the simple comparison between
single members from different cultures, then they assume that the rest members of the same
group share completely the same cultural values and concepts.
Avoiding Prejudice
Prejudice is a little bit similar to stereotypes. Psychologists Plotnik and Mollenauer clearly
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illustrate the side effects of prejudice and its relationship to stereotyping. Prejudice refers to
an attitude which is not fair, tolerant or even biased to other people from another community
or society. As a matter of fact, through comparison with stereotyping, prejudice has more
negative intention. Stereotyping, definitely, is not accurate and specific, because it is on the
basis of too much simple comparison. (Plotnik and Mollenauer,1986).
On the opposite, prejudice is more in the degree of judgment and sometimes people would
have the prejudice before they do any research. People can’t form positive judgments due to
mistaken evaluation or predictive concepts. In the realities of communicative activities, there
are some disadvantages attached to the communication due to the prejudice and it is
indirectly related to the real conduction instead of the partial misevaluation of the partners in
the communicative activities. In addition, the people who have prejudice always don’t have
bad image. People will also be affected by the concept in the proposed target fact of sufficient
clues. They also make efforts to justify their opinions.
It is common to get complains from Chinese staff in a multicultural working environment,
that Americans are very self-centered and arrogant. They just are sticking to their own
concept and hard to understand and accept others. They feel superior to other group,
community or society. This results in the obstacles to stop them from proper communicative
interaction with Americans. This will also make it easier to have it develop into prejudice, or
even try not to interact with or in contact with them. It is hard for them to work and cooperate
with each other as a team. This will close the doors for both parties in the cross cultural
communication.
For Chinese who have prejudice for foreigners, for example, Americans are self-centered and
arrogant; they are trying to escape from any interaction with Americans. This is not only a
misconception regarding American, but also a devaluation of one’s own culture and system.
Because we are not English native speakers, we are not so confident and comfortable in
communication with foreigners. Due to the lack of confidence of the pragmatic competence,
they put themselves in a disadvantage position or situation in the cross cultural
communicative activities. This kind of inferior feelings make them utilize strategies of round
about expression, and inductive rhetorical policies or sometimes even just being silent as a
different and respective way for native language speaker. Unluckily, this kind of behaviors is
very improper in the eyes of people from different cultures.
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ABSTRACT
In this age of modern civilization, retaining loyal customer yield more benefit rather than
getting new customer. One of the ways to keep customer loyal is by focusing on the
relationship between the company and the customer. In western countries this practiced is
called Relationship Marketing, while in China it’s called Guanxi. Both of Guanxi and
Relationship Marketing share some similarities as well as differences as they are from two
different cultures. Thus its common sense to use Guanxi when you are in china or dealing
with Chinese based companies and use Relationship Marketing for western
countries/companies. However, as the world becoming one, there is one new community
which is called overseas Chinese. A special case of this overseas Chinese is Indonesian
overseas Chinese. Which one to use in dealing with Indonesian overseas Chinese? Is it
Guanxi or Relationship Marketing? This work in progress paper is going to find this out by
comparing Guanxi and Relationship Marketing components and analyze them using the AHP
and Delphi method sampling on Indonesian overseas Chinese community.
Keywords: Guanxi, Relationship Marketing, Indonesia, Overseas Chinese
INTRODUCTION
Marketing first emerged in 1900 when people start to explore and discover the concept of
marketing (Bartels, Robert; 1988). Ever since then, although it considered as a young concept,
marketing has evolved into an integral part of today businesses. Marketing is a process use by
companies to create interest in product or service which strategy underlies sales technique,
business communication, and business development. In another word, marketing is an
integrated process for companies to create value and build strong relationship with their
customers and themselves (Kotler, et al 2008). This definition creates a new approach for
marketers, which is Relationship marketing (Aryan Hellas limited, 2005)
In china, relationship marketing is Guanxi (Simmons & Munch 1996). Wong and Leung
(2001) in their book called Guanxi: Relationship marketing in a Chinese context also clarifies
this. The definition of Guanxi itself, which is to gain network and create relationship/
connection to facilitate business activities, generate new/old clients, find business partners,
and as source of information (Lie 2007), is similar with relationship marketing practiced in
the west. Although the meaning is the same, the practice of Guanxi and Relationship
Marketing used in international companies is different (Simmons & Munch 1996). While
relationship marketing more used in business, Guanxi include personal life as well. Now with
china growing bigger, looking at this two same but different concept might help companies in
the world to improve their marketing strategy. It might also possible to combine the two
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concepts into one new concept, which consist of Guanxi personal life approach and
relationship marketing professional business approach.
At his research on Guanxi and Relationship Marketing in Taiwan, Wei Lun-Hsu (2007) wrote
that albeit Guanxi and Relationship Marketing share the same concept, but they are not
identical, and thus it create a bottleneck for foreigners to further penetrate China market. That
statement shows that we need to understand Guanxi before we can enter the China market,
same applied to the western countries with their Relationship Marketing. However, it is
unclear whether this is applicable for overseas Chinese. Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia
have the biggest overseas Chinese community among the world. However, Indonesian
overseas Chinese is unique because of its country circumstances and history, thus it is
interesting to see how these overseas Chinese do their business.
In order to analyze this, the concept of Guanxi and Relationship Marketing will be applied.
Using Wei Lun-Hsu research as its base research, the author intend to find out whether the
Overseas Chinese in Indonesia still rely heavily on their Guanxi heritage or switch to the
more modern Relationship Marketing, or have they succeeded in combining Guanxi with
Relationship Marketing.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Relationship Marketing
In 1994, Gronroos propose that since 1990’s there is a paradigm shift in marketing concept
which is getting closer to relationship-based concept rather than the traditional concept of
marketing mix. This is because the competition between products is becoming fiercer and
relationship marketing work at its best when there is heavy product competition along with
periodic desire for the product (Liam Alvey, as in Barry, Leonard (1983) Relationship
Marketing).
Ever since it emerged, RM has evolved and studied by many marketers and academics. Some
of the research contexts are business-to- business manufacturing, FMCG and services
marketing (Broderick et al 2008). This creates variation in the definition of relationship
marketing. Berry (1983) state that “relationship marketing is attracting, maintaining and
multi-service organizations enhancing customer relationships”. Parasumaran (1991) also state
that the definition of relationship marketing is attracting, developing, and retaining customer
relationships”. Both of Berry and of Parasuraman definition based on service industry, thus is
not the definition of Relationship Marketing this proposal will use. The definition of
relationship marketing this proposal will use is the definition from Jackson (1985) from
industrial marketing perspective. Jackson definition of relationship marketing is “Marketing
concentrated towards strong, lasting relationships with individual accounts”.
Relationship marketing history is further analyzed by Jagdish N Sheth with Atul Parvatiyar
on their paper ‘The evolution of Relationship marketing’. Jagdish and atul on their paper
stated that actually Relationship marketing is not a new theory at all. They found that
relationship oriented marketing practices can be traced back into the pre-industrial era. Direct
marketing is on its booming stage during the pre-industrial era, producers and customers
interact with each other thus create a relationship that transcends economic exchange. With
the growing of industrialization during the Industrial era, direct marketing become less and
less interesting as mass production came into play. The relationship between producers and
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customers become more complicated and most of the times even do not have any relationship
anymore with the emergence of third parties, or it is better known as middle man. With mass
production, producers doesn’t have the mean to keep tracking the customers nor build
relationship as the customers suddenly become too much to handle. This happen as the mass
production led into oversupply of goods thus changing the marketing orientation into
transaction, not relationship anymore (Jagdish N Sheth et al 1995)
As time passed by, with the growth of technology, it is possible to keep track of customer
information no matter how many there are. Marketing scholars started to realize the
comeback of relationship in marketing practices beginning with repeated purchase and brand
loyalty (Jagdish et all 1995). However, the relationship practices in marketing now are not the
same with the relationship practices pre-industrial era as the technology is different during
those two times. Thus there is a paradigm shift in marketing which is stated by Gronroos
earlier. To better understand about Relationship marketing, Adam Lindgreen breakdown the
objectives, components, and instruments of Relationship marketing as follows:
--------- See Figure 1 -------From that breakdown, Relationship marketing elements can be further categorized as: (Aryan
Hellas limited 2005)
Financial Bonds
Financial elements of relationship marketing refer to giving customers financial incentives
with the goal of tying them down. This element focuses primarily on short term customer
satisfaction which is directly tied with customer retention and loyalty. However, this element
cannot stand alone as it is only served as incentives. Long term relationship however, is
achievable with this as long as it applied the other elements of Relationship marketing
altogether.
Social Bonds
Social elements of relationship marketing refer to personal relationship rather than
organizational. It is an investment of time and efforts in order to build relationship both
formal and informal. Important elements of the Social Bonds are:
Promise. Marketers usually gave promise in order to persuade customer into a desired
outcome. However if these promise are not met, maintaining relationship with the customers
will be impossible. Fulfilling promises is equally important as customer satisfaction which
ended up in long term profitability.
Trust. Gronroos (1994) stated that the resources of the seller have to be used in such manner
that the customers trust in the resources and the firm itself is maintained and strengthened, the
resources include personnel, technology and systems. From this sentence we can see that
maintaining trust is important for the success of maintaining long term relationship and
relationships without trust will deteriorate.
Commitments. Commitment is the key to long-term relationship which implies that exchange
partners will be loyal, reliable, and show stability which leads to future value and benefits by
building ongoing relationships (Wei-Lun Hsu 2007)
Structural Bonds
Structural elements of Relationship marketing refers to interdependency. It is developed
when two organizations adapt to each other in some economic or technical way such as
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product or process adjustments (Aryan Hellas limited 2005 as in Wilson and Mummalaneni
1986). Interdependency in relationship means an irreplaceable exchange party which is built
via mutual trust, evaluation of mutual contributions, skills, resources, and values (Wei-Lun
Hsu 2007)
After we see the elements of Relationship marketing, next we will further explore Guanxi
and see the elements of Guanxi.
Guanxi
Sabine (2005) identified Guanxi as an important key factor of doing business in Asia. The
word Guanxi is actually two words, which is Guan and Xi. In Chinese, Guan mean door
which can also be interpreted as to close up, while Xi mean connection (Xu, 2001 and Wang,
2007) as a whole, Guanxi can be translated into social relationships which is fundamental in
business networks (Wang 2004). Guanxi is also considered to be informal networks as the
relationship is with family members, kinship, classmates, colleagues (Chow and Ng 2004).
Guanxi refers to benefits gained from social relations and it is usually come from extended
social network of families, school friends, workmate, and members of clubs or organizations.
Within Guanxi, staying in contact all the time is not necessary, what important most is
reciprocal favors. Failure to fulfill reciprocal favors can be considered as unforgiveable
offense. Guanxi however, can lead into a never ending cycle of favors (Ying Fan 2002).
Guanxi, which derives from old Chinese thinking particularly Confucianism, is often seen as
informal network, thus sometimes it is seen as favoritism, corruption, and bribery to pursue
self interest. This happen because Guanxi tend to give big benefits for those who are inside it,
while suffering those who are outside of it. The insider of Guanxi can enjoy reduced
transaction cost (sometimes involves economic loss but with increased transaction efficiency),
reliable information, expanding network (Wei-Lun Hsu 2007). The framework of Guanxi that
works in social relationship and business can be categorized as follows (Wei-Lun Hsu 2007):
Interpersonal Relationship
Interpersonal Relationship is important in order to preserve Guanxi. The elements of
interpersonal relationship is considered dominant elements of Guanxi
Mianzi (Face or Public Image). Public image is very important in Guanxi, it is defined as
social standing based on one reputation and characteristic within a given social group.
Mianzi is not generated by self-recognition, but shaped through others recognition. Thus
helping someone achieve good Mianzi can quickly boost the Guanxi while making someone
lose Mianzi is a quick track to destroy the Guanxi.
Ganqing (Emotional attachments). Ganqing can be defined as emotional attachments among
members of the Guanxi network. It also can be defined as emotional exchanges between two
parties which transcend obligation and hierarchical loyalty. Ganqing is what make Guanxi
special and difficult to penetrate by outsiders, moreover imitate or replace.
Renqing (Human empathy). Renqing refers to the reciprocal efforts needed to maintain
Guanxi. Renqing is leverage is personal exchanges of favors. There are three ways to
identified Renqing, first is as an emotional response of an individual confronting the various
situations of daily life or in other words empathy. Second is as tangible or intangible
resources to stimulate the relationships, third is as timely help.
Bonding
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Bonding is the first that differentiates Guanxi and Relationship marketing. Chinese people
tend to choose their exchange partner via people they already have experience with or people
that those people know or in other word, through mutual commonalities. Western people
usually see this as nepotism or unfair relationship, as people within Guanxi will favor blood
related and social base. Combining with renqing and mianzi however, Chinese people have
no problem of accepting outsider into the Guanxi network given the intermediary have a good
renqing and mianzi.
Trust (Xinyong)
Xinyong is defined as credibility, which is used to build trust. Members of Guanxi emphasis
Xinyong greatly, thus placing a great value on trust and credibility on both personal and
business context. Members of Guanxi network is also regarded as definitely trustworthy.
Guanxi and Relationship Marketing
Both Guanxi and Relationship Marketing share some similarities and differences. Both of
them refer to relationship. They share some similar elements, the characteristic and
appliances of the elements however, is different. The table1 below further explained the
similarities and differences of Guanxi and Relationship Marketing.
--------- See Table 1 -------Wei Lun Hsu uses these criteria to create his framework to design the questionnaire. As this
paper will not try to create a new framework or a new questionnaire, this paper will use Wei
Lun Hsu framework as it is. The four aspect of Wei Lun-Hsu framework are as follows:
Personal Factors
As Guanxi values relationships more than abilities and integrity, thus to analyze Guanxi subcriteria of Characters and Attitudes is added. Relationship Marketing values integrity and
abilities more thus Brilliance and Abilities sub-criteria is added. So the sub-criteria in
Personal Factors aspect are Characters and Attitudes, Brilliance and Abilities
Companionship Network
As for Companion network, people that tend to uses Guanxi and people who tend to use
Relationship Marketing have differences in valuing their companion. Guanxi prefers and trust
Relative & Countrymen more than Relationship Marketing, Guanxi also tend to find
Likeminded Friend. Relationship marketing, in the other hand, prefers Career Compatriots
and Professed Knowledge Abilities. Thus the sub-criteria for the companionship Network are
Relative & Countrymen, Likeminded Friend, Career Compatriots, and Professed Knowledge
Abilities
Leadership Style
Guanxi and Relationship marketing has different leadership styles. Guanxi leaders tend to
have a lot of Leadership Assessment as they are personal leaders. Relationship marketing
favors Formal System and company Atmosphere more. Sub-criteria for Leadership style are
as follow: Leadership assessment, Formal System, Atmosphere
Society and Culture
Guanxi and Relationship marketing comes from a different culture, Guanxi has been
practiced for thousands of years, thus it emphasize Traditional Thought like social norms and
working diligently. Relationship marketing came from western society where company
partnership is common, thus creating a Modern Mega-Trend. Future Vision is also included
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considering the globalization era as it makes culture merges through integration or innovation.
The sub-criteria for society and culture are as follow: Traditional Thought, Modern MegaTrend, and Future Vision.
Overseas Chinese – Indonesia
The term Overseas Chinese is used to describe people of Chinese birth or descent which live
outside of the People Republic of China. The overseas Chinese started their history as early
as 221 BC, they are envoys and pilgrims sent for trade interactions with other countries
(James D Tracy 1993, Khai Leong Ho 2009). The emigration of Chinese people or the
Chinese Diaspora happened a few times during history. The emigration to south east-Asian
countries begun at 10th to 15th century, another at early 19th century, and modern emigration
during the 20th century.
The Diaspora at the 15th century began the relationship between China and Indonesia, when
a Chinese mariner name Zheng He arrived in Indonesia. During his stays at Indonesia, the
admiral noted a lot of Chinese born in the Srivijaya Empire at Java Island. During the 17th
period, when the Dutch occupied Indonesia, they noted that the Chinese at Indonesia are
skilled artisans which help with the building of Batavia (Mely G Tan 2005). The city, Batavia,
later is named Jakarta and its home to the largest Chinese community at Indonesia (Heidhues,
Mary Somers 1999). The Chinese people that come then become Indonesian residents either
by marriage with the local Indonesians or through assimilation process. Most of this Chinese
people that come are from the southern part of China. Most Chinese Indonesian nowadays
can trace back their origins into Fujian, Guandong and Hainan provinces.
The overseas Chinese in Indonesia has faced a lot of difficulties, since the colonial period of
the Dutch (1600-1900) until the end of Suharto era (1998). There is a number of Chinese
extermination incident happened to the overseas Chinese in Indonesia. The first one is during
Dutch occupation of Indonesia. Around 10000 overseas Chinese was killed in an incident
known as the 1740 Batavia massacre, which in turn made the Dutch to get more overseas
worker to replace them (Hellwig, Tineke & Tagliacozzo, Eric, eds. 2009).The overseas
Chinese that came during this period is also perceived as temporary resident, thus having
difficulties of getting land rights (Heidhues, Mary Somers 2001) this worsen the fact that the
overseas Chinese who came to Indonesia during that time has severed their connection with
mainland China to get favorable welcome and protection under the Dutch (Phoa, Liong Gie
1992).
In early 1900, The Dutch abolished travel permits for overseas Chinese, thus making them
eligible to travel freely throughout Indonesia, this, followed by 1911 Xinhai Revolution and
1912 founding of Republic of China grew the Chinese-nationalist movement in Indonesia
(Purdey 2006) and led into a divided loyalty within the Chinese community in Indonesia. In
1911, Sarekat Islam, the first popular nationalist movement in Indonesia were founded from a
clash between Javanese and ethnic Chinese as the Javanese see the ethnic Chinese are too
indulge in their Chinese-nationalist movement. This anti-Chinese sentiment by the Sarekat
Islam spread throughout Java by 1918 and later led to a mass violence treatment to ethnic
Chinese by the Sarekat Islam at the city of Kudus (Purdey 2006). The ethnic Chinese that
stayed in Indonesia later on is divided by two; one is Chinese-nationalist movement, while
the others are pro-Indonesian. The pro-Indonesian Chinese founded Indonesian Tionghoa
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party to support the absorption of ethnic Chinese into Javanese population at 1932. Most of
the members of this party are Overseas Chinese born in Indonesia. At the Japanese
occupation of Indonesia during 1942-1945, ethnic Chinese in Indonesia suffer from bad
treatment from the Japanese as Japan is at war with mainland China. The Japanese attacks on
Chinese communities also resurfaced the old hatred of the anti-Chinese sentiment by the local
Indonesians, thus when the Dutch return to Indonesia after World War II, the ethnic Chinese
at Indonesia mostly fled from rural areas into Dutch controlled cities. This movement
however, is seen by many Indonesian as a pro-Dutch movement (Purdey 2006).
The period of 1950 to 1966 is the darkest period for overseas Chinese from Indonesia. At
1949 the Kuomintang party retreated to Taiwan from mainland China, this give opportunity
to the communist party of China to take control of mainland China. At the same time, The
Dutch ended their occupation in Indonesia at Round Table conference. This gave confusion
to Indonesian Chinese as under jus soli principle, which is used by Indonesia, they are
Indonesian citizen but under jus sanguinis, which is use by China, they are citizen of China.
To overcome this problem, China and Indonesia signed a treaty called Dual-Nationality treaty
which provides Indonesian Chinese the power to choose between Indonesian nationality and
Chinese nationality (Purdey 2006).
A lot of Chinese Indonesian choose to stay and become Indonesian citizen, however around
60.000 of them choose to return to China. Having Dutch education, the Chinese Indonesian
who went back to China has high hopes for their future, but they return to China is not as
good as expected and most of them ended up as refugees in Hong Kong. They have their
loyalty questioned and branded as outsiders especially when China goes through with their
Cultural Revolution during 1966 until 1976 (Coppel 2002). In Indonesia, the situation is not
better. Under President Regulation 10 on November 1959 Indonesian government began
placing restrictions for foreign trade and residents, the regulation banned retail service by
foreign residents in rural areas. This led into a protest by the Chinese communities and led
into an integration movement with Baperki (Badan Permusjawaratan Kewarganegaraan
Indonesia), a Chinese Indonesian political party, as its leader. At 1963, Baperki start to gain
the interest of Indonesian President at that time, President Sukarno. However at 1965 when
there is changed in the government from Sukarno (communist) to Suharto, Baperki was
branded as a communist party and thus many Chinese Indonesian become victim to the power
shift (Purdey 2006)
Under Suharto leadership, the Chinese Indonesian went through heritage banning. After
replacing Sukarno, in order not to repeat what happen during Sukarno governmental era
Suharto sought to assimilate the Chinese Indonesian. However, the assimilation process
encouraged the Chinese Indonesian to adopt Indonesian-sounding names and expressions of
Chinese culture, language, religion, and festivals are banned (Purdey 2006). Suharto then,
realizing the potential of Chinese born business aptitude, brought the Chinese Indonesian
business into the economic development program of his government but at the same time
restrict the Chinese Indonesian political freedom. The Chinese, who are given big economic
role without acceptance into the society, were often harassed by the locals, turned into a
practice of exchanging money for security. In front of the local eyes, this practice gave the
overseas Chinese Indonesian a stereotype of wealthy although they are small in numbers.
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This also builds up resentment and suspicion for the Chinese Indonesian among the locals
(Purdey 2006). The anti-Chinese sentiment started to rise again at the 1990s, there are three
riots during 1996 and 1997, and the peak, is at May 1998. A protest about Suharto
government in Jakarta turns out to be a shooting of four students from Trisakti University.
This turn of event resulted into massive violence which targeted the Chinese Indonesian as in
front of the local eyes at that time, they are the one who funded Suharto government. During
this period, a lot of Chinese Indonesians fled the country to go to Singapore, Hong Kong,
Australia, and United States (Napier 1999). The May 1998 riot resulted in Suharto’s
resignation as a President.
After the resignation of Suharto, Indonesian government has changed it approach to the
Chinese Indonesian. It started from the first President to replace Suharto, BJ Habibie. BJ
Habibie tried to bring the Chinese Indonesians scattered abroad to come back to Indonesia,
this is not working because the skepticism from both the locals and the Chinese Indonesians.
Another reason is the Chinese Indonesian still afraid for what happen during the May 1998
riot. Habibie government however erases the use of locals and not-locals on official
government and business documents. Habibie government also remove the ban on Chinese
Mandarin language, a language which already forgotten by most of Indonesian Chinese
because of the ban on Chinese culture and heritage during Suharto era. President
Abdurrahman Wahid, replacing Habibie, remove the need for permission for practicing
Chinese culture in public and thus starting that moment, the Chinese Indonesians are free to
perform their traditions in public. President Megawati Sukarno Putri, during her leadership,
stated that the Chinese New Year is now a National Holiday (Suryadinata 2008).
The Chinese Indonesian is an interesting case as they are originally Chinese people, thus they
are familiar with Guanxi. However, been cut off for couple of generation from their Chinese
heritage, it is unsure whether the Chinese Indonesian still practiced it as much as the
mainland Chinese. Moreover, Indonesia is opening up to international society much earlier
than China thus Relationship marketing already been there longer than it is been in China.
The Chinese Indonesian as we can see from the literature above, has been given privilege by
holding the Indonesian economy mostly, thus by knowing how they performing we can have
a glimpse of Indonesian Business environtment in regard of the practice of Guanxi and
Relationship Marketing.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Samples and Data Collection Method
The research will use quantitative and qualitative research method in order to investigate the
result. The main reason for using both research methods is that the original framework
authors (Wei-Lun Hsu) also use both research methods. The quantitative research method
(Questionnaire) will be used to see the result from the factors, while the qualitative research
method (In-depth Interview) will be used to get additional information that the questionnaire
cannot get. This proposal is going to use AHP model method to get the factors result and then
compare the result. This paper is not going to create a new theory based of Wei-Lun Hsu
framework.
To compare both Guanxi and Relationship Marketing, the AHP model will be used to design
the questionnaire; the software of Expert Choice will be used to analyze the data because the
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software is supporting software for the AHP model, finally the Delphi method will be used to
collect the data
The samples for this research will be Chinese Indonesian Business Owners who at least
already worked in their field for at least 5 years. This proposal will pick 3 Business Owners
from each Industry (Finance, Banking and Insurance, Automobile, Construction, Education)
added up into 36 samples.
AHP Model
The Analytical Hierarchy Process is a technique developed by Thomas L Saaty in the 1970s.
AHP is often used to organize and analyze complex decisions by creating a mathematical
model for it. According to Ernest H Forman and Saul I. Gass (1999) AHP can be applied for
these situations: Choice, Ranking, Prioritization, Resource allocation, Benchmarking, Quality
Management, and Conflict Resolution. Looking at the situations where AHP can be applied,
applying AHP for this paper can be categorized as prioritization.
The Procedure in using AHP can be summarized as follows (Saaty 2008):
 Model the problem as a hierarchy containing the decision goal, the alternatives for
reaching it, and the criteria for evaluating the alternatives.


Establish priorities among the elements of the hierarchy by making a series of
judgments based on pair wise comparisons of the elements.



Synthesize these judgments to yield a set of overall priorities for the hierarchy



Check consistency for the judgments



Come to a final decision based on the result of this process

Delphi Method
The Delphi Method is a method to structure communication process in order to allow a group
of individuals to solve a complex problem (H A Linstone, Murray Turoff 1975). The Delphi
survey technique was developed by two scientists, Olaf Helmer and Norman Dalkey, which
at that time working for Rand Corporation (R L. Custer, J A Scarcella, B R Steward 1999).
There are three key characteristic that separate Delphi method with other methodologies, they
are:
Structuring Information Flow. The interactions among participants at Delphi method is
controlled by the panel director, thus eliminating the negative effects of panel discussions.
The panels members is asked to fill questionnaires and also comment on it as their
contributions
Regular Feedback. The panel members can change their opinion based on what they hear and
listen during the panel meeting. This reduces the chance of panel members that cling too
much to their previously stated opinions.
Anonymity of the participants. The participants’ information will not be revealed, thus giving
the participants the ability to truly express their thinking, critique, and revising their
statement without any personal bias, authority, personality, and reputation to consider.
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As stated at Wei Lun-Hsu paper, The Delphi method does not require a large number of
questionnaire feedbacks. It focuses on the quality of the feedback rather than the quantity as
the Delphi method is a justification sampling.
Framework of Questionnaire
As explained at the literature review section, the graph of the framework for the questionnaire
design is as follow:
--------- See Figure 2-------The Framework is used to show how the questionnaire is design so that it can clearly
differentiate Guanxi and Relationship marketing.
Hypotheses
This paper has 2 major hypotheses, each of this can be divided into smaller hypotheses
consisting each of Guanxi and Relationship marketing determinants. The hypotheses are:
H1: The Chinese Indonesian, although already cut from their traditional heritage but still
practices Guanxi
H2: The Chinese Indonesian does not practice Guanxi anymore but already moved into the
more western Relationship marketing
H3: The Chinese Indonesian has successfully mixed Guanxi and Relationship marketing
CONTRIBUTION OF STUDY
This study will be beneficial for companies that want to have a look at Indonesian business
environment. Companies, especially from China, will also be able to use this study as their
reference in order to enter the Indonesian market or find partners in Indonesia. Expatriates,
especially from China, that want to work in Indonesia can also benefit from this study by
gaining more insight on what the business environment in Indonesia looks like.
By doing this study, the author intend to understand better about the relationship between
Guanxi and Relationship Marketing. Others that read this study not only will be able to
further understand the similarities and differences of Guanxi and Relationship marketing but
also see how both Guanxi and Relationship marketing affect the business environment
especially in Asia.
Figure 1. Relationship Marketing Breakdown
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Source: Aryan Hellas Limited, Relationship marketing: Understanding and Implementing the
Concept, IBRC Athens ; 2005 as in Adam Lingreen, A framework for studying relationshipmarketing dyads, Qualitative Market Research, vol.4. No.2; 2001
Figure 2: Framework for the Questionnaire
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Table 1: Western and Chinese relationship table

Bonding

Western

Chinese

Between customer and
supplier
For desired goal

Blood bases and Social bases
For social control and
business behaviour
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in short term
With specific intention
Converged value
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Value returned in time when
both giver and receiver will
Reciprocity
benefit
No specific intention
Increased Value
People with promised
Kinship or in-group members
integrity
Build trust first, transaction
Trust
Build transaction first,
may follow
relationship may follow
Based more on personal
Based more on system
contacts
Sender-centered
Receiver-centered
Empathy
communication
communication
Source: Wei-Lun Hsu. 2007. The Comparison of Guanxi and Relationship marketing on
Business Management: A Case Study of Old and New Industries in Taiwan. University of
Nottingham which is adapted from Yau et al (2000): Relationship marketing the Chinese
Way
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Do Cheaters Sometimes Prosper? The Longitudinal Effect of Social
Sanctions on Student Performance

ABSTRACT
Social network theory posits that in highly embedded groups social sanctions are effective at
mitigating undesirable behaviors. This paper explores the effects of social sanctions over time.
Using a unique sample of 40 MBA students, we examine the effects of perceived cheating on
ongoing social relationships as well as their performance in school. We find that all actors
who are perceived to cheat are ostracized in their social networks, yet the negative effect of
being ostracized fades over time. In other words, we find that social sanctions differential
impact actors’ performance contingent on the duration of the interaction. More generally, our
research suggests limitations in the effectiveness of social sanctions in curtailing socially
deviant behaviors.
Key words: Embeddedness, Social Sanctions, Cheating, Longitudinal Networks
“There is an idea that social capital is always a good thing, like chicken soup. … No matter
what social ills there were, you could just give a big dose of social capital and that would take
care of it.” (Mark Granovetter quoted in Krippner et al., 2004: p 124)
INTRODUCTION
Studies of social embeddedness have documented a host of positive outcomes springing from
the abundance of social capital, interaction, and transparency in dense social networks. These
benefits include: the ability to transfer tacit knowledge (Hatch & Dyer, 2004), increased
cooperation and trust (Uzzi, 1996, 1997; Dyer & Chu, 2000), increased innovation (Gerler,
Wolfe, & Garkut, 2000), accelerated organizational change (Volkoff, Strong, & Elmes, 2007),
effective communication (Cohen, Robinson, & Edwards 1969), feelings of wellbeing
(Snowden, 2001), reduced conflict (Kakacs, 2001), increased economic exchange (Gulati &
Sytch, 2007; Grewal, Lilien, & Mallapragada, 2006), and increased job performance (van
Emmerik & Sanders, 2006).
These positive outcomes of embeddedness are partially the result of transparency, appropriate
levels of monitoring, and credible threats of sanctions within the network. Together,
transparency, monitoring, and sanctions engender trust, cooperation and knowledge flows
among actors (Dietz, Ostrom, & Stern, 2003; Sztompka, 1999). More specifically, the ability
to monitor others coupled with potential to leverage social sanctions within the network, such
as tarnishing an actor’s reputation, engenders actor conformity to social norms building trust
and allowing socially beneficial exchange (Barney & Hansen, 1994; Hagen & Choe, 1998).
Actors are likely to exhibit self-control in an effort to avoid crippling social sanctions that
may be levied upon them by others in the network. For instance, nations may restrain their
deviant behavior for fear the social sanctions of international community (Ambrosetti, 2010),
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organizations may forego opportunistic behaviors and even cooperate lest they be ostracized
in their exchange networks (Uzzi, 1996; 1997), and individuals are reticent to cheat or engage
in other deviant behavior for fear of reputational damage (Granovetter, 1992).
In this study, we seek to explore the longitudinal effects of social control in an embedded
network. In particular, we highlight differential effects of social sanctions on performance
overtime. In doing so, we hypothesize that all actors who engage in deviant behavior are
likely to be ostracized in the network, but we argue that the effects of being marginalized in
the network may have differential effects dependent on the stage of interaction. We
theoretically develop our model of differential effects of social sanctions and then test the
predictions empirically using a longitudinal sample of 42 MBA students’ network and their
scholastic performance.
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES
Social Capital and Performance
While there are important differences in how social capital impacts actors across country
boundaries, in embedded networks, reputation and trust are considered to universally affect
exchange (Coleman, 1994). For instance, in China, guanxi (drawing on social capital to gain
favors) plays an important role in business exchange (Luo, 2007) and a person’s reputation,
trustworthiness, and solidarity may determine their success or failure in business. Similarly,
Dyer and Chu (2000, 2011) have demonstrated that trusting relations, in Japan and South
Korea, can increase performance in the automobile industry. Uzzi (1996, 1997) also reports
the positive effects of trust and reputation on performance in the New York garment and
diamond industries.
Numerous studies theorize that a key reason highly embedded networks have relatively high
performance is their ability to control deviant action by easily identifying and punishing
opportunistic actions of network members (Dietz, Ostrom, & Stern, 2003; Sztompka, 1999).
This ease of identification in embedded networks stems from the abundance of redundant
network ties. Numerous redundant associations create multiple avenues for monitoring actors
within the network at relatively low cost. The density of the connections increases the
chances of rapid discovery for actors who behave opportunistically. For instance, Burt
summarizes that “within a closed network, warning [of abusive behavior] comes reliably
early and at low cost.” (Burt 2005: 105). Granovetter (1985: 490) similarly notes, “The
embeddedness argument stresses the role of concrete personal relations and structures of such
relations in generating trust and discouraging malfeasance.” In general, studies assume that
in highly embedded networks social sanctions uniformly affect actor’s performance by
damaging their reputation and negatively affecting their opportunities for future exchange
with other network members.
Role of Reputation
In highly embedded networks, actor’s reputations become solidified not only through direct
exchange between actors, but, perhaps more importantly, by the opinions and experience of
others in the network (Burt, 2005). This indirect exchange, often manifest in the form of
gossip, flows freely in highly embedded networks. Gossip is information about one actor
discussed by other actors not in the presence of the actor. Gossip may impact ongoing
exchange as a form of third-party control (Ellickson, 1991). For instance, Uzzi (1999)
provides an example of a banker’s trust of a client increasing because his wife expressed her
trust of the client. Similarly, Padgett and Ansell (1993) discuss how the Medici family
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actively created embedded ties through marriages to keep abreast of and control over
commercial activities in the Florentine market. Granovetter (1992: 44) highlighted how
gossip increases the fear of actors engaged in deviant behaviors. He noted, “My mortification
at cheating a friend of long standing may be substantial even when undiscovered. It may
increase when the friend becomes aware of it. But it may become even more unbearable
when our mutual friends uncover the deceit and tell one another.”
Embedded networks not only impact the amount of information that flows within the network
but also type of information shared also changes. In networks of embedded ties, actors are
more likely to share detailed, private and tacit information such as interests, priorities and
challenges (Dhanaraj, Lyles, Steensma and Tihanyi, 2004; Uzzi, 1999). The positive results
of more robust information sharing are that others in the network are able to help solve
problems for each other. For instance, Uzzi and Gillespie (2002) found that bankers with
embedded ties to clients were able to help them solve their problems. For instance, a client
may have a real estate need while the banker “happens to know someone that they can trust
that can help out” (Uzzi and Gillespie, 2002: 600). In addition, in embedded networks
detailed communication makes it more likely that deviant behaviors will be identified,
impacting reputations and trust within the network.
Social Sanction of Cheaters
Actors that engage in opportunistic behavior may suffer punitive social sanctions from others
in embedded networks. Dyer and Chu (2000: 262) highlight different sanctions, noting, “If a
transaction is embedded within a broader reciprocal social relationship, then transactors may
rely on social sanctions to protect their interests. Various types of social sanctions may
control opportunism: withdrawal of love, respect, prestige, and/or (worst of all) banishment
from the social community.” Burt similarly (2005) highlighted a 1963 study by Macauley of
ranchers in Shasta County California. Here, ranchers frequently employed extralegal (social
sanctions) actions to punish cattle trespassing violations. Most notably, these offending
ranchers were ostracized in the cattlemans’ association. Due to the closure and concomitant
gossip of this highly embedded network, violations and social sanctions provide means “so
that abusive people can be squeezed out of the network.” (Burt 2005: 105). Grief’s 1993
study of Maghribi traders also noted that these Mediterranean traders, “acted in concert to
exclude traders found to be abusive” (Burt, 2005: 128).
Hence, we hypothesize:
H1: In highly embedded networks, actors who are perceived as cheaters are likely to
be ostracized in the network.
Reputation and the Detrimental Performance Effects of Social Sanctions
In embedded networks, social sanctions are often levied by actor’s intended to mar the
reputation of others in the network. Following Fombrun and Shanley (1990), we define
reputation as a public construction of an opinion generated from signals regarding the firm
(or individual). A reputation, in turn, is used as a prediction of the actor’s future activities.
Reputations impact social exchange because they provide information a priori to potential
exchange partners. Reputation is critical in embedded networks because it is a form of
currency by which other actors within the network assess the costs (real or potential) of
interacting with a potential partner. Burt (2005: 130) summarizes the importance of
reputation, “Closure’s reputation mechanism is the reason why (Putnam, 1993: 173-174)
dense networks increase the potential costs to a defector in any individual transaction, foster
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norms of reciprocity, improve the flow of information about trustworthiness of individuals,
and embody past collaborative successes that can serve as a template for future collaboration.”
Reputation is salient in our study, because it can affect the team selection and collaboration
process. For instance, Sullivan, Haunschild, and Page (2007) found that corporation guilty of
unethical actions were likely to be marginalized in corporate networks. In our study, more
specifically, because much of the work completed in an MBA program is completed in group
work or with the help of others, actors with a negative reputation are likely to be ostracized
and excluded during group formation or during collaborative study. Those students with a
reputation for engaging in cheating behaviors are likely to have difficulty in joining teams for
future projects. As offending students are cut out of the student network, they are likely to
have fewer options for potential work partners. As a result, we hypothesize:
H2: Those actors with a reputation for cheating are likely to have lower grades.
A Temporal Effect of Social Sanctions
While social sanctions are critical in controlling network behavior, the effect of social
sanctions is often unable to induce actors to fully control their behaviors. Following group
norms requires self-control (DeBono, Shmueli and Muraven, 2011) and the individual must
value their reputation in the network. For example, in Macauley’s 1963 of Shasta County
California ranchers, some ranchers were new to the area (rather than 2nd or 3rd generation
ranchers) and did not value their standing and position in the local cattleman’s association.
As a result, the social sanctions levied upon them were less meaningful and less likely to
influence their behavior. Moreover, as ranchers’ cattle repeatedly violated trespassing norms
and grazed on others land, social sanctions became increasingly ineffective.
The reputation of an actor who receives social sanctions is likely to deteriorate. As their
reputation declines in the network, actors are likely to insulate themselves from the effect of
these actions by reducing their motivational investment in the exchange relationships
(Emerson, 1962). In other words, when an actor violates norms and is sanctioned by others in
their embedded network, their reputation is likely to diminish and they are likely to be
marginalized in the network. However, offending actors are likely to preserve positive selfviews by reducing their desire to have ongoing relationships with other members of the group.
In turn, further offences are likely to produce additional social sanctions but the sanctions are
increasingly unlikely to hurt the actor, particularly if the actors cannot be expelled from the
network. For instance, in Ellickson’s (1991) study, an outsider was unaffected by attempted
marring of his reputation, “The ranchette residents who were particularly bothered by Ellis’
cattle could see that he was utterly indifferent to his reputation among them. They thought,
however, that as a major rancher, Ellis would worry about his reputation among the cattle
operations in the county. They therefore reported Ellis’ activities to the Board of Directors of
the Shasta County Cattlemen’s Association. This move proved unrewarding, for Ellis was
also surprisingly indifferent to his reputation among the cattlemen.” (Burt 2005: 108). Thus
as actors are sanctioned and grow more indifferent to the social sanctions of others, they are
less likely to be significantly affected. Hence, we posit:
H3: The (negative) performance effect of perceived cheating is likely to diminish overtime.
DATA
Our research was conducted among 52 MBA students in a private Korean University. The 18
month MBA program includes individuals from 13 countries including Korea, Vietnam,
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China, US, Singapore, Iran, Kenya, and Egypt. Sixty-five percent of the students were
Korean and 28 percent of the students were female. The relatively small student body
coupled with an intense full-time program is appropriate to study highly embedded networks
because all the students interact in the classroom, in group assignments and other activities all
day for 18 months. Data was collected at the beginning, at the end, and after the conclusion of
the MBA program. Each student was asked to participate in a voluntary survey which asked
them to indicate for each student in the school the level of interaction, their perceived
competency, and if they consider the other student a friend. The same survey was
administered in the last month of the program. All 52 of the students completed both surveys.
In addition, one month after the completion of the program (to ensure that their reporting
would not be perceived as having adversarial effects on their peers), each student was asked
to indicate the extent to which they perceived each student to have cheated during the MBA
program (1 never cheated, 3 cheats at an average level, 5 cheats all the time). We then
obtained student grade information from the school registry. Our sample was reduced by five
students who had left the program for other degree programs or for personal reasons.
MEASURES
Grade Point Average (GPA) We used each students quarterly GPA as our measure of
performance. Our measures included the Fall Semester of 2008, the Spring, Summer and Fall
Semesters of 2009. The GPA scale was based on 4.5 for an A+, 4.0 for an A, 3.5 for a B+,
3.0 for a B and so on. The average GPA was 3.81 with a minimum of 3.42 and a maximum of
4.27.
Perceived Cheating. We created a measure of perceived cheating summarizing the total
cheating score for each individual. The average score was 16.48 with a standard deviation of
5.24. We used a standardized measure in subsequent analysis.
Ostracized. We measured the degree to which individuals were ostracized by their peers
using two measures. The first was a difference score between the average level of friendship
at the start and end of the program. A positive score indicated that actors were more liked at
the start of their program than at the end. Second, we calculated an equivalent measure for the
perceived capability level of each actor. These items were then standardized. In general,
friendship increased among the students in the program while perceived competency
decreased.
Control Variable. We included student gender as control variable in our study.
Summary statistics and correlations are founding Table 1.
--------------------------------------------See Table 1
--------------------------------------------RESULTS
We tested hypothesis 1 that those actors who are perceived as cheaters are likely to be
ostracized in the network using a difference score between the beginning and ending of the
program. The relation between cheating and friendship difference are positive and significant
as indicated in Table 1. Similarly the regression results in Model II of Table 2 demonstrates,
actors who are perceived as cheaters are also significantly less likely to perceived as
competent by their peers. In Model III we find a similar effect for friendship; those actors
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who cheat are less likely to have friends at the end of the program. These relationships are
further depicted in Figure 1. This Figure graphically depicts that as the level of perceived
cheating increase, the difference between their peer friendship and confidence increases.
These results strongly support Hypothesis 1.
--------------------------------------------See Table 2 and Figure 1
--------------------------------------------Hypothesis 2 predicted that actors with a reputation for cheating are likely to have lower
grades. Using an aggregate measure of GPA, we find support for this hypothesis. Perceptions
of cheating are negatively associated with a student’s GPA. As Table 3 Model II
demonstrates actors who are perceived to cheat are likely to have a lower GPA. We also find
a curvilinear effect in Model III. The squared term of perceived cheating is significantly and
positively related to performance.
--------------------------------------------See Table 3
--------------------------------------------We next test Hypothesis 3, which posits that the negative effect of cheating on GPA is likely
to diminish over time, by regressing the effect of cheating in the first and last semester of the
program. As Table 4 demonstrates, these regressions provide support for our hypothesis.
Moreover, the patterns depicted in Figure 2 indicate that GPA is increasingly less likely to be
affected by perceptions of cheating. In the last semester of the program the results even shift
positive for excessive cheaters, indicating that cheating may improve performance-despite
social sanctions.
--------------------------------------------See Table 4 and Figure 2
--------------------------------------------DISCUSSION
The abundance of social capital in embedded networks can create an environment that fosters
interaction, transparency and trust. These mechanisms, in turn, engender tacit knowledge
transfer, cooperation, innovation, increased economic exchange and increased job
performance among other positive benefits. Because monitoring opportunistic behavior is
relatively low cost and the ability to mar other actor’s reputation with social sanctions,
deviant behaviors such as cheating are less likely to occur in embedded networks (Sullivan,
Haunschild & Page, 2007).
In this paper, we find that when deviant actions do occur, deviant actors are likely to be
sanctioned by the community resulting in the marginalization and poorer performance for the
offending actors. Our research findings further demonstrate that when actors are unable to
expel others who continue to violate norms, the performance effects of social sanctions are
likely to diminish over time. These results add to prior literature which found that the
process of marginalizing deviant actors may further enhance their deviant behaviors until
they are fully expelled from the network. For instance, Rao, Davis and Ward (2000) found
that an important predictor in determining defection of companies from the NASDAQ to the
New York Stock Exchange was the strength of ties to actors at each exchange. Tie strength to
in-group actors reduced identity-discrepant cues while out-group tie strength increased cues.
Thus, ostracized actors are likely to withdraw from the embedded network further
diminishing the effectiveness of social sanctions against them. Emerson (1962) identified that
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this reduction of motivation investment may result in less power for the dominant exchange
partner. Our findings emphasize the diminishing effect of social sanctions in curtailing
deviant behavior over time.
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TABLE 2: Regression Results of Perceived Cheating on Competency and Friendship
Differences
Model I
Model II
Model III
Variables
Controls
Competency
Friendship
Difference
Difference
Gender
0.034
0.002
0.119
(0.271)
(0.287)
(0.252)
Non-Korean
0.584
0.442
1.238
(.0324)
(0.278)
(0.203)
Perceived Cheating
0.102***
0.045***
(0.030)
(0.016)
Constant
-.243
-1.848***
-1.305***
(0.237)
(0.540)
(0.352)
Observations
48
R-squared
0.089
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

48
0.364

48
0.468

TABLE 3: Regression Results of Perceived Cheating on GPA
Model I
Model II
Model III
Variables
Controls
Linear
Non-linear
Competency Difference -0.107***
-0.082**
-0.093**
(-0.032)
(-0.040)
(-0.038)
Friendship Difference
0.129***
0.130***
0.127***
(-0.031)
(-0.030)
(-0.031)
Gender
-0.038
-0.037
-0.056
(-0.054)
(-0.056)
(-0.052)
Perceived Cheating
-0.008
-0.066***
(-0.007)
(-0.021)
Perceived Cheating²
0.002***
(-0.001)
Constant
3.831***
3.970***
4.424***
(-0.042)
(-0.118)
(-0.182)
Observations
48
R-squared
0.279
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

48
0.307

48
0.393

TABLE 4: Regression Results of Perceived Cheating on GPA
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Model I
Variables
GPA
Competency Difference -0.093**
(-0.038)
Friendship Difference
0.127***
(-0.031)
Gender
-0.056
(-0.052)
Perceived Cheating
-0.066***
(-0.021)
Perceived Cheating²
0.001***
(-0.0006)
Constant
4.424***
(-0.182)

Model II
Fall 2008
-0.140***
(-0.047)
0.168***
(-0.039)
-0.038
(-0.070)
-0.042
(-0.028)
0.000
(-0.000)
4.218***
(-0.253)

Model III
Fall 2009
-0.088*
(-0.046)
0.178***
(-0.049)
-0.109
(-0.073)
-0.098***
(-0.025)
0.002***
(-0.001)
4.659***
(-0.220)

Observations
48
R-squared
0.393
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

48
0.369

47
0.393

FIGURE 1: Actors Perceived as Cheaters are Marginalized in the Competency and
Friendship Networks*

*values less than zero indicate less competent or less likely to be a friend, values greater than
zero indicate more competent or more likely to be a friend)
FIGURE 2: Quadratic Representation of Actor’s Perception of Cheating on GPA By
Semester
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Zafar U Ahmed
Murali Sambasivan
Both of Universiti Putra Malaysia
Impact of Consumer's Self, Cultural Intelligence and Cultural Distance on Global Tourists’
Behavior towards Malaysia
ABSTRACT
Global tourism industry has emerged as one of the important earners of multi-billion tourist
dollars for the Malaysian economy, whose numbers are expected to surpass its national
population in the foreseeable future. Since, tourism sector has assumed a significant position
in the national economic development, it is imperative to understand the dynamics of global
tourists’ consumer behavior in order to serve their needs with pragmatism and assist in the
formulation of effective marketing strategies at the national level.
The current study while unveiling a conceptual framework of analysis wishes to establish
linkages between self-concept, cultural intelligence and cultural distance with Malaysia’s
tourist image globally by exploring the dynamics, inter-relationships and effectiveness of
these constructs in order to comprehend their cumulative impact on the consumer behavior of
global tourists visiting Malaysia.
The main contribution of this research, (when completed), will lie in the explanation of a
greater proportion of variance in the interface between these variables, thus providing
Malaysia’s international tourism marketers with clear perspectives of what to do and what not
to do when operating in global tourist generating markets.
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Keywords: self-concept, cultural intelligence, cultural distance, Malaysia, tourist image,
marketing, branding.

George M. Puia, Saginaw Valley State University, USA

An Integrated Approach to Disruptive Innovation Strategy

ABSTRACT
Disruptive innovation strategy (DIS) is an approach for new ventures facing difficult entry
barriers. By definition, a disruptive innovation strategy interrupts the equilibrium of existing
markets and shifts the basis of competition by exploiting new customer value propositions.
New ventures attempt to create and introduce a superior solution to a customer’s need in
ways that minimize or eliminate barriers of reputation, scale, experience, foreignness or
newness. Since incumbents have greater resources than market entrants and can retaliate
against smaller start-up firms, new ventures must have a combination of strategy and
technology to overcome barriers.
Scholars disagree as to the antecedent conditions of DIS and the type of strategic responses
they stimulate. An integrated approach to DIS could lead to both better theory development
and more effective application. This paper seeks to add to the literature by developing an
integrated approach to disruptive innovation strategy in new ventures.

Robert Paul Giebitz, Dalian University of Finance and Economics, China
Moral Leadership and Creating a Culture of Innovation in China
ABSTRACT
China is moving swiftly down a path of economic development. Recently enacted
government policy provides guidelines and incentives to cultivate creativity throughout
Chinese society and to foster entrepreneurship in an ambitious effort to transform China into
a leader of innovation. To accelerate this process, the government has placed a great deal of
emphasis on the identification and nurturing of talent.
But talent needs effective leadership. This paper discusses empirical evidence as well as
Chinese philosophical traditions related to the qualities required for such leadership. It
challenges some of the assumptions underlying popular notions of leadership and examines
the concept of moral leadership as a vital factor in long-term organizational performance. The
relationship between executive leadership, creativity, and employee engagement is explored.
The purpose of this work is to emphasize the central role of moral leadership in achieving
sustainable high levels of organizational performance, to define the fundamental qualities
needed for moral leadership, and to suggest areas for further study.
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What is Moral Leadership?
Moral leadership is a model that is evolving more through practice than through the creation
of academic constructs. The following are among the capabilities identified by a working
group at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit: (Anello, 1992)
 To encourage others
 To conduct one's affairs and responsibilities with rectitude
 To assess one's strengths and weaknesses without involving the ego
 To exercise initiative in a creative and disciplined way
 To sustain effort and persevere in overcoming obstacles
 To understand relationships of dominance and be able to facilitate their
transformation into relationships of inter-dependence, reciprocity and service
 To learn from systematic reflection on one’s actions
 To think systemically in the search for solutions
 To participate effectively in consultation
 To build unity while cultivating diversity
The Need for Moral Leadership
President Hu Jintao addressed top government leaders at a recent meeting of the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference, the country’s top political advisory body (Wang,
2010). He told them that China must greatly enhance its creative capabilities, foster
independent innovation, and accelerate the transformation of scientific and technological
achievements into actual productive forces. He is calling on China to greatly improve its
educational system and create an environment that nurtures talent. “Talent is the most
important resource,” President Hu proclaimed at the formal release ceremony for the National
Medium- and Long-term Talent Development Plan (2010–2020). Nearly two years of
deliberations among government officials, academics, business leaders, and others went into
this comprehensive human resource development plan. It sets the stage for the transformation
of China from a labor-intensive to an innovation-driven economy. The plan provides for the
development or repatriation of both technical and nontechnical experts and educators, the
training of public and private sector leaders, and support for both established and aspiring
entrepreneurs.
But what kind of leadership is needed to bring about such sweeping changes? Economic
growth and development cannot be divorced from its moral framework. According to David
Li, Chairman and Country Head of UBS China and Chairman of the Board for UBS
Securities Co., Ltd., we cannot consider only economic theories and models of growth (Li,
2008). Li says, “The relentless pursuit of wealth, human greed, incompetent regulation, and
financial products solely designed for profits” are values built into our social institutions and
are among the root causes of the ongoing financial crisis.
The Qualities of Moral Leadership
In a quest to discover, through an examination of the empirical evidence, what leads to a
transformation from mediocrity to superior, sustainable business results, management
consultant Jim Collins led a team of 20 researchers in a 5-year study. The results were
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published in his best-selling book Good to Great. “I like to think of our work as a search for
timeless principles,” writes Collins, “that will remain true and relevant no matter how the
world changes around us” (Collins, 2001:15). Collins and his team examined the business
results of 1435 companies that had appeared on the Fortune 500 list between 1965 and 2000.
They were looking for a pattern of ordinary performance at or below the general stock market
for a period of 15 years, then a transition period of several years, followed by cumulative
returns at least three times the market for the next 15 years. They believed that a close
examination of what happened during the transition period would reveal something essential
to our understanding of what makes a company great. They found 11 cases that fit the pattern
they were looking for.
They also identified comparison companies of comparable size, operating in the same
industry, facing the same challenges and the same opportunities, yet failing to achieve similar
results. What did the 11 great companies have in common? And what did they have in
common that the 11 comparison companies did not have? To their surprise, they discovered
that the development of a great company begins with the moral leadership of the chief
executive.
Stephen Covey has been studying leadership for decades and his best-selling book, The 7
Habits of Highly Effective People has been translated into 38 languages, including Chinese,
and has sold over 15 million copies (Covey, 1989). Covey identified what he calls “four
imperatives” of leadership: modeling, pathfinding, aligning, and empowering. A leader must
build trust through modeling character and competence, encourage people to focus on a
common vision and purpose, and then develop a blueprint of action. This must be followed
by alignment of systems, processes, and structures with the desired results so that the talent
and energy of the people are released to pursue the mission. When people trust each other and
share a common vision, and systems are aligned, they feel empowered to make decisions and
to take risks. Their intelligence, creativity, and resourcefulness are put to use; their
contribution is maximized; they are freed from unnecessary frustrations; they have a sense of
joy and fulfillment that comes from learning and using their talents in the service of a worthy
enterprise. These are not “management tricks,” Covey warns, they are not techniques to be
imitated or a recipe that can be followed step by step. They are principles that reinforce one
another and must be built into the character of the leader. In The Art of War, Sun-tzu (Sunzi)
tells us that leadership requires five qualities: trustworthiness, intelligence, humaneness,
courage, and discipline (Sun-tzu, 1988). Both Covey and Sun-tzu agree that a leader must
have all these essential qualities and capacities; leadership is fundamentally a matter of
character, not technique or style. Sun-tzu says “When one has all five virtues together, each
appropriate to its function, then one can be a leader.”
Collins and his team found that the actions of the CEOs of the 11 great companies did not fit
the contemporary models of leadership. They decided to coin their own term to describe it –
Level 5 leadership. Collins and his team observed that these leaders pursued greatness –
relentlessly, methodically, fearlessly – not for themselves, but for their organization. They
were known for their humility. They took no credit for their success; they gave the credit to
others or attributed their success to good luck. They took the blame for the failures. The
reverse was true for the executive leaders of the comparison companies. They were more
concerned about what they could get – fame, fortune, adulation, power – and less concerned
about what they could build, create, or contribute. In fact, the CEOs in the good-to-great
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companies came very close to fitting the description of what Confucius called “the exemplary
person,” or junzi.
In The Analects, Confucius describes the junzi as exemplary persons who are continually
striving to cultivate their character (Ames, 2009). They are distressed by their own lack of
ability, not by the failure of others to acknowledge them (15.19). They help to bring out the
best in others (12.16), they defer on matters they don’t understand (13.3), are easy to serve
but difficult to please (13.25). The junzi are distinguished but not arrogant (13.26), make
demands on themselves more than on others (15.21), and exalt those of superior character
while being tolerant of everyone; they praise those who are truly efficacious and are
sympathetic with those who are less so (19.3). They are generous and yet not extravagant,
work the people hard and yet do not incur ill will, have desires and yet are not covetous, are
proud and yet not arrogant (20.2). This description of the junzi is strikingly similar to Collins’
description of the CEOs in the good-to-great companies. The Level 5 leader “builds enduring
greatness through a paradoxical blend of personal humility and professional will.” Level 5
leaders “channel their ego needs away from themselves and into the larger goal of building a
great company.” The data showed that all of the good-to-great companies had Level 5
leadership at the time of transition and throughout the following 15 years of remarkable
growth. None of the comparison companies had this type of leadership. Contrary to popular
notions of leadership, they discovered that “going for a high-profile outside change agent is
negatively correlated with a sustained transformation from good to great.” (Collins, 2001:31).
The Right People on the Executive team
Collins and his team discovered that the CEOs of the companies that made the transition from
mediocrity to sustained, superior business results had assembled a team of great people.
“Attracting and retaining the best local talent is becoming an increasingly strong
differentiator of success” is the conclusion of a study of Chinese business practices by the
New York consulting firm McKinsey & Associates (Lane & Pollner, 2008). The report urges
senior executives to get personally involved in the search for talent and treat it as a key
strategic issue. The McKinsey report confirmed what Collins and his team discovered: after
getting an exemplary leader at the head of an organization, you need a team of great people –
people of character, not people driven by self-interest. This, they found, was more important
than a great strategy, an inspiring vision, a superb business model, or awesome technology. In
fact, these leaders often held off developing the strategy until they had the right people on
board. And getting the right people on board (and the wrong people off) was top priority. One
CEO during his first 2 years in office estimated that 55% of his time was dedicated to this
task (Collins, 2001:57). Vigorous debate, group dialogue, and insights shared among the
executive team were prerequisites to crafting winning strategies and creating a superior
business model. The people selected for the executive team were not necessarily those with
the best educational background, practical skills, specialized knowledge, or work experience.
Collins writes of Packard’s Law, named for David Packard, a cofounder of the HewlettPackard Company: When in doubt, don’t hire – keep looking. Packard recognized that the
controlling factor in the growth of a company is the ability to find and keep the right people.
Collins’ research team further discovered that having the right people in the right places
makes much of the work of managing and aligning internal systems unnecessary; it happens
through day-to-day interactions of engaged employees in the normal course of business.
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The London-based consulting firm of Heidrick & Struggles in collaboration with The
Economist interviewed 148 executives from companies with operations in China (Heidrick &
Struggles, 2006). They report that “with competition for talent set to intensify even further,
finding, developing and retaining talented executives will continue to be one of the key
battlegrounds in corporate China.” Both expatriate managers and native Chinese managers
are in short supply. “You can’t rely on functional skills alone,” says China veteran Rudi von
Meister of Fiat, one of the executives interviewed for the study. “You need great diplomatic
skills, listening skills, leadership skills and a willingness to show humility and respect in an
environment where such things are highly prized.”
Expatriate managers have an important role to play. “Organizations that are not able to
successfully deploy expatriates to accomplish business objectives will not succeed in the
global economy.” That is the verdict of Meena S. Wilson and Maxine A. Dalton in their study
International Success: Selecting, Developing, and Supporting Expatriate Managers published
by the Center for Creative Leadership – an organization at the forefront of international
executive leadership training and research (Wilson & Dalton, 1998). Wilson and Dalton
identified personal qualities of the effective expatriate: emotional stability in times of stress,
anxiety, worry, and anger; a desire to engage in new activities, experiences, and ways of
thinking; caring and concern for others; and the will to achieve and accomplish goals and
objectives. Relationship skills – empathic listening, building trust, and humility – contribute
to effective job performance in the foreign field.
Employee Engagement and Innovation
According to a 2006 survey by the consulting firm of Watson Wyatt Worldwide, employees
in China “have strong doubts about the leadership skills and effectiveness of their senior
managers.” (Watson Wyatt Worldwide, 2006). These doubts can weaken an employee’s
commitment. They define commitment as “the extent to which an employee expresses his or
her pride in the company, describes it as a good place to work, demonstrates a desire to stay
and has confidence in its future success.” Ineffective leadership is one of the major reasons
good employees leave for new opportunities; effective leadership is one of the highest drivers
of employee engagement.
Employee engagement is not the same as employee satisfaction or employee commitment. A
satisfied employee can be unproductive and a committed employee can be pursuing his own
agenda. An engaged employee works with passion and uses discretionary time and energy to
advance the goals of the organization. Employee engagement is an emotional and intellectual
connection that drives people to advance the vision, mission, and values of the organization.
The result is enhanced organizational performance. The Watson Wyatt Worldwide study
showed that organizations with high employee engagement are more profitable; they have
better customer service, lower turnover, fewer absences, and fewer accidents than
organizations with low levels of engagement. The leaders of the best employers in Asia,
according to Hewitt’s Asia Pacific Talent & Organization Consulting practice leader Richard
Kantor, are committed to creating the kind of organization where each employee gets a sense
of purpose and achievement (Kantor, 2009). In these organizations, employees report that
senior leaders get them excited about their future with the organization. There is a clear link
between accountability and feeling valued. “People want to be accountable because it makes
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them feel valued,” writes Kantor, “and feeling valued then makes them want to deliver the
discretionary effort that engaged employees demonstrate.”
John Kao, chairman and founder of the Institute for Large Scale Innovation, former Harvard
Business School professor, and adviser to organizations and nations in developing innovation
strategies and capabilities, writes, “China will also have to master the skills of nurturing
talent and supporting creative culture” (Wang, 2010). Creativity is not so much a talent as it
is a process, says Teresa Amabile, Professor of Business Administration and Director of
Research at Harvard Business School (Amabile, 1996) Amabile has spent 35 years
researching how the work environment influences creativity and organizational innovation.
She has found that intrinsic motivation born of an inner passion to solve a problem has far
more influence on the creative process than external rewards such as money, position, or
status. Intrinsic motivation is strongly influenced by the work environment. Amabile believes
that people often don’t realize their creative potential because “they're laboring in
environments that impede intrinsic motivation.” Innovation happens most often through
collaboration between people working within groups. Managers have an important role to
play in fostering the collaborative process and creating a climate that fosters innovation.
Amabile notes, “many companies still have a long way to go to remove the barriers to
creativity.”
CONCLUSION
In a study of companies that were transformed from mediocre performers to companies that
sustained a high level of performance for at least 15 years, Collins and his research team
discovered what they call “Level 5” leadership. This quality was observed in 100% of the
CEOs where a good-to-great transition took place and was not observed in 100% of the
companies where it did not. Level 5 leadership is characterized by a humble attitude of
learning and a relentless drive for excellence throughout the organization. This factor
appeared to foster a process of dialogue and discussion among top executives that enabled
them to accurately assess their own strengths and weaknesses, to assess the threats and
opportunities in their business environment, and to chart a course leading to sustained
outstanding performance. Employee engagement seemed to follow naturally from this
dynamic at the executive level and not from the introduction of management fads or
deliberate efforts at employee motivation.
China has committed to a path of transition from a labor-intensive to an innovation-driven
economy. In this effort, much of the emphasis is on finding and developing “talent.”
Although talent is essential in order to make this transition, to successfully harness this talent
and create an organization that is successful over the long term, Level 5 leadership, or
something akin to it, is needed. The junzi described in early Chinese writings have the
qualities of the Level 5 leader. If China is to realize its vision as the country of the future, it
can learn from an examination of the elements of moral leadership displayed by the junzi and
to learn how to develop these capabilities for the benefit of its institutions, its communities,
and human society.
How do we develop qualities of moral leadership? According to Collins, those with the
potential to evolve into Level 5 leaders can begin to develop the requisite qualities through
self-reflection and conscious personal development and through the influence of a mentor, a
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great teacher, or a Level 5 boss. Collins believes that potential Level 5 leaders are prevalent
in our society, but our notions of leadership prevent us from recognizing them. The leader of
the future is like the tree on the mountain. In The I Ching (Wilhelm & Baynes, 1950) we
read
The tree on the mountain is visible from afar, and its development influences the landscape of
the entire region. It does not shoot up like a swamp plant; its growth proceeds gradually.
Thus also the work of influencing people can be only gradual. No sudden influence or
awakening is of lasting effect.
Progress must be quite gradual, and in order to obtain such progress in public opinion and
in the mores of the people, it is necessary for the personality to acquire influence and weight.
This comes about through careful and constant work on one’s own moral development.
The extent to which China is able to transform itself, and the pace at which it is able to do so,
may be more dependent on its ability to identify and cultivate the junzi who will set the high
standard of moral leadership needed to organize, inspire, and guide the talented – as well as
the not so talented – to produce lasting benefits for the entire community.
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The Organizational Justice - Organizational Citizenship Behavior
Relationship: The Role of Job Satisfaction

ABSTRACT
Employee attitudes and behavior at the workplace is much influenced by the perceptions of
justice, equity, or fairness. If they perceived that they are treated fairly, employees would
probably hold positive attitudes about their work, their work outcomes, and their supervisors,
and are more likely to exhibit organizational citizenship behaviors. As organizational
citizenship behaviors may be crucial for the sustainability and competitiveness of an
organization, it is, therefore, vital that organizations formulate human resource practices that
enhance organizational citizenship behaviors. Thus, this study hopes, first, to analyze whether
perceptions of organizational justice and job satisfaction are primary antecedents of
organizational citizenship behavior. Then, the study aims to test whether organizational
justice influence job satisfaction. Next, the study will try and identify the type of justice that
accounts for more of the variance in organizational citizenship behavior and job satisfaction.
Of the 1,000 questionnaires that were distributed, 267 responded to the survey. The
hypotheses for the study were tested using multi item scales adopted from prior studies.
Hierarchical regression and correlation analyses were employed to test the hypotheses. The
Cronbach alpha for the variables ranges from 0.767 to 0.914.
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Offshoring Innovation: Tapping the Global Talent Pool and Winning the
“War for Talent”

ABSTRACT
China and India are making extraordinary investment in the development of human capital,
especially scientists, engineers and other technical workers. Together they graduate 12.5
times as many scientists and engineers as the U.S. graduates. This labor pool favors hightech companies operating in these countries. Human capital drives the company performance.
(Hitt et al., 2001) The larger a firm’s human capital pool, the more likely it would have
superior skills and behaviors that would be valuable, rare and difficult to imitate (Wright et
al., 1994). It is the large pool of talent and the expectation that access to this talent will
increase company performance that lures companies to China and India.
China and India share very ambitious aspirations. China aspires to be a global leader in
science and technology by 2050, and India proclaimed itself “the world’s knowledge hub of
the future” at a 2006 national research and development exposition (Teagarden et al.,
2009:190). Both countries are collaborating with each other, albeit in a limited way, to learn
from each other given their natural complementarities. “Yao Weimin, head of Huawei
University, suggests that the primary avenue for technology transfer between India and China
“is software, specifically outsourcing” (Teagarden et al., 2009:194).
At the same time that China and India are moving aggressively to build their respective
human capital pools, most industrialized countries are facing graying work forces, dwindling
domestic supplies of highly skilled science and engineering talent, and an increasing
realization that knowledge, skills and abilities of talented employees represent a major source
of competitive advantage (Collings & Mellahi, 2009).
Lewin et al. (2009:901) found that “the emerging shortage of highly skilled science and
engineering talent in the US and…the need to access qualified personnel are important
explanatory factors for offshoring innovation decisions.” They conclude with the observation
that companies are entering a global race for talent. Today, the “War for Talent” (Michaels et
al., 2001) is taking place primarily in China and India where the talent pool for scientists and
engineers is deepest and least expensive.
This manuscript examines what we know about high-tech talent, talent management, and
leveraging talent in China and India—new dynamic, global hubs for technology and
innovation. We use an in-depth case study of a global IT consulting firm, ThoughtWorks that
while headquartered in Chicago has major hubs in Beijing and Bangalore. Data was collected
using interviews with key executives in China, India, Brazil and the U.S., site visits to all of
these locations, interviews with “ThoughWorkers” and library sources. ThoughtWorks, a
global company located in seven countries and serving customers in 20, was selected because
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it is an industry acclaimed, very successful industry innovator that delivers IT consulting
services in half the time and at sixty percent of the cost of the nearest competitor.
ThoughtWorks’ thought leader, Martin Fowler, developed Agile, a revolutionary approach to
programming called “extreme programming.” Extreme programming is likened to “lean
operations” for software development. It is a project approach that maximizes flexibility for
the client. ThoughtWorks’ Agile is credited with enabling 1,100 “ThoughWorkers” to
compete effectively with IT consulting companies like Infosys (103,000 consultants), TCS
(116,000 consultants), Capgemini (92,000 consultants), and IBM (320,000 consultants),
among more than 25 very large global competitors in this industry.
Roy Singham, Founder and CEO of ThoughtWorks, headquartered in Chicago, commented:
"It's…obvious that India and China are entering the innovation game, and the West falsely
believes that they have a monopoly over innovation and that both India and China bring only
low-cost production to the table. Nothing is farther from the truth. In 10 years in many fields,
India and China will start moving further up the chain; we have seen it and have already
moved to split innovation across countries. I think the idea of sourcing innovation is wrong.
Innovation will happen globally, and that's why we are a global firm."
A Strategic View of Talent
Discussions of talent and talent management are most often framed using Barney’s (1991)
resource based view (RBV) of strategic management. Over time strategic management
researchers shifted the RBV focus to a focus on organizational resources, and more
specifically to capabilities. The resource construct and the capability construct are often used
as interchangeably (Ray et al., 2004). In 2001, Barney criticized the blurring and
convergence of these constructs because it implies that capabilities are rigid and once a firm
has identified them implementation choices are obvious (Barney, 2001). As we can
demonstrate from the ThoughtWorks case, capabilities are not rigid and implementation
choices are not obvious.
Prahalad and Hamel (1990) extend this RBV perspective by arguing that it is not the
resources per se that create sustainable competitive advantage, rather it is the skills,
technologies, knowledge and so forth with which these resources are deployed that
determines the value of the resources. Along these lines, Eisenhardt and Martin (2000)
identify capabilities as specifically identifiable processes, such as product development,
strategic decision-making, and alliance formation.
Teece and Pisano (1994:541) extended the capability discussion with the concept of
“dynamic capabilities” which they subsequently define as “the firm’s ability to integrate,
build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing
environments (Teece et al., 1997:516). Eisenhardt and Martin (2000:1107) extend this
thinking and contend that dynamic capabilities “are the organizational and strategic routines
by which firms achieve new resource configurations as markets emerge, collide, split, evolve,
and die…” We will use the expanded RBV to guide our analysis to identify the dynamic
capabilities that enable ThoughtWorks to create a consistently high level of organizational
performance.
International Strategic Human Resource Management Concerns
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The International Strategic Human Resource Management literature compels us to recognize
the obstacles to effectiveness in international settings that must be overcome to capture the
benefits from a talent pool if offshoring innovation is to be successful. Stringfellow et al.
(2009) discuss the hidden costs in offshoring service work, and identify geographic distance,
language distance, and cultural distance as factors that introduce hidden costs in offshoring.
Our analysis specifically examines how ThoughtWorks attenuates hidden costs.
Teagarden et al. (2008) identify invisible barriers to effective cross-border knowledge sharing
between Indian and Chinese high-tech collaborators including distrust, corporate and
professional culture, time orientation and time zone differences, common language barriers
and communication “noise,” and turbulent labor markets. Our analysis specifically
investigates ThoughtWorks’ approach to overcoming these invisible barriers.
Rogers (1983) identified the importance of “embedding matrix” in the diffusion of innovation.
Von Glinow and Teagarden (1990) and Teagarden et al. (2009) concurred with the
importance of “embedding matrix” in the transfer of human resource management practices
between China and the West. Our analysis identifies the characteristics of the ThoughtWorks
“embedding matrix” that enables successful collaboration among their global affiliates.
Von Glinow and Teagarden (1990; 2009) have long argued for the importance of
incorporating context into discussion of human resource-related research. The IT and IT
consulting industries in India and China are plagued by high turnover that undermines the
effectiveness of high-tech companies, and a chronic shortage of world-class technical
managers. ThoughtWorks stands out in addressing these localized, industry-wide challenges.
Key Findings, Insights and Managerial Implications
Winning the “War for Talent” relies on a set of “dynamic capabilities” that are contextually
sensitive, manage “hidden costs” and overcomes “invisible barriers.” Three key “dynamic
capabilities” that underlie ThoughtWorks’ extraordinary performance include: (1) strategic
design and continuous development of a strong, values-based culture; (2) unswerving focus
on a unique EVP; and (3) perpetuation of a global mindset among all ThoughtWorkers.
Singham sets the stage by elaborating on the essence of ThoughtWorks’ strategic challenges
and the key role for “dynamic capabilities”:
ThoughtWorks thrives on the challenges of 'reinventing the giants'. This not only requires
extraordinary technological competence, but very high intellectual and emotional strength.
To accelerate our clients' digital strategies, we have to move quickly, while offering our
clients the ability to change their requirements as their strategy evolves. This proves
extremely difficult when you add in the complexities of managing large scale, paradigmshifting projects. But this is the very challenge that motivates us at ThoughtWorks. We are
committed to using business software to do outstanding things in outstanding ways.
This ambitious vision requires tapping into the global talent pool, and providing a compelling
and engaging employee value proposition (EVP) (Michaels et al., 2001) that is captured by a
ThoughtWorks recruiting advertisement that stated:
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“Imagine a work environment that values technological innovation, integrity and enthusiasm.
Where you get a chance to do great work, alongside some of the brightest people you have
ever met, without the typical frustrations of big company politics. A place where your talents
in open source, for example, are celebrated.”
Singham links talent to performance in his observation:
“High-end consulting and software engineering have allowed us to attract high-end talent and
to award customers the benefit of innovation.”
The ability to deliver on the EVP relies on the ThoughtWorks’ “embedding matrix” created
and nurtured through carefully crafted strategic human resource management strategies. The
company is unabashedly elitist. They are very selective in hiring decisions, their socialization
process, retention efforts, work design and benefits. ThoughtWorks seeks ThoughtWorkers
who exhibit a global mindset. Fowler commented,
“In lots of ways ThoughtWorks is a reaction to…common sense. It employs only high ability
intellectuals, aiming to have only those with a high degree of personal integrity. It’s a rapidly
growing international company with a determinedly flat and dynamic structure. Rather than
procedures, we try to give people on the ground information, rough principles and let them
make decisions themselves.”
Another key dimension of the “embedding matrix” is that ThoughtWorks has a strong valuesbased, unique culture that is anchored in four management principles: (1) every employee has
the potential to make a positive impact; (2) entrepreneurialism by employees continually
expanding their concentric circle of influence beginning with their team and expanding to the
entire company and finally making an impact on the industry as a whole; (3) corporate
training is the primary mechanism through which company practices and values can be
spread quickly; and (4) communication regarding the projects with fellow ThoughtWorkers,
regarding the client.
The final version of this manuscript will elaborate on specific details of ThoughtWorks’
“dynamic capabilities”—the specifics of what they do to create value for their employees and
customers, and how they remain at the top of their game.
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A Comparative Study on Gender and Entrepreneurship Development: Still a
Male World within UAE cultural Context

ABSTRACT
The study probes the issue of gender equality regarding entrepreneurship development within
UAE cultural context. The question poses itself is whether female entrepreneurs get equal
treatment and opportunities as their male counterparts. In addition, the study investigates the
primary reasons behind few female entrepreneurs compared with their male counterparts in
UAE. In the outset, the study will also compare and contrast the characteristics, motives,
management and leadership styles of both male and female entrepreneurs’ and explores
critically the effect of gender on management and leadership styles in running the business.
INTRODUCTION
Little information is available from the current literature on the reasons why Emirate women
are reluctant to penetrate the entrepreneurship arena, i.e., what are the challenges they face to
become entrepreneurs and what hurdles are set by the society on their way. In the outset, this
research would provide a better understanding of this phenomenon and other relevant issues.
In addition, some light will be thrown to highlight the current situation of Emirati women
entrepreneurs low participation rate in entrepreneurship development in UAE and the
challenges they face. Moreover, the study - explores the level of support Emirati women
received from government institutions, non-government institutions and social network (i.e.
family, relatives, persons entrepreneurs meet face-to-face to obtain advice, service and moral
supports) and compare it their male counterparts. The comparison would also include their
motives to start-up a business, management knowledge and marketing skills and the effect of
gender on entrepreneurship practices in UAE context.
The Emirates society is influenced by the Islamic religion as other Arab countries. In the
outset, women’s role is confined to a socially constructed ones that is child bearing, child
rearing and looking after their husbands (i,e. house work chores). In this respect, women
entrepreneurs face negative attitudes towards them that created a hurdle for them and, in turn,
make it difficult for the society to accept women in business. Until now, people could not
conceptualize the idea that women are competent and capable of running a business
successfully. Thus, it is difficult for Emirati females to make use of their entrepreneurial
talents compared with their male counterparts.
The problem of the research:
The study probes the issue of gender equality regarding entrepreneurship development within
UAE cultural context. The question poses itself is that whether male and female
entrepreneurs get equal treatment to start up and to sustain their business’ activities. In
addition, the study will investigate and critically examine the reason behind few female
entrepreneurs compared with their male counterparts in UAE. In the outset, the study will
highlight the reasons behind the phenomena of few female entrepreneurs compared with their
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male counterparts. Also, it will compare and contrast the characteristics, motives,
management and leadership styles of both male and female entrepreneurs’ to examine
critically the effect of gender on management styles and in running the business.
The significance of this research
The significance of this study lies on examining the differences and similarities between
female and male entrepreneurs when start-up and sustain their businesses. In addition, the
study highlights the support they receive from government institutions programs initiated to
expand their small businesses.
To meet the aim of this study is to throw some light on understanding the reasons behind the
phenomena of few female entrepreneurs in the UAE, the challenges Emirati male and female
entrepreneurs are facing, similarities and/or differences between male and female
entrepreneurs in UAE, the support provided by government and non -government institutions
for both male and female entrepreneurs and the impact of male dominance in obstructing
female entrepreneurs’ efforts to establish new business.
Research Questions:
1. Why are there few female entrepreneurs in UAE?
2. Are there differences and similarities between entrepreneurs in UAE?
3. What are the differences and similarities between male and female entrepreneurs
regarding the support they received (from the Gov, NGOs, Network, i.e., family)?
4. Does male dominance a key factor in obstructing female entrepreneurs’ efforts to start-up
and to sustain their businesses?
Objectives of the study
The main objectives of this study are:
 To identify the similarities and the differences between male and female entrepreneurs in
running a business.
 To examine whether gender has any effect on the support provided by government and
non -government institutions for entrepreneurs.
 To examine the influence of male dominance in obstructing female entrepreneurs’ efforts
to establish new business.
Hypotheses
H (0): There are significant differences between male and female entrepreneurs that
affect their ways to start-up and sustaining their businesses.
H (1): There are no significant differences between male and female entrepreneurs
that affect their start-up and sustaining their businesses and it is perceptual one.
H (0): Both male and female entrepreneurs are satisfied with the equal treatment and
support they received from government and non- government institutions.
H (2): Both male and female entrepreneurs are not satisfied with the equal treatment
and support they received from government and non- government institutions.
H (0): Male dominance is not a key factor in obstructing female entrepreneurs’ efforts
to start-up a business
H (3): Male dominance is a key factor in obstructing female entrepreneurs’ efforts to
start-up a business
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METHODS
The primary data for this study would be collected from both male and female entrepreneurs
operating their businesses in the different Emirates randomly. A self-completion
questionnaire will be distributed to collect the primary data; and the secondary data of
published record of governmental and non-governmental institutions sources will be utilized.
The data collected will be processes the relevant statistical tools using SPSS as a
sophisticated techniques to present the study in an easy way to help decision makers to draw
the right policies and strategies to propose solutions for entrepreneurship development in
UAE.

Muhammad Zubir Mohd Hanifah, Universiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia
Zainal Abidin Mohamed, Dongbei University of Finance and Economics, China

Value Configuration through Value-chain for Competitive Advantage

ABSTRACT
Manufacturing firms do their value configuration through value-chain activities and matching
these with the resources that they have. Firms manage them through structuring, bundling and
leveraging their resources. This is a qualitative study and the data from the interviews after
being transcribed, were then analyzed by using the Nvivo software. Secondary data were also
utilised, for validation and triangulation purposes. The value-chainhain activities need to be
integrated, and the resources structured, bundled and leveraged. The personnel need to have
sound architectural knowledge, maintain stable capability system, manage their routines well
to deliver products of valued quality and to ensure and sustain their competitive advantage.
Key words: Value Chain, Value Configurations, Resource Management Process, structuring
resources, bundling resources, leveraging resources
INTRODUCTION
Porter (1991) contended that meaningful approaches to corporate strategy must grow out of a
deep understanding of how firms prosper from their individual businesses and their business
units within them.
Porter’s value-chain framework (1985) is presently the accepted language for analysing the
logic of firm level value creation. Although his industrial organization competitive analysis
framework (Porter and five forces, 1980) is challenged in resource-based critiques (Barney,
1991), value-chain maintains its central role as a framework for the analysis of firm-level
value creation process.
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Stabell and Fjelstad (1998) explained that the value-chain model acts as a series of linked
technology, where value is created by transforming inputs into products. Value-chain model
describe the full range of activities which are required to bring a product or service from
conception, undergo through different phases of production (involving a combination of
physical transformation and the input of various producer services), delivery to the final
consumer and final disposal after use (Kaplinsky and Morris, 2002). The concept of the
value-chain introduced by Porter is seen as a powerful tool that would enable strategists to
diagnose and enhance competitive advantage. Analysis of the value-chain allow the
separation of the particular underlying activities that organisations employ to design, produce,
market and distribute their products or services.
This paper is a result of a study which was motivated by the gaps in the literature and
empirical studies on this issue. It explores the value configuration processes and relationship
with resource management on manufacturing companies in Malaysia.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review for this paper has been divided into sections discussing value
configuration and its relationship with value-chain as well as how resources are managed.
Value Configuration
Generally, the term value configuration has been given for the worth (recognised intrinsic
goodness) of all the various activities within the organisations. Understanding where, how
and why value is created within the company and the particular markets is the way to identify
which of the activities and assets are distinctive enough to provide a platform for sustainable
and profitable growth. In a world where nearly everyone faces possibility of abundant choices
and scarce resources (as argued in Barney’s work on RBV in 2001), firms will have to
develop and sustain a uniquely attractive proposition for both customers and employees. But
the hardest challenge is to do this in a way that also creates value.
The value created depends on finding and working on the demand side externalities. Stabell
and Fjeldstad’s (1998) typology of value configurations provide a fresh look at how
organizations need to develop their internal capabilities. Organizations need to identify and
exploit their respective resources and capabilities in a distinctive manner to create unique and
sustainable competitive advantage (Turner, 2004). These different value configurations
require different internal capabilities. And the competitive advantage created is relative to
existing and potential competitors who are defined by their respective product and market
scope.
Value Configuration and Value-chain
When doing value configuration for any organisation, it has to be linked to value-chain
analysis. The term value-chain has been used to represent a set of value creating activities
commencing with the basic raw material coming from the suppliers, before moving into
series of value added activities involving production and marketing, and ending with the
distributors getting the final product to the final consumer (Porter1985b). Porter (1980)
proposed value-chain analysis as a way to examine the nature and extent of synergies that
could be obtained from internal activities of an organization. The well-known value-chain
‘diagram’ serves as an analytical tool for the analysis of value creation in a specific firm’s
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chain analysis. However, it directs too much attention to unit costs, i.e., finding costs,
development costs, and production costs (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998). It is not only difficult
to assign and analyze activities in terms of the five generic primary value-chain categories,
but the results often obscures rather than illuminates the essence of some forms of value
creation.
Value-chain as a concept and tool has been used for the last 30 years to understand and
analyze industries. It has proven to be a very useful mechanism for portraying the chained
linkage of activities that exist in the physical world within traditional industries, particularly
manufacturing. Porter’s (1985) value-chain is presently the accepted language for both
representing and analyzing the logic of firm level value creation (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998).
Thus the notion of value-chain analysis provides practitioners and researchers with a model
for decomposing organizations into a series of activities and their impact on cost and values
(Stabell and Fjelstad, 1998). The model works well for firms that produce and sell
standardized goods and services through a sequential, routine chain of activities (Woiceshyn
and Falkenberg, 2008). This enables organizations to identify activities that are important to
their competitive advantage. Nevertheless, Stabell and Fjelstad (1998) pointed out that this
value-chain analysis is more suited for manufacturing rather than service organizations since
activities can be arranged in a linear and sequential manner.
Porter’s (1985a) work has been the key reference on value-chain and value configuration
analysis for competitive advantage (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998). Reviews of the model
reveal a number of ideas that are implicit in Porter’s value-chain analysis framework. The
framework postulates that competitive advantage is understood by disaggregating the value
creation process into discrete activities that contribute to the firm’s relative cost position and
create a basis for differentiation. The logic of the framework implies an analysis of
competitive positioning based on variants of cost leadership (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998).
Value-chain analysis is also helpful for analyzing competitors that share a market position
based on similar value and cost drivers. Rivals will almost always differ in their investment
in the various activities. Competitors can also vary in whether they perform an activity inside
the company or outsource it to suppliers (Walker, 2007). The notion of Value-chain has also
framed our thinking about value and value creation.
Traditionally, strategists use the Value-chain to analyze the firm and its major competitors
and to identify gaps between firm performance and a competitor’s performance (Peppard and
Rylander, 2006). The Value-chain analysis framework postulates that competitive advantage
is understood by disaggregating the value creation process of the firm into discrete activities
which are the building blocks by which a firm creates a product.
Different activities have different economics and contribute differently to the value
characteristics of the product. The activity disaggregation must be complete in the sense that
it captures all activities performed by the firm. On the other hand to maintain a strategic and
manageable perspective on value creation, it is important that the activity disaggregation be
not too detailed, while still enabling one to identify those activities that are strategically
important (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998).
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However the application of value-chain framework has its limitations. Having undertaken
extensive research on the application of the value-chain model to more than two dozen firms
from a variety of industries such as insurance, banking, metal processing, telecommunication,
health services, down-stream and upstream petroleum, engineering and transportation, Stabell
and Fjeldstad (1998) reported serious problems in applying the value-chain framework.
While the primary activity typology of the value-chain appears well suited to describing and
understanding a traditional manufacturing company, it was found to be less suitable for a
number of the service industries. In addition, Porter’s focus on strategies and competition as
the main driving force in any industry is not very well suited to the complexity of some
industries today.
As products and services become dematerialized, the value-chain itself no longer have
physical dimensions and the framework is no longer appropriate to uncover sources of value
in many industries today and (Peppard and Rylander, 2006). The value-chain analysis needs
to be transformed into value configuration analysis, which in turn helps us to clarify critical
analysis assumptions (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998).
Collaboration, competition, differentiation and low costs are common drivers. Furthermore,
Porter focused heavily on the tangible outcomes of cost, revenue, margin and basic
configuration of business activities. It obscures the competitive logic by focusing too much
on the transaction-processing unit cost with little attention on the effect of such strategies.
The drivers shape the business value system, the industry, and thereby also the competitive
position. Competitive position will also be a function of where the industry is in the product
life cycle (Stabell and Fjeldstad, 1998).
Value Configuration and Resource Management
Organizations possess bundles of tangible resources that when combined and deployed with
labour and other intangible resources create value and generate profit (Bowman &
Ambrosini,2000). Amit and Schoemaker (1993) defined resources as stocks of available
factors owned or controlled by a firm. These include know-how, human capital and funds as
well as physical assets.
Value configuration involves realizing revenue from the generation and production of
products or services. This involves intervention of people in the transformation of inanimate
resources. It is the transformational process that is a source of differentiation for firms. To
ensure that it is beneficial, the firm has to capture these values (Lepak, et al., 2007) and
involves the producer appropriating and retaining the payments made by customers (Priem,
2007). This is done by minimizing cost flow to suppliers and maximizing value for money for
the customers (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000).
The resource-based view (RBV) provides insight into the value creation process through its
emphasis on assessing the unique resources that create value (Bowman and Ambrosini, 2007).
Several researches that are related to RBV largely treat value creation as exogenous and focus
on incremental opportunities to sustain competitive advantage and adopt defensive measures
to impede the deterioration of competitive advantage (King, 2007). The characteristics of the
value-chain are most suited to capture sequential flow dependent on cost economics, and
deemed value as primarily a function of quality of data and transformative process (Stabell
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and Fjeldstad, 1998). When the firm produces greater utility for customers than their
competitors, it enjoys competitive advantage (King, 2007).
Based on their review of the extant literature, Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) conclude that
merely having valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable resources are not enough to
create advantage. These resources create value only when they are evaluated, manipulated
and deployed appropriately. They argue that heterogeneity in outcomes of firms with similar
resources is the result of differences in resource management. Others have used the term
“higher order organizing principles” and “transformation” to refer to this ability to manage an
organization’s resources and capabilities (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993; Kogut and Zander,
1992).
Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) propose an alternative framework when configuring values
from the resource management point of view. They argue that resource management involves
three stages namely resource structuring, bundling and leveraging. These are basically the
activities involved in the process of obtaining the resources, how they are packaged for the
customers and what value-added activities done to create wealth.
Structuring of Resources
Organizations structure their resources through acquiring, accumulating and divesting
resources.
i.
Acquiring involves purchasing resources from the market. These resources can be in
the form of commodities, intangible resources, and complex combinations of tangible
and intangible resources as well as real options that provide preferential access to
future opportunities.
ii.
Accumulating resources refers to the internal development of resources. Sirmon, Hitt
and Ireland (2007) explain that this is usually necessary because the needed resource
is not available in the market. Accumulation can involve training, learning through
alliance formation and investment in real options.
iii.
Divesting resources refers to shedding off resources that are under its control that no
longer are contributing towards its competitive advantage.
Such acquiring activities are considered and monitored continuously to enable the firm
manage its resources efficiently
Bundling of Resources
Bundling of resources involves integrating an organization’s resources into unique
combinations that enable the organization to create value. The bundling of resources is where
transformation takes place to create value. Bundling of resources can involve resource
stabilizing, enriching or pioneering.
i.
Stabilizing involves making incremental improvements to existing capabilities.
Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) explain that this is typically necessary to maintain an
organization’s advantage by improving its ability to bundle resources.
ii.
Enriching is the process of extending and elaborating a current capability. This can
happen by learning new skills that extend the present role or adding of a
complementary resource to the existing stock in the current bundle. Sirmon, Hitt and
Ireland (2007) argue that this may enable firms to create a greater value than its
competitors.
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Pioneering of resource involves integration of a completely new and recently acquired
resource to create new capabilities and/or a new competitive advantage.

Leveraging of Resources
Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) defined resource leveraging as the application of a firm’s
capabilities to create value for its customers and wealth for its owners. Leveraging resources
involves mobilizing, coordinating and deploying the organization’s resources.
i.
Mobilizing involves the identification, designing and configuration needed that will
enable it to exploit opportunities and develop competitive advantage. Sirmon, Hitt and
Ireland (2007) propose that organizations can mobilize resources through three
approaches:

Resource advantage strategy: This involves utilizing capability configurations
that create a distinct competence.

Exploit market opportunities strategy: This involves careful analysis of the
competitive environment and focusing on those opportunities that can be
exploited using the organization’s capability configurations.

Creating entrepreneurial opportunities. This involves developing capability
configurations to produce new products that require new markets. .Sirmon,
Hitt and Ireland (2007) argued that the ability to mobilize resources is a
necessary but insufficient condition for value creation. The capability
configurations developed through resource mobilization must be implemented
in an appropriate manner which requires that they be coordinated and
deployed.
ii.
Coordinating resources involves integrating the mobilized capabilities into
comprehensive sets of organizational skills that can create value. This requires
developing effective communication and knowledge sharing.
iii.
Finally, deploying resources is about physically using the organization’s capability
configurations to implement its leveraging strategy. This is the stage where actual
value delivery happens. Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) argued that this involves
complex processes that rely on explicit and tacit knowledge. Organizations resort to
codifying the routines involved to reduce complexity. Nevertheless, this codification
is an imperfect process because much of the knowledge is tacit and therefore cannot
be completely codified.
The choice of specific resource management approaches will be affected by the competitive
approach of an organization. The specific approaches chosen in structuring, bundling and
leveraging of resources will be shaped by managements’ perception of the capabilities
configuration needed to create competitive advantage. An organization’s value configuration
has a major influence in this assessment.
The value-chain model of Porter (1985) as extended by Stabell & Fjeldstad (1998) to the
resource management perspective of value configuration brings different contributions in the
aspect of crafting corporate strategy. It can be looked at as in the table below.
The Value-chain Analysis as adapted for the Resource Management perspective
VAL

a. Structuring
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Accumulate
Divest
Stabilise
Enrich
Pioneer
Mobilise
Coordinate
Deploy

METHODOLOGY
The research is to answer the main question of ‘to what extent, firms will do value
configuration to achieve competitive advantage?’ This is then broken into two operational
research questions, namely:
i.
To what extent do firms adopt the resource management framework?
ii.
Specifically, how do firms structure, bundle and leverage their organizations’
resources respectively?
Research Design and Data Collection
This study primarily applies the triangulation method on the qualitative data gathered.
Multiple sources of evidence were collected to address a broader range of historical,
attitudinal and behavioural issues which will also allow the development of converging lines
of inquiry. Strauss and Corbin (1998) propose the validity of doing qualitative research relies
on the nature of the research problem, the experiences of the personnel involved, as well as
the type of questions employed (Meriam, 2002)
Grounded Theory as proposed by Strauss and Corbin not only provides detailed and
systematic procedures for data collection, analysis and theorizing but is also concerned with
the quality of emergent theory. They stated that there are four primary requirements for
judging a good grounded theory:
i.
It should fit the phenomenon, provided it has been carefully derived from diverse data
and is adherent to the common reality of the area;
ii.
It should provide understanding, and be understandable;
iii.
Because the data is comprehensive, it should provide generality, in that the theory
includes extensive variation and is abstract enough to be applicable to a wide variety
of contexts; and
iv.
It should provide control, in the sense of stating the conditions under which the theory
applies and describing a reasonable basis for action.
Selection of the Respondents
The respondents were personnel from firms in the manufacturing sector in Malaysia and who
are familiar with value configuration. The firms comprise of automotive industry (like Proton,
Menang Nusantara and Sipro), quarries, computer chips, office accessories, marines products
and others that are manufacturing-related. They were selected through purposive sampling as
well as based on the requirements of this study which are
i.
the respondents were recipients of knowledge,
ii.
they were involved in the transfer of the knowledge gained, and
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they fulfilled the requirements of the terms of study for value configuration.

Mode of Analysis
The qualitative data gathered from the open-ended survey and the follow-up interviews were
coded (Lincoln and Guba, 1989; Strauss and Corbin, 1998). As suggested by Miles and
Huberman (1994), three steps of analysis were applied for summarizing the data.
i.
It involved summarizing the written interview data independently. Key themes were
identified and researchers met to discuss their findings.
ii.
This was followed by summarising the data of each theme, in which the data was
presented to the research team (committee members) and findings were negotiated
using the group mind process (Lincoln and Guba, 1989). Rules were revised as
needed and all salient phrases and sentences were read to ensure they were placed in
the appropriate theme.
iii.
The next step involved drawing conclusions and verifying the findings. Contradictory
evidence was examined, decision was firmly established and conclusions were made.
Findings were summarized to reflect the major themes that emerged in the analysis and will
be supported by quotations where appropriate.
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
The research questions were continuously addressed throughout the study to determine the
characteristics, attributes and structures of the value configuration process and link them to
resource management. However, several aspects related to the data analysis require some
deliberations.
Data collection
Data were collected based on purposive sampling. It started with the selection of the criterion
(a) to be applied. Subsequent sample was chosen based on findings that emerged from the
previous one. It involved the selection of 30 participants from a list of manufacturing and
service provider firms. Permission was obtained to conduct interviews and the conversations
were tape recorded. The data collected and other secondary sources were utilised and
analysed.
Open Coding of data
Open coding is part of the analysis done and is concerned with identifying, naming,
categorizing and describing the phenomena found in the interview text. Essentially, each line,
sentence, paragraph etc., was read in search of the answers to the repeated question "what is
this about? What is being referred to here?" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin,
1990).
Classifying the data
The classifying process is done by selecting one open coding category for the central
phenomenon which is also the major resource. Among the reasons why the major resource
has been chosen to be the central phenomenon of the study are:
Most of the discussions with the informants were centred on this phenomenon. For the
manufacturing firms, the discussion was focused on the staff, human capital, the process and
the system itself and other related issues.
The major issues trigger further discussion.
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Axial Coding
Axial coding was done next. Here, data were grouped in new ways. This is achieved by
utilising a ‘coding paradigm’, i.e. a system of coding that seeks to identify causal
relationships between categories (as favored by grounded theorists) via a combination of
inductive and deductive thinking. Its aim is to make explicit connections in order to
understand the phenomenon and to fit things into a basic frame of generic relationships. The
frame consists of the three steps which are the elements of the phenomenon, causal
conditions, and the contexts within which the intervening conditions and the action strategies
interact and result in the consequences. These elements will be used in analysing the research
data which are related (Glaser and Strauss 1967; 1998). This process is often referred to as
the ‘paradigm model’.
Outcome of the analysis and the proposed Substantive Model
While the whole research covers both the manufacturing and service sectors, this paper will
only present the former as the two are not the same and showed different outcomes in their
value configuration activities.
As previously discussed, the value-chain framework is suitable for manufacturing firms in
studying how they do their value configuration. These firms configure values through the use
of their resources such as machines, tools and labours to produce goods for the market.
Based on the data from interviews with the manufacturing firms (such as Sipro, GB Kuari,
Menang Nusantra, Harn Accessories and Proton), these companies are large, and involved in
a range of activities, from handicraft to high-tech products. They design processes
accordingly, transform raw materials into finished goods and ensure that their systems are
consistent with the expected quality standards. All of them have obtained at least the ISO
standard of quality.
The outcome of the analysis are laid out based on Sirmon et al’s (2007) model for value
configuration and how they utilise their respective resources. Thus these will be discussed
under the three broad categories of structuring, bundling and leveraging.
Structuring resources:
This is closely linked to the activities related to acquisition, accumulation and divestment of
organisation’s resources. In addition, they are shaped by the features of the sequential value
chain activities where resources, assets and processes link various players in the chain. As
recorded from the interviews, ( INTEL, Menang Nusantara, Sipro , and Proton), managing of
the various resources have resulted in them developing their respective production system. As
they were focused on finished products, they adopt the appropriate technology to suit the
production system. Acquiring the required resources need to be done systematically and had
to be developed and together with the chain of activities form what can be termed as the
architecture of the production system. Thus the process of acquisition of the various resources
has to fit into this architecture and each will have their own way of structuring them.
While the raw materials acquisition might not be too complicated, the human resource
component can be. Human resources acquired (externally) have to fit into the architecture and
organisations select them for the operational levels that are capable of taking care of the tasks.
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Internally, existing staff (common for operational staff) were also identified and selected.
This can be done by having proper job training, (in-house or external), and job rotation.
Capabilities then need to be developed. Organisations developed their respective human
resources not only through training but also knowledge acquisition through experience and
business acquaintances with time. But the kinds of capabilities that they developed were
focussed on the existing technology and production system. This was necessary to meet the
tight production schedule and could not afford to be fluid or flexible. Thus they have to
maintain a capability environment that is stable. At most, they can do refinement of existing
capabilities around the core technologies adopted.
For the form of knowledge that their resources need to possess, (and noting that stable
capability environment need to be maintained), the whole production system which is prone
to articulation, codification, and procedural adaptation have to be known. Tacit knowledge
has to be made explicit. This whole spectrum of knowledge of the production system is what
the resources must possess. This is termed the architectural knowledge of the firm. It refers
to the shared understanding of the linkages between the elements of a firm (Kang, Morris and
Snell, 2007). Building it involves the articulation and codification of knowledge related to the
maintenance of the organization’s production system. The value of the human resources
acquired depends on their ability to operate within the established architecture. Internal
development such as training that took place, were centred on the architecture knowledge to
enhance their ability to run the stable production system.
Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) argued that the internal development of resources is part of
the accumulation process and will increase the firm’s advantage and ensure its
maintainability. The accumulation process in Value-chain firms takes place within the
context of a stable and sequentially arranged process. Divestment does occur when
technology becomes obsolete and processes need to be reengineered with time.
These different approaches in structuring resources will also affect how the other two value
configuration components perform namely bundling and leveraging their resources.
As a summary, resource acquisition in Value-chain firms is shaped by the architecture of the
production system which encompasses the sequential resources, assets and processes that link
various players in the chain. Human resources acquired have to fit into this architecture. As
reported in the interviews (INTEL, Menang Nusantara, Sipro, and Proton) the forms of
knowledge that is necessary is architectural knowledge that will help them develop the
competitive advantage. With the knowledge, they would then develop a form of capabilities
that is stable to be effective and efficient.
Bundling resources:
At this second stage of value configuration, organisations need to integrate all their resources
into unique combination so as to create value for the customers. However they can look at
this bundling effort from three different perspectives namely stabilising, enriching or
pioneering them.
Stabilising the process involve making only small changes to existing capabilities. This
ensures a certain degree of stability while at the same time maintain a certain degree of
flexibility to enable incremental improvement. Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) point out that
the stabilizing process can be sustained for a long period only under conditions of high
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certainty. Frequent changes in a highly uncertain environment disfavour stabilization and
erode the firm’s competitiveness. Stabilizing the resources on the other hand need to be
planned accordingly and comes in packages involving the staff, system and processes
involved. It was reported that value-chain firms did pay attention to stabilizing their
resources as well.
For a Value-chain firm, maintaining a stable organizational architecture (process and
resources) requires developing a tight coupling system that rely on complicated, detailed,
analytic processes and dependent on existing knowledge and sequential execution of
activities to produce consistent outcomes (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
However acknowledging the dynamism and volatility of the competitive environment,
organisations also recognise the need to enrich and even pioneer the bundling exercise so as
to remain of value to the customers. Lepak, Smith and Taylor (2007), argued that firms that
are facing more uncertainty are more likely to innovate. From the resources acquired, the
process of bundling them can be in a tight coupling form (for stabilising), but in order to
enrich and pioneer, then managing the resources takes on their own distinct patterns.
Managing the resources is highly linked to the knowledge developed in each of the value
configurations activities along the value chain. All these need to be integrated to create and
enrich the capabilities. To do this, each value configuration has to develop routines unique to
their value creation approach. Specifically, they will require different routines to support the
use of their knowledge. The value chain firms (Intel, Proton, and it’s vendors like Menang
Nusantara and Sipro ) claimed that their organizations have both stable and static routines.
These routines are used to regulate the on-going operational activities. Static routines ensure
that the stability of the organization’s architecture is maintained and operated efficiently.
As pointed out by Kogut and Zander (1992), firms need to develop higher order organizing
principles that are needed to transform expertise into products and services. This will have
implications for how these value configurations bundle and leverage their resources.
Lepak, Smith and Taylor (2007) argue that firms which face more uncertainty are more likely
to innovate. Orton and Weick (1990) describe loosely coupled systems as systems where the
elements are responsive and retain their separateness and identity. These elements affect each
other occasionally and in a limited manner. In such a system, the elements are interdependent
but are not tightly linked. As such the elements are distinct. This is different from a tightly
coupled system where the elements are continuously interacting with each other in a highly
dependent manner. The loose coupling provides the flexibility in responding to frequent and
unique requirements of its customers. Such a system is simple, experiential and leverages on
quickly created new knowledge. The execution process involves iterative processes to
produce customer specific solutions (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
In bundling the resources, Value-chain configuration firms normally have a formal training
plan to ensure staffs has appropriate skills, knowledge and abilities. This is in line with the
firms’ process and systems in productions and operations where these employees are
expected to have certain levels of capabilities. Some of the job shops in production level have
been planned according to the technical skill requirement. Job rotation among their staff is a
normal practice at these firms. In the process of extending the existing capabilities, the firms
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normally conduct benchmarking for the process, system, and product. In the mean time they
also search for more customers to create demand for their products. The firms also integrate
their capabilities by routinely evaluating their process, system, product and the staff. Valuechain configuration firms have static routines which refer to the process mapping to ensure
stability and operating efficiency. Routine controls were done by applying the KPI, ISO, and
SOP. For the sake of cost effectiveness, the firms apply the concept of economics of scale.
Regarding to organisational structure, Value-chain configuration firms have centralised
management and tight coupling. This nature of organisational structure is to make sure that
everything is under control.
For a Value-chain firm, maintaining a stable organizational architecture requires developing a
tightly coupled system. The characteristics of this system involve reliance on complicated,
detailed, analytic processes that rely on existing knowledge and sequential execution of
activities to produce consistent outcomes (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).
New knowledge developed in each of the value configurations can also be integrated to create
new capabilities. To do this, firms need to develop routines unique to their value creation
approach. Specifically, they will require different routines to support the use of their
knowledge.
Given the relatively stable internal environment that value chain firms seek to enact and the
tight coupling of its processes, they will rely more extensively on having static routines
(Pisano, 2000). The information gathered (from Intel, Proton, and their vendors like Menang
Nusantara and Sipro) were directed towards stable and static routines being practised. Static
routines need to be controlled to ensure that the stability of the organization’s architecture is
maintained and operated efficiently. These routines become a part of the mechanism for the
enriching process in the bundling stage of resource management.
Value chain firms can seek to develop some flexibility in their long-linked architecture by
designing processes that enable variations in their products at the end of the process (Sanchez,
2003). This allows for considerable stability in the earlier parts of the process while building
a certain degree of flexibility towards the end of the process.
Leveraging resources:
Value chain firms are profit oriented. Their operational works are based on the Key
Performance Indicators (KPI). Performance wise, they hold to the concept of “meeting the
target and within the budget’. This is related to the cost leadership stance of Porter’s generic
strategy. Operation-Wise firms are bound to the production technology and are always
exposed to the competitive trend. With regard to reputation, value-chain firms are more
geared towards product based, thus building-up the customers’ loyalty will be a part of their
marketing strategy.
In leveraging from the capabilities perspective, value-chain firms had the advantage of being
able to separate production and consumption of their output by customers. There is a
temporal and spatial interval between production and consumption. For value-chain firms,
resource mobilization happens mainly at the point of production. However, the deploying of
the resources can take place partly in a different location. This could happen at the retail
outlets or at a place where the customer operates for industrial customers. Those involved in
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the production of the goods do not usually interact with the end users. This is especially true
for companies like Intel which have plants in several countries throughout the world. When
it comes to the selling of their finished products, they appoint retail outlets to deliver the
products to the customer.
Bowman and Ambrossini (2000) argued that the source of differentiation for a firm is located
in its internal processes. For a value-chain firm, most of the processes are hidden and
invisible to the customer. Because they are product-based, their customers are usually able to
examine and evaluate a firm’s products prior to purchasing it. The customer will typically
assess the user value and the exchange value of the product (Bowman and Ambrossini, 2000).
The user value is basically related to the quality of the product and the exchange value is tied
to its price. As such, value-chain firms depend on the reputation of their output to win over
customers.
From the analysis and Reflective Matrix, a diagram can be constructed and proposed as the
substantive model (see next page). The data from the study and the literature review clearly
show differences of value chain firms manage the bundling of their resources. As a result, it
reflects differently on the issues such as the form of knowledge to be focussed, degree of
coupling, the kinds of routines that need to be established and the level of control that need
to be implemented
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION,
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Firms in the manufacturing and service sector possess different characteristics with regard as
to how they look at value configuration from the resource management perspective. This
paper however only presents findings on the manufacturing sector. This study is also
motivated by the gaps in the literature. In addition, only a few empirical studies had been
conducted on this issue especially in Malaysia. A manager should know where, how and why
value is created within the company. An understanding in value configuration issues in
Substantive Model of Value Configuration for Value-chain Firms
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particular markets is the way to identify which of the activities and assets are distinctive
enough to provide a platform for sustainable and profitable growth. In a world where nearly
everyone faces abundant choices, scarce resource as argued in Barney’s (2001) work on
RBV, will pose a challenge for all businesses to develop and sustain a uniquely attractive
proposition for both customers and employees. However, the hardest challenge is to do this in
a way that also creates value.
The technology of value-chain firms is centred on a stable production system, where
considerable attention is given to recruiting high quality human resource (Stabell and Fjelstad,
1998). Value configuration takes place through the combination of the knowledge and
experiences of the experts. In addition Sirmon, Hitt and Ireland (2007) argued that this
internal development of resources occur at the accumulation phase (after acquisition), and
increases the causal ambiguity and maintainability of the firm’s advantage.
This study makes several contributions in the area of value configurations and resource
management. As previously discussed, firms from different industrial sector have different
ways of managing resources. Managing resources according to the nature of the organisations
has been a major challenge for managers, and this has consequently prompted a great deal of
interest from researchers, academicians and practitioners for a better strategic planning. Thus
it provides some insight on mapping of value configuration and resource management, and
contributes to the body of knowledge.
Contribution for managers
As indicated by the concept of value configuration and resource management processes in
this research, the nature of the organisations, (in particular values configurations) support the
way they manage their resources. This is crucial in determining continual organisational
operations. Therefore, managers should promote and highlight the criticality of
understanding value configurations and encourage decision makers to do the right mapping
towards optimal utilisation of the available resources for their organisations. Managers can
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use these inputs for decision making which then creates a favourable business environment
conducive for achieving the goals and aspirations of their respective long term plans.
Implications on Theory Development
Even though Stabell and Fjelstad’s (1998) work on value configurations has presented us
with a deeper understanding of how firms create value, the theory on these value
configurations calls for further development. This paper seeks to contribute to the
development of the theory on value configuration by extending the discussion to encompass
the resource management requirements of these configurations. In doing so, it also
contributes to the resource based view by highlighting the contingencies of resource
management and competence development.
Methodological Contributions
The qualitative study which emphasises on Grounded Theory by Strauss and Corbin was
adopted. This Theory accurately described the research method in which a theory is
developed from the data, rather than the reverse. This study is an inductive approach which
means that it moves from the specific to the more general. Grounded Theory has been used in
other disciplines of research as well, especially in the field of sociology, education, nursing
studies, political science, and psychology. Thus, its use for the research of value
configuration and resource management will further enrich the management research
methodology.
This method was adopted due to a number of reasons. First, grounded theory research
constructs theories in order to understand phenomenon. The phenomenon here answered the
research question comprehensively with regards to differentiating Value-chain. Secondly,
this method is inductively derived from data. Since there is a limited empirical research in
this area, Grounded Theory seems a somewhat good method to adopt. Thirdly, it is subject to
theoretical elaboration, and lastly it is judged to be adequate to its domain with respect to a
number of evaluative criteria.
Strauss & Corbin (1994) on the other hand describe grounded theory as a set of relationships
that offer a plausible explanation of the phenomenon under study, namely, the theory that is
grounded in data which are systematically gathered and analyzed. Glaser and Strauss (1967)
also do not regard the procedures of grounded theory as discipline specific, and they
encourage researchers to use the procedures according to their own disciplinary purposes.
Implications to Managerial Practice
It is imperative for managers to understand the implications of this research as it highlights
the proper method of mapping resources and modus operandi of decision making.
Implications of the theory have been discussed earlier which include the concept of value
configuration, resource management process, and form of knowledge, coupling, routines,
control of routines and others as the main concepts to explain the value-chain.
This study shows that companies with particular value configurations manage the main
resources that are relevant to their business. Malaysian companies should be sensitive
towards changes in their business environment. As indicated by the concept of value
configuration and resource management processes, the nature of the organisations, support
the way they manage the resources and is crucial in continuous operations of the organisation.
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From a value-chain perspective, the way they structure, bundle and leverage resources are
based on their stabilising the capabilities, enrich human resources with the architectural
knowledge, have routines that are static and tightly controlled and manage a tight coupling
system, which enable organisations to form distinct images and identities for the sake of
production and reputation of the products.
The study also highlights the effects of value-chain firms engaging in the concept brought by
Stabell and Fejlstad (1998) and Sirmon ET. al (2007). By engaging the two concepts it will
bring more perspectives in understanding value-chain. By clarifying these concepts it is
hoped that the person in charge of planning organisations’ resources will do it correctly and
effectively. Managing resources according to the nature of the organisation plays an
important role in strategic management decision making.
Therefore, managers should promote and highlight value configurations and educate decision
makers on the right method of mapping out resources in the organisations. Management uses
these inputs for decision making which then create a favourable business environment
conducive to achieving goals and long term plans.
Areas for Further Research
Based on the preceding discussion, several suggestions can be offered for future research in
value configuration and resource management. This study has demonstrated the multifaceted
nature of value configuration and linked it with resource management. Rather than
prescriptively or inductively valuing the nature of organisations and the way they are
structured, bundled and leveraged their resources, research efforts should be focused on the
quality of their value configuration. Future research should explore the dynamic of the
themes, categories and how it is enhancing the effective resource management processes.
Developing the measurement instrument and deductive research can be done to further
validate the chosen measurement. Future research should also look at the total perspectives
of business nature within the system and should consider looking at a larger sample size.
Intensity of competition internationally and globally, complexity in business organisation,
and the way of doing businesses, did not emerge as an influence on value configurations.
Many research validates the Stabell and Fjelstad’s (1998) study in the decision making
process. Future research should adopt a contingency framework along the line of this study
as the universal approach appears to receive little support. Developing the measurement
instrument and deductive research can further validate the research finding in this area of
study. Future research perhaps can also explore more thoroughly the multiple operations of
the contract which not only test the proposition but also triangulate a better measurement
which will be giving greater confidence in the instrument's measurement before any
generalization can be proposed for the study area. The finding can only be generalised to the
chosen organisation and setting and not to industry as a whole. For richer data and better
generalisation, more organisations should be included in future studies. Future research
should also look at the total perspectives of business nature within the system and followed
with a larger sample size.
Limitations of the Study
The cross-sectional design of this study is appropriate for the purpose of establishing the
extent to which a phenomenon is experienced by an organisation. In fact, several analyses of
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the value-chain firms have exposed the existing evidence of value configuration in business
practices. The significant link between value configurations and resource management
process shows and explains the causality between emerging variables. The suggestion of
causality is made based on the setting chosen by the study and it emerged from the findings.
Although cross sectional design is criticised for being deficient in organisational research, it
is still adequate for establishing the extent of occurrence of a phenomenon in a case of
highlighting the issue of value configurations and resource management.
The procedure adopted raised some concern about biasness in the method. All the data
obtained were collected through in-depth interviews and analysis of documents. Furthermore,
they were gathered from top management especially in human resources and operations.
However, since the setting and relative findings were focussed on the absolute magnitude, the
extent of biasness was minimised.
The scope of this study is also based on the identified research questions. The study was
based on this setting and on the findings of interviews and how detail the probing was done.
The use of multiple informants gave a more representative account of the phenomenon and
enabled the saturations point of particular issues to be reached.
The purposive sampling strategy adopted for this study while it is acceptable for qualitative
and organisational research, the purposive sampling strategy adopted by this study does
impose some caveats in term of generalizability of findings. This method allows for the
selection of firms that provide rigorous findings to develop themes and categories in
grounded theory. The proposed substantive model seeks to throw light on the issues of
linking the value configurations and resource management. Even though it is not a true bloom
of the theory, it will somewhat prove the general finding of the chosen setting.
CONCLUSION
The value-chain framework fits well to understand how manufacturing companies manage
their resources and do value configuration so as to develop and maintain competitive
advantage. These are captured into three categorical components where the resources are
systematically structured, bundled and leveraged together encompassing the various related
management issues. The companies need to have not only quality products to offer to the
customers, but also require that they structure a unique package that encompass their
resources including the staff and blend with the system and processes to deliver products of
quality, not only valued by their customers but also placed them in a competitive advantage
position.
This ‘packaging’ as deduced from the qualitative analysis, was tallied with the current
literature. From the outcomes of the open coding, selective coding and categorising activities,
the substantive model was developed based on the inductive approach. The analysis reveals
that favourable structure and identity are crucial in attaining the differences according to the
value configurations.
This paper is built on the grounded theory model for understanding value configurations and
resource management at the selected research settings. The findings also contribute to the
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body of knowledge and on managerial enrichment. Based on the discussion in the foregoing
section, the following results could be summarised as the conclusion of the study.
A manager should know where, how and why values need to be created within the company.
Understanding value configuration issues in a particular market is the way to identify the
activities and resources that are distinctive enough to provide a platform for sustainable and
profitable growth. In a world where nearly everyone faces abundant choices, scarce resource
as argued in Barney’s (2001), will pose a challenge for all businesses to develop and sustain
a uniquely attractive proposition for both customers and employees. However, the hardest
challenge is to do this in a way that also creates value.
The notion of value-chain analysis provides practitioners and researchers with a method for
decomposing organizations into a series of activities and their impact on costs and values
(Stabell and Fjelstad, 1998). The model introduced by Porter (1985b) suits companies that
produce and sell standardized goods and services through a sequential, routine chain of
activities (Woiceshyn and Falkenberg, 2008). This enables the organizations to identify and
plan activities that could enhance their competitive advantage. Stabell and Fjelstad (1998)
pointed out that value-chain analysis is more suited for manufacturing organizations where
activities are arranged in a linear and sequential manner.
The research also makes contribution from the managerial standpoint, especially in the line of
strategic management where the drive to be better than the competitor is a never ending task.
It is expected to provide a clearer picture and awareness to Malaysian firms in dealing with
these challenges. Furthermore, the understanding of the value configurations will enhance
firms in decisions related to resource management. Besides, this research also hopes to
provide a greater understanding with regards to firms’ involvement in utilising their resources
for better organizational performance. Finally, identifying the different characteristics of the
value configurations and improving resource management process will provide more precise
understanding and proper directions for managers to develop effective business strategies.
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Factors Influencing the First Generation Entrepreneurs: An analytical Study
on the graduates of UAE Universities
ABSTRACT
Entrepreneurship is the process of discovering new ventures of combining resources. In a
competitive resource market it is not only very hard to the new entrepreneurs to get interest
and to choose the appropriate line of enterprise’s activity but also to sustain successful
entrepreneurial activities in a highly competitive business environment in UAE. . The profit
entrepreneurs might make would reflect the amount by which they have increased the value
generated by utilizing the resources under their control. Mistakes in their judgment are part of
the entrepreneurial learning process, or discovery, which is vital to the efficient operation of
markets. In this context, the authors of the present research study are interested to conduct a
survey on recent graduates of various universities located in the United Arab Emirates to
investigate their new business ideas to conduct a business activity, key success factors, their
perception to business opportunities post–recession era, and sustainability of their business
success. The data for the study would be collected from both primary and secondary sources.
Secondary sources include: official and non-official publications of local and regional
organizations; the primary data would be collected from the purposefully served structured
questionnaire among the graduates of select universities in the United Arab Emirates. The
collected data would be processed by using SPSS for analysis and interpretation. The study is
limited to the UAE and the study results may be useful for regional policy implications.
Key words: UAE universities, graduates, entrepreneurs, factors, problems
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Concurrent Design of the Guide Path Layout Track and Station Locations for
AGVS: A Circular Configuration

Key Words: facility logistics, facility planning, material handling, automated guided vehicle
systems.
INTRODUCTION
Automated guided vehicle (AGV) systems have been implemented in a large variety of
industries such as aerospace, automotive, chemical, electronics, plastic, food and beverage,
and textile as well as in inter-modal container seaports. According to the Material Handling
Industry of America (MHIA, 2003), both the number of new systems and new vehicles have
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shown a growth of above 70% in the period from 1999 to 2002. One of the main tasks in
designing efficient and economically viable AGV systems is the concurrent determination of
the layout of the vehicle guide-path tracks and the location of the pick-up (P) and drop-off (D)
stations. In this study, we develop global, enumeration, and heuristic procedures for
concurrent design of the unidirectional loop track layout along with the locations of the P and
D stations. Our handling device in this study is unit load AGV where a single load rests on
top of the vehicle. Besides automatic obstacle detection, unit-load AGVs are usually capable
of automatic pick-up and drop-off, as well as smooth interface with conveyor systems.
In our problem, the block layout of the manufacturing facility is given. The problem of block
layout design has been studied extensively. For the recent models and algorithms, the reader
is referred to Kim and Goetschalckx (2003) and Goetschalckx and Irohara (2007). Contourlines in a block layout defining the boundaries of the work-centers are considered as
candidates to form the material handling network. Each work-center requires one P and one
D station which are not necessarily collocated. A set of nodes located on the contour-lines are
candidates for P and D stations. Empty vehicles are dispatched under the shortest-trip
distance-first policy. The objective is to minimize the total loaded and empty trip distances,
i.e., summation of the intensity of both loaded and empty vehicle trips on each contour-line
multiplied by the length of the contour-line. The total volume of loaded and empty trips is the
main determinant of the fleet size of the vehicles. Given the average velocity of a vehicle, the
total volume of loaded and empty trips can be translated into total travel time. The total
required fleet time is then computed as the summation of the loaded and empty travel time
and pick-up/drop-off times. Our model does not account for blocking and idle times. We
develop a global model that is an integer program that determines both the loop and the
locations of P and D stations. We also develop a truncated enumeration process, in which a
subset of the feasible loops of the block layout is identified, and an optimization model
locates the stations on each feasible loop. We finally develop a heuristic procedure that uses
genetic algorithm to determine most promising loops to reduce the time spent in the
enumeration process.
LITERATURE REVIEW
There has recently been a surge in the research on loop-based flow pattern for AGVs; see for
example De Koster and Yu (2006), Montoya-Torres et al. (2006), and Ventura and Rieksts
(2006). The situation looks similar on the industry side. For example, guide-path tracks at
Daifuku training facilities in Salt Lake City for all types of their AGVs are also loop-based
(Asef-Vaziri and Laporte, 2008). Le-Anh and De Koster (2006), and Vis (2006) review the
literature of design and operational issues in AGV systems. Asef-Vaziri and Laporte (2005)
review the literature of loop based facility planning and material handling. We limit our
literature review to those closely related to the current research.
Tanchoco and Sinriech (1992) and Sinriech and Tanchoco (1993) initiate the problem of
concurrent design of the unidirectional single loop and station location on a given block
layout. Contour-lines defining the boundary of the manufacturing work-centers were
candidates to form the unidirectional loop. The intersection nodes at the intercept of the
contour-lines were candidates for station locations. Asef-Vaziri, Dessouky, and
Sriskandarajah (2001), Caricato et al. (2007), and Firhani et al. (2007) have developed
alternative formulations and solution procedures for the same problem. The objective
function of all of these models is to minimize the total loaded trip distances.
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Asef-Vaziri, Hall, and George (2008) tackle one shortcoming of the objective function of
these models. They show that the loaded trip distances’ optimal design is far from optimal
when both loaded and empty trips are accounted for. The main empty vehicle dispatching
policies discussed in literature for either design or operations of AGV systems are first-comefirst-served (FCFS), shortest-trip-distance-first (STDF), and first-encountered-first-served
(FEFS). In FCFS and its variations (Srinivasan, Bozer and Cho, 1994, Goetschalckx and
Palliyil, 1994, Al-Sultan and Bozer, 1998, Johnson, 2001, Benjaafar, 2002, Asef-Vaziri and
Ortiz, 2008, and Asef-Vaziri and Laporte, 2008) an empty vehicle is dispatched to the oldest
waiting load. In STDF and its variations (Malmborg and Shen, 1994, Goetschalckx and
Palliyil, 1994, Sun and Tchernev, 1996, Asef-Vaziri, Laporte, and Ortiz, 2007, Asef-Vaziri,
Hall, and George, 2008, Asef-Vaziri and Ortiz 2008, and Asef-Vaziri and Laporte, 2008) an
empty vehicle is dispatched to the closest waiting load. In FEFS dispatching (Bartholdi and
Platzman, 1989, and Bozer and Srinivasan, 1989, 1991, and 1992) an empty vehicle
continually circulates on a unidirectional loop and inspects for a load to pick-up at
encountering stations.
Asef-Vaziri and Laporte (2008) show that FCFS does not lead to an optimal solution when
implemented in the concurrent design of the loop and station locations. They conclude that
one should follow STDF when designing the loop and stations, and then implement FEFS in
operating the fleet of the vehicles.
Asef-Vaziri, Laporte, and Ortiz (2007) argue that no matter what objective function the
previous models follow, they all may cluster six to eight P and D stations on a single
intersection node on the boundary of 3 or 4 work-centers. Structural restrictions of the
manufacturing facility may not support such a clustering. Furthermore, clustering several
stations on an intersection node may lead to substantial congestion. In their model, a set of
new intermediate nodes is initially inserted at the midpoint of each contour-line as candidates
for P and D station locations. They accept that locating the stations on the contour-lines can
increase travel distances. However, such a cost is traded-off by a more practical design, less
congested aisles, and profound flexibility in locating the stations. In their model, if a solution
locates a station at an intermediate node, it can then be moved to any location on the
corresponding contour-lines and, in some cases, it can be transformed into two distinct nodes
without any loss of optimality. They argue that such flexibility does not exist where a slight
change in the location of stations on the intersection nodes can affect both optimality and
feasibility of the solution. They develop optimization, enumeration, and heuristics for
concurrent design of the loop and station locations on the edges under STDF policy.
The physical setting of our models is similar to Asef-Vaziri, Laporte, and Ortiz (2007). We
develop an alternative optimization model, improve the performance of their enumeration
procedure, and propose a new heuristic.
Proposed Models
In this research, we formulate the problem as an integer linear programming model that
determines the best loop layout that minimizes total trip distance. Thus, the model finds the
best loop and the best locations for P and D stations of each work center. In this model, there
are decision variables that define the loop, as well as the P and D station assignment variables.
This is the global formulation. Since the global model becomes increasingly difficult to solve
as the size of the problem increases, we propose a decomposition approach in which feasible
loops are enumerated first, and then, an integer program for each feasible loop that
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determines the optimal locations of P and D stations given the loop is formulated and solved.
The loop that results in the lowest total trip distance is the optimal solution. In order to reduce
the CPU time, a truncated enumeration procedure is also proposed. Also, to better guide the
loop search process, we propose a genetic algorithm that determines the most promising
loops that improve the overall cost of the loop layout.
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A Comparative study of Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy
of listed Companies in China and Malaysia

ABSTRACT
The objective of my study is to contrast corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy
between the companies of China and of Malaysia with respect to the media used, amount of
information released, content involved, nature and type of corporate social disclosure (CSD).
The hypotheses are: (a) the level and focus of CSD are different between Malaysian and
Chinese listed companies; (b) the different of level and focus of CSD between Malaysian and
Chinese listed companies are based on the characteristics in firm size, industry sector,
management preference, and shareholder type; (c) the original reason of different CSR
strategy lies on the difference in legislation, economic structure, and social culture of the two
countries. This study considers companies listed on main board of stock exchange house of
the two countries.
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR); Corporate Social responsibility Strategy
(CSRS); Listed Company; China; Malaysia
Subject area: Ethics and Social Responsibility
JEL Codes: M14
INTRODUCTION
Malaysia remains China's largest trading partner within Asean with total trade amounting to
US$74.215 billion in the year 2010. Since 2009, China has become Malaysia's largest trading
partner (People's Daily Overseas Edition, 31, January 2011). Malaysia and China have
maintained a long-term close bilateral relation. It must be very important to understand each
other better in economic and social fields, including what is going on with their business field.
Corporate social responsibility strategy is virally important part of corporate strategy, so the
comparison of CSR strategies between the two countries’ companies makes sense. But there
is still a gap here, rare researcher’s attention was concentrate on to comparative CSR strategy
of Chinese and Malaysian companies at least at present. There are distinct differences
between China and Malaysia in polity cultural and socio-economic system, but they are
geographically close and both them are developing countries. There are similar in society,
culture and economy to a certain degree, comparative research on CSR strategy of these two
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countries is even more valuable. And the growing global interest in CSR spreading to Asia
(Wright, Chris, 2008) makes the research more attractive.

Literature Review
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
The concept of "Corporate Social Responsibility" (CSR) was originated by Oliver Sheldon
first in 1924. People started the discussion on "modern corporate social responsibility" after
Howard Bowen published his book of "Social Responsibilities of the Businessman" in 1953.
So he is considered the pioneer of modern corporate social responsibility research. CSR is
also called as corporate citizenship, responsible business, sustainable responsible business
(SRB). In the following decades, the academic study of corporate social responsibility
focuses on the following aspects:
What is corporate social responsibility?
Howard Bowen (Bowen, 1953) provided a preliminary definition of CSR: “its refers to the
obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those decisions, or to follow
those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values of our society”.
Joseph W McGuire (McGuire, 1963) stated: “The idea of social responsibilities supposes that
the corporation has not only economic and legal obligations but also certain responsibilities
to society which extend beyond these obligations”.
Carroll (Carroll, 1979)took CSR as the sum of obligations that an enterprise was expected by
society to fulfill. Based on the study of his predecessors, he advanced a conceptual
framework in his article” A three-dimensional conceptual model of corporate performance”.
The four-dimensional CSR categories model was famous and generally adopted in academia.
In the three dimensional conceptual model, what had been regarded as separate definitions of
social responsibility were treated as three separate issues pertaining to corporate social
performance. One aspect was the four-dimensional CSR mentioned above —the economic,
legal, ethical, and discretionary components. The second aspect concerns the range of social
issues, including consumerism, environment, discrimination, product safety, occupational
safety, and shareholders. The third aspect is a social responsiveness continuum, from reaction
to defense to accommodation, and then to proaction.
Other definitions are all most concerned to one or two of the three aspects of the Carroll
modal thought necessarily showing different point of view. For example, Argandona and
Hoivik (Argandona & Hoivik, 2009) considered that CSR “is the set of moral duties towards
other social actors” While Alexander Dahlsrud (Dahlsrud, 2008) found many researchers
paying more attention to the categories of CSR, and there was a 97% probability that at least
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three of the five dimensions (the five dimensions are the stakeholder dimension, the social
dimension, the economic dimension, the voluntariness dimension, and the environmental
dimension) were used in a random deﬁnition. But the content of corporate social
responsibility has evolved over time, depending on historical, cultural, political and socioeconomic drivers and conditions in different countries and also at different points in time.
One global standard is, therefore, unlikely (Argandona & Hoivik, 2009).
Why should or should not companies bear social responsibility
A continuing and longstanding debate of Berle-Dodd came to an end when Berle accepting
Dodd’s point of view that corporations had a social responsibility to other constituencies,
such as the corporation's employees, and the wider public interest. But researches about for or
against CSR continue till now, and many writers take party in, for example, Henderson
(Henderson, 1968), Milton Friedman (1971), Davis and Keith (Davis & Keith, 1973), (Sean,
2003) and Karnani (Karnani, 2010). Actually seldom author against CSR nowadays, even
those who were considered against CSR before can be seen as holding a different point of
view on what kind of CSR should be take care of. For example, according to Friedman’s
stockholder theory of corporate moral responsibility, a corporation's only moral responsibility
is to promote the financial well-being of its stockholders. So we can considered Friedman
agree that corporation should has a social responsibility even though involving only
economic responsibility. When time goes by, the level and focus of CSR were getting more
and more attention to by researchers.
Level and focus of CSR
With CSR receiving increasing public attention and more and more regulations as well as
CSR indexes being issued by state sector or non-government organization, there are a number
of scholars dedicated to analyze and assess how CSR is practicing and developing mainly in
level and focus.
The study of Gugler and Shi (Gugler & Shi, 2009) explored the conceptual and practical gap
existing between the developing and developed countries in relation to CSR, but the variation
was not explained by stages of development. CSR in Asia is not homogeneous but varies
among countries (Chapple & Moon, 2005). Shen Xianghua (Shen Xianghua, 2010) stated a
low level CSR of Chinese listed companies and argued that the main reason lied in lack of
regulation.
Most researchers referred to the level of corporate social disclosure (CSD) as an indicator of
CSR development. Corporate social disclosure (CSD) gives information to the public
regarding a company’s activities that relate to the community (Hasnah Haron, Sofri Yahya,
Sharon Manasseh, Ishak Ismail, 2006). Corporate social disclosures include details of the
physical environment, energy, human resources, products and community involvement
matters (Hackston & Milne, 1996). Most studies in Malaysia were consistent with each other
about the content of CSD. They were environment, energy, human resources, products and
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community involvement matters, but the orders of the most commonly reported themes was
different. For example, After content analysis of a company’s corporate social report,
Rahman, Hashim et al. (Rahman, Hashim, & al., 2010) found the three most disclosed themes
were “employees”, “product and service contribution”, and “community involvement”. while
according to Thomson and Zakaria (Thomson & Zakaria, 2004), HRM (human resource
management), community issues, then environment came the first three.
Paul Thompson, et al (2004) found after their study on the 250 largest companies listed on
the KLSE that the low level of CER (corporate environment report) in Malaysia was large
down to the lack of pressure from, or expectation of, various stakeholders to provide such
information. The choice of social issues disclosed tends to reflect the Malaysian
Government’s priority or the particular obligations, which companies have (Hasnah Haron, et
al, 2006).
Dagiliene (Dagiliene, 2010) stated after the research of corporate social responsibility
disclosures in annual reports that the content of disclosure in Lithuanian companies was not
comprehensive and was highly various, even in the same branch of industry, and all surveyed
companies presented information on product quality and safety as well as green
(environmentally-friendly) in the annual reports, few information on environment protection
and human resources was presented, none of surveyed companies had disclosed information
on community activity.
In Malaysia, Shireenjit & Zuaini (1998) studied the general level of social responsibility
disclosures of the corporations listed on the KLSE. Their findings revealed that, at 3.9%, the
overall social responsibility reporting status for Malaysia was very low. Previous studies
leads to the conclusion that, although there have been many positive developments, CSD in
Malaysia is still in its infancy (Tan, 1998; Thomson, 2002; ACCA, 2004).
In China, the first CSR index issued by Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 2006 encouraged listed
companies to report CSR voluntarily. Shanghai Stock Exchange announced its CSR index in
2008, and required a mandatory CSD to part of listed companies. From then on, CSD of
Chinese companies increase greatly all in number and level. Both the quantity of disclosure
and the areas of coverage have steadily increased. Yet the data/information disclosed are
largely incomparable (T. Zhang, Gao, & Zhang, 2007). Zhang jieer1 (2011) summed up the
characteristic of corporate social responsibility report (CSRR) of listed companies in China as
follow: firstly, the number of company which voluntarily disclosing CSRR went up greatly;
secondly, the amount of high quality CSRR increased greatly; and there was more qualitative
statement, but less quantitative. Another phenomenon emphasized more by Chinese
researchers was the deletion of bad news. Most CSD information were positive in nature in
China (Hengfen & Shaoying, 2010).
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In addition to level and focus of CSD, prior researches have also thrown light on factors that
influence on CSD. Factors that influence on CSD involved culture and corporate governance
structure, government and foreign affiliate (Azlan & Devi, 2008), institutional pressure and
ownership structure (Darus, Arshad, Othman, & Jusoff, 2009); and Regulatory efforts are
important mechanism in promoting greater corporate transparency in CSR disclosure (Darus,
et al., 2009). Our aim is to increase understanding of the potential effects of culture and
corporate governance on social disclosures. Haniffa and Cooke (Haniffa & Cooke, 2005)
study the impact of culture and governance on corporate social reporting, their results
indicate a significant relationship between corporate social disclosure and boards dominated
by Malay directors, boards dominated by executive directors, chair with multiple
directorships and foreign share ownership; with the exception of culture and governance,
their found significant relationship between corporate social disclosure to firm size,
profitability, multiple listing and type of industry. Companies with higher percentage of
family members sit on the board are significantly have lower level of disclosure in their
annual reports (Mohamad & Sulong, 2010). The influence of Islam on corporate social
responsibility disclosure (CSRD) in Islamic financial institutions (IFI) is significant, the level
and the extent of the disclosure is differences between IFIs and CFIs largely due to the
disclosure made by IFIs of religions related themes and information(Aribi & Gao., 2010). A
study started with an interview by Amran and Haniffa (Amran & Haniffa, 2011) indicated
that all three mechanisms of isomorphism, the coercive, the normative and the mimetic,
contribute to Malaysian company sustainability reporting; and their proved that only a
government linked company in the plantation industry, which is large in size, has a
significant amount of sustainability reporting. Saleh, Zulkifli et al. (2010) showed a positive
and significant relationship between CSD and institutional ownership in their study.
Zhang, Wang et al. (J. Zhang, Wang, & Wang, 2010) found in their study that company’s
CSD was affected significantly by the company’s characteristics of firm size, financial
performance, industry, and the final ownership, not by the structure of ownership and board
of directors. This result is almost consistent with the finding of Ma Lianfu and Zhao Ying
(Ma Lianfu & Zhao Ying, 2007).
Previous researches are mostly focused on CSR or CSD within one country. Only a few
articles compared CSR among counties in Asia. For example, Williams and Ho Wern Pei
(Williams & Ho Wern Pei, 1999) compared CSD on their websites by listed companies of
Australia, Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong. Ramasamy and Ting (Ramasamy & Ting,
2004) compared CSR awareness between Malaysian and Singaporean firms. Even less was
directed especially at comparing CSD of Chinese and Malaysian firms.
Corporate social responsibility strategy (CSRS)
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According to Meznar, Chrisman et al. (Meznar, Chrisman, & Carroll, 1991), Corporate social
responsibility was incorporated into strategic management at the enterprise strategy level.
They proposed a definition of enterprise strategy as: “How the firm attempts to add value to
its stakeholders in order to legitimize its existence and ensure its future.” “Value” here
included economic profit and social benefit. Enterprise strategy was defined as “matching the
firm's value creating activities to the values and needs of its stakeholders.” (Meznar, et al.,
1991) and was classified to six classifications: 1.Classical Enterprise Strategy: concerns only
with economic performance; 2. Defensive/Narrow Enterprise Strategy: focuses on a narrow
stakeholder segment, and attempts to appease the stakeholders’ dissatisfaction by reduce
social costs. 3. Defensive/Broad Enterprise Strategy: concentrate on lowering social costs, but
they respond to the dissatisfactions of a very broad collection of stakeholders and attempt to
avoid crises before they occur. 4. Offensive/Narrow Enterprise strategy: focus on a narrow
group of stakeholders and are more concerned with increasing social goods than with
reducing social cost. 5. Offensive/Broad Enterprise Strategy: seek to increase the "social
good" of a broad range of stakeholders, actively promote public welfare. 6.
Accommodative/Narrow Enterprise Strategy: both decrease social costs and increase social
goods to a narrow group of stakeholders. 7. Accommodative/Broad Enterprise Strategy:
broad both in terms of the stakeholders they recognize and the benefits they provided, have a
strong emphasis on corporate ethics and social responsibility. 8. No-for-profit Enterprise
Strategy: involved exclusively in social causes, which rely on charitable contributions for
survival. Comparing to Carroll’s corporate social performance model, we can see a similarity
between dimensions of Carroll model and element of this enterprise strategy classification.
Corporate social responsibility constitute the core value of modern business strategy, and
corporate social responsibility strategy is a reflection of corporate strategy (Wenhua, 2009).
But Meznar, Chrisman et al. (Meznar, et al., 1991) stressed enterprise strategy should
appropriate to firm’s competences and stakeholders rather than corporate social activities
affect economic performance. In fact, numerous studies have attempted to found the
relationship between corporate social responsibility and economic performance. The study of
James, Klaus et al. (James, Klaus, & Joshua, 2003) shows that 53% of studies report evidence
of positive relationship between CSR and financial performance, with 5% of evidence of
negative relationship, where as 24% report an insignificant relationship and 18% report
inconclusive evidence. Such as it is, many authors continued this kind of study (Ben Brik,
Rettab, & Mellahi, 2011; Lai, Chiu, Yang, & Pai, 2010; Mishra & Suar, 2010; Surroca, Tribó,
& Waddock, 2010; Tingting & Jianqiong, 2009), the results were not so much different with
what show above. “Socially responsive activities are not necessarily related to improved or
superior profitability. Rather, as strategic management theory suggests, superior performance
comes from successful implementation of a strategy that matches organizational skills and
resources with environmental opportunity in ways that create competitive advantage” (Hofer
& Schendel, 1978, cited by Meznar, Chrisman et al. 1991).
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Filho, Wanderley et al. (Filho, Wanderley, Gómez, & Farache, 2010) believed that social
responsibility strategies were associated with competitive advantages, such as attracting
valuable employees as well as enhancing the company image and reputation. Companies in
Malaysia were encouraged by Saleh, Zulkifli et al. (Saleh, Zulkifli, & Muhamad, 2010) to use
CSR strategies in attracting investment as well as to improve their reputation and image.
Based on strategic management theory and the relationship mentioned above between
enterprise strategy and corporate social responsibility, author of this study define corporate
social responsibility strategy as follow: “CSRS is the way and content that company
performing CSR, matching its resources and environment to meet stakeholder demands and
expectations on economic, ethical, social and discretionary performance in order to achieve
long-term legitimacy”.
HYPOTHESES
In this study, CSR strategy of company would be judged by its CSD. The hypotheses are: (a)
the characteristics of CSRS , in another word, the level and focus of CSD are different
between Malaysian and Chinese top listed companies; (b) the different of level and focus of
CSD between Malaysian and Chinese top listed companies are based on the characteristics in
firm size, industry sector, management preference, and shareholder type; (c) the original
reason of different CSR strategy lies on the difference in legislation, economic structure, and
social culture of the two countries.
The Methodology and Model
This study focused on the year 2009 because some companies have not yet issued 2010
information completely. In order to test the hypothesis, I conduct an empirical study. Data
collected from companies that listed on main board of Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) China
and that of Bursa Malaysia. The companies’ Annual report and standalone CSR (or
sustainable development) report should be studied using content analysis method. Content
analysis is the most commonly used research method to assess corporate social and
environmental disclosures (Hasnah Haron, Sofri Yahya, Sharon Manasseh, & Ismail, 2006;
Milne & Adler, 1999; Othman & Thani, 2010; Rahman & Hashim, 2010; Thomson &
Zakaria, 2004; Williams & Ho Wern Pei, 1999). In content analysis, I combine counts of
sentences with counts of words to measure CSD rather than counts of lines and pages, in
companies’ annual report and standalone CSRR (corporate social responsibility report or
sustainable development report) if there is any. The existence of standalone CSRR is too an
important indicator shows higher level of CSD. I use counting sentences and words because
sentence is easy to be judged and at the same time express completed idea. Words are used as
measure of CSR themes since can be there more than one themes contained in one sentence.
Lines and pages are not used as measure in consideration of language and page design
difference. Sentence and words are more comparability than lines and pages.
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The themes that make up to CSD are important because that the level of disclosure differs
according to the amount of theme as well as amount itself. They are the physical environment,
energy, human resources, products and community involvement, and one theme may contain
several sub-themes.
Questionnaire survey is also carry out. Managers of amount 50 are chosen as respondents.
Questionnaire is designed both in Chinese and English.
I established a model in my analysis. The model is composed of independent variables,
dependent variables and control variables as well as possible factors may have deep influence
on independent variables shown in appendix.
Dependent variables are CSRS of companies in China and Malaysia. Independent variables
contain: the percentage of companies that has standalone CSRR; percentage of audited;
follow what standard or index of CSD; more than one language; amount of sentence; how
many themes was concerned, and what theme was mostly focus on; information released is
positive or negative in nature, which CSRS classification (use the enterprise strategy
classification provided by Meznar, Chrisman et al. 1991(Meznar, et al., 1991)). Control
variables contain: Firm Size, Industry Characteristic, Shareholder Nature, Manager
Preference, and Corporate Governance. Possible factors may have deep influence on
independent variables are factors of Political, Regulation, Governmental, Culture, Religion,
Social, Economical.
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Customer Relationship Management in the Hospitality and Tourism Industry

ABSTRACT
Around the world, Hospitality and Tourism is becoming increasingly popular, as both
domestic and foreign visitors flock to the most attractive destinations. The growth is noticed
quite rapidly all over the world, including India. Tourism is a major service provider and an
insignificant contributor to GDP. Hospitality and Tourism can generate revenue for the locals
and regional community, increased local awareness about importance of bio-diversity
conservation, and new incentives for government and private investors in and around
appealing areas to preserve them. The constituent products and services under tourism are
quite diverse – travel, accommodation, restaurants, attractions, recreations and shopping. The
tourists usually come from different social, economic and cultural background. Therefore, the
hospitality personnel can succeed in their operations by delivering customer satisfaction and
ensuring repeat clientele by focusing on Customer Relationship Management (CRM). In an
industry like Travel and Tourism, customer is regarded as the king and services rendered to
him should be of the top most quality. This will maximize customer value for cultivating
long term customer relationship. The study has its’ focus on integration of a well designed
and implemented Customer Relationship Management system.
Key Words: Customer Relationship, Customer Satisfaction, Hospitality and Tourism,
Service Providers.
INTRODUCTION
Tourism, both as a phenomenon and as an industry has made rapid advances in recent years.
The growth potential that tourism sector offers has received special attention from both the
private and public sectors. In the global economy, tourism is the second fastest growing
business sector after information technology. . Tourism offers many opportunities that are not
available in any other industry like rise in culture, heritage and natural environment. It is
becoming viable alternative for economies that aims to achieve sustainable economic growth.
Tourism has a wide nature, its geographical expansion and labour intensive nature which
supports and spreads employment. Rural areas of developing nations like India, where
millions of people live under extreme poverty, demands development. Tourism, if utilized
effectively can be a force for positive and successful growth. Tourism plays an essential role
in balancing the forces like sustenance, prosperity and people’s desire to improve their
financial and material well- being. It not only provides livelihood but also enhance the spirit
of community development and build bridges of understanding and peace between nations.
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Today hospitality and tourism are no longer meant for the rich alone. Tourism products are
now being consumed by all socio-economic classes. These changes are the effect of global
economic growth and cross cultural transformation at the macro level. Tourists come from
various socio- economic and cultural backgrounds and have diverse need and requirements.
Each tourist is different from the others. This makes it essential that the tourism organizations
become conscious about the diversity of needs then managing their services. This industry is
known for receiving people wholeheartedly and treating them importantly, hospitality has
been recognized as a desirable attitude in dealing with others, be it within the country or
neighboring countries. At present the practice of being hospitable is not only applicable in
entertaining others, in most business and corporations particularly in tourism , hospitality
management has been a valuable means of maximizing the return on investment. Such trend
is perhaps attributable to common conception that the value of attracting potential clients is
equal in existing ones.
In general, hospitality and tourism management is a process that involved planning,
organizing, directing and regulating human and material resources. This involves hotels,
other accommodations, restaurants, bars, fast food outlets, retail stores, etc. These diverse
segments of the industry had made the business grow and eventually moving towards the
competitive global business. This arise the need of practicing CRM in order to be more
efficient and successful in the business.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Shaw and Robert states that customer relationship systems (CRS) are specialized (CRM)
software applications used to handle consumer products and services and companies dealing
with consumers and customers. [8] Consumers Affairs and Customer Relations contact
centres within these organizations, that are typically Consumers Packaged items, such as
foods and beverages, households consumable products and durable goods, as well as travel
services, eg. passenger airlines and cruise ship lines.Now hundreds of Consumer packaged
goods companies with global consumer response handling operations use consumer
relationship management system as referred by Garter. [4]
John Edwards in his article on CRM pointed out that collaborative CRM aims to get various
departments within a business, such as sales, technical support and marketing, to share the
useful information that they collect from interactions with customers. Its ultimate goal is to
use information collected from all departments to improve the quality of customer service
and increase customer satisfaction. Technology can be very effective in enhancing the flow of
information. [5]
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There are many technological components to CRM, but thinking about CRM in primarily
technological terms is a mistake. The more useful way to think about CRM is a process that
will help bring together lots of pieces of information about customers, sales, marketing
effectiveness, responsiveness and market trends. [2]
Objectives of the Study
1. To assess the impact of hospitality and tourism on the Global market.
2. To identify a CRM environment in the Tourism sector.
3. To create customer focus in products and services.
4. To formulate strategy for CRM.
5. To produce a framework for tourism sector to improve customer service.
Hypothesis
Tourism has potential to give role at various stages and levels for promoting economic
growth, globally.
CRM environment is a concern for Tourism sector.
Customer satisfaction is directly connected with the product and services provided to
the customer.
CRM is a challenge for all stakeholders.
CRM should be the priority for retaining customers and managing high growth rate
in Tourism sector.
Research Methodology
The study has been done on the basis of secondary data available from reports of Govt. of
India, Tourism Sector, Journals, books, magazines, annual reports, Internet survey, etc.
The study is explanatory and conceptual based and is done through interpretation and
analysis of the data already available from different sources. It is done to formulate a model
for CRM and a strategy for successful growth of Hospitality and Tourism sector.
Growth in Hospitality and Tourism Sector
Tourism has emerged as a global industry and is playing a prominent role in economic
growth. According to the World Travel and tourism Council (WTTC), tourism is one of the
world’s most rapidly growing industries. [10].The contribution of tourism to the global
economy has more than doubled between 1997 and 2009. Tourism generates considerable
wealth and employment. The industry employs more than 200 million people worldwide.
Tourism will play a significant role in the future as an instrument of economic development.
The Table 1 clearly points out that during the period 1997 to 2009 the number of international
tourist arrivals across the world has increased from 593.0 to 880.0 million. Though India’s
share is very less as compared to others but the growth is much faster from 2.37 million in
1997 to 5.11 in 2009.
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Some projections by World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) for the year 2020 show that
hospitality and tourism industry will grow at a healthy pace and remain a significant
contributor to the global economy in the years to come. As shown in the table. (See Table 2).
In the longer run, Travel and Tourism will sustain its leading role in delivering global growth,
creating jobs and alleviating poverty. Emerging economies, in particular, are expected to be
engines of growth, boosting International Travel and also generating an increasingly vibrant
domestic travel sector. Overall, the Travel& Tourism Economy is forecast to grow by 4.4%
per annum in real terms between 2010 and 2020, supporting over 300 million jobs by 2020 i.e.
9.2% of total employment and 9.6% of global GDP. This confirms that Travel & Tourism
will continue to grow in importance as one of the world’s highest priority sectors and
employers. The World Travel and Tourism Council has pointed out that China and India are
leading contributors towards growth in GDP and employment in Hospitality and Tourism
sector.[11] In India, a number of measures need to be taken to develop tourism, apart from
the Government’s promotional measures.
One among these is the implementation of a Management Strategy known as Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) system. In an industry where customer needs prime
importance CRM would be the key ingredient for success, particularly with numerous new
companies entering into the business. With liberalization, privatization and globalization, all
tourism firms have to look at their marketing strategy with a new perspective. They have to
formulate new and innovative marketing strategies to capture the attention of the customer.
What is CRM?
The CRM is not a product or a service. Rather it is a strategy used to learn more about
customers’ needs and behaviour in order to develop transparent and strong relationship with
them. From IT perspective it provides an integrated view of the company’s customer to
everyone in the organization so that the customer can be served effectively. In simple words,
CRM is the use of a wide range of marketing, sales and promotional techniques and processes
to identify create and manage customers.
CRM has become a strategy imperative for many companies as its effective implementation
might increase customers satisfaction, loyalty and retention.[3] Customer Relationship
Management is the process of managing detailed information about individual customers and
carefully managing all customers ‘touch points’. To customise customer loyalty in hospitality
and tourism industry the touch points include reservations, check-in and check- out, frequent
stay programmes, room service, business service, exercise facilities, laundry services,
restaurants and bars. CRM enables a tourist company to provide a real time customer service
through the use of effective data base prepared through individual account information.
Through this, one can easily identify and know about each value customer. [1] With the
growing competition it has been widely felt that companies can beat its industry leader in
terms of product, quality, pricing, promotion and placement of its product. Hence to build
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customer base it is not just sufficient to be good at the four Ps, but is more essential to build a
relationship with the customers to benefit in the long run.
The CRM Strategy focuses on automating the business process right from ERM (Enterprise
Relationship Management) to delivering customer value and satisfaction. The CRM basically
centres on the combination of technology and human resource with the aim to gain insights
into the behaviour of customers and cater to their perceived values.
Need for CRM in the Tourism Sector
Competition, driven by globalization has changed the entire perspective. Customers now
have various choices, are more knowledgeable and demanding too. Now they need to be
handled with outmost care by the companies because the question is not only to acquire them
but also to satisfy and retain them for long. John Chambers, CEO of Cisco Systems (2007)
puts it well “make your customers the centre of your culture”. Customers centred companies
are apt at building customer relationships, not just products, they are skilled in market
engineering, not just product engineering. [6] All these CRM strategies centre on the basic
idea of retention, so as to get most of the existing and potential customers. Consumer
behaviour theories emphasize that finding a new customer is much more costly than retaining
an existing one. If one is losing high value customers, the cost of acquiring new customers to
compensate with the loss and build relationships to the same level would be quite high.
Besides, one customer leave, it is hard to win them back. The customer lifecycle begins with
acquisition, is returned with retention and further enhanced through cross-selling. Ultimately,
at the heart of any retention strategy is a genuine commitment to customer service. The key to
retaining customers is relationship marketing. For companies to reap profits, focus on
retention will be the right direction.
CRM can be viewed as combination of creating a relationship and maintaining it. The
relationships are created in the Hospitality and Tourism Sector through needs identification.
The high income group customers demand for more facilities for enjoying their leisure time.
More facilities should be offered with regard to food, transportation and entertainment. The
travel agents should be fair and loyal in providing information about the tour programme.
CRM strategy helps is providing transparency and building gap between the organization and
the customers.
CRM strategy helps in developing a product after understanding the needs of the customers.
Development is succeeded by offerings. In Tourism Industry, the products are offered in
many ways like, the travel agents and tourism development officers may be asked to market
the products. And as these people form tangible link with the customers/visitors, they need to
provide adequate training. Then interacting with them in a pure friendly way and suggesting
them for the most suitable product which compliments their needs. CRM serves as an
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important tool for marketing by offering products directly through various opportunities
offered by internet and technology.
CRM Model for Tourism
The model for CRM in Hospitality and Tourism Sector is suggested in the table below (See
Table 3). The model comprises mainly of two heads. The first focuses on ‘Creating
Relationships’ and second addresses on ‘Maintaining Relationship’. The effective
combination of these two modules constitutes the CRM Model.
Understanding thoroughly the needs of the customers leads to the development of right
product and then offering the right product to the prospective customer is done in many ways
which ultimately leads to sales. Tourism products are highly perishable and are service and
experience based which generates feedback. The care of tourists and visitors at all stages is an
integral part of the CRM process.
The second module discusses maintaining relationships with the customers after sales have
been made. In a sector where service is the product, sales are not the end job but the actual
job starts after this. The CRM philosophy also emphasizes on this aspect. Maintaining
relationship with customers, demands a thorough analysis into the post-sales transaction. It
helps a company to identify the gaps in the product or service provided and actual needs or
expectations of the customers. In hospitality and tourism, the common problems that arise are
of transportation, accommodation, restaurants, guiding agents, etc.
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The CRM also deals with value analysis. Value analysis reveals how the traveller enjoyed
their holiday or vacation, whether the tour was comfortable and satisfactory or not. Have the
customer enjoyed the value for money. The company’s should conduct a customer
satisfaction survey on regular basis and should also maintain regular contacts with the
customers and obtain an informal feedback. One of the objectives of regular contact is to
assess the present and future needs of the travellers. It also helps in regular update of the tour
plans and programmes; secondly mails on special occasions for inviting the privileged
customers are quite essential moves for making a brand in the market and facing competition.
Regular contact with the customer is possible through the customer database. Database
therefore plays a very important role in CRM. In Tourism organizations regular customer
interaction and feedback is essential for formulating a strategy to fill in the gaps and to take
care of customers’ future needs.
Table 1: International Tourist Arrivals- World & India ( 1997-2009)
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Year

International Tourist FTAs in India
% Share of India Rank of India in
Arrivals –World(in
(in million)
in the world
the world
million)
1997
593.0
2.37
0.40
1998
611.0
2.36
0.39
47
1999
633.8
2.48
0.39
46
2000
683.3
2.65
0.39
50
2001
683.4
2.54
0.37
51
2002
703.2
2.38
0.34
54
2003
691.0
2.73
0.39
51
2004
762.0
3.46
0.45
44
2005
803.4
3.92
0.49
43
2006
847.0
4.45
0.53
44
2007
904.0
5.08
0.56
41
2008
919.0
5.28
0.57
41
2009
880.0
5.11
0.58
41
Source Table:1: Tourism Statistics 2009 at a Glance, Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of India. [9]
Table: 2 -World Travel and Tourism Expectations (2010 and Projections for 2020)
Particulars
Growth in billion Growth in %
Growth in
Growth in %
2010
2010
billion 2020
2020
GDP
US$ 5,751 bn
9.2%
US$ 11,151 bn
9.6%
Growth
-----------------0.5%
-----------------4.4%
Employment
235,758,000 jobs 8.1%
303,019,000
9.2%
jobs
Visitors Export
US$ 1,086 bn
6.1%
US$ 2,160 bn
5.2%
Investment
US$ 1,241 bn
9.2%
US$ 2,757 bn
9.4%
Source: WTTC Annual Report 2010, Economic Highlights. [11 ]
CONCLUSION
CRM focuses on building a long term and life time relationships. It is a proven fact that the
cost of retaining a customer is much lower than acquiring a new one. And, CRM if
implemented well helps tourism industry not only in building relationship with its
customers/travellers but also in gaining good financial returns.
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The Effect of Total Quality Management on Hotel Performance: An
Overview

ABSTRACT
Total quality management (TQM) is a holistic approach to improve quality, productivity and
competitiveness of organizations in the global market. Firms which have effectively
implemented TQM have more control on their profitability, revenues, costs, capital
expenditures, total assets and number of employees. However, the competition for high
service quality and customer satisfaction has been increasing in hospitality industry and
hotels in particular. Delighting customers would be linked to other positive outcomes such as
customer retention, higher profitability, and creation a competitive advantage. This study
provides evidences that show the positive effect of TQM on hotel performance. By
developing the hotel industry, competition gradually intensifies, thus creating superior
customer value and gaining the competency faster than the competitors are critical for hotel
survival. Such successful implementation could enhance the employees’ satisfaction and
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subsequently the hotel efficiency. Therefore, efficient leadership and customer focus are the
most common principles incorporated into TQM programs of hotels. Hotel industry has
verified that TQM-committed hotels achieve higher performance, since TQM reasonably
improve customer satisfaction, and consequently financial performance.
Keywords: Hotel Performance, Total Quality Management (TQM), TQM Implementation.

INTRODUCTION
The great significance of quality for company’s performance and success in the global market
is known in business literature and practice (Crosby, 1986; Deming, 1986; Juran, 1992).
Many approaches to management of quality with the purpose of helping companies improve
efficiency and competitiveness. One of the most popular and recommended approaches is the
philosophy of total quality management (TQM). Total quality management is a holistic
approach that attempt to integrate all organizational functions to concentrate on meeting
customer requirements and organizational goals. Although, there are many principles of
TQM, in practice companies would follow known, accepted, and standard models as a guide
to perform quality management (Tarı´, 2005). Many authors have empirically tested the
positive effect of TQM on company’s performance regarding to operating and financial
results, quality, customer satisfaction or employee satisfaction (Choi and Eboch, 1998;
Hendricks and Singhal, 1997, 2001; Agus and Hassan, 2000; Terziovski and Samson, 1999,
2000; Brah et al., 2000, 2002; Saizarbitoria, 2005; Karia and Asaari, 2006; Yang, 2006;
Fuentes et al., 2006).
Although, most of these studies have focused on identifying the TQM practices which are
most effective and essential from the performance improvement viewpoint, some of those
studies concentrate just on particular type of performance: quality performance, financial
performance or operating performance. They do not provide much information about the
performance dimensions and exact areas of performance which are mostly improved by TQM
adoption. Whereas, in the dynamic global competition, offering high quality products and
services to the customers has become increasingly important, the concept of total quality
management (TQM) is embraced by many managers in order to maintain their competitive
advantage in the global market. TQM concept was developed in Japan and proven to be
particularly successful in improving quality and productivity (Kaynak, 2003; Lagrosen,
2001).
Today, the intricacy and globalization of the competitive business environments have made
quality as one of the crucial sources of competitive advantage for the tourism business
enterprises. Many leading quality organisations have recognized the importance of
systematic processes to manage quality in order to gain and maintain the competitive
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position. It is not sufficient just to maintain a business; it is necessary to move forward if a
business wants to achieve a sustainable future. In the continuous changing business
environment, customer care, improvements in efficiency, effective marketing, and
benchmarking are essential for survival and competitiveness in the global market.
Improvement needs change, and change would be stressful. There is no formula that can be
used to every business, but quality management as a proven system can bring great benefits
for an organization if it is applied in the right way. Implementing a quality management
system based on clear understanding of the business aims helps developing business
successfully (Eraqi, 2006).
Quality is considered the basic consuming condition in the competitive global market. Hotels
that attempt to improve their performance cannot only rely on quality, but also must design
incentives to attract more customers. In the IPO (Input-Processing-Output) model of TQM
that is addressed by Longo and Cox (1997) and Youssef et al. (1996), the relationships
between the TQM system and participants is displayed. This model would be defined input to
enlarge the process and involved both internal and external environments. Product and
Process developments are planned to focus on present and future customers’ needs. Creating
superior customer value and gaining the competency faster than the competitors, are critical
for hotel survival. This study probes the relationship between TQM and hotel performance.
By developing the hotel industry, competition gradually intensifies and customers become
more sophisticated. Hotels require a wide range of resources to convert them into more
flexible forms in order to meet the needs of the changing hotel industry market.
Total Quality Management
Despite of various definitions of TQM, there is a general agreement regarding the
fundamental principles, practices, and values of TQM (Hellsten and Klefsjo¨, 2000; Eriksson
and Hansson, 2003; Yang, 2003). According to Pfau (1989), TQM is a holistic approach to
improve quality, productivity and competitiveness in the international market. Furthermore,
Yang (2005) described TQM as an integrated management philosophy and a set of practices
that concentrates on continuous improvement, meeting customers’ needs, reducing rework,
long-range thinking, increasing employees’ involvement in decisions making and team-work,
process redesign, competitive benchmarking, team-based problem solving, constant
measurement of results, and close relationships with the suppliers.
Although TQM has been studied from many years ago, there is still need to experimental
researches on it. However, many organizations still implement TQM and attempt to
disseminate it globally (Ehigie and McAndrew, 2005).Whereas TQM implementation is
believed to lead the improvement of companies’ performance, various studies reveal positive
relationship between TQM implementation and performance. Some benefits achieved from
adopting and implementing TQM by companies around the world include: decreasing
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inventory by 23 % in two years, halving order changes, reducing delivery time from 20 to 4.5
days, saving $5.6 million by quality teams over four years, reducing customer claims
frequency by over 40 %, reducing customer service response time by 44 %, reducing lost
time from injuries by 46 %, reducing cost of quality from 12 % to 9 %, increasing operating
profits 7.4 times, increasing on-time delivery from 75 % to 99 %, reducing customer
complaints by 78 %, saving $12 million in one year in suggestion system, satisfaction of 91
% of the employees from their work in the company, and increasing positive responses on
employee attitude survey from 76 % to 83 % (Kumar et al, 2009).
According to GAO (1991), in twenty companies that scored high in the model of a quality
award in 1988, there is a cause-and-effect relationship between the total quality management
practices included in the Baldrige criteria and company performance that is measured by
employee relations, productivity, customer satisfaction, or profitability. The positive results
acquired from the research have been revealed:
1) Better employee relations: Job satisfaction among the employees would increase;
subsequently there was a higher rate of attendance and less absenteeism and turnover.
2) Improved operating procedures: The companies would increase the reliability and on-time
delivery of their products or services and reduced errors, product lead-time, and cost of
quality.
3) Greater customer satisfaction: customers’ complaints declined by 11.6 % and a greater
number of customers would stay with the company.
4) Increased financial performance: The companies improved their market share in the
international market, so their profitability would be increased.
Also, Huarng and Chen (2002) reported that TQM philosophy and TQM tools have a positive
relationship with business performance of small and medium companies in Taiwan. Based on
their studies, the integration of TQM philosophy and tools positively affected both cost
reduction and business performance.
In 1997, Hendricks and Singhal conducted an analysis in comparing the performance of
companies before and after the adoption of TQM. It is concluded that companies which have
effectively implemented TQM have more control on their profitability, revenues, costs,
capital expenditure, total assets and number of employees and perform better than firms
without TQM.
Furthermore, Brah et al. (2000) study presents clear evidence that TQM implementation
improved business performance in the service sector of Singapore. The study found that the
firm’s intangible and behavioural features such as top management support, employee
empowerment and employee involvement would be the key to the success of TQM in
improving its performance. Similarly, Brah et al. (2002) revealed positive relationship
between TQM implementation and quality performance of Singapore companies. A study of
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large number of manufacturing companies in Australia and New Zealand was conducted by
Terziovski and Samson (1999) and concluded that the manufacturing organizations with
TQM are more likely to achieve better performance in employee relations, customer
satisfaction, operational performance and business performance than the companies without
TQM. Additionally, the impact of company size on the strength of the relationship between
TQM and organizational performance was tested in another study conducted by Terziovski
and Samson (2000). They confirmed that TQM significantly has a positive relationship with
most of the dimensions of organizational performance. Also they concluded that larger
companies tend to get greater benefits from TQM than smaller firms.
Some authors concentrated on the relationship between TQM implementation and specific
type of company performance: for instance, Agus and Hassan (2000) verified the positive
relationship between the length of TQM adoption and financial performance. Furthermore,
Hendricks and Singhal (2001) confirmed the positive effect of TQM implementation on the
long-run stock price performance. The effect of TQM practices on employees’ work-related
attitudes was examined by Karia and Asaari (2006). Overly, the results of their empirical
studies revealed the positive impact of training and education on job involvement, job
satisfaction, and organizational commitment. Empowerment and teamwork considerably
increase job involvement, job satisfaction, career satisfaction, and organizational
commitment. Finally, continuous improvement and problem prevention remarkably increase
job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Many researchers acknowledged that
successful implementation of TQM and the scale of the potential benefits which can be
gained through this approach depend on various factors. According to Hoogervorst et al.
(2005), TQM approach needs to concentrate on employee behaviour, attention to
organizational culture, management practices, and organizational structures and systems.
Yang (2006) empirically proved the positive impact of human resource management
practices on the implementation of TQM, and subsequently on the improvement of employee
and customer satisfaction.
There are numerous studies that attempt to develop an appropriate set of critical quality
management patterns to represent an integrated approach to TQM implementation in a
business division (Ahire et al., 1996a, b; Anderson et al., 1995; Flynn et al., 1995; Grandzol
and Gershon, 1998; Rao et al., 1999). According to Montes et al. (2003), there are five
generic constructs: (1) managerial leadership and commitment; (2) human resources
management; (3) the relationship between customers and suppliers; (4) internal
organizational culture; and (5) process management. Also, future studies have relied on these
works to evaluate TQM program effectiveness. To display the relationships between the
TQM system and participants, the TQM system matches with the IPO (Input- ProcessingOutput) concept model (Longo and Cox, 1997; Youssef et al., 1996). In this model, input is
involved both internal and external environments.
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Processing is concentrated on present and future customer needs that top management would
be achieved desired goals by combination the input with organizational abilities. Output is
described as all participants such as organization members and departments, suppliers and
customers delivering the services as reliably as possible to make certain profitability and
customer satisfaction. Therefore, hotels would satisfy the customers’ needs not only via
continuous improvement (Dale and Plunkett, 1990), but also through process management in
prevention of repeating previous problems. A successful TQM implementation requires the
cooperation between internal and external elements. Such successful implementation could
enhance the employees’ satisfaction and subsequently the efficiency (Lazari and
Kanellopoulos, 2007). Efficient leadership and customer focus are the most common
principles incorporated into TQM programs (Breiter and Bloomquist, 1998; Li et al., 2007).
Training obtains strategic value for hotels (Boudreau et al., 2001; Claver et al., 2006; Tihanyi
et al., 2000) and increases the skill level of staff and customer service commitment (Costa,
2004; Haynes and Fryer, 2000).
For example, in hotel industry, previous studies have evaluated hotel performance using the
lodging index (Wassenaar and Stafford, 1991), revenue growth rates (Van Doren and Gustke,
1982), both “objective” and “perceptual” (Haber and Reichel, 2005), or financial and nonfinancial performance (Banker et al., 2000, 2005). “Objective” has been measured by
occupancy rate per room, gross operating profit, and gross operating profit per available room
for each day. “Perceptual” includes competitive performance and stakeholder satisfaction.
Some studies have suggested that the companies which adopt TQM enjoy a competitive
advantage compare to non-TQM adopting firms (Brah et al., 2002; Powell, 1995). Moreover,
studies have variously reported the relationship between TQM and organizational
performance. The following results have been achieved based on different studies: TQM and
organizational performance are positively related (Demirbag et al., 2006a; Feng et al., 2006),
There is no effect of TQM on various performance measures (Harari, 1993; Salegna and
Fazel, 1995), or TQM is negatively related with organizational performance (McCabe and
Wilkinson, 1998; Yeung and Chan, 1998). These outcomes could result from different
measures of TQM, ineffective implementation, or a lack of management support (Tarí et al.,
2010). However, hotel industry has verified that TQM-committed hotels achieve higher
performance (Claver-Cortés et al., 2008; Langer, 1997) and TQM reasonably improve
customer satisfaction, and consequently financial performance (Agus et al., 2000; ClaverCortés et al., 2008).
Hospitality
The word “hospitality” describes the rather broad field that incorporates lodging, food
service, leisure, conventions, travel, and attraction (Ottenbacher et al., 2009). Hospitality is
needed to cover some of the uncertainty and fear related to the new setting (O’Connor, 2006).
It involves helping guests to have a good time by engaging them in different activities
(Guerrier and Adib, 2000; Crick, 2000; Tracey, 2000; Constanti and Gibbs, 2005).
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Hospitality service employees are expected to behave as they enjoy their jobs (Crick, 2000);
otherwise, they would be seen as failing in their job while they do not seem themselves to be
having enjoyable time when interacting with guests (Guerrier and Adib, 2003). Employees
will be expected to make guests feel welcome, special and important (Patullo, 1996).
Numerous experts believe that hospitality services need different management approaches
than physical products (Gronroos, 1984; Parasuraman et al., 1985; Reisinger, 2001).
McIntosh et al. (1995) and Reisinger (2001) claimed that due to the multidimensional nature
of the services provided, hospitality services have a special challenge in controlling.
Whereas, hotel employees must interact with clients in different cultural dimensions (Tsang
and Ap, 2007), they need to be multicultural. In the study on service quality, the researchers
come to agree that guests are the ultimate judges of the quality of service delivered (Berry
and Parasuraman, 1991; Wuest, 2001). Thus, it is their perceptions of quality that will affect
what happen in the organisation. This study will be continued by investigating the clients’
perceptions of quality and the components that drive customer satisfaction in hotels. Also, the
change from satisfaction of hotel guests to creating delight and memorable experiences will
be identified in this paper.
Clients’ Perceptions of Quality
The competition for high service quality and customer satisfaction has been increasing in
hospitality industry and hotels in particular (Parayani et al., 2010). Although, due to the
heterogeneity of customers, being precise becomes difficult, hotel organizations need to
understand the guests wants from the service sector as much precision as possible. It allows
them to minimise waste of resources.
Thus, answering to these questions is very important: what types of services do hotel guests
value the most? What customers’ value is mostly changing during the time? For instance,
many hotel guests are part of that group which Poon (1993) has called “the new tourists”.
This group has various set of needs and desires which include special interests unlike the
“old” tourists. Generally, customer satisfaction has been the main goal of service sector
including hospitality organizations. Delighted customers are not only excited but also give
positive feeling referrals to others. Delighting customers would be linked to other positive
outcomes such as customer retention, higher profitability and creation a competitive
advantage that is difficult to imitate (Torres and Kline, 2006).
Service Quality in Hotel Industry
Service quality is an important strategy for attaining a competitive advantage in firms (Lewis,
1987; Hoffman and Bateson, 1997). Thus, management of the company has a critical role in
the deliberations about the delivery of the service quality (Bateson, 1995; Fridgen, 1996). The
quality service management foundations flow out from two multidimensional models: (1)
SERVQUAL, a product of the North American school of thought (Parasuraman et al., 1985);
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and (2) the Nordic European model (Gronroos, 1984; Lehtinen and Lehtinen, 1991). Both
models have provided the information about how service quality must be conceptualised and
managed.
The SERVQUAL model regards service quality as the gap between guest expectation and
perceived performance (Ekinci, 2002). Based on this model, the greater the distance between
these two variables when performance surpasses expectations leads to the greater the service
quality.
In hospitality operations, as in other services, since the customers are involved in the
performance of the service, their expectations and perceptions are increased. The quality
service is driven by the individual prospect of each customer and employee and how these
converse. Since the leaders’ understanding of what customers want is critical, they found the
framework in which describe the interaction between employees and customers.
Douglas and O’Connor (2003) have examined the extent of gap between management and
customer perceptions of quality. A study conducted with hotel managers and guests in Ireland
revealed that there was a gap between managers’ perceptions of customers’ expectations and
customers' actual expectations. The gap is troubling because it has been recognized that the
quality of the services offered must be evaluated based on guest perceptions (Pickworth,
1987; Peters, 1989). Also, there is a dichotomy between the providers’ perceptions and
consumers’ perceptions (Jones, 1983; Shams and Hales, 1989).
While hospitality service providers concentrate on particular service elements, which contain
production and marketing processes, guests see just as a unified whole. Thus, their focus is on
the wholeness of the experience. The providers must imply a clear understanding of how to
address the abundance of perceptions that are contingent on that subjective entirely, which is
being evaluated by guests. Understanding of this issue requires a measurement of quality in
hospitality.
Researchers have studied on adapting the well-known SERVQUAL scale to hospitality and
determining which elements of hospitality are most prominent to guests. Studies were
conducted by Lewis (1984) and Nightingale (1985) to identify the most important hotel
attributes to hotel guests. According to the HOLSERV model that presented by Wong et al.
(1999), there are three dimensions of service quality – employees, tangibles, and reliability.
Wong et al. (1999) also found that the employee dimension appeared as the best forecaster of
overall service quality. Parayani et al. (2010) have promoted the application of the quality
function deployment (QFD) method to the hospitality industry. The basis of this method is
the SERVQUAL. The QFD is applied to capture the voice of the clients and inspire it to
service development. Despite of the previous applications of the SERVQUAL, the QFD
approach that measure the hospitality services regards service delivery as a process and
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categorize each stage by converting customer needs into organizational processes. Therefore,
it is a more holistic outlook of service delivery than previous approaches.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Previous study provides evidence that shows the positive impact of TQM on hotel
performance. Whereas, in the dynamic global competition, offering high quality products and
services to the customers has become increasingly important, the concept of total quality
management (TQM) is embraced by many managers in order to maintain their competitive
advantage in the international market. Numerous researchers have empirically tested the
positive impact of TQM on company’s performance regarding to operating and financial
results, quality, customer satisfaction or employee satisfaction. Many leading quality
organisations have recognized the importance of systematic processes to manage quality in
order to gain and maintain the competitive position. By developing the hotel industry,
competition gradually intensifies and customers become more sophisticated. Hotels require a
wide range of resources to convert them into more flexible forms in order to meet the needs
of the changing hotel industry market. Hotels that attempt to improve their performance
cannot only rely on quality, but also must design incentives to attract more customers.
Creating superior customer value and gaining the competency faster than the competitors, are
critical for hotel survival. Therefore, hotels would satisfy the customers’ needs not only via
continuous improvement (Dale and Plunkett, 1990), but also through process management in
prevention of repeating previous problems. Such successful implementation could enhance
the employees’ satisfaction and subsequently the hotel efficiency (Lazari and Kanellopoulos,
2007). Efficient leadership and customer focus are the most common principles incorporated
into TQM programs of hotels (Breiter and Bloomquist, 1998; Li et al., 2007). Furthermore,
training obtains strategic value for hotels (Boudreau et al., 2001; Claver et al., 2006; Tihanyi
et al., 2000) and increases the skill level of staff and customer service commitment. However,
hotel industry has verified that TQM-committed hotels achieve higher performance (ClaverCortés et al., 2008; Langer, 1997) and TQM reasonably improve customer satisfaction, and
consequently financial performance. This study continued by investigating the clients’
perceptions of quality and the components that drive customer satisfaction in hotels.
According to the various studies, it is concluded that the competition for high service quality
and customer satisfaction has been increasing in hospitality industry and hotels in particular.
Although, due to the heterogeneity of customers, being precise becomes difficult, hotel
organizations need to understand the guests wants from the service sector as much precision
as possible.
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Factors Influencing SME Growth: An Exploratory Study in Dubai
ABSTRACT
The role of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in any economy has been widely
acknowledged. Particularly in Dubai, the Government has highlighted that its future direction
is to leverage on its existing strengths and focus on growth and development of SMEs in key
sectors. In this paper, we report the findings of an exploratory study that has been conducted
in order to investigate the factors influencing SME growth in the context of Dubai. Fifty nine
face-to-face interviews were conducted with owners/CEOs of SMEs in Dubai, resulting in a
framework that identifies the main structural, policy, and external factors that influence the
growth SMEs. In addition to that, the findings resulted in developing better understanding of
how SMEs define growth.
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INTRODUCTION
It is widely acknowledged that Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) play a crucial role in
the economic development of any economy. Recent studies found positive relationship
between the relative size of the SME sector and the level of economic growth (Beck, 2005).
On average, SMEs contribute to 50 percent of GDP in high-income countries (Ayyagari,
Beck & Demirgüç-Kunt, 2007). In addition, SMEs provide the majority of jobs in many
economies. For example, In OECD countries, more than 60% of the formal workforce is
employed by SMEs which have less than 250 employees (Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, & Peria
2008).
SMEs are also the primary source of entrepreneurship, innovation and employment creation
(Wennekers & Thurik, 1999; Beck, 2005). When SMEs prosper the whole economy prospers;
while during economic downturns, SMEs provide the bedrock of stability to the economy.
Being small and energetic, they are more resilient and can adapt to changes much faster
compared with larger enterprises (Klonowski, 2010). Therefore, research on SMEs has
attracted much interest from academia as well as governments.
In Dubai , SMEs count for 95% of the total enterprise population, employ around 42% of
Dubai’s workforce, and contribute 40% of Dubai’s value add (Dubai SME, 2009). They
represent a great variety across the major sectors of trading, services and manufacturing.
Realizing the importance of the SME sector to Dubai’s economy, Dubai government
mandated the “Mohammed Bin Rashid Establishment for SME Development” known as
“Dubai SME” to lead the development efforts for the sector in the emirate (Dubai SME,
2009). Dubai SME is playing a leading role in the development of the Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME) sector in Dubai. Particularly, one of its key strategic objectives is to
“create a business enabling environment to the development of SME’s”. In order to provide
effective facilitations for SME growth, it is imperative to first develop a good understanding
about the factors influencing SMEs growth.
Although some existing studies attempted to explain business growth in terms of factors such
as, degree of innovation, internationalization, productivity, profitability and market share, yet
firm size was the factor which received the most attention (Rodriguez, Molina, Perez &
Hernandez, 2003). Most of existing studies defined business growth in terms of sales levels
and employment size (Davidsson, Kurchhoff, Hattemi-J & Gustavsson, 2002; Huynh &
Petrunia, 2010). In the context of our study, defining business growth will be more
comprehensive to include growth in turnover, market share, developed products, services and
brand value. This broad approach will enable us to capture how SMEs in Dubai perceive
business growth.
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Existing literature has addressed the factors influencing SME growth from different
perspectives. Some focus on structural factors, such as size, age, industry, and legal form
(Almus and Nerlinger 1999; Evans 1987; Storey 1994; Wagner 1992) while the others look at
external factors including policies and regulation, business environment, networking and
access to finance (Donckels & Lambrecht, 1995; Nichter & Goldmark, 2009; Park, Shin, &
Kim, 2010). Although insightful, we still need to develop a contextual understanding about
the influential factors that are particular to Dubai SMEs. This is because, compared to the
rest of the world, Dubai offers a unique environment for SMEs. For instance, since nonnationals represent 91% of Dubai’s population, as per the 2010 data of the UAE’s National
Bureau of Statistics, many non-national business owners have tendency towards short-term
planning, as they are not certain when they will go back to their original countries. This can
highly affect the decisions and investments relevant to business growth, in view of the fact
that these business owners won’t be motivated enough to grow their firms to the next level,
they only need to maintain an acceptable level of profit to earn a living.
In this study, we aim to identify factors that are relevant to SMEs’ growth in Dubai. Taking
an exploratory approach, we conducted 59 interviews with owners/CEOs of SMEs in Dubai.
The results show how SMEs define growth when operating in Dubai and the main factors
influencing it. Our results not only contribute to existing literature by identifying more
relevant factors, such as clarity of government policies and procedure, access to know-how,
and the role of banks’ guidance and transparent processes. But also have great practical
implications as they provide a sound theoretical support for policy makers in the Government
of Dubai.
SMEs IN DUBAI
The government of Dubai has defined any small and medium enterprise as “An entity
engaged in an economic activity, with a legal form (registered as a business either with a
Commercial Registry by the Department of Economic Development (DED) or with a free
zone) and meets the thresholds of employee headcount and turnover as applicable to the
industry group it belongs to (Trading / Manufacturing / Services)” as specified in figure 1:
--------------------------------------------See Figure 1
--------------------------------------------As mentioned before, SMEs represent around 95% of total businesses in Dubai. Therefore,
they spread across all the key sectors including logistics, tourism, construction, media, IT and
manufacturing. Although business ownership rules in Dubai impose having a local Emirati
partner with at least 51% ownership rights of the business, yet the Government of Dubai
introduced the concept of free zones in 1980. In these free zones, business owners can enjoy
100% ownership of their enterprises, 100% repatriation of capital and profits, no minimum
capital investment, and no corporate or personal tax. Most of these free zones provide
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businesses with easy start-up and licensing procedures in addition to ready-made offices and
warehouses.
Free zone companies are legally treated as foreign companies, therefore, the choice of being a
free zone company mostly suit businesses interested in Dubai’s advantage as a global trading
hub, as imported goods can be re-exported without any imposed taxes.
When companies are also interested in the local market of Dubai, they usually set-up a branch
or another company in Dubai’s mainland following the 51 – 49% ownership structure.
Thus, having this dynamic tax-free environment with non-nationals representing around 91%
of the total population makes Dubai a unique case compared to other parts of the world.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Prior literature has tried to identify the factors influencing SMEs’ growth, which has been
operationalized in terms of sales levels and employment size (Davidsson et al, 2002; Huynh
& Petrunia, 2010). Some of them focus on internal factors. For instance, Storey (1994) found
that size, age and location of a SME are related to its growth. Business size and age were
found negatively correlated with growth, meaning that smaller and younger businesses have
better growth rates. Story (1994) has also found that are other factors were significant as well,
such as industry sector, legal form, and ownership. Such results have also got confirmation
from Almus and Nerlinger (1999) who found that older firms have lesser growth rates and
that growth rates vary by different industrial sectors. Davidsson et al (2002) reported that
younger, smaller and owner-managed firms have better-than-average growth opportunities.
They also reported that location wasn’t significant to growth and that building a growth
business is possible in almost any geographical area.
Other studies have also considered additional factors such as policies and regulations,
business environment, networking and access to finance. Nichter and Goldmark (2009)
confirmed that some external factors are significant to growth in small firms such as access to
finance, networking and inter-firm cooperation, and business environment. Park, Shin, &
Kim (2010) have also confirmed the significance of networking in innovation and growth,
while Donckels and Lambrecht (1995) highlighted the importance of networking at the
national and international levels as a determinant for small firms’ growth.
The literature review has suggested two categories of factors that may influence SME growth,
Structural factors that include (business size, age, formality, and industry) and External
factors which include (Business environment, access to finance, networking and government
policies), these two broad categories outline the proposed framework that can be considered
the starting point for this exploratory study in Dubai. Figure 2 summarizes the existing
findings, which was also used as the framework guiding our exploratory study.
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See Figure 2
--------------------------------------------RESEARCH METHOD
In order to identify the factors that are specific for SMEs in Dubai, an exploratory approach
was adopted. The main objectives were to understand growth as concerned by SMEs in
Dubai and factors influencing SME growth. Fifty nine interviews over a period of 6 weeks
were conducted with the owners or CEOs of the SMEs.
The questionnaire was used to solicit information on the state of growth needs of Dubai
SMEs in critical sectors, key business challenges faced by owners and prospects for
development of businesses in Dubai. This would provide the baseline to identify the key
focus areas that affect the business environment in Dubai and enable the creation of policies
and programs to foster development of SMEs in Dubai. Some sample questions are:






How is your business benefitting from operating in Dubai?
What are your ideas about the growth/development of your business in the
immediate few years?
What according to you are the important measures/actions you would need to take
to develop your business?
What would enable you to implement the above? What is likely to facilitate this?
What are the likely challenges you face to implement your development?

Table 1 describes the profiles of the respondent SMEs:
(See Table 1)
Interviews were transcribed and coded based on the existing framework shown in Figure 2.
We also employed free coding to identify the other common themes that are not included in
prior literature.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
“Growth” as understood by SMEs in Dubai
In order to refine the initial SME development model into an actionable representation of the
factors affecting the growth and development of SMEs in Dubai, it was critical to define the
term ‘“growth” in the context of SMEs in Dubai.
All of the interviewed SME owners were asked to describe their vision about how they want
to grow their business. These responses were analyzed and interpreted to identify themes that
define business growth. Our results showed that existing operationalization of SME growth
cannot fully capture what is expected from SMEs in Dubai. Figure 3 indicated some extracts
from SME interviews, from which we identified four major themes as summarized in a
Product-Market Matrix (Figure 4).
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--------------------------------------------See Figures 3 & 4
--------------------------------------------






Develop Existing Markets – SMEs are focusing on finding new customers in the
existing domestic markets, offering more product variety and creating a distinct
identity of their products and services.
Develop New Products – SMEs are introducing new products, undertaking product
innovation and investing in technology to improve productivity to serve customers in
the existing market.
Develop New Markets – SMEs are focusing on expanding their operations to external
geographies by finding new customers and offering products and services.
Diversification – SMEs are investing in a different line of business or a different line
of products and services.

Compared to prior studies on SME growth, our results demonstrated that SMEs have a more
diversified consideration when it comes to growth, which may not be simplified with sales or
number of employees. For instance, SMEs consider growth in productivity when investing in
technology to better serve existing markets. They also consider growth in brand value and
product innovation. Therefore, the Product-Market Matrix, introduced in Figure 4 above,
provides a new comprehensive approach of defining the different themes of SME growth.
Understanding the Structural and External Factors
Identifying Structural Factors
The key to understand the needs of a SME business was to identify whether the structural
factors of the organization has an effect on the SME growth. This would enable developing
focused initiatives for different types of SME businesses. Our interview data indicated the
following structural factors that were considered to be related to SME growth. Some of these
factors confirmed the prior findings about the structural influences on SME growth.
However, there were some new factors emerging from the interviews conducted, e.g.,
“Planning Horizon”.
--------------------------------------------See Table 2
--------------------------------------------Identifying External Factors
As many external factors were identified while analyzing the respondents’ feedback, the
research team decided to group the policy related factors into a separate category in order to
serve the main objective of the study and highlight the key areas for policy making.
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First, external policies and regulations emerged as the top influential factors. Table 3
summarizes the keying findings in this category. Clarity on government policies and
implementation of the policies emerged as the main elements in the policy factors.
Enforcement of commercial contracts also came as an important element.
--------------------------------------------See Table 3
--------------------------------------------The second category is related to the investment environment as summarized in Table 4.
Particularly banks play a critical role in SME growth, since banks are a third party (external)
stakeholder in SME development. Moreover, the overall information transparency in
financial transactions was also an important factor.
The third category of external factors is related to knowledge and social capital as indicated
in Table 5.
--------------------------------------------See Tables 4 & 5
--------------------------------------------All elements generated for the structural, policy and external factors were knit together to
refine the initial SME growth framework as show in Figure 5:

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
As we began this research as a quest for understanding what factors influenced the growth of
SMEs in Dubai. An exploratory study was conducted which generated a more comprehensive
understanding about SME growth as defined by the practitioners and resulted in a refined
SME growth framework.
The resulting framework contributes to the existing literature by identifying a number of
unique factors that are specific to the Dubai context. Resulting from an exploratory study, the
framework warrants further empirical investigation. Particularly, the future research can
determine the relative importance of these factors in order to facilitate the resource allocation.
In addition, our findings provide a valuable starting point for the policy makers to design the
interventions as to create an enabling environment for development of the SMEs, it is
important to design policies and programs at a government level to address the factors
identified in this study. This framework is currently employed by the “Dubai SME” and
undergoing further validation.
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Figure 1: The Dubai SME Definition

(Dubai SME, 2009)

Structural Factors
(Size, Age , industry,
formality)

SME Growth
External Factors
(Business environment, Access
to Finance, Networking,
Government policies and
regulations)

Figure 2: Study Framework
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Table 1: Demographic Information

%

Number of
Employees

%

< 5 yrs

25

<5

19

5-10 yrs

24

5-30

34

>10 yrs

51

31-100

25

>100

22

Years in Business (Age)

Turnover (AED Millions)
<10

46

10-50

32

51-100

7

>100

15
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Figure 3: Theme Analysis for Defining SME Growth
Extracts from SME Interviews
“We service clients in UAE only. We have different products for them.
We want to increase our warehousing facility to expand in UAE.”
Managing Director, Steel Fabrication Factory
“We keep introducing different fragrances for our customers in UAE.
We have also created our own brand name for our products to capture
more of the domestic market in UAE.”
Managing Director, Perfume Manufacturer
“Our current production capacity is full. We want to increase our
production machinery to serve more customers in UAE.”
Managing Director, Plastic Manufacturer
“We started with mass market products i.e. regular bags. Then to cater to
more customers, we started manufacturing customized bags as per
the requirements of the customers”
Managing Director, Plastic Manufacturer

Theme 1
Growth –
Develop Existing Market

“We started branding our products to have more recognition with our
customers in the domestic market. We have one brand as of now and we
are in the process of launching another brand soon.”
Managing Director, Food Manufacturer
“we will have to provide more customized services to capture more
customers in the domestic market.”
Managing Director, InfoTech Firm

Figure 4: SME Growth Definition
Develop New Markets

Diversification

New

Market

• Geographic Expansion
• New Customers in new
markets

Existing

Develop Existing Market
• New Customers in existing
markets
• Product Variety
• Expansion of facilities
• Branding
Existing

• New Business Line
• New Products

Develop New Products

SME Growth

• Introduce new products
• Product variety in existing
products
• Product awareness
• Invest in technology to
improve productivity

Product
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Table 2: Structural Factors
Structural Factor

Description

Industry

Classification of SMEs into manufacturing, services, trading and
other sectors

Size of business
(Turnover)

Classification of SME businesses by their annual turnover in
AED Mn – Less than 10 Mn, 10 – 50 Mn, 50 – 100 Mn and
greater than 100 Mn

Employee Size

Size of the SME business in terms of their employee

Business Vintage (Age)

Number of years the SME has been in business

Maturity (State of
business)

To understand the stage of business life cycle of the SME i.e. –
start-up, growth, maturity or decline phase. Companies which
are in the growth and maturity phase would tend to be more
inclined to developing their business

Professionalism (Business To understand whether the SME is managed in a
Management)
professionalized way or in a hands on way by the owner
Formality (Accounting
Procedures)

To understand whether the SME has established accounting
policies and procedures

Planning Horizon

To understand the planning horizon of the owner taking the
decisions for growth and development of business – less than 6
months, 6 – 12 months and 1 – 3 years
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Table 3: External Factors on Policy Factors
Policy Factors

Description

Enforcement of
Commercial Contracts

Businesses have expressed a need for better enforcement of
commercial contract policies
This would enable them to enforce contracts with customers and
have a better clarity to resolve commercial disputes

Clarity on government
rules and procedures

“Clarity on government rules and procedures is not there. We
don’t know what to do and where to go…” – MD, Plastic
Manufacturing Unit

Uncertainty of policy

Business owners have indicated that laws and policies with
regards to business operations is uncertain and unclear

Variability of Policy

Business owners have expressed concern over frequently
changing laws and policies which affects their investment
decisions in business

Need for greater
coordination among
government departments

Business owners perceive a need for greater coordination among
different government departments. Currently businesses have to
deal with multiple departments due to lack of clarity as to which
department to approach

Legal Ambiguity &
uncertainty

Visa and residency laws in Dubai have an impact on the
investment decision of SME owners
IP laws (wherein the local partner gets 51% control over the
asset) impacts business investment decisions in Dubai
Business owners have expressed lack of clarity about the legal
procedures relating to inheritance of business and assets
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Table 4: External Factors on Investment Environment
Investment Environment

Description

Access to finance

Businesses need better access to finance to maintain and grow
their business

Transparency

SMEs believe banks should be more transparent in their
operations and should clearly explain the charges and costs
associated with funds

Guidance

banks should provide guidance on usage of funds and suitability
of products

Evaluation Process

the banking procedure and paperwork is cumbersome and no
clear understanding on how banks evaluate a business plan

Credit worthiness

Business owners have indicated a need to have information
about the credit worthiness of their customers to minimize the
risk of defaults and late payments

Table 5: External Factors on Access to Knowledge and Social Capital
External Factors

Description

Networking

Business owners have expressed that networking is important for
their business to be used as a marketing tool and to establish
contacts and form partnerships in the industry

Access to know – how

Businesses do not face a problem in sourcing the required know
how and plant and machinery for their business operations

Access to skilled people

Businesses are able to source the required skilled manpower for
their business operations and training is done in-house and on the
job

High cost of operations

Businesses are being affected by the high cost of operations,
mainly rent costs, legal expenses, the high costs of labor
accommodation and other operational expenses such as
electricity are also affecting businesses

Guidance and Advice

Business owners have expressed need for guidance and advice to
enable their business to grow better
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Figure 5: Refined SME Growth Framework.
Structural Factors
1. Industry, 2. Size, 3. Age ,
4. Maturity, 5. Professionalism,
6. formality,
7. Planning Horizon
External Factors (Policy Factors)
1.Enforcement of Commercial Contracts
2. Clarity on government rules and
procedures
External Factors (Investment
Environment)
1. Access to finance,
2. Transparency
3. Guidance
4. Evaluation Process
5. Credit worthiness
External Factors (Access to Knowledge
and Social Capital)
1. Networking, 2. Access to know-how,
3.Access to skilled people, 4.Cost of
operation, 5 .Guidance and Advice
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Bobbie Macdonald, University of Winnipeg

Conceptualizing the Relation between Private Benefit and the Public Good:
The Emerging Contribution of Impact Investment

ABSTRACT
The juxtaposition between “private benefit” (i.e. profit maximization) and the “public good”
(i.e. social and environmental benefits) has long been treated as an inevitable tension.
However, this notion has been increasingly challenged in recent years by a rejection of the
binary choice between investing strictly for financial gain or donating to charity. Impact
investment is the most recent manifestation of this challenge, directing the private sector’s
vast innovative and adaptive capabilities towards solving social and environmental problems.
This paper addresses (1) whether a theoretical shift has taken place on the relation between
private benefit and the public good and (2) whether or not impact investment has contributed
to this theoretical shift. It is argued that (1) a theoretical shift has taken place through the
emergence and sophistication of five key theoretical perspectives and (2) that impact
investment contributes an overarching conceptualization of this shift as the widespread
pursuit of a single fundamental element: the creation of social and/or environmental benefits
while generating a financial return.
---------------------------Traditionally, private investments have had the sole purpose of generating financial profits
(i.e. increasing shareholder value) while addressing social and environmental issues have
been treated as the responsibility of governments (Reed & Reed, 2009; Marcus, Kurucz, &
Colbert, 2010). This juxtaposition between “private benefit” (i.e. profit maximization) and
the “public good” (i.e. social and environmental benefits) has been treated as an inevitable
tension in much business management and organizational literature (Margolis & Walsh,
2003; Porter & Kramer, 2006).
However, over the last 40 or so years this notion has been increasingly challenged by a
rejection from investors, private firms, and entrepreneurs of the binary choice between
investing strictly for financial gain or donating to charity (J.P. Morgan & The Rockefeller
Foundation, 2010; Barkemeyer, 2009). An entire vocabulary has arisen in this effort to
integrate private interests with the public good, such as corporate social responsibility (CSR),
socially responsible investing (SRI), triple-bottom line investing, social business, and venture
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philanthropy to name a few. Companies have been increasingly asked to contribute to social
and environmental solutions through their core business operations or philanthropic arms in a
wide range of sectors, such as education, health care, water and sanitation, credit and
financial services, and clean energy (Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Newell & Frynas, 2007;
Valente & Crane, 2010; Simon & Barmeier, 2010). Consequently, companies’ philanthropic
contributions more than quadrupled between 1950 and 2000 in real terms (Margolis & Walsh,
2003).
Impact investment is the most recent addition to this vocabulary, adding to the popular notion
that the vast wealth creation and innovative capabilities of private enterprises can solve
pressing social and environmental problems around the world (Thornley, Wood, & Grace,
2011; Maak & Pless, 2009; Margolis & Walsh, 2003). An impact investment is an investment
- a choice by an investor to risk her assets with the goal of some future benefit - that seeks to
generate a financial return as well as a social and/or environmental benefit (Simon &
Barmeier, 2010; Monitor Institute, 2009; Godeke & Pomares, 2010). The term was coined in
2007 by a group of investors gathered together by the Rockefeller Foundation, although
impact investment has its roots in an eclectic base of private initiatives, or what may be
termed “impact businesses”, that have emerged over the last three decades (Monitor Institute,
2009). Prominent examples include: the Community Development Venture Capital industry
in the United States which has provided financial services since the 1990s to local businesses
that have the potential to create employment for low-income and marginalized people (Simon
& Barmeier, 2010); and Aravind Eye Clinic has provided eye surgeries and related services
in India since 1976, charging only those with the ability to pay (J.P. Morgan & The
Rockefeller Foundation, 2010). In collecting a database of nearly 200 impact businesses,
Simon & Barmeier (2010) found that 50 percent were engaged in alternative and clean
energy, rural development, and health, while another 36 percent were engaged in trade, water
and sanitation, and finance and business services.
This paper addresses (1) whether a theoretical shift has taken place in business practice and
thought on the relation between private benefit and the public good and (2) whether or not
impact investment has contributed to this theoretical shift. It is argued that (1) a theoretical
shift away from purely private benefits has taken place through the emergence and
sophistication of five key theoretical perspectives and (2) that impact investment contributes
an overarching conceptualization of this shift as the widespread pursuit of a single
fundamental element: the creation of social and/or environmental benefits while generating a
financial return. The paper proceeds in four sections. First, impact investment is contrasted
with three common approaches in business practice - CSR, SRI, and social business - that
attempt to merge private benefit and the public good. Second, five key theoretical
perspectives on the relation between private benefit and the public good are described: the
business case for society and nature, stakeholder theory, the moral case, neoinstitutional
theory, and social entrepreneurship. Third, the nature and degree of the theoretical shift away
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from purely private benefits is analysed. Fourth, I explore the contribution of impact
investment to this theoretical shift.
Impact Investment and Common Business Practice
The seeds of impact investing were sewn over the last 40 years through the CSR and SRI
movements (Bugg-Levine, 2009). These approaches, along with a plethora of other
terminology (e.g. social business, triple-bottom line investing, and venture philanthropy),
have challenged the prevailing attitude that a company’s only responsibility is to maximize
profits. As a result, hardly anyone today would disagree with the proposition that companies
have a major role to play in addressing social and environmental issues (Markandya &
Francis, 2002; Blowfield, 2005). However, the spread of unstandardized and uncoordianted
terminology used to describe and guide practices through which businesses can address social
and environmental issues obscures the relationship between private benefit and the public
good.
Impact investments target social and environmental issues that are inadequately addressed by
current investment opportunities or government and philanthropic solutions, with a focus on
emerging and underdeveloped markets in Africa, Asia, and Latin America (Simon &
Barmeier, 2010; J.P. Morgan and The Rockefeller Foundation, 2010). Governments and
philanthropic organizations have pioneered innovative solutions and mobilized attention
around social and environmental issues; however, they have been unable to generate
sufficient financial capital to take these solutions to scale (Bugg-Levine, 2009; Godeke &
Pomares, 2010). On the other hand, private investment opportunities in emerging and
underdeveloped markets have grown significantly to replace foreign aid and private
philanthropy as the primary sources of capital (Bugg-Levine, 2009; Sumner, 2005).
Impact investors and businesses are pioneering innovative solutions to social and
environmental problems while generating financial returns, thus merging the motivations of
traditional financial investments with governments and philanthropic organizations (J.P.
Morgan & The Rockefeller Foundation, 2010; Bugg-Levine, 2009; Monitor Institute, 2009).
Impact investing is only now emerging from infancy, yet estimations are that the industry
could reach US$500 billion in assets in the next five to ten years (Monitor Institute, 2009;
Bridges Ventures & The Parthenon Group, 2010). Although this represents a small portion of
global managed assets (US$50 trillion), it would dwarf total global Official Development
Assistance (ODA) (US$120 billion in 2008) or private sector philanthropy (US$50 in 2007)
(Ahmad, 2009; Center for Global Prosperity, 2009; Simon & Barmeier, 2010).
Impact businesses and investments are generally divided into two categories: financial-first
and impact-first (Simon & Barmeier, 2010; Bridges Ventures & The Parthenon Group, 2010;
Godeke & Pomares, 2010). The former prioritizes financial returns with a floor for social
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and/or environmental impact, while the latter prioritizes social and/or environmental impact
with a floor for financial returns. Investors in impact investment funds generally include
high-net-worth individuals, pension funds, governments (through development finance
institutions), and corporations or foundations (Simon & Barmeier, 2010; Bridges Ventures &
The Parthenon Group, 2010).
So what does impact investment contribute besides another term to use for the coupling of
private benefits and the public good? Below I briefly describe three common terms used in
this field - corporate social responsibility (CSR), socially responsible investment (SRI), and
social business - and illustrate the coherence that impact investment offers as a single
overarching approach to understand the confluence of private benefits and the public good.
The European Commission defines CSR as “a concept whereby companies integrate social
and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interactions with their
stakeholders on a voluntary basis” (quoted in Newell & Frynas, 2007, p. 673). CSR
emphasizes voluntary actions by corporations and the formation of partnerships with
governments and civil society in an effort to encourage corporations to look beyond pure
financial returns (Barkemeyer, 2009; Ruggie, 2002). Much of the literature on CSR has
attempted to demonstrate a positive relationship between voluntary actions to promote social
and/or environmental benefit and financial performance (Blowfield, 2005). Although
empirical results remain inconclusive, CSR has nevertheless become an inevitability for
business leaders all over the world (Porter & Kramer, 2006; Blowfield, 2005).
Although both impact investment and CSR promote the confluence between private benefit
and the public good, there are two key differences. First, although CSR advocates for
businesses to incorporate social and environmental concerns into their operations, financial
performance remains the fundamental goal (Blowfield, 2005; Wry, 2009). CSR makes no
argument that private firms could be reasonably expected to promote the public good at the
expense of financial performance. In comparison, impact-first investments include enterprises
that emphasize the public good over private benefits. Second, impact investments generate
public goods through core business operations while CSR activities can be unrelated to core
business operations. For instance, some oil companies operating in Nigeria have taken on
quasi-governmental roles, building schools and hospitals near core operations, yet these CSR
activities are obviously not part of the firm’s competitive advantage (Valente & Crane, 2010).
On the other hand, impact investment generates social and/or environmental good directly
through business operations.
SRI is a practice of incorporating environmental, social, and corporate governance factors
into investment decision-making based on traditional financial criteria (Umlas, 2008; Nilsson,
2008; Sparkes, 2002). SRI has grown out of an increasing investor concern for social and
environmental issues and a realization by investors that their investments should not
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contradict their values (Nilsson, 2008; Dillenburg, Green, & Erikson, 2003). Moreover, the
last two decades have seen investors increasingly recognizing that their investments can
encourage socially and environmentally responsible corporate practices (Umlas, 2008).
Today, assets in SRI funds have grown to over US$4 trillion in the United States and Europe
(Simon & Barmeier, 2010).
However, 80 percent of SRI funds are characterized by negative screening: avoiding
investments in products or processes that have a negative social and/or environmental impact.
Negative screens for alcohol, tobacco, firearms, and animal testing are among the most
common (Lee, Humphrey, Benson, & Ahn, 2010; Bridges Ventures & The Parthenon Group,
2010; Dillenburg et al., 2003). SRI thus seeks to mitigate negative impact rather than to
proactively create positive social and environmental impact as impact investments do. In
addition, the majority of SRI funds are invested in businesses operating in the richest markets
in the world, rather than emerging and underdeveloped markets in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America where the majority of impact businesses operate (Simon & Barmeier, 2010). The
SRI sector is slowly shifting from this avoidance approach to a more comprehensive
approach that screens for environmental impacts and human rights as well as expanding to
developing countries, thus creating much overlap with impact investment (Umlas, 2008;
Abbey, 2005; Dillenburg et al., 2003). However, these two key differences remain.
Social businesses apply business principles and innovative solutions to social and
environmental issues, much like impact businesses. Popularized by Muhammad Yunus
(1999, 2007), social businesses are different than non-profit and development organizations
in that social businesses are intended to recoup their investments rather than rely on external
grants and donations. However, the key difference between social businesses and impact
businesses is that any profit a social business earns cannot go to those who invest in it
(Yunus, 2007). The interests of impact-first investors may be aligned with social businesses
as these investors are more interested in simply recouping investments than generating profits
over and above initial investments, however financial-first investors would not find social
businesses suitable to their interests.
The one common thread between all of these models is that the creation of some social and/or
environmental impact is a fundamental element of their existence (Simon & Barmeier, 2010;
Hope Consulting, 2010). CSR activities promote social and environmental responsibility in
large multi-national corporations (MNCs) where financial return is the bottom line, SRI funds
allow investors to leverage their capital to promote better corporate practices where financial
return is the bottom line, and social businesses prioritize social and environmental benefits
that recoup investments to retain economic sustainability without generating financial returns
for investors. Placing these terms under the conceptual blanket of impact investment
recognizes this common thread, allowing for a more coherent understanding of the increasing
confluence of private benefits and the public good.
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Theoretical Shift
What is the foundation of overlap between private benefits and the public good? Some
scholars have illustrated that early economists such as Smith, Ricardo, J.S. Mill, and Marx
were well aware of the interrelationship between private benefit and the public good (Marcus
et al., 2010; Hamann, 2008). Further, in the early 19th century, moral and political arguments
were made in relation to the responsibilities of the British East India Company to abolish the
slave trade, resulting in boycotts of foodstuffs produced by slave labour (Blowfield & Frynas,
2005; Hamann, 2008; Sachs, 2005).
However, the dominant paradigm through the 20th century has been the primacy of profit
maximization. Proponents of this approach, such as Friedman (1962) and Levitt (1958) have
argued that a corporation’s first and foremost responsibility is to maximize profits for
shareholders while leaving social and environmental problems for governments and civil
society to solve. This approach treats the relation between private benefit and the public good
as a zero-sum game, in which corporate responsibility and philanthropy ultimately detract
from financial performance (Friedman, 1962; Levitt, 1958; Henderson, 2001). In direct
contrast to this approach, the first explicit consideration of CSR in the 20th century was by
Bowen (1953), who argued that CSR could act as a corrective measure for negative social
and environmental externalities that result from unregulated markets. In the 1960s, civil
society became increasingly concerned about domestic corporate environmental performance,
resulting in new consumer and environmental protection laws in the United States (Abbey,
2005; Jenkins, 2005). However, even until the late 1970s, CSR was rarely taken seriously by
companies (Lee, 2008).
It was not until CSR models became more sophisticated and thus demanded more attention
that CSR began to enter mainstream business practice and thought. Carroll’s (1979) pyramid
of corporate responsibilities is a commonly used example of this increasing conceptual
coupling of private benefits and the public good. Carroll (1979) divided corporate
responsibilities into three categories: the essentials that corporations must comply with (to
make profit and comply with applicable laws and regulations), enlightened self-interest that
corporation ought to participate in (paying good wages, reducing environmental impact, etc.),
and corporate philanthropy that corporations may voluntarily participate in under no
obligation (building schools and hospitals, distributing vaccinations, etc.).
In the 1980s and 1990s, a decline in confidence in the role of the state as an agent for
development led to a rapid expansion of MNCs and foreign direct investment (FDI) in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America (Newell & Frynas, 2007; Sumner, 2005; Reed & Reed, 2009;
Jenkins, 2005). Recognizing this shift, the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro encouraged
CSR, SRI, and other practices by emphasizing the potential role businesses can play in
development (Hamann, 2008). Yet the most prominent corporate responsibility initiative to
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date has been the launch of the United Nations (UN) Global Compact in 2000, upholding
over 4000 signatories (as of 2007) from business, government, and civil society to principles
of environmental stewardship, labour, human rights, and anti-corruption (Barkemeyer, 2009;
Hamann, 2008; Jenkins, 2005). By the end of the 1990s, the notion of CSR was almost
universal, with almost 90 percent of Fortune 500 firms embracing and actively promoting it
as an organizational goal (Boli & Hartsuiker, 2001; Lee, 2008). The momentum of CSR
continued to grow throughout the early 21st century.
After decades of failed government efforts, there are now expectations that the innovative
capacities of corporations can be applied to solve social and environmental issues worldwide
(Halme & Laurila, 2009; Frynas, 2008). Businesses today are clearly expected to be part of
the solution, not part of the problem. Throughout this ascent of CSR, SRI, and other business
practices, the theoretical evolution of the relation between private benefit and the public good
has developed along five core streams: the business case for society and nature, stakeholder
theory, the moral case, neoinstitutional theory, and social entrepreneurship.
The Business Case for Society and Nature
The business case for society and nature has received the majority of attention in the business
literature over the last 40 years conceptualizing the relation between private benefit and the
public good (Lee, 2008; Renouard, 2011; Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Jeppesen & LundThomsen, 2010; Wallich & McGowan, 1970; Elkins, 1977). This perspective contends that
private benefit and the public good are positively correlated, such that improved corporate
social and environmental performance tends to result in improved financial performance
(Barkemeyer, 2009). From this perspective, the corporate pursuit of the public good is
justified only through its instrumental contribution to the firm’s financial performance, which
remains as a firm’s foremost interest (Barkemeyer, 2009). A seminal work by Porter &
Kramer (2006) argues that CSR and similar practices are much more than just a cost or a
charitable act, they are a source of opportunity, innovation, and comparative advantage. From
this angle, Porter & Kramer (2006) argue that “successful corporations need a healthy
society” (p. 83). Education, health care, equal opportunity, safe products and working
conditions, and efficient use of natural resources result in productive workforces, better
reputations and consumer loyalty, more stable operating environments, and less likelihood of
consumer boycotts and lawsuits.
Between 1972 and 2002, 127 published studies attempted to empirically examine this
relationship (Margolis & Walsh, 2003). However, problems with sampling, reliability and
validity, and lack of control variables have inhibited accurate generalizations from being
made (Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Halme & Laurila, 2009; Orlitzky, Schmidt, & Rynes 2003).
Regardless, the promulgation of this theoretical perspective has had significant impacts on
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corporate practices (Lee, 2008; Johnson & Greening, 1999). As of 2005, 64 percent of the
250 largest MNCs published CSR reports (Porter & Kramer, 2006).
Given the instrumental purpose of corporate social and environmental performance promoted
by this perspective, companies have been criticized for resorting to “green-washing” through
public relations in an effort to appear to be practising good corporate social and
environmental performance without actually doing so (Barkemeyer, 2009; Hamann, 2008;
Brown, Joekes, & Humphrey, 2002; Newell & Frynas, 2007). According to a survey
conducted by McKinsey & Company (2006), the two most frequent approaches by
companies for managing social and environmental issues are using media and public relations
and lobbying regulators and governments.
Stakeholder Theory
A similar approach to that of the business case for society and nature is stakeholder theory,
developed coherently in the 1980s and popularized in the 1990s (Lee, 2008). This approach
suggests that maximizing stakeholder interests results in improved financial performance
through improved productivity, reduced risk, and greater stability (Freeman, 1984; Clarkson,
1995; Jones, 1995). Stakeholders are persons or groups that claim ownership, rights, or
interests in a corporation and its activities (Hamann, 2008).
A general distinction is made between primary and secondary stakeholders (Hamann, 2008;
Barkemeyer, 2009; Marcus et al., 2010). The former’s ongoing participation is crucial to the
company’s operations, such as employees and shareholders. The latter is effected by the
company’s activities, but is not essential to the operation of the company itself, such as local
communities and civil society organizations. As Graves & Waddock (2000) demonstrate,
companies that strategically manage stakeholder relations have above-average financial
performance. Stakeholder theory thus perceives the survival of the company as dependent on
a complex web of stakeholders with different interests, objectives, and rights (Hamann, 2008;
Lee, 2008; Barkemeyer, 2009). Companies are responsible for all of their stakeholders, rather
than just shareholders or some vague notion of society.
Corporate social and environmental performance in this approach becomes part of corporate
strategy to maintain survival (Lee, 2008). However, its continued survival is still understood
to rely on financial performance (Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Freeman, 1984; Wry, 2009).
Further, stakeholder management does not necessarily entail benefits to all stakeholders.
Given the diverse interests and roles of various stakeholders, positive gains in aggregate
stakeholder benefits may not result in universal gains for all stakeholder groups (Tashman &
Marano, 2009). As Jenkins (2005) and Edward & Tallontire (2009) argue, the poor and
marginalized tend not to benefit from strategic stakeholder management because they are
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rarely given primacy over other stakeholders. Nevertheless, stakeholder theory provides a
coherent and delimited conceptualization of the role of businesses in society.
The Moral Case
The moral case for businesses to promote social and environmental benefits argues that
businesses have an obligation to address some of the world’s most pressing problems given
their tremendous power, potential, and abilities (Porter & Kramer, 2006; Bowen, 1953; Maak
& Pless, 2009). In contrast to the economism approach in which profit maximization is seen
as the sole responsibility of companies, moral cases argue for a more humanistic approach by
businesses that attributes unalienable rights to all people regardless of nationality, ethnicity,
and gender (Pirson & Lawrence, 2010; Nussbaum, 2005; Reed & Reed, 2009).
These arguments have taken a number of philosophical approaches, including utilitarian
arguments for the maximization of global well-being (Renouard, 2011), promoting an ethic of
care as expressed in moral feminist theory (Gilligan, 1982; Noddings, 2005), adhering to
Rawlsian duties of assistance to help those living in unfavourable conditions (Rawls, 1999),
and arguments for global distributive justice (Beitz, 1999; Pogge, 2000; Caney, 2001). These
arguments are not specific to the nature of business, but rather argue for shared responsibility
of all citizens of the world to address social and environmental problems (Maak & Pless,
2009). Given the power, potential, and influence of businesses to address these problems, it is
imperative that they recognize this shared responsibility. If business leaders embody their
moral responsibility to promote the public good, they will do so regardless of its impact on
financial performance (Wry, 2009; Maak & Pless, 2009). Although these moral arguments
contend that businesses have obligations to society beyond profit maximization, they still
recognize that the fundamental goal of business is to maximize profits.
Moral cases have been criticized for their esoteric nature, creating a closed loop in which
moral research is produced and consumed by small groups of scholars without reaching or
influencing business practice on a substantial level (Wry, 2009). When given adequate
consideration, these arguments may provide compelling reasons for businesses to incorporate
the provision of public goods into core business operations. However, given the complicated
environments and contexts in which businesses operate, it is difficult to give primacy to this
shared responsibility.
Neoinstitutional Theory
Neoinstitutional theory focuses on the context in which businesses operate, arguing that the
regulative, normative, and cognitive contexts dominant in businesses today support the binary
choice of either profit maximization or philanthropy (Scott, 2001; Lee, 2008; Bugg-Levine,
2009). From this perspective, the response of businesses to social and environmental issues is
not constrained by an inherent bottom line of profit maximization, but by broad sociocultural
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forces that provide businesses with a set of actions that are deemed legitimate in a given
situation (Marcus et al., 2010; Hoffman & Ventresca, 1999; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983;
Meyer & Rowan, 1979). Examples of these forces include racism, sexism, stewardship, and
conservation. The confluence of private benefit and the public good thus requires institutional
shifts that alter how businesses relate to social and environmental issues and the legitimate
options with which they can respond to them (Marcus et al., 2010; Wry, 2009). For instance,
Hoffman (1997) describes how the rise of environmental practices in chemical and oil
production fields went from heresy, in which companies perceived these practices as serious
threats to financial profits, to dogma, whereby companies came to accept these environmental
practices as legitimate and unavoidable activities.
Consequently, rather than arguing that gender discrimination, deforestation, or unfair wages
must be addressed by illustrating their negative instrumental impact on financial performance
(as the business case for society and nature and stakeholder theory would argue),
neoinstitutional theory contends that the forces legitimating these practices need to be altered
(Wry, 2009). If businesses perceive these negative impacts on the public good as illegitimate
actions regardless of financial performance, then businesses are unlikely to engage in them.
From a base of deep understanding of broad institutional forces, there are opportunities for
the development of corrective measures that alter the range of legitimate options available to
businesses in their operations for the benefit of the public good (Wry, 2009).
Social Entrepreneurship
A core theoretical underpinning of social entrepreneurship is that the intent with which a
business is designed matters (J.P. Morgan & The Rockefeller Foundation, 2010; Dacin,
Dacin, & Matear, 2010). Entrepreneurship literature distinguishes between three types of
entrepreneurs: conventional entrepreneurs which pioneer innovative business models to
generate financial returns, institutional entrepreneurs which leverage resources to develop
new institutions or achieve change in existing institutions, and social entrepreneurs which
leverage resources with an explicit purpose to address social problems (Dacin et al., 2010;
Shepherd & Patzelt, 2011; Reed & Reed, 2009). Social entrepreneurs challenge the notion
that businesses must inherently create financial returns in order to survive, implying that the
underlying values with which a business is designed is of greater importance to
understanding the relation between private benefit and the public good than illustrating the
instrumental importance of corporate social and environmental performance (Pirson &
Lawrence, 2010). Social entrepreneurship has gradually gained momentum over the last 30
years, yet has received much more attention over the last decade since Muhammad Yunus
(1999) challenged society to find innovative solutions to the world’s social and
environmental problems.
Nature and Degree of Theoretical Shift
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Over the last 40 years, the relation between private benefit and the public good has clearly
undergone significant theoretical sophistication. Increasingly, it has been realized that the
incredible power of business has the potential to create substantial solutions to social and
environmental issues around the world (Godeke & Pomares, 2010; Monitor Institute, 2009;
Barkemeyer, 2009; Valente & Crane, 2010). Given that 51 of the 100 largest economies in
the world are corporations while only 49 are countries, the tremendous power of companies
to create jobs, wealth, and innovative solutions that improve standards of living is impossible
to ignore (Maak & Pless, 2009).
The very base of capitalism seems to be undergoing a theoretical shift and may never return
to the strictly profit maximization perspective (Frynas, 2008; Blowfield, 2005). The five
theoretical perspectives described above range on a spectrum with an emphasis on purely
private benefits at one end and an emphasis on purely public goods at the other. The business
case for society and nature and stakeholder theory fall closest to the purely private benefit
end, merely giving the public good instrumental importance for its creation of financial
impact. The moral case for business to provide public goods can be situated near the middle
of the spectrum, emphasizing that businesses still have the fundamental goal of profit
maximization, yet also have moral obligations to promote the public good over and above
responsibilities to maximize profit. Neoinstitutional theory takes no specific position on the
spectrum, as the relation between private benefit and the public good is dependent on the
normative, regulatory, and cognitive contexts dominant in business at a given time. A context
that legitimizes only actions that maximize shareholder value would clearly be placed on the
purely private benefit end, while a context that legitimizes only actions that maximize the
public good would be situated on the purely public goods end. Finally, social
entrepreneurship would find itself either at the extreme end of purely public goods or very
close to it depending on whether the social enterprise is non-profit or for-profit. Social
entrepreneurship thus provides the most radical shift in business thinking from the purely
private benefit end to the purely public goods end of the spectrum.
Although the business case for society and nature, stakeholder theory, and the moral case
continue to accept profit maximization as the fundamental goal of business, the emergence of
neoinstitutional theory and social entrepreneurship have provided coherent conceptualizations
that legitimate blended value models (Pirson & Lawrence, 2010; Wry, 2009). These models
illustrate how business can be intimately connected to society and nature beyond an
instrumental purpose of generating financial returns. It would be pre-emptive to contend that
these two theoretical perspectives are indicative of a paradigm shift in themselves, however
the collective influence of the five central theoretical perspectives outlined above provides a
strong indication that a theoretical shift has taken place over the last couple of decades in
conceptualizing the relation between private benefit and the public good. As indicated by the
diversity of the five key theoretical perspectives explored in the business literature over the
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last 40 years, the boundaries and empirical extent of this theoretical shift are not clear.
However, it is clear that these theoretical perspectives have substantially pulled popular
business practice and thought away from the purely private benefit end of the spectrum and
towards the purely public goods end. Hardly anyone today would disagree with the
proposition that companies have a major role to play in addressing social and environmental
issues (Markandya & Francis, 2002; Valente & Crane, 2010; Blowfield, 2006).
In a 2004 survey by the US Chamber of Commerce, 82 percent of companies were found to
believe that good corporate social and environmental performance improves financial
performance (Lee, 2008). In the same survey, 82 percent of companies believed that
corporate citizenship needs to be a priority in their business agenda (Lee, 2008). Further, a
survey conducted by McKinsey & Company (2006) found that 84 percent of executives agree
that generating financial returns should be accompanied by contributions to the public good.
This growing interest in the relation between private benefit and the public good is also
reflected in the 2007, 2009, and 2010 Academy of Management conference themes (Marcus
et al., 2010). The current wave in business thinking and practice is clearly focused on
integrating private benefits with the public good (Lee, 2008; Wry, 2009).
The Contribution of Impact Investment
Given the clear pull of these five theoretical perspectives away from the purely private
benefit end of the spectrum, what does impact investment contribute to this theoretical shift?
As the term impact investment was merely coined in 2007, the five theoretical perspectives
outlined above clearly pre-date the materialization of impact investment. Impact investment
has thus not been responsible for the theoretical shift towards the public goods end of the
spectrum that has taken place over the last couple of decades. As it has been illustrated above,
five key theoretical perspectives account for this shift. Although the degree of shift varies
significantly according to each theoretical perspective, the direction of the shift away from a
strict emphasis on private benefit towards the promotion of public goods is consistent and
unmistakable (Valente & Crane, 2010; Blowfield, 2005, 2006).
It is the recognition of this consistent and unmistakable direction of shift that impact
investment contributes to understanding the relation between private benefit and the public
good. The fundamental element of impact investment - the creation of social and/or
environmental benefit while generating a financial return - is also the common denominator
among the five theoretical perspectives identified. It is this fundamental element that explains
the shift in all five theoretical perspectives towards the promotion of public goods regardless
of their respective theoretical propositions and assumptions.
The business case for society and nature proposes that corporate social and environmental
performance is positively correlated with financial performance, stakeholder theory holds that
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maximizing aggregate stakeholder utility results in improved financial performance, the
moral case argues that businesses have obligations to address social and environmental issues
above obligations to maximize profit, neoinstitutional theory contends that regulative,
normative, and cognitive contexts must be altered to promote the confluence of private
benefit and the public good, and social entrepreneurship posits that the intent with which a
business is designed matters, yet all five theoretical perspectives are commonly apply
themselves to the pursuit of the creation of social and/or environmental benefits while
generating a financial return.
Impact investment thus blankets this theoretical shift under a single coherent
conceptualization: the theoretical shift is a result of the widespread pursuit of the creation of
social and/or environmental benefits while generating a financial return. Conceptualizing the
theoretical shift in this manner provides coherence to the range of theoretical perspectives
and practical approaches to coupling private benefit and the public good. The emergence of
impact investment reflects an increasing recognition that these separate theoretical branches
that once saw themselves as engaging in unrelated dimensions of business practice and
thought can become part of a single broad and more comprehensive strategy for coupling
private benefit and the public good (Monitor Institute, 2009; Simon & Barmeier, 2010). All
businesses can be incorporated into impact investment given that they adhere to its
fundamental element (J.P. Morgan & The Rockefeller Foundation, 2010). Although impact
investment is only emerging from infancy, increasing coordination among key actors in
business and coherence around this fundamental element will be crucial for its growth and the
ongoing shift in business values towards the provision of public goods (Simon & Barmeier,
2010; Monitor Institute, 2009; Marcus et al., 2010).
CONCLUSION
Current business practice and thought that couple private benefit and the public good have
grown substantially over the past 40 years, yet remain uncoordinated and without
standardized language and measures. This paper has addressed (1) whether a theoretical shift
has taken place in the relation between private benefit and the public good and (2) whether or
not impact investment has contributed to this theoretical shift. I have argued that (1) a
theoretical shift away from purely private benefits has taken place via the sophistication of
five key theoretical perspectives and (2) that impact investment contributes an overarching
conceptualization of this shift as the widespread pursuit of a single fundamental element: the
creation of social and/or environmental benefits while generating a financial return. The
business case for society and nature, stakeholder theory, the moral case, neoinstitutional
theory, and social entrepreneurship differ in their theoretical propositions and assumptions in
relation to the coupling of private benefit and the public good, yet they all adhere to this
fundamental element.
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A theoretical shift has clearly taken place in the relation between private benefit and the
public good, yet this shift lacks coherence and coordination. The fundamental element of
impact investment - the pursuit of the creation of social and/or environmental benefits while
generating a financial return - connects the theoretical perspectives that have resulted in this
theoretical shift within a single comprehensive approach. With clearly established social,
environmental, and financial metrics, standardized industry language, and increasing
awareness and concern for environmental and social issues around the world, impact
investment will come to dwarf ODA and philanthropic initiatives in as little as five to ten
years. By imbuing traditional investments with social and environmental purpose, impact
investment is a compelling option for addressing social and environmental issues worldwide.
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A Literature Review of Supply Chain Management Models:
An Innovation Perspective

ABSTRACT
Modeling is a dynamic exercise. It is an essential parts to know and identify the issues and
basing on it organization design their models. It is nothing but a standard way of managing
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the business operation. This paper is based on review of different types of literature regarding
innovative practices of supply chain with reference to model. We have taken attempt to
identify and examine and analyze different types of models.
Key Words: Supply Chain, Models, Organizations
INTRODUCTION
An enterprise’s supply chain contains geographically dispersed facilities where raw materials,
intermediate products, or finished goods are acquired, transformed, stored, or sold and
transportation links that connect facilities along which products flow. The facilities may be
operated by the company, or they may be operated by vendors, customers, third party
providers, or other firms with which the company has business arrangements. The company’s
goal is to add value to its products as they pass through its supply chain and transport them to
geographically dispersed markets in the correct quantities with right specification at the right
time and at a competitive cost. The supply chain is represented as a network. The nodes in the
network represent direct transportation connections permitted by the company in managing
its supply chain. The network is useful for discussing models.
NETWORK MODEL
A network is made up of nodes and directed arcs connecting pairs of nodes. LP models with a
mathematical structure corresponding to networks are called network modes. Such models
arise frequently as sub models in large scale supply chain models. The network model can be
optimized by tailored algorithm that exploits their special structure. More important modeling
practitioners find it very useful for communication purposes to display a supply chain model
as a network even when the underlying models are mathematically more complex than
network models. Transportation model is one type of network model.
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Figure – 1: Supply Chain Network
Supply chain management is concerned with the functional integration of purchasing,
manufacturing, transportation, warehousing, and inventory management activities. It also
refers to integration of these activities across geographically dispersed vendors, facilities, and
markets. It ultimately refers to inter-temporal integration of these activities over strategic,
tactical, and operational planning horizons. Strategic planning involves resource acquisition
and divestment decision to be taken over long term planning horizons, tactical planning
involves resource allocation decisions over medium term planning horizons. Operational
planning involves decisions affecting the short-term execution of the company’s business.
The inter-temporal planning is also called hierarchical planning. It requires consistency and
coherence among overlapping supply chain decisions at the various levels of planning. The
efficient operation will not lead to superior profits if the firm’s products are being
manufactured in plants with outdated technologies that are poorly located relative to the
vendors and its markets. So for the evaluation of new or redesigned supply chain network, we
should optimize operations to be carried out under the design. In strategic planning, life cycle
planning requires integration of supply chain and demand management.
SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSACTIONAL MODEL
Figure - 2.13 reflects the interaction among the ERP, MRP, DRP and forecasting and order
entry system. The MRP and DRP systems use information from the ERP system. A separate
MRP system is employed in each plant, where as a DRP system is employed in each
distribution center. These systems are mainly transactional programs that translate master
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production and distribution data. The typical planning horizon for these schedules is 7 to 30
days. The strategic supply chain network optimization system assists senior management in
determining the most effective long term configuration of the company’s supply chain
network. The model analyzes decisions about major resource acquisitions and divestments
over the coming year.
sales managers
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forecast

Forecasting and order
entry system

orders and
forecasts

detailed
production
schedule

detailed transportation
schedule
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WIP and
finished product
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plant
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Distribution
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Production
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Figure – 2: A basic framework of supply chain transactional model
RESOURCE ALLOCATION MODEL
Linear programming (LP) models are used for optimizing supply chain network; many
activities compete for resources, such as machine capacity at a plant or inventory of a
finished product at a Distribution Center (DC). The available quantities of some resources
may be insufficient to accommodate all the demands placed on them. LP models allow
resources to be allocated across the entire system being analyzed to determine how scarce
resources can be optimally used. Supply chain planning is a dynamic process because
decisions made in this period are linked to decisions that will be made in later periods.
Resource allocation plans must account for the inter-temporal nature of the decision-making
process. Inventories of raw materials, intermediate products and finished goods play a central
role in optimizing the impact of production and distribution resources decision made within
each period across the multiple periods planning horizon.
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SCOR MODEL
The Supply Chain Council considers SCM to be the mechanism for integrating the key
business processes in any supply chain. The Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR)
model was developed and endorsed by the Supply Chain Council (SCC 2001) as a cross
industry standard for evaluating and improving enterprise wide supply chain performance and
management (Stewart, 1997). Presently many organizations have adopted SCOR standards to
drive consensus on terminology, processes and expectations among trading partners. The
SCOR model integrates the well-known concepts of business process re-engineering,
benchmarking and process measurement by integrating these techniques into a crossfunctional frame work (SCC 2001). Five core processes have been identified like plan,
source, make, deliver and return. The SCOR model can be used to describe supply chains that
are very simple or very complex using a common set of definitions. Hence industries can be
linked to describe the depth and breadth of any supply chain (SCC 2003; SCC, 2006). The
SCOR model has been shown in Figure – 2.4.
The lean focus model in supply chains is well established and clearly offers very significant
benefits in driving down levels of waste and therefore contributing to supply chain
improvement (Womack et al. 1990; Taylor and Bunt, 2001). However, there is no focus in
this methodology on variation reduction. It also does not address the cost associate with the
inconsistent (in terms of quality and time) performance of activities or processes. The SCOR
model provides the foundation for analyzing supply chain performance, broadly indicating
where problem lies and their potential impact on operations. He advocates the combination of
SCOR with Six Sigma as they have complementary capabilities, with SCOR providing
fundamental understanding of supply chain issues. Six- Sigma can be deployed for the
improvement of projects. The most commonly agreed issues (Slack et al. 1995; Christopher
1998; Beamon, 1999; Kanji and Wong, 1999; Geary et al., 2002) are as follows:
View the Supply Chain as a single entity. As noted earlier, viewing the supply chain in a
systematic fashion is the only way to generate significant improvement.
It requires a new approach; integration not simple interface. Christopher (1998), suggested a
four stage evolution model to achieve an integrated supply chain; ranging from complete
functional independence even within each organization in the supply chain to a truly
integrated supply chain, with management scope extending upstream to suppliers and
downstream to customers.
Supply chain management calls for strategic decision-making. In recent years, SCM has been
widely recognized as a strategically important counter-piece for achieving competitive
advantage (Gattorna and Walters 1996). So for managing supply chain requires precision,
commitment and effective communication of management strategies.
Focus on satisfying end customer. Responsive organizations not only seek to put the
customer at the heart of the business, but they design all its processes and operations with the
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main objective of improving the speed of response and the reliability of the response
(Christopher 1998). Kanji and Wong (1999) see continuous improvement mechanisms as
being crucial to meet the constantly shifting requirements of the customer.
Foster seamless supply chains. Geary et al. (2002) suggested that companies streamline
supply chains through simplifying processes, increasing flexibility, inventory reductions,
smooth material flow, reducing the time between order and fulfillment by reducing sources of
waste and delay.
Effective performance measurement systems. The importance of effective performance
measurement systems has been emphasized by many authors. Okland (1993) suggested that
measurement plays an important role in quality and productivity improvements.
Therefore any model generating, implementing and sustaining improvement must consider
these key elements.

Figure – 2.14: Integration and management of core business processes
Figure-3: Integration and management of core business processes (SCC 2001)
BALANCE SCORE CARD (BSC) MODEL
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Kaplan and Norton introduced the Balance Scorecard as a performance management tool. It
has been recognized as a leading tool for performance measurement in both research and
industry (Olson and Slater, 2005). As there is no single measure for assessing the
performance, managers need to observe the balance view of both operational and financial
measures. Kaplan and Norton propose four basic perspectives like financial perspective,
customer perspective, internal business process perspective and learning & innovation
perspective. The four perspectives in mind, managers can translate strategies into specific and
innovation perspective. Managers can translate strategies into specific measures that can
monitor the overall impact of the strategy on the enterprise. The goals and measures in each
perspective are extracted from the enterprise strategy (Kaplanand Norton, 1992). A single
report includes multiple measures that are tied to desired core competencies such as cycle
time, return on investment and customer satisfaction. Since managers can view all important
aspects of business, the tendency of improving one area at the expense of the other is
minimized. Balancing the objective promotes positive improvement in process, e.g.
improving set up times by reducing process set up rather than increasing batch size. The
balanced score card provides insight whether an improvement is based on actual process
improvement or by reducing the processes (Kaplanand Norton, 1996;Kaplanand Norton,
2000).
Application of Balance Score Card in SCM
The application of Balance Score Card model is based on the following activities:
Refining the four perspectives to fit within the SCM context (Lohman et al., 2004).
Introducing analytical tools to allow calculating a single measure or index that represents the
overall supply chain performance.
The implementation of the BSC (Balance Score Card) model from both an Information
technology and business process prospective.
Brewer and Speh (2001) mapped Kaplan’s balanced scorecard dimensions into SCM specific
measures. They replaced the Business process perspective with SCM goals (e.g. waste
reduction, flexible response), and the innovation perspective with SCM process
improvement, partnership management, information flows and other dimensions such as
people and sustainability and safety, moral and equality were introduced as supply chain
specific dimensions into the BSC(Lohman et al., 2004).
MATRIX MODEL FOR SOURCING STRATEGIES
In an organization supply chain management is the combined entity of purchasing,
procurement, and sourcing is one of the most important. Indeed, supply management is the
first area of focus for virtually every firm embarking on a supply chain effort. It continues to
have major importance throughout any advanced effort, moving from tactical initiatives to a
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position of strategic importance. The degree of emphasis may shift during the firm’s supply
chain evolution, but there is never a time when the buying function is not under pressure to
reduce costs and find extra value added features from supply management.
Effective procurement and supply management demands a range of strategies that are
appropriate for current market conditions and matched with the realities of the business
environment in which the firm operates. In the early levels of the supply chain progression,
this requirement is easily met, as the supply chain effort matures, it becomes more critical
and more difficult. One helpful technique is to apply a matrix model to establish what
strategy is most applicable, depending on the circumstances affecting the firm and its
procurement needs.
Karljic introduced a simple matrix intended to help purchasing managers decide on strategy
by applying a portfolio type of analysis (Kraljic, 1983). It is a 2x2 matrix based on portfolio
management concepts. The vertical axis is arranged to differentiate purchases by profit
impact to the firm from low to high, the horizontal axis is arranged by supply risk. The buyer
could then analyze the supply market for these materials and determine the overall strategic
supply position to implement. With a defined strategy, they could then develop actions for
each sector of the matrix. Similarly it is used for evaluating investment opportunities as part
of the firm’s portfolio of assets, those in procurement evaluate opportunities by segment and
determine the appropriate action, where the impact of a category is low from both
considerations, the sector is labeled noncritical and calls for such tactics as efficient
processing, product standardization, and inventory control. Where the risk is high and the
profit impact low, the sector is called bottleneck and supply control is in order, along with
volume assurance by the suppliers and contingency plans for emergencies.
If the profit impact is high but the supply risk low, the area is dubbed leverage and the buyer
would seek to exploit purchasing power. It is in the sector where the combined factors are the
highest that special strategic approaches are taken to the buying selling relationship, as the
success of the firm could be tied directly with supplier performance. In Figure-2.15 the
Kraljic model has been depicted.
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Figure –4: The Kraljic Matrix Model
The Kraljic matrix (found wide use in Europe and eventually was imported to the U.S. with
many variations appearing. Gelderman (2000) enhanced the model by introducing a variation
that gave consideration to insights from a mutual buyer-supplier dependence theory. The
elements of power and dependence are two very important concepts for further understanding
relationships and deciding strategy.
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Figure – 5: An expanded sourcing Strategic Matrix
In the expanded model (Figure – 2.16) is helpful as firms progressed through their supply
chain evolution. It requires very serious consideration by representatives beyond those from
procurement before it is completed and becomes an important tool in deciding on higher level
relationships and supply arrangements. When representatives from operations, sales, finance
and material management, and information technology are involved, the matrix eventually
reflects the collective thinking of an organization regarding sourcing strategy as a function of
the supply market risk and the impact on performance from the purchases Its use and
applications increase in value as a firm moves from lower to higher levels of supply chain
management. Beginning the quadrant where the business impact and supply risk are low,
routine conditions are found, and the emphasis should be on purchasing efficiency. Here the
strategy is to find the best supplier and the least difficult means of securing supply. As of low
importance a general problem is encountered.
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More large firms have great difficulty pooling the total purchases across all business units
and functions that wish to retain autonomous control over any buying that occurs. Silos of
separation continue to be an obstacle to optimized results until a cultural barrier is crossed.
By focusing those purchases that do not affect market advantage (i.e. indirect materials and
services, office supplies, travel, telecommunications, etc.).
The sector involving high supply risk and low impact on performance is again labeled as
bottleneck to reflect the need to make certain a lack of supply does not disrupt efficient
production and delivery. This is a typical level where there is high buyer dependence on the
suppliers, but the procurement function has worked the supply base down to those companies
where a degree of reliability exists. Alternative sources are advisable because even the best of
sources can encounter trouble. Reviews of supply chain performance are necessary. The area
also offers opportunities for more synergies to be applied across the firm.
SIX SIGMA MODEL
The quest to achieve six- sigma had its birth at Motorola in 1979 when executive Art Sundry
stood up at a management meeting and proclaimed, “The real problem at Motorola is that the
quality stinks”. They believed that high quality products should produce with minimum cost.
Six-sigma would allow a business leader to be proactive, rather than reactive to quality
issues. Total Quality Management programme focuses on improvements in individual
operation with unrelated processes. The consequence is that with many quality programmes
regardless of how comprehensive they are, it takes many years before all the operations
within a given process are improved. The six sigma architects at Motorola focused on making
improvement in all operations within a process producing results far more rapidly and
effectively. By using six-sigma strategy the supplier development issues can be handled. It is
important to understand that six sigma is a performance target that applies to quality
characteristics not to the total product. When an automobile is described as “six sigma”, this
does not mean that only 3.4 automobiles out of million will be defective. Six- sigma means
that within a single automobile, the average opportunity for a defect of a critical to quality
characteristics is only 3.4 defects per million opportunities. The more complex a product each
let’s say we are comparing a paper clip with a sophisticated piece of medicals equipments
with a complex sub systems .So rather than stating that the product is six sigma, we say that
the average opportunity for non-conformance with in a product is six sigma.
Six- Sigma is about improving profitability, although improved quality and efficiency are
immediate by product of six -sigma. Prior to six-sigma, improvements brought about by
quality programs usually had no visible impact on a company’s net income. It has seen profit
margins grow 20% year after year for each sigma shift (up to 4.8 to5 sigma). Companies can
expect to make one sigma shift improvement per year. Companies already having four-sigma
can expect to improve to 4.7 during the first year of implementation and deployment. At 4.8
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sigma companies hit a ‘wall’ that require a redesigning of processes known as “Design for
six-sigma”. However the profit margin increases between a 3 sigma level company and 4.8
sigma company are so dramatic, making these companies so much profitable than their
competitors, that they can selectively pick what plant, product, operation or process they need
to improve to attain 5 sigma or higher. All most all organizations claims to be customer
oriented. But when there is no system of measurements in place to gauge customer
satisfaction, how can an organization genuinely say that its customers are under top priority?
A company’s business metrics can show its value profitability over customer satisfaction.
Six-sigma starts with metrics measuring the things that matter, companies that value
profitability will measure, report on, and react to the quality of their manufacturing and
service processes, and how they affect customer satisfaction and profitability?
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Figure–6: Designing of Five Stage Six Sigma model
(Source: Kwak and Anbari, 2006)
THE NEW DEFINITION OF QUALITY
The traditional definition of quality focus on conformance to standard as companies strived to
create product and services that fell within certain specification limits. Such definition of
quality assumed that if companies produced quality products and services, their performance
standards were correct regardless of how these standards were met. In other words,
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performance stand may have been achieved after considerable rework of a specific part or
service. In addition previous definition of quality often overlooked the fact that products or
services rarely consists of a single elements that individually conform to standard may not
work properly when put together. This concept is called as “interactive standard”.
The six sigma strategies broaden the definition of quality to include economic value and
practical utility to both the company and the consumer. This new definition of quality focuses
on achieving “value entitlement”. In the world of six sigma “entitlement” means that
companies have a rightful level of expectation to produce quality products at the highest
possible profit for customer. Economic worth refers to the fact that customer wants to
purchase products and services at the lowest possible cost just as companies want to produce
the highest quality goods and services. Practical utility of products/finished goods, applies to
the customer refers to the three areas of finished products like form, fit, and function. The
concept of measuring defects was created in the early 1980s as a way to develop a universal
metric that applied regardless of product complexity or dissimilarities between different
products. Higher sigma values indicate most desirable products and lower sigma value
represent less desirable products regardless of what the product is. In short, the higher the
sigma level, the fewer is the number of defects per unit of product or service. The lower the
sigma level, the greater the number of defects per million opportunities (DPMO). As such
six-sigma has become recognized as the standard for product and service excellence.
THE STRATEGY BEHIND SIX SIGMA STRATEGY
There are eight fundamental steps or stages involved in applying the strategy to achieve six
sigma performances in process, division or company. The eight stages are (i) recognize (ii)
Define (iii) Measure (iv) Analyze (v) Improve (vi) Control (vii) Standardize (viii) Integrate
STRATEGY IN BUSINESS LEVEL
R – Recognize the true state of the business.
D - Define what plans must be in place to realize improvement of each stage.
M – Measure the business systems that support the plans.
A – Analyze the gaps in system performance benchmarks.
I - Improve system level elements to achieve performance goals.
C – Control system level characteristics that are critical to value.
S – Standardize the systems that prove to be best in class.
I – Integrate best-in –class system into strategic planning framework.
STRATEGY IN OPERATIONAL LEVEL:
R – Recognize operational issues that link to key business systems.
D – Define six sigma projects to resolve operational issues.
M – Measure performance of six sigma projects.
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A – Analyze project performance in relation to operational goal.
I – Improve six – sigma project management system.
C – Control inputs of project management system.
S – Standardize best-in-class management system practice.
I – Integrate standardize six -sigma practices into policies and procedures.
STRATEGY IN PROCESS LEVEL
R – Recognize functional problems that link to operational issues.
D – Define the process that contributes to the functional problem.
M – Measure the capability of each process that offers operational leverage.
A – Analyze the data to assess prevalent pattern and trends.
I – Improve the key product/service characteristics created by the key processes.
C – Control the process variables that exert undue influence.
S – Standardize the methods and processes that produce best-in-class performance.
I – Integrate standard methods and processes into the design cycle.
Every organization can be broken down into three basic levels. The highest level, the
umbrella of a corporation, is the business level. The second level is the operations level. The
third level is the process level. The success of six-sigma is defined as the extent of which it
transforms each level of organizations to improve the organization’s overall quality and
profitability. There are different approaches are available for six sigma project selection, but
they are essentially top down. Eckes (2001) mentions projects selection by a council of senior
managers. This approach is in order to ensure that projects are not only of financial benefit,
but also are aligned as much as possible with corporate goal.
SUCCESS FACTORS OF SIX- SIGMA MODEL
There is a variety of important success for six sigma programme. These range from generic
issues such as senior management commitment and good cultural fit to specific issues such as
good training in tools (Harry and Schroeder, 2000). The principal focus of six-sigma is “first
and foremost designed to generate immediate improvements in profit margins”. Since Poirier
(1999) estimated that between 65% and 85% of total costs can be related directly to supply
chain operations, it makes sense to apply cost reduction strategies such as six-sigma to the
supply chain as well as internal processes. But there is a little evidence of application of sixsigma across the supply chain. Effectiveness is a concern for all the processes involved is
replenishment, production and fulfillment of demand. So the most important measures of
effectiveness are concerned with customer service level (Taylor, 2004). If there is a firm or
organization that can accelerate the adoption process, such as the department of defense in
software processes or Wal-Mart in supply chain processes be sure to get it involved in one
standard setting effort. If the company’s processes are world-class then it may have an
opportunity to begin providing the service to other. Fidelity Investments, for example moved
from offering mutual funds to company retirement plans to broad outsourcing of benefits
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administration. If the organization provides process services having mixed feelings about the
development of process standards, then the standards will lead to commoditization, and lower
prices for the services that offer. It is better to help for shaping a standard than to be put out
of business by it (Davenport, 2005) noted that original equipment manufacturers are
spreading six-sigma through the supply chain by offering training to suppliers. Avery (2001),
Moore (2002) discusses company’s use of six-sigma with their suppliers. But it is clear that in
most cases these are only applications of the approach in different elements of the supply
chain, rather than across the chain. Newly emerging economies are building their own
industry with global capabilities. At the same time technological changes and production
efficiencies mean that most companies in most industries are capable of producing greater
quantity at less cost. So to remain competitive in this new global environment, companies
will have to continually seek ways in which costs can be lowered and service will be
enhanced (Christopher,1998).So six-sigma method can improve the supply chain
performance in a well-defined manner.
INTEGRATION OF SIX-SIGMA MODEL ANDSCM
The use of the six-sigma in the improvement process will enable organizations to link supply
chain performance with strategic frame work. The Balance Scorecard allows the strategic
goals and the focus of the supply chain improvement is derived from a rigorous performance
measurement system and provides a clear linkage between operational measures and strategic
direction (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). It is noted that the Balance Scorecard is not ideally
designed for supply chain usage in its original form. But the focus on supply chain operations
can be increased with the use of six-sigma model. Companies have been measuring costs,
quality, quantity, cycle time efficiency; productivity etc. of products services and process.
Performance measure is recognized as an important element. It quantitatively tell something
about the product(Mohanty & Deshmukh, 2001).Thus, the intention is that the six-sigma
model will provide the identification and definition of the critical supply chain processes and
metrics while the Balanced Scorecard will provide ongoing guidance to ensure the
achievement of the strategic goals. Improved integration of activities across multiple
companies sharing components of a supply chain is a concern of increasing interest and
importance. So integration of concept, technology is obviously relevant for an organization to
sustain in the market (Shapiro, 2002).This situation is recognized to be messy and pluralistic,
unlike the relatively simple and aligned nature of internal processes. The burning example of
supply chain activities and six-sigma concept is the case of Mumbai Dabbawalas. Today the
5,000 Dabbawalas make about 2000,000 lunch deliveries in the city and have become famous
for their clockwork precision and efficiency. The Forbes Global magazine awarded six-sigma
certification in 2001 to Dabbawalas. According to Forbes the Dabbawalas work with
99.999999 percent accuracy. There has been a significant amount of research conducted into
issues surrounding collaboration in supply chains (Sabath and Fontanella 2002; Corbett et al.,
1999).
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SUPPLY CHAIN MODELS AND MODELING SYSTEM
The descriptive model (Figure – 2.18) gives the functional relationship in the company and
the outside world. Some descriptive models are:
Forecasting models: It predicts the demand for the company’s finished products, the cost of
raw material and other factors, based on historical data.
Cost relationships: It describes how direct and indirect costs vary as functions of cost divers.
Resource utilization relationships: It describes how activities consume scarce resources.
Simulation model: It describes how all or parts of the company’s supply chain will operate
over time as a function of parameters and policies set by manager.
Descriptive models are used to create a supply chain decision database from the firm’s
transactional database. A high percentage of transactional data are not relevant to these
decisions. Descriptive models are used to transform the relevant transactional data to data and
relationships useful for decision making. The data and the data relationships in the supply
chain decision database are inputs to an optimization model that integrates them in analyzing
a given decision problem by seeking an optimal solution according to the manager’s
preference.
Intuition
of decision
maker

Analysis

Optimization
model

Transactional
Databases

Descriptive models

Supply chain decision
database

Figure - 7: Overview of descriptive optimization models for decision making
Again the opposite of optimization model is called normative model and prescriptive model.
The prescriptive models seek to prescribe decisions which are a more authoritarian in nature.
A normative model seeks to identify norms that the company should strive but may not be
able to achieve. So the intention in using an optimization model is to identify a set of
decisions that can be pragmatically implemented to improve the company’s supply chain
performance. Supply chain manager should also realize that the development of accurate
descriptive models is necessary but not sufficient for realizing effective decision making.
Hence accurate demand forecasts must be combined with other date in constructing a holistic
optimization model to determine which plants should make which product to serve which
distribution centers and markets so that demand is met at minimal supply chain cost. So for a
pure modeling perspective, descriptive and optimization models sometimes overlap in their
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application like optimization models are applied in data mining analysis to optimally cluster
observations with similar characteristics.
CONCLUSION
We have reviewed different types of literature about supply chain models. The models have
their specific use in specified supply chain environment. There are different types of model
like Network Model, Supply Chain Transaction Model, Resource Allocation Model, Supply
Chain Operations Reference Model, Balance Score Card Model, Kraljic Matrix Model and
Six-sigma Model etc. These models have been designed for smooth operation of supply chain
activities. Each model has its own identity and its own operations. So model framework and
its operations plays vital role to make it success. The other thing is to identify the requirement
and specification of models that gives enough confidence to make it successful in terms of
increasing efficiency as well as productivity. Data Envelopment Analysis literature has been
reviewed in the next section.
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Effectiveness of Web-based Learning

ABSTRACT
E-learning activity has become an alternative since face-to-face teaching can not be always
performed due to various unexpected reasons. Consequently, the benefits of face-to-face
learning activity should be adopted as much as possible into e-learning through the software
it develops. Communication technology and learning strategy is needed, as the effectiveness
parameters of interaction in web-based learning. This study aims to analyze the effectiveness
of web-based learning. The effectiveness was measured based on the interaction between
lecturers and students, interactions between students and material, and interaction among the
students. Data were collected through a questionnaire given to 251 students in four
universities in Indonesia. The analysis was performed descriptively. Based on the three
interactions the result showed that web-based learning process is still not effective.
Keywords: e-learning, learning effectiveness, learning interaction, web-based learning
INTRODUCTION
The development of Information and Communication Technology in Education is hoped to
increase learning quantity and quality in Indonesia. One of the infrastructures built for
universities, either state or private, is the information system and network of university which
connects all universities in Indonesia which is called Indonesian Higher Education Network
(INHERENT). Other supports given by the government are funds given to universities for the
sake of developing or building network so that they can join INHERENT.
In implementation, the readiness of the universities receiving INHERENT fund considerably
varies in capability of ICT field, such as availability of human resources, financial capability,
and support from the head of the university. These conditions particularly affect learning
implementation.
Web based learning has become an aternative which can replace face-to-face activities. In
regard to this, the advantages of face-to-face learning activities should be adopted as much as
possible into web based learning through the software it develops. Learning through media as
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happened in web based learning should be as effective as conventional learning. Therefore,
planning good communication technology and strategy for learning are needed in order to
make the interaction between lecturer and students as the parameter of effectiveness become
reasonably worth considering (Hülsmann, 1999; Zhang, et al 2004).
Measurements towards the effectiveness of web based learning greatly vary, Zlomislic and
Bates (1999) measured the effectiveness of virtual learning through students’ learning results
and their satisfactions. Other researches stated one of the ways which can be used to measure
the effectiveness of learning is to measure students satisfaction (Kirkpatrick’s, 1998; Shea,
et.al 2002; Nicol & Coen, 2003).
Zlomislic and Bates (1999), Shea et al (2002), Zhang et al (2004), stated that the interaction
happened in the learning process is one of the factors determining the students satisfaction.
This study goes hand in hand with Rourke’s, et al (2001) which aimed at dividing interaction
into three parts, namely interaction between students and material, students and teacher, and
students and students.
METHOD
The objects of this study were 4 universities connected with INHERENT. The subjects of
analysis were students joining web based learning program. The Data were collected through
questionnaires given to 251 students taking part in virtual learning from 4 sample
universities.
The learning effectiveness was measured based on students’ satisfaction. Students’
satisfaction regarding web based learning was measured based on the interaction between
students and material, students and teacher, and students and students. Interaction with
learning material was measured from the clarity of navigation, font, picture, sound and
animation, ease access to the web from the university and beyond, availability of links to
other materials, and variety of materials. The interaction with lecturer was measured based on
clarity of instruction in the web page, feedback service, and availability of help. Interaction
among users is measured based on availability of discussion forum, utilization frequency of
discussion forum, and ease in using discussion forum.
Each interaction was measured by using several scored questions based on likert scale. The
range of scales is begun with the most positive response: very satisfied, satisfied, borderline,
unsatisfied and very unsatisfied. Web based learning is stated as effective if the score of the
three interactions is at least 4 X numbers of indicators X numbers of respondents.
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RESULT

The Interaction between Students and Learning Material
Students are weakly satisfied with the material available in web based learning, showed by
the total score of the interaction between students and material amounted 6691 (See Figure
1). The score was smaller than the total score of satisfaction of Likert scale which is 8.032.
The lowest satisfaction was given to the quality of sound and animation. The material
available in web based learning is rarely enriched with sound as involving sound will add
material file size which decreases access speed of the material. The same explanation also
applied to animation. In general, web based learning uses only simple animation.
The web access speed from campus has already been considered satisfactory with total score
amounting 927 which is close to satisfactory score of Likert scale of 1004. This showed that
one of the aim of establishing INHERENT succeeded in enlarging network.
Another indicator which can be seen in the interaction between students and the materials is
availability of hyperlink. Availability of hyperlinks and variety of materials became
important factors in increasing students satisfaction in interacting with the material (Swan,
2003). Availability of hyperlinks enabled students understand the material more deeply from
other sources. If it is seen from the total score, students were unsatisfied with the availability
of hyperlinks although it was not stated as bad.
The Interaction between Students and Teacher
The total score of the interaction with the lecturer was the score having the biggest gap
compared to the satisfaction score in Likert scale out of three measured interactions. The total
score of the interaction with the lecturer was 4663, while the Likert scale’s satisfaction score
is 6024. The punctuality of the lecturer attendance in virtual class and feedback speed
received the lowest score out of 6 indicators which were measured (See Figure 2).
Several things that must be prepared by lecturer as the facilitator in web based learning are
commitment in implementation, skill in utilizing technology, and creativity in designing web
based learning material. The low score of punctuality of attendance and feedback speed must
have been caused by lack of commitment and insufficient skill in using technology. These
low scores showed that the learning process was still ineffective as what Swan (2003) stated
that low quality of interaction can reduce effectiveness of web based learning.
Interaction between Students and Students
Interaction between students and students has a small gap score with satisfaction score of
Likert Scale out of the three scores that were measured (See F igure 3). Yet it had not shown
students satisfaction in interacting with the fellow virtual classmates in virtual learning
forum. Based on the appearing score, there was an indication that the communication forum
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has not been used optimally as students gave a score of 834 toward the utilization of
communication forum while the satisfaction score notated in Likert scale had to be 1004.
In general, based on the three measured satisfaction of interaction, it could be concluded that
the process of web based learning is still ineffective in accordance with the scores of the
satisfaction on interaction fell behind satisfaction score of Likert scale.
DISCUSSION
The revolution from face to face learning in the classroom into web based learning not only
demanded infrastructures requirements but also changes in terms of attitude of persons
involved in it, particularly the lecturer and the students. Infrastructure will no longer be a
problem as INHERENT gift is available. Other things that must be concerned are
commitment and skill of the lecturer and the students in employing information technology in
learning.
Virtual learning not only enables students and lecturers interact without having to attend a
certain class and time but also allow students and lecturers set learning schedules freely.
Record on the 4 sample institutions showed that lecturers could flexibly set virtual meetings
eventhough there had been policies of execution time from the institutions. Yet, flexibility in
terms of time did not contribute positive significance to the interaction between students and
lecturer, such as in terms of answering students’questions and facilitating discissions.
Discussion and feedback in web based learning could not be conducted as easy as in the
class. The process needed longer time than if it had been done in the class.
Another issue which is possibly problematic is preparing the material. One of the necessary
skills which should be performed by the lecturer is designing interaction of material. The
form of material which will be presented in web based learning is different from what will be
given through face to face learning in class. Web based learning material must be wellprepared to resemble face to face learning. The process of designing such material takes
much more time compared to preparing conventional learning material. Designing interactive
material requires lecturer’s creativity without putting aside pedagogical aspects from the
process of learning.
Efforts of optimizing the utilization of web in learning need supports in the form of policies
from the institution. The institution’s policy of enforcing the utilization of web based learning
is still needed. The adoption of this model of learning received lack of appreciation from
lecturers in institutions in which policy of enforcing material delivery via web has not been
implemented. This might be due to much more necessary efforts burdening the lecturers
which are required in web based learning. Therefore, the socialization of web based learning
model in an institution must involve policies supporting its implemantation.
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CONCLUSION
The effectiveness of learning is still of low quality, particularly in the aspects related to the
interaction between students and lecturer. Lecturers as facilitators appear to have lack of
commitment during the process of learning, especially in terms of their attendance
punctuality and immediateness in giving responses to students in virtual class.
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Determinants of the Competitiveness of Chinese Products Across Indonesia

ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to identify the determinants of the competitiveness of Chinese
products across Indonesia. Cost advantage or cheap labor cost has enabled Chinese marketers
to penetrate and compete competitively in their target countries including Indonesia.
Customers were asked to rank order their perceptions about Chinese products using the
marketing mix. Our results vividly indicate ‘price’ factor as the major determinant of their
success across Indonesia. This means that the ‘price’ factor or low price is the most important
criteria being used by consumers across Indonesia while buying products.
Keywords: China, price, promotion, quality, availability, and after sales services
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Retaining Organizational Development at a Faculty through Teambuilding
Activities

ABSTARCT
In order to continuously develop itself as an organization, a university management relies on
a strong pool of human resources which includes academics, administrative officers and
support staff. Organizational development is a continuous effort at helping people to enjoy
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working together as a team towards reaching their individual and organizational goals
(Argyris & Schon, 1978, 1996; French & Bell, 1995; Bolman & Deal, 1997). Team building
activity is one of the mechanisms used by organization to develop strong human resources
(Finger & Brand, 1999; Philips & Elledge, 1989; Prichard & Ashleigh, 2007; Senge, 1990;
Senge et. al, 2000). Like other learning organizations, universities are also moving towards
using team building activities in their organizational development exercises. However, it is
interesting to investigate to what extent do team building activities which are normally
carried out within and outside campus affect staff morale and spirit of working as a team.
This study aims to evaluate the impact of team building activities on faculty organizational
development. Additionally, it examines how the entire team building program is planned,
implemented and evaluated. The findings of the study are anticipated to contribute to the
knowledge on how and what types of team building activities can assist universities in
developing their human resources.
Keywords: Team building, Team work, Team effectiveness, Training, Training
evaluation
INTRODUCTION
The use of teams and decision groups in organizations is a growing phenomenon. Many
organizations and companies today are beginning to recognize the obvious about teams
because it out-performs individuals. As the use of teams in the workplace has increased, it
has become important for managers to understand that transforming individuals into an
effective working team does not happen automatically, it takes effort. Many organizations
have in the past, assumed that a team is a mere collection of individuals and, as much
assumed that merely putting the members together would result in effective performance.
Although organizations are increasingly utilizing teams to accomplish work tasks, there still
remains a lack of prescriptive guidance for organizations in terms of how to capitalize on the
potential synergy teams’ offer. Groups are increasingly considered critical for accomplishing
important tasks and solving complex problems for organizations (Barrick et al., 1998; Stewart
& Barrick, 2000; West, 2002).
To solve all the problems regarding the teamwork, there is a need for human relations
training. For example, employees should be trained on basic communications skills such as
active listening, giving and receiving feedback, etc. However, to be able to measure the
impact of the training, the evaluation process should also address: What type of training to
implement? What changes are necessary to make the course more focused and/or relevant?
How well does the course address its stated objectives? What actions and/or results are
further anticipated and/or expected of participants? What observable or otherwise measurable
increases in knowledge or skills have been obtained? What positive effect has the training
had on organizational efficiency and productivity, and can any changes incurred be attributed
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directly to the implementation of the training and not just to occurrence by accident or
coincidence?
One of the popular and common interventions is teambuilding, also called team development
or group development. Porras and Berg (1978) observed that teambuilding was one of the
most frequently used organization development interventions. As an intervention,
teambuilding is simply a means to get either a new or poor performing group on track,
generally with activities that strengthen those "peeking" critical concepts. Any teams that
have all those concepts and have them in balance will certainly be harmonious, efficient and
productive while meeting their objectives and adding value to the organization. Teambuilding
interventions are evidently believed to lead to a substantive increase in team performance.
Many organizations have turned to teambuilding interventions as a way to improve team
performance. In particular, we see a growing interest in the team performance in a variety of
organizations, be they corporations, public agencies, or colleges and universities. We see the
theme of collective and interactive performance by teams throughout the professional
literature: We hear references to ‘the team as hero’ (Reic 1987) and we attend the slogans
like, ‘Forget charisma, focus on teamwork’ (Cox 1989). Shandler and Egan (1996) claim that
by applying principles of teambuilding, “any group can transform itself into a highperforming team”.
Researchers and practitioners have recently emphasized that teams can be effective as they
coordinate and apply the resources of individual members to stimulate creative solutions and
implementation (Banker et al., 1997; West, 2002). Reviews of the empirical research suggest
that groups can accomplish tasks more effectively than individuals working alone in a range
of situations (Hill, 1982; Johnson et al., 1981; Kelley & Thibaut, 1968). However, conditions
affect this generalization. For example, the value of group work is heightened for complex
tasks, whereas for simple tasks individuals can be as or even more productive (Beersman et
al., 2003; Johnson et al., 1981).
Studies of work teams in a variety of organizational settings have shown that team
effectiveness is enabled by structural features such as a well-designed team task, appropriate
team composition, and a context that ensures the availability of information, resources, and
rewards (Hackman, 1987).
Many researchers have concluded that structure and design, including equipment, materials,
physical environment, and pay systems, are the most important variables for improving workteam performance (Goodman, Devadas, & Hughson, 1988; Campion, Medsker, & Higgs,
1993; Cohen & Ledford, 1994) and have argued against focusing on interpersonal factors
(e.g., Goodman, Ravlin, & Schminke, 1987). According to this research, organization and
team structures explain most of the variance in team effectiveness.
Statement of the Problem
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Although the teambuilding was mentioned as one of the most frequently used organization
development interventions, however, several reviewers (e.g., Buller, 1986; Woodman &
Sherwood, 1980) have observed that there is no conclusive evidence that teambuilding
renders an increase in team performance. Druckman and Bjork (1994) noted that the
enthusiasm for these approaches among practitioners “is not matched by strong empirical
support for their effect on team performance”.
Similarly, Smither, Houston, and McIntire (1996) concluded that “Research findings on the
effectiveness of teambuilding provide a complex mix of results that make drawing firm
conclusions difficult”. More than 20 years after Beer (1976) attempted to formalize the notion
of teambuilding; some of the most fundamental questions about the effects of teambuilding
remain: Does teambuilding enhance performance? Why? Under what conditions!
Several issues need to be addressed in examining the effect of teambuilding on performance.
First, the significance and magnitude—indeed, the very existence—of an effect of
teambuilding on performance needs to be established. Second, differences between objective
and subjective indices of performance have been delineated in other domains, but there is no
a priori determination of the extent to which teambuilding would differentially affect these
two different ways of operationalizing performance.
Third, the degree to which a given teambuilding intervention engages different components
of teambuilding might influence the effectiveness of the teambuilding intervention. Fourth,
the effect of team size needs to be specified, particularly in light of recent findings in cognate
areas indicating that group size exerts a considerable effect on other group phenomena.
Finally, the effect of the duration of teambuilding interventions on their effectiveness is of
considerable practical significance. Each of these considerations is addressed in turn. Thus,
the problem of this study is to determine the impact of teambuilding activities on
organizational and staff development.
Research Questions
This study seeks to determine the relevancy of the teambuilding activities and content
towards staff workplace context, i.e., is it tailor made to the participants’ needs or remain
general in nature. It also seeks to determine the level of use of information and experienced
gained from teambuilding activities in facilitating their professional and personal
development, i.e. teamwork, team-learning, academic development, and technical
development, social and ethical well-being. As for the research questions this study
addresses, the following are the main questions of the study;
How do the team building activities address issues related to staff workplace context?
How do team building activities impact staff professional and personal development?
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METHODOLOGY
The primary objective of this study was to obtain baseline data on staff engagement in
developmentally-based programs especially teambuilding activities both on and off UPM
main campus. This part describes the research procedures utilized in this study that involves
the design of the study, the population and sample, the data gathering instruments and the
method used in collecting and analyzing the data.
Design of the Research
This research adopts a qualitative research design in examining the teambuilding process.
The study undertakes in-depth interviews to be conducted to staff that have been involved in
the teambuilding programs organized by the university. In other words, the respondents
selected are academicians and support staff of UPM who attended a teambuilding program
conducted in campus and off campus. Pilot interviews are to be constructed and tested before
being administered to staff in the faculties with the permission of every targeted faculty dean.
Formative evaluations will also be conducted during the development of the program with the
intent to improve the program. This process evaluation, which will be done via observation
and document analysis, will describe the program and its outcomes. In addition, data which
will be collected from a summative evaluation exercise to be conducted on campus after
coming back from the team building program will also be utilized to analyze the process and
understand the phenomenon.
Expected Result/Benefit
It is anticipated that this study will contribute to new findings, acquire baseline data on
university staff engagement in positive, developmental activities and lifestyles for example,
teambuilding activities and how they affect their professional and personal well-being. It also
assists and provides input on staff program development to the staff development personnel
of UPM.
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Impact of Ongoing Global Economic Crisis on Malaysia’s Trade Relations
with Its Major Trading Partners

ABSTRACT
Malaysia’s quest to become a fully developed nation by 2020 is being facilitated by its
globally competitive International Trade Regime (ITR), which has yielded a burgeoning trade
worth more than RM One Trillion for a tiny nation of 27 million people in 2010
The impact of ongoing financial crisis across the world is significantly different for each
nation and is dependent on its economic and social developments. The first economic crisis
that hit Malaysia badly happened in 1997 when its currency (Malaysian Ringget --- RM) was
attacked by global speculators, and financial gamblers causing abrupt depreciation of its
currency. Malaysia protected itself by instituting exchange controls against the policy
recommendations of International Monetary Fund (IMF) and pursuing a fixed exchange rate
policy; that served Malaysia very well; though this policy was criticized throughout the world
by economic pundits. However, it rescued its economy from collapse successfully.
70% of Malaysia’s exports consist of modern electronic, industrial and technological
products and the remainder 30% of its trade is focused on the export of agricultural,
commodity and mineral products. Malaysia’s top trading partners in 2010 were Singapore,
China, Japan, USA, Thailand, Hong Kong, Australia, South Korea, India and the
Netherlands.
This research would examine how ongoing global economic crisis is affecting Malaysia’s
trade relations with its major trading partners. Quantitative models of ITR would be used to
investigate the cause and effect of this crisis and ascertain its impact on important export
sectors of Malaysia. Policy recommendations would be offered to offset the negative impact
of this crisis on Malaysia’s export competitiveness of these selected export sectors.
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Corporate Governance, Risk Management, Ownership and Bank
Performance: Evidence from Africa

ABSTRACT

The study of corporate governance in banking sector is important component within the
enhancement of bank performance. In today’s economy and society, banking sector is of
great importance. Individuals and corporation depend on efficiency and quality of services
that the banking sector provides. Being the financial intermediary that accepts deposits and
channels those deposits into lending activities either directly or through capital markets,
banking sector is highly regulated with the aim of shaping and influencing bank risk taking
and performance with the purpose of protecting depositors and attaining economic growth
and stability. It is unfortunate that throughout time the existence of banking institutions has
tended to cause banking scandals and crises.
Ongoing banking crises is a serious concern and can be extremely costly, not only to the
depositors but in terms of the overall growth of the economy in the country. The US savings
and loan crisis of 1980s led to credit crunch that seen as a major factor in the US recession of
1990-91. Asian economic crisis in 1997-98 caused large number of firms to have gone
bankruptcy; most of these firms are in banking sector. Japan banking crisis during 1990s
resulted in collapse in the stock and commercial estate markets and rising of corporate stress
caused huge setbacks to the country’s stagnant economy.
It is argued that African banks generally have African ownership and therefore the problem
of European and or foreign banks are not likely to be transferred to the African banks. It is
also argued that African banks have limited exposure to the international markets, their
borrowing from these markets has been limited, and therefore they have not had much
interaction with the so-called toxic assets of the foreign institutions.
This study wishes to examine the relationship between corporate governance, risk
management and ownership to bank performance. Data from 140 African banks (listed and
unlisted) will be drawn from 14 African countries covering all regions will be used for
analyses.
The regression models will be used to examine the relationship between corporate
governance and bank performance, relationship between risk management and bank
performance and the relationship between ownership and bank performance. Data from the
study will be extracted from Bank scope dataset.
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The finding of the study will contribute to improving understanding the triangulation
relationship between the variables and will offered to policy makers of the financial sector to
design strategies that align with good governance in the banking sector.

Behnaz Khoshtinat
Jamil Bojei
Both of Universiti Putra Malaysia

Acceptance of Patient Relationship Management (PRM ) in Health Care

ABSTRACT
Customer relationship management systems are introduced in many (especially service)
companies to support relationship marketing. For many years, commercial businesses have
realized the benefits of deploying CRM (customer relationship management) systems that
help them build long-term customer relationships. . Industries, such as banking , insurance ,
tourism , hostelling try to accept and use CRM strategy for making the stronger relationship
with their customer for getting more benefits. CRM has different shape in different
organization .For example, in healthcare systems, it is called Patient Relationship
Management (PRM ). Clinicians understand that patients with chronic illnesses, such as
Diabetes or heart disease, can benefit from frequent educational communications and helpful
reminders. However, the lack of widely available, easy to use systems and failing in
acceptance PRM as a new technology —makes managing ongoing relationships difficult.
So , acceptance of PRM became one of the hottest issue in healthcare. According to the
characteristics of healthcare industry and futures of PRM , there is a need for having a new
adoption model of PRM in healthcare industry. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the
reasons of rejecting PRM in healthcare.
Keywords: customer relationship management, patient relationship management, acceptance
of PRM
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